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FOREWORD 

Is Indian literature one or many, a single whole or a mosaic ? This question 

has been asked again and again. However, there is no denying the fact that 

there is a deep social, cultural and spiritual unity in the whole of the 

subcontinent that is amply evident in its literature. The quantum of literature 

written in various Indian languages is astonishing. Tliough written in several 

languages in different ages under diverse social conditions, one can see a 

unique quality permeating the whole of Indian literature — what we may call 

the 'soul' of India. 

Indian literature today means literature produced in the Indian 

languages beginning witli the Vedic Sanskrit in the ancient past to what is 

written today even in English, a language we have adopted. The rich tradition 

of Indian literature spans a period of about 400() years. The Rgveda is the 

earliest known Indian literary work. The three Vedas, Samhitas, Brahmanas, 

Aranyakas and Upanishads followed. In the later stages, classical Sanskrit 

evolved from Vedic Sanskrit and thrived for more than fifteen centuries. The 

popular vernaculars also grew side by side. There was also Pali, the language 

adopted by the Buddha, in which a vast quantum of literature was produced. 

There was Ardhamagadhi, the vehicle of Jain thoughts, and there were too 

various Prakrits and Apabramsas which also had considerable literature of 

high quality. Apart from these, there were two languages of South India, 

viz. Tamil whose first known works of literature date back to 2nd or 3rd 

century B.C., and Kannada which has an antiquity of about twelve centuries. 

The selections in the three volumes of Ancient Indian Literature 

focus on the Indian world view, life in general and man's life in particular 

and its meaning as reflected in literature; enduring human values cherishable 

in every age and the immense expressive power of the language of the age. 





PUBLISHER'S NOTE 

Ancient Indian Literature (from the beginning to A.D.l 1(X)) is one of the three 

monumental projects launched by the Sahitya Akademi (The National 

Academy of Letters, India) a representative cross section of Indian writing 

over the centuries meant for readers in India and abroad. The other two 

projects are Medieval Indian Literature (from A.D.l 100 to A.D.1800) and 

Modern Indian Literature (from A.D.1800 to A.D.1911). Both these projects 

have already been completed. 

The Ancient Indian Literature Project was originally meant only to 

prepare a comprehensive anthology of Sanskrit, Pali, Prakrit and Apabhramsa 

literatures. Later it was proposed to be in three volumes with the addition 

of ancient Tamil and Kannada literatures. The first volume covers passages 

from the Vedic and the Upanishadic texts as well as the Brahmanas and the 

texts from the Buddhist Pali. The second volume covers texts from the 

classical Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Apabhramsa, and the third volume has 

selections from ancient Tamil and Kannada literatures. 

Years of intensive groundwork by numerous scholars and researchers 

have gone into the preparation of these volumes. A steering committee for 

the project was constituted in 1911 with Prof. V. K. Gokak, Prof. B.K. 

Bhattacharyya, Prof. Vidya Niwas Mishra, Prof. H. M. Nayak, Prof. Ramesh 

Mohan and Prof. H. P. Malledevaru as members. The project began in 1911 

under the Chief Editorship of Prof. Malledevaru. In 1911 at his untimely 

demise. Prof. TRS Sharma took over as the Chief Editor. Initially, the Chief 

Editor and the language editors met in a workshop to prepare the guidelines 

for selection. The final selections were made in a second workshop and the 

translation strategy worked out. The translation phase took another nine 

months. A consultation with creative writers in the target language preceded 

the final approval of translations. 

The selection in these volumes has been made following the guidance 

received from various language editors. The final versions have been 

prepared by the editors of the respective languages. Each volume has an 

introduction highlighting the historical aspect with special focus on the main 

concerns of the poetry of the particular period, as well as its structure and 

texture. Selections have been made from published as well as unpublished 

works, and as far as possible from their edited recensions. 
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These volumes together, we hope, carry the vital essence of ancient 

Indian literature. We feel confident that this unique venture will be 

stimulating and useful to the lovers of literature all over the world and help 

our contemporaries to cultivate a deep sense of India's great literary traditions 

that form the solid basis of our modernities. 

K. Satchidanandan 

Secretary 
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GUIDE TO TAMIL PRONUNCIATION AND 
TRANSLITERATION 

VOWELS 

a as in cup a as in board 
i as in ink I as in sheep 
u as in push Q as in pool 
e as in sell e as in make 
ai as in file 0 like the first o in tomato 
0 as in open au as ow in cow 

CONSONANTS 

K stands for three sounds ‘k’, ‘g’ and ‘h’ 
‘k’ initially (katal) like ‘k’ in ‘kill’ 
medially long consonant (makkal) as in ‘sick cow’ 
‘g’ after ‘n’ (mankai) like ‘g’ in ‘give’ 
‘h’ in between two vowels (akam) and after ‘1’, 

‘ 1 ’ and I (velka, kolka and valka) like 
‘h’ in ‘hill’ 

ri as in ‘bring’ 

c stands for three sounds ‘c’, ‘j’ and ‘s’ 

‘c’ after ‘t’ (vetci) and ‘r’ (muyarci) and medially long consonant 
(paccai) like ‘ch’ in ‘cheat’ 

‘j’ after n (vanci) like ‘j’ in ‘Jack’ 

‘s’ initially (cuntarar) and in between two vowels (mocikiranSr) like 
‘s’in’sit’ 

h as in ‘lunch’ 

t stands for three sounds‘t’, ‘d’ and ‘r’—all the three are retroflex sounds 
and not available Ln English 

‘t’ before ‘c’ (vetci) approximately like‘t’ ‘catch’ and medially long 
consonant (koftam) as in ‘that tomato’ 

‘d’ after ‘n’ approximately like ‘d’ in ‘find’ 
I 

‘f’ in between two vowels approximately like *d’ in ‘bard’. 
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‘n’ retroflex nasal, not available in English approximately like ‘n’ in 
‘mount 

‘t’ stands for two sounds ‘t’ and ‘d’, both dental stops, voiceless and 
voiced respectively—not found in English 

‘t’ initially (tay) approximately like ‘th’ in ‘Cynthia’ and medially 
long consonant (attai) approximately like altar 

‘d’ after ‘n’ (antai) and in between two vowels (katal) approximately 
like ‘th’ in ‘month’ 

‘n’ in isolation (nal) like ‘n’ in ‘night’ and before ‘d’ (vantal) approximately 
like ‘n’ in ‘month.’ 

‘p’ stands for two sounds ‘p’ and ‘b’ 

‘p’ initially (pal) like ‘p’ in ‘spill’ and medially long consonant 
(appa) like ‘pp’ as in ‘keep up’ 

‘b’ after m, n, n, 1 and r (tampi, anpu, panpu, iyalpu. totarpu) and 
in between two vowels like ‘b’ in ‘ball’ 

‘m’ like ‘m’ in ‘mother or ‘name’ and medially (amma) long consonant like 
‘mm’ in immodest’ 

‘y’ like y’ in ‘you’ and medially long consonant (uyya) approximately like 
‘y’ in ‘yam’. 

‘r’ like ‘r’ in ‘ring’ 

‘1’ like ‘ r in ‘laugh’ and medially long consonant (ella) like ‘11’ in ‘illegal” 

‘v’ like ‘v’ in ‘vanish’ and medially long consonant (ewaru) as in ‘evoke’. 

1 retroflex continuant — not found in English approximately like the 
American ‘r’ as in ‘American’ or ‘first’. 

1 retroflex lateral, not found in English —somewhat similar to American ‘ 1 ’ 
in ‘girl’—medially double consonant (valli) approximately as in ‘loch’ 

r alveolar thrill sound—^not found in English—approximately like ‘r’ in 
‘Henry’ and medially long consonant like ‘tr’ in ‘matrix.’ 

n tike ‘n’ in ‘Henry’ and medially as double consonant (enna) approximately 
as in ‘enunciate.’ 

s Sanskrit ‘s’ (Visnu) like ‘sh’ in ‘sheep’. 



GUIDE TO KANNADA PRONUNCIATION AND 
TRANSLITERATION 

The transliteration system adopted for Kannada names and words is nearly 

the same as the Sanskrit transliteration system. Proper nouns in Sanskrit 

undergo a slight change in their Kannada forms: Nilanjana in Sanskrit, for 
instance, becomes Nilanjane in Kannada. 

The following are the Vowels and Consonants used in Kannada: 

High Vowels : i o; u Q 
Mid Vowels : e; o 

Low Vowels : a a 

Diphtongs : ai au 

CONSONANTS 

stops: k kh c ch t th t th p ph g gh j jh d dh d dh b bh 
nasals: h h n n m 
fricatives: h s s s 
liquids: 1 1 r 

semi-vowels: y v 

The above chart indicates approximately the phonetic values of the 
Kannada letters. 

Conventions of spelling are fairly well-established in each language and 
the Language Editors are apt to follow the spelling current in their region. 
Tamil follows a unique system of transliteration even though the Tamil 
scholars who have translated literary pieces for us try to keep their spelling 
of Tamil names and words close to pronunciation as it sounds in Tamil. By 
and large, we have tried to follow a uniform system of transliteration for 
Tamil and Kannada. However, we would like to give the following optional 
usages which might occur in the text. 

5iva: Shiva, Civa, Civan 

Saiva: Caiva 
Madurai: Maturai 
kalabhras: kalappiras 
divya: tivviya 
prabandham: pirapantam 
Krsna: Krisna, Krishna 
Karna: Kama 

gri: Shri 





ANCIENT TAMIL AND KANNADA LITERATURE 

AN OVERVIEW 

The present volume, comprising selections from the ancient Tamil and 

Kannada classics, is the third of a proposed three volume anthology of 

Ancient Indian Literature. It is also a part of a monumental project launched 

by the Sahitya Akademi, (The National Academy of Letters, India) with the 

aim of publishing a comprehensive anthology of Indian literature which 

would cover nearly 4000 years of literary writing till the present day, and 

obviously run into several volumes. 

The cutoff date for the present Anthology being the 11th century a. d., 

a date chosen (by the steering committee of the Sahitya Akademi) perhaps 

more for the sake of convenience than for any crucial change occurring in 

the history of Indian literary writing, the period covered so far offers us 

significant writing in seven languages: Vedic Sanskrit, Classical Sanskrit, 

Pali, Prakrit, Apabhramsa, Tamil and Kannada. Of the last two making up 

this volume, Tamil has had a continuous literary history of over two 

millennia, and Kannada (if we leave out the inscriptions), of nearly 1200 

years. 

The overview presented here is an attempt to identify certain broad 

conceptual structures embedded in the ancient Tamil and Kaimada texts, 

and the cultural forces which sustain them from outside—structures and 

forces which control and activate meanings and set the parameters wherein 

the writers operate. It does not intend to duplicate or repeat what has been 

said in the historical surveys which occur within the text of the present 

anthology. 

Enough perhaps has been said by now about the notion of Indian 

literature as being one though written in different languages, and it is written, 

it is pragmatic to assume, by the people inhabiting India. Each language 

displays a seemingly different literature, but each literature works within a 

system of references common to other Indian literatures despite its internal 

configuration based on specific socio-historical conditions. The notion as 

such is a composite one though, and comprehends the entirety of Indian 

writing; it focuses, that is, on certain recurring paradigms and patterns of 

concern and sensibility. It also points to certain common sources, those 

metalevel negotiations both at the folk and Sanskritic layers taking place 

through myth and ritual between the human and the extra-human. In fact it 
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would be interesting to trace some of our modem movements to the ancient 
archival roots of common concern and watch the trajectory of a 4000 year 

literary history mapping the countries of the Indian mind. 
One way, the easier way perhaps, of looking at a culture in perspective 

is to dichotomize it, label one part of it as mainstream, another part as 
‘subaltern,’ and envisage both of them in confliclual terms. This procedure 
comes pat, and yields quick results. A cursory glance, for instance, would 

enable us to construct a world where Sanskrit is the ‘mainstream’ imperial 

language wielding royal power through the patronage of kings, and Pali or 

Tamil the ‘subaltern’ voice, symbolizing protest against the hegemony of 
Sanskrit, and questioning its power or cultural relevance. After all, weren’t 

“Sanskrit, brahmins and temple,” in the words of A. K. Ramanujan, ‘part of 
the imperial design?”' But the actual event or state of affairs could be much 

more complex. 
There are various traditions and ‘little’ traditions located at different 

nodes, both in space and time, of a cultural web, and the ‘subaltern’ voice 
raised against a dominant strand of a culture is also engaged in a dialogic 

transaction, and the give ••^d take goes on unceasingly. The ‘subaltern’ 
encounters the ‘imperial' often in a state of frisson, appropriates it to his 

culture and even .seeks legitimacy for it. Tamil, usually said to be unique 

among the southern languages in confronting Sanskrit, and in no way a 

‘subaltern’ in status for that matter, is a case in point. 

For Tamil developed its own ingenious indigenous ways of coping with, 
accommodating, and appropriating notions, concepts, and aspects of gram¬ 
mar from Sanskrit. In fact it is surmised on sound archeological, linguistic/ 

textual grounds that both ‘Aryans’ and ‘Dravidians’ lived side by side in 

contiguous regions as early as the Vedic period, and there existed cultural 

and linguistic exchange between the two groups. Scholars have noted the 

Dravidian presence in the Rgveda, and that nearly 500 words of one of the 

earliest documents in world history are traceable to Dravidian sources.’ The 

‘Aryan’ gods and goddesses get dome.sticated in the southern regions, as 
groups of people in large scale migration move down south. Indra and Visnu 
of the Rgveda appear in the earliest extant text of the Tamils, Tolkappiyam 

(usually ascribed to a time anywhere from c 300 b. c. to the first century a. d.). 

On the other hand, Sanskrit gets divorced from the popular roots of culture, 

and caught up in a process of ‘refining’ by the rules of Panini’s grammar (4th 

century b. c.) becomes ‘timeless,’ a source and resource language for other 

languages to draw on for both concepts and vocabulary. 

It is against such a backdrop that one encounters in Tamil a unique text, 

and the earliest extant, in Tolkappiyam. The text with many faces 

1. Hymns for the Drowning, p. 106 

2. Encyclopedia of Tamil Literature, Vol.l, p. 215 
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(inadequately represented in the present anthology), and providing many 
points of entry, is of great interest to a cultural historian. While the text 
adumbrates a historical process of continuous interaction between Sanskrit 

and Tamil, it sets in motion, in unmistakable terms, a process of Tamilization, 

even as it freely borrows concepts either directly from Sanskrit or, as some 

scholars believe, from a tradition of heritage common to both. Tolkappiyam, 

for instance, mentions the eight rasas and all the 32 vyabhicdribhavas one 

finds in Bharata’s Natyaidstra.\i refers to eight forms of gandharva marriage 
as mentioned in the Vedas, besides the ritual wedding under parental care. 
And proudly, it pits against the northern marital practice its own southern 
version of forms of love as portrayed in akam poems. And through a principle 

of exclusion, which is a precondition to the formulation of a strong linguistic/ 
cultural identity, Tamil both asserts and assimilates. It asserts, unlike the other 

Dravidian languages, its linguistic independence and develops its own 

lexicon for the concepts it borrows. It is even plausible, on the other hand, 

that Bharata might have lived in close proximity with the Dravidian 

community, for the early roots of Indian drama are traceable to Cankam 

(Sangam) literature wherein ample references to musicians, dancers, actors 
and actresses occur, whereas such references to dance and drama in Vedic 

literature are occasional or incidental. 
Tolkappiyam, when looked at closely, displays an extraordinai7 flair for 

taxonomy —the flair being an early pan-Indian phenomenon amply seen in 

Sanskrit discourses. It is a taxonomy of feeling for landscape, its fauna and 

flora, as exemplified in the earliest extant Cankam (Sangam) poetry of the 
Tamils (c. 300 b. c. to a. d. 1(X)) that the text records and codifies in sutra 

form—the sutra form also being the vehicle for most of ancient Sanskrit 

thought. Apart from its study of Tamil as language, the text also works toward 

formulating a poetics based on the study of Cankam poetry with its division 

of ‘akam’ and ‘puram’ modes, the one delineating the ‘interior landscape’ 
of the bardic imagination, and the other the heroic, the exterior portraying 

the society as a whole. In akam mode of verse the central theme being love 
between two young lovers, love occurs in all its variations. In the puram mode 
poets talk about kings and war, about poets in search of generous patrons, 

and the court life in general. Cankam poetry as a whole is a poetry of love 

and war conceived in the matrix of a coherent secular milieu, within a system 
of codified relations between Nature and human feeling. This elaborate code 

about representation, which runs as a sub-text through the entire corpus of 
akam poetry and controls the goings-on in the main text, is set down as canons 

of akam theory in Tolkappiyam— a code which makes for a strictly 

impersonal poetry. And this impersonality is the result of a rare combination 
of the specific and the universal. The human relations mentioned in the poems 

are specific (mother, step-mother, daughter, lover, and the girl-friend); so is 

the geographic region, the undulations of the landscape. But the characters 
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appearing in ihe poems are identified only by their occupation, region or sex, 
and therefore they are universal. What is remarkable is that this convention 

was consensually observed by poets of successive generations during a period 

of, say, 200 to 300 years. 
Cahkam poetry is unprecedented, and scholars like A. K. Ramanujan 

and Kamil Zvelebil among others have written with great insight and feeling 
about this classical poetry, and how the symbolic landscape it achieves enacts 

various moods and fortunes of love. The landscape and human emotions are 

so closely interwoven that the mountain, forest, fields, sand and coastline, 
the entire physical space the lovers inhabit takes on poetic meanings, and 

yields thereby a rich orchestration of resonant overtones. The poems are 

dramatic monologues and point to the rudiments of drama implicit in them, 

with impersonal character types: a lover, his beloved, her girl-friend, a 

step-mother sometimes, more often a mother with complaints about her 

daughter ever prone to elopement. While the theme of love (in the akam 

mode), despite its many facets, is, somewhat exclusively, limited, what stands 

out as memorable is the landscape which becomes culture before it can be 

viewed as nature —a construct of a ‘secular’ symbolic imagination. 
The poetry is, no doubt, centrally secular but at the periphery there 

already lurks a dark folk-god Muruka (Muruga). He is a lover of women, 

protector, and godlike. Almost resembling Krsna of Bhagavatam, he is caught 

up in a cultural process of deification. One realizes at this juncture that 

Tolkappiyam as a text stands at the most crucial point of intersection of two 

cultures, of the north and south, for the northern gods of the Rgveda like Indra 
and Varuna, and Visnu as Tirumal (also ‘mayor’ derivative of ‘maya’ of 

Sanskrit) have already made inroads into the south, and are invoked in 

Tolkappiyam, along with the folk god/hero Muruka. 

It is fascinating to watch in the literary archeology of Tamil writing how 

Muruka, the inchoate god of Cahkam poetry, passes from the Cahkam to the 

later periods, say, during a course of 5 to 6 centuries to attain the full-fledged 

status of a god. In ‘Tirumurukamippatai,’ (‘A Guide to Muruga’), a late 

classical poem by Nakkirar (of the 5/6th century a. d.), he is referred to as 
“a red god.as the child of six mothers.the tall god of the hills.” 

In the cross-cultural interchange of the ‘aryans’ and the ‘dravidians’ of the 

early period, one wimesses two parallel processes at work—the process of 
Sanskritization and that of Tamilization. Both run parallel, without a clash, 
and contribute meanings from their respective semiotics toward the succes¬ 
sive reconstruction of Muruka. If the Sanskritic culture gives Muruka, for 

instance, an ‘aryan’ wife in Devayani (Tamilized as Teyvayani), Tamil, not 
lagging behind, provides him with a second wife called Valli from its 
folklore; and during the bhakti period when the northern culture seems to have 
penetrated deep into Tamil thought and culture, Muruka seems to undergo 
further metamorphosis. He is now given an ‘aryan’ parentage with 3iva as 
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father and Uma as mother so that he could be appropriated into the Sanskritic 
pantheon. Though Muruka comes anterior to Siva in Tamil writing—for 
Siva figures nowhere in Tolkappiyam nor in Cankam literature—Siva 
appears all of sudden in Muruka’s parentage during the bhakti period. In 
‘Tirumurukairuppatai,’ mentioned earlier, Muruka emerges as the most 
prominent of the Tamil gods during this period. He is further transformed, 
with six faces and twelve arms and identified as Kartikeya, the Aryati war-god 

and the son of Siva. The poem describes how the three gods, Visnu, Siva, 
and Indra on deputation along with sages, gandharvas, and thirty other minor 
gods, all Aryan, wait upon Muruka! 

If the rise of Muruka is spectacular, however, the rise of Siva with the 
subsequent decline of Muruka in literary representation is equally fascinating, 
if somewhat puzzling. After Muruka attains the status of the son of Siva, as 
JV Chelliah remarks, the god “disappears from Tamil literature and Siva and 
Visnu monopolize the field.”' But Siva’s Vedic prototype is Rudra, a 

subordinate god of the Rgveda. And in the Yajurveda (which comes after the 
Rgveda) there is the well-known hymn Satarudriya, and Indira Peterson traces 
the model for Siva of the Bhakti period back to the Yajurveda hymn— the 

earliest text to mention names, deeds, and attributes of Siva.^ Therefore, to 
consider the conceptual history of Siva as the god grows from the Vedic age 
to the bhakti poets is to trace an astonishing continuity of the agamic tradition 
through (Muruka) to Lord Siva as lover, and lord of the bhakti saints (of the 
5/6th century a. d.). In the hymns of Karaikkal Ammaiyar (a Saivite woman 
saint of c. 5th century a. d.), Siva is already conceived as engaged in a cosmic 
dance, which is said to constitute the core of Tamil Saiva mysticism. And 
in the final conceptualization of Siva as Nataraja, the god becomes supreme 
among the Hindu gods, culminating in the famous icon which holds in 

delicate balance the exquisite art of sculpture and the symbolic representation 
of the mystical philosophy of worship. 

This commingling of two cultures seems to have taken place quietly 
without any protest whatever being registered in Tamil writing. Obviously 
the modem notions of ethnic identity did not seem to jiffect/comipt the 
Tamil imagination of those times. Tamil grew richly and variously, 

assimilating gods and concepts from Sanskrit culture but appropriating them 

on its own terms, keeping the Tamil lexicon in as much purity and rigour as 

it could. 
However, in the second and third century a. d., when the Jains and 

Buddhists came to Tamil region from the north, it was a different story. This 
phase of Tamil literary writing, usually called the post- Cankam or epic 

period, say, from a. d. 200 to 600, witnessed the advent of five major epics, 

of which the two Cilappatikaram and Manimekalai are well-known and 

1. Pattupdttu: Ten Tamil Idylls, p. 312 

2.. Poems to ^iva: The Hymns of the Tamil Saints, p. 26 
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available in their entire form. Both the epics are unique in that they dispense 
with heroes and revolve around two heroines, not of royal descent, in 

contradistinction to the Sanskrit royal, hero-oriented epics. On the other hand, 

while Cankam poetry draws a distinction between akam and puram modes, 

and is sustained by an elaborate code of conventions wholly indigenous to 
Tamil region, the epics clearly depict the Tamil contact with northern culture 
and, incidentally, erase most of Cankam’s distinctions. The Jains and the 

Buddhists have now come in a big way, and for a while the Sanskritic culture 
gets marginalized. 

The Jain monks and the Ajivika sects who countered the influence of 
the Vedic world with their de-Sanskritizing zeal indirectly helped further the 

process of Tamilization. The society did not possess any priestly class as such, 

and the middle class was constituted of merchants from whose class comes 
the hero of Cilappatikdram. The class of courtesans, dancers, musicians and 

prostitutes played a prominent role in the social life of kings and cities. The 

temples had not yet become centres of culture, and had kept a low profile 
in the life of people, though the cult of Muruka was already wide-spread. A 

text like Manimekalai provides us with a glimpse of this Dravidian world, 

where theological and philosophical debates were held among the Jains, 
Buddhists and the Vedic scholars. The Mahayana form of Buddhism with its 

theories of karma and transmigration of souls, similar to those of Sanskritic 

culture had got a foothold in the south. Therefore the spectacle of each faith, 

elbowing its way to the centrestage through appealing to kings and, 

subsequently, converting them so that it could wield political power and 

influence in society, seems to be a recurring phenomenon during this 

period. 

The earliest extant epic Cilappatikdram was composed in the latter half 

of the 2nd century a. d. by Ilanko Atikal (the brother of a Cera king) who 
got converted to Jainism.' While the ideological fervour and concepts such 

as karma come from the superimposed faith, the music and dance theories 

come from the Tamil region. The epic narrative, as one can see, is still new 
to Tamil, and reads, haltingly, more as a collection of poem-units put together 

than as narration. 

If during the Cankam period the poets wrote about love and war, and 

communities as a whole settled down to a sense of stability, in the 

post-Cahkam period this kind of poetry makes way for the advent of ethical 
literature which includes the two major epics mentioned above apart from 
eleven other ethical works. The reason for this major change in writing can 

be traced to a historical event of the Kalabhras (Kalappiras in Tamil), an alien 

1. The dates and periods are approximate and sometimes subject to great variation. Some scholars feel that 
Cilappatikaram was a work of the 5th century a. d., while most scholars ascribe it to the 2nd century a. d. 

Likewise, the Cankarr penod runs from 400 b. c. to a. d. 100 for many scholars, while others believe that 

it spans from 100 b. c. to a. d. 300. 
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community from the Karnataka region who invaded the Tamil country of the 
Ceras, Colas, and the Pantiyas, disturbing the peaceful life of the people. Can 
this socio-political upheaval and the cultural disruption be the reason for a 

paradigm shift, giving rise to an upsurge of ethical and religious writing? The 
alien Kalappiras seemed to have favoured the Jain faith as against the 
Sanskritic culture, although their rule was disliked by the Tamils. In an age 
of anxiety and uncertainty with fluid borders of one’s country, it is probable 

that the collective psyche of a people needed guidelines for living. The poets 

moralized and laid down codes of conduct to .stabilize society. The maxims 

of a Tirukkural with wit and wisdom advised kings and the commoners to 
tread the path of righteousness. 

According to scholars, of the 18 ethical works that emerged from a. d. 

100 to 600, only 6 works deal with ‘akam’ theme, one on ‘puram,’ and the 
rest eleven of them are ethical works. This ratio marks the passage from the 
secular to the ethical (with perhaps the religious in the offing), and the Kural 

repre.sents this transition where the chief concern of the Tamil consciousness 
is predominantly ethical and secular without any pronounced interest in either 

God or religion. 
The transition is also from the somewhat amoral categories of akam and 

pitram of Cankam poetry to a composite three—some category of aram 

(virtue), porul (matters concerning polity), and impam (love). The latter 
category obviously seeks a near equivalence to the well-known Sanskritic 

concept of purusartha—the three Ends of Man. The concept of purusartha, 
as we know, is a composite triad, an ensemble of the three goals of man— 
dharma (virtue, natural law), artha (wealth), and kama (desire), leading onto 

a ‘supplement,’ the fourth goal moksa. It is a philosophical package accepted 

as such and is common to all the systems of Indian philosophy; no doubt the 

notion of purusartha must have been an influence in the fashioning of the 

Tamil three-fold category. 
But the more interesting phenomenon is that the three-fold category of 

Tamil does not so much make a clean break with the earlier categories of 
akam and puram as subsumes them. That is, the notion of puram gets refined, 
and is honed through a redefinition to yield the notion of porul (of right 

governance), and the notion of akam lends itself easily to a narrowing, and 

is redefined to mean impam. Since the Kural is conceived in the overall 
orientation of a Buddhist and Jain ethos, it cannot help adding aram, a diluted 

notion perhaps of the Sanskrit dharma. If we believe in the history of ideas, 
and in the two cultures intermingling, then it is not surprising that while the 

Tamil triad, filiatively, subsumes the earlier Cankam categories, it is itself 

conceived, affiliatively, in the light of the Sanskrit notion of purusartha. 
If the Kural achieves a moral authority through its concern for a good 

life on earth and being footed in a milieu rife with ideological fervour, the 

second well-known work, Nalatiyar, in an attempt to cover a whole range 
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of contemporary philosophical postures, goes to the other extreme of turning 
away from life to celebrate asceticism and renunciation. 

The next phase in ancient Tamil writing deals with bhakti: hhakti as a 

grassroots movement, as a historical event marking the end of the rule of the 

Kalappiras (or Kalabhras), and as operating a counter-discourse in opposition 
to the mainstream Sanskritic ritual prone tradition. But to realize the 
significance of this movement, we need to take a close look at the climaje 

of philosophical eclecticism prevailing during this period of, say, 400 years 
(from the 2nd century a. d. to 6th centur>')- Which means, in specific terms, 
to take a closer look at the verse epic Manimekalai, to .see how it constructs 
its world through 30 long poems to delineate the intellectual temper of the 

age. The heroine Manimekalai. who refuses to accept the role of a dancer and 
courtesan that her class/caste has thrust upon her, takes to the Buddhist way 
of liberation. Prince Sattan, the author of the work, takes her on an ideological 

trip through the theorists and ideologues of the period, the Ajivikas 

(wandering Buddhist monks), Nirgranthas (Jain ascetics), Kapalikas (monks 
who wore skulls), Kalamukhas (‘black heads,’ a sect whose members feigned 
madness), and the exponents of the Vedas, Sankhya, Vaisesika, and Nyaya, 
to the non-dualists and the materialists. Here was God’s plenty which created 

an ideological space for constant speculation and debate, and offered people 
in the marketplace, as it were, options, alternative faiths and dispensations. 
Sitting with these learned scholars, the heroine pursues her inquiry, even as 

each school of philosophy is shown in the epic as jockeying for a place in 

the sun with, of course. Buddhism coming out the winner. 
The religious eclecticism prevalent at the time can be further illustrated 

by Cilappatikarani the protagonists in the epic, Kovalan and Kannaki, for 

instance, marry by Vedic rites, but their parents in later life turn into AjTvika 
ascetics. Matari, a cowherd woman, holds a collective dance enacting the 

myth of Krsna with other cowgirls but offers worship to a Jain deity! A 
collage of voices, viewpoints with slightly varied perspectives arising from 

three different but allied religions constitutes the complex texture of the two 

epics, even though what pervades the textual space in the overall orientation 

is the Buddhist-Jain ethos. 

Besides, the epics thematize power—the power of human will in the 

brooding shadow of a land with fluid borders subject to frequent conquests 

by neighbouring rulers—as residing not in the royal personage nor in the 

inchoate polities but in the words of women, for instance, in Kannaki’s curse 
on the erring Pantiyan king. Both the epics empower women by investing 

religious authority or personal moral force in them, and the empowerment 

is further reinforced by a mythic discourse with caranas, vidyadharas 
(celestial beings) coming in, who defy gravity and fly through air to enable 

the women protagonists to overcome adversity. While the paraphernalia of 

interlacing discourses with polyphonic voices is common to most epics, what 
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is unique about these two epics without heroes is the explicit empowerment 

of women (under religious dispensation) which would anticipate the rebel 
women poets of the hhakti period— women like Karaikal Ammaiyar, 

Auvaiyyar, and the incomparable Antal (Andal). 
It is against such a free-for-all, eclectic, ideological climate that the 

bhakti movement arose in Tamil land around the 6th/7th century a. d. The 
Sanskrit term hhakti means ‘partaking of god,’ devotion to a personal god, 

and signified a form of religion which absorbed the spiritual notions of the 
Vedas and grew rapidly as a popular movement in the South. The idea of 
devotion to a personal god may be as old as the Upanisad and the Gita, but 
the connotation that hhakti acquired in the hands of the Tamil saints is 

exceptional, and first to occur in India. The loving hymns the Tamil saints 
sang to a Visnu or a Siva construct situations wherein a personal relation 
develops with the god, the saint eventually longing for a physical union. The 

iconic and sensory details in these poems are often charged with incandescent 
sexuality, which sublimates in rapture leading to mysticism. This is a new 
note in Tamil writing because a major switch had taken place from a note 
of impersonality characterizing Cankani poetry to one of personal intimate 
anguish of a lover in love with a god. 

This sudden upsurge of hhakti from the 6th century on gained a mass 

support, for it is said that the heterodox religions like Buddhism and Jaini.sm 
with their emphasis on self-denial, and theiriu'guments based on logic-chopping 

to prove the futile pursuit of artha and kama, did not go down well with the 
Tamils, who longed, not surprisingly, for a soulful, life-affirming faith. Surely 
a new paradigm was in the making, as a strong theistic force working from 
within the collective psyche of the people surfaced and became pervasive in 

the hhakti period. 

If a grassroots (or ‘suba'tem’) movement is an essential part of history, 

the other part of it, the story of kings, too intervened in favour of hhakti, like 

a godsend, at this juncture. The Pallavas, who were once Jains, conquered 

Kahclpuram, and the Pantiyans occupied Maturai, both wresting royal power 

from the unpopular Kalappiras. and got, eventually, converted to Saivism. 
'Phis historical event provided a great boost to the new movement, for no 

religion could survive and prosper without kings favouring it. These kings 

once converted to Hindu faith patronized both the Saiva and the Vaisnava 
movements, and thereby began a rapid decline of the Buddhist Jain influence 

in Tamil land. And what is of special interest at this point is that the Sanskritic 
culture, pushed to the margins during a period of nearly 500 years, now makes 

it to the centre and coalesces with Tamil to give hhakti a substantial 

theological content. However what gives hhakti its distinct identity is the 

emotional, erotic fervour, an indigenous part of the folklore, which the 

poet-saints brought to bear on their hymns. To sum up in pan-Indian terms, 

both marga and deii forms/forces interfuse in the bhakti hymns. 
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Significant changes took place during this time in Tamil writing. While 
the Cahkam poetry generalized its love situations and was preeminently 
impersonal, as mentioned earlier, and the post-Cankam ethical writing of 

another 500 years had pushed aside the Self, maintaining the style of 
impersonality, with the advent of hhakti, the personal and the Self came to 
the fore for the first time in Tamil writing. For the change from the ethical 

to hhakti was also a change from the impersonal to the intimate, from a denjal 

of the Self and its subjection to an external ‘aram’, to its assertion, with hhakti 
internalizing and modifying all that ‘aram’, stood for. hr the presence of a 

personal god whom the devotee visualised with all the mythic attributes, 

crown, bracelet, serpent and all, the Self—his own unbridled self—was all 
he had which he surrendered to his god in sheer love, joy, and ecstasy. He 
would however relive all the Cankam themes, dramatizing the situations of 
‘kalavu’ and ‘karpu’, the clandestine and the marital love. Furthermore, if the 
Cankam poems were dramatic monologues with character roles, the hymns 

the poetsaints sang were both monologues and dialogues with a god. As for 

character roles, the saint himself took on many roles and acted out this drama 

of passion for his god. 

As is well-known, hhakti came in two forms and gave rise to two distinct 

traditions—the Saiva and Vaisnava, both operating a counter-movement in 

contrast to the caste-ridden Sanskritic tradition. They functioned, to begin 
with, outside the brahminical fold, but soon made headway to the centre of 

social attention. The saints devoted to Siva—and there were 63 of them— 
were called Nayanmars, and tho.se who worshiped Visnu—there were twelve 
of them—were called Alvars (‘those who dive deep’). Both kinds of saints 

and their followers lived more or less harmoniously, their common enemy 

being the Jains. The Nayanmars were more vociferous in their critique of the 

Jains and Buddhists, while the Alvars by and large ignored them. Campantar 

(pronounced Sambandar), a Nayanmar of the seventh century, for instance, 

was most virulent in his tirade against the Jains and the Buddhists, and 

through debate and the performing of miracles, it is said, he finally converted 
the Pallava king to the Saiva fold. 

The devotee with his self released through the mediation of hhakti from 

social norms and constraints assumes many avataras. He constitutes himself 

(in hhakti) as a lover and enters into a dialogue, a rapport with his personal 

god. He invests his god with all the human attributes, and makes him 

complicit with his discursive self. In the process, he usually disregards gender 
differences: he even upsets structures of feeling based on societal gender 

discrimination. For, he plays both man and woman in his relation with Siva 

or Visnu: he is bride and beloved, one moment; the male lover, the next. He 
celebrates androgyny. Isn’t his own Lord Siva half woman? For Camipantar, 

Appar, both Nayanmars, Siva is ‘my honey’; ‘he is also my lord’; and ‘he 

is a thief who has stolen my heart.’ 
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Kulasekara Alvar, at a more sober level, for instance, takes on the 
persona of DevakI, mother of Krsna, and rues his/her fate that s(he) could 
not enjoy the pranks of the boy Krsna, like Yasoda, her foster mother. This 

androgenous nature of the devotee stands out in bold relief when he takes 
on this time the (male) role of Dasaratha and grieves his misfortune in 
banishing Rama to the forest at the behest of Kaikeyl. 

The sex changes and the switching of roles with these saints occur rather 

frequently in their relation to god. This intimate theatre of love runs as a 
subtext through the entire corpus of bhakti hymns. While the saints, at times, 
were intensely personal in their songs and sang in a confessional mode, their 
sense of commonality brought them closer to the ordinary people. 

One observes in ancient Tamil writing, as suggested earlier, an 

astonishing literary process of continuity and change. While the bhakti poems 
re-enact all the akam love situations with even one or two characters, the 

erotic element comes off as more pronounced in the bhakti poems than in 

akam love poetry. Appar, for instance, visualizes the devotee as the love-lorn 
heroine of akam poetry. The persona in one of Campantar’s hymns is the 
heroine’s girl-friend— a familiar figure in akam love poems. In fact, all the 
akam themes, motifs are replayed in relation to the devotee’s self but are 

located in different contexts. 

But with Antal, the woman Alvar poet of the 9th century, a significant 
change occurs. There is no switching of roles as such in her songs, and her 

approach to her beloved god Krsna is essentially feminine. The erotic 

sentiment comes out in her songs in a more pronounced and celebratory 
manner. She sings fearlessly about her longing, her anguish for the physical 

touch of Krsna. She conceptualizes her divine love in the discourse of the 

body, as love between a young girl and her lover, dramatizing herself in erotic 
terms. She entreats, for instance, the love-god Manmatha to plead with her 

beloved Krsna on her behalf, and make him 
caress me 

with his sacred hands 

my shapely breasts, my slender waist. 
She pleads with the clouds to tell Krsna if he would stay with her 

for one day 

enter me 
so as to wipe away 

the saffron paste 
adorning my breasts. 
And addressing the ocean, she confesses how the lord had entered 

her: 
O green deep ocean 

the lord entered into you, 

mixed and churned you. 
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deprived you of your nectar. 
That Mayan entered into me too, 

churned me, 

drained me of my essence. (Nacciyar Tirumoli) 
The three poet-saints, Campantar, Appar, Cundarar, travelled far and 

wide in the Tamil countryside with fellow pilgrims, devotees from all castes 
and walks of life, singing hymns to Siva, and visiting shrines and temples. 

They are represented in legend and song as bards and minstrels carrying a 
lute or vlna and becoming thereby a part of the period’s folklore. In their 

frequent travels, they mapped out a ‘sacred geography’ in secular space. The 

symbolic landscape of akam poetry is now sacralized into several shrines, and 

this transformation highlighted the way that landscape has figured and is 
celebrated in Tamil writing. The temples the saints visited were hallowed by 
their presence in the community and gradually became centres of Tamil 
culture, of arts, music, dance, and sculpture. Besides, their efforts had perhaps 

an unexpected dimension: they became forces of integration among 
communities and created a sense of commonality, a pan-Indian feeling 

through singing in praise of their personal gods. Although the gods like !$iva, 
Visnu, Krsna came from the North, they were assimilated, without resistance; 

to the South Indian pantheon. They were, however, to undergo a 

transformation, for, it is said, that the early Dravidians addressed god as king 
and built a house (koyil meaning temple) to honour him. This surely points 

to the process of humanization the Aryan gods underwent in the hands of the 

Tamil bhakti poets. The tradition continues and that is how the gods have 
their weddings {kalydnotsava) and their wives, their morning ritual awaken¬ 
ing {suprahhdta) in temples to the reciting of mantra, the music of pipe and 

drum. 

As a corollary to the bhakti movement, it is now widely recognized that 

it enabled people to overcome social/caste barriers, those who sought to 
escape from them. Of the 63 Nayanmars, only eight or nine of them were 

from the brahmin caste, and the others could transcend the caste hierarchy 

through bhakti and finally attain canonization. What is striking is how bhakti 

provided a legitimate escape route for those who tried to overcome caste, and 

could legitimize their transgression. It is perhaps a culture’s way of coping 

with such non-conformist moves, for by legitimizing non-conformism, the 
system legitimizes itself. And it is patent now that whatever social 
transformation the movement attempted was only short-lived. 

However, it is now a fact of history that the movement of bhakti, 

beginning as a nucleus in the Tamil heartland, grew and developed over a 

period of five to six centuries into a pan-Indian movement. It spread in the 

neighbouring Karnataka by the 12th century, and then moved "on to 
Maharashtra and Gujarat. And in the East to Bengal and Assam, eventually 

encompassing the entire country by the 16th century. Bhakti, in short, can 
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be said to have flourished for nearly ten centuries, say, from the 6th to the 

15th century, in the cultural history of India. 

To move from Tamil to Kannada is to become aware of a different 

problematic within which ancient Kannada writing functions. After Kannada 

drifted away from the common root of a proto- Dravidian origin to which 

Tamil was linked, the trend to move away from Tamil became more 

pronounced. On the other hand, Kannada seemed to move closer to Sanskrit. 

It looks as though cultures too have their identity crises, for Tamil tried to 

guard zealously its linguistic identity against Sanskrit. But Kannada displayed 

neither fear nor self-consciousness while dealing with Sanskrit or assimilat¬ 
ing freely the linguistic and lexical materials from it. In short, Kannada did 

not have to confront Sanskrit the way Tamil did. Tolkappiyar, himself a 

Sanskrit scholar (as is well-known), tries to build for himself in Tolkappiyam 

a strong canonical voice to ensure that Tamil, while it borrows from Sanskrit, 

retains its indigenous lexical and phonological strength and purity. 

In relation to Kannada, Sanskrit therefore enjoyed a privileged position, 

though the hegemony of Sanskrit was already shaken by the use of Pali and 

Prakrit, and the Vedic religion had given rise to counter-movements in 

Buddhism and Jainism. As Kannada writing received concepts, myths, and 

ideology from the Vedic and Jain religions, the Jain elements being 

predominant, Sanskrit and Prakrit both had a direct hand in shaping the 

language and its literature. 

Leaving aside the Kannada inscriptions (the earliest of which dates 

c. A. D. 450), the earliest extant work is Kavirdjamdrgam, which either a king 

or his court poet is said to have written in c. a. d. 850. What is perhaps curious, 

and co-incidental, is that both the earliest extant works in Tamil and Kannada 

are treatises on poetics. Both territorialize their identity in terms of the land 

and its people. But there is a difference. If in Cahkam poetry landscape and 

its topography turn into signifiers, as A. K. Ramanujan sugge.sts, in the 

Kannada work there is a conscious attempt at signification of the land, its 

people and their territorial mapping. The beginnings of myth, therefore, 

adumbrate the writer’s effort at naming. ‘The poet is tlie namer’, said 

Emerson, ‘a language maker’, naming things as they appear and in their 

essence. The Kannada work, consciously promoting an essentialist 

hermeneutic, attempts to mythicise both its land and its people. An origin, 

a source from which a future history could develop, has to be found and 

mapped. If the land stretches from the river Kaveri in the South to the 

Godavari in the North, inscribes the work in lofty terms, the people inhabiting 

this land are endowed with an innate poetic sensibility. Besides they have a 

high sense of propriety in speech and understanding, and are bom critics. For 

they can critique a poem without any formal study of poetry! In sum, land, 

people, and poetry come together to constitute the Kannada culture. That is 
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how a poetician constructs a language community, invents a myth, a literary 

history, and other signifiers for its identity. 
Later Pampa (a. d. 942), the first great poet of Kannada, takes on the 

task of a similar mythification, this high-toned discourse, in his description 

of the Kannada speaking region ‘Banavasi’, which occurs in his epic poem 
Vikramarjuna Vijayam (often referred to as Pampahhdrata): 

Men 

drawn to free and 
uninhibited life, 
lost in enchanting melodies, 

in concerts, in learning, 

are lucky to be bom 

human! 
If I can’t be bom 
a human, 

may I be bom 
a humble bee 
or a cuckoo 
in such a land 
as Banavasi. 

However, Kavirdjamdrgam (the royal path of poets), written under the 
aegis of Sanskrit poetics, borrows freely from Dandin and Bhamaha, but 

innovates at places where it touches the writer’s own experience. It discusses 

the relation between languages and the optimal conditions under which 
Kannada can benefit from Sanskrit. Instead of the minimalist strategy 

involved in the linguistic manoeuvring that ancient Tamil employs in its 

relation with Sanskrit, Kannada seems to envisage as its model a maximalist 
connection with Sanskrit. 

But the work is not without its ambiguity, for while it mythicises the 
land and people, as mentioned earlier, it does not lose sight of reality or ‘the 

uncultivated!’ Quite early in the work, one reads— 

“This is fine, this flawed,” 
How can the uncultivated tell 

one from the other? 

They, like animals, 
love equally whatever comes 

be it hay, plant, or cattle-feed, 
—there comes, some ten stanzas later, the moment of myth, when even 

‘little children’ in Kannada land ‘and yes, even the mute/can offer guidance 
in well-chosen words.’ The work, in short, creates this ambiguous space 

wherein an earlier statement can deconstruct the later mythopoeic 
proposition. This predominant early trend of a dual vision of fact and 
fantasy—the fantasy of a land with idealized people and the reality of the 
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‘uncultivated’ — as seen in Kavirdjamdrgam manifests itself in almost all 
the succeeding texts, though in variable forms. 

Jainism came to Kannada land a little before the Christian era. And it 
came in a big way, and faced no resistance from the people as it did in Tamil 
land. Jainism, both as faith and as social practice, gained wide currency, and 
almost all the extant literary writing of the early period, say, from the 9th to 
the 11 century a. d., took place under its patronizing gaze. Ancient Kannada 
writing was constituted by Jain writers who in their ideology and poetic 
practice were obliged to live a dual life. Their faith was known to be 
ultimately life-denying, and upheld the value of renunciation. But before 
renunciation as a value was realized, there was life to be affirmed and 
enjoyed. Therefore, in all Jain writing there was this central dilemma, a fine 
balancing of the tendency to high life, a life of luxury and sensuality that the 
kings who figure in Jain myths exemplify, with the contrary tendency to 
renounce. 

Pampa, the archetypal poet of the period and a ‘poet’s poet’ may be cited 
to illustrate this dilemma. Though the poet’s faith in the value of renunciation 
as emphasized by Jainism is not to be questioned, he could hardly resist the 
lure of the flesh or its poetic representation. In the passage ‘Ideal Love’ from 
the Adipurdna, the protagonists Vajrajahgha and Srimati are portrayed as 
locked in a blissful embrace just before their deaths; 

Though the fumes swirled 
and closed in, 
the lovers, who had pledged 
to lifelong love, 
did not loosen their embrace, 
but together ended their life. 
What greater blessing can there be 
then to die togther 
in each other’s arms? 

After this final union, several lines later, comes the Jain warning: 
How strange, then, 
that fools still put faith 
in such pleasure . . . 

The earlier verbal celebration of the flesh seems to subvert the efficacy 
of the later message of faith. For the Jain poets the dilemma does create this 
ambiguous space wherein the call of the flesh is as real as the call of the spirit 
and both are portrayed with equal zeal and verve. 

But the call to renounce came to the protagonist most unexpectedly: A 
random event would trigger the moment of renunciation when the protagonist 
realized all of a sudden the ephemerality of life’s pleasures. The well-known 

episode ‘Nllahjana’s Dance’ in Pampa’s Adipurdna is a case in point. 
Adinatha in his final incarnation, and in the midst of an entertainment 
arranged by Indra, wherein the celestial danseuse Nllanjana dances with her 
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superb sensual charm only to disappear after a while, confronts such a 
moment of impermanence. Adinatha, later to become a Tithankara through 
penance, realizes the futility of all life at the moment and decides to renounce. 
This dual vision of tlie affirmative and the negative, this essential binarism, 

controls the poetic logic of the entire corpus of Jain writing. Pampa spends 
his rhetorical splendour on Nllanjana’s dance which enacts the epiphany of 
life only to give way to the contrary movement of life-denial. ITie erotic and 
the ascetic moving in tandem but functioning under the pressure of two 
contrary foci, the ‘here’ and the ‘hereafter’, figure prominently in Pampa. The 
problematic of this essentially dual trend (which lasts till the advent of the 
great bhakti period in Karnataka in the 12 century a. d.) is further replicated 
by the Jain poets writing frequently under the patronage of Hindu kings. 
While all of them wrote Jain religious works celebrating the story of a 
Tirthahkara, thereby fulfilling their religious obligation, many of them like 
Pampa and Ranna wrote one non-religious work wherein the poet could 
eulogize his patron king or like Nemicandra wrote romances. Pampa’s 
archetypal texts Adipu, dm and Vikramdrjuna Vijayam both perhaps illustrate 
the essential duality of their poetic achievement. 

The age of Kannada writing, as said earlier, begins with poetics in verse 
derived from Sanskrit sources, but Vaddaradhane, the second extant work 
in terms of chronology, is in prose and derives from a Prakrit source. It is 
a collection of 19 stories concerning mostly the life of Jain ascetics, and the 
first experiment in innovative prose which blends folk idiom with the tenets 
of Jainism. The tales play on the ever-active pair of contrarieties, the ‘secular’ 
and the religious. While the erotic can inflame the poetic imagination of 
Pampa (see ‘Spring Fever’ in the present anthology) or Ranna (a 13th century 
Jain poet), the tales can dwell with equal relish on the hideous and the 

repulsive—to evoke the sentiment of hlhhatsa rasa: 

The body is dirty, this cauldron of passion 
this abode of blood and semen, 
the very house of excrete 
barely covered by the skin .. (from the tale ‘Vidyuccora’) 

or tnis one (for a change) to induce a moment of angui.sh/reflection in the 
reader: 

This mesh of bones . . . 
filled to the brim with filth 
this very inhabitation of worms, 

with such an odious body 
filled with putrid things 

virtuous men shall never 
fall in love. 

The tales abound in a variety of styles and folk humour, which are, of 

course, secondary characteristics, the main thrust being the steady thematic 
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of austere suffering of men as a prelude to renunciation and the final liberation 
or moksa. One of the stories in the collection, the story of Kartika, is perhaps 
unique in one respect. It narrates the story of a king who marries his own 
daughter, but without any sense of guilt: Only the queen takes to renunciation, 
and later the son K^ika bom of this incestous marriage suffers and becomes 
an ascetic, but not the king who married his own daughter! The story ends, 
curiously, with the land ‘where Agniraja had married his own daughter’ 
acquiring the “notorious name of the ‘city of pleasures.”’ What the story 
holds out as model for the reader is the sage ‘who overcame the agonies of 
festering sores.hunger.thirst.to achieve the pleasures of heavenly 
life.’ 

The paradigm of the bipolai- orientation, stressed earlier, replicates it.self 
once more with the classical poets such as Pampa, Raima and the others after 
them who worked under the overarching shadow of the two great epics, the 
Rdmdyana and the Mahabhdrata. The powerful presence of these epics in 
the culture of the land hardly enabled them to explore humaxi experience 
outside the pale of theii literary inheritance. While they w-ere obliged to write 
with great constraint and devotion on Jain themes celebrating the moksa 

‘Kevalajfidna’ (supreme knowledge) achieved by the Tirthankaras, they were 
free to innovate within the frameworks of the Hindu epics. Poet after poet 
accepted the epics as their constant frame of reference. And the best of them 
like Pampa and Ranna turned this constraint to their advantage. 

In Kannada writing, therefore, the period became the era of grand 
narratives. The epic universe was ushered in by Pampa in Vikraindrjuna 

Vijayam, and his patron king Arikesari was transposed into the epic 
Mahabhdrata and conflated with the grand character of Arjuna. The historical 
material was thus in.scribed into the mythology of the epic fonn. Both Pampa 
and Ranna took well-known episodes from the epics and reinterpreted them 
without altering the framework of the story. They looked instead for the 
redeeming features in Kama and Duryodhana, and thereby displayed their 
individual vision by dramatizing the episodes so as to bring out the high moral 
character of their anti-heroes. Meanwhile they also learned to hone their tools 
of epic narration in Kannada, innovated new metres and firmly established 

a tradition of literary writing. 
The constant recycling of the puranic material, however, went on till, 

say, the 19th century, with, of course, a conspicuous break during the great 
Virasaiva movement. Only the bhakti movement, which spread in Karnataka 
in the 12th century, was able to break out of this puranic strait jacket. The 
great contrarieties which constituted the dual vision of nearly three centuries, 

the ‘secular’ and the religious, the erotic and ascetic, could come together 
under the alchemy of bhakti. The great Vac'anakdras, the makers of divine 
poetry, had arrived on the scene with a mystical genius for blending all 
disparate emotions in order to achieve an integral vision. 

TRS Sharma 





ANCIENT TAMIL LITERATURE 
A HISTORICAL SURVEY 

A. A. MANAVALAN 

The historical span of Tamil literature stretches from around the 4th centui7 
B. c. to modem times. That is to say, the literary activities of the Tamils have 

been alive continuously for the last twenty-five centuries. This vast span is 

generally divided by historians into four periods of unequal length and 
emphasis. They are: 

(i) The Cankam period; 
(ii) The Medieval period; 
(iii) The European period; 

(iv) The Modem period; 

These divisions commonly followed by literary historians can be further 
classified into sub-periods: or 

(i) The Cankam period can be sub-classified into the Cankam period 
proper and the Post-Cankam period; 

(ii) The Medieval period can be classified into the Early Medieval 
period and the Later Medieval period; 

(iii) The European period can be considered as a single unit; 
(iv) The Modem period can be classifed into two sub-periods, namely, 

Pre-Independent and Post-Independent periods. 
Though the division of the history of Tamil literature is also possible 

in terms of royal dynasties and popular movements, scholarly tradition 

generally follows the above classification. 
The medieval period of the history of Tamil literature is vast— 

extending over a period of 1200 years, and hence is generally divided into 

the early and later medieval periods. The earlier medieval period is 
considered to have started from the 6th century a. d. and ended by the 12th 

century, and the later medieval period to have extended from the 13th to the 

18th century. 
Tlie ancient period of Tamit literature, otherwise popularly known as 

Cankam literature, stretches from the 4th century, b. c. to the 6th century a. d. 

In view of the Sahitya Akademi’s notion of ancient Indian Literature, 
stretching from the earliest period to the 12th century a. d., this historical 

survey of Tamil literature is srtuctured to include two periods of Tamil 

literature, namely the Cankam period and the early medieval period, so that 

it conforms to the general pattern of pan-Indian periodization; however the 
literary works of the post-hhakti period can hardly be considered as ancient 
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literature of the Tamils. Consequently this survey includes only the four 
major segments of Tamil literary production covering a period of fourteen 
hundred years, from the 4th century b. c. to the 11th century a. d. The four 
major constituents are as follows: the Cahkam, the Ethical, the bhakti, and 
the Epic literatures. 



THE CANKAM LITERATURE 

Since the body of Cankam poetry has been composed on the basis of rules and conventions 

codified by Tolkappiyar, Tolkappiyam is a grammar of literature as well as the grammar of 

Tamil language. It is the earliest text available in Tamil and therefore any history of Tamil 

literature usually begins with a note on Tolkappiyam. In keeping with this tradition the survey 

begins with a short account of this work. 

TOLKAPPIYAM 

Tolkappiyam is the name of the earliest Tamil work available to date. 

The title means that which is authored by Tolkappiyar, one of the earliest 

grammarians in Tamil. This work belongs, according to the majority opinion, 

to the fourth century b. c. There are some scholars who are of the opinion 

that it belongs to the first century b. c. or a. d. 

The author of this ancient work, Tolkappiyar, is said to be one of the 

disciples of Sage Agastya whom tradition considers to be the first Tamil 

grammarian. But we have no authentic historical evidence to attest to this fact, 

even though many a latter-day commentator on Tolkappiyam mentions this 

fact on more than one occasion. Some stray siitras have been collected from 

such commentaries and published in the name of Agastya. But this collection 

being fragmentary, does not seem authentic in view of its sutra style and 

content. All these considerations do not, however, mean that there was no 

earlier work before Tolkappiyam, but ratlier that Tolkappiyar draws heavily 

on his predecessors’ works. Their authorship is not known to us for certain, 

nor have they come down to us intact. Thus Tolkappiyam remains the only 

early work which has come down to us intact with the author’s name clearly 

inscribed in it. 

Tolkappiyam is the first complete, classified and comprehensive treatise 

on the Tamil grammatical system. The work is divided into three parts, each 

subdivided into nine chapters. The first is called Eluttatikaram, the second 

Collatikaram and the third Pondatikaram. 

The Eluttatikaram contains 483 siitras or verses in all, spread over nine 

chapters. Eluttu in Tamil means speech sound and also refers to its graphic 

representation. Atikdram means a part or section that describes a subject in 

detail. Thus the book Eluttatikaram is designed to deal with the system of 

Tamil phonology. There are thirty primary speech sounds or phonemes in 

Tamil. They are classified into twelve vowels and eighteen consonants. There 

are also three secondary phonemes. The first two chapters of this part deal 
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with the phonemes, their classification, their names, duration and their 
occurrence as words. 

The third chapter deals with the articulation of speech sounds. The 

description of the articulation found in Tolkappiyam almost agrees with the 
modern concept of articulatory phonetics. The only variation we find is that 
whereas modem linguistic science begins with the bilabial sounds and 
proceeds towards the velar, Tolkappiyam starts with velar sounds and moves 

0 

towards the alveolar. This is perhaps in keeping with the pan-Indian system 
of alphabetical order. 

The fourth, fifth and sixth chapters deal with the morphophonemic mles 
governing the combination of sounds at the morphemic level and piovides 

the sandhi rules in general. These sandhi rules are formulated in conformity 

with the phonotactic rules adumbrated in the second chapter. The remaining 
chapters provide illustrations for the morphophonemic function of the Tamil 

sounds in contiguous combinations. Thus the first part Ehittatikdram presents 

a neat and well-defined de.scription of the structure of Tamil phonology in 
all its aspects. 

COLLATIKARAM 

Col means ‘word’ in Tamil. The .second part of Tolkappiyam containing 
464 sutras deals with words, their classification, structure and function in 

sentences. In other words, this part deals with morphology and .syntax. 

PORULATIKARAM 

Porul means in Tamil both, ‘meaning’ and ‘object’. In the third part, 

porul means the “object”, made up of words and .sentences described in the 

second part. That is, Tolkappiyar uses the word porul in the sense of a literary 
object, literature in general. Porulatikaram which contains 663 sutras divided 

into nine chapters, deals with literature, its themes, techniques, forms and the 

conventions that govern the composition and interpretation of Tamil literature 
produced during and before his age. It is therefore considered the Tamil 

poetics in relation to the ancient Tamil poetry called Cankam literature. Thus 
Porulatikaram remains the grammar of Tamil literature. Hence the work is 

included in this survey of Tamil literature. 

Of the nine chapters of Porulatikaram, four chapters deal with the 
composition and conventions of akam poetry, one chapter deals with puram 

poetry, one with the human emotions, one with rhetorical features like simile 

and metaphor, one with the system of Tamil prosody, and the last with the 
general literary conventions followed in the compositions of litertuy works. 

Tolkappiyar classifies literature into two major forms or genres, namely akam 

and puram. He provides instructions on the ways in which these two genres 
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may be structured around themes, characters, metres and narrative tech¬ 
niques. 

The characteristic features of akam and puram poetry, adumbrated in 

this grammar of literature, can be seen in the works belonging to the Cankam 
period. 

CANKAM LITERATURE 

Cankam Literature is a body of Tamil poetry consisting (^f 2381 poems 

generally believed to have been written during the period from the 4th century 
B. c. to the 2nd century a. d. Historically this period is called the Caiikam Age. 

There is a tradition recorded by Nakkirar (8th century a. d.) in his 

commentary on Iraiyanar Kalaviyal according to which there were in ancient 
Tamilnadu three Academies of Literary Pursuit established by the kings of 
the Pantiya dynasty. The first Academy is said to have flourished in the old 

Maturai presided over by the great sage Agastya. Several works including 
a grammar by the sage were written during the existence of the Academy. 

Wlien the city of Maturai got submerged under the sea, the Pantiyas moved 
to the north of the city, Kapatapuram, where they established the second 

Academy, presided over by Tolkappiyar; several works including Tolkappiyam 

were written during this period 'Mien even this city was devoured by the 
sea, the Pantiyas finally moved further north and established the third 
Academy in the present city of Maturai. All the works said to have been 

written during the periods of the first and the second Academy have been lost 
except Tolkappiyam. The works composed during the third Academy period 

have come down to us along with Tolkappiyam. Since such Academies were 

later called Cankams, the body of literature produced by them came to be 

known as Cankam literature. 
The third Cahkam is said to have come to an end by the end of the 2nd 

century a. d. The poems which were composed during the 3rd Cankam period 

were collected later on into several anthologies of two categories namely, 

Ettuttokai and PattupaUu. Ettuttokai means eight anthologies and Pattupattu 
means ten idylls or long poems, and both put together, comprise 18 works, 

now known as Cahkam literature. 

ETTUTTOKAI 

The eight collections included under this rubric are as follows: 

1. Ainkunmuru 

2. Kuruntokai 

3. Narrmai 
4. AkanSQuru 
5. Kalittokai 
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6. Purananum 

7. Patiiroppattu 

8. Paripatal 

AINKURUNURU 

This collection contains five hundred poems divided into five sections, 

namely niarutam, neytal, kurinci, palai and mullai, each containing 100 
poems with three to five lines. Of the five akam themes listed above, marutam 
was composed by the poet, OramOkiyar; neytal by Ammuvanar; kurinci by 
Kapilar; palai by Othalantaiyar and mullai by Peyanar. This collection is 

generally considered to be the earliest of the akam anthologies, suggested 

perhaps by the brevity of the stanzas and certain social conventions related 

to the early stages of ‘settlement’ civilization. This collection was compiled 

by a poet called Pulatturai Muiriya Kutalur Kilar, patronized by a Cera King. 

KURUNTOKAI 

This anthology was compiled by Purikko. The name of the patron 

responsible for this contribution is not known. There are four hundred poems 
in this anthology. Poems ranging from four to eight lines have been included 
in this anthology, and two hundred and five poets have contributed to it. Like 

all other anthologies this also contains poems on all the five aspects of the 

akam theme such as kurinci, mullai, marutam, neytal and palai. 

NARRINAI 

This collection consists of 400 poems, each containing 9 to 12 lines. 

One hundred and seventy five poets have contributed to it. This anthology 
was compiled under the patronage of the Pantiya king, Parmatutanta 
Maranvaluti, who has himself contributed two poems. 

AKANANURU 

Poems ranging in length from 13 to 31 lines have been collected in this 
anthology which contains, as its name suggests, four hundred poems, also 

known as neruntokai ndnuru. The anthology was compiled by Uruttira 
sanman, under the patronage of the Pantiya king, Ukkirapperovaluti, and one 
hundred and forty five poets have contributed to it. A special feature of this 
anthology is that the poems have been so arranged and numbered that simply 

by mentioning the number of the poem, one could guess the theitte of the 

poem. For example, poems with odd numbers, one, three, five, seven and 
nine, denote the palai aspect of the akam theme; poems with numbers 10, 
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20, denote the neytal aspect; numbers 2 and 8 denote the kurihci aspect; the 

poems having the number 4 denote the mullai aspect of the akam theme. Of 
all the anthologies, this is the only one, where the identification of the theme 

by the number of the poems has been neatly codified. 

KALITTOKAI 

This anthology consists of poems composed in kali metre and hence its 
name. Of the 150 poems collected in this anthology, 35 poems relate to the 

aspect of palai, 29 to that of kurihci, 35 to marutam, 17 to mullai Mid 33 
poems to neytal theme. The palai poems were written by Peruhkatuhko; the 

kurihci poems by Kapilar; the marutam by Marutan IlanakagM, the mullai 

by Nalluruttirao and the neytal by Nallantuvagar, who compiled the entire 
anthology. Even though all akam poems could be characterised as dramatic 
monologues, it is only the kali metre, which allows the poet to represent the 

theme in a dramatic manner. That is to say, most of the kali poems are 

dialogues and could even be read as one-act plays, the length and structure 

of the kali metre taking care of such dramatic representation. Scholars 
consider this anthology to be much later in point of time than the other 

anthologies of the Cahkam Age. 

PURANANDRU 

This anthology contains, as the name suggests, 400 poems on the puram 
theme, and 157 poets have contributed to it. It is noteworthy that the majority 

of the poets included in this anthology have been kings, queens, chieftains 
and others. Another special feature about this anthology is that it contains a 

sizable number of poems which belong to the earliest period of the Cankam 

Age and an equal number belonging to the latest period of the Cahkam Age. 
This collection has been the major source of information for political and 

social historians, who have reconstructed the history of the Tamils and their 

society before the Christian era. 

patirrupattu 

The title means ‘The Ten Tens’, containing 100 poems. But, unfortu¬ 

nately, the first and the last ‘tens’ are lost to us. The entire anthology is 

devoted to the praise of the Cera kings. This is a unique phenomenon in that 
there is no other volume specially devoted to either the Pantiya kings, who 

were the anchor of Tamil patronage from the earliest times, or the Colas, who 

came later. Of the available eights ‘tens’, the second ‘ten’ was written by 
Kumattur Kannantlr in praise of the king Imayavarampan Netunceralatan. 

The third ‘ten’ was composed by Palai Kautamanar in praise of Palyanaic 
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Celkelu Kuttuvan. The fourth ‘ten’ was composed by Kappiyarru Kappiyanar, 

celebrating the victories of Kalaiikay Kanni Narmutic ceral. The fifth ‘ten’ 

was written by the poet Paranar, singing the praise of the Cera King, 

Cenkuttuvan. The sixth ‘ten’ was composed by a lady poet Kakkaip Patiniyar 

Naccellaiyar. She celebrates the victories of Atukotpattu Ceralatan. The 

seventli ‘ten’ was composed by the poet Kapilar in praise of CelvtJc Katunko 

VaUyatan. The eighth ‘ten’ was composed by Aricilkijar, praising the vjctory 

of Thakaturerinta Perunceral Irumporai. The ninth ‘ten’ was composed by 

Perunkunrur Kijar in praise of Ilancheral Irumporai. 

Each ‘ten’-has apatikam at the end, which is in the form of an epilogue 

that gives details of the subject, the name of the poet and the award obtained. 

As such this anthology is also a historical document in addition to being a 

literary work. 

PARIPATAL 

This anthology comes in fragments. Of the 70 odd poems comprising 

it, only twenty-two are available to us. It is named after the metre paripattu 

(an admixture of kali and venpa metres). This collection includes poems in 

praise of Lord Muruka, Lord Visnu (Tirumal), the river Vaikai and the city 

of Maturai. All the poems have been set to music, the details of which are 

given at the end of each poem. From the point of view of subject matter, 

puranic allusions, social conventions and the metre, this collection is 

considered to be the latest of the Cankam anthologies. 

Of the eight anthologies described above, five anthologies belong to 

akam and two to puram poetry, and one has a mixture of both. This may be 

detailed as follows: 

AKAM POETRY 

1. Ainkurunum 

2. Kuruntokai 

3. Narrinai 

4. Akananuru 

5. Kalittokai 

PURAM POETRY 

1. Purananuru 

2. Patirrupattu 
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1. Paripatal 

AKAM-PURAM 

PAITUPPATTU 

Pattuppattu means 'ten songs’. This Cankam collection includes ten 

poems of an idyllic nature, which are much longer than the poems in 

Ettnttokai. Apart from the fact that these poems belong to the puram aspect 

of Cankam literautre, they could be considered, at least five of them, as 

belonging to sub-genre called arruppatai in view of their structure and form. 

Hence these poems have been compiled into a separate anthology. 

TIRUMURUKARRUPPATAI 

This poem, composed by Nakkirar is also known as Pulavar arruppatai. 

Tt contains 317 lines of akaval metre. It deals with the poet Nakkirar's 

experience of the grace of Lord Muruka and describes the six important 

shrines of Muruka in Tamilnadu. 

PORUNAR ARRUPPATAI 

This poem by Mutattamak Kanniyar is also compo.sed in akaval metre 

ninning to 248 lines. It sings the praises of me Cola King, Karikalan. 

CIRUPANARRUPPATAI 

Compo.sed in akaval metre running to 269 lines, this poem by Nallur 

Nattattanar is written in praise of a philantliropist called Nalliyakkotan of 

Oyamanatu. 

PERUMPANARRUPPATAI 

This poem by KatlyalUr Urutlirankannao is also in akaval metre running 

to 500 lines. It is sung in praise of Tontaiman Ilantiraiyan of Kanclpuram. 

MULLAIPPATTU 

Composed in 103 lines in akaval metre, this poem by Napputanar of 

Kaverippumpattinam is modelled on the akam tradition depicting the mullai 

aspect of akam love. 
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MATURAIKKANCI 

This poem by Mankuti Marutan has 782 lines of akaval metre 
interspersed with vanci metre in a few places. It was written to instruct the 

Pantiya king, Netunceliyan about the ultimate aim of earthly life, which is 

to attain salvation. 

NETUNALVATAI 

Composed in 188 lines of akaval metre, this poem by Nakkirar tries to 

appease the lady-love by assuring her of the early arrival of her husband who 
had gone on a war expedition, an akant aspect of love. 

KURINCIPPATTU 

This poem by Kapilar in 261 lines of akaval metre is written on an akam 

theme called arattotunirral. It is said that Kapilar wrote this poem to teach 

the Arya King Brhadratha the akam tradition of love poetry. 

PATTINAPPALAI 

This poem by Katiyalur Uruttirankannan in 301 lines of predominantly 

vafici metre is sung in praise of the Cola King Karikalao. 

MALAIPATUKATAM 

This arruppatai poem in 583 lines of akaval metre by Perumkuorur 

Perum Kaucikan is sung in praise of Vel Naonan Cey Nanoan. This poem 

is also known as Kuttardrruppatai. 

This anthology, like Purandnuru, is important not only for the literary 
historian but also for historians dealing with the political and cultural aspects 

of ancient Tamilnadu. Each poem is cast in the form of a culture tour taking 

the reader to the respective regions to wimess the sociopolitical-cultural life 
of the people of Tamilnadu. 

The entire body of Cankam poetry is usually divided into akam and 

puram, the two major forms of literature enunciated by Tolkappiyar in the 

third part, Porulatikdram. This division of akam and puram seems to have 

been suggested by the whole gamut of human experience as envisioned by 

the ancient Tamils. The two forms are as follows; 

The term, akam means in Tamil ‘inner’ and thus the inner aspect of 

human experience, while the term puram means ‘outer’ and thus the outer 

aspect. But these terms are used here in a specific sense: the inner aspect refers 
here only to the experience of love between a man and a woman, just out 
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of their adolescence. Other matters such as justice, friendship, psychic or 

spiritual experience are also ‘inner’ but they are not intended here. Akam has 

restricted relevance and reference only to the emotion of love, as represented 

in ancient Tamil poetry. Again the chief aspect of akam love is the sexual 

union and all other aspects treated herein either precede it or attend on it. 

Depiction of akam was governed by many principles and rules and 

conventionalised for poetic representation, many centuries before the age of 

Tolkappiyar, who only codifies them in his work in a simpler form. According 

to him, the subject matter of akam is divided into five phases: kurihci, palai, 

mullai, maruiam and neytal, named after the flowers found in the surrounding 

regions of mountain, desert, forest, plain and seashore, respectively. These 

five divisions are concerned with the union of lovers, their separation, the 

patience of the woman waiting for her lover's return, the sulking, pining and 

wailing of the woman due to separation from her lover. These five-fold 

aspects of love arc the essential subject matter of akam poetry. Each of these 

phases is called uripporiil. The terms kurihci, palai, mullai, marutam and 

neytal arc all archetypes. 

Since these emotional phases have to be portrayed in some concrete 

form, two other conventional items of representation are brought in. Human 

actions inevitably involve place and time which are referentially essential and 

hence the akam tradition has prescribed the item mutarporid, which means 

the basic elements of space and time. Actions cannot, however, be 

represented in vacuum and hence tradition has prescribed the background for 

such action. This background, termed karupporul, is very comprehensive in 

that it includes almost all the other- items required for representing action, 

including the associates of lovers, their vocations and the products thereof, 

the flora and the fauna of the respective regions and even the supernatural 
elements they worshipped, feared or merely believed in. Thus uripporul, 

mutarporid and karupporul are the three elements of which constitute akam 

poetry. 

The emotion of love represented in akam is neither realistic nor 

idealistic. It is a peculiar blend of the desirable and the delightful aspects of 

love. It is not wholly realistic because realism includes the inevitable facts 

of death and decay, which akam poetry does not portray. There is no betrayal, 

no divorce, no cuckoldry. It is not idealistic in the sense it can be attained 

by any one. At the same time it is idealistic in that no darker phase of life 

is portrayed. 
The idealism of tliis poetry is further ensured by a poetic proviso that 

the main characters related to uripporul (the central human emotion/love- 

behaviour) have no proper names but only those associated with their regions 

like malaiyan, cerppan, or with their relationship with mother, foster mother, 

or talaivan (lover), talaivi (lady-love). 
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Likewise the poet’s personal emotions have nothing to do with those 

represented in akam. Even in cases where he could be recording his own 
emotions, they have to be objectified according to conventional norms. 

Objectivity or impersonality in representation is thus a cardinal principle of 

poetic expression in the realm of akam poetry. It is because of such idealised 

realism in the attitude to love represented in akam that the poetry enjoys a 

certain universality. 

Puram deals with the other aspects of human experience. Tolkappiyar 

deals with puram only in one chapter whereas he devotes four chapters 

exclusively to akam, although the last four chapters may be common to both 
streams of Tamil poetry. Puram is divided into seven tinais (thematic 

situations) of which the first six deal with aspects of warfare, the feats and 

the exploits of heroism, while the seventh deals with subjects such as 

munificence, and offers ethical instruction in the form of lyrics, panegyrics, 
and hymns. 

Most of the poems in puram are lyrical in nature and hence occasional 

in character. It is only from puram poetry that we glean personal details about 

the poets, historical facts about kings and chieftains, and about the feuds and 

battles that raged, and the political and social life of the ;uicient Tamils. 

Purananuru, Patirruppattu and some poems in Pattuppattu ''.ontain poems 

of puram. 

Nature (non-human and inanimate) is well represented in the poems of 

this age. But the treatment does not seem to have been inspired by any 

aesthetic or pagan views. Nature is portrayed only as providing a sympathetic 

background to human emotions. 

Supernatural elements are present but remain in the background in 

akam; when brought to the foreground in puram they are meant only to 

heighten the human element by contrast. Even where Death is personified and 

addressed in puram it is to highlight its powerlessness in the face of human 

courage. In short, works of this age are a combination of instruction and 

pleasure. 

In close accord with this theory of poetry is the principle that the poet 

should possess a high degree of moral integrity and should lead an exemplary 

life to be worthy of his role as a preceptor. 

There is no mention, direct or oblique, of a theory of poetic inspiration 

in the Age of Cankam literature. The conscious part of literary composition 

receives some mention. It follows, therefore, that this poetry is more 

conscious of the effect of Nurture than that of Nature on the genesis of poetry 

or literature in general, even though the powerful influence Nature exerts over 

human life is described in some poems. It is governed by well-codified 

principles and criteria with regard to both subject matter and poetic manner. 

The spirit and temper of this poetry is therefore unmistakably classical. 
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ETHICAL LITERATURE (3rd to 6th century a. d.) 

The period of Cankam literature was followed by a period of prolific 
ethical writing, which stretched from the 3rd to 6th century a. d. roughly 

corresponding to the age of Kalappira rule over the southern part of 
Tamilnadu. This alien rule sought to suppress the view of human life preached 
in the age of Cankam literature. As such, we could see a change in the world 
view and consequently a different view of literature and its function.- 

As far as literary practices were concerned, this age saw the emergence 
of a new trend with authors composing entire works in contradistinction to 
the Cankam Age, when no poet wrote an entire book under his name. The 
emphasis on teaching ethical values through writing was, of course, a 

concomitant to the spirit of the Heroic Age, as can be seen in the history of 
any ancient culture. Therefore, we meet with a wealth of literary works in 
the form of moral rules and ethical teaching. 

PATINENKiLKKANAKKU 

A group of works called, Patinenkllkkanakkii, (eighteen works of ethical 

teaching) came to be written during this period. Though grouped under one 
rubric, the.sc works were not written at one time. The Kura! was the earlie.st, 
written probably around the 2nd century a. d. and the six works on the akam 

theme included here and works like Accarakkovai might have been written 
much later, say, probably towards the end of the 8th century a. d. These were 

collected into one group much later in the medieval age suggested perhaps 
by the form, venpa metre, in which almost all the works were composed. Of 
the 18 poems, only eleven are didactic in nature, while the remaining seven 
deal with akam and puram themes of the erstwhile Cankam Age. The eleven 

ethical works are as follows: 
1. Tirukkural 7. Accarakkovai 

2. Nalatiyar 8. Elati 

3. Palamolinanuru 9. Innanarpatu 
4. Nanmanikkatikai 10. Iniyavainarpatu 

5. Tirikatukam 11. Mutumohkkanci 

6. Cirupancamulam 
Nalatiyar and Tirukkural together form one group in view of their time 

and world view, and these two are the most popular and didactic works in 
Tamil. Nalatiyar is a collection of four hundred poems by different unknown 
poets, generally supposed to be Jain monks. It was later anthologised by a 
poet called Patumanar. The remaining nine works by nine different authors 
form one group in view of their later composition and changed world view. 

Of the first or earlier group, Tirukkural stands apart as the best of the entire 
post-Cankam literature. Nalatiyar ranks next to Tirukkural, after which it is 

modelled both in form and content. 
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TIRUKKURAL 

This is the earliest of the eighteen works, which is considered by a 
section of critics to have been composed even earlier than some of the other 
works included in the Cankam anthologies. It is, however, placed by most 

scholars in the 2nd century a. d. About the author, Tiruvalluvar, we have little 

reliable information. Tradition has it that he lived in Mylapore, now a part 

of the city of Madras; he was a weaver who lived a life of contentment. About 

his education, intellectual pursuits, affiliation with any religion or political 
group, we know next to nothing. All we know about his work, its divisions, 

its themes, his name, and its very title are from a collection of verses called 
TiruvaHuva Malai by several poets belonging to different periods of time. 

The Kural shows traces of the influence of heroic ideals in its second 

and third books, but they are sublimated in the spirit of the new age. As such, 

it is transitional in perception and yet it represents a well established 

world-view, a unique phenomenon in the realm of imitative arts in that it 

imitates, improves and innovates, all at once. Tirukkural is therefore 

considered to have ushered in an epoch of didacticism in literature followed 

by several other works which came to be called Kilkkanakku by later medieval 
treatises on poetics generally known as pdttiyal works. 

The Kuraj is structured into three books of unequal length. The book 
division is called pal and named after the subject matter discussed. For 

example, the first book which deals with aram is called Arattuppal. Each 

book is divided into small sections representing an aspect of the main subject 
matter. These small sections which may be called chapters are uniform in 
length, each containing ten short poems in kurajvenpa metre. This short 

prosodic form called kuralvenpd is the unit of the work and therefore the 
entire work is called Tirukkural or the Kural after the metre employed. This 

work is not known by its author’s name, as in the case of Puninanuru, but 

by the metre employed. 

The Kural is the first work which introduces the practice of classifying 

literary compositions into three kinds, namely aram (virtue), porul (matters 

relating to polity or society) and inpam (love)—nearly equivalent to the 
concept of tirivarga. In fact, some alien influence on the post-Cahkam 

world-view seems to be unmistakable, even though the Kural may not reflect 

it. It assimilates the best from outside and retains the spirit of the Cankam 

heroic poetry in that it does not entirely advocate lifenegation; it celebrates 

the heroic virtues in chapters on war, and on soldiers in Porulpal. And more 

tellingly, the spirit and pattern of akam poetry are cIo,seIy followed in the third 

part on love, and as such, it is very distinct from the spirit and pattern of the 

irhgara works of the north. Thus the Kural represents a new world-view of 

almost universal application eclectically envisioned by a mind rarely 

paralleled in the annals of Tamil literature. 
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The section on aram or dharma has two divisions namely domestic 

virtues and ascetic virtues, besides a pseudo-invocatory section in praise of 

godhead, rain, saints and anrni. This exordial section consisting of four 

chapters, devoid of any references to the author or his environs, can be said 

to epitomise the spirit of the entire book. The first chapter on godhead does 

not speak of any particular god but of the attributes of godhead in general 

and of the imperative need for man to aspire for and adhere to those attributes 

if he desires to achieve the goals of his life. As such, it is non-sectarian in 

temper though theistic in spirit. Sociologically speaking, the Kura] may be 

said to precede the formal institutionalization of religion in the South. 

The second book of the Kural deals with the state, the king and the 

citizens in general. Being didactic in spirit the Kural addresses matters 

relating to the personality of a king, his state and its constituents, his court 

and the art of war, in the spirit of teaching and as such it is considered part 

of ethical literature. In comparison with Kautilya’s Arthasastra in terms of 

treatment, it is not just a different work, but an improvement with an uncanny 

insight into the dignity of human race as a whole. 

Structured into three sections on the king, his ministry and subjects, this 

second book is more or less a manual of statecraft. The attributes of an ideal 

king such as his education, his court full of eminent and wise people from 

various walks of life, his association with the great are dealt with in great 

detail in chapters 39 to 46. Chapters 47 to 63 deal with royal strategies in 

times of war and peace. The second section (chapters 64 to 95) deals with 

the salient features of his ministry, fortification of his country, management 

of men and material and the like. The third section describes the qualities of 

the public in general, also applicable to members of the court and ministry. 

This book is a veritable store-house of information on society under the 

system of monarchy. And yet, many of the political, legal or social virtues 

dealt with in this section are still applicable to present day democratic 

societies. 

The third part of the Kural deals with love and as such has little to do 

with ethical instruction. Nonetheless the spirit of the age emphasizing 

personal and public morals can be seen at work in the treatment of love too. 

Though the Kural follows the akam tradition of Cankam poetiy, it has 

censured the role of prostitutes while treating the theme of discord between 

lovers. Though there are indirect references to the parattai or prostitute as 

a cause of discord, she is not a character in the Kuraj and this change of 

convention is due to the influence of the didactic tendency of the age. 

Thus the Kural remains the best representative of literary expression in 

the age of didacticism. 
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NALATIYAR 

A compilation of 400 quatrains in venpa metre, Nalatiyar is the second 

best known didactic work in Tamil. Unlike the Kural, it is a work by several 
poets. Therefore, it lacks the coherence and unity that we find in the Kural. 

As they were compiled into the present form long after their composition, 

the poems are arranged under diverse chapter headings, following the model 

of the KuraL So Nalatiyar can be considered a companion volume to the 

Kural, emphasizing more or less the same virtues in a different manner. The 

four hundred quatrains are arranged into three books and forty chapters. 

Nalatiyar as a whole lays such great emphasis on a virtuous way of life 

that it prefers a life of renunciation to the domestic state. Chapters 2 and 3, 
describing the transitory nature of body and youth, advise people to renounce 
domestic life as early as possible and to embrace a life of total renunciation. 

Nalatiyar socializes the virtues; that is, it describes the merits and 
demerits of certain behaviour in terms of societal propriety. However, the 

general view of the work seems to favour a social perspective informed by, 

and conducive to, the principles of Jainism. Greater emphasis is laid upon 

the profession of agriculture and therefore it is also called the ‘Bible of the 
cultivators of the soil’. Acquisition of knowledge through education is 

considered a virtue greater than the virtue of being bom into a noble family. 

Being an anthology of poems by several poets there are certain poems 

which contradict themselves on certain maxims. For example, poems 133, 

136 show that knowledge and wisdom are superior to nobility of birth. But 

the poems under chapter 15 celebrate the excellence of noble birth. The 

concept of the baneful effects of evil company is in consonance with the idea 

expressed in the Kural 452. But there are some poems in Nalatiyar which 

deny this stand. Thus, there are contradictory poems in Nalatiyar. The reasons 

for such contradictions are far more profound than they appear to be. In 

modem psychological parlance, the Kural leans on the theory of ‘environ¬ 

ment’ rather than that of ‘heredity’ whereas Nalatiyar favours both the views. 

Plurality of authorship may be the reason for such blatant contradictions. 

LATER GROUP OF KiLKANAKKU WORKS 

The other nine works of the Klkkanakku group are less popular as 

didactic works in Tamil. Each by an individual poet, these works of lesser 
repute more or less echo their more illustrious predecessors, namely the Kural 

and Nalatiyar. 

Except for Palamoli NSnuru where each of the 40Q quatrains ends 
with a proverb and to a certain extent Ndnmanikkatikai, other works just 

enumerate the virtues to be taught and as such their function is more conative 

and less poetic or aesthetic. 
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OTHER WORKS 

Thematically speaking, the heyday of Tamil didactic poetry remains the 
period of the great Kllkkanakku works. They had a far greater vision of human 

merits and demerits, the role of human beings on earth, the true meaning of 
life and the essentials and non-essentials of our earthly life. 

BHAKTI LITERATURE (6th to 9th century a. d.) 

The period of bhakti literature follows the post-Cahkam period of 

Ethical literature in Tamil. The term bhakti literature refers to a body of 
devotional hymns sung by the 5aiva saints called Nayaomars and the 

Vaisnava saints called Alvars during the period of the Pallava dynasty which 

came to rule the Tamils after the Kalappiras. Thus this body of devotional 

hymns could be said to have been composed between the 6th and the 9th 

centuries A. D. The age of ethical literature in Tamil was one of coming to 
terms with the realities of life, an age of resignation to what is destined, for 
an individual and for a society. 

THE BHAKTI MOVEMENT 

When we move on to the Age of bhakti literature, the world-view has 

already changed. The spirit of resignation has given way to a spirit of prote.st, 

to a spirit of rising against the conventional rituals. The post-Cankam period 

stretching roughly from a. d. 240 to 575 saw the invasion of the ancient 

society of the Tamils by a group of men called the Kalappiras. These 

Kalappiras secured the seat of the Pantiyas in the South and ruled for about 
3(K) years. Their concepts of literature and the arts such as music and drama 

differed radically from those of the Tamils. They supported instead the use 

of the Sanskritised form of language, and religions like Jainism and 

Buddhism which advocate asceticism. 
It is against such non-Tamil sensibilities imposed upon the Tamils by 

the Jains and the new rulers, including some of the early Pallava kings who 

came under the sway of the Jains, that a social movement raised its head and 

through relentless struggle for about 2(K) years, won its goal of bringing about 
a Renaissance of the spirit of the Tamils, their language and literature. This 

movement was spearheaded not by the army, or by groups of soldiers, but 

by the peasants of Tamilnadu guided by spiritual leaders, poets, men and 

women who belonged to all strata of society. Their mode of operation was 

not one of confrontation with those in power but one of persuasion through 

instruction, discourse and community worship in the temples of villages all 

over the country. Finally it was one of consolidation of the reawakened spirit 

of the Tamils which ultimately overthrew the Jains and the kings who 
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supported them. As such, this is the first-ever known social rising in the annals 
of history which brought about far-reaching changes in society, without 
resorting to weapons and wars. The aims, functions and ideals of this great 

social movement, generally called the Bhakti Movement, are enshrined in the 

devotional poems collectively called the bhakti literature. 
The body of bhakti poetry consists of devotional outpourings of the 

Nayanmars and Alvars. These were later collected during the 9th century and 

were known separately as the ^aiva poems and Vaisnava poems, since these 

two Vedic sects emerged as the predominjmt religious groups that held sway 
over the Tamils after the exit of Jainism from Tamilnadu. 

THE SAIVA POEMS 

The great saints of the Saiva movement who took an active part in the 

propagation of bhakti and composed devotional hymns on Lord Siva were 

called the Nayanmars. The chiefs of these Nayanmars are Campantar, 

Tirunavukkaracar, Cuntarar and Manikkavacakar. The writings of these four 

saints constitute the Saiva canon of bhakti literature. The poems of the first 

three are collectively known as Tevaram and the hymns of Manikkavacakar 

are collected in w hat is known as Tiruvacakam. These collections were later 

canonized as Tirutnurais (Sacred Texts). The hymns of Campantar are 
classified as the first, second and third Tirumurais; those of Tirunavukkaracar 
were classified as the fourth, fifth and the sixth Tirumurais and those of 

Cuntarar as the seventh. Manikkavacakar’s Tiruvacakam has been identified 
as the eighth Tirumurai. 

CAMPANTAR 

Campantar lived during the first half of the 7th century a. d. He was 

the youngest of all the Nayanmars, the first to take part in the bhakti 
movement, the most powerful in spearheading the movement and the most 

prolific writer of hymns. He composed 4,158 verses in 384 decade 
(patikams), all of them set to music. The greatest contribution of Campantar 

to Tamil literature is in the field of Tamil music which was suppressed by 
the Jains during the period of the Kalappiras as inimical to the cultivation 

of asceticism. It was given to Campantar to resurrect it in the form of 

melodious hymns. He calls himself Campanta in his poems the master of 

Tamil and music. He has been acclaimed in later literature as a great exponent 
of music. This is supported by the fact that he always carried a pair of cymbals 

believed to have been given to him by Lord iSiva to keep time when singing 
the hymns. He invented many a new form in prosody and metre. 

Campantar has also sung many lyrical poems on the akam pattern, 
considering himself in the position of a maiden pining for the love of the Lord. 
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Touring all over Tamilnadu, he has sung on a large number of shrines of Lord 

Siva; and has sung a large number of new musical tunes. He has also made 
the largest number of allusions to the old puranas connected with Lord Siva. 

His descriptions of nature are embelli.shed with a profusion of detail, 
unmatched by any other hymnist. He sings of rivers, clouds, animals, birds 
and trees, as joining in singing to the glory of God. 

Of all the Nayanmars, Campantar was the most relentless in his tirade 

against the Jains and it was he who converted the King of Maturai back to 
the Saiva fold after defeating the Jains in philosophical debates. 

APPAR 

Tirunavukkaracar was fondly called Appa (father) by his younger 
contemporary Campantar and henceforth he came to be known as Appar. 

Appar, though bom of a Saiva family, became a Jain in his youth and was 

a great celebrity in the Jain fold where he was known as Darniasena. Later 
he was brought back to Saivism through the efforts of his sister and was 
named Timnavukkaracar. His reversion to Saivism earned him the enmity of 
the Jains who induced the Pallava king Mahendra Varman to persecute him. 

But he survived those dire persecutions by virtue of his singular devotion to 

Lord Siva and even converted the Pallava king to Saivism. Thereafter Appar 
toured the length and breadth of Tamilnadu, visiting many a shrine of Siva 

and composing a large number of hymns in praise of God and His love for 

humanity. 
He has sung 3066 verses divided into the 4th, 5th and 6th Tirumurais. 

The collection of his songs known as Tirukkimmtokai contains 1015 verses 
and the essence of his teachings. Another collection known as Tiriittdntakam 

is famous for a new form of metrics called tdntam, a long drawnout stanzaic 

form conducive to leisurely instruction, persuasion and following. Set to 
music, his tantakam verses were very appealing to people in view of their 

repetitive and leisurely movement. 

The hymns of Appar are in the form of a passionate prayer for 
conquering one’s senses and for complete surrender to God. He believed that 

realization of God can only come through His Grace. The devotee desires 

nothing in return for his love of God, but His grace. This is the general tone 
of the hhakti poetry—a selfless devotion to God through surrender to Him 

—which was to find a response and inimitable eloquence in the soulstirring 
hymns of Nammalvar, a century later. The hymns of Appar are also 
characterized by his emphasis on a denial of wordly pleasures and 

sublimation of one’s passions towards God. He was a great social reformer 
too, and his interpretation of worship was service-oriented. If Campantar was 

more philosophical, Appar was more practical, persuasive and tolerant. His 

language is simple and direct. 
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CUNTARAR 

Cuntarar is the author of the seventh Tirumurai in which his tevaram 
songs numbering 1026 verses have been included. He lived during the later 
part of the 8th century, one or two generations after Appar. When Cuntarar 
came on the scene, the aims of the bhakti movement had already been 

achieved and there was less ideological conflict in society. The spirit of bhakti 

continued however, without any diminution or dilution, except that'it moved 
towards glorifying the bhaktas more than even the object of bhakti. This is 

understandable because contemporary society owed its freedom of faith, form 

and expression to all the social reformers in the form of Nayanmars and 

devotees. 

We see therefore a different type of picture being described in the songs 
of Cuntarar. His tevaram hymns sound more or less autobiographical. His 

boyhood days, his early marriage, prevented supposedly by Lord Siva, his 

marriage later on with two women, and the attendant problems ultimately 

solved by a person no less than Lord Siva Him.self, his fricnd.ship with the 

Cgra king, another Nayanmar and their reaching Kailas together, the abode 

of Lord Siva —all these constitute the subject matter of his poems. He is 

hailed as the friend of the Lord. 
His greatest contribution to Saiva hagiology may be said to have been 

his short poem called, Tiruttonttokai wherein he styles him.self as the servant 

of the servants of God and enumerates a group of sixty men and women 

among them. This probably inspired Cekki.lar to compose his epic poem 
Periya Puranam four centuries later. 

MANIKKAVACAKAR 

Manikkavacakar was the fourth of the Saiva acedryas in the order of 

time. He lived in Pantiya country probably a century after Cuntanu". His 

poems are collected in a volume known as Tiruvdcakam which contains 656 

verses, arranged under 51 heads. 
The whole oi Tiruvdcakam is sheer poetry, intimately personal and both 

powerful and moving. He is believed to have had a realization of God, 

resulting in intense spiritual joy. It is this personal, spiritual ecstasy that he 

pours forth through his songs. Another singular aspect of his poetry is that 

he makes use of thirteen folk forms to express his bliss. 

There is another work by name Tirukkovaiydr which is also ascribed 

to Manikkavacakar. But opinions differ as to its authorship. This is a work 

composed in akapporul kovai, a modified form of the akam poetry of the 

Cahkam age. This work manifests how worldly love between a man and a 

woman could be sublimated to love of God which is more enduring. In the 

history of kovai literature this work is considered to be the first complete 
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representative; an earlier one, namely Pantikkovai by Nakkirar of the late 8th 
century a. d., being no more than a fragment. 

THE VAISNAVA POEMS 

The hymns of the Alvars constitute the other half of Tamil hhakti poetry. 

These hymns were collected and compiled (during the 9th and 10th centuries) 

into one anthology by one Vaisnava accarya called Nathamuni. This 
anthology is named Nalayira Tivviya Pirapantam meaning the Sacred Text 
of 4(K)0 Hymns. 

These hymns were sung by 12 AWars who lived in several parts of 

Tamilnadu during the period of the bhakti movement. When Nathamuni 

compiled these devotional poems, he did not follow a chronological order, 
but a tradition that was orally alive before him and which had its own 

arrangement of the hymns in accordance with certain norms. Accordingly the 

entire collection was divided into four groups, each containing roughly about 
a thousand poems and hence the name ‘Four Thousand’. 

EARLY ALVARS 

Poykaiyalvar, Putattalvar and Peyalvar were known as the first AlvSrs, 
who lived in the northern part of Tamilnadu ruled over by the early Pallavas 
during the late 5th and the early 6th centuries. There have been no Alvars 

or Nayanmars during this period in the south ruled by the Kalappiras, hence 

these first three Alvars could be said to have initiated the spirit of the hhakti 

movement. The fact that they sang their hymns in venpa metre, supports the 
view that they lived much earlier than the other Vai.snava or Saiva hymni.sts. 

Nothing definite is known about the parentage of these early Alvars. As 

tradition would have it, these Alvars are considered ayonija (not bom of 
human parents) and thus the details of their births are circumvented. We have, 
however, stories about their births. Poykaiyar is said to have been bom on 

a golden lotus in a tank in Kancipuram, Putattar on a matavi flower in 
Mahabalipuram and Peyalvar on a red lily in a well in Tiruvallikkeni in 

Madras. These three are said to be contemporaries and according to a legend 
all three were destined to meet in Tirukkovilur where they had a collective 

vision of Lord Visnu. Each of these Alvars has sung one hundred poems in 

antati style, rich in simile and metaphor, though simple and direct in their 

appeal. 

TIRUPPANALVAR 

Bom in the lowest caste in society, Tiruppanalvar was an ardent devotee 

of the Lord at Siirahgam. He has sung a short poem of ten verses in praise 
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of the physical beauty of Lord Rahganatha couched in terms of a girl yearning 

for her lover. The sublimation of earthly passion to acquire heavenly bliss 
is the burden of his song. 

TIRUMALICAIYALVAR 

Bom in Tirumalicai, this Alvars has written two poems, an antdti of 100 

verses in venpa metre and Tiruccanta Viruttam containing 120 verses in 

viruttam metre. His works contain concepts of Vaisnava philosophy, though 
in their rudiments. Prescriptive as they are, there is little lyrical beauty in these 

verses. Also, we find in him the beginning of a trend of reviling other 

religions, not only Jainism and Buddhism, but also Saivism. 

TONTARATIPPOTIYALVAR 

This Alvar came to be known as Tontaratippoti meaning ‘the dust of 
the feet of the servants of God’. He has written two poems, Tiruppalli Elucci 

and Tiru Malai. Tiruppalji Elucci is a new genre of minor poems introduced 
by the Alvar. This poem is intended to rouse the Lord from His cosmic sleep 

to bless His servants. Though his poems also contain attacks on other 

religions, the appeal of these poems to Vaisnavites has been so powerful that 
they have become part of their daily recitation, both at home and in temples. 

His Tiruppalli Elucci has been the source of in.spiration and model for many 

poems of that title down the history of Tamil literature, upto Mahakavi 
Subramania Bharati who has written a Tiruppalli Elucci poem on Bharat Mata 

in the early years of this century. 

KULASEKARALVAR 

Kulasekaralvar was a prince of the Cera country in the west of 

Tamilnadu. It was customary in those days to call a Cera Prince Perumdl, 

(a title which refers to Lord Visnu) whether the prince embraced Saivism or 
Vaisnavism. Therefore Prince Kulasekara was called Kula^Skara Perumal 

and so his hymns are called Perumal Tirumoli. 
He has sung ten poems containing in all 105 verses. The shrines of Vi§nu 

at Srirangam, Tiruvenkatam and Vittuvakkopi have been adored in his poems. 

He was more attracted by the avatar as of Visnu than by the Lord Supreme. 
He has specially lavished his poetic powers on Rama and Krsna. He has sung 

about the divine childhood of Sri Rama and Sri Krsna which constitutes the 

first lullaby in Tamil. 

Kulasekar3lvar’s poetic excellence can be seen in his poeths on Krsna’s 
boyhood where the poet becomes the real mother, Devaki, lamenting her fate 
for not being able to enjoy the pranks and feats of the boy Krsna, like Ya^Oda 
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the foster mother. In another poem on Rama, the poet becomes Dasaratha who 

mourns his misfortune in banishing Rama to the forests at the instance of 
Kaikeyi. In his poem called Tiruccitrakutam he joyously narrates the entire 
story of Ramavatara. 

All the poems of Kulasekaralvar are enticingly lyrical, emotional, and 
his influence on Kamban, the epic poet in Tamil, is quite unmistakable. 

PERIYALVAR 

Visnucittan, a Brahmin of Sriviiliputtur was a great scholar in the court 
of the Pantiya king Sri Vallaba where he established, in a philosophical 

disputation, that Visnu was the supreme God. This earned him great honour 
and a purse of gold. Yet he refused to sing of the glory of the king and for 
that matter any mortal. He sang only of the glory of Lord Krsna and Sri Rama. 

Periyalvar has sung a total of 45 poems in 473 verses, known as 

Tirumoli. The first of his poems the Pallantu has been placed at the head of 
the entire collection of Nalayiram. 

Most of his poems are in praise of Krsnavatara; and cast in the frame 
of a mother, especially Yasoda, enjoying the delightful childhood pranks of 

Lord Krsna. The birth of the child, the beauty of his form, the child in the 

cradle, the mother’s address to the moon, the lisping of words by the child, 
the clapping of his hands, and other such childhood activities are the subject 

matter of Periyalvar’s inimitable poetry. There have been many during this 

age who have sung the glory of Siva or Vi.snu in the fomi of a woman pining 
for her Lord’s love, but to emphasise the gloiy of god through a mother’s 

love for her son was given only to Periyalvar, and this is a unique feature 
in any literature. 

It is this form of poetry which gave rise later on to a unique genre called 

pillaittantil. Hundreds of poems in this genre have been written in Tamil in 
the last one thousand years on subjects such as politics, society, religion and 
culture. Periyalvar stands at the head of the line as the progenitor of such an 

enduring form of poetic expression. 

ANTAL 

Antal was the adopted daughter of Periyalvar who found her as a baby 

in his flower garden. When she came of age she refused to have a mortal for 

her spouse and considered herself the lover of Lord Rahganatha at ^rirahgam 
where, the legend says, she had a blissful union with Lord Rahganatha. Her 

distant counterpart, both in time and place, was Mira Bai in Rajasthan. 
Antal has composed two works namely Tiruppavai (30 verses) and 

Nacciyar Tirumoli (143 verses). Tiruppavai is based on a popular folk motif 
called Pavai nonpu. According to this motif, village girls collect in a group. 
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go to a river or tank nearby for a bath, and pray to the deity of their choice 

for a happy life with good husbands. Antal makes use of this theme to show 

how the girls of the shepherd clan do likewise and pray to Lord Krsna to take 

them as His eternal servants. It has become a household word in the Vaisnava 

community, being recited daily and particularly in the month of Markali 

(December-January). It has cut across national frontiers as a cultural item and 

has become an occasion for a national festival in Thailand and in other East 

Asian countries, even today. 

Her Nacciydr Tirumoh is a collection of beautiful lyrics. Antal imagines 

herself to be the bride of the Lord and dreams about her marriage with Him, 

the details of which are vividly described in the poem. It is thus a valuable 

storehouse of the rituals and ceremonies connected with marriage that were 

prevalent during the eighth and ninth centuries in Tamilnadu. These customs 

and rituals are followed even today during marriage ceremonies in the 

Vaisnava communities of Tamilnadu. There is hardly a wedding invitation 

in Tamil Vaisnavite families which does not begin with a poem from Antal’s 
Nacciyar TirumoH. 

TIRUMANKAIYALVAR 

He was a chieftain of a place called Mankai in the Cola country during 

the early part of the 9th century a. d. Attracted by the charms of a woman, 

Kumutavalli, he married her on the condition that he should feed at least a 

thousand hlidgavatas (devotees of Lord Visnu) daily. Running short of funds 

to earry out this condition, he took to highway robbery. Lord Visnu, desiring 

to bring him into His fold, it is said, took the form of a bridegroom with a 

bride bedecked with precious jewels, and passed along the way where 

Tirumankai was lying in wait for a victim. Having snatched away all the 

jewellery from the members of the party, Tirumankai was unable to remove 

the toe-rings of bridegroom and therefore when he asked his victim whether 

he had cast any spell over the rings, the young man said ‘yes’ and whispered 

into Tirumankai’s ears the astdksara mantra {orn namo ndrdyandya). That 

awakened the robber from his mundane consciousness into a spiritual 

experience and from that moment he became an Alvar, the Blessed One. 

Of the Alvars, he was the one who visited the largest number of shrines 

numbering 86, from the south to the north and has sung the largest number 

of songs, 1253 verses in all, of course next to Nammalvar. He was the most 
scholarly of them all. In view of the quality and quantity of his contributions, 

his songs have been divided into Periya Tirumoli, containing five shorter 

poems, and Tirumoli, the largest section. The shorter poems are also 

significant, their being the first of their kind, the two madal poems, being 

the model for a number of poems to be composed later on. Similarly his 
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Tirumoh also contains many innovative forms of poetry, such as the folk 
forms ca[al and kottumpi. 

His allusions to certain incidents of the Ramayana story are novel. 
Especially the episode of the hunter king Gukan whom Rama adopts as one 
of his younger brothers which opens up for Kampan a new avenue of human 
fellowship which he celebrates in his immortal epic. His poems modelled on 
the Cankam akam poetry are noteworthy. Many tenets of Vaisnava 

philosophy have been expres.sed in his poems. His contribution in the areas 
of literary innovation and aesthetic excellence is considerable. 

NAMMALVAR 

We do not know the real name of Nammalvar. All that we know through 
a tradition narrated in the hagiological histories of the Alvars {Guru 

Parampara) is that he was bom in Tirukkurukur in the extreme south of 

Tamilnadu; that since he remained dumb his parents placed him under a 
tamarind tree of a temple in Tirukkumkur and that even then he would not 

speak to anyone until he was sixteen when Matura Kavi visited him as 

directed by a divine light. 

Nammaivar's writings include four poems Tiruviruttam, Tiruvaciriyam, 

Periya Tiruvantati, and TiruvayrnolJ. They are considered to be the essence 
of the four Vedas, Rg, Yajur, Athan’u and Sama respectively. The Vaisnavas, 
however, consider the hymns of Nammalvar as the fifth Veda. Tiruviruttam 

contains 100 verses; Tiruvaciriyam 1 verses and Periya Tiravantati 87 verses. 
These three works are included in the last section of Nalayiram in view of 

their being non-musical literary forms. 
Nammaivar’s magnum opus is, however, his Tiruvaymoli containing 

1102 verses fonning a separate .section of Nalayiram. This is considered to 

be the basic scripture for Vaisnavism, which contains its basic philosophy. 
Later acaryas and Vaisnava writers have extracted all their philosophical 

ideas and concepts from Tiruvaymoli. 
Nammalvar (Our AWar) blends the wisdom of philosophy, human 

emotion, and psychic experience of the divine bliss attained through surrender 

of the individual will to God. He seems to be demonstrating through his 
poems, whether devotional or cast in the form of akam theme, the attunement 

of one’s will to the divine will which would liberate one even here, in this 

birth, not as one seeks it but as God’s will seeking him out with His grace. 

MATURAKAVIYALVAR 

Maturakavi is the name of the last poet in the line of Alvars. Nothing 
definite is known about his birth or age except that being a disciple of 

Nammalvar, he could be said to have lived during the latter part of the 9th 
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century a. d. We meet him first only to respond to Maturakavi’s obeisance, 

llius Maturakavi is remembered chiefly in association with Nammalvar. He 

has written only one poem, kanninutn ciruttampu included in Mutalayiram. 

This poem consisting of ten stanzas is entirely on Nammalvar. He has not 

sung even one verse on Visnu or on any of his avataras. And he has achieved 

the status of an A}var. 

This outline of the hhakti literature in Tamil underscores the socio- 
0 

political upsurge that took the form of a literary movement resulting in a rich 

harvest of devotional hymns. The appeal of this hhakti movement to the 

contemporaty society was such that it went beyond the borders of Tamilnadu 

and reached the regions of Karnataka, Maharashtra and even the upper 

Gujarat and Rajasthan on the one hand, and Andhra, Orissa, Bengal and 

northern parts of the Gangetic plains on the other. While the North-Eastern 

odyssey of the hhakti movement could be understood through the devotional 

poetry of these regions from the eleventh to the sixteenth centuries ending 

with the songs of Mira Bai in Rajasthcui, its north-western movement could 

be charted by the devotional compositions in Kannada, Marathi and Gujarati 

during more or less the same period. Thus the concept of hhakti poetry 

transcended the borders of its origin to become a pan-Indian movement, a 

socio-literary fact recognized long ago by the author of the Padmapurdna 

which sings, 

“I, the beautiful girl of hhakti was bom in the land of Dravidas, grew 

up in Karnataka and a little more in Maharashtra and finally matured in 

Gujarat.” 

(Padmapurdna, Uttarakanda, 1 : 47) 

Tirumantiram by Tirurnular of the 6th century a. d. contains these 

thousand verses. The term mantiram refers to religious verses, which have 

a hidden allegorical meaning. They are also known for their epigrammatic 

simplicity. They comprise philosophical ideas, yogic and mystical practices, 

and siddha system of medicine. Tirumular’s major concern in this work is 

to suggest that there is no formal distinction between love and Siva. While 

emphasizing the need to attain the unknown reality of God, he expresses that 

starvation and mortification will not be useful as a means to realise God. He 

further claims that only service to people, rendered with love and compassion, 

can help us to communicate with Him. 

He then talks about the need to have control over the five senses. Such 

control is possible only through strict control of one’s mind. In human life 

it is the body alone that attains destruction. Death offers a perception of 

eternity. 

These verses were written in the viruttam metre. The rhythm varies with 

the flow of ideas expressed in them. In view of its religious importance both 
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as ^astra and stotra (prayer), Tirumantiram has been classified as the Tenth 
Tirumurai by the Saiva dcdryas. 

MUTTOLLAYIRAM 

The title of this work means ‘Three Nine Hundreds’. But only 108 

verses are available in book form, and they were composed in praise of the 

Cera, the Cola and the Pantiya kings. As in the ancient Cankam tradition, love 

and heroism are the two main themes. Though there are specific references 

to the dynasties in these panegyric poems, there is no direct reference to any 

particular king. One of the commentators of Tolkdppiyam, Peraciriyar, says 

that several stanzas of this work relate to kaikkilai or one-sided love and as 

such may be said to belong to the akam tradition. This work is said to have 

been composed during the last quarter of the ninth century in view of its 
metre. But there is no certainty about its chronology. 

PURAPPORUL VENPAMALAI 

This is a grammatical work on the puram theme. Just as Kalaviyal 

describes the various aspects of love, Purapporul Venpdmdlai illustrates 

different aspects of the puram theme. However it does not simply follow the 

tradition of Tolkdppiyam. It was composed by Aiyan^itanar, in the 9th 

century a. d. As a grammatical work, it contains both rules and illustrative 

poems in venpd metre. The poems serve the purpose of explicating the content 

of the rules, which are known for their brevity. 

IRAIYANAR KALAVIYAL 

This is a grammatical work of the 7th or 8th century a. d. It deals with 

the akam theme, especially its earlier phase called kalavu (pre-marital love). 

It consists of 60 rules believed to have been composed by Siva Himself at 

the request of the Pantiya king. The poet was called ‘Iraiyanar’, which also 

means god and hence the title. It has a beautiful commentary, the first of its 

kind and is coeval with the work. That is, the grammar has been available 

only with the commentary ever since its appearance in writing. However, the 

commentary is now more valuable than the work itself, for historical reasons. 

EPIC LITERATURE 

Epic poetry is a major form of literature in almost all the languages of 

the world. In Tamil too there are many works of this genre. Thus we have 

a wide range of epic literature from the second century a. d. to date. Our 
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survey deals with Cilappatikaram, Manimekalai, Cutamani, Perunkathai and 

Civaka Cintamani, besides some minor epic poems. 

CILAPPATIKARAM 

Cilappatikaram by Ilaiiko Atikal is the first Tamil epic that has come 

down to us in its entirety. It is said to have been written during the 2nd 

century a. d. It is divided into three books, namely pukarkkantam, 
matiiraikkdntam and vancikkantam. 

The story of Cilappatikaram revolves around Kannaki, the heroine of 

the epic. Kannaki, the daughter of a wealthy merchant of Pukar, the capital 

of the Coja country, is married to Kovalan, the son of an equally wealthy 

merchant of the same city. After a short time, Kovalao is attracted towards 
Matavi, a court dancer and lives with her for sometime, deserting his wife 

Kannaki. His sojourn with Matavi is, however, shortlived. He comes back 

to his wife Kannaki, in utter ruin. Intending to start a new business, he leaves 
for Maturai with Kannaki, and is killed while trying to sell one of his wife’s 

anklets. When Kannaki comes to know of this she becomes mad with fury 

and meets the king who had ordered her husband’s execution, proves her 

husband’s innocence with the help of another anklet she has, causes the king 

and the queen to die, bums the city of Maturai as a measure of revenge and 
leaves the desolate city for a nearby hill where Kovalao comes down as a 

celestial being and spirits her away with him. Cenkuttvan, the Cera king who 

had heard about the story of Kannaki decides to erect a temple for Kannaki 

to commemorate her chastity. He goes to the Himalayas to bring a stone for 
sculpting an idol of Kannaki to be consecrated in the temple. Many kings 

converge on the city of Vanci for the consecration. 

Cilappatikaram as an epic has several firsts about it. Apart from being 

the first epic in point of time, it is the first to portray a woman as the chief 
protagonist of the epic action, also the first to depict female heroism. Besides, 
it is the first work to be written with an admixture of folksongs and prose 

narration, the first epic whose heroic action does not involve a war or 
represent an anti-hero or a villain. Thus it is an epic without a hero and without 

a royal personage. As is the case with any ancient epic, Cilappatikaram 
remains a rich storehouse of information regarding the cultural and social life 

of the Tamils. It has the characteristics of both the Cankam and Post-Cahkam 

literary milieux. 

MANIMEKALAI 

This is the second epic in Tamil, by a poet called Kulavinikan Cattanar, 

said to have been composed around the 5th or 6th century a. d. It has no canto 

division like Cilappatikaram. It is divided into 30 stories written in the aciriya 
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or akaval metre. The epic centres around the story of Manimekalai, who is 

described as the daughter of Kovalan by the dancer Matavi. While 
Manimekalai’s relatives want her to assume the traditional role of a danseuse, 

Matavi sees to it that she becomes a Buddhist nun. She prefers to call her 

the daughter of Kannaki rather than her own to ensure a better social status 
for her. Although Manimekalai has become a nun, she has to face annoying 

distractions, through the love of a prince, who follows her everywhere. She 

escapes from him with the help of the family goddess, Manimekalai, after 
whom she has been named. The angel takes her to a distant land, 

Manipallavan, where she comes to know of her previous birth as well as of 
her mission in life. She realises the need to do service to the poor and the 
sick and returns to her country with a magical bowl, called amudasurahhi. 

The significance of this bowl is that the vessel, once filled with food offered 
by a chaste woman, will always be full. Thus it endows her with the power 
to appease the hunger of the poor. She travels throughout the country to 

remove hunger and disease, and propagate the virtues and morals of the 
Buddhist canon, thereby finally attaining salvation. 

Like Cilappatikdram, Manimekalai also does not have a hero but a 

heroine. As the story outlined above shows, this epic is devoted to the 

propagation of the ideals of Buddhism in Tamilnadu. As such we do not have 

much to comment on its literary excellence except for the lucid style which 
does not involve complex figures of speech or intricate syntactic devices. The 

strength of this epic lies in its emphasis upon the social virtues like feeding 

the poor, the sick, and the handicapped. This social commitment of a religious 

missionary is well exemplified in the epic. 

PERUNKATHAI 

This epic in akaval metre by Konkuvejir exists only as a fragment. The 

title means ‘A Great Story’, which was adapted from the Sanskrit work 

Brhatkatha of the 7th century a. d. Even as a fragment, the work is quite 

bulky. It is the story of king Udayana of Ujjain, and though its plot is not 
well structured, it reads like an interesting novel with its many intrigues, 

elopement, estrangement and endearing love themes. Though by a Jain author 
it does not preach the Jain ideals. Its importance to literary historians lies in 

its description of the life of the Tamils, their glory, their arts, music and dance, 
their games, craftsmanship and other skills, being reminiscent of the Cankam 

literary works. 

CIVAKA CINTAMANI 

Clvaka Cintamani is an epic in viruttam metre by a Jain monk 
Tiruttakkatevar. It is divided into 13 chapters containing 3150 verses. It 
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purports to teach the ideals of Jainism as exemplified in the life of King 

Qvakan. The story begins by narrating the marriage of Qvakan's father, who 

appoints a minister to govern the state, in order to enjoy the pleasures of life 

with his wife. Unfortunately, he is killed through the treachery of the minister 

himself. The queen, who gives birth to Qvakan, later becomes a nun. The 

major part of the story deals with Qvakan’s several marriages and victories 

in wars. 

From the point of view of Jain philosophy, it may be said that the entire 

story of Qvakan is metaphorical. His education, victories in war, his 

coronation and salvation are all described in terms of different marriages 

metaphorically. Therefore, sometimes this work is called a book of marriages. 

It is probably the first major work to employ the viruttam metre in a long 

and continuous narrative. Further, the epic employs certain techniques such 

as an exordium at the beginning of the work, and a description of the country 

and its capital. 

OTHER EPICS 

There are also other epics of lesser importance, which are said to have 

been composed during the period under survey. Cutamani, by Tolamolittevar 

is a Jain work mostly fashioned on Cintamani, which, in terms of either plot 

or characterization, does not enjoy epic status. Composed in 2131 verses, its 

style is more lucid and its philosophy deeper 

There are also other works like Nilakeci and Kuntalakeci, which do not 

merit the name epic. They are didactic poems of the Jains, and the Buddhists 

respectively. Yacotara Kdviyam, by an unknown author is a very short later 

work in viruttam metre, containing 320 verses. Its value as a literary work 

is very insignificant, though it is useful for a diachronic study of its language. 

The epic Valaiyapati, is not available now. The citations of commen¬ 

tators show that it must have been a popular work during their time. There 

are only seventy verses available in this epic. The commentary on 

Takkaydkalocparani by the poet Ottakkuttar reveals the poetic merits of 

Valaiyapati. Since it is one of the earliest works composed in viruttam metre, 

it is considered to belong to the first half of the 10th century. 



INSCRIPTIONS 

COMPILED AND EDITED BY K. G. KRISHNAN 

The heyday of Tamil inscriptions was the period when the Pallavas, 

followed by the Colas and the Pantiyas began to build huge stone temples. 

When the kings and other rich people endowed lands or gold for specified 
charities, usually connected with the temple, the details of these endowments 

were inscribed on the walls of the temples. As time went on, the inscribers 
added more information to these inscriptions which have since become a 
treasure house of facts and figures from which we may reconstruct the history 
of the times. These stone inscriptions (together with the inscriptions on 
copper plates) constitute some of our most important sources of information. 

These inscriptions on stone found in temples can be divided into five 
portions. They start with an auspicious word called a mangalavacakam. The 
next part gives the date of the inscriptions, for example the 5th year of the 
reign of a particular king. When the year of the reign of the ruling monarch 
was given, it was the custom to add some laudatory adjectives praising his 

military exploits and his names (given and assumed). This part came to be 

known as the meikkirti. The custom of inscribing meikkirtis began in a. d. 

993 in the reign of Rajaraja Cola. The third part is the heart of the matter. 
Many of the inscriptions record the grant of land and gold to a specified 
citizen or temple for the conduct of a particular worship; some record the 
building of a temple or p;ut of it. The fourth part relates to the signatures 
authenticating the grant. The fifth part is an interesting appendix. It usually 

indicates the particular deity on which reliance is placed. Then follow 
warnings against dereliction of the duty cast upon the specified individual 

or family to continue to perform the service for which the grant has been 

made. 
The oldest Tamil inscription is that found on the Tirunathar hill near 

Senji and the biggest of them all is the one that was made in Virarajendra 

Cola’s time in Tirumukkodal in Cengalpattu district. 

TIROVELLARAI 

Inscription engraved on the margin of the swastika-type stepped well 

at Tiruvellarai, Tirucirapalli District, Tamilnadu. The prose introduction 

states that the well was constructed in the 4th and 5th years (c. 785 a. d.) of 
the reign of the Pallava King Dantivarman by Kamban Araiyan, brother of 

Vijaiya-Nallulan of Alambakkam. The well is described as the big well at 

Teimur in Tiruvellarai. 
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Without being (passionately) attached to this world where men seen 
(yesterday) are not seen (today); without giving (yourself) upto despair 
looking for the (final) day appointed by the creator long ago; and before your 
(limbs) become weak with the appearance of old age with its (appendage of) 
a stick; if you have (wealth) maintain (yourself) and deposit (what remains 
to charity) so that (all) the world may know (it). 

SENDALAI 

Inscription on a pillar at Sendalai (ancient Candralekhai- 

Caturvedimangalam) in Thanjavur District. The pillar is one of a few that 

support a mandapa in front of the central shrine at Cuntaresvara temple in 
that village. All, the inscriptions engraved on the pillar bear verses composed 

by poets on Savaran (for Paramesvaran) Maran, a Muttaraiya chief who lived 
in the middle of the ninth century. One such verse was composed by 

Amarunilai alias Kuravan Kangan of Pavadayamangalam in Kelarkkuram. 

The hill on which the people of Konadu (around) Kannanur hid 
themselves (took refuge) being driven by the fiery sword of warlike Maran 

with hand liberal (in gifts) was hard to climb (even) for big crowds of bears. 

TIRUCIRAPALLl 

Inscription engraved on the back wall of the upper rockcut cave at 

Tirucirapalli, Tamilnadu. This is a poem of one hundred verses composed 

by Narayanan, lord of Vembai (Vembathir) about Lord Siva on the hillock 

called Ciramalai. The final word (anta) of each verse begins (adi) the next 

verse (antadi). The entire poem (kavi) may be called ciravalai nurrantadi. 

O wise men! Bow praising the lord (Siva), by walking around the 

hillock, by offering obeisance with folded hands, by gazing at him with your 
eyes, the dazzling golden flame, on the Ciramalai, surrounded by fields full 

of fish, the lord who bathes (often) in milk and ghee. 

Bow at his feet; utter his names; O men of this world! quell your anger; 
discard untruth; count the days of (your) penance—to the graceful lord of 

Cirappalli soaring to the skies and dazzling like the jewels on the hands of 
ladies fending off the parrots from the fields. 

MEIKKIRTI OF RAJARAJA COLA 

The following eulogy (called meikkirti — ‘fame of the king’) prefaces 

most of the inscriptions of the Coja king Rajaraja ‘the great’. This is the first 
instance of a preamble detailing the greatness of the ruling king having been 

engraved. Successive kings among the Colas and Pantiyas adopted this 
practice. Some of them had the first two lines and the last two lines common 
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to a particular king with additions to the passages in the intervening space 
as the reign of that king progressed. Rajaraja ruled from a. d, 985 to 1016. 

TOLKAPPIYAM (<•. 3rd century b. c.) 

The following extracts are from Tolkappiyam, the earliest extant Tamil 
grammar. Though it has been described as grammar, this classic of Tamil 
literature is not strictly a grammar but a grammar of life. Its concern is not 
only with language but with literature as well. Tolkappiyam is in three parts 
and consists of 1612 aphorisms in all. The three parts are eluttu (letters), col 

(words) and porul (matter/content). Tol means ancient and kappiyam is that 

which deals with protection. The main function of grammar is to protect the 

language from deterioration. 

The Porulatikaram (the section dealing with porul) deals not only with 

the social life of the early Tamils, depicting their marriage, callings, way of 

life, warfare and royalty, but also with some aspects of human psychology, 

rhetoric, prosody and usage. 
Porul is of two kinds —Akapporul and Purapporuj. Akapporul is 

subjective and experienced by the mind alone. Purapporul is objective and 

experienced by all or many. Matters relating to war and peace, education, 
culture, social life and charity form the subject-matter of this section which 
is a mine of information. The Porujatikaram has been divided into nine 

sections which deal with art and literature as they are now understood. It also 

includes a treatise on all aspects of the relationship between a man and a 
woman, their love undergoing no alteration whatsoever despite the vicissi¬ 

tudes of life. 

Part 3: Porul. 

ON THE CONDUCT OF LOVE AFFAIRS 

947 

Kaikkilai (unrequited love) to begin with and penintinai (incompat¬ 

ible love) to end with, seven are the themes, say the scholars. 

948 

Of them, leaving the middle one of the middle five, (four) are the 

divisions of the sea-girt world. 

949 

Mutal, karu, and uri are the three elements of poetry. 

When examined, mutal, karu and uri are the three elements of poetry 

which excel in terms of their order. 
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950 

Mutal refers to aspects of Space and Time, say those who know. 

951 

The woodlands presided over by mayan (the enchanter, Visnu), the 
world of dark hills by Murukan, the world of rivers with their sweet 
waters by Ventan (Kubera), and the world of sand and shore by 
Varunan in this order relate to mullai, kurinci, marutam and neytal. 

952 

Mullai relates to the season of rains and evening. Kurinci to winter 
and midnight, say the scholars. 

953 

Also, the season of dew, they say. 

954 

Marutam to the last hours of the night and the dawn; and the sunset 
to neytal—this order appears meaningful. 

955 

The medial theme (that is, palai) usually represents the hot summer 
mid-day; 

956 

And also, the later part of the dewy season. 

957 

The two kinds of separation relate to the above theme; also, when 
it happens permanently, say the scholars. 

958 

The themes may overlap, but the regions should not, say the experts 
who know. 

959 

The themes other than uripporul may also overlap. 

960 

Uniting, separating, staying together, pining, sulking, and their 

causes, when examined, relate to uripporul themes. 

961 

Eloping and the aftermath—the pining in separation may also happen 
once in a while, they say. 
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962 

Meeting and looking at each other also come under uripporuL 

964 

God, food, animal, tree, bird, drum, profession and lute and such 

others, they say, constitute karupporul. 

969 

Scholars say that having heroes from among servants and officials 

is not unusual in literature dealing with puram themes (matters other 
than true love). 

971 

Going in pursuit of higher education, fighting the enemy and serving 

as an ambassador are some common causes for separation (from 

one’s wife). 

974 

Separation for the purpose of earning money and for setting things 

right in the forest is the prerogative of those who are eminent. 

982 

The themes considered suitable for literature are: the mother 

expressing her love for her daughter and concern about the latter’s 

lover because of an omen, the sayings of great men, God, good or 

bad happenings, her (the mother’s) fear, the destination of the lovers 

and other developments which may arise after the elopement of her 

daughter with the lover; explaining an occurrence in the past, present 
and future seeing the sorrowful state of mind of attendants and of 

those who went in search of her, the lamentations of the mother and 

such actions which reveal her sorrowful state. 

983 

There are mothers who themselves go in search of their daughters 

along the streets of fortified big cities and through deserts. 

987 

When the parents of his lady-love do not consent to their marriage, 

when the opportunties for them to meet are rare, when they have to 

traverse the desert, when he decides to elope with her with the 

connivance of her maidcompanion, when he leaves her at home, 

when he runs away with her with the intention of marriage, when her 
parents pursue them to take her back, when she is adamant about 
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marrying him regardless of her parents’ wishes, these are all 

occasions on which the lover may express his feelings. 

The brevity of life’s span, the primacy of youth, the 

organisation of his efforts, the consideration of his status, the 
humiliation of poverty, the exalted status conferred by possession, 

the boundlessness of love, the intolerable pain of separation — all 
are taken into account when he contemplates the getting of'wealth 

(these are subjects on which a lover may feel impelled to express his 

feelings). 

He may also choose to dwell on his efforts to acquire the art 

of education leading to a life of truth, the importance he attaches to 

honour and fame, his duties as an ambassador and the help he renders 
to his friends, on an explanation of the importance of the three 

divisions of life—aram,poruf and inpam (Virtue, Wealth and Love), 
on the inconveniences he encounters in the countries where he sets 

out to earn, on the superiority of his enemies, and on his pining for 

his love in the loneliness of the war camps; on addressing his 

charioteer when the battle has ended; on his duties towards his 

subjects and dependents; on pleading with and consoling his wife 

who is grieved over his relationship with a harlot —these are some 
of the themes that inspire a lover. 

FROM SECRET LOVE 

1038 

In the five aspects of love inter-linked with pleasure, wealth and 

virtue, the love-meeting is in keeping with one of the eight systems 

of marriage of the Vedic people; i. e. the marriage system of the 

celestials who find delight in the music of the lyre. 

1039 

Because God, who is one with them and yet high above them, 

commands it, the lover and his lady-love meet. They are usually equal 
in status; the lover being of superior status is not, however, forbidden. 

1044 

Nobility and courage are the qualities of the male. 

1045 

They say that fear, shyness and simplicity (in appearance) are 

predominantly the qualities of the female. 
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1046 

It is said that in love the following experiences are quite natural: 

ardent desire, brooding, pining, consolation, crossing the limits of 

modesty, being suspicious of others as if they were in the know of 

the love affair, illusions of seeing their partner everywhere, 

forgetfulness, swooning and death. 

1047 

In the course of their courtship the lovers call upon all and sundry 

to pay heed to their words, expressing their great desire, explaining 

the reasons foi their pining, exclaiming at Fate, and making 

promises —so say the poets. 

1092 

After the ceremony held in conformity with tradition, in the act of 

union free from guilt; at the time of boundless joy; when there is 

uncertainty regarding one’s rights; on reaping the rewards of good 

conduct in keeping with tradition; while singling out acts of 

commission and omission in daily life; on affirming the honour of 

the country of their birth; on having worshipped a benevolent God 

saying it would help in times of fear; at pleasant talk on themes which 

would help tide over difficulties; when the lady-love touches the rice 
and flower on his exhortation (‘bitter-tasting stuff would be like 

ambrosia if touched by your hand’); while defining the prescribed 

conduct towards saints, great men and others who are virtuous; while 

conversing with a sorrowful heart, lamenting the infrequency of their 

meetings because of their secret love; at sorting out the quarrel that 

occurred over a matter as insubstantial as a letter in the sky, on two 

themes —requesting her not to be disheartened and not to be afraid; 

about the times he had harmed her, at being patient and making do 

with the help of messengers for his sake; enjoining her after she had 

finished the ceremonial oil-bath following child-birth; on paying 

homage to saints and celestials; on his cajoling her by caressing her 

small feet with the intent of embracing her; on losing his balance of 

mind, on his embrace, on her having embraced her pillows, on 

clearing her doubts about his conduct with the help other ladies when 

she is inclined to pick love-quarrels; at the act of uniting the two 

lovers who were heart-broken during their separation; on thinking of 

her again after having left her because of a love-quarrel; at the 

excessive power of love; at the fear of being deserted by her, in the 

midst of hurting her; at the talk of the maid pretending ignorance 

regarding the elopement (of the lovers) and such matters; at the pain 
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of having to leave for a foreign country; on reviewing the possible 

ways of returning, at acquiring both gain and honour during their 
separation; on talking to the famous driver of the carriage; while 

replying to the sorrowful words of wife and paramour; while 

describing tribulations encountered in a foreign country; at his desire 
to share good things with his guest, during the eventful hour 

following the completion of his arduous duty; on being welcomed 
by ladies, sons and daughters, and relatives with garlands in their 

hands; and on his response to the mediators in the love affair—these 

are the thirty-three occasions which provide the great, time-honoured 
opportunities for expressions of love. 

Translated by K. Ramasamy 

TRS Sharma 

ETTUTTOKAI (c. a. d. 100—200) 

The Cankam literature, the earliest literature in Tamil, includes two 
groups of anthologies, Pattuppdttu and Ettuttokai. The latter is a collection 
of eight anthologies, namely, Ainkurunuru, Kuruntokai Narrinai, Akandnuru, 

Kalittokai, Patirruppattu, Purananuru and Paripdtal. The poems of the first 
five anthologies are on the akam theme (love). The next two are on puram 

theme (mainly heroism). Paripatal includes poems of both akam and puram 

themes. We get a total number of 2372 poems in Ettuttokai. 

Sharing a eommon literary tradition, these poems have a number of 
eharacteristie features in terms of theme, expression and form. Besides being 
a collection of literary gems of early Tamil, Ettuttokai is a repertoire of 

historical, social and cultural information of the ancient Tamils. 

PURANANURU (c. 300 b. c.—a. d. 200) 

The selections given below are from Purananuru, one of the eight collected works called 

Ettuttokai. The four hundred poems including two that are missing in Purananuru (Four 

Hundred of the puram mode) were anthologised around the 2nd century a. d. They speak of 

war, heroism, poverty and domestic bliss and so belong to the puram (exterior) aeslhesis of 

Tamil literature. One hundred and fifty seven poets have written the poems: sixteen are 

anonymous. The poets came from all walks of society and belonged to different castes and 

classes. There were also women poets. 

The two kings referred to here are Nalankilji and Netunkijli of the Cola dynasty. The 

poet points out that such a fratricidal war is suicidal for both the parties and the only persons 

who stand to gain are their enemies. 

He is not Cera who wears the white flower 
Of the tall palm; nor Pantiya 
Garlanded by black-edged neem. 
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Your garland and that of your enemy 
Are both strung thick with fig blossoms. 
Whoever loses, the royal house is the loser. 
Nor can both gain victory. 

Hence, your action is unworthy 

Of the greatness of your dynasty. 
Your battle will only result 

In the derisive laughter of alien kings. 

Kovurkkilar 
Pur 45 

King Nclunkilli sought to kill the poet Ilantattan, mistaking him to be a spy of Colan Nalankilli. 
Kovurkkilar restrained him and revealed that he was no spy but a poor poet m search of gifts 
from royal patrons. 

The birds fly to fruit-bearing trees. 

So do the aspirant poets 

Who traverse long and uneven paths 
In search of benefactors. 

With the gifts received for praising them 

The poets feed their relations. 
They do not set aside savings. They eat 
And also give generously to others. 
Their very life is to struggle hard 
For receiving gifts from patrons. 

They seek to do no evil. 
They may overcome others in knowledge 

And walk about proudly. But theirs is 
Gentle behaviour. O lord! In those moments 

This poet is as great as you 
Who rule over the earth with rising fame. 

Kovurkkilar 
Pur 47 

The poet Mocikiranar had gone to the Cera King Perunceraliruniporai. Tired by his travels, 
the poet unwittingly lay on the cot where the royal drum was kept. The king did not get upset. 
Instead, he stood fanning the sleeping poet. Waking up, the poet was deeply touched and sang 

this poem. 

Brilliantly dark as it is of black wood 

The war-drum is faultlessly bound 
And fixed strong with tanner’s senna; 
Decorated by a garland of peacock feathers 

That shines like sapphire and is interlaced 
With golden uijnai blooms. 
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This drum that asks for the homage of blood 
Had been taken out for ceremonious cleaning. 
Not knowing this about the empty drum-cot 
That had been spread soft with flowers 

Like oil foam, I lay there and slept. 
Since you recognised the glory of Tamil 
You changed the movement of your hand 
And so of the sword; not satisfied. 
You fanned me fondly moving your grand , 
Drum-likc shoulders! Victorious lord! 

Was it because you had heard 
That the highest honour is reserved 
Only for famous people 
In this wide, wide world? 

Mocikiranar 
Pur 50 

Ceran Kanaikkalirumporai was defeated by Colan Cenkanan and placed in fetters. He asked 
for water to quench his thirst. The guards first insulted him and then gave him a mug of water. 
His pride hurt, he refused to drink, spewed out these words and died. 

When the babe is still-bom 
Or is bom as a mere lump of flesh, 
Royal houses cut them up with a sword 
To prove their manliness; such royalty 
Has noble kings. Even when shackled 
As a dog and given water by the guards. 
They reject the same with contumely. 
Not kings we, who beg for water 
To put off the fire within. 

Kanaikkalimmporai 
Pur 74 

A typical representative poem from the Cankam classics that speaks of women’s heroism and 

strength of purpose. 

You are the pillar 
Of my house and ask: 
‘Where’s your son?’ 
I do not know where he is. 
This womb is as the cave 
From which the tiger has gone abroad. 
You can look for him in the battlefield. 

Kavaipentu 

Pur 86 
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Atiyamao Netumananci had gone to see his son Pokuttehni. Auvaiyar finds that even the 

presence of his darling son cannot take away the fire of action that glows in the king. 

The spear in hand; heroic anklet at feet; 

The body glistening with sweat; 

The neck wounded; the tresses twined 
With the sharp petals of the young palm 
And the blooms of ixora and vehkai; 

Still wrathful like the elephant 
That has had a bout with the tiger; 

Alas! those who incited him 
Will not live. The eyes that had turned 
Fiery at enemies have not cooled yet 
Even after seeing his prince! 

Auvaiyar 
Pur 100 

When Pari died, his friend the poet Kapilar became the guardian of his daughters and .sought 

to gel them married to a worthy person. The poem is a lament. 

A time was when the wine cask 
Remained open; plentiful rice 

Cooked with sumptuous meat 

By cutting down sheep was offered. 
Such was your rich friendship. 

Today Pari is dead. I weep 
And am taking leave of you 

With glances, O famous mountain! 

I go in search of grooms 

To stroke the dark tresses 
Of the girls who wear bangles 

Made by expert craftsmen. 

Kapilar 
Pur 113 

The Chief referred to is Valluvan. What use is generosity if it cannot benefit the receiver? 

Apparently Valluvan was more interested in self-promotion. 

He is king of the Nahcil hill 

Rich in jackfruit trees; yet is he 

Of poor perception. O fine poets! 

We but asked for some rice grains 

To place on the leaves plucked 
By the Virali women with bangled hands. 
Thinking of his gifts for aspirants 
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He noticed not only our poverty 

But was conscious of his own stature. 

Hence he gifted us with an elephant 

Immense as a wooded mountain. 

Are gifts given in such myopic style? 

Should not one use discrimination 
To know of right-giving when generous? 

^Auvaiyar 
Pur 140 

Paranar was asked by a fellow-aspirant for gifts where he had gained so many riches. Paranar 
replied that he was the recipient of Chief Pekan’s generosity. Nor was Pekan’s generosity 
confined to human beings. He had once covered with his shawl a peacock shivering in winter. 

You ask us: ‘Are you Panars 

In this forest? You wear golden lotuses. 
Your Virali women are adorned 

With golden necklaces. Your swift horses 
Unbound from the chariot, are resting.’ 
O aspirant with a horde of relatives 
And hunger! We were poorer than you 
Before meeting the king with the victory-spear. 
Now our poverty is gone and we are seen thus. 
Tliough he knew that peacocks do move around 
Uncovered, our king gave them his shawl. 

Pekan with elephants in rut 
And horses, did not give charity 
To help him.self after death. He gave gifts 

Only to relieve the poverty of others. 

Paranar 
Pur 141 

Pekan had been neglecting his wife. The poet asks him to relieve her of her pain by putting 

an end to their separation. 

Pekan with elephants in rut 
And proud horses who gave his shawl 
To the gentle peacock shivering in cold! 

We have not come due to hunger. 
Nor have we kinsmen in need. 

We play the lute edged with black 
As the kala fruit and get music lovers to 
Shake their heads in approval. 

Welcome their grant of gifts 
And ask but for this. Do go tonight 
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Speeding in your jewelled chariot 

To her who is ever thinking of you 
And suffers because of separation. 

Paranar 
Pur 145 

The generous host of Paranar in the forest was Kantirakkoppcrunalli. 

Dressed in a garment like the wings 

Of the kite in winter, 
I rested under a jackfruit tree 

Lost in self-forgetfulness 

Sorrowing over my several travels 

That had left me stricken. 

There came to me a young hunter 
His anklets all blood-spattered 
From a hunted deer. 

His crown gleamed with Jewels. 

As I rose to salute him 
He stopped me with his hand. 

Even before his companions arrived 

He roasted the rich meat 
And offered it, saying ‘eat’. 

Myself and my relatives 
Ate the nectarean repast 

And were relieved from hunger. 
As I drank from the waterfalls 

That gushed down the mountain tops 
Thick with trees, and proceeded to leave. 

He said: As I am in the forest 

I haven’t good jewels to offer. 
Take these. He gave me a necklace 

Or pearl strings that had adorned 

His chest. When asked about his country 

He did not reply. Nor did he 

Reveal his name. Only later 
I heard others identify his name 

And country. He was Nalli, 

Lord of the famed totti mountain. 

King of vast hilly regions. 
Rich with clear, flowing waters 

Silver-white like marble. 

Vaoparanar 
Pur 150 
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This poem is a rare mstaiict- where the pod praises a farmer. 

I'ired and hungry by walking long distances 

The singers ask: 'whither the physician 
Who gives medicine tor hunger? 

Is it nearby or far away? Please tell us!‘ 

May Pannao live my years as well. 

O singers! Consider the poverty 
m 

Of the relatives of this aspirant 

Here sounds of eating are heard 
Loud as the birds chirping 

On a fruit-bearing tree. 
From here little boys walk away 
Carrying food balls in hands 
Like serried lines of tiny ants 

Moving upland with their eggs 
In the never-failing .season of rains. 

Killivalavan 

Pur 173 

The poet underlines rhe importance of education. 

Rendering help when the teacher 
Is in want, giving him plentiful fees, 

Without bemoaning the loss thereof, 

One must gain education. The reason: 
A niotlier’s love finds alteration 

Even among her children 
According to their attainments; 

Among several members of a family 
The king calls out for the educated boy 
And not for the elder in years; 
-Slimild one iroin the lowest 

Of the four castes gam good education, 
A (neinbcr of ;■ higher caste 

\\'ould go to him straight for knowledge. 

Pantiyan Netunceliyao 
Pur 183 

When the Cojan Peruin Tirumavalavan wa.s indifferent to the poet Kumaranar, the latter gave 

vent to his indignation in these lines. 

We do not respect royal riches 
Just because kings possess beflagged chariots 

Driven by horses speeding as wind. 
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Armed forces that rival the ocean. 

Elephants ready to clash with enemy forces, 

Kings ever victorious who go to war 

Sounding fearsome, thunderous drums; 

But ever we honour the chiefs 

Who preside over tiny principalities 

And who know how to respect us 

Though they have but lowly millet 

For offering on the tiny leaves of the teak 

In thorn-fenced gardens 

Which have escaped the grazing goat. 

Even were we to be in deep trouble 

We shan’t think of the riches 

Of uncultured people; but consider 

With pleasure even the poverty of the noble. 

Indeed, here is our sustenance. 

Maturaikkumaranar 

Pur 197 

When Atiyaman Neiumanahci seemed indifferent to her visit, the poete.ss Auvaiyarspoke these 

words before leaving the court. 

O guard! Keeper of the gate 

That never shuts out aspirant poets 

Who sow choice words in the ears 

Of nobility and thereby harvest gifts 

According to their heart’s desire! 

Netumananci of speeding horses. 

Does he not know of his own worth? 

And, cannot he recognise my value? 

'Phis world has no space poor enough 

To watch the death of the wise, the famous. 

So we pack up our vessels 

And other knick-knacks in our possession. 

When expert wood-cutters with axes 

Fashioned by caipenters go to tlic woods. 

Will they not fnd what they need iliere’ 

Whichever direction we may take. 

There shall we gain our day's food. 

Auvaiyar 

Pur 206 
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An elegy on the death of Peruncattan, a friend of the poet. 

Regrets alone are left with us. 

Holding hands with young girls 
Who had decorated with blossoms 
Their sand-dolls for play, we embraced 
As they bent, and swayed as they did; 

With artless youthful excitement 

We went to the river bank where grew 
Tall, thick maruta trees. 

Got upon the branches shading the river 
And dived into the depths below 
With loud splashes, and came up with sand. 
Those days of innocence are now a memory. 
Whence again such harmless youthful pastimes 

For us who now hold decorated canes. 
Move with difficulty and speak sparsely 

Because of the racking cough? 

Totittalai Viluttantinar 

Pur 243 

The ageing pocte.ss blesses the three Great Tamil kings who were together. The kings were 

Ceranian Marivenko, Paniiyan Ukkirapperum Vajuti and Colan Perunalankilli. 

This earth that goes round the sun 
Is as unstable as having seven kings 

In a day. On examining 

The comparative worth of asceticism 

And married life, it is clear 
The latter’s worth just a tiny mu.stard. 

But asceticism is not easy. 
Therefore people who desired Realisation 

Took to married life. Those who gave up 
Asceticism will not be forsciken 
By the Wealth-goddess. She will not cleave to 

Those who continue to reject life. 

Auvaiyar 

Pur 367 

The hero of this poem is Colan Ilancetcenni. 

This hero brought under control 

The mischief of the Southern Bharathas; 
He ended the problems caused 
By the Vatugas of the North; 
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He is the Cola who holds the lance 

That is decorated with flowers. 
The hero who rides the speeding horse: 

Standing on the lime-washed, 

Moon-bright balcony of the palace 
That rises up in the lake-like city, 

I beat upon the loud-sounding drum 

And sang praising the victories 
Of the Cola of the invincible dynasty. 

He gave me several royal ornaments 
Of superb worth which had never been made 

For our u.se. I took them all 

And presented them to my kinsmen. 
Flabbergasted, they put on ears 

Rings meant for fingers; and vice versa. 

The strings for the waist were hung 
Round the neck; necklaces became waistbands. 
It was like the time when Ravana 

Had stolen Sita, Rama’s wife. 

And her jewels were discovered on the ground 
By monkeys. The red-faced pack of monkeys 

Had then acted in the same manner. 

An enduring smile lit up the kinsmen’s faces 

As they were rid of want for ever. 

I too gained freedom from worry. 

Unpoti Pacunkutaiyar 

Pur 378 
Translated by Prema Nandakumar 

THE KING 

No, rice isn’t life. Not even water. 
The nation’s lifeblood is the king. 
With his army of many spears. 

It is his task to know, 
I am the life of this wide, open world. 

Mocikiranar 
Pur 196 

Copyright © R.Parlhasarathy ‘Poems from the Tamil’ from One Hundred Tamil Poems (MS), translated by 

R. Parthasarathy, Reprinted by permission. 
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MOTHER AND SON 

On the weak, shriveled arms of the old woman 
The veins stand out. 
Her stomach is flat as a blade of lotus. 

Unnerved by the fighting. 

Her son had turned his back on it. So folks talked. 

Tf he had fled in the heat of battle,’ 

She thundered in a rage, 

‘These breasts that nursed him I’ll tear to pieces.’ 

Sword in hand, she groped in the bloodstained field 
Turning over one lifeless body after another. 

When she saw her son lying prostrate, hacked to bits. 

She rejoiced more than on the day he was bom. 

Kakkaippatiniyar Naccellaiyar 

Pur 278 

THE CREMATION GROUND 

Full of .Siiioke, the cremation ground strikes terror 

With its widespread forest, the spurge growing high. 

The rock-horned owl hooting even by day. 

And the shades of women flitting about 

With disorderly rows of teeth. 

Lovers' tears, wrung from the heart, soak through 

The white ashes of bones devoured by the fire. 

This cremation ground sees the end of all: 

It is the habitation of all men. 

It ha.sn’t yet come across anyone who could see it undone. 

Kataiyan Kannanar 

Pur 356 

Translated by R. Parthasarathy 

Whether town or forest 

whether lowland or hill, 
in whatever way people are good 

the earth is good. 

Long may it prosper. 

Auvaiyar 

Pur 187 

Too late, jasmine. 
young heroes won’t wear you. 
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bangled women won’t gather you, 

bards won’t bend your branches low 

with the crooks of their graceful harps, 

to pluck you. 

You blossomed after Satthan of the strong spear 

died, he who, valorous to the last, 

conquered many warriors, did in his many enemies. 

Alas, too late for the Ollaiyur country, jasmine. 

Kutavayil Kirattanar 

Pur 242 

A shield, you say, a shield? 

Yes, a shield and a stone to stave off the enemy, 

and you may survive. 

The brother of the one you slew ye.sterday 

is searching for you, his eyes jumping 

like the crab’s eye seed, rolling around 

on a white plate. 

His search is like that of a thirsty man 

for a glass of wine In an empty house. 

Aricil Kilar 

Pur 300 

In the courtyard 

Where munyai and susundai 

are spread to dry. 

its shade so vast, sleepers 

need no roof, the elephant hunter rests. 

A lone stag frolics with its mate. 

she who is doomed as bait for future hunts 

Willing neither to disturb this happy union, 

nor to rouse her husband, 

the mistress of the house sits quietly. 

Even the partridge and the wood-fowl 

in .stealth nibble, gobble up the millet, 

now drying on a deer hide. 

There you shall stay awhile, my bard; 

partake, with your dark kinsmen, 

of generous slabs of meat and oral fish, 

roasted on a sandalwood fire. 
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It is a house well known 
for never failing to shelter 
reward seekers, 
favored by the king. 

Virai Veliyanar 
Pur 320 

Translated by E. Annamalai 
H. Schiffman 



AKANANURU 
(c. 300 B. C. - A. D. 200) 

The selections given below are from Akananuru, a collection of 400 songs relating to the akam 

or theme of love. The songs vary in length from 13 to 31 lines. Because of the length of the 

songs, this colleetion is also called Netuntokai. Tlic 400 songs are classified as follows: 

1. 1-120 songs Kalirnyananainirai 

An array of male elephants 
11. 121-300 .songs Mammitaippavalam 

A string of corals interspersed with gems 
III. 301-400 songs Nittilakovai 

A necklace of pearls 

The songs are noted for their vivid descriptions of nature, apt similes, metaphors and 

historical allusions. 

Mother love.s her 

dearer than her eyes; 

Father can hardly bear 

seeing her even step on ground, 

and would a.sk, 

“my little girl, 

why do you bruise-red 

your tiny feet?” 

She herself in her bond of love 

for you is like a bird 

with one soul and two heads. 

Parrots mimic the hooting of 

the farmers who keep vigil 

o’er their crops on the slopes of the hill. 

Tribesmen eager to pluck juicy fruits 

from the branches of Jack trees 

where squirrels dart and sport, 

leap and play — 

have built their huts ’neath 

overhanging boughs of vehkai trees in bloom, 

which gives the pock-faced elephants 

the fear of tigers and makes them 

crash thro’ the bamboo groves in fright 

on the cloud-capped hills! 
‘O master of such a fertile hilly land, 

if you come to woo my mistress 
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by night, take heed, 

she will cease to be’. 

Kapil ar 

Akan 12 

In the jungle 

cool and scented, 

dark stunted bushes are abloom, 

their white flowers garlanding them. 

Proud stags strut with long branching antlers 
as if carrying on their head 

the forked sticks of the sandalled forester. 

They have fed their hinds — 

beside whom frisk their young 

over slender red-stalked green grass. 

Chewing cud. they stand guard by the drowsy does 

in the shrubs on the rising sandbanks, dark 

between which flows the limpid brook. 

“Ah! this scene of tender 

overflowing love breaks my heart. 

Hasten, O charioteer, swiftly homewards." 

Now at this very hour 

there in my guarded mansion 

with down as white as .sheets 
washed by slim, soft-fingered, 

high-shouldered wenches 

in the mountain rill, 

the swans in pairs swim, 

duck and mate therein, 

is my beloved, 

holding and fondling the green parrot 

with ringlet around the neck. 

Says she; 

‘My darling bird, do you wish to speak to me 

of my lover long parted from me?’ 

Says then; ‘He will come today* 

She whispers softly to the bird 

lest anyone else in the house hear her 

and trains it to sweetly lisp the words. 

Maturai Marutan Ilan^nar 
Akan 34 
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Should further delay intervene, 

my friend will not stay alive, 

you too long passionately to be with her. 

Those of high character, 

however deep be they in love 

will not look for joy if fraught with sin. 

What then hinders you, O Lord of the cloud-crested hills? 

should you seek her hand in marriage 

her kin would gladly consent —unaware as they are 

of your former dalliance with her 

on the mountain slopes, 

where stags in herd bellow for their mates 

and pepper creepers spread their leaves, 

and, we, her companions can witness in joy 

the nuptial rites and watch 

her new born shyness, as iho’ wc’rc 

strangers to her bashful ways! 

Neytal Cayititta Avurkkijar 

Akan 112 

“To live without straying 
from the path of virtue, and have dignity 

without begging at another’s door — 

both are possible only through wealth, 
my beloved gem.” So had said my Lord, 

as he caressingly pas.sed his hands 

through my dark, luxuriant tresses. 

So e’en if this separation hurts, my friend. 

It’s meet that he completes his task. 

Palaipatiya Peainkatunko 

Akan 155 

A firm desire for valiant deeds, 

bom in me after tireless striving 

pulls me away, but my love pulls me back. 

My heart rent asunder by opposing pulls 

seems to have moved up to my perturbed eyes. 

Like an ant trapped 

on a faggot burning at both ends 

I’m in deep distress, unable to go either way. 

Oh, but, she too merits compassion, 
for to her, union with me is the breath of life 
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and love is what makes it worth living, 

and separation is certain death. 

Oh! How she'll grieve! 

Naraimuti Nettaiyar 

Akan 339 

Translated by C. K. Swaminathan 



NARRINAI 
(2nd - 3rd century) 

The following excerpts arc from Namnai, first among the eight anthologies of Tamil poetry 

of the Cankam period (collected between the 2nd and 3rd centary a. d.) Namnai figures first 

in the list, though there is reason to believe that chronologically it might have been later. 

Ancient Tamil poetry dealt with the two broad divisions of life; ‘in’ and ‘out’. The ‘in’ dealt 

with love, the ‘out’ with valour and generosity. 

The poems of the Narrinai arc all short pieces of nine to twelve lines each, except for 

two instances where the poems run to thirteen lines. They make an aggregate of four hundred 

of which one, no. 234, is missing. They arc all poems of love in the form of dramatic 

monologues. 

The personae arc generally three: the hero (he), the heroine (she) and the heroine’s girl 

friend and maid (friend). The language is terse, packing a lot of feeling into the fewest possible 

words. Incidentally we gel pictures of hill and stream, of farmland and seashore and those 

who work on them. There are occasional allusions to the three kings of the land, the Colan, 

Ccran and Pantiyan. 

Namnai in this context is best translated as ‘The Good Mode’ or ‘Model Situations’ 

or ‘Paradigms’. 

SHE TO FRIEND 

Truthful, ever sweet; 

Never parted from me; 

Sweet as honey compounded 

Of lotus-pollen and sandal 

Is the friendship of the great. 

As the world cannot do without water 

He knows I can’t do without him: 

Will he demean himself 

And let pallor bespread my brow?' 

He knows better than that! 
Kapilar 
Narr. 1 

HE TO HIMSELF 

Whose daughter is she 

With her eyes streaked and moist, 

I. A conventional indication in old Tamil poetry of how a woman separated from her beloved loses her 

complexion. 
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Her middle clad in leaves and shoots, 

Her body a blue gem 
Moving even me? 

A blessing on her father! 

And on her mother too 

Who should be blessed like Tonti 

The doughty Poraiyan’s' place 

Whose broad fields well ploughed 
Yield a rich harvest of paddy 

With their cold mire from which spring 
Ampals~ like eyes love-laden! 

Narr. 8 

HE TO HER 

As eager and striving worshippers 

See face to face their gods at last. 

Flashing Teeth, 1 too attained 
Your buxom shoulders and ended my grief! 

So now you must paint your lovely breasts 

With punnad juice and powdered sprouts. 
Rest long wherever you find shade: 

Wherever sand, build sand castles! 

Mango blossoms will strew our way 

Plucked by cooing cuckoos; groves 

With sweet water wilt greet us. 

And numerous towns. No need to grieve. 

Let us proceed. 
Perunkatunko 

Narr. 9 

HE TO HIS HEART 

My heart, if 1 stay here for love. 

Wealth will not come to me; 

And if I go after wealth 

Love will not come to me. 

It is for you to choose 

Between staying and leaving. 

1. The locality and person are not traceable now 

2. Water-lilies 
3. A flowennp tree. Alexandrian laurel’ (Winslow) 
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Like the fish in a stream of unfading flowers 
Wealth will fleet. 

And as for myself. 

Even if this entire world 

Were made a bushel to measure with 
And seven times such a bushel of wealth 
Were offered to me, 

I will not take it. 
I have been struck 

By a pair of eyes 
Moist, streaked and sweet. 

Let wealth go now where it will 

And fare well! 

Ciraikkuti Antaiyar 
Narr. 16 

HE TO HIS CHARIOTEER 

Let the young warriors fatigued 

Loosen their garments and take their time 

Walking at their own pace. 

But, Driver, you must use the goad 

Never used before on your horses 

So that we may speed. 
Look at that jungle-fowl with its spots 
Many and pretty, and making a noise 

As milk spilt on melting ghee. 

Digging up its daily grub 

From the sand made wet by the passing rain 

And still undried, 
To give it to its mate. 

Marutan Ilanakapar 

Narr. 21 

THE FRIEND TO HIM 

Her hair combed and knotted 

She holds her shoulders high 

So that her bangles hanging loose 

May attract no blame! 

She plays with her mates whereby 

Her tiredness may be explained. 
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Her mother guards her strait 

And none looking at her 
Can see her former state 

Impaired, or catch her weeping. 

Only her eyes resembling 

The dmpals on the waters 

Of Korkai' with its pearls 

Have lost their sheen, betraying 

The love she can’t conceal! 

Kanakkayanar 
JVarr. 23 

THE FRIEND TO HER 

You and I yesterday 

Except that we drove away tlie bees 

From the tender petals which they haunt. 

And played on the white sea-sands. 

Did nothing secret; and even if we did. 

No one could have seen it. 

And yet your mother has not asked us 
To go and gather the eye-like ampals 
From pools where herons shrieking aloud 

Seize the shrimps, and sharks abound. 

What do you think is bothering her? 

Kutavayil Klrattaoar 
Narr. 27 

THE FRIEND TO HER 

You won’t consider what I say — 

That the lord of a hill dark as Krsna 
With a cascade white as his brother 

Is sick for the love of you. 

You must weigh this with your friends. 

Bless you! not reject it outright. 

Wise ones test and then befriend. 

Not befriend and later test. 

Kapilar 

Narr, 32 

1. The capital of the old kingdom noted for its pearls. 
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HE TO HER 

My beloved, you won’t reply. 
Bashful, hang down your gracious face. 

When love mounts fast 

Is it easy to withstand? 

Your eyes resemble spears dipped in blood 
Like the tusks of an elephant which had gored 
The back of a striped tiger 

Laying open the flesh. 

Your shoulders slender as sugarcane also forbid 
Invulnerable like Maturai 
Whose king besieges enemy forts 

And seizes from them their war drums. 

Marutan llanakagar 

Narr. 39 

THE FRIEND TO HIM 

This is the daughter of a fisherman 
With a small hut on the seashore 

Who plunges in the blue sea 

And casting a net can confound it; 

While you are the beloved son 

Of a wealthy king with chariots. 

Ruler of the old town 

Of Niyamam with its fluttering flags! 

We drive the crows away which would swoop 

On pieces of .sharks drying in the sun. 

We stink. You must not come near us. 

Who can tell what is good for us? 

The sea is the field we plough for our food. 

Our meagre means won’t suit your might. 

Then too we have our own big men! 

Natr. 45 

THE FRIEND TO A FARMER 

O Farmer, with your mountainous stocks 

Of paddy, herds of buffaloes! 

Sleepless at night, in the cool dawn 
You bolt big balls of rice and fish 
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To make you giddy with repletion. 

When you go to the field with your men 
To plant the stalks, you must not weed 

The korai‘ grass and ampal flowers 
Because our girl with her jet-black hair 
May make some day bracelets of the korai 
And wear the ampal shoots as a skirt. 

Tungaloriyar 

Narr. 60 

THE RETURNING WARRIOR 

The king has with his doughty sword 
Put down his foes. Driver, harness 

The splendid steeds which monarchs prize 

Bells jingling from their well-trimmed manes. 

To dent the land with their tireless feet. 

My lovely girl, tawny-hued 
Dropped tears which fell on her jewelled breasts 

And from there ricochetted. 
Let her in her eagerness now 

Tire herself in the kitchen 

And make us glad with a smile on her lips! 

Akampan Malataoar 

Narr. 81 

THE FRIEND TO HER 

Why be puzzled. Friend, our past 

Being what it is? 

Bless you, don’t grieve, we will go 

Tell him, and come back. 
Get up, I fear that you will melt 

Like a salt-heap in the rain. 

You will see that the hill he owns 

Which keeps dropping fruits. 

When it sees the cruelty 

Its Chief has shown to us 

Unable to contain itself 

Because of its love for us 

1. Sedges and bulrushes of which mats are made. 
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Will rain tears in the form 

Of its waterfalls! 

Nallantuvanar 

Narr. 88 

THE FOSTER -MOTHER 

As a child she would lead 

The old woman a dance 

Chasing her with a bowl of gold 

Containing milk and honey 

And threatening her with a short stick 

With a ball of flowers at one end 

And ordering ‘drink’, but she would not. 

Leaping round the pandaV posts, 

Her golden anklets with pearls inside 

Jingling, unseizable! 

How did she manage to acquire 

Such wisdom and propriety? 

Her wedded husband came down in lilc. 

And when her father .sent her 

Rich food to cat, she wouldn’t have it. 

No more than a grain of sand in a river. 

She ate or not unbound by time. 

Unconcerned and apathetic. 
Potanar 

Narr. 110 

THE ERRING HUSBAND 

In that fine house well worth seeing 

Where the toddling calves of the curled-honied buffaloes 

Are tied to every pillar and post. 

My darling with her twisted ear-rings 

Will be staining her slender fingers begemmed 

Cutting the banana leaf in the kitchen 

Slicing away its thick base. 
Smoke will blind her, and her bright forehead. 

Will be bedewed with perspiration 

To be wiped off with the end of her sari. 

I. A shed with a roof of cocoanut fronds or cloth. 
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She has cause to be sulky with me. 

But this sweet woman, tawny-hued, 

When she sees me with my guest 

Won’t show her anger, only disclose 

Her tiny teeth in a welcoming smile. 

What a joy will it be to see that face! 

Manky tikkilar 

Narr. 120 

HER FRIEND TO HER 

What will happen now, Bright Brows? 

When your mother shouted at you, 

“Where were you, deserting that spot. 

When the red-beaked parrots bore away 

The long sheaves of the thin millets?” 

You just stood before her and said, 

“I don’t know the Chief of that land 

With its huge hill and noisy cataract. 

And have never set my eyes on him; 

With that rattle in my hand to drive away the birds 

I plucked no flowers, plunged in no pools,” 

Telling those lies so thoughtlessly. 

Your mother heard it, and hung down 

Her head in shame; and has now forbidden 

All egress. Alas, poor you! 

Kollampakkanai 

Narr. 147 

THE FRIEND TO HIM 

Playing with our mates, we once 

Buried a punnai seed in the sand 

Which sprouted, and we fed the plant 

With milk and ghee to make it sweet! 

Her mother sang its praises and said, 

“Better than you is this sister of yours!” 

To laugh and make love, that tree looking on. 

Makes her feel shy. O lord of the land 

Whose rivers full of right-whorled conches 

Make music like the latest singer. 
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If you wish to embrace her, 

Look out for the shade of some other tree. 

Nan. 172 

SHE TO THE MOON 

O Full Moon with your numerous beams 

Scattering crystals which combine 

Milk-white as if in a flood, 

Above the clouds beyond all reach, 

You are one who is noble and honest 

And nothing in the world is hidden from you. 

You should therefore direct me 

To where my love has hidden himself. 

But if you know but won’t tell me, 

You also, like my shoulders. 

Shall shrink and shrink, and cease to be! 

Vellaikkuti Nakanar 

Nan. 196 

HER FRIEND TO HIM 

Yours is a town in which 

Those who go to the fields 

After they are harvested 

With new seeds to sow 

Return with their baskets full 

Of fish to eat. 

But long-winded praise 

And riding ever on mounts 

Are only the result 

Of our past deeds. 

What good men call wealth 

Is not this but the culture 

Which cannot bear the pain 

Of those who seek relief 

And depend on one. 

Milaikilan Nalvettanar 

Nan. 210 
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HE TO HIMSELF 

My heart says, “Go to her, unbind the thongs 

Of suffering from her soul.” 

She of the cool-lidded eyes. 

Whose outlines are dark kuvalai' blossoms. 

And long black tresses hanging low. 

My mind: “A job undone will bring disgrace; 

Rush not.” 

My body bears the tension of these two — 

A worn-out rope pulled from both ends 

By elephants 
With bright upswinging shiny tusks. 

T eypurippalankay on:inar 

Narr. 284 

A CHIEFTAIN TO HIMSELF 

The hill girl here bathes in a stream 

White like silver, and tired of that 
Drinks the arrack which is distilled 
And kept in a circular jar of lac. 

Whirls a branch cut off a tree 
And plays with her young man 

Tossing her words! 
While I 

Unable to get at the enemy 
Because of a river, a flash flood caused 
Endure the chill wind of winter 
Blowing from the north, and cooped up 

In an army tent, am lying alone! 

Maturai Marutan Ilanakanar 
Narr. 341 

THE GIRL’S FRIEND TO HER CHIEFTAIN LOVER 

Chieftain of the land where a monkey 
Red-faced will imbibe the water 

Oozing from a plantain flower 

Like a baby sucking its mother’s breast. 

1. These are rare and considered especially auspicious. 
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The cultured will quaff even 

Hemlock offered by a friend 
Knowing it for what it is. 

You have lain on my friend’s shoulder 

And seem no longer to find it a joy. 

Yet, at least for my sake, 

Give her a word of thanks. 

She has none but you whose grace 

She so fondly relies on! 

Narr. .355 

SHRTO HER FRIEND 

My shoulders drooped, pallor spread 
On my soft breasts; 

He saw, felt abashed, and promised you 

That he would never leave me. 

That promise is broken, but even so 
You must never get angry with him 

We must offer sacrifices. 
To placate the god by whom he promised. 
I whose beauty at one time 
Was like the Pantiyan’s Marunkur 

Where gulls in the morning make a meal 
Of the dried Ira fish 

Have lost that beauty since he left. 

All the same, shall we 

Set out on that pilgrimage? 

Nakklrar 

Narr. 358 

THE FRIEND TO HER FOR THE BENEFIT OF 

HIM UNSEEN BUT HEARING 

Bless-you, Friend, shall we 
Break your mother’s rigid guard. 
Cross the main gate and the common 

In broad daylight for all to see 
And ask in a loud voice for his address 

So that we may confront him 
In that land where even if 
The rains fail, the falls will not 
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Its mountains meeting the sky — 

And tell him to his face, 

“You are not a decent fellow!” 

Killmankalan Kilar Makan^ Cokovanar 

Narr. 365 

SHE 

The time for return is past; 

My shoulders droop; my eyes grow dim 

Scanning the road of his return; 

I am confused and become quite other. 

My sickness stays, and so does the evening. 

What will be my fate now? 

I am not afraid of death. 

What I fear is, “If I die 

And my next birth is not human. 

Will I be forgetting my lover?” 

Ammuvanar 

Narr. 397 

Translated hy P. S. Sundaram 

HER FRIEND SAID 

Eyes askance, 

hands cupped to mouth, 

the women (in small groups and not so small) 

are tattling on us. My friend, 

fresh flowers from the grove 

could not be sweeter 

than the honey-colored mane 

of that steed, drawing the chariot, 

which my lord rides. 

Shall I leave with him at midnight? 

Then to hell with these townsfolk and their gossip! 

UloccanSr 

Nan. 149 

Translated hy E.Annamalai 

H.Schiffman 



KURUNTOKAI (1st - 3rd century a. d.) 

The following excerpts are from Kuruntokai, a collection of short poems containing 400 songs 
with an invocatory song by Peruntevanar. The songs range from 4 to 8 lines, except for two 
which have 9 lines. The collection was compiled by Parikko, who depicts the varied facets 
of love, making use of apt metaphors and similes. Kuruntokai is one of the eight anthologies 
of classical Tamil ascribed to the first three centuries a. d. 

DRAMATIS PERSONAE 

He 

She 

Her Friend 

Her Foster-Mother 

Passers-by 

Concubine 

WHAT SHE SAID 

Bigger than earth, certainly, 

higher than the sky, 

more unfathomable than the waters 

is this love for this man 

of the mountain slopes 

where bees make rich honey 

from the flowers of the kurinci 

that has such black stalks. 

Tevakulattar 

Kur. 3 

WHAT THE PASSERS-BY SAID 

This bowman has a warrior’s band 

on his ankle; 

the girl with the bracelet on her arm 

has a virgin’s anklets 

on her tender feet. 

They look like good people. 
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In these places 

the winds beat 

upon the vdkai trees 

and make the white seedpods rattle 

like drums for acrobats 

dancing on the tightropes. 

Poor things, who could they be? 

and what makes them walk 

with all the others 

through these desert ways 
so filled with bamboos? 

Perumpatumaoar 
Kur. 1 

WHAT THE CONCUBINE SAID 

You know he comes from 

where the fresh-water shark in the pools 

catch with their mouths 

the mangoes as they fall, ripe 

from the trees on the edge of the field. 

At our place 

he talked big. 

Now, back in his own, 

when others raise their hands 

and feet, 
he will raise his too: 

like a doll 
in a mirror 

he will shadow 

every last wish 

of his son’s dear mother. 

Alankufi Vankanar 

Kur. 8 

WHAT HER FRIEND SAID 

Will he not really think of us 

when he passes the clumps of milk-hedge 

with their fragrant trunks 

and hears the redlegged lizard call 
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to his mate 

in duckings that sound like 

the highway robber’s fingernail 

testing the point of his iron arrow, 

will he not really think of us, friend? 

Palaipatiya Perunkatunko 
Kur. 16 

WHAT HE SAID 

When love is ripe beyond bearing 

and goes to seed, 

men will ride even palmyra stems 

like horses: will wear on their heads 

the reeking cones of the erukkam bud 

like flowers; will draw to themselves 

the gossip of the streets; 

and will do worse. 

Pereyin Muruvalar 

Kur. 17 

WHAT SHE SAID 

Only the chief was there, no one else. 

And if he should lie, what can I do? 
There was only 

a thin-legged heron standing 

on legs yellow as millet stems 

and looking 
for lampreys 

in the running water 

when he took me. 

Kapilar 
Kur. 25 

WHAT SHE SAID 

Shall I charge like a bull 

against this sleepy town, 

or try beating it with sticks, 

or cry wolf 
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till it is filled with cries 
or Ah’s and Oh’s? 
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It knows nothing, and sleeps 

through all my agony, my sleeplessness, 
and the swirls of this swaying south wind. 

O what shall I do 

to this dump of a town! 

Auvaiyar 
Kur. 28 

WHAT HE SAID 

If one can tell morning 
from noon from listless evening, 
the night of sleeping towns from dawn, 
then one’s love 
is a lie. 

If I should lose her 
I could proclaim my misery in the streets 

riding mock horses on palmyra stems in my wildness: 
but that seems such a shame. 

But tlien, even living, 
away from her, seems such a shame. 

Allur Nanmullaiyar 
Kur. 32 

WHAT HE SAID 

What could my mother be 
to yours? What kin is my father 
to yours anyway? And how 
did you and I meet ever? 

But in love our hearts are as red 
earth and pouring rain: 

mingled 
beyond parting. 

Cempulappeyanirar 
Kur. 40 

WHAT HER FRIEND SAID 

Like youngsters 
who get all their joy 
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by just drawing with their hands 
a toy cart and a carpenter’s wooden horse, 
without ever mounting anything life-size, 

our girl is happy still 

though she has had no pleasure from her man. 
Her bangles are not yet slipping 
from her hands, 
for she lives in the thought 
of her love 
who has great pools 
and chariots. 

Tumpicerkirao 
Kur. 61 

WHAT SHE SAID TO THE MESSENGER 

Tell me: 
did you really see him 
or did you just hear it from someone 
who did see him? 
I want to make sure. 

May you get Pdtali City 
filled with gold 
where white-tuskers 
play in the Conai River! 

But tell me first: 
from whose mouth 
did you hear 
of my lover’s coming? 

Patumarattu Mociklrapar 
Kur. 75 

WHAT HE SAID 

As a little white snake 
with lovely stripes on its young body 
troubles the jungle elephant 

this slip of a girl 
her teeth like sprouts of new rice 
her wrists stacked with bangles 
troubles me. 

Catti Natanar 
Kur. 119 
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WHAT HE SAID 

Love, love, 

they say. Yet love 
is no new grief 
nor sudden disease; nor something 

that rages and cools. 
Like madness in an elephant, 
coming up when he eats 

certain leaves, 

love waits 

for you to find 

someone to look at. 

Mi laipperunkantan 
Kur. 136 

WHAl’ HER FRIEND SAID 

The great city fell asleep 
but we did not sleep. 

Clearly we heard, all night, 
from the hillock next to our house 

the tender branches of the flower-clustered tree 

with leaves like peacock feet 
let fall 
their blue-sapphire flowers. 

Kollan Ahci 
Kur. 138 

WHAT SHE SAID 

Friend, 
with no regard for youth 
in search of riches he went 
no one knows where, 
and he will not come back. 

Her teeth of jasmine 
strung on the rain-shadowed creejjer, 

this season of cool rains 

will laugh. 

OkkOr M3catti 
Kur. 126 
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WHAT SHE SAID 

These fault-finders, 
they know nothing; 

love is like the young of the tortoise 
nourished by the sight 

of its mother. 

What else is left 
but to dry up and rot within 

like an abandoned egg 

if he should leave me 
to my own devices? 

Kilimankalankirar 
Kur. 152 

WHAT SHE SAID TO HER FRIEND 

Where the pepper vine grows 
and troop of monkeys 
live off the young leaves, 

among his cliffs he stays, 
far away; he is a sweet man, yet. 

And tell me, is even the so-called sweet heaven 

sweeter, really, than the affliction 
the dear ones bring? 

Kapilar 
Kur. 288 

WHAT SHE SAID 

People say, “You will have to bear it.” 

Don’t they know what passion is like, 

or is it that they are so strong? 

As for me, if I do not see my lover 

grief drowns my heart, 

and like a streak of foam in high water 

dashed on the rocks 
little by little I ebb 
and become nothing 

Kalporu CirunuraiySr 

Kur. 290 
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WHAT HER GIRL-FFIEND SAID TO HER 

(about her careless lover) 

If. 
when you play water games 
or stay in seaside groves 
or dance in flowers 

those linked dances with your girl-friends 

he comes and leaves 

as he does, 

without ceremony, like a neighbour 
after making love, 

naturally there would be talk. 

Now it’s blown over. 
Still he is never far away 
from that side-skirt of green leaves, 
those artful jewels that shake 
on your venus mound 

now spread like a cobra hood 

and touched by love’s pallor. 

No wonder your mother stands guard over you: 

he brought it on himself. 

Ahcilantai 
Kur. 294 

WHAT HE SAID 

My love is a two-faced thief. 
In the dead of night 

she comes like the fragrance 
of the Red-Speared Chieftain’s forest hills, 
to be one with me. 

And then, she sheds the petals 
of night’s several flowers, 
and does her hair again 
with new perfumes and oils, 
to be one with her family at dawn 
with a stranger’s different face. 

Kapilar 

Kur. 312 

Translated by A. K. Ramanujan 
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THE ARROW 

Though he lives in the same town 

He avoids our street. 

Should he visit us, 

He won’t take me, lovingly, in his arms. 

Unseeing, he walks past me 

As if I were the cremation ground of strangers. 

Once I was unashamed— 

Passion had robbed me of my senses— 

But now, like an arrow sent flying from a bow. 

It has landed far off. 

Palaipatiya Perunkatunko 

Kur. 231 

COMPLAINT 

When I think of him my heart bums. 

Yet to turn my mind away from him is beyond me. 

Deep, like the sky. 

Is this love that hurts me. 

He whom I love is undeserving. 

Auvaiyar 

Kur. 102 

Translated by R. Parthasarathy 

WHAT HER GIRL-FRIEND SAID TO HIM 

This hill of Lord Murukan— 

who wears 

anklets and bracelets, 

whose arrows and 

elephants’ tusks 

turned red as they 

slew the demons 

on the blood-stained battle-field 

and wiped them out 

without a trace— 
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is abundant 

with bunches of blood-red 

flowers of cenkdntal. 

Tipputtolar 

Kur. 1 

WHAT SHE SAID TO HER GIRL-FRIEND 

Friend, 

is this love-sickness 

when 

the man of the seashore— 

where the male herons that stay 

fall asleep 

in the pleasant shade 

of the blooming punnai, and where 

the white water-drops 

splashed by the waves 

hit the shore— 

parted from me, 

my painted 

multi-petalled eyes 

remain sleepless? 

Nariveruttalaiyar 

Kur. 5 

WHAT HE SAID TO HIMSELF 

Like the poor 

lute-playing bards 

who grieve at the loss 

of their patron Evvi, 

their heads bereft of splendour 

with no golden laurels on, 

O heart, grieve 

so that you may thrive! 

Who is she to us, 

this woman with her locks of black hair, 

fragrant 

with wild jasmine of the night 
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spread over the trees 
of the residential garden? 

Paranar 
Kur. 19 

WHAT SHE SAID TO HER GIRL-FRIEND 

Like 
the sweet milk of a milch cow 
being neither sucked by its calf 
nor caught in a vessel 
but spilt on earth 
the dark beauty of the spotted mount of Venus 
being neither useful to me 
nor helpful to my lover 
is being eaten away by pallor. 

Vellivltiyar 
Kur. 27 

WHAT SHE SAID TO HIM 

O chieftain 
of the gemlike 
black waters, 
and the surrounding coast, 

where the bush grows 
with thorn 

sharp as squirrel teeth 

and rich with pollen, 
even if this birth 

gives way to the next, 
you will be my man, 
and I be your heart’s 
darling. 

Ammuvanar 
Kur. 49 

WHAT SHE SAID TO HER GIRL-FRIEND 

On the lofty hill 
where 
the short-stemmed 

musk-melon creepers wave. 
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a lame man, obliged to sit, 
saw a big honey comb, 
which, from below, 
he pointed out and 
rejoiced licking his empty palm, 
curving it like a small 
upturned umbrella. 
Like that, 
tho’ the lover does not 
give of himself 
or desire me, 
just seeing (him) 
as many times 
is a delight to the heart. 

Paranar 
Kiir. 60 

WHAT HER GIRL-FRIEND SAID TO HIM 

O man of the hills— 
where 
when the black-eyed 
male ape 
jumped to its death, 
its lustful female 
unable to suffer widowhood, 
leaving its untrained young one 
to the care of the group, 
would leap to take its life 
on the slopes of a high mountain— 
don’t come at night, 
we’re disturbed about you 

Katuntotkaravlraoar 
Kur. 69 

WHAT HER GIRL-FRIEND SAID TO THE BARD 

Where 
the hopping sparrow of the town, 
to build a lay-in nest 
for its pregnant female 

will gather 
the odourless white flower 
of the sweet sugarcane, 
rich with honey. 
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the wealthy man about town, 
who can be sweeter and fonder 
is found only 

in the words of the bard. 
Vatama Vannakkan Tamotaraoai" 

Kur. ~85 

WHAT SHE SAID ABOUT HIM WHEN 

HE DELAYED JOINING HER 

It is said 
the fiery god (Muruka) 
living on the katmpa tree 
in the public square 
will punish wicked men; 

but my lover of the hills 
is not wicked. 

My forehead 
turns pale 

as I desire him, 
to desire me, 

and my soft shoulders grow thin 
to gain his love. 

Kapilar 
Kur. 87 

WHAT SHE SAID ABOUT HER NEGLIGENT 

LOVER AT EVENING 

After the sunset 
in the wide-spaced sky, 
the birds with curved wings 
fly hurriedly, 
fetching food 
to be passed onto the mouths 
of their fledglings 
which reside on the high katampa tree 
over which they fly. 
Pity these birds! 

Tamotaranar 
Kur. 92 

WHAT SHE SAID TO HER GIRL-FRIEND 

Tho’ my good virtue 
is wrecked. 
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my looks are greatly fading 
and even if 
my sweet life were to pass away 

you shouldn’t tell (him), 
my friend. 

Is he not mother and father to us? 

How can there be resentment 

when he has no love (for us)? 

Allur Naomullaiyar 
Kur. 93 

WHAT HE SAID IN PRAISE OF HIS LOVE 

The earth 

surrounded by the extending 

waves of the wide sea 
and the heaven 

so hard to attain, 
both together 
can not match, 
in comparison, 
the day spent 
in the arms of my love, 

whose lotus eyes are painted, 
whose body shines like gold, 
and 

whose mount of Venus is exquisitely 
spotted. 

Parumovayp Patumanar 
Kur. 101 

WHAT SHE SAID 

O rooster, 

with your crest so crimson 
and dense, like the bright 
red kantal flowers 
that grow in clusters, 

I curse you, 
may you become a prey 
to the repeated bites 
of the wild-kitten 
that prowls in the night 
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looking for house-rats 
for, 
you woke me up 
from a delightful sleep 
with my man, 
who always comes late 
hailing from a wealthy town. 

Maturaik Kannapar 
Kur. 107 

WHAT HER GIRL-FRIEND SAID TO HIM 

The pond is nearer the town 
and from the pond not far off 
is the jungle stream and the grove, 
which are visited by none 
but the white herons 
coming in search of prey; 
we go there to fetch 
river sand 
for washing our hair 
and there comes the woman 
of great innocence. 

Matirattanar 
Kur. 113 

WHAT SHE SAID 

Friend, 
When 
birds and animals live in loneliness 
and the loveless evening overtakes them, 
when, 
to close the gate that many enter, 
the gate-keeper enquires 
whether there is anyone else to come, 
still, 
our lover didn’t turn up. 

Napnakaiyar 
Kur. 118 

WHAT SHE SAID 

O friend, 
is what you say true? 
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If so, may you prosper? 
The male ape of the mountain slopes 
with a black-face, 

as if painted, 
committed (the fault) 

of not jumping on to a branch 

that could bear his weight 

but the blame went to the broken branch; 
similar is my Love, 
who failed to keep the tryst 
but my round soft shoulders grew pale. 

Kapilar 
Kur. 121 

WHAT HER GIRL-FRIEND SAID TO HIM 

The carp that escaped 
the clutches of the heron 

will fear, by mistake, 
the white lotus bud nearby 
in the paddy field; 

O man of the town, 
with such paddy fields, 

lovely gardens and kdfici trees! 
As one of your bards 
became a liar, 

all the bards 
appear to be thieves 
for the women 
you have forsaken. 

Orampokiyar 

Kur. ni 

WHAT SHE SAID 

Tell me, O sea! 
like the flock of goats 

bobbing their tiny heads 
in Puli country, 
spread are the fish-hunting 

herons in the vast harbour 
with lovely groves 
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and then, even at deep night 
when the waves shake the talai bush 
of white flowers, 

your voice is heard; 
who are you pining for? 

AmmOvanar 
Kur. 163 

WHAT SHE SAID TO HER GIRL-FRIEND 

The man of the country, 

of fountains, 
whose narrow mouths 
looked like blue flasks 
of palm-wine, 
where the split-mouthed frogs 
sounded like beating drum 
had, under 
the crescent moon 

of the previous month, 
held 
my long arms 

which smell even today 
of jasmine buds. 

Aricil Kilar 
Kur. 193 

WHAT HER GIRL-FRIEND SAID TO HIM 

Sir, 

even the tender green 
neem fruit which my friend gave, 
you said, was sweet 
like a honeyed ball of sugar. 
But now, 
even if she gives, 
in the month of Tai when it’s cold, 
the sweet water of the cool fountain 
of Parampu hills 
where chieftain Pari lives, 

you say it is hot and saltish; 

so is your love. 
Milaik Kantanar 

Kur. 196 
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WHAT HIS FRIEND SAID TO HIM 

O, broad-shouldered man, 

love, love, they say; 
Love is neither a deity 
that afflicts, 

nor a bodily disease. 
If you come to think of it. 

It is a novelty 

like that of .'ui old cow 

that brushes over 

the sparse momentary grass 
growing on a sterile highland. 

Milaipperunkantaoar 

Kur. 204 

WHAT HER GIRL-FRIEND SAID TO HIM 

Even if you offer 
ghee 
got from several cows 
of the sylvan tract 
owned by Nalli 

of the mighty chariot, 
mixed with 
white rice 

from the entire yield 

of Tonti town 
boiled in seven pots 
and offered 

in gratitude 
to the crows 

whose cawing presages 
the coming of a special guest 

to soothe my pining friend 
whose arms have grown thin, 
it is still meagre. 

KSkkaippa^iyar Naccellaiyar 
Kur. 210 

WHAT THE PASSERS-BY SAID 

He would pull her hair 
and she in turn would twist his 
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and run; 

the loving foster-mothers 
would try to intervene 
but then, 

a reasonless battle would ensue. 
O destiny, 

in your virtue 
you foreshadowed 
the nature they shared in common 
and the marriage to come 
like tender wreaths 
entwining. 

Motacanar 
Kur. 229 

WHAT SHE SAID TO HER GIRL-FRIEND 

How can he, 

who is strong in forsaking 
and so 
sends no word for us, 

forget to send 
his message thro’ birds 

to the venkai tree of our garden 

which has always remained 
a sweet companion to him 

during his distressful nights? 
Nakkiranar 

Kur. 266 

WHAT HER GIRL-FRIEND SAID 

O Vela, who is so wise and gay 
in the worship of Lord Murukan, 

do not be cross with me 
if I ask you a question. 

If you bow before the gods 
with offerings of cooked 
multi-coloured rice, and 
by killing a tender sheep, 

smearing its spilt blood 
on this girl’s fragrant forehead, 

would this offering 
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win for her 

the bright-wreathed chest 
of the man of the mountains 
that touch the skies, 

who has afflicted her. 

Vemparruk Kannan Kuttapar 

Kar. 362 

WHAT HE SAID TO HIMSELF 

Like the stream 

from the tall Potikai cliffs, 

where gods live 
unknown and inaccessible to mortals, 
she is cool 
in the hot months 

but warm 

when it’s wet with dew. 

Truly, she is warm 
like the interior of a lotus 

when it closes, keeping the heat 

of the sunrays 
which it cherishes. 

Patumattu Mociklrapar 

Kur. 376 

WHAT SHE SAID TO HER GIRL-FRIEND 

Like the moss in the well 

which gives way 

when water is drawn 
by the townsfolk, 
this pallor (of mine) 

disappears when he touches me, 
hugs me but 

comes back and spreads 

when he leaves. 

Paranar 

Kur. 399 

Translated by K. Ramasamy 

TRS Sharma 



AINKURUNURU 

(c. 300 B. C. - A. D. 200) 

The following selections are from Amkurunuru, literally meaning ‘Five Short Hundred’, a 

collection of very short poems, ranging from 3 to 6 lines, which deal with the five phases of 

natural love—marutam, neylal, kurinci, palai and mullai— composed by Orampokiyar, 

Ammuvanar, Kapilar, Otalaniaiyar and Peyanar respectively. 

The five phases of requited love are linked to the five seasons and the hours of the day. 

KURINCI: 

IN PRAISE OF MOTHER 

201 

Listen, dear! The trees on his mountain slope 

are filled with flowers of golden hue 

and buds like beads. 

My lord has worn them and they have served us also 

as bouquet. 

What sort of trees are they, dear? 

204 

Listen, dear! Strangers gather together 

like mountain nymphs, 

never fail to look askance at me 

wherever I go and remark repeatedly 

‘What a good woman she is!’ 

But I am a bad one to the chieftain of the mountain. 

Why is that, dear? 

206 

Listen, dear! Look there! 

He resembles the watchman 

of the tank of the rainy season, dear. 

His suspended sword 
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glistens in the drizzle. 

His big anklet is covered with moss. 

Cold drops rest on the belt he is wearing. 

THE PEACOCK 

292 

O chieftain of the region of the great mountain, 

which the cold clouds embrace 

so that the peacocks may dance 

and the big honey-bees may hum, 

the lady whom you have gladly and dearly married 

from a respectable family 

and whom we have welcomed now 

so that our prosperity may flourish, 

is dearer to us than you are! 

293 

O you, who closed my eyes with beautiful hands 

that resemble a bunch of sweet lilies 

whose fragrance permeates the hills, 

are there any in my heart other than you— 

a lady of the grandeur of a peacock, 

of bamboo-like arms, 

a pleasurable mate in bed? 

298 

The mountain girl of a swinging gait, 

of the good locality of the mountain slope 

where the peacock dances at the sight of the rain-clouds, 

even if she will not favour us 

we are not aware of ever thinking of and forgetting her! 

299 

Even the long-petalled blue water-lily 

which blossomed in the lovely pool 

on the slope of the mountain of the chieftain of the hills 

does not have the radiance like the eyes 

of the mountain-girl 

of lovely, adorned hair and a swinging gait. 

Nor does the peacock have a grandeur like hers! 
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PSLAI 

ON SPRING 

342 

The chieftain has not come yet; but the season 

when the drones, drunk with honey, are buzzing 

and when the mnavam of sturdy trunk and of big branches 
emits fragrance, has come. 

346 

The chieftain has not come yet; but the season 
when the black cuckoos of pinkish eyes call out 
as the beautiful branches of the patiri are in blossom, 

has come. 

ANNOUNCING THE ARRIVAL 

.351 

O lady of painted eyes resembling the multi-petalled flower, 
the chieftain has come, leaving behind 
the arid desert which the travellers pass through 
eating the sun-burnt, small fruit 

of the jack tree on the wayside. 
Now, you be relieved of the emaciated plight 

of your shapely, beautiful seat. 

THE DISTRESS OF THE MOTHER OVER 

THE DAUGHTER’S ELOPEMENT 

371 

In the desert through which my young daughter 
of crescent-like forehead, who perceived 
that this was the righteous course, went, 
may the tracks become very pleasing 
by the rains falling on the very high hills 
where the peacocks dance when the inhabitants 

beat the drum. 

374 

She who went through the forest, 
unfamiliar even to a monkey, 
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guarded by a strong and valourous youth, 

is one whose hair does not lend itself to form a knot. 

On reflecting over and over, they are in good accord. 

377 

My daughter has gone in the arid track 

where the elephant, longing for water and endeavouring, 
suffers and breathes hard like the musical pipe, 

leaving to us her ball, doll and the Molucca beans. 

MARUTAM 

DESIRE 

10 

‘Long live Atan! Long live Avini! 
May the clouds never fail and 

prosperity flourish!’ 
These were the lady’s wishes;'but our wish was 

‘May the chieftain of the cool region— 

abounding in both the blossoming mango trees 
and stinking little fish— 

take her with him and go back home!’. 

THE ELEPHANT 

60 

O chieftain of the agricultural region— 
where the water-bird in the tank 

responds to the cooing of his mate— 
I would like to ask you one thing; 

you are always coming to our big house 

when the family is asleep. 

Are you not afraid of the spear 

which this lady’s father weilds? 

THE WIFE SPEAKS 

65 

O chieftain of the region abounding in waters, 

where the water-lily flourishing in sugar-cane beds 
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appeases the hunger of the bees, 

please don’t embrace me; 
I have given birth to a son. 

It will spoil your bosom. 

66 

O chieftain, 1 am not quarrelling with you. 

Please tell me without hiding. 

Who was that woman who captivated you so much 

that your coming back in the chariot, to your prosperous house, 
with the thought of your wobbling son, was stopped? 

68 

O chieftain of the region— 

where the water-lily, with a globular stem 

blossoms at dawn like a lotus— 

does not your woman observe any manners? 

While I am circumspect, she is not. 

70 

O chieftain of the fertile region, 

with a great water tank— 

where the crane which fed on many fi.sh 

in the common waters 
dwells on the top of the rnarutu tree 

of the paddy field— 

your women are clean and sweet smelling; 

but we are like a ghost, for 

we have given birth to a son. 

NEYTAL 

TONTI 

(Tonti’ is a famous sea coast town in the Cera country) 

171 

The girl of bright bracelets and bamboo-like arms 

and who is like tonti 
where the pleasing sound of the booming drum 

mingling with that of the roaring waves nearby 

resounds in every street, 

is the one who has stolen away my heart. 
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174 

The girl of fine jewels, painted eyes with numerous lines 

and beautiful shining complexion 

has favoured us, the afflicted, 

with the sweet smelling grove resembling tonti 

of the cold region and of an evil spirit 

as a trysting place. 

176 

The girl of bright bracelets, 

of broad and beautiful seat 

and of the complexion of tender shoots 

and who smells like the cool, fragrant 

and fresh flower of tonti 

has stolen away my strength and sleep. 

What have I done? Please tell me. 

THb NEYTAL FLOWER 

182 

He who saw her at the public bath and affected her 

is not the god of unsurpassing might, 

but one on whose bosom smells the fragrant garland 

woven with the sweet neytal flowers 

mingled with those of cerunti. 

186 

O chieftain of the region, 

where the womenfolk dry their wet hair 

like a good pack of cranes, 

mother said, ‘A chariot is passing thro’ this region 

several times, causing the neytal flowers 

of the flooded marsh to fall. Hence do not go out’. 

188 

The eyes of my beloved have an unusual charm 

like the neytal that blossoms at sunrise 

at the vast region of Korkai 

which belongs to the king of Korkai 

where the pack of birds feast on 

the reddish prawns in the bluish backwaters. 
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189 

My eyes, dear, have become brighter 

on the arrival of the chieftain of the soft region 

where the neytal on which the fine pollen 

of the punnai has fallen, looks pretty 

like a pearl inlaid with gold. 

THE BANGLE 

The girl who has vanished robbing me 

of my unyielding strength and heart 

wears bangles of sea-shell tight on her long forearms, 

has flowers of the creek on her dark and thick hair, 

has put on a lovely garment of leaves 

of the nalal of the coastal grove 

and is scarcely gettable like mountain-nymphs. 

Translated by P. Jotimuttu 

MULLAI 

MILK AND WATER 

Rejoice with me, friend. 

Sweeter than milk. 

Laced with honey from our garden. 

Is the water left over on his land 

From puddles filled with leaves 

And fouled by passiiig animals. 

Aikur. 203 

Translated by R. Parthasarathy 



PATIRRUPPATTU 

(c. 300 B. c. - A. D. 200) 

The following poems have been excerpted from the collection known as Patirruppattu, which 

is unique in Tamil Cankarn literature. It was compiled during the first three centuries of the 

Christian era. It is the only anthology devoted to singing the praises of the Ceras, one of three 

kingdoms at the southern most extremity of the country. It is one of the eight Cankarn 

anthologies that go by the name of Ettu-thokai. 

The term Patirruppattu means ‘Ten Tens’. Ten poems were devoted to each of ten kings 

in succession, each ‘Ten’ being sung by a single poet. The first and the last Tens have been 

lost, but from the extant eight ‘Tens’ and their prefaces, it is possible to infer the names of 

nine kings (all prefaces mention the father of the king also), their relationships and exploits. 

The first six belonged to the Utiyan Ceral dynasty (the ‘Ten’ singing of Utiyan Ceral, however, 

is not available). The last three ‘Tens’ (and possible the tenth also) was sung about the 

Irumporai dynasty. 

From these poems we are able to construct not merely a dynastic but also a social and 
cultural history; the life of the people in the five natural regions (hill, pastoral land, agricultural 

land, coastal area and desert), the wandering groups of folk educators (m scholastics, music 

and dance-dramas), the local history and conflicts, social and ethical norms, policies and 
government. The Himalayas and Cape Comorin are mentioned as the limits of the land ruled 

by kings whose virtues and exploits have been extolled in Patirruppattu. 

THE WOUND STREAMING BLOOD 

This is the first poem of the second Ten (poems) in the complete compilation of Ten Tens 

(Patirruppattu). Since the first ‘Ten’ is not traceable now, it is also the first extant poem in 

the entire compilation. This set of poems has been sung in praise of the Cera king Imaya- 

varampan Nctunccralatan by the poet Kumatturkkannan^, 

O Cera King 

who commands a powerful army 

in destructive war, 

whose country abounds in fibre-filtered toddy 

whose chest is decorated with garlands! 

In the victorious war, 

orchestrated by your thundering wardrums, 

you ordered your warriors 

to demolish, 

the defenders’ outer fortifications 

of flowering katmpa^ trees, 

guarded by many 

l. Cominon kadamha (anthocephalus cadamba) 
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In this battle, 

the sharp bladed swords of your troops 

cut to pieces the defending forces. 

The wound streaming blood 

from the raw gaping chest 

changes the sapphire-blue 

of the muddy backwaters 

making it appear like the 

bright red kumkum' mixture. 

Then, having destroyed the enemy’s forts 

and flushed with the glory of increasing might 

you are filled with loftier aspiration. 

This feat is like that 

of the glorious, 

ferocious 

and victorious Lord Muruka 

who, riding on his elephant, 

cut into the vast space 

of the dense dark sea 

where the waves surging like mountains 

are broken up into white surf 

by the onslaught of the wind 

which cut off to the roots 

the mango tree of Suran, 

guarded by the Avunar 

whose nature is to cause hard.ships to others. 

Between Cape Comorin in the South 

and the famous Himalayas 

where the Aryans abound 

where the Yak sleeps at night 

in the mountains dense with murulkanf trees 

dreaming of the narantam^ grass 

and the water-falls feeding him 
there are many proud and powerful Kings 

whose might you have overcome 
in straight undeceitful wars. 

1. Normally saffron, here the crimson paint used by girls for make-up 

2. Bengal kino tree (butea frondasa) 

3. Fragrant grass 
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The green garland adorning your chest 

reaches down to the forehead plate 

of your impeccable elephant 

with victorious tusks 

adorned with garlands of fine gold. 

And as you come riding 

on your noble elephant 

adorned with garlands and fine gold 

We see 

your majesty and bounty 

praised by your scholars. 

Kumatturkkannanar on 

Imaya Varampan Netnnceralatan 

A SHIELD FOR THE CALM WARRIORS 

The fearless and altruistic nature of the king is brought home by a comparison with Akkuran 

who helped the Kaurava warriors. 

You are immeasurably great 
like the earth 

water 

air 

and sky 

these four. 

You are lustrous like the light 
of planets, stars, sun, moon and fire, combined 

You have mastered the art of aiding friends. 

Your hand supports and succours 
like Akran, fearless and determined 

who dared to help to the very end 

The hundred heroes, famed in war. 

You love war. 

In the straight and glorious war 

of the tumpai battlefield 

you crushed the pride and battle worthiness of your foes. 

You are strong enough 

to beat back e’en the God of Death 
should he in wrath rise up against you. 
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The chain of gold adorning your neck 

fashioned out of seven kings’ crowns 

caresses the chest that Prosperity craves. 

With large strong hands you do provide 

a shield for the calm warriors. 

Your Queen’s beauty is envied 

by even the celestial dames, 

ornaments hide her hair, (swarming with bees) 

caressing the bent pendants of her ear. 

O ploughman of the battlefield 

with multitudes of elephants 

moving with your banners of victory! 

O bounteous king to songstress dear 

adorned with shining gem-set gold 

ruling this sea-girt garden land! 

May you stand firm 

like your fathers great, 

strengthen your fame in this world 

and live, unwaning, eternally. 

Kumatturkkannanar on 

Imaya Varampan Netunceralatan 

PATHS CHOKED BY THISTLE-FORESTS 

The earlier fertility of the enemy kingdom and its desolate state after being destroyed by the 

Cera king are described in this poem. 

The thistle mentioned in the poem is neruhci (cow’s thorn), a small prostrate herb 

(trihulus terrestruo) which grows indiscriminately on the ground and chokes all the pathways 

in the erstwhile village. 

In the fields dug by chariots 

ploughs need not dig furrows 

nor are ploughshares needed 

in the fields dug by wild boars 

In the house where churning sounds 

sweet instruments needn’t drone. 

Those who know the old rich state 

of the land are filled with grief, 

I too grieve most bitterly. 
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Like the old and hoary town 

that lost its wealth and merriment, 
trampled down by Murukan 

the lands destroyed by your irate men 

who act undeterred 

like the God of Death himself 

have suffered from excessive drought 

and, scorched by the sun, turned infertile. 

Lamenting 
that this is the .sign of evil times, 
with eyes laden with bitter tears 

with broken hearts and wringing hands, 
as their pangs of sorrow deepen, 

their desolate homes are strewn 
with creepers of plrk 

and thistle-fore.sted, choked paths. 

Palaikkautarnandr on 
Palyanaiccel kelukuttuvan 

(Younger brother of Imaya Varampan) 

A MAGNANIMOUS KING 

Poems 31 -40 were sung by Kappiyairukkappiyanar in praise of Kalankaykkanni Narumuticceral, 

the .son of Imaya Varampan Netunceralatan. 

Poem 37 suggests that the king does not simply destroy his enemies but tries to win 

them over and rc-educate them. It is significant that the phrase tulunku kiiii (fallen citizens) 

tirutti (re-establish) is used repeatedly with reference to this king. 

O faultless King 

filled with good qualities 

humble before great men 
and master of the sen.ses! 

You have given the fill of sorrow 

to your enemies, and showed mercy 

when they paid tribute as of old. 

You have distributed good ornaments 
to those who share your courtly joys. 

As the truth-speaking scholars praise your fame 
let your great bounty 
and your happy life 
last for ever. 
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May your fame tall as the sky endure 

for as long the earth exists! 

We hail your victorious achievement 

in having raised the fallen men 

wearing your garland insignia 

of the big palmyrah fibre black 

and the big heroic anklet. 

You destroyed the forts of enemy kings, 

vanquished and brought their strong men home 

and driving violence from their minds 

led them to the virtuous life 

like those living for long under your rule. 

O strong and virtuous King, 

our benefactor great, 

may you live long for the weal of the world! 

Kappiyarnikkappiyanar on 

Kalankaykkiuini Narmuticceral 

GIFT-SEEKERS’ ’WEALTH 

Poem 38 addresses the king as Vana Varampan which means ‘fie who has the sky as his limit’, 

and Kalankiiykkanni Narmuticceial When this king ascended the throne, part of the Cera 

kingdom was under Naniian. The king vowed that until he had recovered those territories he 

would wear only a garland (kanni) made of a small dry fruit (called kalankay) and hair made 

of fibres. 

This Ten alone adopts the antati technique strictly, i.c., the last phrase m each poem 

IS arranged as the first phrase of the next one. 

O King who to the world is known 

as Kalahkaykkanni Narmuticceral 

who has refined and developed 

your country that already has 

resources rich that nature gives 

O King with mixed forces strong 

who, at your behest 

destroyed foes’ forts, ensuring thus 

the safety of your own domain 

of horses with their proud red manes 

of Cera soldiers wearing light 

heroic anklets on their feet. 
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You are the true Gift-seekers’ wealth. 
Bards adorn your day-time court. 

O Lord of dame with forehead bright! 

O Lion leading heroes brave! 

Your chest, full of battle-scars, 

when displayed, 

show a wealth free from all taint. 

O King by name The Sky-Girt One! 

Vdna Varampan (they say) 

If you acquire sweet possessions 

you do not ask for them 

to be enjoyed by you alone; 

but you have manliness to get 

and generosity to share 
and a heart that always opens out. 

Since you live only for others’ good 

your reputation will transcend 

that of other wealthy men. 

May your great fame spread out far! 

Kappiyarrukkappiyanar on 

Kalahkaykkanni Narmuticceral 

A GREAT AND BEAUTEOUS LIFE 

The Fifth Ten (41-50) wa.s sung by Paranar in praise of Katal Pirakkottiya Cenkuttuvan, son 

of Imaya Varampan Netunceralatan. 

Poem 48 is a song in praise of the bounteous life (valkkai) in Kuttuvan’s kingdom, 

covering the richness of his land, his naval prowess, his might in war, the water festival in 

his ever-full rivers, the spring festivals, and above all his lavish gifts to artistes like thepanar 

and the viraliyar. Panar were specialists in icaittamil or the musical form of Tamil, Viratiyar 

are the women in the troupes of panar and other artistes who could express emotions through 

gestures. 

O ruler of the sea-girt land 

with many a cold harbour 

you have reached beyond the land 

and fought rare battles with foes at sea; 

you have gifted golden lotuses 

to your bards of panar class 

and presented garlands rich 

to bright fore-headed danseuses 
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to viraliyar, the world calls them 

you’ve thus acquired great fame 
which will never pass away. 

The young bards, music in their grasp 

stretch their hands and sing of you; 

He gifts away most easily 

the wealth got from across the seas 

to artistes as rewards for songs 

that cannot fully hold his fame. 
He is a straight one who hasn’t learnt 

the art of keeping things for himself 

He is soft to friends and women folk 

but of unbending manliness. 

The garlands hung on his freckled chest 

are withered and have their beauty lost, 

scorched by the fearsome fire 

with which he burnt enemy land. 

Let the water festival 
held in overflowing nvers 

bom in your hills and filling your seas 
and the charming spring festivals 

celebrated in your parks 

speak of a great and beauteous life. 

May your years abundant grow 

more than the fine sands of the beds 

of Kanci, your sweet-watered river 

where, with your dear scholar circles 

gathered at communal festivals 

you enjoy 
life’s unalloyed pleasures. 

Paranar on 

Katal Pirakkottiya Cehkuttuvan 

HEROES WITH CRIMSON HANDS 

Poem 49 is set to the theme of Viraliyarruppatm (Directing the danseuse to the bounty of the 

king). Paranar’s skill in weaving in historical details is shown in the way he bnngs in the 

episode of Palayan, king of MokQr whom Kuttuvao defeated on land. 

The elephant battalions march on a broad front. 
The swift horses carry the cavalry men forward 
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The chariots manoeuvre in battle 
displaying their fluttering flags 
The foes’ foot soldiers wielding spears 
are flanked on either side by your battalions 
—thus you attacked the strong crowned kings 
and petty chiefs who had sworn unity 
and engaged in fierce battle, 
challenging the victory stance 
of Palayan, King of Mokur 
who had come supporting your enemies. 

In this conflict 
as the hands of heroes of your enemy troops 
are stained crimson by blood spurting from their chests 
when the spears stuck therein are pulled out, 
their blood flowing out across the land 
like new rain waters spreading to lowland, 
as the fallen corpses are heaped up 
with the sounding-eyed drum thundering in the midst 
as his wealth is cut off 
as many who could have lived are slain 
his tree-lined fence of dark-branched neems 
that spelt victory, is cut to the roots, 

O danseuse of viraliyar stature, 
with waving tresses and timid stance, 
we’re going out to see this great 
ferocious monarch Kuttuvan, 
you too come, and those of your company 
living on the strength of your skill in song 
so that you may get in plenty to eat and drink. 

Paranar on 

Katal Pirakkottuvan 

ARCHERS ADVANCING WITH MINCING STEPS 

The eigin Ten (71-80) is sung by the non-Brahmin poet Aricil Kijar in praise of Peruhceral 
Irumporai, son of Celvakkatunko. 

Poem 71 is named after the nayil o\ the triangular spots in the upper part of the fort 
from which arrows could be discharged at the enemy. 

In the wide paddy-field 
with undiminishing yield 

the women who reap and gather 

have cut out the dmpal and neytal flowers 
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numerous grown with paddy crop 

and spread them in the threshing field 

and got apart the soft red paddy 

under the feet of fat buffaloes 

and the paddy put on heaps 

with bushels sticking into them 

look like the nests of stinging wasps. 

Young children who disturb these wasps 

will bring much grief upon themselves. 

Such is the grief of foes who dare 

to confront you or disturb you. 

In your aggressive war 

the fires lit by you 

to bum enemy cities 

rise up in great sight 

The acrid fumes which spread all round 

cover the four directions. 

Within the fort 

without daring to appear 

your enemies confirmed their ignominy. 

But you advanced and captured 

their impregnable fortress 

defended by deep moats 

and archers advancing with little mincing steps. 

Your young men with flesh-tainted bows 

captured herds with bulls and calves and cows, 

then, filled with zeal, gave up this wealth. 

Thinking of the dawns that have gone empty 

since the churning strings on milk couldn’t play, 

the cowherd chief Kaluvul by name 

knew that continued fight with you 

would only end in the land’s destruction 

and wandering to other lands 

results only in the loss of new-got wealth 

and wealth amassed by ancestors. 

He surrendered to you offering 

big elephants with foreheads bright 
with golden spots, and tributes in gold 
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and prayed to you as if before 

a demon goddess that makes one chill. 

Then like the goddess that offering takes 

and spares the life of him that craves 
you take the gifts and spare his life. 

May you live long! 

You can discern the wisemen’s lore 
and the ignorance of foolish men 
and show your grace accordingly. 

If you do this not, O mighty King! 

who would be left in this wide world? 

Aricil Kilar on 

Perunceral Irumporai 

YOUR LARGE STRONG HANDS 

This is the last extant poem (90) in Patirruppattu and also the longest. It highlights the military 
might and sovereignty of Ilamceral Irumporai. 

As the stars assume their appointed positions 
as the sky rains unfailingly 

you appear like a refuge to your subjects 
dispelling the darkness of fear 
and magnifying their joy. 

You have learnt in full the kingly arts 
and fear not the enemy’s great might. 
The strong kings with their shining swords 

even pay homage 
to your suzerainty 
through tributes of elephants and gold. 

So you render justice in the wide world, 
your unflagging fame 
rising to touch the boundless sky 
you have proved your might 
keeping steadfast to the straight path. 

You are the victorious descendant 
of the mighty Cera, Mandaran 
who ruled well, and was praised by the virtuous. 

Your tender love is 

immeasurable like the big black sky. 
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Like the great sea undiminished 
even when you freely give. 

Like the moon by stars surrounded 
your splendour shows midst circles bright. 
You have descended from mighty kings 
who were famed for victory and wealth 
who prayed (to Durga) of fierce ire 
on the mount of Ayirai 

who sent the spear making the sea retreat 
who subdued the might of enemies 
and took their forts in hill and plain 
and placed the wealth obtained thus 
in the hands of many bards. 

O king of the Konkas, who eat sweet desserts! 
O Kuttuva chief, who quaffs toddy with his food! 
O refuge of Puhyas who would spare his fleeing foes! 
O Lord of Marandai, washed by the turbulent sea! 

O king of the war camps where many tongues are spoken and the 
battle-flowers are the emblems of velai and surai! 
Your invincible army which spreads out like 
ocean’s incursions right into the land; 

Your large, strong hands and broad shoulders 
appear decorated with the artistic bow 
bent up to your chest with the chord brushing them; 

Your gem-set pockets twinkle like stars, 
the horses you ride 
are beauteous with decorated manes; 

You propel your stemmed spears towards the foe 
and the pain of your enemy 
only impels you to further aggressions. 

O, chief of heroes! 
Your unflinching manliness 
is bom of the knowledge of impermanence 
Your burgeoning might yields incomparable fame. 

In your kingdom 
the drum of the tillers in the field 
sounds like the roar of the clouds 
and the peacocks’ dance in response. 

The sound of water-revelries 
finds an echo in the war drum-beats 
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resound the rich farmers’ houses 

with the bellows of bulls fighting. 

You are the lord of the queen 

whose intricately carved anklet 

resembles the fertile land of Cauvery 

with many fields and rich villages 

who is subdued in demeanour 

who is of soft cool chastity 
whose glory is known to everyone 
whose hair is swarmed over by bees 

whose ornaments shine brightly. 

Let a day of your life extend like a month 
Let a month of your life expand like a year 

Let a year last like an aeon 
and an aeon like a mega-acon. 

So praising you, 

O King with the thundering war drums 
and the big strong elephants, 

I have come to see you. 

Periihkunnlrkkilar on 

Ilanceral Irumporai 

Translated hv N. Vedamani Manuel 

A PARADE 

Poem 83 is set to the theme of lumpai aravam (sound of the march of the army to the open). 

Three units of the army, viz., chariots, elephants and infantry arc described. 

Like a long line of high-flying herons 

roused and disturbed 

by the raincloud, 

Your armies move 

murderous bull-elephants, 

rows of shields, 
splendour 

of white flags waving 

on chariots, 
and the parade 

is a great pleasure 
to onlookers. 
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But as it overturns 

and destroys enemy lands 

to bring back a booty of ornaments, 

it spells evil 

to men in the camps 

of those kings 

who cross you 

and clash 

with your rage. 

PerunkunrUr Kilar on 

Kutakko Ijanceral Irumporai 

Translated by A. K. Ramanujan 



PARIPAJAL (c. 300 b. c. — a. d. 200) 

The following selections are from Panpatal, one of the Cankam classics, an anthology of 22 

poems that speaks of the greatness of the Vaikai river and the gods Tirumal (Visnu) andjCevvel 

(Subramanian). The classic has been augmented by scholars with an appendix containing 

passages from Panpatal used for elucidation in the commentary to Tolkappiyam and 

Purattirattu The verse on Malurai is from the appendix. 

TIRUMAL 

The author of this poem is Katuvan Ilaveyioar who seeks to convey the awe-striking 

presence of Visnu. The ancient Tamils worshipped Visnu as Tirumal (Beloved of 

LaksmI). 

The realised ones who had turned away 
From the delusion of the five senses 

And had cleansed their inner being 

By means of the four instruments, 

Have meditated upon you worshipfully 

And praised you severally. 

We recognise all this as experienced truths 

And not vain verbiage of wondennent. 

Our enthusiasm could make you smile. 

We would deserve that! 

Your figure is dark as the sapphire. 
The wave-stilled sea, the rain-clouds; 

Your golden garment forms a contrast; 

You hold the enemy-killer discus; 

Auspicious Lord with red eyes! 

The smoky-hearted Hiranya' 

Adorned with dry sandal paste 

Vengefully bound Prahlada 
For having praised you. 

Prahlada did not berate him 

I. Name of the Daitya king noted for impiety. He was son of Kasyapa and DitI, and had obtained a boon from 
Brahma that he should not be slam by either god or man or animal; hence he became all-powerful; when, 

however, his pious son Prahlada praised Visnu. that god appeared out of a pillar in the form Narasiipha, 

half-man, half-lion, and tore Hiranya-Kasipu to pieces; this was Vi$nu’s fourth avatara. 
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As Hiranya was his father. 

But you pounced upon the father 

And entered the loving heart of the son. 

Dire portents then appeared 
And the king’s drums thundered on their own. 
You then emerged from the pillar 

With shining nails that tore at the breast 
Of the evil one, scattering his limbs 

Alongside the pieces of the broken column! 

You held up with your dark neck 

This world immersed in water in days of yore.' 

A deed as great as the Mem Mountain. 

The sun has your heat and brilliance; 
Your coolness and gentleness reside in the moon; 
Your compassion and charity in the rain; 

Your-guardian-power and patience in the earth. 

Your .scent and sheen in kayu flower. 
Your fonn and fame in the ocean. 
Your image iuid sound in space. 

Your coming and withdrawal in the wind. 

The.sc, those and all else 
Ri se from you and depend upon you. 

One with the high flag of Gamta! 
Among your high flags other than the Gamta 

Is the palm flag; another the plough. 
Yet another the elephant. 

But the Gamta flag is peerless. 

For the bird who feeds on the lethal snake’ 

Is there; his belt is a snake; 

He has a snake as bracelet. 

All his ornaments are snakes. 

He is crowned by snakes 
And a snake is his head-jewel 

His wings are snake-bound. 

You have destroyed the enemy hordes. 
Bejewelled, you possess the flag 
Whose Gamta feeds on snakes. 

1. Refers to the Vardha avatdra when the Lord descended into the seas and rescued the w orld which had been 
spirited away by the demon HiranySk^a. 

2. Garuta, Vi$nu’s Mount. 
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You are with them who variously possess 
The evil and good qualities 

Like vicious anger, loving compassion, 

Vengefulness, equanimity. 

Where there is none of this, you are not. 

You are not engaged in destroying 

Those who do not praise you 

Nor in guarding those who praise you. 

You have no enemies, nor friends. 

The learned ones know the truth. 

Your image is formed by those 

Who entertain you within the heart. 
For the rest, you are formless. 

On your sapphire-form that is dark 

Like the night which hides everything, 

You wear scented tulaci garlands. 

Your breast has the golden freckle.' 
Your eyes are like the multi-petalled lotus 

That rises from your navel. 

Your feet rival you in guardianship! 

You are the source of all divinity. 
There are also other great qualities 

Which are known only to the Realised ones. 

You reside under the banyan tree 
That has fire-red leaves 
And thick shade-spreading branches; 
Under the katampa tree; 
In the middle of the river; 
On high mountains that come in the way 
Of the free movement of wind; 
Hence you are all-pervading. You are found 
Where devotees hold up their hands in worship. 
You are their servitor. 

You are the guardian of ail their deeds. 

CEVVEL 

The author of this poem is Katuvanilaveyinar. Cevvel (Russet-hucd) is the Tamil name for 

Subramanian. He is the son of Siva and is considered the Tamil Kkatavul (God of Tamils). 

This poem describes his birth. 

1. The mark of Srivatsa. 
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Crushing the rocks in the vast sea 

As you moved on the pinimukham elephant 

To wage war by flinging the fiery spear 

You cut at the roots of the evil moving tree 

Curapatman, and destroyed the sinful demons 
Who revelled in devouring good lives. 

The same lance drilled a pathway 

Through the Krauhca mountain. 
Lord with six faces! 
There are songs by your priests that hail 

The six-faced Lord with twelve shoulders 

Like drums, brilliant as the sun, 

Bom in the lotus' as the son of the Destroyer!^ 
Muraka! Auspicious One! Leader! 
These words are neither true nor false. 

For, being the Lord of this world 

Your power has no limitations. 
Words could deny your supremacy. 

By your command the living beings 

Gain higher and lower slates 

According to their good and evil deeds. 

With Brahma guiding the horses, 

Siva ascended the chariot of the world 

Drawn by the Vedas as horses. 

Held the Mountain as the bow 

That had the Snake^ for string. 

And released a dire arrow 
That toppled the triune fortress 

And set the directions on fire. 

Revelling in the sacrificial food 

Offered by the immortals. 

He joined Uma in wedded bliss. 

To the Lord of the Unwinking Eye"' 

Came Indra shining with ornaments 

1. Cevvel IS said to have appeared in a lotus in the Caravana pond and to have been brought up by the K^ikai 

women. 

2. Siva 

3. Vacuki 

4. Siva 
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And begged him to destroy the foetus.' 

Having assented, the true one 

Who is ever brilliant as fire, 

Cut it to pieces and gave them away. 

The seven worlds were lost in wonder. 

The seven sages who received the foetus 

Reali.sed its future greatness. 

Afraid that by consuming it 

Their wives could become unchaste. 

They placed it in the sacrificial fire. 

The foetus burnt by the triple-fire- 

Was then consumed by the wives 

Except one, for Salini' did not take it. 

The chaste wives of the sages 

Bore you in their wombs without fault. 

They say you were then bom 

In a lotus in a Himalayan tarn. 

Muruka of fame unparalleled! 

The day you were bom, Indra 

Who is considered great in strength 

Directed upon you the fiery thunderbolt. 

Your six forms'* synthesised into one. 

Hail. Mumka of glowing heroism! 

Due to that battle fought by you 
As a child, Indra was worsted. 

A delighted Agni removed a portion 

Of himself as a cock 

And gave it to you as a flag. 
Indra took out a part of himself 

As a lovely peacock for your mount. 

Yama of the righteous sceptre 
Separated a portion of himself 
To give you a pretty kid. 

Thus they and others gave you all this: 

A goat, a peacock and a cock, 

A shapely bow with a .seal. 

1. As the fire-energy of the foetus seemed about to bum up the universe. 

2. Agahavanceyam, G^hapatyam and Daksinagni fires. 

3. Arundhati 

4. As the Kdrtikai women had fondled Muruka separately, Cevvel had grown six faces. 
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The tomara club, a sword, 

Leaf-pronged lance, battle-axe. 

Fiery triiul, garlands and bells. 

Holding these various armaments 

In your twelve hands. 

You outshone the fame of Indra 

Even when a babe that could hardly move 

Out of the lotus where you were bom! 

Those who accept your grace 

And who keep to righteousness. 

Who have faith in your compassion 

And perform askesis, reach your feet. 

Not those who kill and are ferocious. 

Who are mean and reject righteousness. 

Who have lost their askesis by evil acts. 

Who foolishly think there is no future birth. 

Not they but people with dharmic lives 

Reach you. Hence we do not pray 

For property, riches and pleasure. 

We but ask for grace, love 
And living in dharma. 0 Muruka who wears 

The katampa garland that sports 

Circlets of scented blossoms! 



VAIKAI 

The poem is by Nallantuvanar. Indian culture has paid homage to bountiful Nature in many 

ways. The rivers have been particularly singled out for praise as their waters make cultural 

life possible. The ancient Tamils believed that regular bathing in the Vaikai river durirtg the 

month o^Tai by virgins ensured married happiness for them. This was the Tai-nJrdfal described 

here, a rite which was a prelude to the Kdtydyani-vrata undertaken by the virgins of Gokula 

in Bhdgavatam. The poem opens with a description of Vaikai in spate because of a good 

concatenation of the stars leading to copious showers in the rainy season. 

The moon of innumerable rays in the vast sky 
Conjoined the three stars' to make the triple pathway 
Each as a group of nine stars. 
The shining Venus embraced Taurus, 
Mars joined Aries, knowledgeable Mercury 
Entered Gemini; the kartika star rose high 
At dawn, Jupiter reached the planet Pisces, 
Yama’s brother Saturn stood firm in Capricorn 
That is found behind Sagittarius. 
Then came rahu to inclose the moon. 
Canopus passed its place to enter Gemini. 
Such the auspicious grouping of the planets 
Indicating plentiful showers in the rainy season 
That follows the summer when the sun’s rays bum. 
The Sahya mountain received heavy rains. 
The floods of Vaikai overflowed its banks. 

The mountain mastwood 
And gamboge trees on the banks, 
Campakas with bees a-buzz. 
The cool clearing-nut and bael trees. 
The many-branched Kino, 
The red-oleander and Malabar-lily, 
Gloriosa-superba that is fire red. 
The nilam that has wind-swept petals; 
All these flowers were gathered by water-falls 
In the bamboo-rich mountain slopes 
And brought to the river banks by the flood. 
Is this a showroom stage for flowers 

1. K&rtikai, Tiruvatirai and Bharani. 
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Gathered with care by the citizens? 
Or the garment of a woman 
Who is draped by blossoms. 

And ornamented by pearls and sandal-paste? 
Is this Maruta bank the throat 

Of the Earth Goddess who quaffs wind? 

Like the waxing moon spreading light daily 

The river flood rushing from the slope 

Increased its area day by day 

Thereby enriching the world. 

Even as the waxing moon begins to wane 

Being devoured by the Immortals, 

The influx of water grew less; and yet 

It was only less by half as the moon 

On the eighth day. Who ever saw 

The river gone as the new moon? 

O ornamented noble Vaikai who comes here 

From the mountains! Come you gently 

So that people are benefitted 

Even in your days of lessened flow! 

Vaikai of rich floods! You are like 

Peacock-sheened girls who have rejected 

Secret loves in favour of a chaste life. 

People think you are wrong in going alone 

From your natal mountain to the ocean-lord. 

As when the armoured hero leads away 

His beloved with large eyes. 

And the relations iritercept him to attack, 

The battle-proud citizens of Maturai 

Stop the Vaikai floods to bathe therein. 

Here are seen the divisions of sword-shakers. 

Carriers of javelins, travellers in chariots 

That are guided by whip-wielding drivers. 

Riders of horses that speed like birds 

And forehead-ornamented elephants 

Who enter the depths and agitate the flood; 

Some direct waters from bamboo pumps. 

Others fling pots of coloured water on them. 

Those who swish around scented garlands 

Are answered by scented water from rough horns; 

This Vaikai of the PanUyan king 
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Who annexes the horses of enemy hordes 

Is a scene of lovely women 

Who wear choice garlands 

And daily play with their husbands. 

It can be compared to a battle-ground. 

Women put on appropriate jewels for bathing. 

They wore garlands of scented blooms. 

Their rising breasts were dressed up 

And made beautiful by golden necklaces 

That had intricate designs. 

Men joined them and drank fresh wine. 

Ecstatic, and wishing to enjoy life 

As Nagas who have performed good deeds. 

They drank wine from their counterparts 

And filled their ears with rhythmic songs. 

The Vaikai flowed on crystal-clear 

Reflecting the air-ships of the Immortals above. 

O Vaikai who is agitated in the rainy season 

And clear later on, you are not always the same. 

The rainy sky ceased to thunder aloud. 

The winter of early-night dew commenced 

In the month of cool mdrkalj 

When the sun does not sharply scorch. 

On the day of tiruvatirai full moon, 

Learned priests inaugurated the festival. 

Brahmins with sacred threads carried 

Golden vessels for worship. 

‘May this vast world be safe from burning heat!’ 

Said girls with bangles getting ready 

To commence the worship of the Goddess. 

An aged Brahmin lady instructed them. 

The girls bathed in the river at dawn. 

A chill wind swept the sandy bank. 

To get their clothes dry, the girls 

Drew close to the sacrificial fires 

Sustained by Brahmins reciting the Vedas. 

O Vaikai! You deserve the food offered there. 

Unlike young boys engaged in studies, 

These girls who were free of tainted desires 

Performed the vow standing beside their mothers. 

Was it because of askesis in an earlier birth 
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Or standing close to fire, controlling the senses? 

Tell us, O river Vaikai! 

A girl with shoulders rivalling the bamboo 
Wore a blue flower and glanced at another. 

Taking the hint, the latter wore an aioka bloom. 
The asoka's russet sheen fell on the blue flower 
As if touching it with the rays of the sun. 

This made a girl praise her 

For possessing two pairs of eyes. 

The latter then twitted the other 
For gaining four eyes through the blue blossoms. 

Another girl put vermilion on her head 

To look like the goddess Korravai. 
A girl put on coral bangles. 
Seeing her, another twined around her wrist 
The tender stalk of the water-lily. 

Watching a girl make a string of Arrowhead 

Another prepared one of jasmines and lilies 
As if she wished to make her stop. 

Long ago, a youth swam in the Vaikai 

Holding a plantain stalk, and saw a girl. 
He lost his heart. His hands grew limp. 

The floods washed away his support. 
His eyes were rivetted to the place 

Where stood the bejewelled damsel. 

Tlie river did not go his way 

But moved in the direction it wanted. 
She left her friends and followed him. 

Her mother did not know the reason. 

Drawing her, she forbade the girl to go alone 

And advised her to remain with her friends. 

This made the girl cry. Such the coming 
Of the russet floods of the rainy season. 

Some now praise, ‘Waters of the tai month. 
You are now clear. You are good.’ 

Some supplicate: ‘May our husbands 

Ever embrace us with hands. Bless us sol’ 
Some worship: ‘May our lovers not be 

Like bees that move from flower to flower.’ 
Some pray: ‘May we not be called old people. 

May we remain young till forty years old 
And gain riches and relatives.’ 
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Look at this woman who is like a goddess 

And can transform by her glance! 

Her eyes are the treasury and jewels of Cupid. 

Hear the lutanist song of the bees 

That buzz around the honeyed garlands 
Worn by girls who try to chase them away! 
You may not get the significance of the song. 

But hear the palai tunes therefrom! 
Look at the droves of bees on wing 

Dancing to the tune of their own songs! 

Watch out for the anger of a bee 

That attacked a girl repeatedly 

For crushing a flower where it sat! 

Bathing in tai grants desires to young women 

With honeyed foreheads, jewel-bedecked. 

This holy bath was granted to us 
Because of our penance in previous births. 

May we gain such bathing in your waters 

In our next birth as well. O Vaikai, 

Whose pure waters are widely praised 

By sweet and gracious paripatall 

Our great city is like the lotus 

Blossoming from Visnu’s navel; 

The streets are its petals; 

The palace verily the pericarp; 
The Tamil citizens are the pollen 

Aspirants for gifts are bees at it; 

The Vedas indited by Brahma 
Who was bom in a lotus 

Are recited here. People of the city 

Rise to these chants at dawn 
Unlike those in Vanci and Uraiyur 

Where the cock’s crowing’ 

Marks the end of night. 

Translated by Prema Nandakumar 

1. Whereas the Vedas flourish in Maturai, the capital of the Pfln^yaQ kingdom, the capital ciues of the Cera 
and Co]a kingdom are less cultured. No Vedas are chanted in those cities at dawn. 



KALITTOKAI (c. 300 b. c. - a. d. 200) 

The following poems have been excerpted from Kalittokai, a collection of 150 songs 

under the akam category. It is believed that they were composed by five poets as detailed 

below: 

1. Palai 35 songs by Ceraman Palaipatiya Pemiikatunko 

2. Kurihei 29 songs by Kapilar 

3. Marutam 35 songs by Marutan Ilanakanar 

4. Mullai 17 songs by Colan Nalluruttiran 

5. Neytal 33 songs by Nallantuvanar 

The love songs are noted for their sweet melody, descriptions of nature, apt metaphors and 

similes. Seven aspects of love arc dealt with in Kalittokai. They are: Anticipation, Union, 

Sulking, Pining, Separation, Unrequited love and Improper love. 

“The rains have failed 

and the hungry elk tugs at the withered root for food, 

travellers wandering on barren tracks ‘tween hills 

flinch with pain at the robber’s piercing shafts, 

their throats parched without a drop of water 

to quench their thirst. 

In acute suffering they shed tears 

and yes, these tears wet their tongues 

dry with thirst: 

such is the dreary terrain I’ve to traver.se.’’ 

So you say pretending not to know my heart; 

it ill befits your nature, my noble Lord. 

O! would that you take me too, with you 

on this difficult path, as your partner in woe, 

without leaving me behind! 

Can there be a greater bliss for me! 

Ceraman Palaipatiya Pemiikatunko 

Kali 6 

“O wisemen who walk in shade 

of white parasols that keep off the scorching sun 
with your holy water jugs suspended on poles 

and your trident sticks aloft your shoulders! 
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You, with your five senses under strict control 
and guided by your guileless heart, 
you, who wander across this wild countryside 
at will, deeming it your sacred calling! 

Do tell me, Sirs, did you happen to see 
one who’s my daughter and the other, 
a son of another woman, 
both in love with each other and 
keeping it a secret within themselves?” 

“It is not that we did not notice them, 
we saw them deep inside the forest. 
It seems you are the mother of her 
the beautiful, bedecked girl of virtue 
who follows her courageous lover 

across the wild jungle. 
“Fragrant sandalwood is meant for those 
who adorn themselves with its paste. 

Of what avail is it to the Jungle 
though it’s there it did originate? 
Know then that even so is your daughter to you! 
“A shining pearl without a flaw 
is for those who adorn themselves with it 
what good can it do to the ocean 

though it’s bom therein? 
Realise then that even so is your daughter to you! 

“Dulcet tunes produced on a lute 
are for him that plays the notes. 
What can they mean to the lute 
though they emanate from it? 
Reflect then that even so is your daughter to you. 
“Therefore, 
oppose not her will, unsullied character, 
who has willingly gone with him who’s dearest to her. 

Chastity is what matters: it is the secret 
of inseparable love.” 

Kali 9 

Not all who sally forth in quest of treasure 

find abundance of gold, 
nor do others who stay back 

go without food to eat; 

When one is blessed with youth and requited love, 

what need is there for him to quest for wealth? 
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E’en if such lovers have to turn, perforce, 

one hand to embrace each other and 

the other to drape their bodies with a single rag, 
to be together is indeed true living. 

To regain youth once it’s lost 
is well nigh impossible. 

Kali 18 

Whether one is worthy or not 

riches will accrue to him again and again 
if, only he is so destined. 
Is it in search of such wealth that you go 

forsaking a young maid blessed with 
slender shoulders like bamboo shoots 
who cannot live without you 

e’en for a moment? 

Kali 21 

You inhabitants of the hamlet, 
you dwellers of the village, 

your tapioca plants will grow no roots, 

the mountain bees will never hive on your hills, 
crops in your field will not bend with the 

weight of grains, 
if our innocent maid is wronged 
by you who reside on the hills. 

Kapilar 
Kali 39 

Wise advisers give sage advice to 

the Sovereign who holds sway o’er the entire world, 

advice that draws no adverse comments from others, 

e’er so do great savants fill the ears 
of the poets with teaching free of faults. 
Such ears are the fields; learned works 
of the great are the nourishing waters; 
their learned tongues, the ploughs. 
It’s thus that the poets yield their poesy, 
an ambrosial pot-pourri 

relished by folks of Maturai, 

the city of forts and the river. 

Marutan Ilandkanar 

Kali 58 
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“a cowherd’s son if he be, 

and you a cowherd’s daughter, 
if he is whom you love 

and you he loves, 

there is nothing that’ll 
invite your mother’s wrath.” 

“True indeed; but only if my mother 

has a heart that’s like yours.” 

Colan Nalluruttiran 

Kali 107 

The sun sets behind the western hilts 

as if he has swallowed the day 
that had lit up the world with his myriad rays; 

darkness, the hue of Visnu’s body 

spreads like ships of war in formation; 

jewel-like moon then ri.ses as if to o'ertake 

them with its light. 

The lovely lotus folds its petals 
like a lonely maiden swooning when pining for her lover. 

Trees bend down their boughs 
like great men when praised to their face. 

Lily buds bloom and smile 

mocking the love-lorn lovers. 
The male beetle-calls as if playing on a bamboo flute; 

birds wing their way to their ne.sts. 

Cows longing for their calves crowd into the shed, 

and beasts retire to their lairs. 

The devout with their evening rites 

welcome the eventide. 
Maidens light the lamps that shed a ruddy glow. 

Those that describe the advent of such an hour 
as a mere evenfall 

and not as that 

which snatches away life from a love-lorn maid, 

indeed, suffer from delusion. 

Nallantuvan^ 

Kali 119 

Goodness is helping one in distress; 

support is not deserting one who’s dependent; 

culture is to act in unison with the ways of the world. 

Love is not sundering ties with one’s kin. 
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Wisdom is to ignore the advice of the ignorant. 

Honesty is not to go back on one’s words. 

Integrity is to ignore others faults 

Justice is awarding capital punishment without partiality. 

Patience is to suffer the ill-disposed. 

Nallantuvanar 

Kali 133 

Translated by C. K. Swaminathan 

There are good omens: the house-lizard chirps, 

and my dark-rimmed left eyelid flickers. 

My lover is gone, 

but I know he will come (yes, I know— 

money must be earned, ascetics must be fed, 

but most of all, I know that 

we will live our life in love). 

Li.sten to what he said. 

He said the heath was so hot, 

you could not tread it 

but he said the he-elephant 

saves the last puddle of water, 

though sullied by its young, 

for its mate. 

He said the sight would pain the eyes— 

leafless trees, dry branches, 

and no mark of pleasantness. 

But there the he-dove would fan 

with its soft wings, to console its 

tired young loving mate. 

He said the hot sun would scorch 

all the bamboos on the hills, 

affording no protection for those who would cross. 

He also said the stag would give 

its own shade, there being no other, 

for his suffering mate. 

Virtuous, from the trial of this forest, 

he will not allow my beauty to fade; 

I am certain he will come soon. 

Palai Patiya Peruhkatunko 
Kali 11 
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SHE SAID 

We used to build sand castles, 

and he used to wreck them. 

We’d put fresh blossoms in our hair 

and he’d snatch them out 

and even steal our balls of yarn. 

This rascal, oh my bright-bangled friend, 

who troubled us in all these ways 

came (without my realizing it was he) 

to our house. 

My mother and I were alone. 

He asked for water— 

My mother filled a golden cup 

and I took it to the door, 

still unaware of who it was. 

When I offered him the cup, 

he clutched instead my bangled wrist. 

I shouted, “Mother! Look what he’s doing!” 

My mother rushed to me, 

but I could not betray him. 

I said he had hiccoughed. 

While my mother rubbed his back, 

he eyed me with a killing look, 

and smiled. 

Kalittokai 

Translated by E. Annamalai 

H. Schiffman 



PATTUPPSTTU (c. 300 b. c. - a. d. 200) 

Fattupattu is an anthology of ten long idylls composed about two thousand years ago by some 

celebrated poets of the Cankam period. Though it is difficult to ascertain the exact date of 

the composition of each idyll, the style and subject matter point to a particular period of ancient 

Tamils who had their own distinctive social and political set-up. 

Excerpts from three of these ten idylls have been selected for inclusion here. 

PATTINAPPALAI 

Pattinappalai (1) is a combination of two words: pattinam (city) and palai (desert or 

separation). The city is Kavenpattinam, a famous Indian emporium of ancient times, and the 

capital of the Cola kingdom. As to palai, the word literally means desert, and, as noted earlier, 

the corresponding akam or subjective element of a poem treating of the palai region, is 

separation of lovers. So Pattinappalai means in this case the proposed separation of a wife 

from her husband who wishes to go to Kavenpattinam. 

The opening lines give us a fine picture of the rich Cola country. The city was full of 

parks, groves and lakes. It was surrounded by a strong wall with a gate on which the Cola 

tigcr-mark was set. We can also gather something of the life, customs and manners of the 

ancient Tamils from this poem. 

Pattinappalai is one of the finest of the Ten Idylls. The author of the poem is 

Uruttirankannanar, who evidently lived in the reign of Kankfilan. The poem belongs to the 

Cankam period. It is also fairly certain that it was one of the earliest of the ten Idylls. It must 

have been written before the third century a. d. when Aryan culture was beginning to spread 

in South India, 

The great Coja capital is only a memory now. It has been wiped off the face of the earth, 

and its location is a matter of conjecture. A sandy spot many miles south of Madras near 

Mayilatuturai is pointed out as the probable location of this emporium. 

Though bright Venus, star of splendour, 

Strays southward from its wonted course. 

Cool showers fail to fall, and the lark 

That feeds on rain and sings, droops. 

Yet sea-going KSveri, mountain-fed. 

Spreads its waters over golden sands. 

The never-failing fields extend 

Reprinted by permission of the Publishers, The South India Saiva Siddhanta Works Publishing Society, 

Tinnevelly, from Pattuppdttu, translated by J. V. Chelhah. 
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With green sweet cane and fragrant vats 

That boil and make long water plants 

Of neighbouring fields grow pale and fade. 

Here under stores of grain do sleep 

Grown calves fed sleek with yellow rice. 

Rich coconut and plantain trees, 

and fragrant turmeric, fruitful areca palms. 

Sweet mangoes, bunchy palmyras. 

And rooty cempu, sweet saffron. 

And tender ginger: these abound. 

On spacious fronts of wide houses 

With shining foreheads, guileless looks. 

Bejewelled maids scare fowls away 
That come to feed on drying grains 

By throwing pendants round and thick 

Which bar the way of tiny cars 

Tliat horseless move upon three wheels 

Which boys with golden anklets drive. 

Save trifling brawls, no stirring hate 

Disturbs the rich crowded coast town. 

There gardens girt with loam are seen 

Where pegs are driven to tie strong boats— 

TTiat stand like tied horses in stables— 

Come fully laden with the grain 

By barter bought of refined salt 

Through Cola land extending wide 

With many a hamlet closely set. 

The groves are charming, rich in yield. 

Beyond are gardens bright with flowers. 

Long ponds are there with lofty banks 

That look like the moon when girt with stars 

In a cloudless sky. They shimmer bright 

With a riot of gaudy tints that tinge 

The fragrant flowers that edge the banks. 

The ponds afford such joys as felt 

In this our birth and in the next. 

On folding doors is the tiger mark; 
On strong-built walls is Laksml’s form. 

From wide kitchens dispensing alms 
That earn praise and lasting merit. 
Abundant flows like rivulets 
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The rich kanci that’s drained from rice. 
To drink this bulls engage in fight 
And make muddy the trampled ground. 
The thick dust raised by running chariots 

Does soil the various pictures drawn 
On white temples, and make the bulls 
Resemble elephants that roll 

In lime. The sheds where bullocks feed 
Have yards containing cooling tanks. 
There hermitages too are seen. 
The cuckoos with their great black mates 
From shrubby groves do fly away 

To shun the smoke of oblation’s fire 
That bright hermits with matted locks 
Do light in demon-guarded shrines. 

Grim and not easy of access, 
To love with pebble-eating doves. 

The fishermen thrive on an evil trade. 
They live close with their numerous kin 
In wide, black, sandy mounds. There are 
Seen wrestling grounds with ancient trees. 
They eat sweet roasted shrimp, and feed 
On boiled turtles. They wear the blooms 
Of atumpu dry that creeps on land 
And atnpal that grows in water. 
As stars that move in the blue expanse 
Do mix with planets, so the men 
Mingle free, in ample commons 
And fight with hands and weapons so 
That body touches body close. 
In ire they yield not to the foe 
And unappeased, fight with vigour. 
The stones that fly from slings do scare 

The birds that sit on dusky palms. 

In the outskirts mud-walled wells are found. 
Pigs with their young, and various fowls. 

There rams do play with partridges. 

Long fishing rods that lean against 

The low-roofed huts resemble 

Memorial stones round which stand spears 

And shields. In the centre nets are spread 

To dry on sandy yards that seem 
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Like gloom mixed with moonlight patches. 

Here red-haired fishermen wear garlands 

Of blossoms, cool and white, and vines 

Beneath the pines with hanging roots. 

They plant the sword of the engraved shark 

To seat their great sea-god, for whom 

They wear the bloom of sheathed pine. 

And they drink toddy drawn from 

Rugged palms. Their dark women are clad 

In green leaf garments, and with them 

On full moon days, neglecting work. 

Not fishing on the wide cold sea. 

These men who live in sandy groves 

That smell of fish do eat and play. 

As the red sky meets the dark mountain. 

As clings the child to the mother’s breast. 

So seem the clear ocean’s waters 

That mingle with the streams and roar 

With mighty waves. Here people bathe 

To cleanse their sins, and wash the salt 

In fresh waters; they play with crabs 

And dabble in the moving waves. 

They fashion puppets and enjoy 

Delights that all the senses feel 

With intense zest the whole day long. 

The ancient glories of the port. 

So blest with never-failing flowers. 

Are rare, and match the pride of heaven. 

In night’s last watch, when eyes are tired. 

The boatmen in their prow-bent crafts 

Note well the lights that still bum bright 

In high storeys where artless dames 

At night enjoyed their mates’ embrace. 

Discarding silks for white raiment. 

They wear the garlands of their mates, 

While men, the garlands of their wives, 

And they shun wine for sweeter drinks. 

They all are asleep now who heard 

The lyrics sung, enjoyed the plays. 

And felt the joys of the moon-lit night. 

Reclining on the shining sands 
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Scented with sweet-smelling blooms 

Brought along by great KSveri. 

The good king’s servants take their rest 

And guard his goods in store-rooms built 

On spacious streets that skirt the sea 

With screw-pines bearing blooms white-edged. 

Prompt as the hot sun-god’s fast steeds 

That draw his car, they daily do 

Tlieir work with care and levy dues. 

As, when the rainy season comes. 

The copious waters by clouds 

Are shed on mountain tops and these 

In turn flow down and fill the sea. 

So goods flow in from sea to land. 

And also flow from land to sea. 

Unmeasured are the abundant wares 

Here brought and piled. And watchmen strong 

In depots guarded well do seal 

These with the potent tiger mark. 

They pile in yards these bundled heaps 

Of immense wares. Upon these play 

Big bulls whose legs are bent like those 

Of sharp-clawed dogs, and rams. And these 

Resemble stags that leap about 

On bamboo slopes of cloud-capped hills. 

In cloud-topped, lofty, storeyed halls 

Around which there are piers built 

Are numerous courts and doors, both large 

And small, and spacious cloisters reached 

By long ladders with close-set steps. 

In them do gather fair women 

Whose feet are pink, whose thighs close-set. 

Adorned are they with gauds of gold. 

Their hips are broad, their dress is soft; 

Fair are their red coral-like skins. 

Arrayed are they like gay peacocks. 

Their eyes are deer-like, and their speech. 

Like the parrot’s prattle; these enjoy 

The breeze that blows through the windows. 

They worship with bejewelled hands 

Resembling clusters that do sprout 
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From kantaf's joints whose blooms do spread 

Their sweet pollens on mountain slopes. 

Wide is the street where people trade. 

Here festivals are always held 

Harmonious with wild dances 

Of frenzied maids stirred by the Red-god, 

The flutes do pipe, the lyres do twang. 

The drums roll loud, and the tabors sound. 

There is the flag at the temple’s gate- 

Decked with blossoms, and held sacred- 

To represent the glorious God, adored 

By all. Again, a banner waves 

As white as flowers of shapely canes 

That grow along the wild river 

Which in its course brings pearly sands. 

This flag is fixed on curved ben's 

Attached to poles that are well-greased 

With soft and molten wax; it stands 

O’er baskets locked, filled with various kinds 

Of tasty victuals, on which 

White rice is strewn as oblation. 

Where sound disputations are held 

By ripe scholars who speak with power 

As masters skilled in various lore. 

Another imposing flag is hung. 

There wave fine flags on tops of masts 

Of ships that ride at anchor moored 

In Pukar’s Port like huge tuskers 

Which shake the pegs to which they’re tied. 

The gates of toddy shops have flags 

As sign of sale, where drinkers come 

In numbers, and the noisy yard 

Where fish and meat are fried if heaped 

With sand, is strewn with flower gifts. 

So many other flags do wave 

Of various hues along with these 

That shadows cast by them prevent 

The sun’s rays shining in the town. 

The good and worthy gods protect 

The city’s limits. Here are brought 
Swift, prancing horses by sea in ships, 
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And bales of black pepper, by carts. 

The Himalayas send gems and gold, 

While Kufa (western) hills, sweet sandal-wood 

And aki/; pearls come from the south sea. 

Red coral from the eastern. 

The Gangs and the Kaveri bring 

Their yield; Sri Lanka provides its products. 

And from Malaysia, rare manufactures. 

With other rare and rich imports 

This wealth lies close and thickly piled. 

Confused along the spacious streets. 

Where merchants live. The fish are safe 

In the sea, and the cattle, on the land. 

Quite free and happy are their lives 

Amidst their multiplying kin; 

They know no foes; the fishes play 

Near the fishermen’s quarters unafraid. 

And cattle multiply untouched 

by butchers’ hands. The merchants thus 

Condenm the taking of these lives. 

They tolerate not vile thieving. 
They do their duties by the gods. 

Offer oblations, tend with care 

Fine bulls and cows, exalt the priests 

Who teach the four Vedas; they give 

Their guests food cooked and uncooked too. 

Unstintingly they dispense alms. 

And live a life of gracious love. 

The long yoke of their curved plough 

Is balanced with a central pin; 

E’en so their hearts are poised and just. 

They speak the truth and deem it shame 

To lie. For others’ goods they have 

The same regard as for their own 

In trade. Nor do they try to get 

Too much in selling their own goods. 

Nor give too little when they buy. 

They set a fair price on all things. 

Their ancient wealth was thus acquired. 

As those who are united close 
By various high cultures, at times 
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Together come to ancient shrines. 

So people speaking diverse tongues 

That come from great and foreign homes 

Mix free in friendly terms with those 

Who occupy this glorious town. 

MATURAIKKANCI 

Maturaikkana (2) means a poem addressed to the king of Maturai. It has partly the didactic 

object of giving Netuhcehyan, the king of Maturai, advice about the way in which he should 

rule his kingdom. The king was a great conqueror, and the poet was anxious that the king 

should not be carried away by his worldly success and that he should rule his subjects with 

wisdom and justice. The poet, however, does not do this openly, but offers such advice in an 

indirect manner. The greater part of the poem deals with the character and achievements of 

the king, and contains a description of the PSntiyan kingdom, especially the city of Maturai. 

The author of this poem is Mankuti MarutanSir, which means Marutanar of Mankuti, 

his native place. He lived during the last years of the first century a. d. and the early years 

of the second. One of the earliest court poets mentioned in Tamil literature, Mankuti 

Marutanar, was the chief poet at Netuhceliyan’s court. 

The City stands 

In the centre of this realm. 

Along the Vaikai’s banks are groves of trees 

That grow sky-high which noisy winds do toss. 

On whose boughs apes, both male and female, play. 

And peacocks screech; and fragrant gardens too 
On which are spread white sands, the rivers bring 

From mountains high. The konku’s pollened blooms 

That lie scattered upwn the stream that flows 

So smooth look like a wreath adorning it. 

In every sand-filled port are fair gardens 

With various blooms where dwell the ancient tribe 

Of perumpanars. There are those petty kings 

Who lost their lands whose kingdoms were as rich 

As the proud strong Vel chief of alumpil 

Whose wealth, wide fields, and crops attract the eye. 

There too are chieftains who lost their subjects 

That once had homes in spacious fertile lands. 

These war-like chiefs who fought with elephants 

And killed their foes come urged by old hatred 

Against the great king who in various ways 

Attempted to make peace with them. A ditch 
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With sapphire blue water, and deep as far 

As there is earth, does intervene, and makes 

His foes retreat abandoning their drums. 

The city walls are sky-high and contain 

Strong sally-ports and old and strong gateways 

On whose door posts is carved the female deity’s form. 

Their strong-built doors are blackened by the ghee 

Poured as libation. And above the gates 

Are rooms that look as high as cloud-capped hills. 

Through which pass streams of men like the Vaikai’s flow. 

The houses there have rooms of diverse kinds 

That seem to reach the skies and broad windows 

Through which the south wind blows. In wide long streets 

That are as broad as rivers, crowds of folks 

Of various clans and speech create a noise 

In the morning market-place when buying things. 

The loudly-sounding drum which makes a noise 

Like the wind-swept ocean’s roar announces loud 

A festival to all. When instruments 

Are played with ease, as one does ply one’s hands 

In water, those who hear their music, dance 

With glee and shout, in streets where mom and eve 

The people buy and sell. 

The streets present a very charming scene. 

There one may see the various pennants used 

At festivals; those flags of great victory 

With various names presented to the chiefs 

Who took, day after day, fort after fort; 

The flags received to mark a great victory 

By a chieftain who, as dreadful as the sea. 

Attacked his foes in war with spears, and raised 

A stench by killing men and elephants 

Arranged in lines, thus earning great praises; 

The flags to indicate the shops in which 

Much cheering toddy is for sale; and flags 

Of various kinds that stand for great exploits; 

And large banners. These wave-like mountain streams. 

The forces of the king pass through the streets, 

There is the elephant that is in heat 

Which marches to the sound of clanks in front 

And back, kills those who use the prods enraged. 

Flings down its keepers, breaks free from its pegs 
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Regarding not the strong well-wrought chains 

With which it is secured, and moves about 

Beyond its post, just as a ship at sea 

Where fisherfolk fish and oysters move about. 

When furious winds lash, break the strong cordage 

With which the sails are bound fast, tear the sails. 

Strike down the mast, make the anchor roll about. 

Impel the vessel into strong whirlpools. 

And make it spin. Again, strong chariots pass 

Swift like the winds and drawn by full-maned steeds 
Resembling swans that red-legged fly as though 

They wish to reach the bright-rayed sun, and cleave 

The air obscuring the bright and spacious sky. 

Horses prance along, that wave their manes and run 

At various speeds, trained well for martial feats 

By trainers armed with whips. The well-built soldiers 

That look like dreadful elephants reel drunk 

With toddy, and are in a fighting mood. 

Here are seen traders selling various wares. 

Some sell sweet cakes; some, fragrant flowers exposed 

On trays resembling sides of drums that sound 

For warriors decked with fillets on their heads 

And anklets on their legs; some, neat garlands 

Arranged in various forms; some, powders ground 

By various men that look like fine pollens; 

Some, betel leaves that grow on tall creepers 

And arecanuts with sweet paste mixed; some, lime 

Prepared by burning chanks. All these that trade 

Fear for their precious lives just as do men 

Attacked on battle-fields on double fronts. 

When dangers recede. 

They lose their fear and rest beneath 

The cooling shades of tall hill-like mansions. 

Old dames who tie their well-combed huir 

As white as dark-sea chanks do go about 

From house to house with rare attractive things 

And fragrant blooms in large and well-made trays. 

These things they sell to young and pretty maids 

Whose rosy skins shine like an image made 

Of gold that glistens in the sun’s bright rays. 

Their bashful eyes excite the hearts of men; 

Their lovely skins disturb their minds. Their teeth 
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Are marked with beauty spots that look as though 

Fine paint was spilled on them. A peacock’s form 

They have; quite modest are they in their speech. 

Their looks are charming; gentle is their walk. 

They clap their hands and sport with callow youth. 

The sea that loudly beats against the shore 

Nor shrinks because the clouds drink its waters, 

Nor swells because the waters of great streams 

Flow into it; so is the traffic here. 

It grows neither more nor less, as more the goods 

Brought in, the greater is the sale. There is 

much noise on the seventh eve after full moon time 

When a festival, most rare, is held and folks 

Indulge in baths to cleanse themselves of sins. 

Much noise is heard in the spacious market place 

At mom in this great city justly praised 

For tall splendid mansions. 

Rich noblemen that rain their gifts as free 

As clouds, when they are in a happy mood. 

Drive swiftly in fine strongly built chariots 

And drawn by horses that fly as fast as winds. 

They are clad in brightly figured garments 

That charm the eye, and purple as the clouds 

At eve when the bright sun’s rays become more soft. 

They wear swords golden-sheathed and outer cloaks 

That wave on their shoulders. Their legs bear marks 

Of straps that bind their ankle-rings. They wear 

Large garlands of the neem, a well-known mark 

Of strength, and on their splendid chests lie wreaths 

Of bright water-lilies that look like strings 

Of gems mixed with fine necklaces of pearls. 

On high turrets of mansions ordered well 

Fair dames stand looking at the festival. 

Adorned with jewels and gold ankle-rings 

Containing gems that make a tinkling sound, 

They wear bright bangles wrought with flower designs 

And jewels made of bright gold purified 

In shining fire. They use perfumes that spread 

Their fragrance in the streets. Their bright pendants 

Light up their fair faces. As broad banners 

Fixed on strong poles are tossed about by winds, 

As sea waves are, their faces now appear. 
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And then are hid as is the moon by clouds. 

At evening festivals when instruments 

Are played, the worshippers with bodies washed 

Make proper offerings to the dreaded gods 

Of winkles eyes whom a heavenly halo girds. 

Who wear fine fadeless blossoms and partake 

Of votive rice. They worship too the god 

Who is their chief and wields the battle-axe. 

Creator of the five prime elements: 

The sky, the air, fire, water and the earth. 

Young pretty women wearing bright jewels 

Escorted by their husbands take with them 

Their children whose lovely faces look 

Like pollened lotus blooms: a comely group. 

They go with flowers and incense to the shrine 

Where dwells the god who doth protect the world 

There are Brahmin quarters that look like scooped out rocks 

Where great men live that chant the Vedas well 

And carry out the prescribed rites. 

They feel they are one with the Universe 

And reach high heaven while yet on earth. 

They ne'er depart from virtue, love all life, 

And live a saintly life of supreme joy. 

In gardens full of wondrous blooms live monks 

Revered by votaries who offer them 

Sweet honied flowers that do attract the bees 

And incense sweet. They understand the past 

And see the future as well as the events 

That happen now, which they expound to men. 

They know all things in heaven and earth. 

And carry for their penance small-mouthed pots 

In many-threaded loops that look as though 

They were well-chiselled out of stones. These groves 

As cool as ponds belong to high mansions. 

Their copper-coloured walls are painted well. 

And are so tall that they could not be seen 

Without uplifted eyes, and look like hills. 

There are just judges who expound the law 

And from the suitors’ minds remove all fear. 

Distress and too much greed. They do their work 
Avoiding passion and all levity. 

With fair impartial minds they ponder over things 
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As though they weighed them in a pair of scales. 

There too are turbaned counsellors who bear 

The name of kaviti. Like bold hermits 

Who get the bliss of heaven with holy rites, 

They check the actions of the king, both good 

And bad, examining his ways to see 

That he preserved his virtues and his love. 

They take good care to guard their own good name. 

And being free from blame are much esteemed. 

Good merchants who follow virtue’s rules 

Have splendid mansions that appear like groups 

Of many hills on whose high tops rest kites 

Before they fly higher. In them they store 

Their goods and rare foodstuffs of various kinds. 
They buy the produce of the hills, the plains, 

And the sea, and other things of wealthy lands: 

Gems, pearls, and gold, and trade in them. 

There is a large council of officials 

Of four kinds noted for their wise counsel. 

They’re like the four-tongued Kocars that appeared 

In halls of Palaiyan the chief of rich Mokur, 

Whose crops ne’er failed as unceasing rains fell. 

Those who fashion fine bangles from chanks. 

The goldsmiths who make jewels bright from gold 

Well refined in fire, those who sell gold 

That’s well assayed, those who do trade in fine clothes. 
Those who buy copper by the weight, those who 
Stitch fine garments, those who sell well-culled blooms 

And sandalwood, those who paint pictures 

Of various things in motion, those who draw 

With accuracy things that catch the eye. 

And others gather. Weavers small and great 
display bright, folded garments, short and long. 

That look like shining sands that edge the sea. 

All these are found in four well-crowded streets. 
In the audience hall the king sits decked with wreaths. 

He owns domains surrounded by the sea. 

Bards exalt him that play on curved drums. 

There is much noise in restaurants in which 

Are served along with other food, the pulps 

Of fragrant honied jack and other fruits 

Of various kinds like sweet mangoes, both ripe 
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And unripe, greens whose soft, unrolled leaves 
Grow abundant on vines when showers do fall 
In due time; sweet sugar-candy that tastes 

Ambrosia-like; rice cooked with chunks of flesh 

That’s relished much; edible roots dug up 

From deep earth, tasty rice and dainties good 

That are enjoyed much everywhere. 

The bustle of the evening market-place 
Sounds like the din heard in a sea-port town 

To which are brought so many diverse goods 
By merchants who took rare jewels for sale 
To distant countries wide, and now return 

In large vessels that do at flood time come 
From the deep, ill-smelling sea into dark shallows 
At midnight. Or the noise may be compared 

To clamour made by various birds at eve 
Returning to their nests. 
The bright-rayed sun abates its angry heat 
And nears the western hills at evening time. 

The full moon grown mature arises in the east. 
Diffusing glorious light that matches day, 
And brings in night. Bright maids with deer-like eyes 

Light up their lamps, and well bedecked enjoy 

Themselves mating with their dear ones 

They weave wreaths out of water-lilies culled 

That have cool, fragrant petals; they shake 

Their fine long locks and spread wide the fragrance 
Of sandal paste, and soak their clothes with sweet smoke 

Of akil. The loud and painful sounds heard 
At evening throughout the town then cease. 

They thus enjoy the pleasures they desire. 
They take fine and sweet-stringed yal on which 

Seven notes are played, and strike up tuneful songs. 

They twine their locks with chaplets made of blooms 

That, bright and cool, diffuse their fragrance wide 
In the air. They wave their hands to make 

Their pretty bangles shine. The bright flowers. 
Newly bloomed, send their fragrance wide 

Throughout the streets. They set their ornaments. 
Disordered, right again, and then 
Wear many water-lily’s blooms on which 
Bees love to settle, and which are as sweet 

As buds by fingers stirred to spread their scent. 
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These blooms and others many-hued look like 

The flowers that grow wide on jungle shrubs. 
These women charm the young and wealthy men 

Who come from far and near desiring them. 
With lying and deceptive words, and press 
Their well-decked breasts to theirs in close embrace. 
Pretending love till they secure their wealth. 

As swarms of soft-winged bees that drink honey 
From minute pollens quite forget the blooms 

When they are honeyless, so these women desert 
Their lovers causing them intense distress 

Like birds that are in search of mature fruits. 

These rich and well-bom men are 
Attracted by the shining light in which 
These women sit adorned with bright bangles 

And jewels made of precious, gleaming gold. 
In houses where the household deities dwell 
These harlots charm the hearts of men who come, 

And rob their wealth, resembling cruel nymphs 

That sport with zest in the bright blue sky. They dance 

With glee on sands in bathing places cool 
And deep. Then leaving them they pluck the shoots 

That grow on rich branches, and with the buds 
Of red water-lily weave long garlands 
That reach down to the border of their dress. 
They go to pleasant houses where they play 

The game of gross deceit. 
Young wealthy mothers who by bearing sons 
Fulfil their husbands’ wish, take baths in pools 
To purify themselves and make their large young breasts 

Exude sweet milk; while those in early days 

Of motherhood go with their close kindred 
To gods to pray that they may be much blest. 

They play the sevali tune on fair sweet yai 
Well-strung to .sound in unison with drums 
And soft tabors. They march to shrines with lights 
And carry offerings such as gifts of food. 
They worship with their palms joined together. 

And share the offered food with priestesses. 

Again, as dread soothsayers attribute ills 
To Muruka, women wearing kurinci blooms 

That open in rainy months, adore with zeal 

This god who wears the blooms of katampa. 
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To strident sounds of instruments they tread 

Rude rustic dances in the temple courts 
Embracing one another joining hands, 

And much indulge in noisy cries and songs. 

All these mixed together cause great clamour 

Such as one hears at rustic festivals 

In which they celebrate great Nagnan’s day. 

Thus ends the first half of the night. 

The sound of conch shells ceases. The shops are shut, 

The screens put down, where things have been on sale. 

Bejewelled modest dames retire to sleep. 

Breadmakers that sold soft jelly wafers 

That look like striped honeycombs and cakes 

With sweet coconut sugar and pulse stuffed in 

And flour with jelly mixed, are now asleep. 

So are the men that dance at festivals. 

Those lying down are steeped in sweet slumber, 

Resembling the cold and noisy sea at rest. 

It is now dead of night, and dread goblins 

And goddesses with vampires roam about 

assuming human forms. 

TIRUMURUKARRUPPATAI 

Tirumurukarnippatai (3) is one of the ten idylls under Pattuppattu. It is one of the seven puram 

idylls known as Arruppatai The poet who has received the blessings of the god Muruka directs 

a devotee to seek His grace, with a view to salvation, instead of asking for temporal benefits. 

Tirumurukarruppatai is included as the eleventh urwnurai of the Saivaites and is sung daily 

by ardent devotees of Muruka. The idyll consists of 317 lines and was composed by the great 

Cankam poet, Nakkirar. It contains vivid descriptions of the abodes and activities of Muruka 

and His devotees on six hills. 

The title, Tirumurukarruppatai, means ‘A Guide to the God Muruka.’ The people are 

here directed to a god for spiritual benefits. 

The poem opens with an account of the splendour of Muruka. Then follows a graphic 

description of the celestial women who dance and sing around the god. This is followed by 

a most repulsive account of demonesses who go through devil dances, while the god cuts down 

asuras. Then is the time for a devotee to approach the feet of the god, if he wishes to attain 

salvation. The splendid city of Maturai is then brought in incidentally, as west of it is the 

famous Tirupparankunram, one of the shrines in which the god lives, and which is set in the 

midst of beautiful surroundings. 

Muruka was originally the war-god of the Dravidians, and the patron deity of the 

Kuravas or hunting tribes of the Dravidian country. Probably this god is not an entirely 
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imaginary being, but a war-like king that was deified, as often happened in the case of heroes 

of primitive communities. In this poem Muruka is referred to by various names; the spouse 

of a wife of spotless purity; the red god; the child of six mothers; the son of the god under 

the Banyan tree; the child of Korravai; the child of the Ancient One; the captain of the heavenly 

hosts; the god of Kurihci; the tall god; the god of the hills and God. The meaning of Muruka 

IS The Eternally Young One, or The Beautiful One. 

The poem belongs to the period when Dravidian and Aryan cultures began to 

commingle. So the Muruka of the poem is a blend of Dravidian and Aryan gods. The Aryans 

wisely incorporated Dravidian deities in their own pantheon. 

I'he section Kunrutoratal (Dancing on the Hills) has a description of the Dravidian 

Kuravai dance in honour of the god. In the last section, Palamutirccolai (The Grove of Ripe 

Fruits), we note the blending of the two cults. There is a graphic description of the Kurava 

priestess of Muruka and her ceremonies, and this is followed by a description of Muruka which 

identifies him with the Aryan god, the son of Siva. 

We may observe that after this, Muruka disappears from Tamil literature, and Siva and 

Visnu monopolise the field. 

TIRUPPARANK UNRAM 

He shines in splendour like the light 

That’s shed upon the sea by the sun 

Showenng mankind with all delights, and moves 
Around Meru to the right. His glorious light 

Is felt alike by those perceiving him 
Witli the mind, their eyes clo.sed, and by those who look 

At him with outward eyes from afar. His feet 

Are beautiful and strong, and well support 
His votaries. His arms strike down his foes 
Like thunderbolts. He is the spouse of her 

who has a bright forehead, and unstained chastity. 
His breast is decked with cool garlands 

Round-shaped like a chariot wheel, made of the blooms 

Of stout-trunked mara tree whose leaves diffuse 

A gloom throughout the forest rendered cool 

And fragrant by the early showers that fall 
From the sea, and poured as rain in plenteous drops 

In the sky whose darkness is dispelled by light. 

Celestial damsels crowd in large numbers 
In wooded hills o’ergrown with large bamboos 
That grow sky-high. Their small bright rosy feet 

Are decked with tinkling bells. Their legs are round. 

Their waists are slim, and they have smooth shoulders, 

Their undyed garments wrought with flower designs 
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Are red resembling purple-hued insects. 

Around their waists are belts of several strands 
Well-set with gems. Their beauty is not due 

To artificial ornaments. They wear 

Bright jewels made of the finest gold that bears 
The name of naval tree. Their bright lustre 
Is faultless e’en when viewed from great distance. 

They deck their smooth and well-formed tresses combed 
And arranged by their maids with small blossoms 

Of red-stalked vetci plants, and mix with these 

The green-stalked water-lily’s petals culled. 
On the heads in order worn are Jewels bright 

Called srldevi and ornaments well-shaped 
Like a right-whorled conch. On fair foreheads 
Sweet-scented, that are well adorned with spots 

Hang suspended another jewel shaped 
Like open mouths of sharks. Their .spotless hair 
Done into a perfect knot is beautified 

With large cool campuka flowers, and over them 

They wear bright bunches of the marutam blooms 

With petals dark outside and white within. 
Around their knots of hair are fillets fair 

Of pretty red buds that sprout from green stalks 

And grow under water. The shining buds 
Of rich asoka stuck on pretty ears 
ITiat match their beauty dangle on their breasts 

That shine with bright jewels. On their young breasts. 
Shaped like unopened konku buds is smeared 

As though sweet-smelling marutam blooms were piled. 
Fine coloured scented sandal paste prepared 

By grinding strong hard fragrant sandalwood. 

O’er it they spread the fine pollens of blooms 
Of venkai fully blown. They pluck the sprouts 
Of the vifa tree, and throw them charmingly 

O’er one another. Then they bless the flag 
And wish it great success. Inscribed on it 

Is the image of a cock that kills its foe 
In open fight achieving great victory; 

They also sing and dance with such a noise 

That fine hill-slopes resound with loud echoes. 

In wooded hills are trees that are unclimbed 

By monkeys. Here grow fire-red kantal blooms 

Untouched by bees, from the cool chaplets 
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The god doth wear upon his sacred head. 

He plunged once in the cold and rock-girt sea 

And made it much disturbed, and the giant kilted 

With long and flaming leaf-shaped spear. 

The frightful demoness whose hair is dry. 

Whose rows of teeth are discoloured, who has 

A gaping mouth and eyes that’re tinted green 

And roll with rage, whose aspect terrifies. 

Who has an angry gait, and rough belly. 

Whose ears create much pain upon her breasts 

Like fierce serpents that hang from owls, who.se eyes 

Do bulge, whose thick and shining bangled hands 

Hold a dark skull that emits a putrid stench 

Arising from the eye-balls eaten .scooped 

With sharp-nailed cruel fingers stained with blood. 

Whose shoulders heave and whose mouth drips much blood. 

Doth tread the devil dance and sing the songs 

Of victory over foes in fair fights killed 

That strike great terror into giants’ hearts. 

While she doth dance, the god of boundless fame 

That wields the red javelin, in.spiring fear. 

Attacks and cuts in twain the chief of giants 

Who bears two names, but has one huge body. 

And dims their great glory by cutting down 

The ancient mango tree upon whose boughs 

Hang downward thick bunches of bright blossoms. 

If by the good deeds in a previous birth 

Thou dost desire the goal of being freed 

From consciousness of .self, and entertain 

The high yearning to attain the sacred feet 

Of the Lord, this sweet longing that animates 

The virtuous mind that spurns all joys will bring 

True wisdom and great salvation at once. 

There is the town of Maturai in which 

The banner won in war is hung aloft, 

Along with the well-knit ball of thread and doll' 

Uncut, as foes dare not invade the town. 
And at its gates no war is waged. There is 

A fine bazaar street, where great LaksmI sits 

1. At the city gate of Maturai was a ball hung by a thread to serve as a challenge to the enemy. If this remained 

uncut, the city was regarded invulnerable. 
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In state; and many other streets in which 

Stand high-storeyed mansions. West of this town 

Stands Kunram’s hill that has extensive fields 

Of black clay, where hum swarms of bright-winged bees. 

They sleep at night in lotus blooms that grow 

On thorny stalks, and wake at dawn and buzz 

Around the honey-scented neytal blooms. 

They hum o’er buds that blossom like the eye 

In the pleasant lake nearby. In holy hill 

The god in joyful peace abides. There too 

Are other Shrines. 

Translated by J. V. Chelliah 

KUNRUTORATAL 

The possessed shaman with the spear 

wears wreaths of green leaves 

with aromatic nuts between them 

and beautiful long pepper, 

wild jasmine and the three-lobed 

white nightshade; 

his jungle tribes 

have chests bright with sandal; 

the strong-bowed warriors 

in their mountain village 

drink with their kin 

sweet liquor, honey brew 

aged in long bamboos, 

they dance rough dances 

hand in hand 

to the beat of small 

hillside drums; 

the women 

wear wreaths of buds 

fingered and forced to blossom 

so they smell differently, 

wear garlands 

from the pools on the hill 

all woven into chains. 
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cannabis leaves 

in their dense hair, 

white clusters 

from a sacred katampa tree 

red-trunked and flowering, 

arrayed between large cool leaves 

for the male beetle to suck at, 

in leaf-skirts 

shaking 

on their jeweled mounds of venue, 
and their gait sways with the innocence 

of peacocks; 

the shaman 

is the Red One himself, 
is in red robes; 

young leaf of the red-trunk asoka 

flutter in his ears; 

He wears a coat of mail, 
a warrior band on his ankle, 

a wreath of scarlet ixora, 

has a flute, 

a horn, 

several small instruments of music; 

for vehicles 

he has a ram, 
a peacock; 

a faultless rooster 
on his banner, 

the Tall One 

with bracelets on his arms, 

with a bevy of girls, voices 

like lutestrings, 

a cloth 
cool-looking above the waist-band 

tied so it hangs 
all the way to the ground; 

his hands large 
as drumheads 

hold gently 
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several soft-shouldered 

fawnlike women; 

he gives them proper places 

and he dances 

on the hills: 

and all such things happen 

because 

of His being 

there. 

And not only there. 

‘A Guide to Lord Murukan’ (Tirumurukdrruppatai) 

Translated by A. K. Ramanujan 

PALAMUTIRCCOLAI 

He shows his presence at all festivals 

That are held with much pomp on holy days. 

They then install him with the flag that bears 

The emblem of a cock, and serve him well 

With gifts of millet, flowers and flesh of rams. 

He is delighted much in these abodes 

When his devoted servants sing his praise. 

He dwells in lists his priests prepare for him 

For frenzied dance. He lives in woods and groves. 

In fine inlets, in rivers and in lakes. 
He lives in other spots too. He appears 

Where many roads do meet, beneath the shades 

Of katampa trees bearing new blossoms 

And under trees where meet the village folk. 

In public halls and in erected posts. 

In spots like these are his abodes. 

The mountain maid doth finely deck, 

Tlie large imposing town, unfurls the splendid flag 

That bears the cock design, and worships him 

By using ghee and white mustard, and chants 

In gentle tones. She scatters fine blossoms 

And wears two garments of two diverse kinds. 

Around her wrists she winds a purple thread. 

She scatters white parched grain and makes an offering 

Of pure white rice mixed with the blood of rams 
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That have exceeding strength and powerful legs. 
She offers little gifts. She sprinkles 

Fresh turmeric mixed with sweet sandal-paste. 

And other perfumes too. She hangs fine wreaths 
Of oleander blooms and cool garlands 
That are of equal length. She blesses well 
The towns that lie on wooded mountain slopes. 

She bums sweet incense chanting pleasing songs 
To the kurinci tune. The roar of waterfalls. 

And sweet music of instruments are heard. 
She scatters blooms of various hues. She spreads 

Red millet with blood inspiring fear 
In those beholding it. To please the god 
She causes tuneful instruments to sound. 
That he may come and strike fear into those 

Who do not worship him, she makes the lists 
Of frenzied dance resound with sweet music. 

While numerous horns do blow and harsh bells ring. 
She blesses Pinimugam of trusted might. 

They worship him thus who have obtained the boons 

For which they prayed. I have now told you this. 
As I do know the places where he lives. 

There or in other spots when you do see 

His face, praise him witli joy adoring him 
With palms together joined. Prostrate yourself 
Before him that his feet may touch your head. 

With these words known to me extol his name: 

“O blessed one whose forms are six! You bom 

Of women six, and carried in the palms 

Of one of the Five in meadow overgrown 

With ku^a grass on summits of Himalayas! 
You offspring of the god that sits beneath 
The banyan tree! You son of the daughter bom 
Of the king of mountains, where big bamboos grow! 

You death to foes! You son of Kotravai! 
Victorious over foes on battle-fields! 

You child of the Ancient One resplendent with 
Bright ornaments! You captain of the hosts 

Of heaven equipped with the curved bow! You lord 

Whose breast is decked with wreaths! You sage 
Well-read in books! You peerless brave hero! 
You warrior bold to whom great victory comes 

Without much strain! You wealth of Brahmin priests! 
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You object of exceeding praise of seers! 

You husband of celestial women! You best 

Among the great heroes! You well-renowned 

For your arm that wields the spear! You lord 

Of kurinci hill that reach the skies that has 

The undying fame of cleaving the mountain great! 

You lion so brave, among the learned men 

Much praised for words of wisdom! Muruka god! 

Translated hy J. V. Chelliah 



CILAPPATIKARAM (2nd century a. d.) 

The following extract is from Ilahko Atikal’s great epic poem, the Cilappatikaram, The 

Sanskrit epics, the Mahabharata (400 b. c. - A. D. 400) and the Ramayana (200 b. c. - a. d. 200) 
have dominated the study of the epic traditions of India to the exclusion of poems in the 

eloquent vernaculars. The Cilappatikaram is the nearest approach to a great epic that India 
has produced in a language other than Sanskrit. 

For nearly two thousand years, the Tamil country in Southern India has had a distinct 
culture of its own. It consisted of the three kingdoms of the Coja, the Pantiya, and the Cera. 
Poets from the earliest times have sung its praise. The Cilappatikaram speaks for all Tamils 
as no other work of Tamil literature does: it presents them with an expansive vision of the 
Tamil impenum. At the same time it tells the story (Ta. atikaram) of the events centered around 
an anklet (Ta. cilampu). Since the anklet is one of the insignia of the goddess Pattioi, the title 

establishes the sacred character of the story: the heroine Kannaki’s apotheosis into the goddess. 

Tamil tradition ascribes the composition of the Cilappatikaram to the Jaina monk Ilanko 
Atikal (The Venerable Ascetic Prince), the younger brother of the Cera king Cenkuttuvan. We 
know nothing else about him. Like Homer, Ilanko was possibly a redactor who took the story 

of Kovalan and Kannaki from the oral tradition and put it into writing. 

The Cilappatikaram shares few epic features with Indo-European cousins, the 
Mahabharata and the Iliad {125^615 a. d.), where the action is centered around events in the 
courts of kings, and culminates in a great war. The action in the Tamil epic is focused on events 
in the life of two ordinary people from the influential merchant class that rose to prominence 

in the centuries following the end of the Mauryan empire. The events ultimately bring the 
protagonists into conflict with the Pantiya king. War, therefore, is not central to the Tamil epic. 

This is understandable. Given its Jaina bias, it is throughout informed by the idea of 

nonviolence, as the nun Kavunti never fails to emphasize. The Mahabharata and Iliad, on the 

other hand, revel in violence. 

In the Sanskrit and Greek epics, the protagonists Yudhisthira and Achilles are male; 

the protagonist Kannaki, in the Tamil epic, is female. This feature alone is significant enough 
for us to propose that the Cilappatikaram stands in a subversive relationship to the 
Mahabharata. By making a woman the protagonist, Ilanko is rewriting the epic tradition by 

subverting its essentially androcentric bias. He displaces the semi-divine warrior, and 
the heroic ethos that surrounds him, with a mortal woman who is transformed into a 
divinity. Ilanko’s work is unmistakably revisionary. It does not imitate the Sanskrit epic, 

prestigious though that is. It builds upon forms indigenous to Tamil, which it perfects. As a 

female protagonist, Kannaki disrupts the epic structure, and calls into question its 

presuppositions. 
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In spite of these obvious differences, the CilappatikSram shares an important feature 

with the other epics. The function of the epic was originally magical and ritual. It was 

performed to ward off evil. Both the Mahdbharata and the Ramayana are revered as sacred 

poetry even today. The hexameter in the Iliad once had an apotropaic effect. The metre was 

the vehicle of Apollo’s oracles in Delphi. The apotheosis of Kannaki into the goddess Pattini 

confirms the sacred character of the Cilappatikaram. 

The story begins in Pukar in the Cola kingdom with Kovalan’s desertion of his wife 

Kannaki for the courtesan Matavi. Kannaki silently puts up with the indignity and grief. Sdme 

years later, suspecting Matavi of being unfaithful, Kovalan returns to his wife. Left penniless 

by his indiscretion, Kovalan sets out with Kannaki for Maturai, the capital of the Pantiya 

kingdom, to recoup his fortune. When he tries to sell one of Kannaki’s two anklets to the royal 

goldsmith, the latter implicates him in the theft of the queen’s anklet. Kovalan is executed, 

and Kannaki is outraged. She rushes to the palace to demand an explanation from the king. 

Anklet in hand, she charges the king with the murder of her husband. The king defends himself 

saying that it was his duty to kill a thief. Kannaki then breaks open her anklet and gems leap 

out proving Kovalan’s innocence, since the queen’s anklet contained only pearls. King 

Netuheejiyan acknowledges his guilt and dies; the queen follows him. In a rage, Kannaki walks 

out of the palace. She curses Maturai, wrenches her left breast off her body, and hurls it over 

the city, which instantly goes up in flames. The guardian deity of Maturai appears before her 

and consoles her. She tells Kannaki that in fourteen days she will join her husband in heaven. 

Kannaki leaves Maturai and travels west to the Ccral kingdom from where she ascends to 

heaven in Indra’s chariot. The Ceral king Cenkuttuvan engraves an image of Kannaki as the 

goddess Pattini on a memorial stone brought from the Himalaya, installs it in a temple, and 

orders her worship. 

In spite of its epic and therefore conventional status, the Cilappatikaram is politically 

subversive. In the Tamil worldview, even a king is not spared if he swerves from justice. The 

humblest ot his subjects is allowed to interrogate him. The ideal Tamil king is basically a 

protector. Kannaki’s spiritual authority supersedes the purely temporal one of the king, 

notwithstanding the gender and class differences between subject and ruler. 

The six cantos reproduced below from the second book of the epic. The Book of 

Maturai,’ dramatize the confrontation between king and commoner in which the king is 

humbled. Kannaki turns her anklet into a terrible instrument of vengeance: it becomes a noose 

around the king’s neck, and Kannaki becomes his executioner. Kannaki represents the ancient 

Tamil belief in a divine mechanism of retributive justice to those whom human law fails to 

protect. Her action is necessary to the orderly operation of society. 

—R. Parthasarathy 

THE BOOK OF MATURAI 

Canto 16 

THE SCENE OF THE MURDER 

The herdswoman Matari, overjoyed to take 
Dear Kannaki under her care, did not put her up 
In the lowly huts enclosed by fences 
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Of the cowherds who sold buttermilk, but took her 

To a secure and imposing cottage, plastered 

With red mud and shaded by an arbor in the front. 

Together with some women with radiant bangles. 

She bathed Kannaki, soft flowers in her hair. 
And praised her thus: 

“You have come here 

With unadorned beauty as if to shame the women 

Of Maturai decked in rare and costly ornaments 

Of gold. This is my daughter Aiyai. 

She will wait upon you. O woman 

With beautiful flowers in your hair! I will care 

For you as if you were gold. Please live here 

With me. The woman of great penance, Kavunti, 

Has rid you of the troubles of the journey, 

And brought you to a faultless place. Are you 

Still anxious about your husband? Since he is 

A pious Jaina householder, let us have 

New vessels that Kannaki needs 

To make his lunch with the help of her husband’s sister.” 

The herdswomen brought vessels for the noble people. 

Some ripe jackfruits that never flower. 

Striped cucumbers, green pomegranates. 

Mangoes, sweet plantains, fine rice. 

And milk from their cows, saying: 

“O lady 

Of round bracelets! Please take this.” 

When Kannaki cut the many green vegetables 

With a curved knife, her slender fingers 

Turned red, sweat dripped from her face. 

Blood rushed to her fair eyes. 

And she turned away from the smoking oven. 

Then with the help of Aiyai who had lit the fire 

With straw, she cooked a good meal 

For her husband. Kovalan seated himself on a mat 

Cleverly woven from white palm leaves 

By a skilled woman. With her flowerlike palms. 

She sprinkled water from a clay pot 

And washed the feet of her husband. As if to remove 

The heat of Mother Earth, she sprinkled water 

On the floor, caressed it with her hands, spread 
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A tender plantain leaf, and said: 

“Here, my lord. 

Is your food! Please eat.” 

After the special rites 

Prescribed for a merchant while eating had been performed 

With care, Aiyai and her mother looked at them 

With pleasure, and said; 

“This lord who eats 

Good food is Krsna himself, his skin 

The color of the purple ironwood flower, 

Nursed by Yasoda in the village of cowherds! 

This lady with many armlets who rescued 

The lord, whose color is that of sapphire, on the banks 

Of the Yamuna is the shining light of our people. 

Our eyes cannot bear to see this bright vision.” 

To the noble Kovalan, pleased with his dinner, 

Kannaki of the cool, black hair offered 

Tender betel leaves and nuts. He said: 

“Come here. Do the slender feet of this lady 

Have the strength to walk through forests, over pebbles 

And stones?” 

Recalling her agony at crossing 

The harsh desert, he sighed and went on; 

“What hell our old parents have gone through! 

Is this a dream, or the work of invincible karmal 

Confused, I have been thoughtless in everything. 

With slanderers and whoremongers I have passed my days 

Encouraging idle talk and unseemly laughter. 
Wise men’s words 1 threw to the winds. 

I have forfeited my reputation. 1 flouted 

The advice of my old parents to set me right. 

I brought misery on you. young but ripe 

In wisdom. I never thought it was wrong 

To ask you to go with me. I asked you to leave 

Our great city for Maturai. You rose at once 

And followed me. What have you done?” 

Kannaki answered: 

“I was unable to offer alms 

To those who observe dharma, to honor brahmanas, 

To wait upon ascetics, to entertain guests 
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Befitting our forefathers. Your good mother 

And your renowned and excellent father. 

Honored by the king, had come to see me. 

Your father at that time hid from me the rage 

You had thrown him in. With love in their hearts 
And kind words on their lips, they consoled me. 

I hid from them the pain of our separation 

And the agony that followed. Seeing the false smile 

That brushed my lips, they suffered. 

You have done things that good men 

Would have stayed clear of. As for me, I have lived 

A blameless life. Therefore, I got up and followed you.” 

Kovalan said: 

“Your parents, relations. 

Servants, foster mother and companions. 

You have given them all up, and accepted 

As your constant guides modesty, faith. 

Good conduct and virtue. You came with me 

And rid me of my troubles. O purest gold. 

Vine, girl with fragrant locks of hair! 

O modest girl, light of the wide world! 

O sprout of virtue, elegant lady! 

With one of the anklets that shines on your tender feet, 

I will go and return after trading it 

For money. Till then don't lose faith.” 

He embraced his wife of the dark, fishlike, wide eyes 

And was heartbroken at seeing her alone 

And without her maids. Tears rose in his eyes. 

He passed by the huts of cowherds, rich in cattle. 

And with tired steps went down the street. 

Before him appeared a humped bull: his people 

Did not know it was a bad omen. He passed 

Beyond the meeting place, the pollen of flowers 

All over it. Walking through the street of courtesans. 

He arrived at the marketplace. There he saw 

A goldsmith m court dress, marching at a distance. 

Pincers in hand, followed by a hundred goldsmiths 

Renowned for their skill in melting gold 

And making fme jewels. Thinking, 

“This is the celebrated state goldsmith 

Appointed by the Pantiyao,” Kovalan asked him: 
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“I have an ornament that can grace a queen’s ankle. 

Can you estimate its price?” 

He was 

Like Yama’s messenger. With folded hands, 

He replied: 

“Your servant is ignorant of this. 

But he can make crowns and other ornaments for kings.” 

Kovalan then opened the bundle with the precious anklet. 

The goldmith, an incorrigible cheat, examined 

Closely the workmanship of the exquisite anklet 

Made of fine gold and filled with precious 

Rubies and diamonds in sockets, and said: 

“Except for the great queen no one else ought to wear 

This anklet. I shall inform the victorious king 

About this and return. Till then please wait 

Near my little hut.” 

Then Kovalan went 

To the shrine beside that common man’s home 

And entered a small room. The hardened thief 

Thought to himself: 

“Before anyone 

Finds out that it was 1 who stole the queen’s anklet, 

I will accuse this stranger from a foreign land 

Of the theft and expose him before the king.” 

And moved on. Thinking, “The king’s heart 

Has been charmed by the sight of the dancing girls 

Of Maturai, by their many songs, and the wealth 

Of their ragas," the great queen covered up 

Her jealousy with a feigned quarrel, and pretending 

A headache left him. When the council of his ministers 

Ended, the king made his way to the great queen’s chamber 

Accompanied by maids with wide, glowing eyes. 

The goldsmith saw him at the end 

Of the guarded entrance, fell at his feet. 

Praised him in a hundred ways and said: 

“Without either a crowbar or pikestaff, the thief 

With only sleep-inducing spells made drowsy the guards 

At the door and stole the royal anklet. 

He has taken shelter, even now hiding from the watchmen 

Of our great and clamorous city, in my small hut.” 
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It was the hour the Pantiyao’s karma became ripe: 

For he who wore a wreath of margosa flowers 

Without an inquiry called out his guards that watch 

Over the city and ordered them: 

“If you find 

The anklet of my queen, who looks like a garland 

Of flowers, in the hands of the expert thief. 

Kill him, and bring that anklet back.” 

Pleased with the king’s orders, the goldsmith 

Who had stooped to murder said to himself: 

“I will finish what I had in mind.” 

He approached 

Kovalan, now trapped in the net of his cruel karma. 

And said: 

“These men have come here to see the anklet 

On orders from the king of the victorious army.” 

The scheming goldsmith showed them 

The finer points of the anklet’s workmanship. 

They observed: 

“This man appears 

Decent to us, not one who ought to be killed.” 

The evil goldsmith smiled with contempt 

At those strong men, and went on: 

“Spells, 

Witchcraft, drugs, omens, deceit. 

Place, time and tools are the eight methods 

Used by men that follow the unholy business 

Of thieving. If you expose yourselves to their drugs. 

You will invite the wrath of the renowned king. 

If you chant their spells, you will become invisible 

Like the children of gods. If they could make 

Gods appear, they could surely walk past you 

Unseen, flaunting their stolen things. 

They can render you insensible with their drugs. 

Making it impossible for you to get up and leave. 

Unless there is a good omen, they will not touch 

A thing, however costly, even if it falls into their hands. 

If they dip into their bag of tricks. 

They can even make the garland on Indra’s chest 

Vanish. If they have chosen a target 

For stealing, who is there to track them down? 
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If they have chosen a time to lay their hands 

On something, even the gods cannot stop them. 

If they use their tools and pick up rare objects, 

Who in this wide world will get them? 

To them there is neither day nor night. 

If you listen to them talk about thieving, 

There is no way you can get the better of them. 

“Once a thief hovered about the palace gates 

Like a spy. In the dead of night, disguised 

As a woman, he entered it unnoticed. 

Slipping into the shadow cast by a lamp. 

He snatched the necklace of bright diamonds 

From the crown prince. When the prince woke up 

And found the necklace gone from his shoulders. 

He drew his sword which the thief caught 

Hold of and turned away all the blows. 

At this he thought of wrestling with him. 

But the thief, skilled in his trade, vanished 

After making the prince take on a pillar 

Covered with jewels. If there is anyone until now 

Who has laid eyes on him, let us see him. 

In this world the thief has no one to match him.” 

A youth with a perfect spear in his broad hands 

Who had heard the evil goldsmith out said: 

“Once on a dark, rainy night when the entire village 

Was fast asleep, like a fierce tiger on the prowl, 

A thief appeared with a chisel for splitting the earth. 

Dressed in blue robes, and eager 

To steal ornaments. When I drew my sword, 

He tore it from my hands, and vanished 

Right under my nose. Amazing are the exploits 

Of thieves. The king too will trouble us if we flout 

His orders. Brave soldiers, tell us what is to be done.” 

Just then an ill-bred lout in a frenzy hurled 

The bright sword in his hand at Kovalan 

It cut him across. The blood that spurted 

From his wound rushed in a tide over Mother Earth 

Who rolled in great agony. The king’s scepter 

Turned crooked. Struck 

By his inevitable karma, Kovalan fell. 
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ENVOI 

O the wrong done to Kannaki’s husband 

By inexorable dharma warped tlie Pantiyan’s scepter 

That was never once bent in this world! 

Good and bad actions by turns bear fruit. 

May virtue bless your life forever. 

Canto 17 

THE ROUND DANCE OF THE HERDSWOMEN 

PRELUDE 

1 

“On the forehead of the Himalaya the Pantiyan had carved 

The fish, and near it the Cola and Ceral, their tiger and bow. 

All the kings of the land of the Rose-Apple Tree 

With its cool groves, including the Cola and Ceral, 

Accept him ruler of the whole earth. 

The morning drum roars with a loud voice 

In the palace of the Pantiyan, renowned for his white parasol 

Wreathed in flowers. Today it is our turn to make butter.” 

Thus spoke old Matari, calling her daughter 

Aiyai who appeared with the rope and churning-stick. 

NARRATIVE INTERLUDE 

2 

The milk in the pot hasn’t curdled. Tearful 
Are the eyes of the big humped bulls. 

Some evil is about to happen. 

3 

The sweet butter in the hanging pot doesn’t melt. 

The lambs lie down and don’t romp about. 

Some evil is about to happen. 

4 

Herds of cows with four-nippled udders tremble 

And moo. The bells slip from their necks. 

Some evil is about to happen. 
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THE PREDICTION 

5 

“The milk in the pot won’t curdle; the handsome eyes of the big humped 
bulls are tearful; the butter in the hanging pot won’t melt; the lambs lie down 
and don’t romp about; and the bells fall on the ground. Some evil is about 
to happen,” Matari turned to her daughter and said. Don’t be upset. To rid 
the cows and calves of their pain, we shall perform the round dance m the 
presence of Kannaki, that jewel among Uie daughters of the earth. It is one 
of the boyhood dances of Mayavan and Balarama with Pinnai of the wide, 
spearlike eyes performed in the open courtyard of the village of the 
cowherds.” 

THE THEME 

6 
This girl with a wreath of honey flowers 
Loves him who leaps without fear on the black bull. 

7 

The shoulders of this girl with gold armless belong 
To him who tames the bull with red spots on its forehead. 

8 
This girl with jasmine in her curly hair belong 
To him who mounts the strong, young bull. 

9 

The shoulders of this vinelike girl belong 
To him who tames the bull with small, white spots. 

10 

The soft breasts of this vinelike girl belong 
To him who tames the bull with gold spots. 

11 

This girl with laburnum in her hair belongs 
To him who mounts the victorious young bull. 

12 

This girl like a newly opened flower belongs 
To him who tames the pure, white bull. 
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EXAMPLES 

13 

Matari turned to her daughter and said: 
“These seven young girls have each chosen 

A bull from the stable and raised it.” 

She made them stand in the traditional order, 
And gave the name of a musical note to each: 
Sa, Ri, Ga, Ma, Pa, Dha, and Ni, Matari of the fragrant hair 
Gave these names which also represented 

Clockwise their positions in the round dance. 

14 

Sa played Mayavan: Pa, the victorious Balarama; 

And Ri, the herdswoman Pmnai. Other girls 

Were named in the order mentioned before. 

15 

Pinnai and Ni stood next to Mayavan; 

Ma and Dha, next to Balarama; Ga, 

To the left of Pinnai; and Dha, to the right of Ni. 

16 

Among them, Pinnai puts the garland of rich basil 
On Mayavan and begins the flawless round dance. 

“It is our own Pinoai, her arms ringed with bangles. 
That turned the gaze of the lord, renowned for striding 

All the three worlds, away from his consort, 
Laksmi, ensconced on his chest. Ha! Ha!” 

Thus spoke Matari. 

PARTICIPATION IN THE DANCE 

17 

In the circle tliey took their exact positions, 
Held one another’s arms with the crab’s grip. 

And studied the riiythm for the dance. The girl 

Who was Sa turned to her neighbor Ri, and said: 

“Let us sing the sweet jasmine raga in praise of Mayavao 
Who pulled out the citrus tree in the broad uplands.” 
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18 

Sa began to sing on a low note; 

Pa, on a median note; and Ri, on a high note. 

Dha, on a low note, sings for her friend Pinnai. 

THE SONG OF MAYAVAN 

19 

O friend! Mayavan struck down the fruit 

With a calf as his stick. Today if he came 

Among our herd of cows, won’t we hear 

The sweet laburnum flute at his mouth? 

20 

O friend, Mayavao churned the ocean 

With a serpent as his rope. If he came here 

Among our herd of cows, won’t we hear 
The sweet bamboo flute at his mouth? 

21 

O friend! Mayavan pulled out the citrus tree 

In our broad uplfflids. At daytime if he came 

Among our herd of cows, won’t we hear 

The sweet jasmine flute at his mouth? 

THE SONG OF PINNAI 

22 

We will sing of the beauty and virtue of Pinnai 

As she danced with the lord on the banks of the Yamuna. 

23 

How can we describe his presence who hid 

The clothes of the girl with a waist so thin 

It might have snapped had she bent? 

How can we describe the sweet, tender face 

Of the girl who fainted when he hid her clothes? 

24 

How can we describe the beauty of the girl 

Who stole the heart of the lord 
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Who tricked her in the waters of the Yamuna? 

How can we describe his presence who cheated 
The girl, who stole his heart, of her virtue and bangles? 

25 

How can we describe the face of the girl who covered 

Herself with her hands when she lost her clothes and bangles? 

How can we describe his presence who bums with love, 

And is troubled on seeing the face of the girl 

Who covered herself with her hands? 

SONGS WITH ONE BEAT 

26 

To the left of our Pinoai with flowering buds 

In her hair stood Mayavao, the sea-eolored god 

Who hid the sun with his wheel. To her right 
Stood his elder brother, Balarama, 

With a body fair as the moon. The Vedie sage, 

Narada, marked the time by stmmming the first string. 

27 

To the right of our Pinnai, with her neck bent. 
Stood Mayavan, bright as a peacock’s neck. 

To her left stood his elder brother, Balarama, 

With body fair as the stem of a flower. 

Narada, who plays the lute. 

Marked the time by strumming the first string. 

IN PRAISE OF THE DANCERS 

28 

Splendid was the round dance, praised by Yasoda, 

And performed in the open courtyard, scattered 

With pollen, by Mayavan, his elder brother Balarama, 

And Pignai of the striped bangles. It threw 
The wreaths of flowers in the herdswomen’s hair 

Over the back of their necks, as they with measured steps 

Beat time with their hands ringed with bangles. 

Matari said: 
“Friends, let us all sing together 
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The masquerade song and praise the god 
Who rides on the bird Garuta. Let us praise him.” 

IN PRAISE OF THE MASQUERADE DANCE 

29 

The Pantiya king’s chest shines with a garland 

Painted with sandalwood paste from the Potiyil, 
A string of pearls from the sea, and the jewelled garland 
Of the king of the gods. It is said 

That the king who wore the garland of the king of the gods 

Is the one who herded cows in Gokula 

And tore apart the citrus tree. 

30 

The Cola king Valavan who carved the tiger 

On the forehead of the golden Himalaya, and ruled 
The world, is the king who rules in walled Pukar. 

It is said that the king who rules in walled Pukar 

It is one who wields the golden wheel in war. 

31 

The Ceral king of kings who entered the sea 

And felled the katampa oak is the king who rules 
In prosperous Vahci. It is said that the king 

Who rules in prosperous Vahci is the one 

Who heaved his Himalayan shoulders and churned the sea. 

PRAISING THE LORD TO HIS FACE 

32 

Lord the color of the sea! Once, long ago, you churned 

The belly of the sea with the northern mountain 

As a churning-stick, and the serpent Vasuki as a rope. 

Your hands that churned are the hands Yasoda bound 
With her churning rope. Lord with a flowering lotus in your 

navel! 
Is this your mayal Your ways are strange! 

33 

“He is the supreme being.” Thus the immortals adored 
And praised you. You devoured the entire universe 
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Though hunger does not trouble you. Your mouth 

That devoured is the mouth that licked the butter 

Stolen from the hanging pot. Lord with a wreath of rich basil! 

Is this your mdyal Your ways are strange! 

34 

Tirumal whom the host of gods adore 

And praise! You strode the three worlds 

With your two red-lotus feet to rid them of darkness! 

Your feet that strode are the feet that paced 

As the Pandava’s envoy. O Narasimha! Destroyer of foes! 

Is this your mdyal Your ways are strange! 

PRAISING THE LORD TO HIS BACK 

35 

Ears are not ears that haven’t heard of the glory 

Of the warrior who kept his promise 

Through a clever ruse, and paced the three worlds 

In two strides; who went to the forest 

With his younger brother though his lotus feet 

Turned red; who wiped out in battle 

The fortress of Co, and left ancient Lanka, 

Unguarded. Ears are not ears 

That haven’t heard of the glory of Tirumal 

36 

Eyes are not eyes that haven’t seen the dark lord 

With red feet, eyes and lips; 

The great lord, Mayavan, who appeared as a god 

And clasped the entire world in his navel 

Of the flowering lotus. Eyes are not eyes 

That blink on seeing the lord. 

37 

Tongues are not tongues that haven’t praised the lord 

Who fmstraled the wiles of foolish Kamsa; 

Who went as an envoy of the Pandavas to the sound 

Of Vedic chants, and was praised in all four directions 

By a hundred people. Tongues are not tongues 

That haven’t uttered the name “Narayana”. 
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PASTLUDE 

38 

May the god be praised in the round dance 

That we performed remove the troubles 

Of our cows! May the drumstick of our Pantiyan, 

His shoulders radiant with armless, who split 

The crown of Indra whose weapon 

Is the triumphant thunder, strike terror 

In his enemies and everyday shout his victory! 

Canto 18 

THE WREATH OF SORROW 

The dance ended, the elderly herdswoman 

Of ineffable charm went to bathe, and adore 

With flowers, incense, sandalwood paste and wreaths 

The feet of Netumal on the bank of the swollen Vaiyai 

In the city someone hejird a clamor 

And rushed back. She spoke to none, but stood there 

Without speaking to Kannaki who begged of her: 

“Speak to me! Listen everyone! I don’t sec 

My husband. My mind is confused. 

If the sighs 

From my heart exceed those from a bellows 

Puffing and blowing in a forge. 

Won’t you tell me what it is everyone 

Is talking about? May you live long, friend! 

Even during the day I tremble with fear. 

Not seeing my love, my heart bleeds. 

If my heart bleeds at not seeing my love. 

Won’t you tell me what it is people 

Are talking about? May you live long, friend! 

Help me, friend! I don’t see my lord returning. 

I fear deceit and my heart swoons. 

If I fear deceit and my heart swoons. 

Won’t you tell me what it is strangers 

Are talking about? May you live long, friend!” 

The woman repeated what was said: 

“Saying 

‘He is the thief who quietly stole the precious anklet 
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From the king’s palace. He is the thief who quietly stole.’ 
The men who wore loud anklets slew him.” 

Hearing this, Kannaki sprang up in a rage 
And fainted, as if the moon bursting with light 
Had dropped on the wide earth with the clouds. 
She wept till her eyes turned red. 
And cried her heart out for her husband 

“O where 
Are you?” and fainted. She recovered and went on: 
“Like the unhappy women who keep painful vows 
After their dear husbands vanished in the pyre. 
Must I suffer and be ruined 
Because I lost my husband through the fault 
Of a king despised by his own people? 
Like the unhappy women who lost their husbands 
With chests resplendent with fragrant wreaths. 

And went and bathed in holy rivers. 
Must I suffer and be ruined, 
O foolish goddess of dharma, through the fault 

Of the king whose scepter is bent by evil? 
Like the unhappy women drowned in the vows 
Of widowhood after their dear husbands vanished 

In the pyre, must I give up fame in this life. 
Cry my heart out and be ruined 
Through the fault of the Pantiyan 
Whose scepter turned away from dharma? 
Look at me! All you good herdswomen 
Who have come and gathered here, and performed 
The round dance with foreboding, listen to me! 
All you good herdswomen who have come 
And gathered here, won’t you listen to me! 
O lord of the flaming rays! You that see all 
That happens in this world clasped by the swirling waves 

Tell me, is my husband a thief?” 

“He is not a thief, O woman of dark, fishlike eyes!” 
Spoke a voice, “A raging fire will bum this city.” 

CANTO 19 

KANNAKI GOES ROUND THE CITY 

The Sun spoke thus. Not for a moment did Kannaki, 

Her shoulders radiant with armlets, wait there. 
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Taking the other anklet in her hand, she cried out: 

“Virtuous women who live in this city 

Ruled by an unjust king! Listen to this! 

I have suffered a blow past cure, 

When my troubles were about to end, unlike anything else 

I had suffered before. Will I recover from it? 

Listen to this. My husband isn’t a thief. 

Reluctant to pay the price of my anklet. 

They killed him. Listen to this! Will I ever see 

My dear husband in your presence, O virtuous women? 

Listen to this. If ever I see my dear husband, 

I shall hear from only his lips the real truth. 

If I don’t hear the real truth, condemn me, 

Saying, ‘She alone brought misery on him.’ Listen to this!’’ 

The sight of Kannaki in tears and distraught 

Beyond endurance moved the people 

Of the rich city of Maturai. Confused, they said: 
“Untold harm has been done to this woman. 

The king’s upright scepter is bent! 

How did it happen? Eclipsed is the glory 
Of the Pantiyan, the king of kings of the moonlike parasol 

And spear! How did it happen? 

The victorious king’s parasol that kept the land 

Cool under its shade now throws off heat! 

How did it happen? Before us has come 

A new and mighty goddess bearing in her hand 

A golden anklet! How did it happen? 

Her beautiful, red eyes stained with kohl 
And spurting tears, she laments inconsolably. 

As though filled with godhead. How did it happen?” 

Raising indignant voices, the people of Maturai 

Lamented thus with Kannaki, and Comforted her. 

In the tumult someone showed Kannaki 

Her husband’s body. She, the golden vine. 

Saw him, but he saw her not. 

It was the hour the red-eyed sun 

Withdrew his fierce rays and vanished 
Behind the big mountain plunging this wide world 

In darkness. On that amazing evening. 

The flowering, vinelike Kannaki wailed aloud. 
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And the entire city echoed with her cry. 

Only that morning she had with joy received 
From her husband a wreath he had himself worn. 

And she had adorned her hair with it. The same evening 
She saw him in a pool of blood that spurted 
From his open wound. Numbed by the agony 
Of his not being able to see her, she mourned; 

“Seeing me grief-stricken, won’t you think, 
‘She will suffer?’ Is it right that your body 
Fair as gold, should lie sprawled in the dust? 
Won’t they say, ‘This is the doing of your own karma,' 

That forced the king in his ignorance to cause 
This grief? Is it right that on this amazing evening, 
With no one to comfort me in my grief, 

Your fair chest heaped with wreaths 

Should lie clinging to the earth? Won’t they say, 
‘This is the doing of your own karma,' 

That forced the Pantiyan’s error the whole world 
Condemns? Is it right that you should lie here 

In the dust with blood spurting from your open wound 

Before this weak, unfortunate one, her eyes 
Brimful of tears? Won’t they say, ‘This is the doing 

Of your own karma,' that forced the king 

To murder for which his people condemn him? 
“Are there women here, are there women? 
Are there women who would allow such vileness 

Done to their own husbands? Are there 
Such women here? Are there good people here, 

Are there good people who cherish and rear 
Their own children? Are there such good people here? 

Is there a god? Is there a god? 

Is there a god in this Maturai whose king 
Erred with his fierce sword? Is there a god?’’ 

As she raved, and caressed the chest 
Of her husband where LaksmI had ensconced herself. 

It seemed that he rose to his feet, and said: 
“O! die bright, full-moon face has paled.” 

And wiped her tears with his hands. The fair woman 

Collapsed on the ground and clasped 

The precious feet of her husband with both hands, 

Radiant with bangles. Again he rose. 

Cast aside his human form. 
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And ascended to heaven with a host of gods, saying: 

“Girl with bright, flowerlike eyes 

Shaded with kohl! Live here in peace.” 

Kannaki cried; 

“Is this a vision? 

What else is it? Is it a spirit that has tricked me? 

Where shall I go and look? Full of truth 

Were his words. Till the wrath that bums in me 

Is appeased, I will not hold my husband 

In my arms. I will confront the evil king 

And demand an aswer.” 

She rose, stood up. 

Remembered her terrible dream, and wiped the tears 

From her wide, fishlike eyes. She stood up, remembred. 

Wiped the tears from her wide, fishlike eyes. 

And strode toward the palace gates. 

Canto 20 

THE DEMAND FOR JUSTICE 

“Friend! In a dream I saw the scepter 

Tumble down with the parasol. I saw the bell 

At the palace gate ring by itself and toll. 

Friend! I saw the eight points of the compass 

Quiver. I saw the night devour the sun. 

Friend! I saw a rainbow span the night. 

I saw a meteor blazing with heat fall by day. 

THE OMENS 

“The upright scepter, the white parasol 

Fall upside down on the solid earth. The bell 

At our king’s victory gate trembles 

And makes my heart quake. The rainbow spans 

The night, and the meteor falls by day. 

Some evil is about to happen. I must tell the king.” 

Thus spoke the great queen. Maids adorned 

With resplendent jewels followed her; 

Some held mirrors, some held ornaments. 

Some held new clothes, some held silks. 
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Some held caskets stuffed with rolls of betel, 

Some held paints, some held pastes 

Some held the paste of the musk deer. 

Some held chaplets, some held wreaths, 

Some held yaktail fans, some held incense. 

Hunchbacks, dwarfs, mutes, and maidservants 

Clustered thickly about the queen. Women 

With sweet flowers in tlieir hair sang 

The king’s praises: 

“May the great queen of the Pantiyan 

who protects this earth clasped by the sea 

Live forever!’’ 

Her companions and guards who sang 

Her praises at her every step followed. Thus with her train 

The great queen approached the Pantiya king 

On whose chest Laksmi is ensconced forever, and told him 

As he sat on the lion-throne of her bad dream. 

At that hour a terrible cry rent the air. 

“Ho gatekeeper! Ho gatekeeper! O gatekeeper of the king 

Who has forsaken his wisdom, whose vile heart 

Has turned away from justice! Go tell the king 

A woman, bearing an anklet from a pair 

Of tinkling anklets, who has lost her husband 

Waits at his gate. Go tell him.” 

The gatekeeper came before the king and spoke: 

“May our lord of Korkai live forever! May the lord 

Of the southern mountain live forever! May Celiyan 

Live forever! May Tennan live forever! May Pancavan 

Whom scandal has not touched live forever! 

She is not Korravai, the goddess of victory 

With the fierce spear in her large hand. 

Standing on the buffalo’s neck that spurts 

Continuous blood from its open wound. 

She is not Anahku, the youngest sister 

Of the seven virgins, who made Siva dance. 

She is not Kali who lives in the dreadful forest. 

She is not Durga who tore apart the broad chest 

Of Dimka. Pent up with hatred and anger 

At the loss of her husband, she stands 

At the gate, a golden anklet in her hand.” 
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The king answered: 

“Let her come in. And bring her over here.” 

The gatekeeper led Kannaki to the king 

She rushed to him. He asked: 
“With tears 

In your eyes you have come before us, 

Young vinelike girl! Who are you? 

Kannaki replied: 

“Impetuous king! 

Listen to what I have to say. Pukar 

Of great renown is my town. One of its kings 

Of spotless glory once rid a dove 

Of its suffering to the wonder of the gods. 

Another had his only son killed under the wheels 

Of his chariot. He was burned to the quick 

By the tears falling from the eye of a cow 

That swung the bell at the palace gates. 

O king with tinkling anklets! Bom in Pukar 

As the son of Macattuvag, a merchant prince 

Of untami.shed fame, Kovalan came to Maturai 
For a living, driven by his karma. When he was here 

To sell my anklet, he was murdered. 

I am his wife: Kannaki is my name.” 

The king said: 
“O divine woman! It is not unjust 

To kill a thief. You should know it is the king’s duty.” 

Kannaki of the shining ornaments replied: 

“O lord of Korkai who does not dispense Justice 
Impartially! You should know that my golden anklet 

Screams with gems.” 

Said the king: 

“Woman 

With a sweet voice! What you have said is true. 

Our anklet is filled with pearls. Give me yours.” 

She gave it, and it was placed before the king. 
Her precious anklet she broke open. 
And a gem leaped into the king’s face. 
He saw the gem. His parasol rolled. 
His scepter bent, and he spoke up: 
“Am I a king? I listened to the words of a goldsmith! 
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I alone am the thief. Through my error 
I have failed to protect the people 
Of the southern kingdom. Let my life crumble in the dust.” 

He fell down in a swoon. His great queen 
Shuddered in confusion, and said: 

“There is no refuge 
For a woman who has lost her husband.” 

That woman 
Of soft words touched her husband’s feet and died. 

ENVOI 

1 

"Dharma itself will become the god of deatli 
To those who do evil.” It is no idle thing 
That the wise say. O queen of the victorious king 
Who acted cruelly and unjustly! A slave am I 
Of my karma. See what I shall do. 

2 

“I am a sinner,” cried an onlooker. 

Tears pour from her blue-lotus eyes. Her hand 

Clasps a single anklet. Lifeless her body. 

Like a forest, her dark hair spread about her. 

The Pantiyao saw her, and died of terror. 

3 

“When the lord of the Vaiyai saw the dust on her body. 

Her dark hair undone, the single anklet 

Blazing in her hand, he lost heart. Her words 

Pounded his ears, and he gave up his life.” 

Canto 21 

THE CROWN OF WRATH 

“Consort of the great king! A slave am I 
Of cruel karma. By nature I am innocent. 

You will see that whoever harms another 

In the morning will find himself harmed 

By the afternoon,” 

Kannaki told the great queen. 
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THE SEVEN CHASTE WOMEN 

1 

At midday a woman with flowing hair 

Offered her kitchen and the mesquite as witnesses 

To her virtue before some wise men. 

2 

A woman with a wide, striped mound of love 

Was told by her friends while playing on the banks 

Of the Ponni: “This image of sand is your husband.” 

Because of what they said, she stood there 

And did not go home. Around her swirled the waves: 

They left the image untouched. 

3 

The renowned Cola king Karikalao’s daughter, 

Atimanti, followed the Kaveri in flood 

When it carried away her husband, Vancikkon. 

She called out, “Lord with shoulders like hills!” 

The sea itself came and offered him to her. 

Embracing him, the golden vine of a girl returned home. 

4 

In the seaside grove covered with sand 

A woman turned herself into a stone, and peered 

At the returning boats. When her husband stepped 

Ashore, she turned into her usual self. 

5 

A woman with spearlike eyes dropped her own child 

Into a well when the child of her husband’s second wife 

Fell into it. She then saved both children. 

6 

She caught a stranger making eyes at her, and said 

To herself: “Into a monkey face will I turn 

My bright full-moon face.” When her absent husband 

Returned, that flowerlike woman, 

A girdle set with rubies blazing over her mound of love. 

Then ripped off her monkey face. 
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7 

Bright as a golden icon, a girl overheard 
Her mother talking to her father: 

‘“A woman’s understanding, however fine, is often 
Childish,’ I paid no attention to this remark 
Of learned men. Once, while playing with toy houses, 
I innocently told my maid: ‘Woman 

Of bright ornaments! If I should give birth 
To a daughter and you, to a son, he alone 
will be my daughter’s husband,' Now she holds 
Me to my word. It pains me to hear it: 
I choke with grief. I am truly unfortunate.” 

Hearing this, the girl robed herself in silks. 
Knotted the locks of her hair, and with bowed head 
Went forth to the maid’s son, took him 
As her husband, and returned with him on her head. 

“I was bom in the city where such virtuous women 
With fragrant locks of hair were bom. 
If I too am tmly a virtuous woman, forbearing 
I will not be, but bring min on Maturai and the king. 
The force of my vengeance you will see,” 

Thundered Kaiuiaki as she walked out of the palace. 
In a rage she cried out: 

“Men and women 
Of Maturai of the four temples! O gods in heaven 
And ascetics, listen! I curse this city. Its king erred 
In killing the man I loved. Blameless am I!” 

She wrenched off her left breast with her hand. 
And grief-stricken went round the city of Maturai 
Three times. And with a curse she hurled 
Her fair breast on its pleasant street. 

Before Kannaki, who had cursed, appeared Agni, 
The god of fire, in the guise of a brahmana. 
Blue in color, with a red tutt and milk-white teeth. 
He .said: 

“Virtuous woman! Long ago I was told 
To bum this city the day you are wronged. 

Who shall now live in it?” 
Kannaki, the golden vine. 

Was in a rage, and ordered the god of fire: 

“Brahmanas, good men, cows, chaste women. 
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The old and children—spare these. Go 

After the wicked.” 

Fire and smoke smothered the city 

Of Maturai of the king with the lofty chariot. 

ENVOI 

As the fire of virtue burned the renowned Pantiyan, 

His wives, palaces, legion of shining bows. 

Horses and elephants, the gods and deities 

Of Maturai became invisible through their powers. 

Translated by R. Parthasarathy 



MANIMEKALAI (c. 5th-6th Century a. d.) 

Manimekalai or ‘The Jewelled-Girdlc' is a sequel to Cilappatikaram. It is a poem of thirty 

sections, each containing 50 to 500 lines. It tells the story of the daughter of Matavi by Kovalan. 

The story is taken up from the death of Kannaki. Its interest centres more on the philosophical 

tendencies of the age than on the story. 

The author of Manimekalai was Knla Vahkan Cattanar who was a dealer in grains by 

profession. 

Manimekalai the heroine, is the daughter of Matavi who, after hearing of the death of 

Kovalan and the greatness of Kannaki, refuses to dance anymore. Matavi gives up her 

courtesan’s life and is initiated into Buddhism when she retires to a monastery with her 

daughter. One day in company with Cutamati, Manimekalai goes to a flower garden to pluck 

flowers when she is seen by Prince Utayakumaran. To avoid his overtures, she shuts herself 

up in a crystal pavilion. Soon she finds herself carried away to the island of Manipallavam 

where she learns of her previous birth. At the tank Komuki, she is given the mendicant bowl, 

Amudasiirabhi the inexhaustible bowl of alms. Then she returns to Pukar where she is told 

about the importance of feeding the hungry. 

Manimekalai goes abegging, gets the first alms from a very chaste wife, Alirai. She 

distributes the food she receives in charity. While distributing, she again encounters 

Utayakumaran and so transforms herself to Kayacantikai. The husband of the true 

Kayacantikai kills the Prince. News of this sad incident reaches Manimekalai. She travels to 

Manipallavam when she hears that Kaverippumpattinam has been washed away by the sea. 

She then starts on a pilgrimage to Vahei to worship Kannaki. Here she meets the father of 

Kovalan, who directs her to Kahci, which is afflicted with famine and disease. 

The epic is almost the last effort of Tamil literature to restore Buddhism to its pristine 

dignity and purity. 

A WEB OF RUMOURS 

(On the opening day of the festival, the citizens miss the presence of Pukar’s famous dancers, 

Matavi and Manimekalai. Matavi*s mother Cittirapati hears of rumours that criticise the 

dancing girls for non-participation. She sends Matavi’s friend Vacantamalai to persuade the 

former to take part in the festivities. Vacantamalai speaks of the superb attainments of Matavi 

in the world of art. Must all this be wasted because of Matavi’s renunciation? But Matavi is 

Turn. Her preceptor Aravana Atikal has shown her the path of light. Neither she nor 

Manimekalai would ever return to the life of a court danseuse. Vacantamalai retraces her steps 

in sorrow). 

The first day of the Indra festival 
Held in the great island of Jambu tree 
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By the guardian deity, now began; 
The absence of Manimekalai and 

Matavi' was felt with rising distress 

By CittirapatP; deeply sorrowing 

She called out to her lovely daughter’s friend 
Vacantamalai; “Go to her and speak 

Of the rumours buzzed by the common man.” 

Vacantamalai too had been oppressed 
By Matavi’s renunciation; hence 
She hastened to Matavi in the Hall 

Where flowers are strung for Buddha’s worship. 

Grieving in heart at the frail form of her 

Who once was all softness and bejewelled. 

She said: “Goddess-like maid! Hear why I came. 
What ill-will have you against this city? 

You have excelled in arts meant for kings 

And commoners; in music and rhythm. 

The song-varieties of lute and dance. 
Skilled in striking the drum and blowing the flute. 

In playing ball and cooking tasty food. 

Preparing scented powders and bathing. 

Decorating the bed and proper disport. 

In exercises and understanding. 
Appropriate speech and self-effacement. 

In penmanship and stringing blossoms fresh. 

In the art of dress and threading pearls. 

Knowledge of Time and other arts many; 

And a deep study of the books on dance 

With visual aids had been yours too, 

O, golden maid with faultless knowledge! 

It is not for such as you to renounce 

The world, say the elders of this city 
And the common people with one voice. 

We do not like such words. It is shameful.” 

Matavi said to Vacantamalai; 

“Ah! I lost my place of honour in this 
Golden city from the day when 
I clung to life even after learning 

Of the woe that struck my beloved^: Shameless me! 

L Manimekalai's mother 

2. Matavi’s mother 

3. KOvalan executed by the Pamiyao king 
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The truly chaste give up their lives in flames 
Of their own sighs rising hot as the fire 
In an active furnace; else, enter the pyre 
As if into a lake of cool waters; 
If they do not enter the blazing fire 
They would then accept a life-long penance 
To join their husbands hereafter. 
Our lady* was not of this kind. 
Unable to accept her husband’s woe 
She plucked out her youthful lovely breast 
Covered by cascading tresses and tears 
Flinging which, she caused the fire that burnt 
The famed city^; such the noble mother 
To whom Manimekalai is daughter^ 
Never will she lead an immoral life. 
She will walk always the path of purity. 
Besides, listen to this, O lovely girl! 
I took refuge in this monastery. 
Bowing at the feet of the sinless sage 
Aravana of spotless wisdom. 
My mind in swoon due to the great sorrow,'* 
I gave vent to my heart’s desolation. 
‘Those who are born are bound to sorrow. 
They who escape birth gain eternal Joy. 
Attachment leads to the former; the latter 
Is the gain of the non-attached; he said 
And explained the five-fold austerities^ 
‘These the means to overcome your grief.’ 
Explain all this to our dear friends 
And Cittirapati, my mother.” 
Hearing these words Vacantamalai 
Grew melancholy at heart like one 
Who had lost a priceless jewel in the sea. 

Feeling quite helpless, she turned back homewards. 

ENTRY INTO THE FLOWER GARDEN 

(Matavi’s remembrance of the tragic past brings tears to Manimekalai's eyes. The tears fall 
upon the garlands being prepared by Manimekalai. Mstavi asks her to gather new flowers as 

1. Kannaki 

2. Maturai 

3. Matavi speaks of Manimekalai as Kannaki's own daughter 

4. Kovalao’s death 

5. The giving up of lust, killing, drinks, lying and stealing. 
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these have become impure. Cutamati does not like the idea of Manimekalai going out alone. 

It was during such a fe.stival that she herself had been abducted, despoiled and abandoned. 

And Manimekalai is so lovely! Cutamati and Manimekalai go out together to the upavana. 

On their way they see several festival sights. Here is a Jain monk who is teased by a drunkard. 

A little distance away comes a madman. A hijra is seen dancing in one corner surrounded 

by an eager crowd. Little children dressed in beautiful ornaments, are being taken by their 

mothers in little chariots as if announcing the commencement of the festival of Subramanya. 

Some of the citizens draw close to Manimekalai and express their unhappiness that so much 

loveliness has been denied to their festivities. Cutamati and Manimekalai enter the fine garden 

meant for Buddha’s worship). 

Manimekalai’s fate being near 

Even as the scent when the flower 

Is ready to bloom, her soul was aflame 

When she heard of the terrible sorrow 

That had stung her parents as recounted 

By Matavi to Vacantamaiai 

The loving heart of the maid melted 

Sending forth tears that washed away 

The lines of khol and fell on the flowers 
Drenching the garlands made of fresh blossoms; 

Matavi looked into the pretty face of 

Manimekalai and as a lotus 

Close to the moon wiped the tears with her hands. 

“This sacred garland has lost purity. 

Bring new blooms,” she said: Cutamati there 

Who was stringing flowers along with her 

Whose tresses had honeyed blossoms on them 

Said: “If Cupid should happen to see 

The blue jewel-eyes in the moon-like face 
Of Manimekalai stained with tears 

Mourning for the heart-rending events 

That had overtaken the noble elders. 
He would be quite overwhelmed by shock. 

If so, can mere men be indifferent? 

Indeed, if they are unmoved, they be eunuchs. 

Besides, O beautiful lady, harken 

To the reason why I live in this place. 

In Samba rich with ocean merchandise 
Where live farmer-merchants, was a brahmin 

Kausika, whose daughter I was bom. 

Fearless me, of unsuspecting heart, 

I went to a garden to cull flowers. 

Marutavega, a vidyddhara, 
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Who was on his way to this city to watch 

The festival celebrations to Indra 
Wearing flower garlands and golden jewels, 

A nobler figure earth had never seen, 

Lifted me to the skies, and flew away. 

There I yielded to his will and lived. 

Later he abandoned me in this city 

And went back to his place far away. 

This creeper-like Manimekalai 

Cannot go alone to gather flowers. 

The royal garden with water fountains 

Which has green houses of flowering trees 

Is meant for the maids of the king’s household; 

In these days of festival to Indra 

Who would go there but the gods from above? 

The bees buzzing, the trees will seem to be 

Swaying with garlands that never fade. 

Hence they say the Spirit holding the Noose 

Guards the grove; people who know avoid it. 

There is then the garden of Campati 

Where stayed the Bird which lost its wings to Sun’s heat; 

Also the grove where lived the Sage Kavera 

The begetter of river Kaveri; 

As these places are sentinelled by two 

Fierce old crones, none dares to go therein. 

Another garden which has many trees 

That bloom by the orders of the one Lord 

Whose sterling aim is to guard living things. 

Show them kindness and wrap them with his love. 

Is for us; there you find a marble room 

That is sound-proof; but has transparent walls. 

Within is a brilliant Lotus Seat 

Jewel-studded: if you place buds on it 

They bloom and never fade through the years. 

Nor will any bees disturb their petals. 

One more point to mention, Matavi 

Should one pray to other gods and offer 

Flowers here, the blooms would move away 

And reach the gods meditated upon. 

If the minds were unattached, the flowers would remain. 

Well may you ask: ‘Why is it even thus?’ 

It was built by Mayan in bygone days 
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To show through the language of flowers that 

Unlike what the austere ones speak of 

Absence of conation as having effect still. 

This phenomenon favours them who say 

Karma follows not where no attachment is. 

Lady, no other garden but this one 

Is of safest approach to your girl. 

O good one! 1 shall also now go to 

Pluck flowers there with Manimekalai.” 

Thus did Cutamati walk on the road 

Where chariots move, with the gentle maid. 

WAKING 

(After depositing Manimekalai on Manipallavam isle, the Goddess Manimekala returns to 

Pukar. She first appears before Prince Utayakumaran and advises him not to molest 

Manimekalai who has decided to renounce the world. Proceeding to the Temple of the Wheel, 

the Goddess wakes up Cutamati, asks her not to worry about Manimekalai and also comforts 

Matavi. Cutamati is frightened at the turn of events. She is comforted by the Pillar-statue who 

assures her that she was a sister of Manimekalai in the past birth and will soon be reunited 

with her. Cutamati goes to Matavi and apprai.ses her of what has taken place). 

Ever since seeing Manimekalai 

In the garden, Utayakumaran 

Was stung by desire and tossed on bed 

Waiting for night’s end to seize her for himself; 

The Goddesss Manimekala, after 

Leaving the maid in Manipallavam 

Appeared before him and said: “O Prince! 

Should royal sceptres bend, planets go awry; 

When planets move not proper, no rains fall; 

No life can exist when drought stalks the land; 

The king loses his potency to guard 

The lives of his people as his own self. 

Give up this baneful desire for the girl 

Consecrated to a life of penance.” 

The goddess proceeded to the garden 

And woke up slumbering CutHmati; 

“I came to see the festive Pukar town. 

Do not fear. I am Manimekala. 

The time has come for the lovely young girl 

To tread Buddha’s dharmic path. Hence did 1 

Transport the maid by enchantment 
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To the inviolable Manipallavam. 

Having learnt well of her previous births 
The good virgin would reappear in 

This city, in another seven days; 

Though she would come in disguise to this rich town 
She would certainly reveal herself to you. 

From the day she re-enters this city. 

Many fate-propelled events will occur; 

Speak to Matavi about my coming 

And of the flawless path chosen by her 

Daughter; she will understand my doings. 

On the day Kovalan named his daughter 

After me, speaking about ‘The goddess 

Who lives in mid-sea,’ at midnight I came 
To her in a vision and said: ‘You have 

Given birth to a great saint who will soon 

Make Cupid jobless, and destroy sorrows.’ 

Tell her this.” Having spoken, the sublime 

Goddess rose in the sky, and went away. 

Cutamati rose with a grieving heart. 

In the large dancing floors, girls who had danced 

With their teachers detailing the poses 

For the people’s delight, now lay asleep. 

With them rested the musical instruments. 
The sweet strings of the lute which had Joined 

Feminine voices expert in music 

Now lost their tunes lacking warmth, as girls 

Plucked sleepily, their fingers now grown slack. 

Piqued by their husbands seeking courtesans. 

Red-eyed wives refused to relent even 

When they were asked forgiveness, and now slept apart. 

Once asleep, they drew close and hugged their men! 

Little children with guardian-necklace 

Having prattled and spent the day restless 

Dragging toy carts, slept in bed tired out. 

Their foster-mothers arranged spicy smoke 

To keep out the evil eye, and themselves 

Settled down in their sleeping mattresses. 

Domesticated pigeons, water birds 

And fowls in groves drew in their tongues and slept. 

Hushed were festival sounds. Drums rested. 

Thus the ancient town slept at night. 
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RECEIVING THE VESSEL 

(Tipattilakai, the goddess guarding Manipallavam appears before Manimekalai and learns 

about lier. She herself has come recently from Ratnadvipa after worshipping the Feet of 

Buddha impressed upon the Camanoli Mountain. She tells Manimekalai that after Aputtiran 

placed the Amudasurahhi in Komuki lake, the vessel has been surfacing on the birth 

anniversary of the Buddha. Once again the time has come. Manimekalai is the right person 

to take charge of it. The maid receives the vessel and praises the Lord Buddha. Tipattilakai 

speaks of the evils of hunger and asks the maid to relieve hungry people of this dire distress. 

Manimekalai returns to Pukar by air and salutes Matavi and Cutamati. The three women 

prepare to go and meet the Satnt Aravana). 

When goddess Manimekala withdrew 

Manimekalai went around watching 
The white sand-dunes and flowering gardens, 

And water lakes in Manipallavam 

For a league: there appeared in holy 

Vestments the goddess Tipattilakai.' 

She asked; “Bejewelled lady! Who are you 

Who have come here as from a sunken ship?” 
“You ask me who are you?’ But in which birth. 
Golden lady? Listen to me with care. 
In my past birth I was Rahula’s wife 

LaksmI: at present Manimekalai, 

The daughter of the danseuse, Matavi. 

The good goddess whose name I bear brought me 

To this island where on beholding 

The seat I recognised my births in the past. 
Such my coming hither and my knowledge. 

Lovely creeper-like lady! Who are you?” 

Coming to know of the maid’s full knowledge 

Tipattilakai spoke purposeful words. 
“Nearby is the Isle of Gem^ in which 
Rises high the Hill of Samantaka.'’ 

The feet of the Lord who stood by dharma 

Are impressed on its top and appear 

As a boat to help us cross the sea of birth. 

I have just come after worshipping there. 

By the orders of Indra, the lord of gods, 
I guard this blameless and auspicious Seat. 

My name is Tipattilakai, Listen, 

1. Guardian goddess in charge of the lotus seat of Buddha. 

2. Ratnadvipa or Srilanka 

3. The highest mountain in Srilanka. 
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Only those who follow the dharmic way 
Peerless, as taught by the great Buddha 
Are worthy of bowing to this Seat. 
Presently they learn about their past births. 
Such beings are rare; to them is vouchsafed 
The teaching of dharma. Listen, O maid 
Who are such a one in this world! 
The water-filled lake that fronts the great Seat 
Is Komuki always carpeted with 
Large lilies, dark-blue and pearl-white. 
In summer-time during vaikasi' month. 
Right on the star that is counted fourteenth. 
Which is the centre of stars twenty-seven 
And is the birth star of my Lord Buddha, 
Amudasurahhi of Aputtiran^ 
The peerless vessel, becomes visible. 
Today is that star. The time is near. 
O maid! The vessel is coming to you. 
Life-giving food placed in it will increase 
And never cease, though the hands that receive 
May grow tired. Such is its uniqueness. 
Learn from Aravana of your city 
The history of the vessel, O maid.” 
Hearing her, the young girl assented. 
After worshipping the glorious Seat 
She walked with goddess Tipattilakai 
Went round the Komuki lake and waited. 
The vessel worthy of worship then rose 
And reached the hands of the girl standing there. 

UTAYAKUMARAN COMES TO THE ASSEMBLY HALL 

(Manimekalai’s going amidst beggars infuriates her grandmother Cittirapati. She complains 

to Utayakumaran that he must not be a passive spectator. Utayakumaran speaks of Goddess 

Manimekala’s advice that rulers should exercise self-control. Cittirapati brushes aside his 

doubts. Utayakumaran goes to the Assembly Hall and confronts Manimekalai. Finding him 

impervious to words of moral wisdom, the maid enters the temple of Sambapati and takes on 

the form of Kayacantikai to escape the Prince’s attentions. Nonplussed, the Prince decides to 

stay on in the Assembly Hall and meet Manimekalai). 

When Cittirapati^ heard this, she flared up. 

Her heart bursting bounds with boiling fury 

1. May/June according to the Roman Calendar 
2. Matavi's preceptor 
3. Manimekalai *s grandmother 
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As when an iron rod, all heated up 

Is thrust into a wound defying cure. 

“I shall end this drama,'” she vowed, shaken 

To the assembled group of courtesans. 

“After Kovalao’s^ death Matavi had 
Entered the nunnery. Has not this caused 

Laughter? The discerning of this city 

Have found it cause enough to speak our shame. 

We are no chaste wives from noble houses 

Who when their husbands die and themselves live 
Are disgusted with their life. 

So they enter the flaming pyre as if 

Moving into the waters of a cool lake. 
Our income is from the wealth of many. 

We are like a lute that is not destroyed 

When the lutanist dies; also, like the 

Bee which moves away from the bloom 

Emptied of honey, as in times of loss 
The goddess of wealth abandons humans 

We give up men when they are of no worth. 

Is it not a matter of shame for us 
When we accept the garments of a nun? 

The creeper Manimekalai bom to 

Matavi has now bloomed: a royal bee, 

UtayakumaraQ wants to join 

That bloom with a single mind. To help him 

I shall throw away her begging vessel 

In the midst of the wretched begging crowd. 
If I do not have Manimekalai 

Brought here on the royal chariot 

I may be banished from dancing houses 

Condemned to live as a maid of ill-repute 

And made to carry burnt bricks on my head 

Around the dancing hall!” Such indeed was 

Her dread vow. Sighing deep hotted up breaths 

She thought out a logical argument. 

Followed by chosen bejewelled maidens 

Her lovely face fringed by small beads of sweat 

She walked on the road where moved chariots. 

And reached the palace of the royal prince. 

1. Manimekalai's going about with a begging bowl 

2. Manimekalai *s father 
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Where the beetles buzz with honey bees 

In a rich comer spread well with fresh sand. 
Is a marble-hall brilliantly lit. 

Made of golden walls and coral pillars. 
With an artistic ceiling pearl in-laid. 
Here, on a couch held up by lions 
Reclined, the prince fanned by lovely damsels 
With yak-tails as milky as foam-white waves. 
Him she saluted and praised. With a laugh 

That discovered his ordered teeth he asked; 
Is Matavi’s' renunciation 

And that of Manimekalai^ proceeding faultless?” 
“The swaying creeper has given birth 

To a priceless jewel, a waist-girdle. 
Ripe and lovely, that jewel is welcomed 
By the art of dancing in our land 
Rich with music and poetic lore. 

To help the bee, Utayakumaran, 
Taste the bloom have I come; that can be found 

In the ruined Hall beyond the city. 

Sword-wielder! May your flowers stay fresh!” 
As if a ship-wrecked .sailor on the seas 

Gains a beat, the prince spoke to the lady; 

“I took the statue in the marble hall 
For an artist’s triumph. But ere I left 
I found her rosy hands binding the breasts 

Tightening ever so slightly. A smile 
Blossomed in between the coral-red lips 

Revealing pearl-white teeth, like the honey 
My heart desired to drink, and even thus 

A new life and with it hope entered me. 

Her large eyes that were like water-lilies 
And rivalled sharp spears and darkling fi.sh 

Looked sideways to make me understand that 

The maid’s heart had certainly left her side. 
That jewel-like girl in the marble hall 
Had taken away my heart and saved my life 
And hid herself! I kept awake till midnight. 

There came before me a golden woman^ 

Asking me to mle well she advised me 

1. Also a creeper 

2. Also means a jewelled waist girdle 

3. Goddess Manimekala 
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To forget the maiden who had renounced 
Was she a goddess? A divine being? 
Since then have I been in this endless swoon.” 
Cittirapati laughed a little and said: 
“Young prince, forget that incident. Have not 
Even the gods lost their heads over love 
Many times over, if we begin to count? 
The lord of the immortals' received shame 
And a thousand eyes, for a sage's wife. 
The fire-god lusted for the chaste wives 
Of the seven great sages on the banks 
Of lake Saravana, fed by Meru’s streams; 
His wife then assumed the form of the wives 
Seven and ended her husband’s desire. 
Yet you speak of divine commands, O Prince! 
She was not bom for familial life 
Where maidenhood and wifehood are guarded 
And also widowhood by tho.se around: 
Those chaste women do not glance at strangers. 
For them their husband is greater than god. 
In public view our dancing women 
Spread their music, dance and beauty on the stage. 
Send forth the net of their long-lashed eyes 
Into the hearts of the men who look on 
To help Cupid work with his bow and arrow 
And with sweet words take away their riches 
Leaving them bee-like, when they are poor. 
Is it not the right duty of a Prince 
To order them into their profession?” 

Utayakumaran’s heart got confused. 

PRISON BECOMES REFUGE 

(When Utayakumaran vow.s before Ihe Goddes.s that he will not leave the place till he gets 
Manimekalai, the Pillar-statue chides him for desecrating the temple precincts with such 
words. Awe-struck, the Prince returns to his palace, telling himself that he would get at the 
mystery later on: Manimekalai, in Kayacantikai form, goes to the city prison and feeds Ihe 
inmates. The guards inform King Mavankilli of the vtdySdhara lady and her miracle vessel. 
The king summons the maid. On Manimekalai’s request, he transforms the prison into a haven 
for charitable purposes). 

As the prince with fresh garlands took the vow 

After saluting the feet of the goddess,^ 

1. Indra was cursed by sage Gautama for having ravished hi.s wife Ahalya 

2. Sambapati 
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A divine spirit hid in a statue 

Cunningly fashioned by an artist, said: 

“Young man! In the presence of the Goddess 

You have spoken wrong words in thoughtless pride." 
Utayakumaran was much troubled. 

Like one thrown in a dark, air-less dungeon, 

“It was a divine being' that warned me: 

‘Forget the maid and live righteously!’ 

Divine too the vessel the maid carried 

To satisfy the hunger of the crowds: 
This statue that warns,‘You have wronged by words 

The ancient Goddess,’ is divine too. 

I will learn the truth about this later 

In the maid’s work,” he told himself and went. 

Night followed him like a black elephant. 

Keeperless, its forehead the evening. 

The crescent-moon its tusk, desire its trunk. 

Flower-scent its ichor, wind-swift, fearsome. 
Evening drums sounding its triumphant march 

As it had defeated the King of Day 
And made the enormous earth food for night. 

The sweet tunes of the makara-lute strings 

Expertly plucked by the town’s young couples 

Pierced his heart like a sharp-edged iron. 

Sighing like a blacksmith’s red-hot furnace 
He went, his uncontrolled heart all a-flame. 

Manimekalai, maid of pure action. 

In her changed form within the temple, thought: 

“The prince will not give me up if I move 
In public halls as Matavi’s daugther.” 

So she continued with the hungering 

Kayacantikai form well known to all. 
Living as the saviour of the helpless. 

“It is the right duty of the mendicants 

To beg and serve the needy on their own. 

Such is the instruction of the wise teachers.” 

Deciding thus, she took the nectar-pot 

In the niche of the ancient Goddess. 

The maid journeyed in Pukar city 
And willingly reached the prison-hoose where 

1. Goddess Manimekala 
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Those who disobey the royal commands 

Are kept in deep sorrow and sharp hunger. 
Here she fed the hungering inmates 

Till their hands grew tired of receiving. 

The guards wondered at the single vessel 

That gave so much, and hastened to the king 

To tell him all about the charity 

From the vessel, and the work of the maid. 

KANCANAN KILLS UTAYAKUMARAN 

(The transformation of the prison-hou.se into a house of refuge under Manimekalai’s directions 

excites the prince’s imagination. He goes to the Assembly Hall to meet her. Kahcanan comes 

here m seach of Kayacantikai and goes to Manimekalai mistaking her identity and asks her 

to return with him. She moves towards Utayakumaran and speaks on the impermanence of 

youth. Kahcanan is incensed and hides himself. Utayakumaran guesses that this maid is 

Manimekalai and goes away. He i.iums at night to get at the truth. Kaheapan comes out of 

his hiding place and kills him. The pillar-statue tells Kahcanan of his mistake and that his 

beloved Kayacantikai is dead. The vidyadhara goes away in sorrow). 

Thanks to the good maiden, the King’s order 

Freed the prisoners from infernal torture. 

As those working out their evil past 

Gain a good life by their virtuous deeds. 

Here was built a temple of Buddha. 
A seminary for the kind-hearted, 

A kitchen and a dining-hall; and these 

Were backed by plentiful property. 

Learning of the maid’s going to the King 

And how the King of unsullied fame ordered 

The transformation of the phson into 

A house of noble-hearted charity 

The prince decided to act. “Even should 

The wise criticise or the King get angry 

I shall seize that girl with lovely tresses 

When she comes out of the Assembly Hall, 

And place her on my golden chariot. 

It will then be time enough to listen 

To her learning, and old words of wisdom.’’ 

He then went into the Assembly Hall 

Whither she had gone to feed hungry men. 

“It is twelve years since the great sage cursed 

My lady because of an evil fate 
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On the bamboo-clustered banks of a river 

On the Potiya Hill with cloud-rich crests. 

Yet Kayacantikai has not come back.” 

Sorrowing thus, her husband Kancanan 

Descended upon the ancient town 

To search for her in the Spirit Square, gardens, 

Convents, public halls and Assemblies. 

He happened to witness the lovely girl 

Cure the sickness of hunger among all. 
“Here is a solitary vessel 

In your hand. By these many are fed. 

Did the gods give you this to overcome 

That terrible, elephantine hunger?’ 

As he praised her in terms of their past love. 

She drew away since her heart did not like that. 

Going near Utayakumaran 

She pointed out an old crone to him. 

“Look how her hair that once gleamed as black sand 
Has now become but a stretch of while sand. 

Don’t you perceive how her moon-like forehead 

Is now all grey, marked by lines of old age. 

No more eye-lashcs like a mighty bow. 

Divided they are like dried up shrimp. 

The lotus-like eyes water in sickness. 

The lovely nose drips mucus constantly. 

No more you see a smile with pearl-like teeth: 

They are now uneven, dried-up gourd seeds. 

Whither the lips like sdk-cotton flowers? 

They now release the stench of rotten meat. 

The ears once lovely like vallai stem 

Have lost their flesh, and are mere dried-up skin. 

No more you see the proud uprising breasts. 

They hang loose and limp like bags grown empty. 

Those same shoulders that were like bamboo stems 

Are now bent like the coconut palm leaves. 

Look at the shrivelled fingers whose skin has 

Divorced blood-vessels, and their nails hang limp. 

The thighs that once rivalled plantain stems 

Are now but the dried stems of the screw-pine. 

Don’t you see the once desirable shins 

Now ugly with blood-vessels and bones visible? 

Watch the feet that were tender in beauty 
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Now ugly like dried-up coconut seeds. 

O Prince, the ingenious ways devised 

By men to cover this fleshy form 

Are many: they do it with flowers. 

Sandal paste, clothes and jewels.” Thus she spoke. 

“She cares not for my praise. Follows others. 

She looks at me as at a stranger. But 

To the prince with the scented garlands, she speaks 

Ancient words of wisdom, all the while 

Smiling through coral lips and pearly teeth. 

Her lily-like eyes betray love for him. 

May be Ue is her lover: so she has 

Elected to stay here.” Kancanan, 

Wielder of the bright sword, thought this wise 

Waxing in wrath, hid himself nearby 

Like an angry serpent within a pit. 

Though the Prince heard her wise words, he did not 

Give up his great desire for the damsel. 

“Manimekalai with bejewelled hands 

Has come as Kayacanlikai with a pot 

And enmeshed my heart by her magic ways. 

If so, she would never agree to join 

At night a stranger who spoke of the past. 

I .shall return at midnight to find out 

Her identity.” With this thought in him. 

He went away sad along with Cupid, 

Who has a fish-marked flag, a sugarcane 

Bow, and arrows made of blossom buds. 

When the city slept, he started alone 

Like a tiger on an elephant kill. 

Left the palace entrance and reached the Hall 

Where the maiden was: like one entering 

A high ant-hill within which lay hidden 

A venomous snake, he stepped silently 

Into the inner apartments, while his 

Body exoded fine sandal-paste scent. 

Translated by Prema Nandakamar 



TIRUKKURA L (2nd century a. d.) 

The couplcis that follow have been taken from The Kural, listed among the eighteen mindr 

works of the post-Cankam period. The Kura! is minor only in the sense of not being long drawn 

out- It has gained a place as a world classic because of the admirable sense of values its author 

Valluvar embodies in memorable language m this work. Though not a Brahmin by birth, he 

seems nevertheless to have been well acquainted with Sanskrit books on religion and 

philosophy, statC'Craft and love poetry. 

Ancient Indian writers thought of four things as the supreme ends of life — virtue, 

wealth, love and salvation. The last was actually in the nature of a postscript, the idea being 

that if a man gave his time and thought to the pursuit of the first three, the fourth would come 

of itself. It is this which makes Valluvar take note in his great work only of the first three, 

to each of which he devotes a book. Indeed a popular name for the book in Tamil was Muppal 

(The Three). The Kural itself describes only the length of the individual lines, and means 

‘short’. 

Albert Schweitzer was full of admiration for Valluvar, for his sensitive levcrence for 

all life, his practical good sense, and his freedom from a philosophy which thinks that life 

IS only an illusion and the soul is all. 

The Kural has had many translators not only in English but in many other languages. 

The aim of the translators has all along been to stress its philosophy rather than its poetry. 

But Valluvar is as much an artist in words as a well-bred and practical thinker. The beauty 

of his poetry lies in its brevity, and an attempt is made in the following translation to reproduce 

in English the terseness of the original and its infinite riches. 

A begins the alphabet 

And god, primordial, the world. 

What use is that learning which does not lead 

To the blessed feet of pure intelligence? 

None shall be free from carping care 

Save those at the feet beyond compare. 

Call them brahmins who are virtuous 

And kind to all that live. 

A model householder on earth 

Is a god in heaven. 

She is the true wife whose virtues match her home 

And who lives within her husband’s means. 

A true wife never tires guarding 

Herself, her husband and their name. 
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The service a son can render his father 
Is to make men ask, “How came this blessing?” 

The loveless grasp all; while the loving 
With their very bones help others. 

Fortune will smile on the host 
Who plays host with a smile. 

To use harsh words when sweet ones are at hand 
Is to prefer raw fniit to ripe. 

All other sins may be redeemed. 

Except ingratitude. 

Like a just balance are the great- 
Poised truly and unbiased. 

Those arc fools however learned 
Who have not learned to walk with the world. 

Avengers count for nothing, forgivers 
Are prized as gold. 

Better die and .save one’s soul 
Than slander, pretend and live. 

Can there be evil if we can see 
Our own faults like others? 

He only lives who is kin to all creation; 
Deem the rest dead. 

Don’t they know the joy of giving 
Who heartless hoard and love their wealth? 

Be born, if you must, for fame; or else 
Better not be born at all. 

The richest of riches is kindliness: mere pelf 
Even the mean possess. 

This world is not for the poor. 
Nor the next for the unkind. 

When you threaten a weaker than yourself 
Think of yourself before a bully. 

One life unkilled, uneaten, is better 
Than a thousand burnt offerings. 

To bear your pain and not pain others 
Is penance summed up. 
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A sinning ascetic uses his cloak 
As a bird-hunter a bush. 

Truthfulness may be described as utterance 
Wholly devoid of ill. 

Is there a foe more fell than wrath 

Which kills laughter and love? 

Punish an evil-doer by shaming him 
With a good deed, and forget. 

What good is a sense that doesn't feel and prevent 
All creatures’ woes as its own? 

The first of virtues in every creed 
Is to share your food and cherish all life. 

Great wealth, like a crowd at a concert, 
Gathers and melts. 

Like a bird’s to the shell it leaves 
Is a life’s link to its body. 

As one by one we give up 
We get freer and freer of pain. 

Cling to the one who clings to nothing; 
And so clinging, cease to cling. 

Where yearning ceases, the sorrow of sorrows, 
Joy unceasing shall flow. 

A light among kings is he who has 
Grace, bounty, justice and concern. 

To address an assembly ill-equipped 
Is to play at dice without a board. 

The ignorant are to the teamed 
As breasts to men. 

Wisdom is a weapon of defence. 
An inner fortress no foe can quell. 

A life that does not guard against faults 
Is a heap of straw before fire. 

The soil colours water, and one’s company 
One’s mind. 

Weigh the strength of these before you act- 
The deed’s your own, your enemy’s and ally’s. 
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A peacock’s feather can break the axle-tree 
Of an over-loaded cart. 

A crow can defeat an owl by day; 

Kings need the right time to win. 

Men on their own ground are hard to tackle 
Even when they lack fortress and strength. 

Crows trumpet their finds and share them- 
Gains accrue to such natures. 

Laxity kills fame as a hand-to-mouth life 
Kills the intellect. 

Pursue excellence —there is nothing for the slack 
In all seven births but ill. 

Wliat gives a monarch his triumph 
Is not his spear but a straight sceptre. 

Tire jewel of the eye is sympathy; without it 
Eyes are but sores. 

Let not one spy know another. 
And act when three spies agree. 

Energy is a man’s wealth; the immobile 
Are trees in human form. 

Tliose that strive undaunted will see 
The back of fate itself. 

The world will run and listen to a speech 
Sweet and well-set. 

Courtiers round a king, like men before a fire. 
Should be neither too far nor too near. 

To address an unfit audience 
Is to spill nectar in a sewer. 

Tire learning of the tongue-tied 
Is a sword in a poltroon’s hand. 

The clamour of a sea of rats 
Will be stilled by a cobra’s hiss. 

Better the spear that missed an elephant 

Than the aiTOW that killed a hare. 

Good friends are like good books- 

A perpetual delight. 
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Swift as one’s hand to slipping clothes 
Is a friend in need. 

There is nothing worse than rash friendship 

For friends once made can’t be abandoned. 

Folded hands may conceal a dagger 

Likewise a foe’s tears. 

A fool does deeds in a single birth 
That will plunge him in hell in the succeeding seven. 

Folly is nothing but the conceit 
That one is wise. 

One may survive a fire but not the ire 
Of a sage offended. 

A public woman’s embrace has no more love in it 

Than a corpse-remover’s clutching it for money. 

Tlic soft shoulders of those who sell their charms 
Are a bog for low minds. 

As well search for a drowned man with a lamp under water. 
As reason with one drowned in drink. 

Men fallen from high estate 
Are like hair fallen from the head. 

Like the yak that dies for its hair 

Some die for their honour. 

Not with their bodies do people come together 
But with their gifts and graces. 

Their minds may be sharp as files, but the boorish 
Behave like trees. 

Those not controlled by innate nicety 
Are puppets miming life, controlled by a string. 

The good earth laughs at those who sit back and say, 
“We are Poor.’’ 

There is nothing sweeter than even the watery gruel 

Earned by one’s own thews. 

“A Goddess? or a rare peacock? or a woman 
Bedecked with jewels?’’ asks my heart amazed. 

Is it Death, or eyes, or an antelope? 

This woman’s looks recall all three. 
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When I look, she bends her eyes; 

When I don’t she looks and smiles; 

My joy clasping this girl is already 

A householder’s who works, shares and eats. 

Her body is a shimmer, smile pearls, scent fragrance. 

Eyes spears and shoulders bamboos. 

My lover is so much in me that I dare not 

Swallow things hot. 

Sleepless when he is not here, sleepless when he is. 

Either way my eyes never rest. 

Why does he, cmel, torment me in dreams 

When he leaves me alone awake? 

When my love is away, in strides the evening 

Like a murderous foe. 

Coyness is love’s salt —a pinch of it welcome, 

Too much will ruin the taste. 

Water is sweet in the shade, 

And sulks only with one who cares. 

“Bless you!’’ she would say if I .sneezed; 

Then, “Which woman,’’ she would cry, “is it now?” 

Coyness is love’s spur, and the tight embrace 

Its crown! 

Translated by P. S. Sundaram 



TIRUVALLUVAMALAI (11th century a. d.) 

I'he selections that follow arc from the anthology known as The Tiruvalluvamdlai or necklace 

in honour of Valluvar, to which each of fifty-three of his admirers has contributed a gem. It 

is naturally later in date than the Kural, but how much later no one can be sure. The first of 

these gems is attributed to a bodiless voice from heaven, the second to Saraswati, the goddess 

of learning, and the third to Iraiyanar which might be either the name of a poet or Almighty 

God himself! The rest are pieces by the Cankam poets. 

The composition concludes with what might be called an envoy in two parts, the first 

by the poet Kallatar and the second an improvement on it by the grand old dame of Tamil 

poetry, Auvaiyar. 

What follows IS a selection numbered as in the original. 

However many days may pass, 

The beauty of that flower the words 

Of Valluvar, the King of Poets, 

Will never fade, nor will it cease 

To drop the sweetness of its honey. 

Resembling in those respects 

Tlie flowers of the heavenly karpaka. 

Iraiyanar 

3 

As a drop of dew on a blade of grass 

Can reflect a palm tree. 

King of the land where pet birds 

Are lulled to sleep by paddy-husking, 

Valluvar’s Kural, however brief, 

Contains great width within it! 

Kapilar 

5 

Visnu himself became a dwarf 

And with two big feet covered earth and heaven; 

And the dwarfish feet of Valluvar’s Kural 

Span all the world and what it holds. 

Paranar 

6 
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O Elephant King, who can batter a cliff! 

A man with a headache is cured of it 
When he sniffs at a mixture that is made up 

Of cJnti' salt, dry ginger and honey. 

Valluvar’s three ingredients- 
Are likewise a sovereign medicine 
For the precisian Cattanar’ who can’t abide 

Any fault in matter or metre 

Which makes his head ache with self-given knocks! 

Tamotarao 
11 

Brahmins who revere the four Vedas 

Recite them but won’t write them down 

Lest those who merely read them 
Fail to achieve the desired cod'* 

But Valluvar’s Kural written down 

Will benefit all who read it 
Demanding no skill in chanting. 

Gotamanar 

15 

The Vedas not made by man 

And the ever-truthful Valluvar’s Kural 

Both say the same things: 

But the Vedas examined belong 

To the Brahmins who recite them- 
While the Kural is free for all. 

VejUvItiyar 

23 

The greatness of Valluvar’s words is this: 

They are easy to learn, have rare things to give; 

They are indeed like the Vedas; 

And melt the hearts of the sinless 
The more they ponder over and over. 

Mahkulimarutanar 

24 

1. A creeper yielding a medicinal salt 

2. The three divisions of the Kural 

3. A poet 

4. The Vedas, to be beneficial, have to be chanted with due regard to three different pitches 
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Sand dug deeper yields more water; 

Breasts sucked more yield babes more milk; 
Valluvar’s Kural straight and simple 
The more it is studied by the wise 
The more wisdom it gives them. 

Uruttirasanma Kannan 

31 

With virtue for bowl, wealth and dignity for taper. 
Love for ghee, apt words for fire, 
And his Kural for a candle 
Valluvar has lighted such a lamp 
As will dispel the inner darkness 
Of the entire world. 

Nappalattap 
47 

The false has fleeted away as false 

And the true established as true 
In the minds of all the people of the world 
Because of the Kural in its three parts 
Produced by the divine Valluvar. 

Tenikkuti Kiranar 

49 

To .speak of the excellence of Valluvar’s work, 

Even the sweetness of ambrosia 
Will fail when compared with it. 

Only the gods taste ambrosia, 
But the denizens of all the worlds 
Can partake of this Tamil nectar 
And taste its sweetness. 

Alankutivankanar 
53 

A Kunrl is a hole in a mustard seed 
Scooped out to hold the seven seas 

Itaikkatar 

It is an atom which Valluvar pierced 
To pour into it the seven seas. 

Auvaiyar 

Translated by P. S. Sundaram 



NALATIYAR (3rd - 4th century a. d.) 

Among the great classics of ancient Tamilnadu, Tirukkurat and Nalatiyar stand out for |jieir 

high moral tone and illumination of profound philosophical truths through poetry. The verses 

that follow have been excerpted from the Ndlatinanuru or ‘Four Hundred Quatrains’, 

presumed to have been written in the 3rd or 4ih century a. d. by a group of 8000 Jain ascetics 

who had taken refuge in the Pantiyan kingdom to escape famine in their own land. When the 

famine was over, they left the kingdom, each one leaving a quatrain behind. The king ordered 

them (the quatrains) all to be thrown into the river Vaikai, when it is said, the palm leaves 

containing 400 quatrains floated to the lop and reached the bank of the river. A person known 

by the name Palumanar (a ‘lotus man’), about whom little is known, re-arranged the poems 

in three parts after editing them. One hundred and thirty of them relate to virtue, two hundred 

and sixty to wealth and ten to love. 

The misery of being chained to a cycle of births and rebirths, and the bliss of deliverance 

is a recurring motif. Despite its all-pervasive idealism and emphasis on charity, there is no 

mcntKin of God or religion in the Nalatiyar — an important point of difference with the Kurat 

The quatrains draw occasionally from Sanskrit sources. It seems likely that their Jam 

composers fostered the vernaculars in defiance of the BrShmanas. 

Characterised by a terse and vigorous gift for analogy and illustration, the quatrains 

conjure up a host of life-like images. Some of these have formed the nucleus of more ornate 

Sanskrit verses. 

Even those who once sallied forth 

in glory commanding annies, 

astride an elephant, seated under a royal parasol 

when shaken by adverse fate, must perish, 

their wives taken by others. 

Do I give up rny purpose 

if the base and the blind 

say a woman’s eye is like a lily 

in limpid stream, a sporting fish 

or a spear? 

No, I’ll persisit in my ways 

seeing the true nature of the eye, 

a scooped-out palm date 

drained of its juice. 

Shall I be misled 

by the feather-brained 

who blurt that t?eth are 
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like jasmine buds or p)earls? 

I, who have seen those teeth 
fall, mere bits of bone, 

strewn in the cremation ground 
for all to see. 

Onerous it is to dissolve 
the marital bond even if one’s wife 

is barren and without good traits. 

And so it is that the sages of yore 

had made marriage a synonym 

for dread, since he who weds dons sorrow. 

Tho.se who had earlier set aside 
the norm, and associating with the mean 

had revelled in the embraces of women 
with round breasts, and forced themselves 

on others’ wives, have now become eunuchs, 

and dancing, .shall earn their living. 

In the know of many 
and to the drum beats, 

having got married on a day of his choice, 
a slim-waisted loving wife, living under his care, 
why should he look at his neighbour’s wife? 

Neighbours spread slander, 

kinsmen dread and grieve 
when, under infatuation, he goes 

to his neighbour’s wife. The pleasure 

of such a fickle-minded person 

is fleeting 

like licking 

a serpent’s head. 

Even close by the briny sea, 

sweet water can spring, 
and down the distant hills, 
might flow brackish water. 

Men are not what their race makes them; 
Lord of the surging waves 

Men are as their minds. 

It’s trouble piling it up, 

it’s trouble guarding it, 
it’s more trouble when the wealth dwindles. 
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It’s trouble if it is lost, 

the wealth gathered is always trouble. 

A hen despite being fed com every morning 

will never quit scratching the refuse heap. 
So is a base person, who however much 

exposed to weighty lore, will yet follow his lowly mind. 

A mansion soaring up to the clouds 

well guarded by able sentries, 
gems that gleam and glisten like glowing lamps— 

Withal if the owner be without a charming worthy wife 
his house is only a dense forest hard to explore. 

To escape from the scorching 

of the blazing fire that 

rages in the village, 
you may bathe in water. 

But lust will burn 

whether you bathe or 
climb a hill to hide. 

When water from the town sewers 

joins a mighty river, 
its very name is changed— 

it becomes sacred water! 

Think well! Even those who have 

no claim on greatness of clan 

if they ally themselves with the noblemen 
can stand firm as a hill. 

Those who desire the embraces 
of women who are like the eel, 

which shows one head to the snake, 
and another to the fish of the limpid lake, 

are like beasts without discrimination. 

Charming to the eye, 

adoring to the beloved, 
commanding respect, shaming 

the entire village with her modesty, 
humble by nature, stern if required, 
and yet relenting with grace— 
such a soft-voiced woman is a wife. 

At sunset 
which deludes 
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when artisans down their tools, 

she gathers flowers 

and weaves them into a garland; 

she would then let it slip 

from her fingers, and wail, 

‘Of what avail is this garland 

to one who is lonely.’ 

Translated by C. K. Swaminatlian 



MUTTOLLSYIRAM (6th century) 

The following selections have been taken from MuttoUayiram, a panegyric of nine Jjundrcd 

quatrains in praise of the Cera, the Cola, and the Pantiyan kings of the Tamil country. Only 

one hundred and eight quatrains of this work are now extant. These poems eulogize the heroism 

of the kings of the dynasties referred to and the importance of the elephant corps in their armies. 

Love is also a predominant theme and some of the poems speak of women’s love for the kings 

and describe the anxiety of the lovelorn women in a gripping manner. However, there is no 

reference to the author of MuttoUayiram anywhere in the work itself. 

SHE CAN SHUT THE DOOR, NOT THE 

SLANDERERS’ MOUTHS 

To deprive me of iLe sight of Kotai, 

leading a sea-like army, 
Mother has shut the single door 

in vain. 

Dear damsel decked with jewels! 

Shutting the door, 

Can she shut the slanderers’ mouths 

associating me with him? 

MY VACILLATING HEART 

I rushed out for a glimpse of Kotai 

adorned with gold and garland 

but closed the door, 

overcome by coyness; 

My heart, like the poor 

at the doorsteps of the rich 

goes and comes back 
vacillating endlessly. 

CAN SHE CURE THE DISEASE OF LOVE? 

Sprinkling the blood of a black goat 

at a chosen spot, 

and giving me a bath, 

My mother bade my madness depart. 
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But, when it is love for Kotai, 

who with his vengeful spear, 

has won many a battle. 

Will my deep-rooted disease disappear? 

THE ONLY TERROR-STRICKEN CRY 

In the muddy river 

the red ampal blossoms. 

Fearing that the waters are on fire, 

the birds take their young ones 

within their wing-arms— 
the only terror-stricken cry 

heard in the Kingdom of Kotai 

wielding a poisonous spear. 

THE LUNATIC ATTEMFl' 

Habituated to the heroic deed 

of tearing vast canopies 

of mighty monarchs, 

the frenzied elephant 

of the red-eyed Kotai, 

running amuck, 

extended its long proboscis 

towards the moon. 

LET NOT LADIES DIE 

Open the doors — 

let’s face the evil fallout later; 

if ladies are to die 

it’s a heinous crime— 
letting them feast their eyes 

on the ruler of Urantai, 

the great Tamil monarch 
wearing cool wreaths oti his chest. 

EYES ROLL LIKE FISH 

Holding his bright leaf-shaped spear 

the Cola on his choice-steed Patalam 
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Passes in a procession; 

Wearing priceless bangles 

Women watch the view. 

Behind every window 

eyes roll like fish 

caught in a black net 

BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP SEA 

Pulled in one direction by shyness, 

in the other by passion, 

Urged by the eyes anxious 

to view the broad-shouldered Killi, 

my heart, at the middle of night, 

agonizes like the ant 

caught inside a bamboo pole 

burning at both ends. 

MY EYES HAVE NEVER HAD THEIR FILL 

While sulking, 1 turn aside; 

shyness bows me down 

When I am embraced; 

in union 

ecstasy blinds me 

My eyes have, therefore, missed 

a full view of Valavan, 

the famed and fair-minded ruler. 

VALAVAN’S JUSTICE 

My eyes viewed him; 

my heart mingled with him 

But my big soft shoulders, 

losing their lure, 

have to pay the price. 

See how 

Valavan of vast-spaced Uraiyur 

dispenses justice! 
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THE BEETLE-MESSENGER 

Of the Cola Kingdom of Nalankilli, 

who wields a long terrifying spear, 

a beetle, at midnight, came to me, 

enjoying on the way lotus and kuvalai. 

Oh! Cold winter wind! 

Never near this place. 
Which is well-protected 

Unlike in the past. 

WHY SHOULD THE SPIDER ALONE SUFFER? 

Brahmins were gifted cows and gold; 

Mounting mountainous elephants 

poets departed; but, alas, on 

the Revati day, the birthday of 

my father, Killi wielding his 

leaf-like spear, 

why, on earth, should the spider 

be robbed of its web? 

THE GHOSTS’ GORY LAMP-GAME 

The skulls of crowned Kings 

serving as lamps. 

their brains as oil, 

and intestines as wicks, 

the ghosts on the battleground 

where Cempiyan’s son had fought, 

kept on playing 

the gory lamp-game. 

HOW DO 1 SHOW MY GRATITUDE 

TO THE CARPENTER? 

Directing me to obey, my mother 

forced me into the house-prison, 

ran to fasten the door firmly. 

How can I show my gratitude 

to the one who had drilled 
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the hole in the door 
for me to view 

the handsome Katunkon? 

WAS SHE NEVER YOUNG? 

My bangle-adorned, long-shouldered 

sword-eyed friend! 

Did mother become old 
without ever being young? 

She forbids me to view with my eyes 

the garlanded, spear-holding leader 
of a wirming army, 

Maran the great. 

THE HUNTER’S EMPTY CAGE 

Unaware of the flight of my heart 

eager to get united 

with the ruler of Kutal 
surrounded by coconut trees. 
Mother is guarding my body 

just as the hunter, 

ignorant of the hawk’s escape, 

cherishes the empty cage. 

WHOM CAN I APPROACH FOR JUSTICE? 

During Maran’s visit 

to our spotless street, 

I had but bowed to him; 

he stole my heart, my shyness, 

my shoulders’ lustre. 
He being the protector of Korkai 

beautified by its black sea, 

to whom can I appeal for justice? 

UNLUCKY ME! 

Tennan, owning virile elephants, 

appeared in my dream. 
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compassionately conferred on me 

conjugal pleasures. 

Misled by the illusion, 

I touched my bed with my tender 

cenkantal-Vkt fingers. 

I could see none but the miserable me. 

I WONT LOSE HIM 

Fresh, fragrant wreaths 

you have brought me, foster-mothers! 

You may take out my life; 

1 won’t take my hands 

off my eyes; 

Maran, fearless and armed, 

along with his mighty elephant 

got into my eyes last night. 

DREAM AND REALITY 

My sleepless eyes closed for a moment; 

at once appeared Maran, 

armed with his pointed spear, 

and held my hands. 

Taking it to be true, 

I shook myself up. 

Alas! sinful me! 

I lost my dream also. 

PEARLS AND TEARS 

Korkai is not the only place for 

bright pearls bom of oyster. 

They may also be seen 

in the eyes of ladies 

who have contemplated 

the broad, sandal-paste-smeared chest 

of the blood-stained-spear-wielding 

Maran of Korkai. 
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MOTHER’S CUSTODY 

How can I sing, 

while pounding cumam} 

in this small house, 

the glory of the flag, 

the chariot, the crown, the pearl-necklace 

of Maran wearing garlands. 

When I am under the custody of 

an incomparable mother? 

BRING HIM CLOSE TO OUR WINDOWS 

Oh! dear female elephant! 

This favour let me beg of you. 
With your drum-like foot, shield-like ear, 
long proboscis and hanging mouth, 

when you carry the King 

of ccn/Mr-complexion 

in a procession through my street, 

walk close to our windows. 

YOUR WOMANHOOD IS SUSPECT 

When Maran, the King of Kutal 

With his long, flesh-smelling spear, 

goes in a procession 

on your back. 

Oh! my young elephant-friend! 
you don’t know 

you have to walk slow. 
Your womanhood is suspect. 

THE TERROR OF THE NORTH WIND 

Just as the approach of the birthday, 

aggravating the agony, 

threatens the diseased with death, 

my jewelled friend! 

the furious cold wind from the north. 

1. Lime. Calcareous earth used for mortar. 
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in the love-tormenting evening, 
when I am away from Maran Valuti. 
strikes terror into my heart. 

SPHAK NOT OF ME BUT OF MY SLEEPLESSNESS 

Don’t speak of me; 

mentioti not my name, 
nor my place: 
don’t tell him 
what kind of mother 1 have. 

Inform the great Tamil King 

riding a merciless elephant 

only of my sleeplessness. 

A COUNTRYW1DF-; COMMOTION 

The love of these ladies lender as twigs, 
like the lamp in a brass pot, 

is invisible. 
The moment the garlanded Valuti moves out 

in the evening, when cows reach home, 

its outburst 

causes a countrywide commotion 

like the fire on a mountain. 

THE LOSS OF THE NIGHT 

I sulked; he solicited; 
I did not yield. 

He sulked; I solicited; 

he did not yield. 
This is how, 
without my reaching Valuti’s chest, 
broad, garlanded, sandal-paste-smeared, 

the whole night passed. 

PEARLS. PEARLS. PEARLS 

The infant pearls 
yielded by oysters, 
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the closed buds of punnai, 

the beads fallen 

from kamuku leaves, 

all look like pearls 

in the land of Tennan 

Whose canopy looks lustrous with pearls. 

THE ELEPHANT’S WRITING 

With its tusk as the quill, 

the intimidating chests of 

the heroic, furious, spear-wielding 

kings as the scroll, 

the elephant of the mighty Marap 

will write; 

all the rich world 

is ours. 

Translated by P. Marudanayagam 



TIRUMANTIRAM (6th century) 

The following extracts are from Tiriimantiram, a seminal text of Saiva Siddhanta whose 

influence on Tamil literature is quite extensive. It is a classic in the true sense of the word. 

According to legend, it is the composition of a yo^i who took compassion on a herd of cattle 

mourning the death of their cowherd. The yo^i, called Cuntarar said to have resided in Mount 

Kailasa, was on a visit to his disciple, Agastyar, in the south. He found himself on the outskirts 

of Sathanur where he was moved by the sight of the cows lowing round the dead body of 

their cowherd Mulan. The yogi who believed ‘God is love’ thought it his duty to do something 

to alleviate the misery of the dumb creatures. Using his yogic power, he entered the body of 

the dead cowherd. The cows seemed relieved and happy to find their master restored to life. 

The yogi led the cattle back to the village. When he returned to the place where he had left 

his body, he w'as surprised to find that it had disappeared! 

It is this *yogi in the cowherd’ who undertook penance under a peepul tree. He came 

to be known as Tirumular. It is his verses, three thousand of them, that are known as 

Tiriimantiram They form the central part of Saiva Siddhanta. populansed later by the 

Nayanmars, whose tenets arc: 1. The whole of mankind is one family and the Lord we worship 

is only One. 2. Our body is the Temple of the Lord so it is not to be despised but taken care 

of as a sacred trust. 3. The ultimate reality is one, and all of us belong to the same family. 

Apart from its literary merit, Tiriimantiram. has its own spiritual value. Central to it 

is the Fati-Pasu-Pa!ta triangle. Pati or the master stands for God. Pa.^u is the individual soul 

in ignorance. Pilsa is the bondage of mdya that tics down the individual soul. All these three 

entities are real and Saiva Siddhanta looks like ‘qualified monism’. The difference between 

the three entities is real in existence, but they arc inseparably united with him who is the 

Supreme Reality. 

JiVA LIES ENCLOSED IN SIVA 

136 

The fierce rays of the sun beating upon the water, 
The dissolved salt does emerge in crystal shapes 
That salt in the water dissolved becomes liquid again, 

So does Jiva in Siva get redissolved. 

HOW SOON THE DEAD ARE FORGOTTEN 

145 

The neighbours gathered together wailing loud and long. 

Denied him now a name, called him corpse, 

From Tirumantiram by Tirumular, translated by B. Natarajan. published by the President, Sn Ramaknshna 

Math, Madras. Reprinted by permission of the publishers. 
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And bore him to the burning ghat when the body burnt, 

Then did a ceremonial dip—and memory of him fades away. 

WHEN THE BODY-POT BREAKS 

NONE CARE TO RETAIN IT 

158 

This entire universe of treasures, vast, compact. 

The Great Potter from watery clay wrought to shape: 

If the moulded pot breaks, men keep the pieces still. 

But if the body cracks, who cares to keep even a whit? 

YOUTH IS SUGAR-CANE: AGE IS POISON NUT 

180 

Time was when fond women bestowed on him their love; 
Like cane’s sugary juice, slow-sucked, was to them 

The idol of wenches with budding breasts and jewelled shapes; 

But now the sweetest cane has become bitter poison nut. 

THE LORD BURNT THE THREE CITIES 

343 

The Primal Lord, 
Who on His matted crimson locks 

Wears sacred Gahga water. 

He destroyed the Three Cities 

—^Thus say the ignorant; 
The Three Cities are the Triple Impurities 

It is them He burnt 

Who knows this truth thereof? 

VOID THE BEGINNING AND END 

429 

Out of Void (Siva), a plant (soul) sprang. 

To the Void it returns; 

Yet shall it not be Void again; 

In what Void, exhausted, it shall die; 
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That is the fate of Hari and Brahma too, 

Who survive not the holocaust of Samhara. 

HE IS WITHIN YOU YET YOU KNOW HIM NOT 

431 

He is the One within; He is the Light within; 

He moves not a wee bit from within, 

He and your heart are thus together. 
But the heart knows not His form. 

THE EYE SEES NOT ITSELF 

440 

One clay; many the receptacles. 

One God, pervades all species; 
The eye sees several things 

Yet it sees not itself 

Thus it is, we see not the God in us. 

HOW THE BODY IS FASHIONED 

461 

With skeletal bones He erected the frame; 
With circuitous tendons He fastened it; 
With blood and flesn He cemented it; 
Thus did the Lord fashion this body-mansion. 
For dear life to dwell, 
I seek forth Him, increasing endearment. 

HE PRINTED THE SEX OF THE INFANT 

477 

The seed of life. 
As a steady flame bums in womb 

It takes shape as one of three, 
Male, female and hermaphrodite; 
How the father and mother were at union. 

Even so He printed the sex. 
Righteous indeed was that Luminous One. 
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AGE IS DETERMINED 

479 

If after emission, 

The male’s breath extends five finger-length 

The infant bom lives a hundred years; 

When breath stretches to four finger measure, 
To age eighty the infant lives; 

When the yogi who knows the science of breath control 

Indulges in the sex act, 

He regulates the vital flow, accordingly. 

CONGENITAL IMPERFECTIONS EXPLAINED 

480 

When after intercourse, the man is short of breath, 

The infant bom will be a dwarf: 

When breath blows feeble, 

The issue may be bom of defective limbs; 

When breath halts in mid-act, 

A hunch-back will be bom; 

All these apply not. 

To woman’s breathing rhythm. 

BREATHING AT UNION DECIDES SEX OF BABY 

482 

If breath flows leading on right nostril. 

The infant bom will be a male; 

If on the left nostril, 

A female will be bom; 

If the descending current apana 

Opposes the ascending current prana 

Twins there shall be; 

If in equal measure the breath rhythm mns. 
Through nostrils right and left, 

Hermaphrodite shall be the baby bom. 
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HOW A HANDSOME BABY IS BORN 

483 

If in Male and Female breath runs 
In equable measure, 
The infant bom will be exceedingly handsome; 
When in both breath rhythm falters, 
There will be no conception. 

THE HOLY WATERS ARE WITHIN US 

509 

Within this body are many Holy Waters; 
They take not gentle dips in them 
And drive karma away; 
Vainly do they roam hill and dale. 
Witless men of confused mind they are! 

WHY I PRESERVE MY BODY 

725 

Time was when I despised the body; 
But then I saw the God within 
And the body, I realised, is the Lord’s temple 
And so I began preserving it 
With infinite care. 

CONTINENCE LEADS TO GODHOOD 

735 

If the seminal seed thickens by sexual abstention 
It shall never be destroyed; 
If the body is lightened by austere discipline 
Long shall be the life; 
If food is eaten sparingly 
Many the good that flow; 
You may verily become 
The Lord of Dark-Hued throat. 
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THEY THAT SHUN TAPAS HUNGER FOREVER 

1642 

In fear they ran from the crocodile in the river 

And on the bank they fell into the embrace of the bear 

Thus are they the ignorant of scriptures, 

Who from austere tapas run away 

For food and in hunger roam forever. 

MEN OF FALSE ROBES BRING FAMINE 

1656 

When those that have not acquired jndna 
Don the holy robes 
And go about the land begging. 
And pursuing evil ways. 
The rains fail and famine strikes the land; 
Better by far, these evil men are de-robed straight. 

DEVOTEES ARE WALKING TEMPLES 

1857 

The offering you give 
To the Lord in the temple steepled high 

Reaches not His devotees 

Who are the noble walking temples 

When you offer things 

To the noble walking temples. 

That sure reaches the Lord 

In the temple steepled high. 

NOT CONTROL BUT SUBLIMATION OF 

THE SENSES IS WISDOM’S WAY 

2290 

“Control, control the senses Five,” 

—^Thus say those who know not; 

None, not even the Immortals 

Control the senses Five; 

When you control the senses Five 
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Verily ai^ you an inert mass; 

(There is an alternate way open) 

sublimate them toward the Lord 

That is Wisdom’s Way, I learned. 

SUBLIMATION OF THOUGHT 

2290 

Think of wood 

Image of toy-elephant recedes; 

Think of toy-elephant 

Image of wood recedes; 

Think of elements five 

TTiought of param recedes 

Think of param. 

Thought of elements recedes. 

KNOW THYSELF AND BE WITH GOD 

2366 

All these days, 

I knew not the Self; 

When I knew the self. 

Nothing else I knew; 

When I knew the Self, 

He left me not 

And within me He enquires 

Of my welfare in loving care. 

KNOWLEDGE THAT KNOWS ALL 

2596 

What avails you 

If you know all. 

But not the knowledge that knows all? 

When you can say, 

“I am the knowledge that knows all” 

Then can you well say, 

“I am God.” 
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STILL YOUR THOUGHTS AND BE PURIFIED 

2991 

Like muddied water are these men’s minds, 
Unclear in vision; 
They see not and say, “This is Lord.’’ 

From the heart’s lake within. 
Draw a pitcherful. 
And keep it apart in stillness; 
When you thus purify it. 
You shall become Siva. 

Translated by B. Natarajan 



THE ELEVENTH TIRUMURAI (6th -11th century a. d.) 

The following hymn has been excerpted from the Eleventh Tirumurai which forms part of 

the canon Tirumurais, the primary Tamil scripture of the Saiva religion. The Eleventh 

Tirumurai is an anthology of forty compositions by ten poets. The authors belong to a long 

time-span stretching from the 6th century to the 10th or 1 Ith century a. d. Some of these hymns 

are devoted to singing the praises of gods of the Saiva pantheon other than Siva. 

KARAIKKAL AMMAIYAR’S mystical hymn 

Having been born, bred 
and taught language, 

I attained your lotu.s-red feet 
with adoration. 

O celestial Lord of azure-throat, 
tell me how to get rid of this affliction 

of rebirth? 
Though He has not rid me of distress, 

not shown me any mercy, 
not ministered to me any mode of life, 

to Him, the Lord who dances as Flame 
with skulls and bones, 

I bow with unceasing love and adoration! 
I alone did penance! 

My mind alone was benevolent! 
I alone thought of Him who cuts out rebirth 
and I alone became a serving devotee 

of the god of the sacred ash 
who dons elephant skin and is forehead-eyed. 

The One was what I thought of! 

The One I braved life with! 
The One alone is what I contained within me! 

Yes, One alone! That’s my subsei-vience 

to resplendent Lord, the beautiful 
whose head is adorned with the Gaiiga 

the Moon and the Sun! 

It’s He who knows, makes us know, 

Himself known as Wisdom and Himself 

an eternal Truth. 
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Diffuses He all around as the vast expanse 

of sky, universe, and the Sun! 

In one form. Lord Tirumal, 

who measured the universe; 

I, your votary 

have not seen you, 

nor your holy image, 

nor have any hope of 

seeing you either now 

or in future. 

I know not what to say 

if asked 

what my lord would look like. 

How do you really fare 

0 my Lord, I wonder, and 

in what shape? 

Your body, O Lord, 

is said to be golden-hued 

as new-spangled dawn, 

your sacred ash, 

as white as the sea on a sunny noon, 

your matted locks of hair 

as crimson as the sun at even-tide 

your azure throat as thick 

as engulfing darkness. 

May I be cheerful forever 

by eyeing and adoring You 

with folded hands, 

thinking on your bliss with piety— 

if only I’m graced by a glance 

of You, the Supreme! 

Translated by P. Arangasamy 



PERUNKATAI (8th century) 

The passages that follow have been selected from Perunkatai (8th century a. d.) written in 

Tamil by KoiikuveHr, a poet from the Kongu country of Tamilnadu, an adaptation of the 

Sanskrit work written by the king of Gahga, Durvinita, a Jaina in the 6th century a. d. It is 

a narrative and describes in five cantos the story of Utayanan, a king of Kocampi city in 

Vattanatu. It is an epic written in akaval metre (blank verse) and contains some interesting 

passages known for their beauty. The work speaks about the moral and philosophical tenets 

of Jainism as the author’s intention was clearly to propagate that religion. However, this is 

done without disturbing the even flow of the story in the work. 

BEGINNING TO PLAY THE YAL 

Leaving with the other kings 

that mature assembly 
and eager to see Utayanan 

in his own well-guarded palace 

Piraccotaoan asked his men 
to fetch the Prince quickly to him; 

and Utayanan riding a cow-elephant 

in an ornamented howdah 

came through the bazaar, the citizens there 

raising their clasped hands in obeisance, 
and reached the huge palace gate 
guarded by sentries with spears in their hands. 

Piraccotanan went out to receive him 

on the well-sanded floor in front, 

took him inside, showed him a couch 

meant for two, and said to him, 

“Surely I don’t have to tell you 

that this is your own house?” 

From a handmaid in attendance 

he took out of a box pf coral 

a roll of fragrant betel leaves, 

offered it to Utayanan, 
and then took another roll 

in his own lotus-petal-soft palm. 

Eager that Utayanao should stay with him 
he went to the house of his senior counsellor 
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Civetao, and told him 
that he should tell Utayanan 
that he had a daughter wanting to learn 

how to play the vTna' 
and both her mother and himself her father 

were anxious to fulfill her yearning. 

They wanted Utayanan to teach her 

even if it seemed to him beneath his dignity. 

“Tell him, ‘Sir, this is your duty’ 
said he, “and let me know his answer.” 

To Utayanan resting in a lovely hall 

that skilful speaker carried the message. 

Utayanan who could find no way 

out of the love into which he had fallen, 
when he saw how the king had sent him 

his request regarding the vJna practice 

to put an end to his daughter’s grievance 

felt his heart now all in a whirl. 

But hiding for a while this excitement 

he began to wonder what could have made 

the king send him such a message. 

Was it to test the rectitude 

of one from an ancient and unique family? 
Or out of his regard for an enemy 

of such divinity whom he wanted to help? 

Or was it the nature of this king 

to give a free rein to whatever pleased him? 

So he thought of royal ways 

and concluded in his wisdom 

that whatever be the king’s motive, 

since it would lead to his getting a chance 
to see the Princess, and also because 
he could not straightway ask Civetao 
which among the many queens’ daughters 

including the lotus-face he had seen 

was so keen on learning music, 
he should reveal to whoever it was 

the excellence of that vina 
That way many of his daughters would come 

1. A stringed instrument played by the ancient Tamils, different from the later vlna, though this poem used 
the two words synonymously. 
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and he would get a chance to see 

that dazzling moon-face once again. 

If ashamed to do this task 

he refused it, he said to himself, 

he would assuredly die. 

“Those who when life is threatened 

give up principles, are not fools. 

Winning and losing are predestined. 

Good sense and codes on policy 

both dictated such a course.” 

His heart strengthened with such thoughts 

he decided to stay and do 

what he was asked until such time 

he could fmd out the name and nature 

of the damsel who had plunged him 

in that sea of stupor. 

“Though he had thrown me in prison as a foe 

he treats me now as one of his children. 
To leave him will not be wrong 

but not before paying him my debt 

of gratitude by doing what he wants.” 

He felt that by obliging the king 

he would be imbibing cow’s milk 

from a sea on which honey had rained. 

His heart melted, and he said, 

“Tell him that the task he has laid 

is well thought out. Tt will avoid the blame 

that one imprisoned by him died. 

Great fame indeed will accrue to him. 

I will gladly do his bidding.” And he, 

escorted by Utayanan to the door, 

went to the king and told it all. 

The king then told his handmaidens, 

“Ask those among my daughters 

between the ages of eight and twelve 

to appear before me” 
And thereupon their foster-mothers 

and friends went searching on crystal floors, 

throwball fields, pearl-string swings, 

flower gardens, pool banks and lands 
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with many concealed wells in them 

calling various girls by their names. 

When the elderly women that way 

started getting those girls together 
there was quite a huge heap 

of those wearing strings of pearls, 

Vttis' the three-gemmed jewels,^ 

girdles, flowers, bracelets of conch, 

and others too not decked like those 

but able with their slim figures 
to vanquish by their mere apj)earance 

warriors none could conquer in war 

and who, lost in love, had no time 
to lift their heads even to pray! 

Their burgeoning shoulders filled with envy 

the garlanded nymphs of heaven. 

Alarmed by the sudden summons 

by those women-guards, those who seemed 

to provide a refuge to the goddess of Beauty 

in the red-streaked comers of their eyes, 

their gleaming nipples, tresses and waists, 

arrived at the king’s palace, 

their well-filed anklets moaning for mercy! 

It was a place which admitted 

only the nearest of kin to the king, 

its roof of gold, walls of wood, 

its hall hung with strings of pearls, 

coral arches on venkaP pillars 

shining bright with gold and ivory 

and roaring incessant with the beat of drums. 

All those girls approached the couch 

with its gem-set legs in the form of lions 

and draped with a sheet of silver thread 
embroidered by skilful workmen, 

on which sat their father, the king 

wearing his crown and resting his limbs 

on cushions with cotton white as milk. 

1. An ornament for the head bearing the image of Lak$mi 

2. Topaz, lapis-lazuli and gomada (cow-fat) 

3. The Kino tree (Winslow) 
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They bowed in obeisance to his feet, 

and he looked at that daughter in their midst 
whom one could easily have taken 

for her dazzling beauty and rectitude, 

her maiden grace and loftiness 

so equable among her mates bedecked 

for Lak^ml missed from her divine lotus! 

As what is destined needs must be 

the king decided that Vacavatattai 

was the one that should be taught the yal 

Then he took those golden girls 

lovingly on his right lap, 

gave them balls and parrots, little vessels 

made of gold, peacocks and minahs, 

garlands, dice, dazzling bras, 

coloured fans and coral dolls, 

cages for parrots burnished bright 

and everything as each desired. 

After that he asked them 

to show him all the skills they had learnt 

in cooking, playing on the yal, 

making images with flowers, 

mental arithmetic and the use of formulae, 

drawing diagrams and ventriloquism! 

Entranced by their association 

he bade goodbye to those entranced 

and ordered that the auspicious instrument 

his daughter was to learn to practise 

should be honoured with due rites; 

and the mother who had borne her 

rejoiced at this worthy task. 

The attendants and servant maids 

as well as her other mothers 

felt that the prince was indeed lucky 

to be made the teacher of the daughter 

of that heroic potentate; 

and spoke in whispers in the yards 

freely in groups among themselves 
that the rare vJm he had brought 

was worthy only of Vacavatattai. 
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They decorated the place occupied 
by the elderly foster-mothers 

with plates of gold with flowers and incense 
and offerings for the gods invoked; 
bathed her in sandal-scented water 
and dressed her hair with an ivory comb 

on which were drawn auspicious signs, 
making up her jet-black hair 
in a coiffure of curls and loops, 

a bun and tails with gold strings. 

They put a band on her forehead 
of faultless gold well tried in fire; 
decked her with well-chosen pearls, 

removed the gold ear-rings she wore 
and replaced them with gem-set ones. 
They put round her neck a single strand 
of gold and pearls with three bright gems 
to deck her young and firm breasts. 
A white silk sari round her waist 
was enclosed by a jewelled belt. 
Anklets tinkled round her feet 

which seemed so delicate that even flowers 
trodden on would have hurt her soles! 

Handmaids on either side of her 
raised small fans with pictures on them— 
palm leaves bordered with gold and pearls 
like a bird’s feathers still and spread, 
and four large fans with coral handles 

were waved by maidens braceleted. 

They led her into a hall 
with walls of gold, unplastered 
which shed a natural gleam. 
It had pillars of ivory 
and a canopy and platform for musicians. 
The floor was of vermillion. 

The friendly crowd entered that place 
making a great deal of hubbub 

and installed Vacavatattai there 
on a dais covered with flowers. 

In order to fetch the music teacher 
to inaugurate with the right ritual 
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the lessons on playing the yal, 

the handmaids with their bright bracelets 
went to Utayanan’s place 

and bringing him to the hall 

placed him on one side 

while on the other was the maiden. 

A curtain hanging in between, 

he had no inkling of his pupil. 

Then they caught her two hands 
redder than the kantaP 

with their bracelets of white conch, 

and bringing them together, said, 
“Lovely maiden, this is the way 

to show your respect to the teacher 
who will impart to you the skill 

so rare and pleasant and hard to get,” 

and the curtain was drawn aside. 

She saw then that this was he 
who had stolen her heart that day; 

but all the same she looked at him 
as if with indifference. 
And he too looked in the same way. 

And she confronted him thus 

in spite of the distress caused by love, 
the maids and guardsmen standing around 

with gold sticks protecting her, 

the divine teacher Uiayanan 

handed over the yal to her 
that she might start her practice on it. 

GALA BATHING IN THE OPEN: VARIOUS NOISES 

The noise of the townsfolk telling each other 
the things they enjoyed at that fete; 

the roar which arose on those cool banks 

as the many weapons made of pith 
in frames bound with thread and rags 

by skilful craftsmen who were self-taught 
to the wonder of those who saw them— 

1. A red flower, gloriosa superba (Winslow). 
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discuses, bows and arrows 

scented with sandal paste, flowers and leaves; 
wheels, curved clubs and javelins 

made with buds coloured and scented 

with vermilion and saffron— 
were all discharged by water machines 
in a combat between the princes 

and the girls they loved to sport with 
described as their enemy kings, 

each group mounted on elephants arow 

and confronting each other 

with the terrific noise which rose therefrom, 

and the noise too of those who gathered 

to watch the delightful spectacle; 

With the distressed cries of those storks 

who because of the braceleted girls 

with their sharp teeth and sweet smiles 
bathing in these streams were prevented 

from getting their prey, and flew to their nests 

on thick branches, with their chicks within; 

The noise of the youthful maravars' 

bringing down safely the trees cut 

by small house-dwellers on the rocky slopes 

of mountains in the hilly tracts 

cool aquila, sandal wood, karuvilam^ creepers 
bamboos, iravu and vJtu, 

timucu, vacampu and kottam 

negotiating their boats with skill 
and landing their loads on the banks; 

The noise made by the young men 

who pitying the does caught in the river 
with their wildered looks, and saying to themselves, 
“What would have been their fate if we 

had not been here?” plunged in the stream, 

rescued those creatures and restored them to their kin; 

The noise which arose when young men 

seeing a bevy of young girls— 

their shoulders bedecked with gold bands— 

1. A caste. Hunting tribes (Winslow). 

2. A winding creeper 
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in a tonO warned them gravely, 
“Though this vessel is now afloat 
should water get into it, 

you will all be drowned. So get off it.” 
And they knowing that this was a bluff 
nevertheless in ambrosial words 
expressed their pretended fear, 

got off that toni and were only too glad 
to bathe in the stream with those teasers; 

The tinkling sound of the jointed anklets 
worn by the petai^—girls who were 
between five and seven years old— 
round their red and winsome feet, 
their hair black and done with care 
into a fivesome coiffure 
and wearing a chain of gems and pearls 

providing a varied glitter 
on chests not old enough to provoke 
thoughts of love, their looks innocent 

and speech no better than a babble; 

The sound of the anklets worn by the petumpais — 

girls between ages eight and eleven— 
their necks adorned with moon-white pearls, 
their faces themselves like the moon, 

their hair done up by expert maids, 
their middles adorned with waistlets, 

their breasts gold buds on which rolled 
flashing chains, their flower-like feet 
hurt by walking on the floor; 

The sound of the waistlets worn by mahkais— 

the third stage of twelve and thirteen— 
necklace of gold on their rounded breasts, 
their soft shoulders shaming the bamboo, 
their waists quivering like the tendril, 

long eyes red-streaked and sharp as arrows; 

The noise made by the matantais— 
ages between fourteen and nineteen— 
as they plunged and pierced the stream, 

1. Boat or raft 

2. Pronounce the ea as in 'great' 
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their forehead a crescent, their light hair 
like a blue cloud upon its top, 
their bent brows and under them 

large eyes rolling red-streaked, 

burgeoning breasts piercing their blouses, 

slender waists like clinging creepers; 

The noise when the necklaced arivais— 

ages between twenty and twenty-five— 

good-natured, good-looking, civilized 
got into the stream leaving their infants 

to the care of the nursemaids, 

:md when their little boys made a clamour 
consoling them with sweet words, 

thrusting their full breasts into their mouths 
and lulling them upon their shoulders; 

The noise made by the bangles 

of the happy terivais— 
from twenty-six to thirty-one— 
who after their bath in the stream, 

their hair-jewels hidden by it 
but their other ornaments 

glittering in it like lightning, 

emerging, but in their wet clothes 
reaching the sand where they might make 

offerings to well-deserved ones 
seeking thereby their own good; 

The noise made by the perilampens— 
mature women in their thirties 

with their middles pollen-spotted, 
flower-decked and tight-bloused, 

their soft locks lightly grizzled, 

after having a good dip 
persuading their young daughters 

to do likewise: “Don’t be afraid. 

Be brave and plunge in. 
Those who bathe in this pool 
acquire virtue. So may you too!” 

The noise of those driving their carts 

with well-decked bullocks yoked to them, 

the noise of the bathers plunging, emerging; 

of those holding hands in the streets unmoving. 
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laughing and blocking others, 

searching the crowd for those girls 

who seemed to have taken a feincy to them, 

calling aloud for the lost ones 

their hearts at once distressed and lustful; 

and the din caused by old people 

left in the lurch by their guides; 

The noise made by the king’s sons 

swimming afar with no place to rest in; 

the noise made by the cow-elephants 

when the savage tuskers went their ways 

and caused a lot of confusion; 

the sound of music in the pandals' 

with the matavi creepers raised on the sand; 

the sound of laughter mixed with dance— 

all these various sounds and noises 

made it impossible to hear any words. 

Well-ground sandal and well-rubbed musk 

and the numerous spices as prescribed, 

many coloured garlands woven by experts, 

vermilion water for the beloved’s breast, 

scented oils and foamy essences 

were used in abundance at this sport 

so that the people might for ever 

take a delight in such fetes! 

PUTTING TO BED 

When the joy was bruited of the wedding 

of the thundering Prince Utayapan 
and Vacavatattai the daughter 

of Piraccotanan, lord of Elephants, 
astrologers who were expert 

in fixing auspicious hours 

chose the time for the marriage 

and told it to the elders. 

1. Thatched sheds on bamboo or other poles, under canopies of cocoanui fronds or plain or coloured and 
embroidered cloth. 
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A Brahmin with his sixfold duties* 

a tender of the three fires^ 

versed in the Vedas, tracing his descent 

from pure Brahmins on both sides 

undertook to choose a spot 

exactly as was prescribed 
on the floor of a flower-hung shed, 

level it, cover it with white sand, 
dig three pits fot three fires 
to be fed by the sacred pala’s^ twigs 
and ensuring that they wouldn’t go out. 

At the lovely posts supporting the pandal 
the forty-five deities invoked by mantras 

stood on guard, sacred urns 

beautiful and made of gold 

filled with stalks carrying grains, 

on the floor covered with sand. 
Brahmins were served the five kinds of food^ 
well-seasoned so as to meet 

the six tastes distinct^ which one gets 
in the food which one may eat; 

and the left-overs made a heap 

which none dared to approach. 

That Brahmin before-mentioned 

bowed first to the queen 
seated on a grinding-stone 

placed at the eastern end 

and officiated as if he was Brahma 

the four-faced creator of the Vedas, 
while numerous other Brahmins 

invoking Arundhati and Vasistha 

blessed the bridegroom and the bride 

waving the garlands in their hands 

of cassia, aruku^ and nerium. 

1. Teaching and learning, sacrificing for themselves and sacrificing for others, giving and receiving. 
(Manu 188) 

2. The two fires to receive oblations respectively to the gods and the ancestors, and the third one to guard 
the house. 

3. The murukku tree or the Jack tree. 

4. Those which must be bit or drunk or licked or chewed or swallowed. 

5. Sweet, bitter, sour, salt, pungent and astringent. 

6. A grass deemed sacred. 
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White rice which had been cooked in milk, 
rice cooked with a stirrer in honey, 
rice gold-hued cooked with tamarind, 

sweet rice cooked in cane juice 
and ink-hued rice cooked in ghee 

were placed as offerings to the gods 
in bowls of gold, gems, copper and silver 

filled by the maids to the brim. 

Betel leaves with their five adjuncts' 

were placed to the right, with sandal and turmeric; 
iron bowls with burning cinders 

covered with incense waved aloft 
and the gods invoked to come 
leaving a while their golden world 
whether they were then on hills or plains, 
on the wavy sea or in the sky, 

and to partake with pleasure 
of these offerings by the king's daughter 
and to give her their blessings. 

The elder women at the posts 
dedicated to Brahma and others 
surrounded by young virgins 

as if by a flock of swans 
enclosed in their lovely palms 
blackgram, rice, salt, flowers, 
betel rolls like caged parrots, 

sandal paste and other luck-bringers— 

their tapering fingers kantal buds— 

and telling those girls, “Imitate us 
and do as we do seven times,” 

scattered the contents, and those girls 
made no mistake in making that offer. 

Kancana, the maid engaged 
to dress the princess whose forehand 

was enclosed in lovely bracelets, 

put on her hair a pullakan^ 
with a crown jewel, and entwining 

a chaplet of flowers with one of gold 

1. Cubeb, cardamom, clove, nutmeg and camphor. 

2. An ornament for the forehead. 
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wound it round a bun on her head, 

clasped her tight, and then took her 

to the place appointed 

so that she might be joined in wedlock 

to the handsome Utayanan. 

That Brahmin elder on his sacred seat 

having gathered the twigs and heaped them 

in the east as prescribed, 

recited the sacred mantras 

and fed the fire with ladlefuls 

of ghee from the milk of a red cow 

ensuring that enjoyment 

and chastity went together. 

He made Utayanan take in his hand 

the tinkling foot of VScavatattai 

and set it on the grinding-stone. 

Then the two were made to feed the fire 

with swollen rice from their pretty hands 

and that fire was made to glow. 

Then that faultless ceremony 

came to an end with the blessing given 

by that meticulous Brahmin elder 

that the ride and groom should cling for ever 

like the gooseberry tree in this good land 

and the golden mountain Meru. 

Her face glowing like the moon, 

eyes shedding ambrosia 

on either side of her long nose 

which resembled a lotus bud, 

the eyes themselves large and red-streaked, 

the bride, head bowed, took her steps 

as if she was resentful 

that her parents were not here 

to give her in marriage in the proper way 

her land and city participating, 

and none of her own brothers were present 

to help in the exchange of garlands 

from her neck to the bridegroom’s 

and she had to submit here 

to a forced marriage. 
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The garlanded hero grasped firmly 
her braceleted forearm making it ache, 
took her round and expressed the hope 

that she would in time bear faultless children, 
and said that even in adversity 

his love for her would never ebb. 

The fiery hero touched her neck 
with his finger, and made her walk 
gently to the sacred grass 
spread in the southern direction 
where all the Brahmins gave their blessings. 

Then he made that king’s daughter 
sit on a bull-hide in the north-east, 
and when the ruddy evening sky 
gave place to the moon and the silvery stars 
made her see Arundhati 
glittering in the northern sky; 
and fingers joined against her brow 
make a prayer three times 
to that symbol of chastity 
that her own chasity too should be 

as long-standing as the world. 

Then the caturti vow observed 
of avoiding all sex 
for three days without a lapse 
by the bodily organs 
the wedding ceremony came to an end. 

Then on a cot with ivory legs 
solid, set with gold and gems, 

beds of white and flowered silk 

piled one upon another, 
with hanging strings of silver and diamond, 
diamond, silver, coral and gold, 
gems and pearls liberally spread 

from top to bottom of that cot 
by titled ladies lovely as peacocks, 
jewelled and expert in the art 

of ornamentation to provoke love— 

to Utayanan on such a cot 
with his garlands ffagrant and dazzling, 
like the king of Heaven on his bed, 
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Kancana knowing the likes and dislikes 

of the tribe of earthly kings 

led by her hand VScavatattai— 

golden bands on her bamboo shoulders— 

wearing such transparent clothes 

that their existence couldn’t have been known. 

“If I should come between these two 

ended would be my existence”, 

her garment seemed to say, and hence 

suppressed itself to reveal her glow. 

After putting on that cot 

that rare jewel of this earth— 

the acme of gentility-:— 

Kancana seized the hand of that Prince 

whose sight was a balm to every eye 

and made it pass over Vacavatattai 

from her head to her feet. 

Then was put intc iheir mouth 

delicious food as was the rule 

served in plenty on plates of gold. 

And thus did the people of that city 

celebrate the wedding of Vacavatattai 

daughter of Avanti’s king 

with the king of Vattava 

witli great pomp, and completed 

what they wanted without a fault 

putting the bride and groom to bed! 

Translated 6y P. S. Sundaram 



TEV5RAM (6th-8th century) 

The selections that follow are from Tevdram, a collection of hymns of devotion to Sivahy 

the three Nayanar poets, Campantar, Appar and Cuntarar, who lived between the 6th and 8th 

century which serves as the primary scripture for Tamil Saivas. The Tevdram also guides us 

into the world of Classical Tamil Civilization —the sophisticated tradition of poetry and the 

ancient musical system. 

The word Tevdram is of obscure etymology and was applied quite late to the first seven 

books of the Tirumurai. The term perhaps is related to the word vdram, which is used in the 

sense of a song addressed to a deity in the classical poem Cilappatikdram, 

The Tamil regional cults of the worship of Siva and Vi§nu, which arose and flourished 

between the fifth and ninth centuries were among the first cults devoted to bhakti, a popular 

religion of emotional devotion to a personal God. The hymns of the Nayanars (Saiva saints) 

and Alvars (Vaisnava saints) are the first literary expressions of emotional bhakti. The Tevdram 

claims distinction in that it straddles diverse categories of Indian religion, literature and culture: 

Sanskritic and vernacular; classical and popular; and personal and communal religion. While 

reflecting many features of Tamil culture, the Tevdram-hymm provide a powerful new 

synthesis of the different values of Hinduism including those of the indigenous Tamil 

civilisation, affirming, celebrating, and transforming both traditions. In fact, the work can be 

considered as a document of an important moment, a turning point in the history of Tamil 

regional culture. It has played an important part in shaping the ethnic-national consciousness 

of the Tamils as a whole. 

At the time of the rise of Tamil bhakti, the peninsular region to the south of the 

Venkatam hills had been influenced not only by the Hinduism of the Vedas but also by the 

heterodox religions of Buddhism and Jainism. The early bhakti cults did not see themselves 

so much as crusades against Hindu orthodoxy as the later bhakti movements elsewhere did, 

but as the champions of Hindu tradition; to them, the enemy was the religious doctrines of 

Buddhism and Jainism, alien to Tamil culture. This is highlighted by the importance given 

to the temple and ritual worship in the Tevdram. 

Though two centuries separate Cuntarar from Appar and Campantar, when the hymns 

of the three composers were compiled in the eleventh century, they were collectively 

designated as the Tirumurai (sacred text). It was only in the sixteenth century or thereabout 

that the three Nayanars* hymns were given the title of Tevdram. In fact, the hymns preserved 

by the oral tradition, were discovered and re-constructed in the eleventh century by the poet 

Nambi at the instance of the Cola king Apayakulacekharan. They then acquired a legendary 

aura of being ‘revealed’ scripture, as the poet was reported to have received direct 

communication from Gane^a and ^iva! During the next two centuries, some more hymns, a 

mystical philosophical text (Tirumantiram), hagiographical poems and a narration of the lives 

of the sixty-three NdyanSrs were added to the original work of seven books (Periya purdnam 

by Sekkilar) to make it a twelve-book composition of TirumuiaL Tevdram, Periyapurdnam 

and Tiruvdcakam by Mfloikkavficakar are the most important canonical texts of the Tamil 

^aivism. 
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The dates of the three Tevaram poets and the factual deiails of their lives continue to 

be a matter of controversy. It appears that the lives of Appar and Campantar overlapped 

(a. d. 570-670) and Cuntarar’s era was towards the end of the seventh and the beginning of 

the eighth century (The other great Saiva saint Manikkavacakar’s era is the ninth century). 

Appar was bom Manunikkiyar, a Saiva vellsfa in Tiruvamar. In his youth he converted 

to Jainism, took the name Tarumasenar and became the head of a Jain monastery in 

TiruppattripuHyQr. Afflicted by a painful abdominal disease, and under the influence of his 

sister Tilakavatiy^r, he put his faith in Siva and was miraculously cured. He converted back 

to Saivism and poured out his devotion to his Lord in melodious Tamil hymns. He was 

persecuted by the Jains but he remained steadfast in his faith. He reconverted the Pallava king 

Mahendra Varman to Saivism. He spent his long life of over eighty years travelling from one 

Siva shrine to another in Tamil country singing hymns. The saint’s eloquence earned him. the 

name TirunSvukkaracar (king of speech) but he is popularly known as Appar, a name by which 

he was addressed by the young Campantar. 

Campantar (Tirujnana Campantar) was a child prodigy. Bom a Brahmin in Sirkali near 

Citamparam, he is said to have mastered Vedic learning by the age three, having been taught, 

it is said, by Siva himself. 

From then on the child saint embarked on a career of incredible religious activity: he 

made four great pilgrimages to the Siva shrines in the Tamil region. At every shrine he 

composed hymns, which were set to music by the musician Tirunllakantayalppanar who 

accompanied the poet. He defeated Buddhist and Jain monks in debates and reconverted the 

Pantiyan king of Maturai to Saivism. This saint is credited with many miracles. His end is 

also a miracle as at the venue (TirunaHurppenimam) arranged for his marriage by his parents, 

Siva appeared as a great blaze of light and invited the Saint, his intended bride and the entire 

wedding company to join him. 

Nampi Arflrar or Cuntara Murty, affectionately called Cuntarar, was bom a Saiva 

Brahmin in TirunavalQr. On his wedding day, Siva is reported to have appeared at the assembly 

and claimed him as his devotee (of Tiruvenneynallur). The saint lived mainly at TiruvarQr but 

made pilgrimages and composed hymns at various shrines. His hymns are full of 

autobiographical material. He is said to have ascended to heaven on a white elephant, 

accompanied by his friend, the Cera king. 

The TevSram corpus consists of 796 hymns (383 hymns of Campantar in Books 1 to 

3, 313 songs of Appar in Books 4 to 6 and 100 hymns of Cuntarar in Book 7). The individual 

hymn has ten or eleven verses, each verse being a four line stanza with a refrain. The language 

of the Tevdram hymns considerably differs from that of the poems of the Cankam classical 

age and is closer to the literary Tamil of the later centuries. The form is also new; ‘true songs’ 

which could be recited as well as sung. 

The hymns are poems of praise as well as of love, celebrations of cult, of community 

as well as of god. The themes are closely connected with ritual and communal worship at the 

temple; the hymns are ‘garlands of songs* offered by the poets in place of ‘garlands of flowers*. 

They are designed to move the hearts of listeners to greater devotion to Siva. The many poetic 

images of Siva serve this end. 

Like the Sanskrit kHvya stanza, the Tevaram verse often presents a suggipstive, sharply 

defined descriptive vignette which can be enjoyed in isolation. The intended effects of the 

description are, however, quite different. In Sanskrit poetry, the purpose is to offer intellectual 

and aesthetic stimulation to connoisseurs of poetry; in the Tevaram, it is the religious 
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conception of Siva that forms the basis. The poet helps the listener/reader to ‘see’ Siva for 

himself. 

Of the two categories of akam (interior) and puram (exterior) poetry of Cankam 

literature, it is the puram tradition that is followed by the Tevaram Saints to express their 

persona] sentiments, but praising a real God who manifests Himself in particular places. 

Throughout these hynms of devotion and love to Siva runs a self conscious expression of their 

love for the Tamil language and poetry, too. 

Although many hymns of the three poets bear the imprint of the author’s unique 

personality, attitudes and experience, we also hear a strong collective voice. The emotional 

stances and themes are remarkably similar and are expressed in shared vocabulary and images. 

OUR MAN OF THE HILLS 

Campantar III. 327 Kalatti 

If you ask, 

“What hill does he love?” 

The answer is: Sankara of the moon-crowned matted hair, 

the god who skillfully burned in an instant 

with his ancient fiery bow 

the three castles of the demons, 

loves Kalatti’s hill, 

where darkness is banished 

by sparks rising from bamboos brushing 

against each other, 

and rays of light streaming from 

shining gems rooted up by stout boars. 

FESTIVALS 

Campantar II. 183 MayilappOr (Mylapore) 

Pumpavai, O beautiful girl! 

Would you go without having seen, 

on the rich streets of great Mayilai, 

town of beautiful young women with bracelets, 

and town of our Lord in Kapaliccaram temple, 

the flawless celebration of the ancient Karttikai feast 

at which young girls 

with sandal paste on their breasts 

light many lamps? 
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OUR MAN OF THE HILLS 

Campantar I. 69 Annamalai 

Do not listen to the words of the mad Jain monks 
who carry mats, and pluck their hair, 

and eat their food standing. 

Love and worship the spouse 
of Uma of the full breasts, 

the Lord who dwells in the shrine of Annamalai, 

whose slopes shelter packs of lions. 

Campantar III. 327 Kalatti 

If you ask, 
“What hill does he love?” 

The answer is: Siva who showed his grace 

by transforming into ambrosia 
the poison spewed by the great ocean 

to torment the gods and demons 
loves Kalatti’s hill, 

where hunters’ women 

shoot gold and gems from strong slings 
to chase boars and deer and parrots 

who come to eat the grain they guard. 

SiVA’S MYTHS 

THE LINGA OF FIRE 

Campantar I. 100. 9 Parankunram (Tirupparahkunram) 

Parahkunru is the shrine 

of the Lord who shares his body 

with the girl who plays with a ball,' 

the god who rose 
as a splendid column of light, 

whose greatness was beyond the grasp 
even of M5l who in a single stride 

once spanned this whole earth, 
and the ancient god^ who emerged 

from his bright navel, 

and gave the sacred Vedas to the world. 

1. The Goddess is portrayed as a very young girl 

2. Brahma, *the elder, the ancient one.* 
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SUPPLICATION 

Campantar II. 303. 1 Tiruvarur 

The one who is the end 
and beginning of the universe, 
the brahmin who wears the white ash, 
my father in TiruvarQr 
who has entered my heart— 
When will he take me? 

THE LORD, MY LOVER 

Campantar I.l Piramapuram (Cirkali) 

He wears a woman’s earring on one ear; 
riding on his bull, 
crowned with the pure white crescent moon, 
his body smeared with ash from the burning-ground, 
he is the thief who stole my heart. 
He is the Lord who lives in fine Piramapuram, 
where he once blessed with his grace 
Brahma of the lotus seat 
who worshipped him. 

THE LORD WHO IS HALF WOMAN 

Campantar I. 77. 1 Accirupakkam 

My master who rules over Accirupakkam, 
displays two forms, 
having taken as half of himself 
the soft girl with waist small as gathered lightning. 
He has flowing matted hair like a mass of gold, 
in his body the color of sea-coral 
mingles with the hue of fire, 
and on the expanse framed by twin shoulder-hills 
he wears the white sacred thread and the rich ash. 

RAMA YANA SITES 

Campantar II. 179. 2 Puljirukkuvelifr 

Though I ceaselessly have on my tongue 
the holy name of Ir3meccuram, 
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temple built on the causeway by Mai 

when he had bridged the ocean with great rocks, 

and achieved his goal, 

swayed by five who dwell in my flesh, 

I whirl about with an impure mind. 

Campantar II. 142. 4 Aiyaru (Tiruvalyanu) 

Aiyaru’s Lord is the kind god 

who delights in listening 

when women with melodious voices, 

coral-red lips, countless virtues, 

and eyes sharper than spears, 

sing his glory 

in vannam songs and hymns of praise. 

SiVA’S MYSTERIES 

Campantar II. 140 Tiruvanmiyur 

You who wear the dancer’s anklet 
on your beautiful feet, 
dwelling in Tiruvaruniyur, 

where devotees, deep in meditation, 
worship you with sandal paste and cool water 
and fragrant smoke from aloe sticks, 
explain the wonder of your taking for your color 
the sunset’s brilliant hue. 

You who wear a tiger skin 

and live in Tiruvanmiyur, 
where green groves flowing with honey 

stand close to cool wooded marshes by the sea, 

explain the wonder of your love 
for dancing with fire, 
cloaked in the elephant’s hide. 

SACRED LANDSCAPES 

Campantar 1.130 TiruvaiySru 

Tiruvaiyaru is the place 
where the female ape, in fright, 

leaps up on a branch to look for rainclouds, 
taking for thunder the roil of drums 
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when women dance, going around the shrine 

where the Lord dwells who delivers us from fear 
when the five senses wander out of their cages, 
and cease to function, 

the phlegm rises, the reason fails, 
and we are afraid. 

OUR MAN OF THE HILLS 

Campantar I. 10 Annamalai 

Karma will vanish without a trace 
for those who worship Ann3malai 

where waterfalls descend with the muffled roar of drums, 
hill where the Lord who is half woman, 

the one who united with Uma whose breast no child has sucked, 

shines resplendent as a great sacred gem. 

daksinamurti, the teacher 

Campantar I. 132. 1 Vilimilalai 

The temple of the god 

who sat under the tall banyan tree, 

and graciously taught the four ancient sages 

the enlightened way 

by discoursing on the essence of the four true Vedas, 

is Milalai, where parrots in groves flowing with honey, 

hearing the sound of famed pundits 

daily reciting the sacred texts, 
explain the meaning of the chant. 

THE DANCE IN THE BURNING-GROUND 

Campantar I. 46 Atikai VlrafrSQam 

He waves the fure lifted up in his hand; 

the strands of flame-red hair 

adorned with konrai blossoms thick with bees 

sway, as he dances 

with the Goddess with speech sweet as sugar cane 

and soft breasts like tender coconuts or lotus buds, 

in his beloved Atikai’s Virattanam shrine. 
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THE LORD, MY LOVER 

Campantar I.l Piramapuram (CirkSli) 

They praise him, calling him the Lord who is half woman. 

Lord with the matted hair, god who rides the bull. 

He is the thief who stole my heart. 

He is the Lord who lives in Piramapuram, 

famed as the shrine which once floated 

on the dark ocean’s cosmic flood. 

Campantar II. 154 Marukal 

“O god with matted hair!” she cries. 

“You are my sole refuge!” she cries. 

“Bull rider!” she cries, and faints in awe. 

O Lord of Marukal 

where the blue lily blooms in field waters, 

is it fair, 

to make this woman waste from love’s disease? 

“Object my thoughts!” she cries. 

“Siva!” she cries. 

“Primal Being!” she cries. 

“First among the gods!” she cries. 

O our father who dwells in Marukal 

where the blue lily blooms in clusters, 

is it right 

to afflict this woman with longing? 

VICTORY IN ALAVAY 

Campantar II. 202 Tiruniiruppatikam 

(The Hymn of the Sacred Ash) Alavay 

The sacred ash is our mantra, 

the ash covers the bodies of the gods; 

the sacred ash is all beautiful things, 

the ash is all that is praised. 

The sacred ash is the tantra text, 

the ash is the core of our faith. 

The sacred ash belongs to the Lord of Alaviy, 

spouse of Umi of the red lips. 
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THE LORD, MY LOVER 

Campantar 11. 154 Marukal 

The ignorant Jains 
and the wandering packs of Buddhists 
go about committing crimes. 
O Lord of Marukal, you who hold 
the fawn in your hand, 
you have utterly ruined 
the young woman with thick coiled hair. 

VICTORY IN ALAVAY 

Campantar III. 297 AlavSy 

Doe-eyed lady, great Pantiyan queen, listen! 
Do not fear for my safety, thinking me a child, barely weaned. 

With Aran of Alavay by my side, 
I will easily defeat those scoundrels 
who practice many torturous rites, 
living on Elephant and other hills! 

With Aran of Alavay by my side, 
I will easily defeat those filthy Jain monks 
who wander like elephants in rut, 
and eat their food standing, embarrassing pious men, 
and mutilate the good Sanskrit of the agama and mantra texts. 
loudly declaiming in the corrupt Prakrit tongue. 

Campantar III. 345 NaUaru 

They will become pure souls free of sorrow, 
who know these ten true verses 
that Ranacampantan, of Kalumalam town— 
where the Lord who is our good recourse dwells, 
embracing the beautiful breasts 
of the young woman with the slender waist— 
recited in the court of the king 
when his verses were cast into the flames. 

BULL RIDER 

Campantar I. 71. 7 Nacaiyurc Citticcaram 

A heron feather and the bright datura 
adorn his matted hair. 
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His flame-red body 

is covered with white ash. 

Over his girdle and loincloth 

he has bound a tigerskin 

encircled by lovely snakes. 

Thus, with anklets ringing, 

the Lord of Citticcaram shrine 

comes riding on his bull. 

THE DANCE IN THE BURNING-GROUND 

Campantar 1.134. 5 PariyalQr Virat^ain 

The skullbearer who dances 

in the burning-ground for the dead, 

the god who dances the patutam dance 

in the cremation-ground, 

is the Lord of the Virattam shrine 

in PariyalQr of blossoming groves 

and wise scholars of the sacred Veda. 

VICTORY IN ALAVAY 

Campantar III. 366 Alavay 

Lord who holds the fawn and the axe. 

Primal Being who dwells in southern Alavay! 

May your glory reign supreme in the world! 

Is it your gracious will, 

that I should annihilate in debate 

those great sinners 

who neglect the Vedic rite and wear mats as robes, 

the base men who pluck the hair from their heads? 

Campantar III. 345 NaUacu 

Cast into the brjght flames 

the holy name of Nallaru’s Lord 

whose body is cool and gleaming 

from embracing the beautiful, cool, lustrous breasts 

of the mountain’s daughter, 

woman who glows with the loveliness 

of a young sprout! 
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It will emerge unharmed— 
This is the truth! 

Campantar III. 305 Alavay 

Three-eyed god 
who flayed the wild elephant 
and put on the hide, 
is it your gracious will 

that I should defeat in debate 

the Jain rogues who offer no sacrifice? 

Primal Lord, O god in holy Alavay, 
for the sake of justice, 
will you favor me with your grace, 
so that I may defeat in debate 
the evil Jains 

who do not study the sacred texts? 

Campantar III. 366 Alavay 

God who shares his body with the Goddess, 
Primal Being who dwells in southern AlavSy, 
may your glory reign supreme in the world! 

Is it your gracious will, 
that I should defeat in debate, and destroy, 
the indecent Jain monks 

who slander the Vedic sacrifice? 

THE AUSPICIOUS LORD 

Campantar II. 221. 1 Kolaru Tiruppatikam 

(A charm against evil planets) 

He shares his form with the Goddess 
whose shoulders curve gracefully like the bamboo. 

He holds the ocean’s poison in his throat, 

he plays the lute. 
Wearing the bright moon and the Gangs 

on his crown of matted hair, 
he has entered my heart and abides here. 

So let my star be the sun or the moon. 

Mars or Mercury or Jupiter, 
Let it be Venus, or Saturn, or the two snakes! 
All the planets and stars are good stars for us, 

all bring good luck to Siva’s devotees! 
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Cuntarar VII. 84 Kanapper 

When shall I see the majesty of his bull, 

the cluster of konrai blossoms on his bright fragrant hair, 

the form he lovingly shares with the Goddess 

who has a slim waist and a smile white as jasmine? 

When shall I see the glorious dance he performs 

in the great hall of Tillai city, 

the mighty axe, the fire blazing in his hand, 

the sound of the cymbals 

played by devotees singing his praise? 

When shall 1 see the young man 

Who lives in Kanapper of green fields? 

THE GODDESS IN KANCiPURAM 

Cuntarar VII. 61. 10 Kacci Ekampam 

When the Goddess Uma herself 

honored the Lord with worship, 

when she who loved him and treasured him in her heart 

began the sacred rite, 

seeing her devotion, he caused the river to flood, 

frightening her, so that she ran and embraced him— 

and then he revealed himself. 

Surely it is to see 

Kampan the Trickster, our Lord, 

that I am endowed with eyes! 

THE LORD’S DEAR TOWN 

Cuntarar VII. 78 Ketaram 

Are not the Lord’s temples sacred 

as places of pilgrimage? 

Go bathe in cool Kuruksetra, 

plunge in the Godavari and Kumari, 

reach enlightenment in the holy hills, 

both north and south, 

say ‘Ketaram,’ sacred place 

where the parrot feasts 

on the glossy plantain fruit! 
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PAIR AND GRACE 

Cuntarar VII. 51 Tiruv3r0r 

I know the nature of the disease 

that afflicts me, makes me a sinner, 

makes me stop loving and serving the Lord; 

I hasten to worship him. 

How long must I, a fool, 

be parted from my Lord, 

the one whom karma cannot bind, 

great gem, my diamond, 

my god in Arur? 

SUPPLICATION 

Cuntarar VII.15 Nattiyattankuti 

I won’t be afraid of the snake that is your belt, 
won’t mock your dance in the burning-ground. 

You may not care for me, yet I’ll call you my Lord. 

Even if I’ll never be born again. I’ll never forget you. 

Though you won’t look at me, I will still see you, 

though you won’t love me. I’ll still love you in my heart, 

and never stop singing the praise of your feet, 

O King of Nattiyattankuti! 

Cuntarar VII.15 Nattiyattankuti 

Lord with the divine form, explain the wonder 

of your dwelling in the heart of a base man like me, 

who loves the dance you perform at night 
in the burning-ground, with a beautiful snake for your belt. 

Gem who rids us of our gathered karma, 

ruby-colored Lord, 
I won’t love anyone but you, 

O King of Nattiyattankuti! 

Since it is in my karma and nature to suffer, 

I won’t blame you for all I have suffered, 
O cool raincloud who dwells in Paccil in the West, 

King who kicked Death! 

Lord who is half woman. 

Brahmin who loves to bathe 
in offerings of milk, yoghurt, and ghee. 
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though you’ll go away from me, 

I’ll keep walking towards your feet, 

O King of Nattiyattaokuti! 

Cuntarar VII. 24 Malap3ti 

My father and mother 

can’t be of the slightest help to me. 

Caught in the chain of birth and death, 

I am worn down by the world-illusion. 

Ruby in Malapati 

surrounded by great dark flowering groves, 

O Father, tell me, 

whom can I think of but you? 

Cuntarar VII. 5 OnakantanraU 

Those who worship you every day 

with yoghurt and milk and ghee 

don’t get a penny for their devotion! 

You who live in OnakantanraU, 

won’t you show me a way to release 

as I wallow in this deep pit, 

dancing to the tune of the five senses, 

and won’t be saved 

unless I worship your holy feet? 

The goddess Ganga, whose waves flow 

over your moon-crowned matted hair, 

is a silent woman; Ganapati has a potbelly, 

spear-bearing Kumaran is a mere boy. 

As for the Goddess, 

she is no strict mistress. 

Cuntarar VII. 5 Onakantannaji 

Lord who lives in OnakantanraU, 

you won’t be reasonable, 

won’t take pity on the devotees 

who see you as their sole support, 

who love and worship your feet 

even when you give them nothing in return. 

What should we do in times of need, 

in poverty and misfortune— 

pawn you so that we can eat? 
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I have praised you, saying all I can say, 

but I can’t get anything out of you. 

Onakantanrali’s Lord, tell me, 

how will you rule us 

when you won’t give up this wretched life 

of wandering all day 

with a toothless skull for a begging bowl? 

Cuntarar VII. 5 Onakantanraji 

You don’t grant grace to your devotees 

who dance, and sing songs to the proper beat, 

who weep and melt with love for you, 

and gather to worship you in eveiy way. 

Though I am weary, wandering about, looking for you, 

you never think of me. 

You won’t run away from me, yet you won’t give me a hand, 

Onakantanrali’s Lord! 

Lord who lives in Onakantanrali, 

who do you go begging for alms 

in the ancient city of Kacci with its dark woods, 

when your Goddess who has long, dark hair 

and eyes curved like swords, 

the mountain’s daughter who wears 

the konrai garland brimming with honey 

on her high breasts, 

abides here in the Kamakkottam shrine 

for the salvation of the world? 

Cuntarar VII. 5 Onakantanrali 

What can your devotees who serve your holy feet 

with the sacred rites get for their love? 

Your necklace is a snake, you live in 

Arur, a town that belongs to nobody; 

Orriyur is a mortgaged city, 

you have no place to call your own. 

You have raised the gbddess Gaiiga up on your head, 

you’ve made her your wife! 

Your home is the burning-ground, 

and your robe, the flayed hide, 

0 Lord who lives in Onakantanrali! 
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CUNTARAR: THE LORD’S COMRADE 

Cuntarar VII. 17 (Tiru) Navalur 

Our holy town of Navalur is the home 

of the poet who possessed me 

in Venneynallur, 

the god who set fire to the enemy’s three cities 
with a single, swift arrow, 
while Visnu, Brahma, and the king of gods 

obeyed his command. 

PARAVAI, CANKILI, AND BLINDNESS 

Cuntarar VII. 54 Orryur (TiruvorriyDr) 

O son, my gem O bridegroom, 

you have become my evil planet as well! 

I can’t bear it when my women refuse to listen to me^ 

calling me a blind wretch! 
How can I live without eyesight, 

O three-eyed Lord, chanter of the Veda? 

Is this fair, O god who dwells in Oiryur 

washed by the cool, swelling waves of the sea? 

Cuntarar VII. 69 Mullaivayil 

O treasure in holy Mullaivayil with lush groves, 

town that ceaselessly resounds with the fine dances 

of dancing girls with long carplike eyes 

and breasts adorned with jewels, 

women lovely as peacocks, with coral lips, 

bright smile, and long, dark hair! 

Day and night I serve you with devotion; 

free me from suffering, 

O Lord of Souls, Supreme Light! . 

Cuntarar VII. 189 Venpakkam 

I make neither the beginning nor end of my acts; 

the Lord is my sole refuge. 

Yet, without thinking, 

“This one has sought shelter in me; he is my servant,’’ 
the bull rider, my Master who has the poisonous snakesj- 

white ash, and tiger-skin robe, replied; 

“I am here; now go your way!” 
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Cuntarar VII. 95 Tiruvarur 

Sell me, if you wish, for I am not a helpless pawn, 
but one who willingly became your slave. 

Though I have committed no offense, 
you have made me a blind wretch. 

Why did you take away my sight, O Lord? 

Now you alone must bear the blame. 

Though you won’t give me back my eyes. 

May you live long, my Lord! 

GOLD, AND SILK, AND A FLASHING SWORD 

Cuntarar VII. 20 Kolili 

You have a woman as half yourself; 
the Lady Gahga lives on your spreading matted hair; 

you know well the problems 

of supporting two good women. 
In Kuntaiyur surrounded by beautiful groves 

I got some grain. 

Primal Lord, God of miracles, 

send me men to carry the grain! 

Cuntarar VII. 46 Nakaikkaronam 

You who roam the streets riding on your bull, 
dishevelled hair streaming, playing on the beautiful vina, 

you have useless servants. 

Handsome moon-crowned god, it is fitting 

that you dance in the company of hideous ghosts. 

Is it also proper, is it as a form of penance, 

that you seduce innocent young women 

with long, coiled hair? 

Tell me, when will you give me bars of gold 

to end all my trials, 
O Lord who lives in Nakaikkaronam by the sea? 

Cuntarar VII. 46 Nakaikkaronam . 

He came to you boasting of his strength, 

and lifted the hill where you sat, 

absorbed in a lover’s quarrel, 
with your sweet-voiced Goddess 

who wears a silk cloth on her wide, bright mound of Venus, 
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You crushed the glorious king of Lanka, 

then, hearing him sing your praise in hymns, 

gave him a chariot and sword. 

Once in Vilimilalai, home of many brahmins, 

you gave gold coins every day, 

so that your loving devotees might not starve. 

Even thus bless me today, 

O Lord who lives in Nakaikkaronam by the sea! 

Lord who holds the fawn, 

you took me of your own free will, 

and promised me great wealth. 

You plied me with lies, and went off to Kllvelur’s shrine! 

Is this fair? If you cared for me 

would you cheat me like this? 

I want a blazing golden .sword, gold flowers, 

and silk sash, 

and curry and fine rice with ghee to eat 

three times a day, 

0 Lord who lives in Nakaikkaronam by the sea! 

Cuntarar VIL 34 PukalOr 

Though you praise the wicked man, 

the great rogue, the sinner, the crooked one, 

the criminal, and call him a good man, 

he won’t give you a thing. 

Poets! Sing Pukalur of the blessed one 

with matted red hair that shines like gold, 

and you will surely be rid of the sorrows of life, 

and attain release! 

Though you flatter the miser 

who hoards his wealth down to the last grain, 

and won’t give even to the poorest of the poor, 

though you hail him as your kinsman, your noble patron, 

you will get nothing from him. 

Poets! Sing fine Pukalur, 

where birds flock together, 

and you will surely escape 

being mired in sin! 
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THE SERVANTS OF THE LORD 

Cuntarar VII. 9. 6 Pukalttunai Aricirkaraip Puttur 

The brahmin, your temple servant, 
daily carried water from the Aricil 
for your bathing rite. 
Once, faint with hunger, 
he let the water jar fall on your crown 
and stood trembling. 
Your gracious reward to good Pukalttunai 
was the daily wage of a gold coin, 
O pure one in Puttur rich in groves! 

PARAVAl, CANKILI, AND BLINDNESS 

Cuntarar VII. 95 TiruvarDr 

You who dwell in Arur, 
where birds flock together in the groves, 
my Master, is this the reward you give your serviuits? 
If the best you can do is to give me a transient biith, 
and a body, and a heart that will never forget you, 
and then rob me of my sight, 
may you live long, my Lord! 

ASCENT TO KAILASA 

Cuntarar VII. 100 Tirunotittanmalai 

Was it to end his enmity with elephants 
since the day he flayed the elephant-demon’s hide, 
that, as I controlled the vital breaths 
and remained in steady contemplation 
of the Shining One, 
the Highest God in Notittanmalai 
blessed me with an elephant 
which the great gods of heaven 
themselves worshipped and made me mount? 

MANY SAINTS 

Appar IV. 49 Kurukkai Viratlanam 

The hunter approached, 
bearing bow and arrow, a guard’s weapons. 
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the offering of meat in his hand; 

holding his leather sandals, he bathed his God 

with ritual water from his pure mouth. 

When God’s fiery eyes began streaming red blood, 

and he plucked out his own eyes to stop the wounds, 

the Lord of the Virattanam shrine in Kurukkai 

at once held him back. 

PAIN AND GRACE 

Appar IV. 79 Kurainta Tirunericai 

(The Sacred Nericai Poem of Despair) 

Why was I bom, 

I who cared only for my pride, 

I who was caught in women’s snares, 

I who failed to think of my dear kinsman, 

my ambrosia, the world’s beginning and end, 

my lord whose form bright as the sunset sky 

lay buried within my heart? 

Appar IV. 113. 10 

How can the likes of me ever behold you, 

when even those who are like you 

could not grasp your greatness with their vision 

when they tried to challenge you, 

O brahmin with a shining crown of thick matted hair 

that glitters like gold, 

mingles with the hue of fire, 

surpasses the color of the sunset, 

and shines like a flash of lightning? 

Appar: 

I love him who dwells in the hearts of his lover, 

whose great self is love itself. 

Desiring to see him, I melt; 

melting, I waste away. 

How shall my heart, 

ant trapped on a two-headed firebrand, 

join my Father, the great Lord? 
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NATARAJA: LORD OF THE DANCE 

Appar IV. 81. 4 Koyil (Tillai) 

If you could see 
the arch of his brow, 
the budding smile 
on lips as the kovvai fruit, 
cool matted hair, 
the milk-white ash on coral skin, 
and the sweet golden foot 
raised up in dance, 
then even human birth on this wide earth 
would become a thing worth having. 

THE LORD IS ALL THINGS 

Appar VI. 308 Nmra Tiruttantakam 
(The Tantakam Poem of the Lord Who Stands) 

As rock, as hill, as forest, 
as river, as streams and small canals, 
as salt marshes by the sea, 

as grass, as bush, as plants and herbs, 

as the city, as one who smashed the three cities. 
as the word, as meaning in the word, 

as the stirring of all life, 
as the places where life stirs, 

as grain, as the earth in which it grows, 

as the water that gives it life, 
the Lord who blazed up as the great flame stands, 

O wonder! 

THE COMIC PERSON 

Appar VI. 229 Karukavur 

A snake encircles his waist, 
he sits under the banyan tree, 
the Atirai is his festival day. 

The cosmic gods themselves honor the sacred crown 

on which he bears the moon. 
Destroyer of karma, he dwells in my thoughts, 

and in every human heart on this wide-famed earth. 

He who shares his form with Uma 
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drank the poison that arose from the surging sea. 
My father in Karukavur 
is my eye. 

He is drum and drumbeat, 
the measure of all speech. 
The ash-smeared god, the supreme Light, 
destroyer of our sin, is our one path to release. 
The Lord who kicked at terrible Death 
firmly eludes evil men— 
they can’t see him. 
My Father in Karukavur, 
is my eye. 

THE LORD IS ALL THINGS 

Appar VI. 243. 1 Tiruvarurt Tiruttantakam 
(The Tantakam Poem of the Lord in TiruvarOr) Tiruvarflr (ArOr) 

The gorgeous gem, delicious honey, milk, 
the sweet taste of sugar cane, clear sugar syrup, 
precious gem, the sound 
of flute, drum, cymbals, and lute, 
great gem, coral, pure gold and pearl, 
the crest jewel of Paruppatam hill, 
rare gem who destroys our sin, 
our Lord in Arur — 
I was a dog, who once failed 
to know and remember him. 

Appar VI. 26. 1 Avatuturai 

My treasure and good fortune. Lord sweet as honey, 
golden flame of heaven, O form of blazing light, 
my friend, my flesh, 
heart within my flesh, soul within my heart, 
wish-fulfilling tree, 
my eye, dark pupil in the eye, image that dances within! 
Save me from the hidden disease of karma, 
bull among the gods, you who live in cool Avafuturai! 

BHIKSATANA: THE BEGGAR 

Appar Vi. 223 Amattur 

When he lingered at my door, wearing the white ash, 
his spreading matted hair crowned with a white wreath. 
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singing the Kantaram mode to the vJna’s tune, 
I asked: “What is your town, 

O man with the throat dark as a sapphire?” 

Pretending to be in pain, he entered my house. 

Then, saying, “O girl with the slim waist, 

if you wish to know my town. I'll tell you— 

it is Amattur, where bees buzz on the cool lotus flower,” 
the Lord disappeared. 

MARKANDEYA AND DEATH 

Appar IV. 31. 9 Katavur Virattam 

Resisting the charms 

of women with eyes curved like the cel fish, 

Markandeya became Siva’s devotee, 
bathing his God every day 

in streams of milk, and good yoghurt and ghee, 
seeking thus to put im end to the pain of ignorant life. 
It was for him that the Lord 

of the Virattam shrine in Katavur 
once kicked at Death. 

HAVANA AND KAILASA 

Appar 

Before the creation of Time, 
measured in days and eons, 

the fiery god stood as the One, 

then became the three gods 

and took form as the six faiths. 
He it was who swallowed 

earth with heaven and all seven worlds, 

became the dwarf, 
the infant who floated on the banyan leaf, 

and the high god to all these— 

That Lord is our only refuge. 

Appar IV. 39. 10 Aiyaru (Tirvaiyaru) 

When the ignorant demon 
tried to lift the great hill, he felt faint; 

seeing his pain, the wise god 
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pressed down with his little toe, till 

the demon was crushed, 

and fell down on the earth; 

yet when he gained wisdom, 

the Lord who dwells as honey in Aiyaru 

blessed him with his grace. 

Appar IV. 73 Cerai 

Falling for the wiles 

of wicked Jains who do not have the discrimination 

to see the Truth as it is, 

I took their words for true, 

and wallowed in them, 

till he wrenched me free, took possession of me 

healed one of earthly sickness and the disease 

of existence itself. 

He is our treasure in Cerai, 

shrine of the good path. 

METAPHORS 

Appar IV. 76 

The body is the temple, 

the loving heart is the devotee. 

Truthfulness will do for ritual purity, 

the jewel of the mind is the adorned linga. 

With love as milk and ghee 

generously mixed with water, 

with hynms as oblation, 

let us offer worship 

as sacrifice to the Lord. 

Appar V. 204.10 

Like fire in kindling wood, 

like rich ghee in milk, 

he dwells hidden within you. 

Plant your love as churning stick, 

churn hard with the rope of feeling. 

The Lord will come forth, 

bright as a great gem. 
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PAIN AND GRACE 

Appar IV. 75 Kolili 

In the body’s house 

make a lamp of the heart. 
Pour right cognition as butter, 

shape the wick that is the s.:lf, 
light it with the fire 

of the supreme knowledge of the Lord. 
The vision of the anklet-adorned feet of the Lord, 
the father of the youth who is in the katampa tree 
will then be yours. 

Like carrion crows 
alighting on a carcass, 
evil deeds from the past swarm upon me, delude me, 
silence my words of praise for you. 
O Lord of the universe, 
give me right knowledge, so that I may shed 
this putrid, loathsome form, oozing with pus, 
this wound ridden with foul disease! 

SUPPLICATION 

Appar IV. 23 Koyil /Tillai 

Having failed to purify my heart, 

and to make me meditate on you as I should, 
have you not deceived me, O Lord of the immortals? 
And yet, handsome one, you dance, 
as your soft-spoken lady watches, 

in the little hall in Tillai, 
town of cloud-kissed groves! 

FIVE WHO DWELL WITHIN 

Appar IV. 46 Oiriyur (TiruvorriyOr) 

When I board the boat of the mind 
and strike out with the oars of my wit, 

when I load my cargo of anger, 
and row into the deep sea, 
when, dashing against the rock of lust, 
the boat capsizes, 
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then, as my reason fails, 
give me the consciousness 
that will make me think of you, 
O king of Orriyur! 

Appar IV. 69. 1 KovalQr Virattam 

I am mere offal, a base dog, 
filthy rogue who clings 

to this foul body full of holes, 
unaware of my true refuge. 
What shall I, 
a blind man who can’t see the light, 
grasp for support? 
What shall I do, 
O Lord of KovalQr Virattam’s shrine? 

Appar IV. 52 Arur (TiruvarDr) 

There is nothing to hold together 
this worm-infested frame 
covered with skin, with nine leaky holes. 

Five rogues sit within, 
and torment me. 
Utterly ruined, I cannot live with them any more, 
O Lord of the Mulattam shrine in Arur! 

Appar IV. 54 Arur (Tiruvarur) 

I have lighted a lamp 
inside my body, and pushed the wick up, 

to make it bum bright. 
Grasping a means to release, 
I try to rise, 
but the five whom you have placed within me 
to bar the way, 
have proved stronger by far. 
Lord of holy PukalQr, 
what shall I do? 

ACTS OF DEVOTION 

Appar IV. 20 Arur (Tiruvarur) 

O Father, you dwell in Tiruvarur, 

abounding in sacred waters 
in which the whole world joyfully gathers 
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to bathe, 

knowing: “To worship the Lord’s feet with love 
is to get rid of karma," 

£ind where women eager for water-play 

swim and dive, and splash about, 
and wash their hair. 

PILGRIMS AND SERVANTS 

Appar V. 204. 9 

The Lord with the golden hair 

who dwells in the hearts 

of those who melt in loving thoughts of him, 

laughs at the flowers and water 

that false men offer at the worship rite, 

mocking them. 

THE REFORMED MONK 

Appar IV. 1 Atikai Virattanam 

I have never failed to worship you 

with flowers and incense and water, 
never failed to sing you in melodious Tamil songs. 

In joy and in sorrow I have remembered you, 

your name has never left my tongue! 

O Lord who wanders begging for alms 

in a dead man’s skull, 

cure me of the deadly disease 

that consumes by flesh— 

I suffer, O Lord who dwells in Atikai’s 

Ketila Virattanam shrine! 

Appar IV. 102 ArOr (Tiruvarur Mulattapam) 

Will I who committed many crimes, 
taking for truth the doctrines of those wandering monks, 

the naked Jains who fast by night, 

ever have the good fortune 
of becoming the devotee 
of devotees who serve 
Tiruv3rur’s Lord-who-dwells-in-the-anthill, 

who once became a hunter 
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and defeated Aijuna in combat 

with his bow? 

Appar IV. 100.1 Kacci Ekampam 

You gave me learning; 

with my learned doctrines, 

you made me join the Jains, 

made them try to kill me. 

When illness struck, you cured me, 

freed me from the monks, 

and graciously united with me 

to awaken me to the truth. 

So—if I fail in your service, 

you will lash me with a tamarind switch, 

and kindly punish me, 

O Kacci Ekampam’s Lord! 

PORTRAIT IN SILVER 

Appar IV. 113. 1 

He bears a skull 

like a silver conch shell. 

His twisted white sacred thread 

shines like a strand of silver rope. 

Matted hair crowned with the white moon 

bright as beaten silver leaf, 

wearing white bones, 

the brahmin has smeared silver ash 

on his coral skin. 

PILGRIMS AND SERVANTS 

Appar V. 213 PSvanScak Ku];untokai 

(The Kuruntokai Poem That Destroys Sin) 

Why bathe in the Gahga or the KSveri? 

Why make a pilgrimage to Kumari’s cool, fragrant beach? 

Why bathe in the ocean's swelling waves? 

All this is in vain, if you do not think: 

“The Lord is everywhere.” 
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Why rise at dawn and bathe? 

Why practice each rite according to the rules? 
Why perform sacrifices at great altars of fire? 
All this is in vain if you do not say: 

“He is my friend.” 

Why keep fasts, why starve? 

Why climb hilltops to sit in penance? 

Why make pilgrimages to bathe in holy rivers? 

All this is in vain if you do not say: 

“He is the eternal Lord.” 

Why torment yourself with all kinds of pious vows? 
There is no help for you 

if you will not cling 

to the foot with the ringing hero’s anklet 

which crushed the frame 

of the demon who lifted the hill. 

METAPHORS FOR FRUITLESS LABOR 

Appar IV. 5 TiruvarDr 

He made me a frame of bones, 
filled it out with skin and flesh, 

and gave me form. 

Arur’s Lord put an end to my karma, 

gave me lasting joy, 

and made my heart a temple, 

in which he abides with love. 

Thus he blessed me, 

making me his own loving servant. 

I, who did not deserve to dwell in his presence, 

was one who let go of the hare 

to run after a crow. 

As a wicked, shaven monk I roamed, 

unabashed at the laughter 

of women with full breasts. 
He made even me an object of his love; 

the Lord of Arur bathed me in milk, 

showed me his feet, 
and, as his servants sang sacred songs of praise, 

blessed me with his pure smile. 
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I, who once failed to know him, 
was one who sets out to shape a doll 
out of drops of dew. 

FROM ATIKAI TO PUKALUR 

Appar IV. 3 Tiruvaiyaru 

Singing of the Lord who wears the crescent moon 
as a wreath on his hair, 
and with him the silk-clad Goddess, 
I danced around the shrine, crying: 

“Hail! Hail to him!” 

When I reached Aiyaru, 
where Visnu of the wheel worshipped, 
I saw a cock and hen joyfully mating, 

I saw his holy feet, 
I saw what I had never seen before. 

Singing of the Lord who wears the bright crescent moon 

as a wreath on his hair, 

and with him his Goddess adorned with jewels, 
I came, smiling for joy, dancing to complex rhythms. 
When I reached Aiyaru, where the foaming stream 

eats into its banks, 

I saw the banded cuckoo 
come dancing with its mate, 
I saw his holy feet, 
I saw what I had never seen before. 

Appar IV. 3 Tiruvaiyaru 

Singing of the Lord who wears the crescent moon 

as a wreath on his hair, 
and with him the Goddess with speech sweet as honey, 
I came, crying, “Where will my Lord 
reveal his grace to me?” 

When I reached Aiyaru, 

where young women dance, I saw 

a green parrot flying with its mate, 

I saw his holy feet, 

I saw what I had never seen before. 

What shall I think of, 

other than my Lord’s holy feet? 
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Other than his feet that I 
worship with joined palms, 
I have no support; 

there is nothing else I wish to see! 

You made nine doors for my frame. 

When the time comes for them to close, 

I will lose the power to feel you. 

Therefore, blessed Lord, 

I only wish to reach your feet, 
O good Lord who dwells in POmpukalur! 

CONFRONTATION IN KANCI 

Appar V. 186. 7 Nilakkuti 

When the Jain rogues bound me to a rock, 

and swiftly cast me into the sea— 

it was surely because I chanted with my tongue 
the good name of Aran 

of Nilakkuti, where the paddy grows tall in the fields, 

that I was saved! 

Appar VI. 312 Marumarrat Tirut Tantakam 

(The Tantakam Poem of the Reply) 

The wide world is our home; 

generous householders in every town 

give us food. 

Public halls are our only shelter; we sleep 

in Goddess Earth’s loving embrace— 

all this is true. 
The Lord of the warlike bull has taken us. 
We lack nothing, our trials are over now. 

Why need we listen to the words 

of men who parade themselves in silk and gold? 

We are innocent men. 

Every day we meditate only on the Lord, 

ruler of all the worlds, 

king of the Himalayan gods, 

him who blazed up as fire, 

god who bears the white ash on his red body 
good lover of the mountain’s beautiful daughter. 

We have long renounced the doctrines 
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that the Jains, who eat standing, 

had taught us. 

Who are you to us? 

And who is your King? 

METAPHORS FOR FRUITLESS LABOR 

Appar IV. 5 Tiruvarur 

A shaven monk, I stood by the words 

of the base, ignorant Jains. 

I was a hypocrite, running away 

and bolting the door 

at the sight of lotus-eyed young women. 

A miserable sinner 

who did not know the Lord of Arur 

who saved my soul and possessed me, 

I was one who starved to death, 

begging for food iu a deserted town. 

He destroyed the three citadels 

of the evil demons, the enemy, 

smashing them with a single arrow; 

he felled kdma and kala with his eye and foot. 

I, who did not belong 

to our dear Lord in Arur 

who is untouched by desire, anger, and pride, 

was one who takes pride 

in wasting his time 

while the path to release awaits him. 

Appar IV. 5 Tiruvarur 

I was a deadly snake, dancing to the tunes 

of evil men. 

Filthy, foul-mouthed, I wandered aimlessly, 

begging for food, eating with both hands, 

truly a wretch! 

The Lord of Arur united his golden form with mine, 

considering me one of his creatures. 

I, who failed to let him 

abide within my self, 

was a fool who gets punished 

for the clever man’s misdeeds. 
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Not knowing the tnie path, 

shaven-headed and red-eyed, 

eating out of my hands, 

I wandered through long streets of towns, 

unashamed at the laughter of all who saw me, 

till he gave me discrimination. 

I, who did not have the good fortune 

of drinking with my lips 

the honey that wells up in Arur, 

the Lord who brought me to my wits, 

was witless indeed, 

like one who puts aside the oil lamp 

to warm himself with a firefly. 

Translated by Indira Viswanathan Peterson 



PANTIKKOVAI (8th - 9th century) 

Pantikkovai is a collection of quatrains which may have been put together sometime between 

the end of the 8th and the beginning of the 9th century a. d. They are all in praise of the Pantiyan 

king of Maturai and its neighbourhood. Only some 350 of these quatrains, a few of which 

have been reproduced below, seem to have survived. 

What is noteworthy in these poems is the way in which the warrior chieftain is glorified, 

and his city praised even when the object described is a pretty woman! 

Merry beetles, you who swarm 
Arrukkuti where the valiant Cera 

Was routed by that ankleted hero 

The Pantiyan Netuncehyao, 
Are the flowers in your groves 
As fragrant as this girl’s dark curls? 

Why do your bamboo shoulders moan 
At the thought of their gold sheen turning pale— 
You who are like the Pantiyan’s Vanci' — 

When the King, who with his lightning spear 
Sent to heaven at Viligyam 
His enemy Ceran who opposed him. 

Sang their praise and assured you, 

“Never will I part from these 

Or if I do, endure that parting?” 

Don’t be worried, you who are 
Like the Vanci of Parahkuca— 
The victor of Pali, the dreadful bowman. 

The PYince of the sweet Tamil land 
And the subject of praise in many poems. 

The tall flagposts of our land 

Will spread the protecting shade 

Of their white streamers over your streets 
With their many rows of shops! 

A young man trusting a lie I told 
That I would relieve his yearning 
Brought me a garment of leaves from a grove 

1. Name of a flower, symbol of victory. 
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Of the one who defeated at Pulantai 
His enemy king. Believing me 

He won’t leave us, and most likely will come 
And visit me. And if he comes— 

Lovely Eyes, with your dark fragrant curls! 
I just don’t know what I should say! 

Yesterday, a great one 

Who had seen an enemy king’s 

Speed in running away from him 

Saw and praised a female crab 

Gambolling in the heat with a male. 

And looking at me a long while 

Plunged in thought, rapt my senses away. 

Muruka* with his spear is doubtless a god 

But he seems also to be without sense. 

Does he not know that the disease 

Which afflicts this soft-breasted girl. 

Beautiful like the city of Maturai 

Which belongs to the ankleted Pantiyan, 

Has been caused by a hill-chief’s garland? 
Why does he have to take the shape 

Of a giddy goat with its frenzied gambols 

To solve this problem for her friends? 

Great One, the love you lavished 
On her who resembles the Vanci town 

Of the Pantiyan who routed his foes 

In huge numbers at Pali — 

His spear tipped with their corpses’ blood 

Still undried, the heaven-bom one 

Decked with garlands of palm and margosa. 

Wearing a crown of flowers and gems 
And seated in a lofty carriage— 
Has become the talk of the town! 

Ankleted hero, others too 

Are desirous to wed this girl 

Resembling the daughter as it were 

Of the king of Netuhkalam— 

1. Muruka or Subrahinanya is the son of Siva and the favourite god of South India. When he is worshipped, 
some of his devotees may be possessed by him, will act in frenzy, and issue warnings or give much-needed 
advice. And often the god himself is conjured into the animal, which by its behavior seems to give the right 

advice. 
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A fertile land surrounded with water 
And defended by a King whose spear 
Has pierced the flesh of his enemies. 
They have wooed her with gold and with drums 
ITiundering like the clouds in heaven! 
What is your intention? 

What advice can I give you 
When her relations have declared 
That they will not take as a price 
For her young and close-set breasts— 
Which the humming bees only yesterday 
Took for a pair of buds—even 
The fertile southern land which is owned 
By that far-famed king with his flashing spear 
And his sceptre ever upright. 

iVl)’ (.oiisUiDi mate. m\ basf.ri;Ine.s.s, 

Wliich went with me \slieie\ci 1 went 
However far I chose to go. 
Is all wont out and disappears 
When I see that ankleted King 
Before whom his enemy kings 
Bend and kneel, their might deflated 
and their enmity now gone! 

Great One, you must look on this girl 
Who resembles the land of the Pantiyan — 
The Lord of Ganga, our age’s Kama' 
And the victor of fragrant Manatrimankai— 
As one who has taken refuge with you. 
Even when her breasts droop down 
And her dark hair turns grey. 

Dear Lady, who with your large dark eyes. 
Resemble Kutal the cool and lovely 
City of Harikesari 
With his straight sceptre and huge army— 
The long-tressed one will sue no God^ 
Nor the hero with his broad shoulders 
When he goes to fight his foe 
Stay there till his job is finished. 
So strong is their love for each other! 

Translated hy P. S. Sundaram 

1. The Indian god of love. 

1. Her only God being her husband as idealised by Valluvar. 



TIRUVACAKAM (9th century) 

The verses that follow are from Manikkavacakar’s Tiruvacakam. Manikkavacakar is one of 

the four major Tamil poets in the Saivite tradition. He was a contemporary of Varakunan 11 

(a. d. 862-880), one of the Pantiyan kings of Maturai under whose rule Saivism was at its peak. 

His Tiruvacakam, ‘The Sacred Speech’, is an anthology of prayer-hymns grouped into 51 

sections. The 656 verses, composed in conventional metres but with a song-quality all their 

own, combine the praises of Siva with the poet-saint’s biographical details. 

IV. 59-70 

He grabbed me 
lest I go astray. 

Wax before an unspent fire, 
mind melted, 
body trembled. 

I bowed, I wept, 
danced, cried aloud, 
I sang, and I praised him. 

Unyielding, as they say, 
as an elephant’s jaw 
or a woman’s grasp, 
was love’s unrelenting 
seizure. 

Love pierced me 
like a nail 
driven into a green tree. 

Overflowing, I tossed 

like a sea, 
heart growing tender, 
body shivering, 
While the world called me Demon! 
and laughed at me, 
I left shame behind, 
took as an ornament 
the mockery of the local folk. 
Unswerving, I lost my cleverness 
in the bewilderrtient of ecstasy. 

Translated by A. K. Ramanujan 
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HIS VARIOUS EMBODIMENTS 

Grass was I, shrub was I, worm, tree, 

Full many a kind of beast, bird, snake. 

Stone, man, and demon. ‘Midst Thy hosts I served. 

The form of mighty Asuras, ascetics, gods I bore. 

Within these immobile and mobile forms of life. 

In every species bom, weary I’ve grown, great Lord! 

THE OPERATIONS OF THE SUPREME 

He is the Ancient One, Who creates the Creator of all; 

He is the God, Who preserves the Preserver of things created; 

He is the God, Who destroys the Destroyer; 

But, thinking without thought, regards the things destroyed. 
To the six sacred sects with their six diverse kinds of men 

He is the attainment of deliverance; and 

being to the heavenly ones. 

He is the Possessor of all. Who resembles an insect. 

Day by day He to the sun its lustre gave. 

In the sacred moon He placed its coolness; 

Kindled in the mighty fire its heat; 

In the pure ether placed pervasive power; 

Endowed the ambient wind with energy; 

To the streams that gleam in the shade their savour sweet. 

And to the expanded earth its strength He gave; 

For ever and aye, me and millions other than me. 

All in their several cells hath He enclosed. 

Translated by G. U. Pope 

169 

Oh my worthless heart which palpitates and melts 

to the flowery dart of spring-time Cupid 

and to women with pearly teeth, rosy lips 

and blue lotus-like eyes! 

He, who entered you, 

and, being established in you, 

enslaved you while all your flesh melted, 

behold. He has left you today and is in heaven; 

yet you live without dying! 

Yet you live. Oh my heart 

who does not (really) live; 
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caught in potent karma, 

you sink. 

Without praying to Him 

Who saves You from sinking, 

you are seeking your own ruin. 

I have been telling you repeatedly, 

You are falling into the flood-tide 

Of the sea of sorrow. 

Translated by G. Vanmikanathan 



TIRUKKOVAIYAR (9th century) 

The following poems have been taken from Tirukkovaiyar, the second work of ManikkavScakar, 

included in the Eighth Tirumurai along with Tiruvacakam, (a sequence of love poems); 

Tirukkovaiyar has 400 verses exemplifying 400 conventional situations of akam poetry 

beginning with the birth of idealised love on the first meeting of young men and women and 

going through successive stages to the separation of lovers in the married state, and men 

resorting to public women. An allegorical significance is read into the verses; the lover is said 

to represent the individual soul and the lady love Siva. 

DOUBT 

The hero speaks: 

Is she a messenger of Yama? 

An accomplice of Kama? 

Or a damsel of old Tillai? 

Or an innocent peafowl? 

Again 

What may her abode be? 

Flower? Heavens? Water? 

The nether world of the Nagas? 

Who can ever tell? 

REJOICING AT THE SIGHT OF THE GARDEN 

Behold these! The pair of bamboos. 

The joyous peafowl, 

The lustrous gems of sapphire. 

The beauteous buck and his roe 

And the lissom liana too. 

The grove of Kailasa the Lord of which 

Is eternal Ampalavap 

Who wears as ear-rings a pair of snakes 

Where sports my love of long black tresses 

Is very like my beloved, the wearer of 

honied wreath. 
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REFUSING TO TARRY 

The confidante speaks: 

My mother will rebuke me, if I tarry any longer; 

My brothers are very tough and cruel. 

This place too will soon be deserted; 

Sir, your hill is far away. * 

The king of lights is atop Mount Mem 

Which was once bent, to destroy His foes. 

Into a strong bow by the Lord of Ampalam who 

sports 

On His flowing matted hair the cool crescent. 

YOU HAD BETTER TELL HER YOURSELF 

The confidante speaks: 

Our Supreme Lord is the God of Ampalam. 

Beauteous as the rasset evening sky, 

O Chief of hill! In your auric mountain range. 

Behold the monkey herd! There an ape 

Dips in honey pods of jackfmit and feeds 

His mate, thus does he tend her with care. 

It is meet that you 

Go to that long-haired beauty and tell her 

These sweet words that will thaw her heart. 

TO THE TRYSTING PLACE 

The confidante speaks: 

That the accmed karma of them that adore Him 

On their waking at dawn, be reduced to nothing 

The Lord of Ampalam is adorned with the holy ash; 

O gro\ving twig, well-adomed! On His mountain, 

Let us guard the wealth of fields, the millet. 

Shout aloud from the reverberating hills. 

Build small play-houses, plunge in the spring-water 

Gather matching flowers and watch the peacock 

Whose nature is like yours. 
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POINTING OUT PERILS 

The heroine speaks: 

The drums at Cirrampalam rumble like rain-clouds; 
There, great Vi§nu salutes Him with fragrant flowers. 
Like them that sonow and hail not the feet 

of the Dancer, 
Could we put our lordly patron to misery, 

by inviting him 

To ply his steps thro’ the palpable dark and pathless 

woods. 

When fierce lions roaring roam 
hunting the elusive tuskers. 

CONSENTING 

The heroine speaks: 

The peerless Lord of Ampalam drank the deadliest 
poison. 

The only one of its kind, and saved the celestials. 
In His mountain when I was caught 
And swept away by the rapids 

Gushing from the resounding cataract 
It was the great one who caught me 

And brought me safe to shore. 

Who am I, little one, to tell him no! 

SPEAKING OF HIS DETERMINATION 

The confldante speaks: 

O daughter of the hill tribe! 
Should an evil beset you, resulting in 

Forgetfulness of the Lord’s Puliyur 

And you be bom successively 

In every species of life imaginable. 

He that is fit to be united with you 

In all such births. 

Is thinking of adorning your locks 

Now decked with venkai flowers. 
With blooms of korUcu 
And honey-laden pdtiri. 
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SEEKING THE REASON FOR HIS DETERMINATION 

The heroine speaks: 

The once-shady ways now lie singed and waterless; 

It is said, the forest where old jackals howl aloud 

Abounds in sharp stones the tips of which glow 

like fire. 

O dear one whose words are sweet as the melodious flute, 

Like them that have not learnt to bow 

Their heeds at the feet of the Lord of Tillai Ampalam 

And fold their flower-like hands in worship, 

Why should our prince think of 

Treading the pitiless path? 

SPEAKING IN WONDER 

The nurse speaks: 

She is like divine Puliyur the Lord of which 

Is the God of beauteous Mount Kailua. 

It is here the flawless pretty girl stood. 

Where the great hero of resolute valour 

Thrust his hand into the mouth of a tiger 

That had rushed forward to attack him; 

With his spear, he had so wounded the beast 

That it roared aloud, as it sank to the earth. 

SPEAKING IN SELF-ADMIRATION 

The concubine speaks: 

The Lord smote the twin cities of the sky. 

With His arrow winged with fire. 

Like them that had been blessed 

By Cirrampalam’s Lord of the fire-red matted hair. 

They of the bright smile hug him close 

And hold him as theirs. 

If I do not wean his grace away from them all 

Let me become like his wife, the flowering liana 

Torn tearfully away from the chief 

Of the well-watered town. 
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SPEAKING IN DERISION 

The heroine speaks: 

The Lord of Cin;ainpalani holds 

A pretty fawn on His beauteous palm. 

Losing the pride of Tillai chief’s shoulders 

And the glory of his proximity, my breasts droop 

Robbed of their proud exultation. 

If my younger sister should come by one for herself 

Her pride too will be humbled. 

SULKING AT THE THOUGHT OF THE OTHER WOMAN 

The heroine speaks: 

She eyed your son, whose bright eyes were touched 

with kohl, 

Ply his ornate toy-car in our broad door-way; 

She wasn’t sure if he was your sibling; 

Yet when she came to embrace him, 

I told her: ‘ He is indeed your son; 

The bond between you is true; 

This is your home; I bid you a warm welcome.” 

She, who is like Puliyur, 

whose Lord sports a fawn 

blushed and shied away. 

Translated by T. N. Ramachandran 



NSLAYIRA TIVVIYA PIRAPANTAM (6th. 8th century) 

The hymns that follow have been excerpted from the anthology known as Ndlayira Tivviya 

Pirapantam, a collection of devotional poems composed by the Tamil mystics known as the 

Ajvars. The Twelve AWars are said to have flourished between the 6th and the 8th century 

A. D. Though all of them belong to the Vedic and Puranic tradition, for the first time they used 

the Tamil language to express their mystic visions and ecstasies as serviteurs of Visnu. This 

endeared the cult of Visnu to the common man and was largely responsible for the decline 

of Jainism and Buddhism in Tamilnadu. The Alvars came from all walks of life and all castes. 

One of them was even a pdna (itinerant singer), considered an ‘untouchable’ in those days. 

One of the AWars is a woman, Antal. While eleven of them sing about Visnu and the 

incarnations of Visnu, one Alvar, Maturakavi, sings only about his guru, Catakopar. This is 

an indication of the high place afforded to the spiritual teacher in India’s Sandtana Dharma. 

The hymns of the Ajvars were anthologised as Ndldyira Tivviya Pirapantam. (The Four 

Thousand Holy Hymns) by Natamuni in the 9th century. Since a recital of the hymns was made 

compulsory in temples dedicated to Visnu in South India, the hymns have continued to be 

a living inspiration. The hymns refer to 108 temples (including Vaikuntha and Paramapada 

which are beyond human experience) and they are given special reverence by the followers 

of Vaisnavism as the 108 divyade^as. 

POYKAIYALVAR 

Tradition tells us that Poykai, Putat and Pey were the three Alvars who met in the temple city 

of Tirukkoyilur on a rainy night. They sought refuge in a small house and even as they waited 

for the rain to stop, they had the experience of a fourth person whom they recognised as the 

Supreme. 

Poykai was bom in Tiruvetka near KaficTpuram. He has composed 100 verses which 

are titled Mutal Tiruvantdti. 

FROM MUTAL TIRUVANTATI 

1 

With the world as bowl, the sea as ghee, 
the fiery sun as the kindled wick, 

I have strung a garland of praise for His feet, 
for one who holds the red-flamed discus, 

so as to cross this sea of troubles. 

19 

0 dark ocean! You are ever lucky 
to be cradling the dark, red-eyed Lord; 
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one who gulped down the earth 
is now lying on a banyan leaf upon you. 
What was your askesis? 

77 

The gold-hued Siva who is crowned 
with twined tresses, and the Lord 
who measured the three worlds 
may move around as two different forms; 
yet the one is part of the other. 

PUTATTALVAR 

He was bom in Mahabalipuram and has sung one hundred hymns of Vi$nu. Whereas 
Poykaiyajvar reveals knowledge of the Divine, PQtattajvar uses the knowledge to grow in 
devotion to the Divine. The very first verse shows how knowledge based on reason becomes 
the stepping-stone to a vision of the Divine through intuitive perception. 

FROM IRANTAM TIRUVANTATI 

1 

Devotion as the bowl, aspiration as ghee, 
meditative deUght as the wick; 
such the flaming lamp of knowledge 
I have lighted for Narayana 
whom I have served through scriptural Tamil. 

75 

One who could gulp down the seven worlds 
was yet brought up as a babe 
among herdsmen; there he was a cowherd 
and danced holding pots on head and in hands; 

this Lord who resides in my heart. 

PEYALVAR 

He was bom in Myjapore, near Madras. His contribution to the anthology is one hundred 
hymns. The very opening verse refers to his face-to-face vision of Lak$ml and Visnu. 

FROM MUNRAM TIRUVANTATI 

I have seen Lak$tni; the golden form 

of my Lord, brilliant as the sun; 
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the golden discus that veers ferocious 

in the battle-ground; also the conch 
in the hand of my sea-hued Lord. 

In my heart resides the Lord 

who rests on the sea, on Laksml’s breasts; 

he who exults in destroying enemies 
wears a cool tulaci garland. 

He is the medicine for the ills of Hell. 

All creation is His form; the bodies of sages 
and stars are His form too; Are, 
the mountain, the eight directions, 

the sun, the moon are all the Lord’s form. 
Indeed, He can be compared only to Himself. 

The Lord cannot be comprehended; 

even when He comes to reside in our hearts 

we cannot envision the tmth of His being. 

Where shall we meet Him face to face, 

the Lord who wears bee-swarming tulaci garlands? 

TIRUMALICAI ALVAR 

Bhaktis^ was bom in TinimaUcai. Hagiology invests his life with many miracles. He is said 

to have consorted with other religions like ^aivism, Buddhism and Jainism till one day he met 

PeyaWar and was convinced that Narayana is the supreme deity. Of his two works, NSnmukan 

TiravantSti has 96 verses and Tiruccanta Viruttam has 120 verses. A powerful hymnologist, 

he avers that the Supreme does not barter Grace. Even a person who has performed evil deeds, 

nay maligned Narayana, will gain the guardian grace, once he surrenders to Him. 

NANMUKAN TIRUVANTATI 

May your lips praise Him; the eyes twain 
See and the ears listen; bow deep and worship 
with flowers; may your praiseworthy hands 
ever remain clasped in ceaseless adoration 

of the Lord whose crown has a circlet of tulaci. 

Even for those who have cursed You, 
maligned and battled against You, 
thereof getting cindered in Your anger, 
it is possible to attain You, O wondrous Lord, 
take my evil deeds to be good; All-pervading One! 

Translated by Prema Nandakumar 
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NAMMALVAR 

Nammalvar is a term of endearment applied to Catakopa who was bom in Tinikkurukur. From 

the moment of his birth his absorption in the Divine was so complete that his limbs did not 

move nor did he take any nourishment. He was left under a tamarind tree at the local temple. 

Another of the Alvars, Maturakavi, came to him, drawn by Catakopa’s effulgence. He asked: 

“Should the small one (the jivatman) be bom in the body of death, what would it eat and where 

would it lie?” Pat came the answer: “It would eat that (the Divine) and lie there (the human 

body)”. It is after this that Nammalvar began composing poetry. He has written four works: 

Tiruviruttam (100 verses), Tiruvaciriyam (7 verses), Periya TiruvantSli (87 verses) and 

TiruvSymoli (1102 verses). 

TIRUVIRUTTAM 

Tiruviruttam has an autobiographical slant; the vruttana or happening that is described here 

is the mystic vision of the Divine vouchsafed to Nammalvar. The poem is couched in terms 

of bridal mysticism, the heroine representing the aspirant soul and the hero standing for 

Narayana. 

LOVE POEMS: FOUR RETURNING VOICES 

What She said: 

7 

Making the earth shiver, 

crowding and wetting the world 

with their waters, 

scratching with their hooves, 

the dark blue bulls of heaven 

fight with each other. 

And I, 

doing good and evil, 

cannot tell what’s before me: 

is it or is it not 

the cold monsoon 

bearing the shape 

of my dark lord, 

speaking of his cruelty, 

his going away? 
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What He said: 
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11 

The Sight I see now 

is rare indeed. 

Even as I say, “Dear girl, 

dear as our Dark One’s paradise. 

I’ve got to go away and far away 

to get rich,’’ 

her eyes 

Imng enough to buy a world, 
eyes, 

each large as the palm of a hand, 
shaped like a carp, 

dropping pearls 
and grief yellow as gold. 

What She said: 

12 

Skin dark as young mango leaf 

is wilting. 

Yellow patches spread all over me. 

Night is as long as several lives. 

All these are the singular dowry 

my good heart brings 

as she goes over 

to the cool basil 

of my lord, the Dark One 

with the wheel that cuts down demons. 

What She said to Her Girlfriend: 

16 

Dear friend, 

dear as the Dark One’s paradise, 

night grows long, many lives long, 

when we part; 

or goes fast, a split second many times split, 

when we are together. 

So 1 suffer even when my lover joins me 

many nights in a row, 
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and suffer again 
when he goes away. 

Blessed night, ever flowing 
is full of tricks, 
plays fast and loose. 

What Her Foster Mother said: 

60 

She’s young: 
breasts not even full-grown: 
hair thick, soft, but much too short; 

her dress doesn’t cover her waist 
and her tongue stammers; 

but her eyes, 
so priceless 
earth and sea cannot buy them, 

they flash everywhere. 

She’s learning to say, 
“Is Venkatam 

the hill of our Lord?’’ 
Will she ever get there? 

What Her Girlfriend said: 

They haven’t flowered yet, 

the fat konrai trees, 
nor hung out their garlands 

and golden circlets 
in their sensual canopy of leaves 

along the branches, 

dear girl, 
dear as the paradise of our lord 

who measured the earth 
girdled by the restless sea, 

they are waiting 
with buds for the return 
of your lover 

once twined in your arms. 

Translated by A. K. |lamanujan 
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FROM TIRUVACIRIYAM 

Wearing the yellow garment 
bejewelled from the crown downwards 
flame-lipped and red-eyed, 
Your green glorious body 
reclines on a snake 
that’s poisonous and fierce. 
You then appear to me 
as the emerald mountain grand 

that’s adorned with red clouds, 
the russet sun and the pleasant moon 
lying on the sea-king’s palm. 
‘Mid the clamorous waves 
You sleep in yogic silence. 

There Siva Rudra and other gods 
Make obeisance to you. 
O king with the lotus navel! 
O lord whose feet measured 
the three worlds! 

FROM PERIYA TIRUVANTATI 

12 

O mind! Haven’t you struggled to cast me 
Into deep sorrow? Well, what use 
Such recrimination? Get away. You reject 
My teaching. Remember, ours the life 
Meant for worshipping Krsna’s feet. 

75 
Lord who holds the blood-quaffing discus 
And controls the earth and the beyond! 
Yet you enter through my ears 
And stay within me. Just consider 
Who is vaster: you or me? 

Translated by Prema Nandakumar 

TIRUVAYMOLI 

TiruvOymoli (‘Holy Word of Mouth’) consists of 1102 verses and is hailed as the Tamil Veda. 

They are stnne of the earliest hymns composed in devotion to Vi$ou, exemplifying pan-Indian 

themes of bheJai and anticipating other Vaistiava Saints such as Caitanya (16th century). 
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THE PARADIGM 

We here and that man, this man, 

and that other in-between, 

and that woman, this woman, 

and that other, whoever, 

those people, and these, 

and these others in-between, 
this thing, that thing, 

and this other in-between, whichever, 

all things dying, these things, 

those things, those other in-between, 

good things, bad things, 

things that were, that will be, 

being all of them, 

he stands there. 

THE WORKS OF VI$NU—I 

HE PACES THE WORLDS 

First, the discus 

rose to view, 

then the conch, 

the long bow, 

the mace, 

and the sword; 

with blessings 

from the eight quarters, 

he broke through 

the egg-shell of heaven, 

making the waters bubble; 

giant head and giant feet 

growing away from each other, 
time itself rose to view: 

how the lord 

paced and measured 

all three worlds! 
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CHURNING THE SEA 

That moment: 

with the sound 

of rivers streaming backward 
into their mountains 

and the sound 

of the serpent 

wrapped around the mountain 

and the sound 

of the sea churning 

now left now right 

the lord 

drew out the gods’ elixir 

that rose slowly in the churning 

THE BOAR RESCUES THE EARTH 

No, they did not come apart: 

the seven islands of the earth, 

they stayed in place; 

and the seven mountains, 

they stayed in place; 

and the seven seas 
did not go wild 

but stayed in place 

miraculously, 

that day 

our lord pitchforked them out 

with his tusks 

from the deep. 

A MEAL 

Season 
day and hour 

went out of kilter 

so did earth 
water 

the planets and the skies 
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fire 
wind 

the mountains and the stars; 

O what a roaring meal 
of chaos 

our lord made 

of the seven worlds! 

THE EPIC WAR 

When our lord managed 

that spectacular Bharata war. 
what noises! 

Noise of well-fed wrestlers 
falling in combat, 

the jitter 

of whole armies 

of regal men, 

and the noises of the gods 

Jostling in heaven 
to watch the fun! 

THE MAN-LION 

At the red hour of sunset, 

there was blood 
on the heavens and the eight directions. 

Our lord 

plunged the demon into despair 

and slaughtered him; 

a lion 
tearing open 

a mountain under his claws. 

THE LORD AT PLAY 

O lord unending 
wearing honey flowers 

and basil leaf 
in your hair 
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tell us this; 

as moon 

as sun 

as the amazing numberless stars 

as darkness 

and as torrents of rain 

as honor 

as shame 

and as death 

with his cruel eyes 

how fantastic 

can you get? 

You do stunts 
with your chariots 

the discus your weapon; 

tell us how 

managing every one of the four ages 

becoming every little thing in them 

harmonious now 

now quite contrary 

you stand there 

a marvel 

of contradictions! 

LOVE POEMS: THE PLAYBOY 

Don’t tell us those lies. 

heaven and earth 

know your tricks. 

Just one thing, 
my lord of the ancient wheel 

that turns at your slightest wish: 

while all those girls 

— their words pure honey — 

stand there 

wilting for love of you, 
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don’t playact here and sweet-talk 
our lisping mynahs, 
our chattering parrots! 

Look here: 
being naughty, 

grabbing our dolls 
and doing wild things 

won’t get you anywhere; 

we know you 

from old times, 
how can we stand your pranks, 

your airs? 

There are any number 
of lovely women, 
queens of the three worlds; 

so don’t torment 
this plain crowd. 

Such stuff is childish, 
even for you. 

THE WORKS OF VISNU—II 

LOVE’S MESSENGERS 
Is that you, little bird? 

When I asked you to go 
as my messenger to the great lord 
and tell him of my pain, 

you dawdled, didn’t go. 

I’ve lost my looks, 
my dark limbs are pale. 

Go look for someone else 

to put sweet things 
in your beak, 

go now. 

The cold wind threads through my bones. 

Remembering only my faults, 
my lord doesn’t show me any grace. 
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Go ask him, 

“What wrong did she do?” 

Dear parrot gnawing at a bone, 

please, go ask him. 

I brought you up, didn’t I? 

OUR MASTERS 

The four castes 

uphold all clans: 

go down, far down 

to the lowliest outcastes 

of outcastes: 

if they are the intimate henchmen 

of our lord 

with the wheel in his right hand, 

his body dark as blue sapphire, 

then even the slaves of their slaves 

are our masters. 

MY LORD, MY CANNIBAL 

My dark one 

stands there as if nothing’s 

changed 

after taking entire 

into his maw 

all three worlds 

the gods 

and the good kings 

who hold their lands 

as a mother would 

a child in her womb— 

and I 

by his leave 

have taken him entire 

and I have him in my belly 

for keeps 
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THE TAKEOVER 

I just said, 
“The grove and hill of my lord,” 

and he came down 
and filled my heart; 

he usually lives 
in the city of names 

south of the Kaveri. 
river of diamonds. 

My lord 
who lives in the city 

of names 
come here today 

said he’d never leave 
entered me 
filled my heart 

I’ve caught him 
the big-bellied one 

not content yet 
with all that guzzling 

on the sevenfold clouds 
the seven seas 
the seven mountains 
and the world that holds them all 

I’ve caught him 
I contain him now. 

Translated by A. K. Ramanujan 

MATURAKAVI 

Maturakavi was bom in TirukkoyilQr and was attracted to Nammilvar by his effulgence. Later 
he became Nammaivar’s disciple and recorded his hymns. 

These eleven verses are all in praise of NammSlvar (Catakopa). KanninuncirutUmpu 
means a rope made up of tiny knots. The AjvSrs never tire of expressing their wonderment 
at the easy accessibility of the Lord (Saulabhyam) who allowed Himself to be bound to the 
mortar by Ya^a. 

KANNINUN-CIRUTAMPU 

Time was when I desired the riches 

of others; cast amorous eyes 
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on the wives of others; today I am 
A devotee of Nampi of Kurukur 
with golden turrets, and am grown in purity. 

Henceforth for all time to come 
my Lord has showered his grace 
on me to recite his poems always. 
Look! Nampi of richly-built Kurukur 
Will never forsake me. 

TIRUMANKAI ALVAR 

Tirumankai Alvv was born in Tiruvali. His wife Kumutavalli was also an intense devotee 
of Vi$nu. Tirumankai is credited with the defeat of Jains and Buddhists and hagiology speaks 
of his succe.ss in these missions which enabled him to add a fortress wall to the ^rlraiigam 
temple. He was a prolific hymnologist, and a great traveller. 

PERIYA TIRUMOLI 

All my yesterdays I drooped; 
mental pain was my lot as I took birth 
in this world of sorrows, pursued maidens, 
all for bodily pleasures; and then, 
during such rushing around, by His grace 
I stepped into the true knowledge 
that leads to Realisation. I aspired 
and gained in the end the name, Narayana. 

O ladies, come and watch this thief asleep, 
this boy with clean lips after gobbling up 
the pot of butter, a veritable silver hill! 
The hands are ghee-stained; his stomach 
para-normal for a boy who devours the seven 
worlds! Me, innocent, what shall I do? 

The chief of Tirumankai composed these verses 
about Krsna who killed the large elephant 
that made gentle, soft-stepping Ya^Oda frightened. 

Those who con recite these fourteen sweet verses 
By the noble Kaliyan will never be sad. 

TIRUNETUNTANTAKAM 

A ts^fakam is the staff used by mountaineers to help in their ascent. God himself is the staff. 
This poem is the ‘longer staff composed by Tirumankai Alvflr. One’s pathway to God 
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becomes easier when one chants His names and walks onward meditating upon Him. Thus 

the poem itself is a long meditation. 

He is the creator of Indra and Brahma; 
the ordainer of earth, air, fire, 
water and space that are the elements five; 
the origin of Tamil and Sanskrit scriptures; 

the four directions, the mover of the sun 

and the moon; Immanent Universal 

who is beyond the ken of even the gods; 
the crest of the Vedas guarded by brahmins. 

My heart! If you could ceaselessly chant 

the glory of this primal Lord, 
you will be immortal. 

Translated by Prema Nandakamar 

PERIYALVAR 

Periyalvar was bom in Srlvillipputtur. He won a contest in the court of the Panliyan King 

Vallabhadeva for expounding the Vedas. He was not a scholar as such, and hence this victory 

is attributed to God’s grace. When he was being taken around the city on a caparisoned 

elephant, he had a vision of Narayana and LaksmT on the Garuta mount. He immediately sang 

apallantu (benediction) to the Lord. For having ‘blessed’ the Lord, he came to be known as 

the ‘Elder Alvar’ (Periyalvar) though his original name was Visnucitta. To this day this song 

is recited in all temples of Visnu and it has been given pride of place in the anthology, Ndlayira 

Tivviya Pirapantani. 

We have been serving this Lord 
from the beginning, for generations seven 

and more; let us praise and gain 
freedom in this Tiruvonam festival 

held to pay homage to the Lord 

who destroyed the terrible enemy 
in the evening, as the Man-Lion. 
DevakI, sweet as nectar 

that is found within the cool sea, 
let go this babe to Yasoda 

of flower-decorated tresses. 

This babe sucks its toe. 

Look at the lotus feet, 

O women with coral-red lips! 

In several decades PeriyaWar has sung of the baby Kr^na. 'This envisioning of the Lord as a 
baby has inspired the PiUaittamil (Singing of Childhood) literature which is unique to the 
Tamil ethos. 
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Lovely girls! Come and watch 

the twin ankles encircled 

by silver anklets that shine bright 

as the babe lies quietly 

after having his fill from the breast 

of the youthful cowherdess Yasoda 

whose shoulders rival the bamboo. 

Girls wearing shiny bangles come to watch 

Krsna whose colour is like the wave-tossed sea 

now bound by an old rope 

and kept from escaping by the cowherdess. 

She first quietened his restlessness 

by feeding him on sweet milk. 

Spoken by Yasoda who invites Kr$na to get his tresses decked with flowers. 

Surrounded by the immortal gods 

you reside in the heavens; you live 

in the hearts of devotees always. 

You are indeed LaksmI’s Lord 

who sleeps on the banyan leaf 

yet contains in himself the seven worlds! 

Do wear the karumukai flowers to please me. 

Spoken by young girls who feel overwhelmed by Krsna’s exploits, and feel that they are lost 

to Him. 

He went as a young student 

to the sacrifice of Mahabali; 

he begged for three cubits of earth 

and covered the world with one step. 

He then glanced around for a place 

to take the next step. As he measured 

the entire earth with just two paces, 

all is over with us today. 

Devakl’s son was bom with large, red eyes 

and strong shoulders. He, Chief of gods, 

our Krsna. Listen to how people 

who heard his music got into trouble. 

All the gandharvas wandering in space 

were bound in the nectarean net 

of this music. They lost consciousness 

of themselves, and ceased to sing. 
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He came as the noble Fish, the Tortoise, the Boar, 

the Man-Lion, the Dwarf, Rama, BalarSma, 
Krsna and Kalki to save good people. 

His temple is at Srirahgam on Kaveri, 
the river where the male and the female swans 
swing on the red lotus, sit close together 

playing with the plentiful red pollen. 

ANTAL 

Antal was a fondling brought up by Periyajvar. Growing up in his household, she was filled 

with Kr$na consciousness and longed to become the bride of the Lord. Her inner life is limned 

in the verses of Nacciyar Tirumoli, where we come across bridal mysticism of the finest type, 

Her Tiruppavai is a matin song. Antal imagines that she is a cowherdess in Gokula, wakes 

up her friends and together they all go and wake up Kr$na, receive from Him the parai drum 

and other gifts to help them celebrate the Markali vrata. Antal was no doubt inspired by the 

custom of TainJratal of the ancient Tamils which is described in the Paripatal Whereas in 

ancient times the girls had the special bath to ensure them of marriage with the groom of their 

choice, in Tiruppavai, however the goal is union with Krsna, the Supreme. 

Anta] went on a pilgrimage to several holy places with her father. She merged with the 

god Ranganatha while at Sifrangam. 

TIRUPPAVAI 

1 

The young maidens 

of Gokula, wearing 
lovely rich ornaments. 

This is the month of Margasira' 
and today’s the full moon; 

come all of you 
who observe the vow, 
come for bathing. 

NarSyana, bom to Nandagopa^ 

with the sharp lance 

and Yasoda of lovely eyes, 
a lion cub, dark as the cloud, 

with eyes red like the sun. 

1. Margasira: The Tamil month from mid-December to mid-January 

2. Nandagopa and Yasoda are foster parents of Krsna 
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soft as the moon 

will grant us the parai' drum. 

2 
O people of the world, 

listen to the rituals of our vow. 
We sing in praise of our Lord 

who slumbers on the milky sea; 
we eat no ghee, drink no milk; 
after we bathe early morning 
we wear no kohl, nor flowers 
in our hair; we do nothing 
our elders frown upon; 
nor speak evil; we shall 
give alms to the needy 

and live with pleasure 
keeping the vow. 

3 

If we bathe at the break of dawn 
to keep the vow, and sing 
in praise of our Lord 

who measured the earth, 
our land will gain 

rains thrice a month 
and will be free from evil. 
Fish will leap from beneath 
the tall paddy stalks 
in flooded fields; bees will dream 
in the blossoms of water lily; 
the vow will assure us 
unfailing prosperity, and our pots 
will overflow with milk 

as one touches 
the udders of our cows. 

4 

O Lord of rains, 
dive into the ocean 
to drink its waters, 
then rise into the skies, 

growing dark 

. A ritual drum, symbolic of the heart’s desire 
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as the supreme Lord 
during the deluge. 

Come down 
as the rain of arrows 
shot by the saranga bow 
that thunders like the conch 
and flashes like the discus 
in the hands 

of the noble-shouldered Padmanabha. 
Rain thus 

for the earth’s plenty 

as we joyously bathe 
to celebrate 
the margasira vow. 

6 

Wake up, young girl, 

the birds are chirping, 
loud sounds the white conch 
in the Lord’s temple. 

The saints and yogis 
who hold within their heart 

the Lord who sucked the poison 
from the breast of the demoness, 
are singing His holy name. 
The name of ‘Hari’ 
is now loud, and reverberates 
in our heart 
making it 

surpassingly peaceful. 

7 

Our crazy girl, 
don’t you hear 
the chirping of blackbirds? 

Can’t you hear 
curd being churned 
by cowherd women 
with scented tresses, and 

the jingle of their necklaces 
to the rhythm of their hands? 

Noble girl, how can you 
rest on the bed 
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when we stand here 

singing of Lord Narayana, 
our Kesava? 
Lovely girl, 

come, open the door. 

11 

O golden girl 
of the clan of cowherds 
who milk herds of cows 
richly endowed, and fight 
to destroy the enemy hordes! 

O peacock of the woods, 
girl with hips 
smooth cind curved 

like a snake from a hole. 
Wake up, come, 

all the daughters of your kin 
are here on your porch 
singing the glory of 
the lord dark as the rain cloud. 
O dear, why are you 
asleep still, 

with no response 

no movement? 

14 

In the pond of your back garden 
the lotus has bloomed, 

the water lilies have folded. 
Holy men in ochre robes 
with bright teeth 
have gone to the temples 
to blow the conch. 
Maiden, you boasted 

you would be the first 
to come and wake us. 
What a shame! 
Up! You sweet-tongued, 
come and sing with us 
of the lotus-eyed lord 
whose invulnerable hands 
hold the conch and the discus. 
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The girl inside the house, and her friends who have come to the door to wake her up, 
converse 

15 

Sweet parakeet 

are you still asleep? 

Don’t shout, girls. 

I’ll soon be with you. 

Smart one! Haven’t we heard 
your tales for so long? 

Sure, you’re great! 

I’m the talkative one! 

Come, be quick, 
what’s keeping you? 

Indeed! Have all the girls come? 

They have, come out 

and count for youself. 

Come and sing with us 

of the wondrous lord, 

the hero, who destroyed 

his enemies and 
the vicious elephant. 

16 

O watchman 

of the palace gate— 

ablaze with flags— 

of our chieftain Nandagopa, 

do open the jewelled door! 

Our supreme Lord 
promised yesterday 

to give us, cowherd girls, 

drums that would resound well. 

In purity and innocence 
we have come 

to sing and wake him up. 

Sir, do not refuse our plea 

do open the door and 
be friendly with us. 
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23 

Come out— 
like the lion 

that hibernates in his mountain cave 
during the monsoon months, 
then wakes up, 

opens its fiery eyes 
tosses the head, 
its scented manes 
flying about, stretches its length, 
roars thunderously 
and moves out. 

O Lord dark as the puvai bloom, 
come out thus 
from your palace to this court 

and be seated 
on the resplendent throne, 
listen to our plea 
grant us our desires. 

26 

My wondrous Lord 
whose complexion rivals the sapphire, 
if you wish to know 
what we need for our ritual bath 

here is the list. 

Conches that thunder 
like your milk-white pancajanya^ 
making the entire earth tremble in fear, 
resounding drums, singers of hymns, 
ornate lamps, banners and festoons. 

O Lord, 
resting on the banyan leaf, 
grant us all these. 

28 

We humble cowherds 
graze the cattle 
and roam the woods, 
eking out a living. 

1. conch. 
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We are an ignorant 
cowherd clan 
but it’s our luck 
that you took birth 
amongst us! 

O flawless Govinda, 
our kinship with you 
can never snap; 

being artless, 
we hailed you freely 

out of love. 

Let not that anger you, 

my Lord! grant us the drum 

and watch over us. 

NACCIYAR TIRUMOLI 

The following stanzas which describe a dream in which Antal has been united with the Lord 

Krsna in a wedding are sung even today at weddings in Vai$nava households. 

My friend, 
I had a dream. 

My Lord Narayana 
walked in state 
towards me followed by 

a thousand elephants. 

The town was adorned 
with flags and festoon-pillars. 

And everywhere 

on the threshold 

stood golden pots. 

Tomorrow is the wedding day. 

Beneath the green awning, 
adorned with shoots of palm and areca, 

entered Madhava 
with the prowess of a lion, 
my Govinda. 
Friend, such was my dream! 

Indra, and all the hosts 
of heaven blessed me 
as bride. Durga draped me 
in the wedding gannent. 
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and decked me with flowers. 

Friend, such was my dream! 

Brahmins brought holy water 

from sacred rivers to sprinkle on me. 

They tied around my wrists 

and Krsna’s the sacred yellow thread. 

Friend, such was my dream! 

Lovely maidens held lamps 

in pitchers to welcome us; 
even as the King of Maturai 

entered the marriage pavilion, 
sandal clad, 
the earth shook in fear— 

Friend, such was my dream! 

The drums banged, 

the conches blew. 

Beneath the awning 
hung with pearl garlands, 
Madhusudana came 

and took my hand— 
Friend, such was my dream! 

Learned brahmins 
chanted the Vedas, O friend! 

spread the kuia grass 

around the holy fire 

lit with herbal twigs. 
Krsna strong as an elephant 

held my hand, and 
we walked around the fire— 
My friend, such was my dream! 

Then came my brothers, 
their faces bright, and 
stood me opposite the tended fire 

joined my hand to Krsna 
and offered puffed rice. 

They smeared us 

with saffron and sandal paste, 

we were taken round 

on an elephant 
through the auispicious streets. 
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We were then 

given a holy bath. 
O friend, such was my dream! 

TONTARATIPPOTI ALVAR 

Tontaratippoti was bom as VipranarSyana in Mandangudi. Totally devoted to the ILord at 

^ilrangam, he engaged himself in offering fresh-flower garlands to the deity. He fell into the 

clutches of a courtesan, lost his wealth and was deserted by her. RanganStha in the guise of 

a servant took a golden vessel from the temple and gave it to the courtesan as if from 

VipranSrayana. The king’s guards caught hold of VipranarSyana whose innocence was 

announced by the Lord Himself. Hencefonh Vipranarayana called himself Tontaratippofi 

(Dust of the feet of Devotees) and engaged himself in whole-hearted service to Ranganatha. 

FROM TIRUPALLIYELUCCI 

A matin song sung at dawn in all temples of Visnu. 

The sun has hugged the mountain spires 

in the east; the dark night is gone. 

With the coming of lovely dawn, 

flowers have blossomed and stream honey. 

Heavenly hosts and the kings of earth 

have come crowding into your presence. 

With them have entered elephants with dams. 

As the drums add their sound 
it is like a wave-tossed sea all over. 

Rise, O rise. Lord of l^rlrahgam! 

TIRUPPANALVAR 

Bom in UraiyQr near ^rfrahgam, Tiruppanalvar belonged to a lowly caste. An expert lutanist, 

he used to sit on the banks of the Kaveri and sing in praise of the Lord. One day some young 
men who had accompanied LokasSranka, a server at the temple, to the Kiveri, threw stones 
at Tiruppan for having been nearby when they had come to bathe in the Kaveri. That night 
Ranganatha appeared in a dream to Lokasaranka and commanded him to bring Tiruppan to 
him. Lokasarafika did so and carried Tiruppan into the sanctum sanctorum. Tiruppan was 
overwhelmed by the figure of the Lord, indited ten verses and merged in the Lord. 

Full of Ananda, He measured the earth 
while his rising crown went high 

beyond the dome of the universe; 

He is R3ma whose fearsome arrows 
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snuffed out the lives of demons! 
He is the Lord of iSrIrahgam 
that has scented groves: 

my thoughts converge on his red garments. 

He brought to an end the anguish of Siva 

who wears the crescent moon; He resides 

in Srirahgam that has gardens full of bees 
sporting pretty wings; his throat 

swallowed the entire universe, the space 
and also this wide, wide earth 

with its seven mighty mountains and the rest. 
It has now saved my humble self as well. 

His hands hold the whorled conch 
and the fire-emitting discus; 

His form is that of a high mountain; 

He is crowned with scented tufaci; 

He is the Lord of beautiful Srlrafigam; 
He is my father, the wondrous one 

resting on the snake-couch; Ah, me! 

His lovely mouth has robbed my mind. 

Resting as a babe on the leaf 

of the mighty banyan tree. 
He swallowed the seven worlds; 

He rests on a snake in l^nraiigam. 
Ah, his blue-sheered form decked 

with strings of gems and pearls, 

is an image of endless loveliness 
that occupies the whole of my heart. 

KULACEKARA ALVAR 

Kulacekara was a ruler of Travancore. His intense love for the Ramayana and a burning desire 

to serve Rangan3tha in person made him abdicate his throne and come to :Silrangam. He 

instrumental in improving the Srfrangam temple complex. A master of simile, his hymns are 

moving and brilliant. His surrender is integral, complete. 

PERUMALTIRUMOLI 

The forehead gleams with gems 

that dispel darkness: 
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The thousand jewelled hoods 

are decorated with clear spots; 

on this superb flame, Ananta, 

the king of serpent race, 

the grand white couch 

that illumines the spaces, 

The Lord of ^rlrarigam is taking rest 

with the pure stream of Kaveri 

stroking his feet with her waves. 

When wilt I gain the joy of beholding 

with my eyes the Dark Gem, the gentle Lord? 

I do not desire this kingship, 

nor its pleasurable riches 

nor the pageantry of riding elephants. 

May my askesis help me to be a pillar 

in the lovely Venkata Hill of my Lord. 

I would reject even the lordship of heavens 

and the golden loveliness of Urvasi’s form, 

and prefer to live as something or other 

on my Lord’s golden Venkata Hill 

whose lips rival the gleaming red coral. 



NANTIKKALAMPAKAM (9th century) 

The extracts that follow are from Nantikkalampakam, the oldest work of the literary genre 

known as Kalampakam in Tamil literature. Nantikkalampakam was composed by an 

anonymous poet in the 9th century a. d. in honour of Nantivarman III, an important king of 

the Pallava dynasty. The Kalampakam, literally a garland of different flowers, was a collection 

of panegyrics written in a variety of metres and on diverse themes on a single hero such as 

a king, a god, a hermit, a minister or a farmer. The entire work was composed in one hundred 

poems in antati form which meant that the last line or word of the preceding poem would 

be the beginning of the poem that followed. As a result, the work has the appearance of a chain 

or a garland. 

The Nantikkalampakam is remarkable for its vivid imagination and poetic excellence, 

and makes use of a variety of poetic metres necessary for a long poetic composition praising 

the king. There is a story about King Nantivarman which, in the words of Mu. Varadarajan, 

“has no historical basis but has gained currency. One of King Nantivarman’s enemies made 

several treacherous plans to kill him. When all his plans came to nothing, he composed a 

poetical work. It was supposed to contain certain lines and verses which, when heard by 

Nantivarman would hasten his death. After the completion of the work the enemy entreated 

him to sit on a funeral pyre and listen to it. Nantivarman agreed to do so because of his love 

for Tamil poetry. The poetic qualities of the work so captivated his heart that even after 

knowing the real intentions of the composer, Nantivarman refused to leave the pyre. When 

he had heard the hundredth poem, the pyre caught fire and he died a tragic death.” Poem 21 

has an indirect reference to this episode. 

3 

Oh, young crane with lovely wings! 

It’s evening; 

my mother bawls at me; 

my lover is staying at the beautiful forest 

of the mighty King Nanti 

who has mastered all ancient classics 

and whose seat is Mallai; 

though our love is a secret one, 

separation is a disgrace to him; 

convey to him my prayer— 

let him not be a liar! 

4 

Oh, renowned Nanti of raging, restive elephants! 

Ruler of righteous sceptre! King of Tantainatu 
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On your arrival at the seat of the PSntiyas 

their inimical swords, 
swinging, tore their bodies to pieces. 

Such was your valour, your strength, and your looks! 

What harm is there if you just utter 

words of consolation 

—‘Fear no more. Fear no more’ 

to a poor woman, shivering at the spray of dew nearby? 
It’s a cold night; 

it’s a cold wind rising out of a cold mist, 

frightening all feather’d creatures; 

cranes stay back to shelter from chilling frost. 

10 

Long live my siiiy innocent mind! 

you fondly follow the women of rich Kanci, 

the city of victorious Nanti with armies 

of terrifying spity spears! You pine 
with the withering ladies’ garlands; 

heave high with their breasts; 

turn silvery with their smiles; 
and shrink yourself along with their waists. 

11 

This season is the season of our sorrows; 

The season when women suffer wild pangs 
of separation 

Season of torrential rains 
—from their eyes, from the skies. 

Season when peacocks dance 
at the Love-god’s bent bow. 

Season of lonely women, 
their breasts developing golden patches. 

Season of konrai trees shedding golden blossoms. 
Season of jasmine and red lotus 

smiling with steeple-buds. 

Season when we are not able 
to get the bounties from Nanti 

the graceful giver of golden hands. 
Season of rain, season of pain, 

it’s now mine, 
my life’s there with him, 

the body alone exists here; 
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fie upon this season 

— hideous and horrible! 

12 

Oh, troubadour 
of well-reputed King Nanti: 
All night and till dawn you sang full-throated, 
haunting the base resort 

of our notorious sisters; 
my mother said it was the demon’s moan from the wood; 
some felt it was the foxes howling from afar; 
my maid took it for a dog’s yelping; 
I was the one to guess correctly: 

it was no one’s but yours! 

13 

Our Nanti is none but the earthly Tirumal, 
with his long chariot of bright bells chiming; 
His mighty elephant’s white tusk capp’d with 

heavy diamonds 
sparkles: guess the city that is to fall in ruins, 
with its tall palace steeples crush’d to earth 
dilapidated. Is it Maturai, 
or the one symbolized by the ferocious tiger (of the Colas)? 

15 

How green my maids-in-attendance are! 
My wretched body is like an oven burning, 
without the embrace of King Nanti, 

known for his eminence, 

delving deep into Tamil; these silly women, 
apply on my body what they call 
cool'd sweet-smelling sandal; 
to me it’s the juice of 
red-hot tongues of fire! 

17 

O fleeting clouds! In a chariot. 
I am seated lifeless 

as a mere skeleton 
But lo! The chariot lags behind 

the speed of my mind: 
Tell my plight to the lady 

of the lovely forehead, 
if you meet her in the splendid city 
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of glorious Nanti 
—as great as divine Rama. 

21 

Alas, great Nanti, my father and leader, 
are you dead? 
No, though your flesh is burnt to ashes. 
Your loveliness has blended with the moon; 
all over the world 
Surrounded by seas, 

your glory has extended; 
your bravery is still there in wild tigers; 
your generous hands are absorbed 

in the karpaka tree; 
Your riches still can be found in Tirumal; 
But where’s the refuge 

for a poet like me 
And the art of poetry? O Lord! 

23 

Majestic Nanti is none but Divine Tirumal 
who to Arjuna served as charioteer! 

Able protector! 

At Tellaru, his mountainous city, 
dwells a lovely lady; 
her dark hair spreads vast like clouds, 
with her soft breasts 

jutting out from encasing silks, 
words sweeter than sugar-candy; 
drops of sweat appear on her moon-face; 
her complexion is of tender leaves of mango; 
her eyes as an arch stretched to ears. 

52 

Be assured, oh, my mind, this fair woman, 
with sparkling eyes sharp like leaf-shaped spears 
resembles in loveliness 
elegant Mylapore of august Nanti 
who vanquished at Tellaru all the enemies; 
on her person there must be a waist, 
as slender as a flowery tendril; 
if not, how can her blooming breasts 
be borne on her bosom? 

Translated by M. Elamaran 



FIVE MINOR EPICS (c 300 b. c.—a. d. 200) 

cCtsmani 

Generally listed as the first of the Five Minor Epics of the Cankam period, Cufdmani is by 

the ix)et Totamofittevar. It tells the story of Prince Tivittao. It is a Tamil rendering of a Sanskrit 

Jain epic called the Mahapuranam, which appears in an abridged form as the $rXpurSnam in 

Manipravafa, a highly Sankritised form of Tamil. Its period is conjectured to be the second 

half of the 9th century. 

KINGPIRACAPATI' 

53 

When that king with his lancers ruled the land; 
The only shaft his subjects feared 

Was that of Kama, the god of love; 

No foreign foe with his fiery arrow 

Dare trespass against his sea-girt realm. 

54 

One sixth of their income his subjects gave him 

As but his due, not coveted with greed; 

He won over even his enemies 

With ways ever gentle, never destructive. 

55 

The feet of that king with his band of lancers 

Were sought by other kings as their refuge; 

While his own head bowed to sages’ feet. 
To the whole world his parasol gave cool shade. 

CUVALANACATP IN THE GROVE 

169 

When the king reached that grove 

The mango trees welcomed him 

1. The father of Tivittan and King of Surama 

2. Skt. Jvalanajati, king of the city of Cakravalam 
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Strewing fragrant flowers; 

The small koels sang benediction; 
And the lissom lianas with their sprays 

Waved to him as if with hands! 

170 

On the ankleted king the flower-trees 

Shed their pollen like fragrant powder; 

The saffron trees waved their chowries;' 
The nellls^ opened their parasols. 

171 

The lovely bees hummed as it were 

The praise of the Prince of that beflagged city; 
And flowers pecked off by small-mouthed parrots 

Covered the Prince as if strewn in his honour. 

172 

The fragrant South wind sipped the honey 
Of the flowers of the kura shrub 

To the sweet music of the bees; 

Bathed in the hill stream, and strewed the flowers 

Fanning open the buds on the Prince’s head. 

CUVALANACATl’S MINISTERS 

244 

With a blazing crown of gold on his head 

And under a parasol white and triumphant 
A king may be seated. But do not his mind, 

His eyes, life, strength, weal and dignity 

Just rule and all depend on his counsellors? 

268 

O king, the eyes of this world are three— 

A monarch, learning and the sun in heaven; 

And the first of these three is justly set first; 

For in his failure there is nothing 

To dispel the darkness of life in this world; 

1. Ry whisksmadeof the white tails of yaks, used as status symbols in the processions of gods and kings. 

2. A class of trees. 



Five Minor Epics 

565 

To the body which takes the form of a king 
His ministers are eyes, his subjects legs. 

His friends shoulders, his spies ears. 
His codes mind, and his envoys mouth. 

992 

Whether from groves shedding honey. 
The sand-dunes on the sea-shore. 

The hills or ponds, whoever comes 

To cure the love-sick won’t succeed. 
When their own minds and eyes and codes 

Will not help them, who can from outside? 

ON ACCUVAKANTAN’S' DEATH 

1464 

“On his fell tusker he arrived 

Under a cool and white umbrella 

Surrounded by kings on elephants— 
But down went his broad chest split in two! 

How impermanent is our life?” 

2074 

Can anyone make others see 
The blessed state of those heroes 
Who gain forever the eight virtues^ 

And are rid of lust and the natural frailties 

Having uprooted attachment and yearning? 

2075 

Like a gem unveiled and scattering light. 
Sandal rubbed and spreading cool fragrance, 

A flower which blossoms and disperses scent 
Is the fate of a soul which attains release; 

Its happiness is ineffable! 

355 

1. Skt. A^vagrlva, an enemy king ofTivi^tao. 

2. These arc generally understood as the eight superhuman powers attained by a yogi (reducing oneself to 
an atom, expanding oneself to fill all space, levitation, personal magnetism etc.) 
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2128 

Expert in all which befalls a warrior 
And escaping the hands which kill and stain. 

That hero whose fame left no quarter unfilled 

And whose brightness arose from an inward light 

Shot up transcending all our worlds 

To adorn the heavens as their crest-jewel! 

NILAKECI 

This is a Jain rcligio-philosophic poem, controverting the sectarianism of Kuntalakeci, one 

of the Five Major Epics now almost completely lost. That poem asserted the supremacy of 

Buddhism over Jainism, and this one takes up cudgels on behalf of the latter. 

THE CREMATION GROUND, PALALAYAM 

27 

Near that city was a frightful tract 

Called Palalayam, where night and day 

The piteous cry of those who brought 

Their dead ones to be cremated there 

Rivalled the hubbub of that city itself 

And raised its fame in this sea-girt earth. 

28 

Bamboos and sirissas shot out of it; 

intus^ and ikai^ made it dark; 

Sunk-eyed devils as well as owls 

Churned up the hearts of those who saw them. 

29 

The smoke and flame of its funeral pyres 

Provided all its darkness and light; 

Owls and jackals hooted and howled 

Alternately; and at dead of night 
Roosters raised a raucous din: 
All evil had found its abode there! 

1. Sensitive tree 

2. Creeping plants 
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30 

Wreaths from biers and chaplets scorched; 
Tattered clothes and earthen lamps; 
Litters emptied of their dead: 
Scattered bones and prickly pears 
Presented a grim spectacle. 

31 
The cawing crows and screaming devils 
With their kin pulling the corpses; 
Other bodies dead on the ground; 
And red-eared vultures lodging there 
Kept the people at a distance. 

32 

There was temple in that place 
Thick-set with banyan and other trees. 
For a female fiend which attracted 
The demons which feed on the dead and the living; 
Sparks and cinders shooting from the pyres! 

YACOTARA KAVIYAM 

This loo is a Jain poem based on more than one Sanskrit work, and probably composed m 

the 10th century a. d. 

ABHAYARUCI AND ABHAYAMATl,' 

27 

Undecked with flowers, sandal or gems 
And wearing only a white singlet 
The youth and maiden entered that town 
Not indeed looking like ascetics 
But compelling by their youth and beauty 
The wonder of the citizens. 

28 

Their eyes cast a bow-shot, gentle their steps; 

With love for all lives and contempt for none; 

I. Twins, a boy and a girl ascetics, who happened to stray into the city of*R&japuram whose king, MSridatta, 
was advised to offer as sacrifice to the goddess of the place, pairs of living beings, including humans. 
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Those virtuous two traversed the streets 
Accepting whatever was given with grace. 

AMUTAMATI' ON WHAT HAPPENED 

98 

“Flashing Teeth”, said she, “last night 
That rutty elephant which is my mind 
That had fed on what Yacotara gave. 
Yielded to the goad of one 
With a coral mouth and a witching song. 
He has tied me up now to my great grief!” 

COMMENTS ON YACOTARA’S DEATH 

156 

He enjoyed wealth got anyhow; 
Had no regard for ascetics; 
Deluded by his sinful ways 
Found all delight in earthly mle. 
His joy in sex was without bound; 
His death unhonoured and unsung. 
Where would his soul have gone? they asked. 

AKAMPANAR^ TO CANDAKUMARAN 

247 

“When the distress of a living being 
Makes you cry as if yourself were hurt 
And you help in its recovery. 
That, which pay of all penances 

Is the greatest. Cling to it 
And to the grace you will gain thereby.” 

VIRTUE PRAISED 

To one whose mind is set on grace. 

Who gives protection to aU things living, 

1. Amutamati, the wife of King Yacotara, says this to her friend Guoavati who asks her what ails her. The 
one with the coral mouth and witching song is the musician Astabhgnga with whom she has fallen in love. 

2. Akampagilr was a sage whom Candakumarao* a friend of the King Yacomati, saw in a grove. 
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Eschews greed, murder and theft, 
Lust and lying utterly. 

Deeds of darkness will not cling. 

The delusion which leads to hell 
Can never be his. Only heavenly joy! 

UTAYAKUMARA KAVIYAM 

Though counted among the Five Minor Epics, this piece is, in the opinion of most people, 

very minor indeed. It is based on the much fuller and more magnificent PeruAkatai. Its value 

consists in the fact that the latter is available to us only in a truncated version, and this small 

version supplies some of the gaps in the story irretrievably lost from the other poem. 

utayanan bound 

58-59 

They tied up with a white cloth 
Hands wont to deck with fresh flowers 

Damsels’ tresses, mark their foreheads 

With signs which resembled the moon. 
Put saffron paste on their burgeoning breasts 

And anklets round their lotus feet; 
hands too to play on their vJnas’ strings 

And dip in the fragrant sandal paste; 
gave all that any one sought from him— 
That King with virtues unblemished. 

UTAYANAN AND THE ELEPHANT 

98 

When the elephant came to him 
And knelt with the love a good son shows. 

When after a sojourn he returns. 
To his father and falls at his feet, 
Utayanan climbed on its back by its tusks; 

And took in his hand the goad it gave. 
Obeying his order, with its trunk. 

NAKAKUMARA kaviyam 

This, the fifth of the Minor Epics, is also the shortest, running only to 170 stanzas. The stanza 

chosen here, number 3 of the poem, the conventional ‘bow to the audience’, uses exactly 
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the same simile for the same purpose as the Yacotara KOviyam where also that figures as 
number 3. 

AUTHOR TO READER 

3 

None in this world who understands 
Will despise and discard 
A lovely lamp because its flame 
Is accompanied by some smoke. 
Will those who respond to my words 
Be but a few? It is for me 
To make the world regard my say. 

Translated by P. S. Sundaram 



KUNTALAKECI (c 10th to 13th century a. d.) 

The stanzas that follow have been excerpted from Kuntalakeci described by early Tamil writers 

as one of the ‘Five Major Epics’, the other four being Cilappatikaram, Manimekalai, 

Clvakacintamani and Valaiyapati. While the frst three have survived in their entirety, only 

fragments of the other two are available to us now, Kuntalakeci consisting only of 19 stanzas. 

Kuntalakeci, the name of the heroine of the epic literally means ‘Curly Locks’. 

Kuntalakeci’s husband had been a robber once and when she taunted him with his past, he 

decided to murder her. Kuntalakeci was asked to accept this punishment, but by a ruse she 

succeeded in getting the better of her husband and hurling him from the top of the hill to which 

he had taken her to execute her. Repenting of what she had done, she joined the Buddhist order. 

This gives Nagagupta, the author of the epic, an opportunity to propagate Buddhism. 

The book belongs to the post-Cankam period and might have been written any time between 

A. D. 900 and a. d. 1200. 

TRUE PENANCE 

Saffron cloth or nudity 

Ash smeared on the body, 

Suffering icy cold or fire. 

Begging food from your sect. 

Getting your hair matted— 

All these are only things to talk of. 

Real penance consists only 

In controlling your senses. 

THE WAY TO DEAL WITH DESIRE 

“Beautiful shoulders, hair like a gem” 

Are words to arouse lust; 
And to think that such lust can be quenched 

By an answering lust 
Is but folly, as if one 

Can put out a forest fire 

By pouring on it a quantity 

of ghee! 

Those who cover up in their heart 

The fire that is lust 
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Instead of dousing it with the water 

of dislike 

And imagine that by indulging it 

They will throw it out 

Are like ones who will drain a flood 

With another flood! 

THE IMPERMANENCE OF THE BODY 

The wise regard each breath which returns 

After they have exhaled it 

As an unearned profit they didn’t expect, 

A pleasant surprise! 

There is therefore no need to lament 

Anything we lose: 

If out of our love we shed tears 

We but hurt our eyes! 

THE CRUELTY OF DEATH 

Snakes, raksasas and gryphons 

Even after a brief acquaintance 

Will not do us harm. 

But Death forever inseparable. 

Though we obey him always 

Will show us no mercy. 

Who has escaped him ever? 

Our embryo died, our boyhood died. 

Our adolescence, and our lustful youth. 

This recurring fate will lead us to old age. 

How is it that dying thus daily 

We never weep for ourselves? 

We may sometimes see one 

Caught by his enemy 

Or taken to the battlefield 

Escape thence with his life. 

But we take daily our steps 

Towards Death with his sword 

Under which to lay our head. 

Is this life, do we truly live? 
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A SWEET PRINCE 

When the King with his fragrant garland 
Ordered, “Release him”. 
And when unable to rein in his wrath 
He ordered, “Put him to death”. 
That brave one showed in his bearing 
Neither swelling joy nor withering sorrow. 
Knowing that all which happened to him 
Was but the result of his past. 

Translated by P. S. Sundaram 



PURATTIRATTU 
(1st B. c. or A. D. to A. D. 15th century) 

The following poems have been selected from Purattirattu, a collection of puram poems 
gathered from earlier anthologies ranging from the Cankam period to the fifteenth century. 
As the word puram indicates, these poems deal with war, philanthropy and subjects other than 
love, which is the sole concern of akam poetry. Purattirattu is broadly divided into two sections 
called arattuppal andporutpal, the former including 473 poems in its 45 chapters and the latter 
1033 poems in its 86 chapters. The unknown editor of this anthology must have been a great 
admirer of the famous Tamil classic Tirukkural which has served as a model for the chapter 
divisions in his later work. 

The poems in Purattirattu have been taken from well-known Cankam classics like 
Purananuru, Patirruppattu and Paripdtal, from didactic works of a later period such as 
Aranericcaram znd Accdrakkovai and from less significant classics including Takatur Yattirai 
and Pdrata Venpd. 

Takatur Ydttirai (pilgrimage to Takatur), from which 44 poems have been included in 
Purattirattu, describes in its poems by diverse hands the epic battle between the celebrated 
philanthropist Atikaman, the ruler of Takatur, now known as Dharmapuri and the mighty Cera 
King Perunceral Irumporai whose seige of the well-protected Takatur is reported to have lasted 
a long time. Some of the poems in this little masterpiece, challenging comparison with the 
famous Purandnuru, are by reputed poets like Aricil Kilar and Ponmutiyar. 

Pdrata Venpd, from which thirty-three stanzas have been gathered in Purattiraftu, is 
one of the many Tamil renderings of Vyasa’s Mahdbhdrata. The author of this work has 
employed the difficult stanza form called Venpd consisting of four lines with two or three 
rhymes to narrate the epic story. Some Tamil historians are of the view that the poet lived 
in the second half of the ninth century during the reign of Nanti Varma Pallava. Pdrata Venpd, 
as a whole, may not rank with the greatest works in Tamil but it does contain exquisite stanzas 
of poetic value. 

SULKING IS BETTER THAN EMBRACING 

756 

While speaking he weighs his words; 
in the choice of words he outdoes others. 

He, my friend with the flower in his hair, 
shies away from words of slander. 
If he doesn’t say ‘yes’ 

to those who seek his company, 
sulking is better than embracing 

the broad chest smeared with sandal 
of the man living in the land 
of fertile fields. 
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785 

O king, proud possessor of giant tuckers, 
their foreheads decked with glittering gold plates, 
and their ivory tusks encased in gleaming silver sheaths! 
Listen to us without anger if you are to learn wisdom. 
Do contain the wrath that is death-dealing. 
Like the two-headed bird that has one body, 
and eats through two mouths to fill a single stomach, 
when all the means of escape enemies have closed, 
you rush to your land’s rescue as the hand helps a man; 
being your brother, your foe is duty-bound to bring you 
succour, whenever a threat of misery wearies you; 
though beckoned by a mighty deed, be subdued now. 
Impulsive, unaided, alone and without a boat, 
one cannot cross a river swimming against the current; 
to overcome, one should be ready to bow down. 
This is the sage perception of the state by the seers. 

MAY HIS LAND PROSPER! 

844 

May the water tanks be full to the brim! 
May all the seeds sown in soil sprout! 
May incessant rain feed the seedlings! 
May plentiful plants grow unhindered! 
May their stalks be weighed down with lush grains! 
May the yield fill the farmers’ threshing yard! 
May there be no need for guards to keep watch! 
May the noise there scare the cranes 
Out of the fields with their female flock! 
May his large land lead him to new riches! 

LET US CAPTURE OUR FOES’ COWS 

1241 

Without waiting to fix the propitious day 
or the time by bird-omen, 

with courage our king sent us out 
to steal the cattle; 

sprinkling vetci flowers and millet seeds 
at this dead of night, 

letting the blood of young goats in the yard 
drench the dust, 
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let us not seek out the work favourable; 
we will fetch 
our foes’ cows 

out of the fortress with force! 

THE HERO’S LOYALTY TO THE KING 

1274 

The pits of wounds, though countless, 
grace his body 

like the old tree with holes, 
pierced all over; 

the poured ghee overflows 

without sticking, 
fold the wax-doll body with 

plenty of cloth. 
By the king free from blame, 

kind and caring. 
The famed hero has, with wounds, 

done his duty. 

IF I DON’T DARE TO OVERCOME, 
LET ME BE CURSED 

1304 

O Rider rash. Rider rash, 
mounted on an elephant 

with a cobra-trunk, 
seething with fury! 

O Rider rash. Rider rash! 
if, causing havoc at the front, 
I can’t get past the sea of army, 
daring the presence of your king, 
let me be cursed like the haves 

That help not the needy. 

THE FEARLESS KING’S PROUD 
SURVEY OF HIS ARMY 

1369 

The warrior with a thin cloud-dark beard. 

Undaunted by the foes’ eyes. 
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with a hand on his garland, 

eyed his strong shoulders, 

the infantry at the front, 

the herd of elephants, 

the sea of chariots; 
the cavalry he led, 

the shower of sharp arrows, 

the spear he wielded, 

and then smiled looking back at the drum beater. 

HOW DO I KNOW THAT THIS IS MY SON? 

1405 

How can I be sure? How do I verify? 

that this is my son; 

how do I verify? 

Eyes are submerged in a sea of arrows, 

the wreathed head severed by sword, 

the bleeding mouth struck with sharp arrows 

frothing for quite some time, 

the chest pierced by poisoned shafts, 

the thighs discoloured, 

as the valiant hero lay on a bed of arrows 

like a kalarci flower turned upside down! 

THE BHARATA WAR 

679 

On the first day of the Bh3rata War, 

while the sea roared like a drum, 
white waves rose like whisks raised high, 

summoning the kings to fight, 
the sun rose on the scene. 

PRAYER TO GOD 

Retreating to the mountain top, 

subduing the senses five, 

resorting to fire and water, 

there is no need to do penance; 
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if, with desire, Vaikuntam is kept in mind 

Matava' will make it his home. 

BHISMA’S HYMN TO GOD 

(Before Leaving for the Battlefield) 

631 

Before the body gets battered 

and the bones give way, 

crows and vultures make a meal; 

O my stupid heart! 

wake from your stupor, 

pray to God to end the cycle of births. 

ARJUNA STANDS PETRIFIED ON SEEING HIS OWN 

KITH AND KIN AT THE OPPOSITE CAMP 

475 

If by killing my kith and kin 

I am to rule and acquire great wealth 

I am not for it 

he stood loaffled on the deck 

of the chariot, lost for words, 

his bow slipped from his sturdy hand. 

THEN KRSNA SHOWS THE WAY 

Birth, life and death are the result of 

One’s Sin; dharma and the five elements 

Are only meant for this world. 

The sky limitless and the earth with all its creatures, 

are none but He. 

He revealed that He is all these. 

1. Matava: Lord Vi$nu 
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DHARMA’S ADVICE TO BHiMA WHEN THE LATTER OPPOSED 
A MESSENGER BEING SENT TO THE KAURAVAS 

119 

What glory is there in gaining a kingdom 
after annihilating everyone close to us? 

Flower-adorned, broad-shouldered Bhima! 
Can a single tree ever constitute a grove? 

PATIENCE 

169 

No maimed part of the body 
when concealed by clothes 

can be seen by another. 
You who wear the anklet of victory, 

know that evil disappears 

when faced with patience. 

THINK OF OTHERS AS YOU THINK OF YOURSELF 

326 

Know that the miseries of diverse kind 

that afflict you 
haunt others too. 

What you feel as yours 
will be for others too— 

to think thus is dharma. 

EYE-SIGHT 

688 

Do I call it a nerve joined. 
Or a bone detached? 

Do 1 call it a strong muscle. 

Or what indeed! 
O lady, with tender thighs, sweet voice 

and shoulders slender as bamboo. 

What do I call the eye 
that lacks sight. 

Translated by P. Maruthanayagam 
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IRUMPALKANCI AND ACIRIYAMALAI 

The next three selections are from an old work called Irumpalkanci and the five that follow 

subsequently are from ‘A Garland of Aciriyam’, an aciriyam being a particular Tamil metre. 

It is noteworthy that some famous Tamil works are known less by the name of the author or 

even by the subject-matter of the work than by the metre in which they are written, e.g. the 

Kural. 

5 

As the sun at dawn in the blue sky 

Routs with his fire the darkness of night 

He who rides the sapphire peacock' 

Routed Cura the dark demon 
Though he did himself in the sea 
And changed himself then into a tree. 

At that God’s feet, gem-set and rosy, 

we find our refuge. 

Irumpalkanci 

601 

What is hard for him to get 
In this sea-girt world 
Who, protected by his dharma, 

Is for ever blessed? 
Fighting even waves and crocodiles 

He will win and achieve fame. 

Irumpalkanci 

1476 

Decked with garlands humming with bees 

The Tontaiman’s^ shoulders bear the world 

And prevent its drowning in a dire flood 

Even as Visnu, the mighty Boar rescued the Earth-Maid 

And bore her on His tusks to make her His bride! 

Irumpalkanci 

827 

If one could spend but a single day 

In an assembly of high-soured men. 

1. Muruka, the favourite Tamil God. The reference is to the war he waged against the demon CQrapatuman, 

who had the capacity to transform himself into anything of his choice—plant, bird or beast. 

2. The Tontaiman was the king of a part of the Tamil country with Kflficlpuram as its o^ital. 
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Experts in the spoken word— 

Who wear for clothes good ancestry. 

For garlands learning, the truth all love 

The food they eat to repletion, 

A spotless love the house they dwell in. 

An unbiased mind free of sin 

The large city in which they dwell, 

Two big heaps the wealth they have 

Freedom from envy and from yearning — 

Even a cycle of ceaseless births 

And of ever-shifting lands 

Which is the lot destined for all 

Will be worth going through. 

Aciriyamalai 

1332 

Ordered by his aged father 

Rama took to a forest-life; 

And in pursuit of a deer 

Lost his wife and was left desolate. 

Nevertheless with a friendly host 

He besieged the great city 

Of him who had sought to displace 

The snowy mountain on which dwelt 

The Lord whose neck was venom-stained 

Along with that Lord Himself! 

Pardon—I forgot to mention 

That Rama had that day a bow in his hand! 

Aciriyamalai 

1334 

The great and ancient Laiika 

Which the sun and the moon dared not enter 

Except as ordered by its irate king. 

Surrounded by the doughty Rama 

With his army of bears and monkeys, 

Looked as if it was a fortress in a sea, 

A city 

With green cool fields all around it! 

Aciriyamalai 
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1344 

The chapleted King of the demons 

Under a white umbrella, 

Having plundered every city— 

The heavenly one in the sky 

As well as that of the NSgas below— 

Appropriated the guardian elephants 

And amassed for himself every treasure. 

Now with his numerous hands 
Which had once shaken the hill of the three-eyed Siva. 

He scattered largesse to his retainers, 

His redoubtable champions. 

And assigned them the positions 

Whence they should repel the foe. 

Aciriyamalai 

1493 

Small ears which took m much 
Eyes narrow but far-sighted. 

Young in years but old in wisdom, 

Even in love he wouldn’t be false! 

Though the mean may do him harm, 

Afraid to slide from his own ideal 

He could never be less than great 

At Kalli with its numerous hamlets, 

A little to the north of Maturai 

Which the Pantiyans made a great Tamil Centre, 

He was the lord. 

He never coveted anything for himself; 

Would first feed his guests, 

And eat only what was left. 

Aciriyamalai 

Translated by P. S. Sundaram 



ANCIENT KANNADA LITERATURE 
(c 450 — A. D, 1100) 





A HISTORICAL SURVEY 

T.V. VENKATACHALA SASTRY 

Kannada literature is one of the oldest of the literatures of India. Since the 

last quarter of the 19th century, several attempts have been made to write the 

history of Kannada language and literature on the basis of available evidence 
such as that found in inscriptions, legends and literary works. The 

historiographic criteria used for periodization are not only the different stages 

of the development of Kannada language but also the literary genres shaped 

and nurtured through ages of literary activity patronized by the ruling 

dynasties. The present survey attempts a brief account of the Old Kannada 

language and literature upto about a. d. 1100 based on the chronology of the 

ruling dynasties, without going into detailed analysis and critical evaluation, 

which lie outside its scope. 

Kannada is one of the important languages of South India, belonging 
to the Dravidian group of languages. Kannada and Tamil are the oldest of 

the group which have a close affinity suggesting that they might have had 

a common root of a proto-Dravidian origin. At some point of time, estimated 

to be around the middle of the first millennium b. c., the two seem to have 

taken divergent trails, and over the years, each has developed into a distinct 

language, with a rich literature of its own. From the point of antiquity and 

richness, these two are next only to Sanskrit and Prakrit. 

The antiquity of Kannada literature can only be conjectured on the basis 

of available epigraphical records of the Early period, references in ancient 

works of other languages and in later Kannada works. From these it would 

appear that Kannada literature has flourished ever since the 5th century; 

it has had a long and continuous history of over 1500 years. Over the 
centuries, it has become a part of the record of the culture of the people of 

Karnataka. 

Kannada used to be spoken and written in the area bounded by the 

Arabian sea on the West, the GodSvari on the north, the Kaveri on the South 

and the coastal strip, Veiigi Visaya region of Andhra on the East. While the 

political configuration of the area changed many times during the millennia, 

its cultural and linguistic unity has remained essentially intact. 

The growth and development of literature in any South Indian language 

has to be viewed against the backdrop of Indian culture, with its vast, intricate, 
diverse but integrated milieu of historical, religious, social and literary facets. 
Two major streams—one peninsular and the other Indo-Gangetic—have 
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nourished, sustained and enriched the culture of the land, the streams flowing 
sometimes apart, sometimes in confluence. 

All ancient Indian literature had its origin in religious lores. It was 
therefore inevitable that Sanskrit language and Vedic religion should have 
played an important role in its evolution. However, when the supremacy of 
Vedic religion with its stress on rituals was challenged by the Buddhist and 
Jain religions, whose exponents propagated their ideas in the regional dialects 
closer to the common folk of the area, such as Pali and Prakrit, the hegemony 
of Sanskrit was checked and regional languages and literature came into their 
own. Kannada was no exception. Thus the influence of Vedic and Jain 
religions, and Sanskrit and Prakrit languages can be seen on ancient Kannada 
literature. The popular {de^i) and the classical {mdrga) elements coalesced 
to form a composite but distinct literature in the language spoken and 
understood in the area. 

The 3rd century b. c. is considered to be a turning point in the evolution 
of regional literatures in India. When the Buddhist influence spread to 
southern parts through the edicts of Asoka, regional languages came to the 
fore, and Brahmi-based scripts also took distinct forms. Folk literature created 
and nurtured by the unlettered masses must have produced a rich oral 
literature of songs, ballads and legends. However, the systematic written 
literature in the regional language may have started taking shape only after 
the advent of Buddhism and Jainism. 

Scholars are sharply divided in establishing the antiquity of Kannada 
language and literature with any degree of certainty. Based on the linguistic 
evidence available from the Brahmagiri edict of Asoka (c 250 b. c.), it has 
been suggested that, Kannada language must have existed even as early as 
the 3rd century b. c. That the term Isila occurring in the said edict is derived 
from the basic Kannada term Esil is said to be a plausible reconstruction. 
There is also a view that some of the nominal and verbal bases of Kannada 
vocables are to be found in Gdhd Sattasal (Gathd Sapta^ati a Mahara§trl 
Prakrit poetical work compiled by the Satavahana King Hala (c a. d. 20). Its 
theme also suggests the influence of Kannada spoken in the area around the 
Vindhyas. Certain place names mentioned by the Greek geographer Ptolemy 
(c A. D. 140) are also suspected to be the Europeanized forms of names of 
towns in Karnataka—names resembling Mudugal, Kalligere as derived from 
Kannada. It has also been surmised that the earliest attempt at writing in 
Kannada may have been started by the Buddhists who wanted to spread their 
faith through local medium. But none of these arguments is sufficient to say 
with any certainty that Kannada had a written literature of its own before the 
5th century a. d. It is possible that the impetus given to Prakrit language and 
literature created the conditions conducive to the growth and„deveIopment 
of Kannada language and literature. 

All the ins>:riptions of Karnataka prior to c a. d. 450 are either in Sanskrit 

or Prakrit and therefore do not shed any light on the regional languages. As 
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known at present, the earliest extant lithic record in Kannada is the Halniidi 
inscription, dating to a period between the end of the 5th and the beginning 
of the 6th century a. d. The language employed here, and in other inscriptions 

of the period, is very close to proto-Old Kannada which also shows the 
profound influence of Sanskrit on Kannada. These represent the earliest phase 
(c A. D. 450-800) in the development of the language. In terms of phonology 
and morphology, however, it clearly differs from the later phase of. the 
language. 

Scholars recognize four distinct stages in the development of Kannada: 

Proto-Old Kannada, Old Kannada, Medieval Kannada and Modem Keuinada. 
Very little is known about the first which must have existed before Old 

Kannada which flourished between the 9th and 13th centuries. Medieval 

Kannada is the term generally used to describe the language and literature 
of the period between c. a. d. 1150 and a. d. 1700. Modem Kannada refers 
to the language in use after c. a. d. 1700. 

More than a hundred inscriptions of the period between the 6th and 10th 
centuries have been discovered, some in prose and others in verse. They 

represent the ancient strata of the Kannada language and reveal many social 
and religious beliefs and customs of the period. While the Halmidi epigraph 
is accepted by many as the oldest written document in Kannada, there are 

some who think that the inscriptions of Mangale.sa (a. d. 597-609), a Calukya 
King, at Badami is older. Some inscriptions of the Western Gahgas, supposed 
to belong to c. a. d. 500-600 were found in several parts of Karnataka, but 

only a few of them are said to be genuine. Samples of Old Kannada literature 
as available at present, are found in some of the prose inscriptions of the 
Badami Calukyas, and some inscriptional verses at Sravanabelgola (c. a. d. 

650-700). Though the inscriptions by themselves do not constitute literature 
in its tme sense, many of them contain elements of beauty of expression. For 

example, the inscriptional verses at Sravanabelagola, the Tamatakal and 
Tattukoti inschptions (c. a. d. 650-700) offer sufficient evidence to support 

the view that Kannada and its literature existed even prior to a. d. 650-700. 
Though the prose records lack literary merit, the poetic ones, are imbued with 
verve and with a few exceptions, are also metrical. Among inscriptions in 

verse, we have commemorative and endowments records of the periods of 

the Alupas, Gahgas, and CSlukyas of Badami. But they are just matter of fact 

narratives, not exceeding a couple of lines in length, and though lacking in 

refinement and literary qualities, they have a racy freshness and amazing 

simplicity. 
The penod of the RastrakQtas (9th century a. d.) witnessed the 

beginnings of Old Kannada literature. It was a period of great literary activity 
and achievements, a period which emerged out of folk and epigraphical 

literary efforts. Early Jain commentaries in Kannada might have provided the 

stimulus for writing literary works. The history of Kannada literature, as we 
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know it today, begins with Kavirajamargam, written either by the scholar-king, 

Amoghavarsa Nrpatuhga (a. d. 814-877), or, in all probability, by one of his 

court poets, named Srivijaya, under his patronage. Nrpaturiga’s name will 

remain forever fresh in Kannada literature as both poet and patron of letters 

Kavirajamargam, a treatise on rhetoric, is the earliest available work 
of Kannada literature (c. a. d. 850). Though the language used therein is now 

classified as Old Kannada, the author himself refers to the language of an 

earlier period as Old Kannada (Palagannada). This suggests that an earlier 

form of Kannada may have existed, which later developed into what we now 

call Old Kannada. It is therefore probable that Kannada as a language of 

poetical composition, did exist even prior to c. a. d. 850. But literature 

produced between c. a. d. 450 and c. a. d. 850 has not yet come to light. 

Kavirajamargam is an extremely valuable and important work. It deals 

with poetics and includes some points relating to grammar, language and 

prosody, though briefly. It is based on Kavyadarsa of Dandi and throws some 

light on the literary activity of the period. Apart from the subject matter, there 

are ob.servations relating to contemporary society, religion and culture of the 

region. It also shows the author’s love and admiration for the people of 

Karnataka. The work has many useful observations regarding the language 

of the preceding period, the literary forms, the poets and the social mores of 

the times. The literary quality of the work, the maturity of the language as 

also the richness of its contents lead one to believe that Kannada literature 

must have passed through several stages of development before it could reach 

the level of excellence attained in Kavirajamargam. 

From Kavirajamargam, one gathers that three types of composition, 

prose, verse and a mixture of the two were in use. Vimala, Udaya (or 

Vimalodaya), Nagarjuna and Durvinita were some of the well known writers 

of prose. Srivijaya, Pandita, Candra and Lokapala were the well known verse 

poets of the period. Unfortunately nothing is known about these writers or 

their works except some fragmentary information about the prose writer 

Durvinita. Two types of indigenous poetry employing desi metres also are 

mentioned, Cattana and Bedamde. 

The driving force behind the development of written literature in 

Kannada seems to have come from religion. Kannada literature owes a great 

deal to the Jains who ushered in what one may call the Classical Age. Jainism 

was the dominant religion in the area at that time. Its abiding influence can 

be seen on Old Kannada literature. 

Asaga (a. d. 853) wrote in both Sanskrit and Kannada. His 

Vardhamanapuranam and Santipurdnam are in Sanskrit. He is believed to 

have written Karndta Kumarasambhava in Kannada. This work is not extant. 

Asaga is well-read in the earlier Sanskrit kavyas of eminent poets like 

Kalidasa, Bharavi, Magha and draws inspiration from Jinasena, the author 
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of the Mahapuranam and he is also steeped in Jain dogmas expounded in 
earlier writers. In turn, he is mentioned by Dhavala, the author of the 
Harivam^apuranam in Apabhramsa, and the major Kannada poets like 

Ponna. 

Another well-known poet was Gunavarma-I (c. a. d. 900) who was 
perhaps patronised by King Ereyappa (a. d. 886-920) of the western Gahga 

dynasty. He is said to have written two works, Harivamsam and Sudrakam, 

both of which, there is reason to believe, must have been campus. Only 

fragments of these are available now in anthologies. From these fragments 

one may infer that Gunavarma-I was a poet of a high order and his works 
were creations of lofty imagination and deep inspiration. He seems to have 

set the trend for two kinds of literary works, one on the .secular theme 

comparing his patron to a classical hero, and the other on the religious theme 
dealing with aJina. He was also a pioneer in writing a work of romance which 

was followed by later poets like Nagavarma, Nemicandra and others. 

Vaddaradhane (A big aradhana' text) is a prose narrative in Old 

Kannada language consisting of 19 stories of mahapurusas (all-redeeming 

personalities) called Upasarga Kevalis (ascetics who experienced adversi¬ 
ties). It was probably written at the end of the 9th century a. d. We find in 

it short accounts of the past and present births of Jain ascetics, who suffered 
from one or more of the 24 parisahas like hunger, thirst, and also the four 
upasargas (physical adversities) —divine, human, animal, and inanimate 

when they were engaged in dharmadhyayana (meditation on religious or 

spiritual matters), casting off their bodies at the end. The aim of these 
narratives is to provide ideals and offer peace of mind to contemporary 

seekers of salvation who. after several tribulations, leave the temporal world 

through sallekhana or samadhimarana (emaciating the body with penance) 

Though Vaddaradhane is religious in character, many of its stories are 

secular in tone and outlook. They are used mainly to expound a moral value 
or elaborate a spiritual ideal. The purpose of these .stories is to show that these 

values and ideals bring peace and solace to those who seek liberation through 
self-denial and a willing acceptance of austerities in this life. 

Some of the tales like those of Sukumara, Bhadrabahu, Kartika, 

Vidyuccora, Gurudatta and Canakya are significant from the point of view 

of Indian history, Jain religion and culture. The tale of Bhadrabahu gives us 

an idea of the origin and development of Jain sects and we get a glimpse of 

Mauryan history from the stoiy of Canakya. The work is full of descriptions 

of cultural events, trade transactions, sports and amusements, literature and 

fine arts. It also depicts dress and ornaments, social manners and morals of 

the age. 

1. Worship, adoration 
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The stories are vividly told, at times in a spirited, racy style. Many have 

a story-within a story, with folk tales and animal stories similar to those found 

in the Pancatantra. Each story is interspersed with sayings from Sanskrit and 

has a sprinkling of Prakrit words. The stories make good use of dialogue, with 

occasional recourse to the flashback technique. Most of them have a well-knit 

plot and show considerable skill in characterization. One remembers 

characters like the old woman Gambhire, the innocent Nandimitra, the 

inquisitive Nagasri and the skilled thief Vidyuccora. Agniraja marrying and 
getting a son by his own daughter recalls the Oedipus story. Further 

contrasted pairs of characters like Agnibhuti and Vayubhuti, Vidyuccora and 

Yamadanda often appear in these stories. 

The 10th century saw what one may call the Golden Age of Old 

Kannada literature, a many splendoured age when the armed might of the 

Karnataka rulers was felt beyond the Vindhyas. The prowess and influence 

of their most famous king Krishna-Ill evoked the adulation of visiting Arab 

travellers. This period produced the Ratna-traya (the three gems) of Kannada 

literature—Pampa, Ponna and Raima, whose works mirror the social, cultural 

and political milieu of the times. 

Pampa (a. d. 942) was the greatest poet of the age and his pre-eminence 

is undisputed even to this day. He has been called the adikavi (the first poet 

or the poet’s poet). He was bom in a. d. 902. His ancestors were followers 

of the Vedic religion, but his father had become a Jain. Little is known of 

his early life. A few autobiographical details are found in his long poems, 

Adipurdnam and Vikramarjuna Vijayam. The Kurkyal lithic record of his 

brother Jinavallabha (c. a. d. 945) supplements them. It is likely he spent 

many years perfecting the art of poetry and finally became a poet in the court 

of Arikesari (a. d, 930-955), son of Narasimha-II of the Calukya family of 

the Vemulavada branch which had accepted the sovereignty of the 

Ra^trakQtas of Ma}khed. His works indicate that he was well read in the 

Sanskrit and Prakrit classics and was thoroughly familiar with both the 

Ramdydna and the Mahabhdrata. He had mastered Jain philosophy and was 

conversant with music, dancing, painting, sculpture, medicine, politics, 

economics, erotics and embroidery. It is no exaggeration to say that Pampa 

was the most learned of the Kannada poets. He had natural talent which he 

developed through systematic learning. His penetrating imagination and 

emotional response to the beauty of nature and human behaviour emerge 

clearly from his poetry. 
Pampa wrote two of his celebrated works in less than a year, as he 

himself has stated. While he wrote Vikramarjuna Vijayam. at the behest of 

his patron, he wrote Adi puranam either before he came to the royal court 

or soon after that. Both these full length literary works are written in the 

campO style (a mixture of prose and verse). 
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Pampa wrote Adipuranam when he was forty years old. The work 

depicts the life and teachings of Adinitha, the first tirthankara and is based 

on Jinasena’s Purvapuranam (c. a. d. 850) in Sanskrit. He has translated some 

passages literally, while recreating others. Thus he has reduced the original 

work of about ten thousand stanzas to a bare sixteen hundred verses and some 

prose passages. He employs verse for the story and prose for narrating 

religious concepts, rituals and philosophical ideas. Though the work is replete 

with religious and philosophical passages phrased in highflown Sanskrit 

diction, situations involving natural human feelings are to be found 
throughout this great work. 

There are ten stories of the previous births of the tirthaniara in the work. 

In the first five stories Pampa shows how the desire for enjoyment can be 

intense and supreme. In the succeeding stories, the desire wears off, giving 

place to renunciation and culminating in the realization of everlasting joy. 

The poet illustrates the futility of indulging in sensual pleasures through the 

episodes relating to the lives and actions of LalitSnga and Svayamprabhs, 

Vajrajahgha and Snmati. These are ideal couples, whose longing for conjugal 

happiness, suffering on account of separation, and blessed reunion, are 

vividly portrayed. In this context, he depicts a magnificent scene in which 

. the divine woman Nllanjana dances her way into the hearts of kings only to 

disappear all of a sudden, prompting Adinatha to renounce worldly pleasures. 

The poet makes ample use of his knowledge of music and dance in portraying 

the scene. The second half of the poem shows how the desire for personal 

power, pomp and glory, comes in the way of one’s attaining everlasting 

happiness. The story centres round Bharata and Bahubali, two of the many 

sons of the tirthankara. Bharata wants to become emperor of the world after 

subjugating all the kings on earth. He thinks that his brother, Bahubali, should 

also accept him as his master. But Bahubali does not. So they fight each other 

in a novel kind of battle, without the use of any weapons. The armies of the 

two adversaries act as mere spectators. Bahubali, who is better endowed 

physically, defeats Bharata, his elder brother and is about to throw him to 

the ground when suddenly, good sense prevails, and he lowers his brother 

gently to the ground setting him free. His soldiers shout in joy. This offends 

Bharata’s sense of pride. In a fit of rage he hurls his discus at his brother, 

Bahubali. The discus gently circles Bahubali thrice and goes back to his hand 

ready to obey his command. Bahubali refuses to retaliate. He tells his brother 

that power, wealth and pomp are real sources of evil and so, relinquishing 

his kingdom, he seeks the path of penance. He goes away to a lonely place 

to stand still like a statue, deep in meditation. Bharata is shamed by his 

brother’s action. He repents and loses all interest in power and gloiy. This 

action-packed story is made sublime by Pampa, whose characters appear 

titanic in their majesty and grandeur. 
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Pampa’s other well-known work, Vikramarjuna Vijayam is popularly 

known as Pampabharatam. It is an abridged version of the great Vyasa’s 
Mahabhdrata in Sanskrit incorporating all the important episodes. To him 

the epic is a secular one and so he takes a considerable amount of liberty with 

the sequence of events in the story, occasionally introducing new incidents. 

He makes Arjuna the hero and Ccills his epic ‘The Victory of the Mighty 

Arjuna’. Almost every chapter begins with a eulogy of Arjuna and ends^with 

lines in praise of his prowess. After the famous Kuruksetra war is over, it 
is Arjuna and Subhadra who are crowned, King and Queen. 

Vikramarjuna Vijayam was written so that the Patron’s fame could be 

established firmly. Though Arikesari was only a vassal under the Rastrakutas, 

he was a very dynamic and influential leader in the political life of the day. 

This prompted Pampa to make him the hero of the work raising him to the 

status of Arjuna with whom he compares him. The poet celebrates his 

patron’s personality, valour and greatness, all in the name of Arjuna. 

Contemporary political history has been dealt with in such a way as to suit 

the Bhdrata story and the complete Bhdrata was written under the name of 

Vikramarjuna Vijayam. 
In its concise form with 14 cantos comprising 1600 verses and some 

prose passages, Pampa has delineated all the important episodes in keeping 
with the spirit of the Mahdbharata. It is noteworthy that Pampa, a Jain, should 

have chosen this Hindu theme; but at places, the influence of Jainism is 

descemible. The work reflects the social, cultural, political and diplomatic 

activities of those days. His experience of warfare enabled him to make his 

description of the heroic deeds of Arjuna detailed and graphic. In the words 

of D L. Narasimhachar: 

**Quietly, deliberately and confidently he leads us on from scene to scene as they unroll 

themselves before our eyes with swift or slow marches as the occasion demands. In supplying 

the usual narrative links between two scenes he is generally brief and uses significant prose. 

In the elaboration of a scene where an action grows to its climax and dies down or an aspect 

of character is revealed or a clash of personalities is involved or an angry emotion boils over 

into burning vapour or a streak of beauty in nature and man shines fitfully or where two or 

more of the above co-exist each demanding recognition he parries for some time and uses 

powerful verse.” (Karnataka Dar^ana, 1955: P. 96). 

The death of Pandu,, the vow of Bhisma, the gambling incident, the 

temptation of Aijuna by heavenly damsels, Krsna’s diplomatic mission, the 

terrible wrath of Bhima when Draupadi was insulted—these are some of the 
scenes which can be cited as memorable: To these may be added episodes, 

such as Karna’s dilemma, the installation of Bhisma as the Army chief, and 

the death of Kama. 

By means of a few deft strokes, Pampa is able to present his characters 

in all their complexity. Some of them stand out conspicuously. One such 
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character is Karna with whom the poet seems to identify. Karna’s 

steadfastness and loyalty to his master, his tender solicitude towards his 
mother, his anxiety to keep himself pure and truthful in the most exacting 

circumstances make one admire his noble qualities. Similarly, while drawing 
Duryodhana’s character, Pampa makes him touchingly tragic. In some places 
the poet departs from the original to make his narration more striking. 

Pampa’s style and diction are remarkable for their raciness, economy 

and compactness. He can compress one whole episode into a few lines 
without leaving out any of the essential details. He makes a suggestion and 

leaves the rest to the imagination of the reader, 'fhe old Kannada of Pampa 
sounds pristine and has verve. He is truly the Father of Kannada literature. 

In fact, his age is often referred to as the Age of Pampa. There is not a single 
campu poet who does not remember him with reverence. 

Contemporaneous with Pampa was Ponna (c. a. d. 950), the court poet 
of Krishna-Ill (a. d. 939-968) of the Rastrakuta dynasty from whom he 

received the title Kavicakravarti (emperor of poets). He was known for his 
erudition. Of the four works written by him, his fame as a major poet rests 

mainly on the Santipuranam, his only available work. It is a campu work 

which deals with the life of Santinatha, the 16th tlrthankara, in 12 cantos. 

Ponna claims superiority over both Asaga in Kannada and Kalidasa in 
Sanskrit, an exaggerated claim. His poetry shows a considerable influence 
of Kalidasa, mcH‘e than 299 of whose verses he translated into Kannada. 

The first nine sections of the poem, are devoted to the stories of the 
previous births of Santinatha, and the remaining are directly concerned with 
the story of the Jina. Although the narration is dull and shows little poetic 

sensibility, the formal and technical aspects of the Jinapuranam, incorporated 

in the work have endowed it with some authority and prestige. 
The death of Krishna-III in a. d. 967 saw the decline of the Rastraku(as. 

Within a decade they had lost their kingdom. Their warrior-statesman 
Cavundaraya was not only a minister under the Gahga King Marasimha but 

also a distinguished writer in both Sanskrit and Kaimada. His major work in 
Kannada is Trisastilak^ana Mahdpuranam or briefly Cavundarayapuranam 
(c. A. D. 978), which is the only mahapuranam in Kannada. Tt tells the story 
of the 24 tJrthankaras and those connected with them in simple and elegant 
prose. The prose is simple wherever there is a sequence of events to narrate, 
and ornate and heavy where elements of Jain doctrines occur. 

Cavundarayapuranam is a work that provides a source for the study of 

Jain religion, philosophy and literature. Some of the verses quoted in the work 

from Kaviparamesthi’s (before a. d. 837) non-extant Sanskrit work 

Mahdpuranam, a gadyakathd, (a prose tale) are of singular significance, as 

they are mentioned with the name of their author. These are the only extracts 
that are available to us. The evidence here sheds fresh light on the authorship 
of the Sanskrit work VardAga Caritam of Jal3simhanandi. The extracts from 
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the works of Kaviparamesthi, Kundakunda, Vasunandi, Bhup^la, 

Ja^asimhanandi, Gunabhadra and others found in this work, as also the names 

and biographical accounts of Jain ascetics preceding him, reveal the depth 

of Cavundaraya’s learning and grasp of the Jain religion and literature. More 

than anything, the work Cavundarayapurdnam is an excellent specimen of 

the prose composition of the period, second perhaps only to Vaddaradhane. 

It was Cavundaraya who was responsible for the installation of the monolithic 

statue of Bahubali Gommateswara (c. a. d. 983) at Sravanabelgola. 

At this stage, some poets of the Brahminical faith also took to writing 

in Kannada. The earliest of them was a poet of rare distinction, Nagavarma, 

the author of Candomhudhi, the earliest authentic work on Kannada prosody. 

It is a source book for subsequent books on the subject. 

Karnataka Kadambari, a work of another Nagavarma (for there are 

several Nigavarmas), is an adaptation in campu form of the famous Sanskrit 

prose romance called Kadambari written by Bana and his son. Nagavarma’s 

translation reads so well that he is regarded a model for all creative translators. 

It is to his credit that he has, using his sense of discretion and Judgement, 

condensed the original prose work with a few necessary changes, but taking 

care to see that the plot is neither altered nor distorted in any manner. Episodes 

such as the love of Vaisampayana and Mahasvete, the penance of Mahasvete, 

and Candrapida’s love for Kadambari are delineated' with the dedicated and 

refined touch of an artist, and the pathos of their love and separation is brought 

home to the reader. Though a translation, this is perhaps the first love-poem 

in Kannada literature. 

While the Rastrakuta dynasty contributed significantly to the growth of 

Kannada language and literature (this period is known as the Classical period 

or the Golden Age of Kannada literature), the period of the Calukyas of 

Kalyana ushered in a frenzy of literary activity. Ahavamalla Tailapa (Tailapa- 

II) re-established the Calukya empire by defeating the Rastrakutas. 

He and his descendants had to wage continuous battles with the 

Paramaras of the north and Colas of the south in their struggle for supremacy. 

Thus it was a period of unrest and warfare. The Colas, being Saivites, 

propogated ^aivism in the domains conquered by them. Jainism slowly lost 

royal patronage and ceased to enjoy the prestige of a state religion. The 

cherished values of heroism and sacrifice seemed to have dimmed. The 

tumult and commotion of these days are reflected in contemporary literary 

works. 

Ranna, one of the foremost of the early poets of Old Kannada literature 

was bom at Muduvojal, present day Mudhol in Bijapur district, in the year 

A. D. 949. His ancestors belonged to the Vaisya community and were bangle- 

sellers by profession and Jains by religion. He studied Sanskrit; Prakrit and 

Kannada before becoming a poet in the imperial court of Tailapa-II (a. d. 
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973-997) and of his son SatySsraya (a. d. 997-1009). Earlier he was under 

the patronage of Cavundaraya, the renowned Gariga minister and Attimabbe, 

an eminent lady from a family of royal officers and a great benefactress. 

Ranna’s preceptor was Ajitasenacarya under whose guidance both Cavundaraya 
and he became learned. 

Ranna’s fame rests on two of his available works, Ajitapurdnam and 

Sdhasabhima Vijayam or Gadayuddham. Ajitapurdnam, completed in a. d. 

993, narrates the story of the second tlrthankara, Ajitanatha. It is based on 

Gunabhadra’s Uttarapurdnam (a. d. 898-899). It is the shortest Jinapurdna 

in Kannada and tells the stories of two previous births of Ajita. The poet’s 

skill is displayed in his description of the munificence of Attimabbe, of the 

circumstances under which Vimalavahana, the future Jina, chooses renun¬ 

ciation, and the story of King Sagara. The work also embodies the 

predominant features of Jinapurdnas, with the story being told against a 

background of ponderous details relating to Jain philosophy and rituals. 

The special feature of the Ajitapurdnam is the colourful portrait of 

Attimabbe, the benefactress, painted with grateful humility by Ranna. She 

was a pious and dutiful Jain lady, famous for her generosity in extending 

patronage to poets, in erecting temples to the Jina, and in the propagation 

of Jain texts. 

When Prince Vimalavahana notices a few grey hairs on his cheek, he 

is reminded of the impermanence of human life and so he decides to lead the 

life of a recluse and takes to meditation. The verses depicting the renunciation 

of Vimalavahana have a lyrical beauty and emotional appeal. 

In his next birth he is bom as Ajitanatha, the king of Ayodhya. This 

is the central section of the work wherein the customary five-fold auspicious 

ceremony in the life of a tlrthankara, has been described fervently and at great 

length by the poet. On a moonlit night Ajitanatha sees a falling meteor flash 

by and this reminds him that everything in human life is transitory. He decides 

to relinquish his kingdom and spend the rest of his life in meditation. He is 

now bom as Sagara which constitutes the finer part of this work. The story 

of Sagara and his son Bhagiratha, as is narrated here, is the Jain version, and 

differs in many respects from the well known traditional Vedic version. 

Sagara is greatly attached to the pleasures of the palace. His friend 

Maniketu tries his best to make him understand the ephemeral nature of 

worldly pleasures so that his mind may turn to the path of salvation. But he 

does not succeed. It is then that Maniketu thinks of a plan, according to which 

the sixty thousand sons of Sagara are supposed to be killed. Maniketu presents 

himself before the king as an old man with his son dead in his arms, and begs 

the king to restore his son back to life. Sagara feels helpless and tells him 

that all must suffer pain and sorrow, and that all men are mortal. It is then 

that Maniketu informs the king of the death of his sons. Sagara is overcome 
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with grief and bears his loss with fortitude. He takes to a life of penance and 
meditation. 

Ranna has depicted the story in all its pathos and the character of 

Maniketu in the role of an old man bereaved of his son, is the centre of 
interest. Maniketu is none other than a friend, a philosopher and a guide of 

a soul in search of redemption. 
Ranna’s masterpiece is the Gadayuddham which narrates the story of 

the final mace-fight between Bhimasena and Duryodhana on the last day of 

the Kuruksetra war. The poet has so narrated the episode that almost the entire 
story of the Pampabhdratam is retold in various dialogues and descriptive 
passages. Ranna identifies his patron King SatySsraya with Bhimasena, the 

hero of the poem, much in the same way Pampa identified Arjuna with his 
patron. King Arikesari. Ranna appears more convincing than Pampa in his 
attempt, because he is more dramatic in his presentation, his characters are 
more appealing. 

The hero of the poem Bhimasena becomes the king, and Draupadi is 
not the wife of the five Pandavas, but only of Bhimasena. These are some 

of the changes made by Ranna while deviating from the original story. 
Among the characters Duryodhana, the enemy (Pratindyaka) stands out as 

heroic. He is depicted as a man of powerful feeling, resolute and capable of 

rising to tragic heights. 
The points to be noted such as the subtle communication of poetic 

flavours, of karuna and raudra, the humanistic approach to the characters, 

the powerful dramatic element, the retrospective style of narration, the heroic 
spirit that runs through the entire work, and its rapid tempo, have all 

contributed to the greatness of Gadayuddham. The spirit of the Heroic Age 

cannot be seen more vividly in the entire canvas of early Kannada literature. 
The work is also acclaimed as a valuable literary source for information 

regarding the genealogy of the Calukyas of Kalyana and particularly the 
achievements of the Prince SatyS^raya. 

Although Jainism was dominant for most of the period under review, 
changes began to set in after the Colas came to wield power in parts of 
southern India. Jainism started losing ground and Saivism was in the 
ascendant. Writers began to show more interest in writing about matters of 

practical utility. They attached more value to technical and scientific topics 

than to religious or legendary themes. One of them even classified poetry into 

scientific poetry and pure poetry! Mangaraja (a. d. 1360) sums up the attitude 
of such writers thus: “Why do poets exhaust themselves in describing and 

extolling the forest, the wind, the dust, the night, love and such other things? 
He who deeply thinks about medicine and other things useful to all human 
beings and writes about them is a veritable god on earth.** (quoted by 
Narasimhacar 1955; P.103). The literature of knowledge had taken the place 

of the literature of feelings and morals. 
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Cavundaraya-II, a trusted officer under Jayasimha-II (a. d. 1016-1044) 

composed Lokopakaram fA. d. 1025), a literary miscellany on scientific 
subjects. Its twelve chapters are devoted to a discussion of subjects such as 

astronomy and astrology, architecture; water-divination, horticulture, per¬ 
fumery, the art of cooking, treatment of diseases of women and children, 
poisons and their antidotes, the dressing of wounds and veterinary sciences. 
The entire work is in verse, employing different metres to convey the 
encyclopaedic information. 

Similarly, Candraraja (c. a. d. 1030) wrote Madanatilakam, a work on 

erotics, making good use of earlier works on the subject in Sanskrit. His is 
the earliest work on the subject in Kannada. The work is more important to 

students of Kannada literature for its amazing variety of metres, especially 
native ones and verbal ornaments, including forms of citrakavya (picture 
poems). 

In this eventful period Durgasimha occupies a prominent place for his 

monumental work Karnataka Pancatantram, composed in a. d. 1031. He was 
a resident of Savadi village of Rona taluk in Dharwar district. Of the several 

versions of the famous collection of Animal stories, Pancatantra, 
Vasubhagabhatta’s was the one Durgasimha chose to follow. It is a celebrated 

collection of fables in which stories are emboxed in the mam story, called 

the frame story. The stories teach worldly wisdom, and glorify shrewdness 
and practical wisdom in the affairs of life, especially those relating to polity. 

The importance of Durgasimha’s translation lies in that it is the only source 

available to help reconstruct the original text of Vasubhagabhatta. The work, 
written in campu style, was intended to instruct the princes in the art of polity. 
Prose passages out-number the verses in this essentially didactic work. 

The Pancatantra, a work on conduct, is divided into five sections, each 
known as a tantra, and these are bheda (division), parJksa (testing), viSvQsa 

(confidence), vancana (deception), and mitrakarya (helping a friend). A good 
number of stories linking one with the other, are narrated around each of these 

themes. As in Aesop’s Fables, animals play a prominent role in the narration, 

displaying distinct personalities of their own. Each episode is made 

interesting by means of wit, humour and sarcasm. 
Nagavarma (a. d. 1042) was a scholar-poet who worked in various 

genres of Katmada literature—poetry, granunar, poetics, prosody and 
lexicography. His multi-faceted literary activity embraced all aspects of 
Kannada scholarship at a time when it was very much needed. He was 
appointed as the Kafakopadhyaya, the poet laureate, at the court of 

Jayasimha-II. 
Nagavarma has five works to his credit. They are SrlvJra 

Vardhamanapuranam, Kavyavalokanam, Abhidhana VastukoSam, 
Chandoviciti and KarnSfaka Bha^abhu?anam. Chandoviciti which is as¬ 

sumed to be a treatise on prosody has not come to light as yet. 
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Srivlra Vardhamanapurdnam is a work on the Life and Teachings of 
Vardhamana, the 24th tlrthankara. The story which was briefly narrated in 
part of Cavundarayapuranam (a. d. 978) appears now as an independent 

poem in the traditional campu style, spread over 16 cantos. It follows the 
tradition and style of the Jina puranas as far as content and narration are 
concerned. As the work employs a variety of rare and uncommon metres, and 

as the introduction records some hitherto unnoticed and significant 

material pertaining to Old Kannada literature, it has an important place in the 
language. 

NSgavarma’s Kdvydvalokanam is a standard work on poetics which is 
also the only comprehensive work on the subject in Kannada. The sutras are 

in verse and they are elaborately illustrated by stanzas which are mostly 

quotations from earlier and contemporary Karmada poets, some of whose 
works are lost now. The first chapter, namely Sabdasmrti, is devoted to a brief 

exposition of Kannada grammar and is considered the earliest treatise on the 

subject. The poet has followed some of the ancient masters like Bhamaha, 
Dandi, Vamana and Rudrata. Nagavarma has also recorded his own analysis 

of the alamkdras. The work is also a source book for the study of the history 
of the C^ukyas and the dynasties that preceded them. 

Ahhidhana Vastuko^am is the first Sanskrit-Kannada lexicon which 

provides Kannada meanings for Sanskrit words used in poetical works. 
Though Nagavarma states that he has compiled his lexicon in accordance with 

the method followed by Vararuci, Halayudha and others, he has mostly 

followed Halayudha. The meanings of native Kannada words, which are now 
obsolete, are made clear by means of their Sanskrit equivalents in this work 

and later lexicographers in Kannada have been benefitted from this work. 

Karnataka BhasahhUsanam is a work on grammar in the form of sutras 
in Sanskrit. Each sutra is accompanied by a vrtti also in Sanskrit and then 
followed by illustrative examples in Kannada. Bhasdbhusanam forms the 
basis for the Karnataka Sabdanusasanam of Bhatt^alahka (a. d. 1604), a 

learned work in Sanskrit on Kannada grammar. 
During the period of Somesvara-I (a. d. 1042-68) Siidharacarya, a Jain 

poet of Naragunda wrote a scientific work on astrology called Jdtakatilakam 

(a. d. 1049), and a poem on the life and teachings of the 8th tlrthankara, 

Candraprabha puranam. Only the first work is now extant. The Jdtakatilakam 

is a treatise in 24 chapters in verse on astronomical facts, horoscopy and 

prognostication and it is the first of its kind in Kannada. The author is mostly 
indebted to Brhajjdtaka and Laghujdtaka of VarShamihira and Sdrdvall of 

Kaly^avarman, and he is of the opinion that his work embodies the essential 

facts of earlier masters and makes their study superfluous. 
^antinatha, an officer of the exchequer of the Banavlsi province 

governed by Laksmanq)a, a subordinate of Somesvara-II (a. d. 1068-1076) 

is the author of Sukumdra Caritam, a campd work in 12 cantos. Unlike his 
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predecessors Santinatha has not selected a tlrthahkara as the hero of the 

poem, but an ascetic, a minor character, appearing in the popular Jain 
kathakoias. This story of Sukumarasvami is one of the finest in the Jain 

literature for its theme and the message it conveys. That SSntinatha had read 
Vaddaradhane is certain because he has borrowed not only ideas, but phrases 
also. Apart from this, the influence of Pampa is discernible throughout. The 
final birth of the hero and the troubles he experienced in his previous births 
have been touchingly described. The story of Sukumara is not merely the 
story of an individual but a journey of the soul which took numerous births 

and sufferings before it got its release from the bonds of karma and attained 
salvation. The characters of the brothers Vayubhuti and Agnibhuti, together 

with that of Suryamitra, their teacher, are admirably drawn. The poet is 
endowed with great talent and his narration is quite attractive though 
overloaded at times with Jain philosophy. The language is simple and elegant. 
His experiment with Katmada metres is also commendable. 

Nagavarmacarya (c. a. d. 1070) is the best known composer of the 
Pataka, a composition of one hundred verses in Kannada. He is said to have 

built a temple at BaUigave and to have lived there as a recluse. His 
Candracudamani satakam explains the tenets of Advaita philosophy (mo¬ 

nism) combining it with reflections on the poet’s own spiritual experiences. 

It preaches the spirit of renunciation and speaks directly to the reader with 
the intimacy of a dear friend. Nagavarmacarya is credited with being the 

pioneer of Sataka literature in Kannada. 
The poet Nagacandra belongs to the close of the 11th century. He is the 

only major poet of repute in Old Kannada literature after Pampa, Ponna and 
Ranna, the ratna trayas. He wrote the Mallinathapuranam and the 

Ramacandracaritapuranam, popularly known as the Pamparamdyanam. 
Both are poems of distinction :n the traditional campu style. The first is spread 

over 14 cantos and the second in 16 cantos. 
Nagacandra’s date, the number of works he has written, patronage and 

such other biograpl;iical details are a matter of controversy. In all probability 
the poet lived between c. a. d. 1060 and a. d. 1140, and in the Bijapur district 
of Karnataka. Later poets like Karnaparya, Parsva, Janna and others have 
referred to Nagacandra with respect. Some of his poems appear in the 
Sravanabelgola inscriptions indicating his outstanding place in Kannada 

literature. 
Mallinathapuranam depicts the story of the 19th tlrthahkara, Mallinatha, 

in accordance with theDigambara tradition. Nagacandra is probably indebted 

to Gunabhadra’s Uttarapuranam (a. d. 898) for his work. The story is spread 

over 14 cantos. 
Only two previous births of the tlrthahkara are described. King 

Vaisravana sees a banyan tree struck by a thunderbolt burning to ashes. On 

seeing this he resolves to renounce the world. He performs penance and takes 
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birth as Ahamindra. Then he is bom again as a son, by name Mallin3tha, to 

King Kumbha, refuses to marry, renounces the mundane world, performs 

penance and transforms himself into kevalajnani. This being the essence of 

the plot, the poem deals with the description of the five kalyanas of the 

tlrthaftkara in an elaborate manner. The poem is shaped as a traditional 

mahakdvya with the descriptions of the traditional eighteen kdvyangas. The 

descriptive passages which include the longing of Queen Laksmimahadevi 

for a baby, the sequence on painting, music and dance and the enchanting 

description of nature offer fascinating insights into the social and cultural 

history of the period. Nagacandra takes credit for celebrating Mallinatha7ma, 

who is seldom described in the whole of Jain literature. 

As Ponna’s work on the Ramayana is not available today, Nagacandra’s 

Ramayam emerges as the oldest Ramayana written independently in 

Kannada. This also stands out as the first Ramayana in the language written 

in accordance with the Jain tradition. The poet has made use of Ravisena’s 

(a. d. 678) Padmapurdnam in Sanskrit, and probably Vimalasuri’s Prakrit 

Paumacariu also. The story is about Rama and Laksmana who were the 18th 

incarnations of Baladeva and Vasudeva respectively, Ravana being the 

Prativasudeva of the period of the 20th tirthankara Munisuvrata. The original 

has been abridged and adapted, blending theme, events, characters and 

actions into a new design. The poet’s imagination has endowed many 

characters and events with greater virtues and nobility than they possess in 

the original. The episode of Uparambhe, in which Ravana emerges as a chaste 

person, the abduction of Sita in the Dandanka forest and Ravana’s remorseful 

attitude towards Sita aie some of the striking episodes in the work which 

deserve special mention. 

The Ravana of Nagacandra is indeed quite different from the Ravana 

of the Ramayana. He is depicted as a great hero, possessing all the virtues 

of an ideal king. This picture of Ravana is new to Kannada and Sanskrit, but 

Nagacandra is indebted for his inspiration to the sources of Jaina Ramdyanas, 

belonging to the tradition of VimalasQri. 

The impact of the literary activity of this period is especially seen in 

the way the pedantic and intricate Old Kannada language began to move 

towards simplicity and to develop a native style and diction. 

Ancient Kannada literature is a rich and prized heritage of the Kannada 

speaking people. It is the source from which subsequent writers have drawn 

their sustenance and nourishment. Its history is that of the growth of a dialect 

into the rich language of a full fledged literature now in the forefront of the 

regional literatures of India. Fed and nurtured by Sanskrit through all its 

formative stages, Kannada literature breathes a spirit that is m;uque and yet 

shares the culture common to all Indian literature. 
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INSCRIPTIONS 

COMPILED AND EDITED BY B. R. GOPAL 

It is estimated that there are more than thirty thousand inscriptions in 

Karnataka. They form an important source for re-constructing the political, 

cultural and linguistic history of the land. Inscriptions in Kannada record 

contemporary events like temple-building activities, religious gifts, monetary 

transactions, wars, self-immolations and visits of dignitaries. 

The earliest authentic record of Kannada now extant is the Halmidi 

inscription (c. a. d. 450). The invocatory stanza in this inscription is in 

Sanskrit; the body of the inscriotion is in Kannada prose which is full of 

Sanskrit words and Sanskrit compounds. 

An early specimen of literary Kannada is found in a 7th century 

inscription as an epitaph in memory of a Jain saint, Nandisena. It is known 

as the Sravanabelagoja inscription because it was found near Sasana Basadi 

in Sravanabelagola in Hassan district. 

Another inscription, found on a pillar in front of Gandhavarana Basadi 

in Sravanabelagola is a eulogy in memory of Indraraja (IV) the grandson of 

the Rastrakuta emperor Krsna-III, who died in a. d. 982. 

The fourth inscription included here eulogises the achievements of a 

Jaina teacher from Kalantur who died after performing severe penance for 

108 years at Katavapra. 

The Badami inscription (c. a. d. 700) contains a eulogy of Kappe 

Arabhatta. The Mavali inscription (c. 800 a. d.) is a eulogy of Kalamudda 

who died fighting a fierce battle on the side of Citravahana. The Atakura 

inscription which was found in front of the Calle.svara temple in Mandya 

district praises the achievements of Krsnaraja-Ill. The Nagari inscription 

(a. d. 1058) of the Kalyana Calukya king Trailokya Malla refers to a seat of 

higher learning at Nagari and throws light on the educational system of that 

period. 
The Kalas inscription of the R3strakuta king Govinda-IV (a, d. 929-30) 

found in Dharwad district is a beautiful specimen of literary Kannada and 

includes poetic figures of speech. 
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The inscription found in the Jura Village near Jabalpur in present day 

Madhya Pradesh indicates the extent of the spread of the rule of the Rash-akQta 

king, Krsna-III in the tenth century a. d. 

HALMipi INSCRIPTION (c. a. d. 450) 

This inscription in Beiuru Taluk of Hassan District, is the earliest Kannada epigraph going 

back to c. A. D. 450. It registers the gift of two villages— Palmadi and MQlivalji to a hero, 

Vijarasa, son of Ella-bha^i, who defeated the Pallavas. The latter, allied with the Kekayas, 

attacked the army of the Kadambas as also those of the Sendraka and Bana rulers. The text 

of this record as well as its interpretation has been the subject of great discussion among 

scholars. 

Victory to Him who is embraced by Sn (Laksmi) and who has a bow 

called iaruga which, bent well, he holds in his hand. And he is everlasting. 

To the (eyes of) the wicked, he is like the consuming flame at the end of a 

yuga. But to the righteous, one look at him spells good. 

Greetings! During the reign of Kakustha Bhatara, the blessed guardian 

of the Kadamba kingdom, who is known for his spirit of sacrifice and is the 

enemy of the King of Kalabha, in the region of Naridavile, two chieftains, 

Sri Mrgesa and Naga, fierce like a lion and a cobra, were granted as “the 

sword of victory”, Palmadi and Mulivalli, in the presence of the heroes of 

the two regions, Sendraka and Bana, to the dear son of Ella Bhatari, the 

victorious king of Vija who fought against the Kekayas and the Pallavas, for 

having assisted in the campaign against one by name Pasupati who was like 

the moon in the clear sky of the well-known lineage of Bhatari, like Siva to 

the group of gams called Alapa, who had sacrificed animals in hundreds of 

yajfias in the famous Daksinapatha, who exhibited valour in battles and who 

was praised as the large-hearted Pasupati. Alakadambu of Batari family has 

had this inscription made. 

He who steals this is a great sinner. 

Both these and the Kings of Vija who are authorised to collect one sixth 

of the revenue due to the King have ced^ the right of small tax. 

On him who obstructs this will fall a great sin. 

May there be weal. 

Of the total (yield) from these fields a tenth part without any tax, is 

bequeathed to Brahmins. 

Translated by C. K. Swaminathan 
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BADAMI EPIGRAPH OF KAPPE ARABHATTA (c. 6th century) 

The BsdSmi epigraph (c. 6th century) is in Kannada verse except for the second stanza which 

is in Sanskrit. It is here that we find the earliest use, in Kannada, of the tripadi metre. The 

language is chaste; but here and there the meaning appears to be vague. The record helps to 

identify Kappe Arabhatta who is eulogised. It also throws light upon the character of the 

Kannada p)eople of that day. First published in Indian Antiquary, Vol I (1881) by the late Dr. 

Fleet, this inscription has been a subject of study for several scholars. 

Kappe Arabhatta, well liked by the good but unacceptable to the base, 

was an exception in the era of Kali. 

To one who is illustrious, death would be more glorious than loss of 

reputation. Death causes misery for a moment, but ruin of reputation lasts 
for ever. 

To the good he is good; he is a leader among leaders. An exceptional 

man in the age of Kali; to those who perpetrate evil, he is Madhava himself; 
none else. 

Who is there that does good like him? And likewise, is he not vicious 

to the wicked? For what was done in the past, the punishment is meted out 
by him. 

Thinking “Of what harm is it to us,” all those that opposed him, 

untethering the tethered lion, perished. 

There’s no doubt of that. 

Translated by C. K. Swaminathan 

gRAVANABELAGOLA INSCRIPTION OF NANDISENA (c. 7th century) 

The record below is an epitaph in memory of a Jaina saint Nandisena who laid down his life 

through renunciation and abstinence—sanyasana. This is a beautiful verse in mahaSragdhara 

metre. It belongs to the 7th century. 

Fleeting are the treasures of beauty, pleasure, wealth and power like the 

rainbow, like the streaks of lightning or like the dew, to every one. This is 
the supreme truth. I do not like to live any more on this earth. So saying, the 

chief of sages, the strong-willed Nandisena adopted sanyasana and went to 

the world of Gods. 
(Published in Epigraphia Carnatica (Revised) Vol. II Ed. B. R. Gopal, published by 

the Institute of Kannada Studies, University of Mysore). 

ATAKURU INSCRIPTION (a. d. 950) 

Atakflru is a village in the Maddur taluk of Mandya district of KarpStaka. In front of the 

CalleSvara temple in the village was an engraved stone, which is now preserved at the 

Government Museum at Bangalore. The record was set up in memory of a hound by name 
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Ka|i, which died in a fight with a boar at Be|atQr in Ke|ale>nadu. The boar also lost its life 
in the fight. Kr$naraja, i.c. Kr$na-III, the RastrakOta king, having killed MOvadi Cola, the Cola 
king in the battle of Takkolam was on a victorious march while his subordinate BOtuga of 
the Gahga family was governing (over the Gangavadi region), when his subordinate Manalera 
of the Sagara family got from BOtuga, upon his petition, the hound named Kali, in recognition 
of the valour he had exhibited in the battle. This hound was pitted against a big boar on a 
hillock near Belatur in Kelale-nadu an administrative, geographical division. Both the hound 
and the boar fought ferociously and killed each other. In commemoration, the stone was set 
up in front of the Callesvara temple and a gift of land was made for the worship of the stone. 
This was in the Saka year 872, Saumya corresponding to a. d. 949-50. 

Be it well, be it well: while the bee at the lotus feet of the favourite of 
Fortune and Earth, eulogised as ParameSvara, Paramabhattaraka, and 

Amoghavarisadeva, a Trinetra (Siva) in battle, elegant in handling elephants, 
champion over wild elephants, Kacchega (the conqueror of Kanci) KrsnarSja, 
the illustrious Kannaradeva having attacked MOvadi-Cola Rajaditya, and 
having fought and killed him at Takkola, was on a victorious march; be it 
well; the servant {alu) of Satyavakya-kongunivarma- dharma-maharajadhiraja, 
lord of the excellent city of Kolala, Lord of Nandagiri, the illustrious 
Permmanadi, the truthful Gahga, an arch of victory, Gahgeya (Bhisma) 
among the Gahgas, Narayana among the Gangas; be it well; of the noble 
lineage of the liberal Sagara who by his power brought down the stream of 
the river Gahga in order to ward off the affliction of all mankind, lord of the 
excellent city of Valabhi, a Bhagiratha in nobility, an elegant and exact 
combatant (in battle), a Trinetra in the Sagara family, who cuts off noses when 
attacked, the only Sudraka in war, Butuga’s warrior Manalera, when, being 
pleased in battle, was asked to pray for a favour (boon), (whereupon) he said 
“Would you favour, your grace favour (me), with the good (hound) Kali”, 
and he received his boon. 

That hound, when set after a big boar on the hill to the west of Belatur 
in Kelale-nadu died together with the boar. Setting up a stone for the hound 
in front of (the temple of) the god Callesvara at Atakur, he granted two 
khandugas of land (connected with) the Majti channel below the big tank 
(piriyakere). Any farmer or any governor of the nadu or any officers of the 
village who destroy this land shall incur the guilt of the sin committed by 
that dog .... 

Be it well. While Butuga, having fought and slain Racamalla, son of 
Ereyapa, was ruling the Ninety-six Thousand and while Kannaradeva (was) 
at war with the Cola, BOtuga, fought, stabbed and killed RajOditya on the 
howdah which itself became the battlefield. Kannaradeva being pleased, gave 
to Butuga the Banavase Twelve Thousand, the Belvola Three Hundred, the 
Purigere Three Hundred, the Kisukad Seventy and the Bagi-nadu Seventy. 

And Butuga being pleased with Manalera for standing before him and 
stabbing (the enemy) gave him at balgachchu (the sword washing ceremony) 
the AtakOr-twelve and KadiyOr of Bel-vola. Good Fortune. 

(Published in Epigraphia Carnatica (Revised), Vol, VII Maddur 43, Ed. B. R. Gopal) 
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SRAVANABELAGOLA inscription of INDRARAJA (a. d. 982) 

This is an eulogy in memory of Indraraja, grandson of the Ra$trakQta king Kfsna-III on the 

paternal side of Ganga Gangeya on the maternal side, who was the son-in-law of RajacQi^amarii 

Ra^trakandarpa, RajamSrtSnda, Caladaiikakara and Erevahedinga were his special titles. He 

was an expert in the sport of (jxrlo) and the record gives details of the game. Having observed 

a vow, he passed away in a. d. 982. It is engraved on four faces of the pillar in front of 

Gandhavaranabasadi. The record, in verse, is in several metres, like iloka, iragdhara, 

mattebhavikrJdita, utpalamala and piriyakkara, the Kannada metre. 

In the midst of this forest of mundane existence does the carpenter Yama 

select upright, round (i.e. well-behaved) trees in the shape of men and cut 

them down. The son’s son of the illustrious Krsnarajendra, possessor of 

ornaments of both truth and purity, daughter’s son of Ganga Gahgeya, a 
pleasure-house of the goddess of victory, son-in-law of Rajacudamani — 
what glory is this, being thus joyfully praised around the circumference of 

the earth, Rattakandarpadeva obtained great renown . .. some can fight but 

cannot make gifts, while there are others who can make gifts, but cannot fight. 

What avails this valour and this magnanimity? In Rajamartanda, however, 

both courage and generosity are combined, who is able to describe the 

exaltation of this valour and generosity? Resolution to be the abode of 

undying fame, resolution not so seek refuge, resolution to chase and kill, 

unassisted, the enemy’s army—such are the resolutions taken by 

Caladahkakara. 
A celestial tree to the destitute, a lion bent on splitting the forehead of 

the elephants and hostile kings, a necklace on the breasts of lovely women, 

a swan in the pond, the mind of great poets—^thus do people describe 

Indraraja. Lying is their greatness, giving and taking back their deliberation, 

fondness of others wives their thought, not making gifts their skill, losing and 

deceiving their learning—such being the nature of the present day princes, 

how can they be named and compared with Indraraja? ... He was kind and 

liberal, never uttered a lie. never retreated from battle through fear, how great 
was the fame of the magnanimity, truthfulness and valour of Caladaggali! . 
. . They brag about their valour but tremble at certain sights, they boast of 

their generosity but gnash their teeth when giving; they think that they alone 

are pure but associate with others’ wives; they boast of their truthfulness but 

utter lies; can such wicked, sham heroes approach the hero among heroes of 

the Kali age? 
This hero among heroes engages himself in a game of ball (polo) as he 

believes that it is an avenue to fortune, victory, learning, generosity, valour, 

fame, greatness. On earth, Indraraja alone is capable of making various 

movements such as sukara, dufkara, vi?ama, and vi^ama-duskara in the four 
directions —inside, outside, to the right and to the left. When made in all four 
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directions, the movements number 338; and Erevabedahga made those 
movements with ease in innumerable ways—who knows, like the Rat^a 

Cupid, the beauty of making movements with great velocity, inside, outside, 
to the right and to the left without missing the circuit, avoiding such defects 
as going in a circle, ascending, turning round and retreating, and hitting the 

ball (girige) squarely with the stick or bat neither going beyond nor coming 
short of it? .. . The ball may be smaller them a black pepper-seed, the horse 

may be bigger than a mountain, the stick may be shorter than four-fingers 

breadth, the circuit may be larger than that of the earth; still Indraraja will 
not be satisfied unless he makes eight or ten rounds under these conditions, 
though others, when they think of these, will not even make an attempt.... 

One may perhaps win through deceit by putting pressure on the legs of the 
horses; but can one win in the proper course when Kirtinarayana is the 

opponent? (On the specified date corresponding of a. d. 982, March 5, 

Sunday), having observed the vow with a peaceful mind, Indraraja, praised 

by the people, acquired all the great power of the king of gods (Indra). 

(Published in Epigraphia Carnatica, Vol. II, Sb. 163 (Revised edition). Ed. B. R. Gopal, Pub. by Institute 

of Kannada Studies, University of Mysore.) 

BELATURU INSCRIPTION OF DEKABBE (a. d. 1057) 

This record, a fine piece of poetry, is engraved on a sati stone set up in memory of Dekabbe, 

by her father Raviga, chief of Nugu-nadu. Her husband Eca a chief of Navale-nadu, was 

executed by the King Rajendra Cola. On hearing the news, his wife jumped onto his funeral 

pyre much against the wishes of the assembled kith and kin. The author of this record was 

Malla, a Kavirajahandhava, and it was engraved by Munivara Singacari. The metres used are 

^ragdhara, kanda, campakamdld, piriyakkara and lalita. 

Be it well. In the 6th year of Rajendra-Cola (the specified details 
corresponding to 27th October a. d. 1057 Monday), be it well; praised by all 
the world, reckoned as the chief of Avacas, of exalted merit; established in 

the expansive, elegant essence of prowess. Warriors, donors and guardians 

were the rulers of Nugu-nadu in whose line was bom the matchless Ereyahga. 

His own son was Eca, resembling Manu. To him was bora a son, Javanayya, 

the abode of intelligence. To that Javanayya and Jakabbe, the ornament of 

women, was bom Raviga, bringing good fortune, thunderbolt to the 

mountains and the hostile. Along with Raviga was bom wisdom, along with 
wisdom was bom wealth and along with wealth was bom generosity, what 

greater than these could there be? Favourite of fanners (ku^iya), an ornament 

of farmers, the Rama of Nugu-nadu, a Kama of the Kali age, t^e abode of 
happiness, generosity and valour, can this worthy chief of the Avaca be 
compared with the base, worthless, evil, unrighteous, uncivilised and ignorant 
of the present day? On inquiry at the courts of Cola, Pallava, ^ilamegha. 
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Kerala, Sorata . . . Bhoja, Lala Gajapati, Hayapati and Narapati kings, it is 
heard that he alone is fit to be praised by dancers, bards and minstrels, so 

great was Jayangonda, Cola-permadi-gavunda, the ruby of assemblies, the 
very worthy man. On the Cola king presenting him with a spreading umbrella, 
a conch, cymbals and the royal elephant, the favourite farmer acquired the 
rank of a mandalika. To the shores of the ocean, to the limits of universe, 
to the tusks of the elephants at the points of compass, did the tender vine of 

the fame spread, of the favourite of farmers. To the ruler of Ede-nadu who 

resembled Manu, a mine of refinement, voracious, the chief Nalgola, by his 
wife Bfltabbe, was bom the jewel of women, known as the Sita of the Kali 
age, Ponnakka, whom the ruler of Belatur, the equal of Manu, took in 

marriage. Thus can his celebrated wife, (can she) be compared with other 
wives on the earth. 

To Ponnabbe, the possessor of pleasing character, the mine of 

gentleness and decorum, the purifier of her gotra (the family name), well- 
mannered, the jewel of women, and to Raviga, was bom Dekabbe who was 
given in marriage to Eca of Pervvayal, the mler of Navale-nadu of the 

Kumvanda family, and he lived with the lotus-faced one, a jewel of modesty 
who was devoted to her husband. While as a celebrated wrestler, a mill in 

pounding his enemies, he was thus living happily, having thrown and killed 

his kinsman, the king had him taken off straight to Talekad and put to death. 
On hearing the report that they had put to death the Vela (Skanda) of the Kali 

age, the brave and generous, the charming one, the light of Raviga’s family, 

Dekabbe walked to the fire-pit to die. (Her) father and mother and all her 
relatives beseeched her, ‘Daughter, do not die’—and, falling down, embraced 
her feet. But the virtuous Dekabbe becoming angry, said, crying, “Praised 

as the daughter of Raviga, the ruler of Nugu-nadu and the wife of the mler 
of Navale-nadu can I have any mind to live, and disgrace the good name of 

his house who gave me (in marriage) and of his who took me (in 
marriage-^o«a konda mane)". Having thus made her decision with gentle¬ 

ness, she, the lotus-faced one, made a grant of a garden and land of khanduga 
to god for a perpetual lamp (saying it was) for the offerings, with reverence. 
Thereupon, the young woman, the daughter of Nugu-nadu, with love gave 
land of five kola (Jkolaga) of sowing capacity, situated in the southern part 

of the western side. On being extreated repeatedly to stop,— She said, “Be 
silent, I will not” and with kind words, gave away (her) land, gold-embroidered 

clothes, cows (cattle wealth) and money and folded her hands with devotion 
to the god of gods, as she entered the blazing fire. Thus winning the 

admiration of all the world and being praised continuously, Dekabbe went 

to the world of gods .... 
Who is there equal to this best of women? The refuge of the learned, 

the Raghava of Nugu-nadu, a lion to the wrathful, chastiser of knaves, ardent 

in prowess, the favourite of farmers, Kama of the Kali age, champion over 
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the envious, a wishing-stone to bards, having his diadem {iekhara) at the feet 

of Siva, out of affection for his daughter, as a memorial to all the world, 

(man^ala) erected this stone-pillar monument (with the edict). Those who are 

bom in this line will have to protect the flower garden which Dekabbe granted 

to the god Mahadeva, the piece of garden land and the flve kolagas of wet 

land to the south of Malle-tank that she had created. Those who do not fulfil 

this will go to hell. The friend of eminent poets who use not words in vain, 

Malla, distinguished among Brahmanas as Aditya, the famous conveyor of 

intelligence, wrote this. Sihgicari who was a lion to the wrathful and a 

champion over the envious, engraved it. 

(Published in Epigraphia Carnatica, Vol. Ill (Revised Edition) Heggadadevanakote 60 - Ed. B. R. Gopal, 

published by the Institute of Kannada Studies, University of Mysore). 



^RIVIJAYA’S KAVIRAJAMARGAM (9th century) 

The stanzas included here are taken from the first chapter of Kavirajam3rgam, the oldest extant 

Kannada work. These stanzas deal specifically with poets, the training required for composing 

poetry, and the nature, virtues and culture of the Kannada speaking people. 

KavirSjamargam was written during the reign of Amoghavarsa Nfpatunga, who ruled 

the Kannada-land in the 9th century a. d. (a. d. 814-877 ). It is generally believed that 

Nrpatuhga is the author of this work. But many scholars feel that Srlvijaya, a poet patronised 

by Nrpatunga, wrote the work and dedicated it to his patron. 

There are three chapters in KavirajamSrgam which deal primarily with poetic flaws, 

figures of sound and of sense. The work chiefly follows the Sanskrit rhetoricians, Dandi and 

Bhamaha. The language and diction of this very important work is elegant and lucid. The 

examples given in this book, which are also cited here, provide an insight into the social and 

cultural conditions of the times. 

May the goddess of learning 

reside lovingly 
in the Manasa lake of my mind, 

the goddess who is sweet-voiced, 

of radiant speech, and 

quite like a swan, 

in spotless white and— 

smooth in motion! 

Among bird and beast, wild and domestic, 

exist countless tongues 

but each distinct and inborn 

with which they communicate. 

Among men too it is natural— 

this inborn instinct to articulate, 
be it in uncultivated form. 

“This is fine, this flawed,” 

how can the uncultivated tell 

one from the other? 

They, like animals, 

love equally whatever comes 

be it hay, plant, or cattle-fced. 

Hence it is that one should strive 

to master the texts of poetic craft; 
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how can one be deft 

and elegant in one’s work, 

unless one studies 

all the earlier poetic works? 

Even the slow-witted will learn 

if he but has the preceptor’s grace. 

But it shows, in no way, 

a mastery in one’s mode of speech. 

Don’t even parrots, male and female, 

repeat what they learn? 

Creative imagination, 

inborn talent, learning got 

at one’s master’s feet, 

and a thorough familiarity with 

authoritative texts—all these 

combine to produce 

excellence in literary art. 

Why indeed try to compose verse 

unless one renders novel 

what is trite? 
Why put oneself at all to this trouble? 

Are there any who berate one who’s not a poet? 

Like a necklace of gems 

a composed poem sparkles. 

When the listener’s heart brims with love 

as they hear it recited again and again, 

to be sure, 

such excellence is easily attained. 

If a poet employs in his work 

words of others, remembered 

and recalled with effort, 

it will make little sense' 

even like the resounding echo in a cave. 

He cannot acquire excellence in the use of words. 

One may be deemed to be a ‘knower’ 

of words if one clearly enunciates 

ideas of others; but cleverer 

is he who can imply 

profound meaning in fewer words. 
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Greater is he who can arrange 

within the limits of measured meters; 

but greatest of them all is he 

who creates effortlessly great works of art. 

Those that comprehend words are but few 
among the many in the world. 

Among those well-versed in the craft of words, 

fewer still are poets, 

who know both 

moral values and the rules of poetry. 

What’s vice, what’s virtue, 

what’s pleasant, what’s sad, 

what gives joy, what brings misery— 

all these the works 
of great master poets tell us. 

Words of secular wisdom 

for one’s prosperity 
and of sacred lore to attain 

the highest spiritual goal, 

both are reflected 

in the crafted system of word-use 

of the best poets. 

It is recognised all over the world 

that a poet who dedicates himself whole-heartedly 

to the sacred task of poetry 

will endear himself 

to the bride of everlasting fame. 

Just as eyes can never see 

the collyrium around them, 

so too one cannot behold one’s faults. 

Hence a poet-aspirant should get 
his work reviewed by the learned, 

before he offers it for public gaze. 

Stretching from the Kaveri to the Godavari 

is the land, ocean bound 
and highly acclaimed all over the world, 

where live people who speak the language of Kannada. 

Within lies the region 

encompassing Kisuvolal, 
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Puligere and the great city Kopana, 
which is indeed the heart of the region, 

a land that typifies 

the quintessence of Kannada. 

In articulating what is written, 

and inteipreting what is spoken, 

those living in this region are indeed experts; 

with inborn talents, they are of mature mind 
and can compose poems with no’special effort. 

Leave alone the learned, even others 

are well-versed in the use of their mother tongue. 

Little children and yes, even the mute 
can offer guidance in well-chosen words. 

Even those who are not well-read 

know they can, if they so decide, 

spot any literary lapse, 

and get to grips with it, 

and censure it. 

The beauty of the shadow of the moving cloud 

and the streak of a lightning flash 

do not endure; 

transient are the loves of women 

or the joys of their union. 

Well before the public learn of things, 

to anticipate and advise 

is a minister’s trait. 

Can it be his virtue 

if he merely repeats what people already know 

like a mountain echo? 

After first undertaking a task, 

of what avail is it to enquire then 

whether it is of any use? 

It will be foolish, 

like a yokel going to a soothsayer 

after getting himself tonsured. 

There is danger to one 
as long as enemies exist; 

so they should be destroyed. 

Will the flow of water be stemmed, 
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till it drenches the spread of dust 
and turns it into mire? 

Keeping away from the wise, 

close company with fools, 

lack of control over one’s senses— 

these lead people to grief. 

Tho’ one be self-respecting, large-hearted, 

triumphant over foes ^d even self-righteous, 

should one think that 

none else can measure up to him? 

It would, then, be a total flaw in him. 

Though not bom of noble lineage 

and without support from kin, 
not pleasant to look at 

and unable to keep friends for long, 

yet if such a one has strength of mind 

it is his crowning virtue. 

If he’s resolute, 

a speck of dust is 

as big as the earth; 

if dear, 
a pool is equal 

to the sea; 

what’s willed, and 
what’s dear 

are the same to him. 

Nothing like big or small 

exists for him. 

Brooking others’ views or creeds 

with no ill-wiU is indeed golden. 

One who has no restraint 

will suffer pain 
whether he gets gold or dross? 

A worthy life is that 

which is lived by a code. 

Can you call it life 

if the wise revile its worth? 

Would it then last as long 

as there are moon and stars in the sky? 
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“They’ll find fault; or they will acclaim,” 
without worrying thus, one should lead a life 

that brings welfare in this world and the next. 
Of what concern is it then to one 
whether people praise or censure? 

Translated by K. Krishnamoorthy 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 
TRS Sharma 



VADDARADHANE (9th century) 

The stories that follow are selected from a work popularly called VaddSradhane, a collection 

of stories whose source is not known. The authorship and date of this work are also subjects 

of dispute among scholars. However, it is widely held by scholars that the work is based on 

Sivakotyacarya’s Bhagavatl Aradhana (1st century a. d.) and the subsequent commentaries 

which are in Prakrt. 

Stories of nineteen great saints of Jain tradition are told in this work. Each of them 

narrates the travails of the saints who performed penance and attained liberation through 

self-denial. The stories are told in prose interspersed with stanzas of Prakrit, Apabhram^a and 

Kannada. Each story begins with a ftakit stanza followed by its Kannada rendering. 

There are interesting stories in this work, eulogising religious faith and pure conduct. 

The art of narration, idiomatic language and attractive subsidiary tales that intervene make 

It a memorable work. Besides, it portrays the social and cultural life of the times and is 

historically an important work in Kannada literature. 

THE SUKAMARASVAMI STORY: 
A MAID CALLED SUDAME 

This is a subsidiary narrative in the main story, Sukumarasvami. The story is told to reinforce 

the devotees’ faith in the anuvrata (vows taken by Jains). It gives us an idea of the place women 

had in society in those days. 

Behold him, who had his head 
tonsured for the sake of food, 

and who is now surrounded 

by divine women 
for reasons unpredictable; 
lo, a man clutches at 
a new faith. 

There lived in the city of Kausambi a rich merchant called Sumitra 
6etty. His son Vasumitra had died of serpent-bite and his body had been 
removed to the cremation ground. At that moment there arrived on the scene 
a man named Garudanibhi, a charmer, who looked at the corpse and said that 
he would return the next day to bring the dead man back to life and that until 

then the dead body had to be watched carefully. Sumitra Setty sent for four 
of his trusted servants and asked to keep a careful vigil over the body during 
the night before they weiit home. The foursome stayed back to keep watch. 

However, during the night, one of them went to steal a sheep. Another went 
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after fuel and a third to fetch fire. The last kept watch over the body. Thus 
the four of them killed a sheep and cooked and ate its meat. At sunrise, 
Garudanabhi, the charmer came back and, uttering his secret words of charm 
brought Vasumitra back to life. Sumitra Setty gave the servants, who had kept 
watch over the dead during the night, a packet of a thousand dinars each. He 
threw the four packets from the terrace of his mansion to the servants who 
were standing below on the ground amidst a host of people. They look the 
money but lied that they had not received the money. The merchant 
complained to the king. The king passed the case on to the chief of the police 
and said that if the thief was not traced immediately he would be punished 
instead of the thief. The police chief did his best to trace the thief, but could 
not. However, he brought the four servants to his house for the night. He was 
afraid and crestfallen. His daughter Sumati saw that her father was brooding 
over something and asked him, “Father, why are you silent and what are you 
brooding over?” The police chief told her all that had happened. She asked 
her father to have confidence in her ability and to be at ease, saying that she 
would bring to him both the thief and what had been stolen. And Sumati, 

eager to find out the culprit, stayed by the side of the four servants whom 
her father had brought home. Just to kill time, she told them a story. 

In a city named Patallputra there was a merchant called Sudatta. His 
daughter Sudame went to the Gahga for a dip in the river. While bathing in 
the river, she was put to great fright by a crocodile which caught hold of her. 
She saw her nephew standing on the bank and begged him to save her quickly. 
He said he would do so if she promised to give him what he wanted. On her 
promising to do so, he plunged into the river and saved her from the crocodile. 
Afterwards, she said to him, “Tell me what you want, I shall give all that you 
want.” He replied, “You should present yourself before me in the dress you 

wear on the first night of your wedding.” She said “Well, I shall certainly 
do so.” 

Time passed and the girl grew up to be a bride. On the day of her 
wedding she remembered her promise to her nephew. She put on her best 
dress and wore her ornaments and in the dark of midnight came out of her 
house and was on her way to the shop of her nephew where he slept. A thief 
saw her on her way, and demanded that she part with all her ornaments, else 
she would not be allowed to proceed. The girl told him that she would return 
in a short while and then give him all her ornaments. She wanted him to stay 
where he was. After giving him this assurance she was proceeding on her 

way, when a policeman saw her and cried, “Whither are you going, you 
wicked woman?” So saying he began to harass her. She told him, “I am on 
an urgent household errand, allow me to go without tormenting me; I shall 
return shortly and give you what you want.” She won his confidence and 
proceeded a little further. Again on her way a brahmarak^asa\ accosted her 

1. A type of demon proficient in the Vedas. 
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and wanted to eat her up. She told him “I have to attend to a very urgent 
household errand. I shall return quickly, then you may do with me whatever 
you want.” Thus she made him trust her and proceeded to her destination. 
All the three, the thief, the policeman and the brahmardksasa wanted to find 
out where she was going with such zeal at such an unearthly hour. So they 
followed her until she reached the shop of her nephew. There she called out, 
“Please open the door, this is Sudame!” Her nephew opened the door and 
she entered the shop. He asked her, “Why did you come here at this hour?” 
She replied, “Was it not you, that took a promise from me that on the first 
day of my wedding I should present myself before you in my best dress and 
with all my ornaments? I have come to keep my word, look at me!” He saw 
her beauty and admired it. He praised her, “You appear like a vidyadhare, 
a divine singer. You have kept your word. It is very good. But this is not the 
time for you to come. Thieves or policemen may harass you. Return quickly.” 
Thus he bade her farewell. 

All the three who had followed her listened to this conversation and 

returned to the places where they had met her. The bride came to the 

brahmaraksasa and said, “You may do what you want with me.” He replied, 
“You are a truthful lady. You possess beauty, grace, prosperity, glamour and 

elegance in your movements and carriage. Fie on me for thinking of eating 

you up!. I cannot destroy your beauty. Please go back without any fear.” She 

moved on and met the policeman and told him, “You may do what you want 

with me, now.” He replied, “I thought you were a wicked woman. I have seen 
none so truthful and honest as you. You have kept your word and met me 

again. You may go your way.” A little further on her way she met the thief. 
She removed all her ornaments and offered them to him. He saw them and 
said, “This is the only birth for me. Do you think that by taking all this wealth 
I will live so long as the sun and the stars? Does this gold I take from you 

remain like an everlasting treasure? I shall not take it. Please go your way.” 
Thus the three of them bowed down to her in respect and bade her farewell. 

Thus she came home safe. 
After narrating this story Sumati asked the four servants which of these 

people was really a good man. Then the one who had killed the sheep said, 

“The brahmardksasa who sent her back without eating her is really the good 
man.” The second who had kept watch over the dead body said, “The 
policeman sent her back without harassing her. He is really the good man.” 

He who had fetched the fire said, “Her nephew who saw her, the very 
embodiment of beauty, grace, prosperity, glamour and elegance in her 
movement and carriage and who had come alone, did not desire her. On the 

other hand he asked her to go back. That Dharmadatta is really a good man.” 

The last who had gone to fetch fuel and who had stolen the packets of dInSrs 

said, “The thief who did'not take all the ornaments worn by the bride is really 
a good man.” Sumati understood that the last one was really the thief. She 
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stayed on there for some time more and then asked them to go to sleep. When 
all of them were fast asleep, she went to the thief and woke him up, and took 
him aside and told him, “I love you. If you have enough wherewithal to get 

me fine ornaments I shall become your wife and go with you.” He did not 
understand the ruse behind that apparently honest statement. So he took out 

the packets of dInSrs and giving them to her said, “I shall get you as many 

ornaments as you want. Come on, we shall go.” She said that she could follow 

him in a short time. She went to her father, woke him up quietly and gave 
him the packets. The father got up and took the thief and the four packets 

of a thousand dInSrs each to the king. 

Translated by G. Venkatasubbiah 

THE STORY OF AN OLD WOMAN CALLED GAMBHiRE 

The story is once again a subsidiary tale of the main narrative, Sukumarasvami. The nature 

of a folktale can be observed in this piece, for the author has shown how a clever old woman, 

though alone, outwitted a gang of thieves and saved herself from imminent danger. The 

atmosphere of the village and its beliefs have been conveyed here with subtle humour. 

There lived in a town called Haripuri an old woman whose name was 
Gambhire. Her daughter, Harini by name, was given in marriage to Vasudatta, 

a merchant living in Jayanta. In the early months of her pregnancy, Harini 

was filled with an irresistible desire to eat a special kind of sweet. The old 
woman prepared several kinds of delectable sweets and savouries. Carrying 

the rich fare she set out for the town where her daughter lived. On the way 

she ran into thieves, eight in number. She stopped one of them and said, with 
tears in her eyes, “My son, who ran away from home twelve years ago was 

exactly like you in appearance. I don’t know his whereabouts. Ever since he 
disappeared I’ve been shedding tears for him day and night and my eyes are 
swollen. Now I see my dear son in you. I am so happy.” “Come, all of you,” 

she continued, “Let’s go to the nearby town. You can have a refreshing bath, 
and something to eat. Rest for a day. You are free to leave tomorrow.” She 

took them to her daughter’s house and made preparations for their bath: she 

saw to it that water was heated and oil applied to their hair; she handed each 
of them a clean loin-cloth to wear. As they were washing their hair the old 

woman went up and shouted from the house-top, “Thieves! Thieves!”. Her 

shout frightened the thieves so much that they fled the house yelling, “We 

are undone. The old woman has deceived us.” They vowed that they would 
avenge the wrong done to them. 

The old woman was sure that they would return at night. She waited 
for them with a sharp sword in her hand. That night the thieves did come back 

to burgle the house. One of them forced his entry through a breach they had 
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made in the wall. He had his nose cut with the old woman’s sword. He came 

out and said to one of his companions, “I am not able to enter the house. Try 

your luck.” The poor chap obliged him, only to have the same misfortune 

with his nose. A similar fate awaited the other thieves too. Each returned with 

his nose sliced as he tried to enter when his turn came. Then they broke into 

the house of a magician and stole a box, which they carried to a burning 

ground on the outskirts of the town. After stealing a sheep, six thieves fell 

asleep, oblivious to the outside world. One of the gang, still awake, 

slaughtered the sheep and started roasting the meat over a funeral pyre. The 

cooking went on for nearly three hours. His eyes felt on the box. Curious 

about its contents he opened it and discovered the entire paraphernalia of the 

magician —dolls, cloaks, tiger-skin and mask. He wrapped the tiger skin 

around his body, wore the mask over his face and stood by the fire. 

Meanwhile, the six sleeping thieves having woken up, took him for a demon 

and began to run for their lives. The ‘demon’ picked up the cooked meat and 

followed them. The closer he came to them, the farther they fled fearing that 

they were pursued by a demon. Then he allayed their fears by removing the 

mask and the tiger-skin and giving out his name. He .shared with them the 

meat he had cooked. After a hearty meal, they all moved on. 

Meanwhile, the old woman, her time for departure having come, set out 

for Haripura well before day-break. Overcome by fear as she was all alone, 

she climbed up a banyan tree and reached the top. The thieves came to this 

very spot. One of them wanted to get a clear view of the people coming in 

their direction. He too climbed the tree and noticing the old woman there, 

questioned her, “Who are you?” “I am the Sylvan Goddess dwelling in this 

tree,” she replied. “Will you be my wife?” “Yes, on one condition,” she said. 

“You must put this piece of meat in my mouth with your tongue.” The thief 

had his tongue bitten as he tried to put the meat in her mouth. He fell on the 

ground screaming in pain. The other thieves began to flee in terror. Then said 

the old woman, “You must share your plunder with me. I’ll have an eighth 

part of your booty from now on. If you prize your lives leave my share of 

gold in the hollow of this tree or I’ll devour you.” The thieves could not but 

obey her. Whenever they committed a robbery they came to this spot and left 

the old woman’s share in the hollow of the tree. The old woman would return 

to the spot, collect her share of the gold and leave for her place. 

The enormous power she wielded over the eight thieves became a 

legend in the town. 

Translated by L. Dwarakanath 
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THE BHADRABAHUBHATARA STORY; NANDIMITRA 

This story forms part of the Bhadrabahubhatara story, the sixth in Vaddaradhane. In a poignant 
manner, it shows how even an ordinary human being, with steadfast faith, can rise to great 
spiritual heights. 

Vaidisa was a city in Avanti, a province of Bharaiaksetra situated on 

the island of Jambudvipa. King Jayavarma was its ruler. Mahadevi was his 

consort. The king and the queen lived happily enjoying the pleasures and 

comforts of life to their hearts’ content. 

In a suburb of their city, called Paralakuta, there lived a merchant named 

Devila, who traded his wares by transporting them in carts from place to 

place. His wife, PrthvisrI, became pregnant through illicit love. For this 

reason, the merchant lost all his wealth. Once, several merchants joined 

together and, loading their carts with cotton and grains, set out with a view 

to selling them for a profit. During their journey, they were waylaid in a forest 

by robbers who fell upon them with sharp weapons. Devila and several others 

died. A few escaped by running away. The robbers made off with all the 

merchandise including the oxen. It was at such a juncture that PrthvisrI gave 

birth to a baby boy. He was named Nandimitra. A month or two later his 

mother died and the boy grew up under the care of the relatives who had come 

for the obsequies. The relatives who took care of the child also died and in 

course of time no member of the family was left alive. All the people of the 

town felt that if the orphan lived amidst them they would suffer death and 

pestilence; so they banished Nandimitra from the town. The child, Nandimitra, 

wandered in the neighbouring towns and regions begging for fooa, sometimes 

getting it and at other times getting none. Thus he grew to be sixteen years 

old when he came to the city of Vaidisa. 

On his way to Vaidisa Nandimitra saw Kasthakuta, a labourer, carrying 

a bundle of dried wood. They met and reached the outskirts of the city 

together. Kasthakuta was tired and he put down his bundle of wood and lay 

down to rest. Nandimitra also felt like taking a little rest. Looking for 

something to rest his head on, he spied a big rock nearby and he lifted it 

easily although, ordinarily, eight men would have found it difficult to lift. 

Making it his pillow, he lay down to rest. KaslhakQta saw the young man’s 

physical strength and wondered at it. He took him to his house and asked 

if he had any relatives in the city. On hearing that there were none, he 

became very friendly and told him, “You had better stay with us. There is 

no need to go anywhere else.” He and Nandimitra fetched wood from the 

forest everyday. Nandimitra would carry a load that would require at least 

ten men to do so. 
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Some days passed thus and KSsthakuta instructed his wife Jayaghante 
not to give Nandimitra a bellyful of food on any day, not to serve oil along 
with his food, and not to allow him to take a bath, even if he wanted one. 

Jayaghante did accordingly. Yet Nandimitra continued to fetch huge bundles 

of wood every day. Kasdiakuta sold them and became rich. 

After sometime, on a particular day, Jayaghante took pity on Nandimitra 

and fed him to his heart’s content. The next day when Kasthakuta and 

Nandimitra went into the forest to fetch wood, Nandimitra told his friend that 
he had nothing to wear and wanted some clothing which would cost only a 
pie. Kasthakuta promised to provide the cloth and they returned home with 
the usual bundles of wood. At home, Kasthakuta asked his wife if she had 

given Nandimitra food. She said, “It was a festival and I took pity on him 
and gave him a full meal.” He was enraged on hearing this and, thrashing 

her black and blue, drove her out of his house. Nandimitra went to Jayaghante 

and enquired why Kasthakuta had beaten her. She replied, “Because I fed you 

to your heart’s content.” Nandimitra said to himself, “The house of such a 
one must be haunted by Mari (an evil goddess).” He gave up his friendship 

and started fetching fuel on his own. But even though he brought fuel worth 
eight coins he could not sell it for even a coin of the lowest value. So he sold 

it for gruel or oil or stale milk or some such food. Thus he survived. 
On a certain day when Nandimitra was returning from the forest with 

the usual bundle of wood, he saw Sivaguptac3rya, a scholar in Astanganimitta}. 

He had studied Jaina philosophy and fasted for a fortnight. He was now on 

his way to the city to break his fast. Nandimitra saw him and was struck with 

wonder at the appearance of the sage. He stared at him for a long time and 

followed him eagerly to find out where he was going. On the outskirts of the 

city he put down his bundle of wood in the compound of the Jaina temple 

and followed the sage into the city. 
The king of the city wanted to arrange a feast for Sivagupta Bhataraka^ 

and proclaimed that none else in the city should approach the sage for the 

purpose. The sage went by small houses and big houses. But no one invited 

him in for food out of fear of the king. Finally the sage entered the palace. 

On seeing the sage at their gates the king and the queen came to receive him 

with a gold pot filled with water, a mirror, flowers, coloured rice and citrus 

fruits—all the paraphernalia of worship. They went around him in reverence 

and while the queen poured out water from the gold pot, the king washed 

the feet of the sage. Then, thinking that Nandimitra was a disciple, because 

he had a shaven head and was following the sage, the queen approached him 

and said, “Revered celibate, please allow us to wash your feet.” The queen 
herself washed his feet, and after performing the namaskara before the sage, 

1. A science which deals with omens connected with places, dreams, voices, the sky, comets etc. 

2. A tenn of reverence used for all Jain sages. 
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the two guests were made to sit before huge gold platters, placed on small 
dining tables. The king himself served the sage food such as rajanna (food 

fit for the kings), a side dish of green gram and fresh, fragrant ghee, several 

vegetables and eighteen different delicacies as well as many soft drinks. The 

queen served the young man in the same way the king had served the sage. 

The orphan Nandimitra was amazed at seeing food in such abundance, and 

such a variety of delicious dishes as he had not even dreamt of. Now he ate 

his fill of all the delicacies and fragrant dishes. The sage gave him 

camphor-dressed areca nut from Nelavatti and a handful of tender betel 

leaves. After finishing the ritual of breaking his fast, the sage blessed the king 
and the queen, wishing them relief from all evil and the never ending desire 

to bestow gifts. He took leave of them and went to the monastery. Nandimitra 

also followed him. The sage went round the monastery in reverence to the 
shrine and after washing his feet eind performing tryapatti and gocaraniyama', 

entered the monastery. Nandimitra saw all this and thought that if one could 

appear like the sage, he would receive reverence and worship in the whole 

world in addition to getting celestial food all through life. When the sage had 

finished his rituals, Nandimitra presented himself before him and said, 

“Bhatara, make me like you.” The sage looked at him and divined that he 

had only a few days to live and had arrived at a stage close to self-realization. 
So he initiated him into tapas or penance at an auspicious moment. The young 

man accepted the initiation and took to fasting as part of the initiation. 

The king and the queen heard that the young man who had come with 
the sage had taken to penance. They were happy that the young man had done 

so after the meal he had taken in their house. So they decided to offer the 

young sage a meal at their house the next day. Early in the morning, the king 

went to the monastery with all the customary pomp, attended by his tributary 

chiefs and all the emblems of kingship. He got down from his vehicle, went 

round the monastery in reverence and worshipped the shrine with fragrant 

flowers, lamp, incense and coloured rice, bowing down in all humility. He 

went to the sage and bent down before him with the gesture pancamustP, 
repeating his obeisance before the young sage. He then sat before the sage 
and listened to his preaching of the Jaina dharma. Afterwards he said to the 

sage, “Bhatara, kindly send the young sage to us today. We shall wash his 

feet and offer him food and gain merit.” The sage replied, “You may do so.” 

The young sage heard this and thought to himself, “This king is overlord of 

many feudatory chiefs and their masters. He comes to worship me and bows 

down before me in humility and assumes servitude. This is really a wonder 

1. These are two rituals performed by Jain sages. One is clearing the ground of living things? The second is 
to remember the rounds on a particular day for receiving alms. 

2. This is a ritualistic way of showing reverence. The devotee will touch with both his fists his own head, 
moustache and beard. 
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and the result of my taking to penance. I see it before me here and now. This 

is sure to assume greater proportions in future.” Having realised the truth, 
he decided to fast on that day also. 

The sage saw that King Jayavarma had bowed before both of them and 

he understood the situation. He spoke to the young sage about esanasamitV 
and advised him that it would be strenuous to fast the second day also and 

therefore he would do well to have his food that day. But the young sage was 

firm in his decision to fast. On hearing of it the king became sad, but bowed 
before them once again and returned home. He told the queen, “I do not have 

the spiritual grace to bring the sages to our home today.” The queen said, 
“Well, then I shall acquire merit by bringing them home tomorrow.” The king 

replied, “Then the result of this merit shall be divided equally between us.” 
She said, “You did not agree to part with an equal portion of the bliss today. 

You said, ‘I shall gel the bliss today and you bring him to our home and get 
yours tomorrow’.” Thus saying, the queen went to the monastery. She 

thought, “My luck will not fail me. I shall bring them home and get all the 
bliss for myself.” 

The next day Queen Dharini took with her, in procession, five hundred 
queens and many dancing girls of the harem on elephants or mules or in 

palanquins. Servants held umbrellas by their sides and fanned them with 

whisks. At the vanguard of the procession flutes, horns and drums played in 
harmony. The procession was followed by guards. There were attendants 

clearing their way as they came like angels from above. All of them alighted 
from their vehicles and went round the monastery reciting the customary 

prayers. They performed tryapattP and worshipped the shrine with fragrant 

flowers, lighted oil lamps, incense and coloured rice. 
Then they went to Sivaguptacarya and worshipped him with the 

devotion due to a preceptor. Queen Dharini was initiated into the ^rdvakavratas^ 

and then said to the sage, “Bhatara, please come to the palace today with the 
young sage and be with us when we wash his feet and give him food. Teach 

us the good way of life and religion.” The sage said, “Ask the young sage 

yourself. If he agrees I shall bring him along with me.” Dharini went to the 

young man and bowed before him and, holding his feet, prayed, “Young sage, 

we want to take you to our house today to worship you and give you food. 

Please come home.” The young sage saw the face of the queen and said to 

himself, “Like an angel, decorated with ornaments and surrounded by five 
hundred queens and dancing girls, this queen Dharini who is like Saci, the 

1. Carefulness in receiving alms and avoiding the faults represented by Jaina canons. 

2. This is a ritualistic way of showing reverence. The devotee will touch with both his fists his own head, 
moustache and beard. 

3. These are five in number called the anuvratas—i. Non-violence, ii. Truth iii. Honesty iv. Celibacy, 
V. Non-Acquisition. 
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consort of Devendra, bows before me and begs with folded hands. All this 

is the result of my penance. The result is sure to be greater in future.” With 
this in mind he said to the queen, “Mother, I do not want to eat today. I have 

decided to fast.” She felt disappointed. She bowed before the sages and 

returned to the palace and told the king that the young sage had decided to 
fast that day also. 

That night, during the entertainment at the palace, Vajrasena, a minister 

of the king, begged permission of the king to invite the young sage to his 

house for food the next day. The King said that he could do so. The minister 

came to the monastery the next day, and said to the sage, “Please bring the 

young sage to my place and allow him to have food there. I beg you also 

to come along with him.” The sage said, “If the young man agrees I shall 
bring him along with me.” Then the minister went to the young sage and told 
him, “Oh, young sage! You must have your food today at our place.” With 

these words he held the feet of the sage and bowed before him. Nandimitra 

looked at him and thought to himself, “The King’s own man is almost the 

King. This minister is surrounded by the King’s feudatories and their chiefs. 

All this is due to the power of my penance. There must be greater things in 
store in the future.” He told the minister, “I am fasting today.” The minister 

said, “Well, I am unfortunate.” He went to the sage and after bowing before 
him returned to his house. 

During the entertainment of dance and music at the palace that night, 

Arhaddasa, the merchant prince of the kingdom requested permission from 
the king to invite the young sage to his house for food. The king said that 
he could do so. The merchant prince went to the basadi and bowed before 

the sage and the young man and said, “With the permission of your preceptor, 

you should come to our palace for food.” The young sage said, “I am fasting 

today.” So the merchant prince went home. 

The sage saw that Nandimitra was under great strain and advised him 
to repeat, day and night, the pancanamaskara'. He did so. During the 

entertainment at the king’s court that night, the king and the queen praised 
the penance and steadfastness of the young sage who had not had food or 
drink from the time he had been initiated. He continued to fast and, however 

much they beseeched him, would not stir oiit for food. It was rare to see such 

determination and steadfastness. The Yuvaraja heard this and requested the 

King, “My lord, I wish to invite the young sage to my house tomorrow to 

offer him food.” The king said he could very well do so. 

The next day the Yuvaraja went with great pomp to the basadi and 

bowed before the shrine and the sage and worshipped them. Then he said to 

the sage, “Bhatara, kindly advise the young sage to have his food^t our house 

today.” To this request the sage replied, “You may approach him and take 

1. This is propitiation of five teachers: i. Arhat, ii. Siddha, iii. Achaiya, iv. Upadhyaya and v. Sarva sadhu 
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him to your place.” The Yuvaraja went to the young sage, held his feet, bowed 
down before him and said, “Young sage! Kindly conde.scend to have your 
food at our house.” The young sage saw the Yuvaraja’s wealth, pomp and 
glory and wondered that such children of the warrior race bowed before him 
in reverence and attended on him. He did not experience any pangs of hunger 
at the time. The fruits of such penance might be greater in future. With this 
thought, he told the Yuvaraja, “1 am fasting today.” The Yuvaraja was 
dejected and bowed before the sage and went home. Then on the seventh day, 
at sunrise, Nandimitra came to the sage and bowed before him and said, 
“Bhatara, it is enough that I have eaten food so long. Kindly initiate me into 
the rite of fasting unto death.” The sage said, “You are a great man, there 
is none equal to you in your fortitude and steadfastness. I have been 
performing penance for such a long time. Even then, I cannot boast of such 
fortitude and steadfastness.” The young sage was pleased at this compliment 

of honeyed words. The sage continued, “Today is the last day of your life. 
Take a vow now to deny yourself the four types of food and to give up this 
body.” Thus the sage initiated the young sage into the rite of fasting. He took 
him to a room and showed him a particular place and advised him thus, “You 
have to lie down here, in the same posture, without turning this way or that. 
Do not bend your legs or hands. Remain in this posture as long as you live. 
Go on repeating the pancatiatnaskara.'' He made the young sage lie down 
and worshipped him, and explained to him what that worship really meant. 
The young sage listened to the explanation in the same posture. Meanwhile 

the king and all the people in the city heard that the young sage had given 
up food for life. The king, the queen and the ministers, the merchant prince, 
came there both at sunrise and sunset to worship the young sage. After this 
worship they stayed there for some time to listen to the preachings of the sage. 
Having heard him, non-believers took the vows related to householders. 
Householders became more firmly convinced of their faith and went back to 

their homes in great happiness. 
At sunset the sage found that the end of the young sage had come and 

directed him thus, “Your breath is about to stop. Pray to God and repeat the 
pancanamaskdra and listen to what is being said.” The sage, now quickly 
recited the pancanamaskdra. The young sage realized absolute vision, 
knowledge, and conduct and died achieving the ultimate end of the rite of 
fasting. He was immediately bom as an angel in heaven called Saudharma 
Kalpa with the life span of two sdgaras'. He was called Kanakadhwaja and 
was endowed with omniscience. Through that faculty he learnt that he had 
attained divine form and had earned the pleasures and prosperity of heaven 
through the penance performed in his mortal mould. He got into a beautiful 
aerial chariot embellished with gems and decorated with jingling bells, pearls 

and gold ornaments, attended by three crores of divine servants and three 

1. A sdgara is a very long period of time. 
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lakhs of angelic queens and dancers, and divine ministers singing his praises 
before him, and he started towards the basadi. 

Meanwhile at Vaidisa, people learnt of the death of the young sage. The 

king, the queen, ministers, the headman and the people of the city brought 
all the paraphernalia of worship to the basadi. The king stayed by the side 
of the dead body of the young sage to supervise the making of the bier to 

carry the dead body. He arranged for several such biers to be built for a 

parade. Silken canopies, banners and flags were held high. Ascetics of all the 

four varnas, musicians playing on several instruments such as cymbals, 

horns, conches, flutes, and vrnas, many poets and cultured women from the 

harem followed the bier. Dancers threw up coins in front of the bier. 

Kanakadhwaja saw all this and thought that, when all these people were 
worshipping and adding grandeur and majesty to his body, he should also do 
the same. So he created, as if by magic, several biers to move along with the 

bier carrying the dead body of the young sage, and others to fill the sky. 

Divine drums were played and heavenly flowers such as nameru mandara, 
santanaka and pdrijata were showered on the dead body, gods and goddesses 

danced in front of the bier and he himself sang a Prakrt poem. “Behold him, 

who had his head tonsured for the sake of food and who is now surrounded 

by divine damsels. For reasons unknown, sometimes a man embraces a faith.” 

While Kanakadhwaja sang and danced thus, the king saw him and enquired, 

“Who are you? What are you singing? Where do you come from? Why do 

you sing and dance like this?” Kanakadhwaja said, “I am indeed Nandimitra, 
the young sage; I took to penance for the sake of food and then fasted for 
seven days, and, after giving up food, died. I have now become Kanakadhwaja, 
a god in heaven. I have come to worship my own body and display my pomp 

before you.” So saying, he worshipped his body of the previous birth with 

fragrant flowers, lamps and perfumes and coloured rice. He worshipped his 
preceptor Sivacarya and told him, “By your grace I secured all this prosperity, 

pomp, pelf and divinity.” With this he bowed before his preceptor and went 

back to heaven. 
Translated by G.Venkatasubbiah 

THE STORY OF KARTIKA 

The story of Agnideva marrying his own daughter and fathering a son and a daughter reminds 
the reader of the Greek myth of Oedipus though the story of Kartika is essentially a story of 
renunciation, austerity and compassion, the three cardinal principles of Jainism. 

I shall now tell the story of Agnideva’s Kartika, the sage. 
The king of Rohedaya called Krouhca ''' 

thrust his weapon, the Sakti 

into Kartika, the fond son of Agnideva. 
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KSrtika the sage bore the pain. 
He, the seer, sought deliverance 

through sacred lore and self-discipline. 

If you ask how; 

The kingdom of Lala in the land of Bharat of the Jambu isle was ruled 

over by Agniraja from his capital Krthikapura. Here he lived a life of 
contentment with his wife Viramati and their six daughters —Bandumati, 

Sivasena, Srimati, Swayamprabha, Laksmimati, and Krtika. 

Then came the month of phdlguna' and it was time to celebrate the 
festival of Nandlswara. All the maidens fasted and visited the hasadi (Jain 

temple) to pay obeisance. After the temple services were over they bowed 

before god and left the place. Then they paid their respects to the elders and 

sages. The maidens proceeded to their parents to give them the prasadam and 

to get their blessings. 

As they took leave, the king’s eye fell on his youngest daughter. He was 

attracted by the graceful maiden’s beauty and brightness. He fell in love with 

her. 
Agniraja summoned his court. All his ministers nobles and courtiers 

were present along with their families. Even Queen Viramati was there. The 

King posed a question to those assembled, “To whom should the best of all 

things belong?’’ Those who were there had no hesitation in declaring in one 

voice, “Obviously to the king, and none else. The best of all things— 

elephants, horses, pearls and precious stones and even the best maiden— 

rightly belong to the ruler of the land.’’ But the king was not fully convinced. 

He sent for the sages and put his question to them. The sages wisely answered 
him with a question, “First tell us what the object is. Then we will distinguish 

between right and wrong and give you the solution.” The king grew angry. 
“You are speaking beside the point. You are all simple prattlers.” He ordered 
their exile and repeated his question to those left behind. They asserted that 

the best of all things belonged rightly to him. He repeated the answer thrice 

to himself and went to his queen. He told her, “I am in love with your youngest 

daughter, Knika. Please arrange for our, marriage.” Thus he was married to 

his own daughter. The very day, Viramati took the vow of chastity and left 

the place. 
Krtika was in her ninth month of pregnancy. She desired to swim in the 

well of the ^aravna garden. She fulfilled her desire with the king’s 
permission. A son and a daughter were bom to her. They were named Klutika 
Swamy and Virasri respectively. At the appropriate age, VirasrI was given 

in marriage to Krauhca, the king of Kogali. 

1. The month of March 
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Kartika turned sixteen. Once, along with his brother Nami and his 
friends he went out to play at forest sports. He was enjoying himself with 
his playmates when he observed that all his friends were receiving dresses, 

dishes, and presents from their grand-parents. For him there were no presents. 
He became sad. Soon after the games, he rushed to his mother. He confronted 
her with a question, “Don’t you have a father who should be my grandfather?” 
The troubled mother sadly replied, “What shall I tell you, son? The man who 

is your father is my father as well.” The answer moved him to seek 
renunciation. 

Kartika went to SrlvarScarya and took to penance under his guidance. 

He practiced all the austerities. On his master’s orders he wandered through 

village, hamlet, town and city. He then travelled south and reached the 
Kiskindha mountains. Atop the mountain he stood in the pratimayoga 
posture. Heavy rains lashed his body and washed away all his sins. The rain 
water flowed into a poisonous pond and transformed it into a pond of panacea. 

Thus it became a pilgrim centre in the south. 
The sage continued his wanderings. He reached Kogali. First, he paid 

homage to the gods in temple. As was the custom with monks, he then 

left to beg for his food. He begged at the doors of men who belonged to all 

the four castes. Then he entered his sister’s palace for alms. Vlrasri was on 

the balcony. The king was resting his head in her lap. She was combing his 
hair. She saw the sage enter her palace. She placed her husband’s head on 

a pillow and rushed down. 
Meanwhile, the sage had found none in the courtyard, and was about 

to leave the palace. He had almost, crossed the threshold of the main door. 
Vlrasri fell at his feet and begged him to return. With folded hands she 

pleaded with him to accept her alms. But the holy man replied, “My orders 

forbid me to re-enter a house I have left.” Overcome with grief she pleaded 

with him again. “Please have mercy on me. Don’t refuse my offering.” Thus 
she lay at his feet, preventing the sage from leaving her threshold. 

In the meantime, the king woke up and looked for his wife. She was 
to be found nowhere. He enquired of his servant maids. They pointed at the 

main door and said, “She is there with the sage.” 
The king grew furious and hastily concluded, “This must be her 

routine.” He ran down the stairs with his iakti weapon in hand. He stabbed 

the sage with the weapon and dragged his wife back by her hair. 

The sage calmly pardoned the king. The terrible sun and the wound had 
fatigued him. “The hot sun and my bleeding wound have made me thirsty. 

If only I can find a cool place I shall renounce the world and attain samddhi." 

Those were the thoughts in the sage’s mind. His grand mother Viramati, 

having practiced chastity was now bom again as a vy/imra-angel. When she 

felt the tremor, she appeared before him and said, “O sage, one word from 

you and I shall destroy them all.” But the sage was not to be provoked to 
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revenge. He only said, “Instead, please take me to a cool place.” She then 

transformed herself into a peacock and flew him on her back to the eastern 
mountains. On the mountain-top there was a shady place beside a cool lake. 

She placed him there. The cool mountain-breeze proved soothing to his 

wounds. He then renounced the world and died. He was bom again later to 
live for thirty-three oceanic ages as Ahamindra. 

But his sister, Virasri did not recover from her grief. Day and night, she 

longed for her brother, the sage. The king loved her dearly. So, IfiLtevive her 
spirits, he despatched town-criers all over his land to find jesters who could 

try to make her laugh. Many wearing wooden masks tried, but failed to please 
the queen. One day a strange man arrived at the palace. His head was 

completely shaven and he had smeared his entire body with soot. He had 

stmng glistening white cowries together for his teeth. Clutching his bowl with 

one hand and holding a sheaf of peacock feathers in the other he entered the 

queen’s chamber. The king showed this parody of the sage to the queen and 

said, “Look, your brother has come.” She got up and looked for him. She 

saw the apparition and laughed, forgetting all her sorrows. The happy king 

rewarded the jester with gold. Thus began the tradition of tomfoolery on the 
festival of Baduhbe, Virasri built a temple in memory of the sage at the site 

of his death. 

But the land, where Agniraja had married his own daughter acquired 

the notorious name of Bhogapura (The city of pleasures). 

When the king is righteous, the subjects will be so, 

when the king lapses into immorality, the subjects follow him too. 

Thus the subjects always emulate their rulers. 

Therefore, let men who adore the three gems (right speech, right 

thought, right deed), bear in mind the story of Kartika, the sage, and overcome 

agonies of festering sores, diseases, hunger and thirst, and withstand the 

rigours of winter and hot weather to achieve the pleasures of heavenly life. 

Translated by D. R. Shashidhara 

A SAGE CALLED VIDYUCCORA (Thief, Quick as Lightning) 

Part I 

The story describes how VidyuccOra was able to bear all the torments of life and was able 

to achieve deliverance. 

VidyuccOra and Yamadanda were classmates at school. While at school Vidyuccora had 

taken a vow that he would lead Yamadanda to the gallows. Yamadarida had responded by 

vowing that he would bind Vidyuccora’s hand and foot and torture him. 
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What follows is how the two friends kept their vows. The story throws ample light on 

the art of thieving as practised in those days. It also shows how life is transitory and the only 

way to overcome this impermanence is by accepting Jina as one’s master, bearing with patience 

all the sufferings of life. 

Now I shall tell you the story of a sage called Vidyuccora: 

Fleas and flies fed on his body 

and caused him much pain, 

but he would not complain. 

Vidyuccora, the sage, bore the pain. 

He, the seer, sought deliverance 

through sacred lore and self-discipline. 

If you ask me how; 

King Vamaratha, a descendant of Padmaratha ruled the famed city of 

Mithila situated in Videha, a province in the land of Bharata which forms 

a part of Jumbu Island. During his long reign he enjoyed with his consort 

Bandhumathi all the pleasures that life could offer. There lived in that city 

a police chief by name Yamadanda and a thief called Vidyuccora. Vidyuccora 

had mastered all the arts and tricks essential for his profession—like 

becoming invisible and materialising at will, making people faint, breaking 

locks and using magic ointments, powders and charms. He robbed people of 

their gold at night. 

Far away from the city there was a mountain. And on the mountain a 

large cave. Vidyuccora would hide his plunder in this cave and close its mouth 

with a big rock. As the day approached he would retire to a dilapidated temple 

and, smearing his eyes with a magic ointment, he would transform himself 

into a leper. It was a repulsive sight that the man presented with his shrivelled 

hands, flattened nose, pus oozing from his body and flies pestering him. 

Feigning sickness he would go from house to house begging for alms. At 

night he showed himself as an attractive person. Dressed in silks, and with 

flowers in his hair and scented pan in his mouth, he visited houses of 
ill-repute. Here he would pledge the gold he had stolen with some courtesan 

of his liking for his indulgence. Prosperous courtesans, traders, cloth- 

merchants, officials and king’s deputies were his victims. He robbed them 
all. 

The king had in his possession a sarvarujdpahara (That which 

eliminates all diseases) necklace which was believed to be a cure for all 

ailments. It had come to him from Acyutendra, one of his ancestors. The 

casket which contained it was placed in his bedroom in the seventh storey 

of the palace. He worshipped it everyday with flowers and intense as he 

thought of it as something sacred and valuable. One night Vidyuccora made 

himself invisible with the help of a magic ointment, stole into the room where 
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the king slept and made off with the casket. After hiding it in the cave, he 

returned to the city and assumed the appearance of a leper. 
In the morning the king, having discovered the theft, came to the court 

and sat on the throne. He ordered that the police chief be brought to the palace. 

Yamadanda, as commanded, appeared at the king’s court “Yamadanda”, 

thundered the king, “I hear thefts have become rampant in the city. There are 

reports of brahmins, merchants, courtesans and land owners being robbed of 

their gold. You have not done a thing about it. Even the palace has not been 

spared. Someone stole into my bedroom last night and purloined the necklace, 

the necklace bequeathed to me by my ancestors. Bring me the thief and the 
necklace. Or be ready to take the punishment which the thief should get.” 

“Please give me a week’s time. Your Highness. If I do not produce the 

necklace and the thief, you can punish me in any manner you like.” So saying, 

he set about his mission. He made a thorough search of ail the likely places— 

whorehouses, temples, shops, pleasure gardens and the city lanes. There was 

no sign of the thief. Nor could he get any clue to his whereabouts. Six days 

passed. On the seventh, he came to the dilapidated temple and kept a close 

watch on the leper’s movements. He witnessed something strange; the leper 

was walking along the road; his movement was suddenly retarded by a puddle 

in front of him; using a trick he had learnt from Vidy^dhara, he jumped over 

it and started walking. “This must be the thief’ the police chief thought, and 

apprehended him. The thief’s cry was of no avail. Yamadanda dragged him 

to the palace and produced him before the king. “I’m not a thief. Your 

Highness. I’m only a poor beggar and the whole city knows it. Unable to catch 

the real culprit, and fearing his own death, he has caught a defenceless person 

like me.” The police chief who was good at detecting criminals said, “Your 

Highness, this man takes on his real appearance at night to rob people and 

during the day is seen in his present shape. If you do not believe me, please 

allow me to prove the charge.” Yamadanda then smeared Vidyuccora’s eyes 

with an antidote for the magic ointment. The leper stood divested of his 

loathsome appearance. “I protest,” said the thief “this man knows magic, he 

can change a person’s appearance.” The police chief, bent on proving his 

charge, said “Let me try the trick on other,” and anointed the eyes of the queen 

and her maids. They all stood changed into lepers. With the help of the 

antidote he gave them back their true appearance. The king had no doubt that 

the apprehended man was the thief. Ordered by the king, Yamadarida took 

Vidyuccora to his house and punished him with two and thirty tortures. 

Vidyuccora bore it all without a murmur despite the chill of the winter night. 

“I am not a thief,” insisted Vidyuccora, “the police chief is cruel to me. I am 

being punished for no fault of mine.” Yamadan^ began to wonder whether 

he was really right in accusing Vidyuccora. In the morning he took 

Vidyuccora to the palace and said to the king, “I have made a mistake. Your 
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Highness. I’m certain that this man is not a thief for he has borne the torture 

easily. You can punish me in any way you like.” At the king’s command the 

gaurds took the police chief to the graveyard to be executed. Vidyuccora, 

using the magic ointment, had assumed his real appearance and accompanied 

the police chief and the guards. He prevented the executioners from carrying 

out the king’s order. “You have brought this man to the scaffold. So you have 

killed him,” he said to them. And then he addressed Yamadanda, “Da you 

remember the oath I had taken in the Nandana Garden when you and I were 

studying under the same teacher? Have I not got you punished though you 

are not guilty of any crime? Do you remember my oath or do you not?” “I 

do remember very well.” “Now are you dead or are you going to die?” 

“Friend”, Yamadanda replied, “I am both dead and defeated. You ’ve certainly 

won.” The guards were perplexed at this conversation. ‘Take us to the 

palace,” said Vidyuccora, “we have things to say. Let the king listen to us 

and decide. Moreover the scriptures say that the king must be asked three 

times before the death sentence is carried out.” The guards brought the two 

to the palace. “We were stopped from executing the police chief,” they said. 

“Yamadanda is innocent,” Vidyuccora stated, “I’ve robbed people in this city. 

It was I who stole the necklace.” Continuing his confession, he added, “I rob 

people at night, and then spend the day as a leper in the dilapidated temple.” 

“What did you do with the gold stolen by you?” the king asked him. “I’ve 

squandered five to six dinars on courtesans. The rest is intact” “Bring the 

necklace,” commanded the king, “Show the citizens the place where you’ve 

hidden the gold.” Far away from the city there was a mountain. And on the 
mountain, a large cave. Vidyuccora took the citizens there. He removed the 

rock closing the mouth of the cave, entered it and came back with the king’s 

necklace. “Examine the gold. Take whatever belongs to you. See that no one 

takes what is not his,” he said to the citizens. The citizens, after examining 

the hidden treasure, took what belonged to them. Vidyuccora returned the 

necklace to the king. 

Translated by L. Dwarakanath 

Part II 

Then, the king asked him, “In this dead of winter, that too in the chill 

of the night, how did you bear the two and thirty tortures?” In reply 

Vidyuccora said: 

“My lord, one day when I was still at school, I went along with my 

master to the thousand-pillared shrine, to pay obeisance. My master went into 
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the temple to offer prayers. In the temple courtyard there was a scholar by 

name Siva GuptacSrya, commenting on a sacred text. I sat beside him and 
listened to his description of hell. He discoursed thus, “Men who don’t stick 

to their vows, those without virtue or character, those who harm living beings, 

those who hunt or, prompted by desire, hate and greed, tell lies to gain wealth, 

those who cause suffering and death, those who covet others’ wives and live 

with them in secret and those who amass limitless we£dth, those who drink 

liquor and eat meat, those who eat forbidden fruit and those who partake of 

prohibited food and drink and those that are guilty of the five great crimes— 

violence, telling lies, theft, lechery and possessiveness—all such men after 
death, shall be bom in hell with no exit and condemned to a life without any 

hope of deliverance. 

“In hell they know not a moment’s rest— 

boiled and cooked they suffer agonies all through the day, 

while sharp barbs pierce their nails to the roots 

and saws rend their bodies to pieces. 

Thus the unhappy creatures suffer, 

their momentary agonies stretched to an eternity. 

Clubbed with cudgels pierced with spikes, 

lengthy bones cut to pieces like areca nuts; 

they cry in agony,while molten metal is poured 
on their fresh gaping wounds. 

His trunk hacked, his thighs broken, 

the trembling villain is caught, and 

bound hand and foot; hacked, 

his neck broken with cudgel blows, 

staked, his waist is broken, 
spiked till his entrails spill out. 

His face held tight and straight, 

“Gulp it all,’’ the torturers shout, . 

and dance all around. 

“They are then struck again and again. They are pierced with spears and 

spikes till their entrails come out. Their limbs are stretched on the rack. They 

are then sawed like wood. They are subjected to such endless agonies that 

they suffer for two-and-thirty interminable oceanic years. But they who keep 

the four-fold vows of charity, fasting, virtue and penance shall attain blissful 

deliverance.’’ 
Soon after, listening to him, I became his disciple. He trained me in the 

twelve-fold irdvaka-vov/s, such as anuvrata, gu^rata, iik^dvrata. Through 

his teachings, I realised that Jim is the only god; not to kill is religion; and 

not to feel attached is freedom. I learnt all about soul and spirit, virtue and 

vice, samvara and nirjara, bondage and deliverance. I leamt about 
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philosophy, pancdstikaya, sadravyas, prescriptions and proscriptions of 
samepaktva, the eight-hurdles beginning with scepticism, the eight madas, 
the three stages of ignorance and twenty five such aspects of life. I discarded 

the bad, and achieved purity of life and faith in Jina. Therefore, when I 

recalled that my tortures were not even equal to a thousandth part of hell’s 
agonies, I bore them all.” The king was very pleased with his answer. He 

offered to fulfil his wishes. But the thief had no wish other than to save his 

friend’s life. The king grew curious and enquired. “When and where did you 

meet Yamadanda? How did you come to be his friend? When you follow the 

irdvaka vow, how is it you land up here as a thief?” In answer, Vidyuccora 
began his narrative; 

“To the south of Bharata, in the island of Jambu lies the kingdom of 

Abhira. There on the banks of the river Vena (Krsna) flourishes the city, 
Venatata. This beautiful city resembling paradise was ruled by a king, 
Jitasatru. His wife was Vijayavati and I was their son Vidyuccora. In the same 

city, Yamadanda was bom to YamapSsa, the police chief, and his wife 

Nijaguna Devata. Bom around the same time, he and I became good friends. 

When we were five or six, our schooling began. We went to the same teacher, 
Siddartha. Our learning spanned seven or eight years. And there we mastered 

grammar, logic, rhetoric, prosody, lexicology, poetry and drama, palmistry, 

and erotics, equestrian skills and veterinary science, Palaka’s treatise on 
horses and elephants, Canakya’s statecraft, medicine and many such 

disciplines. As Yamadanda happened to be the police chief’s son, he 
specialised in suraka vidya, which teaches one the various methods of 

catching a thief. 1 specialised in the art of theft, studying karapata Sastra. 

For a long time after that we lived in mutual affection and friendship. 

“One day we went to Indropavana garden amidst trees of aioka, 

punnagara, bakla, tilaka, tdmala, campaka, krahaka, nalikSra, karjura, 

jambu, jamhira, panasa, dadimba, kadali drakia sahakara, we were playing 

a game’. All of a sudden Yamadan<fe disappeared with the help of alokana 

vidya. After a futile search, I gave up looking for him. I took a vow and 
challenged him, ‘My dear friend, I shall practice my art of theft in your city 

and lead you to the gallows’. He responded to my challenge with a vow, ‘Yes, 

I shall bind you hand and foot and torture you as I would a thief, if you operate 

in my city.’ Thus, we exchanged challenges and, taunting each other, we left 

the garden. 

“After a lapse of a few years, my father crowned me king. He took to 

penance under the guidance of Smtasagora Bhatara Yamapisa, my friend’s 

father, followed his king after he had designated his son to succeed him. Thus, 

Yamadanda became the police chief in my kingdom. For a whilq^all was well 
and we lived in mutual admiration and friendship. One day Yamadanda 

1. A game in which one has to search for a ball hidden by his opponent. 
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became thoughtful. ‘My king himself is an expert thief. Is it not improper 

for me to work under him?’ Afraid of me, he left my kingdom and settled 
down with you. I sent out a search team for him in all directions. My spies 

vainly searched for him in every hamlet, village, town and city of my 

kingdom. Then, they directed their search to neighbouring kingdoms and 

traced him to your land. They reported their success to me. ‘My Lord, 

Yamadanda has settled down happily as the police chief of Vamaratha, the 

king of Mithila’. I despatched, in secret, my minister Puru^ottama to confirm 

the intelligence. Soon after his return, I sent for Vajrasena the civic chief, 

I told him I was setting out on some personal work and delegated all my 
powers and authority to him. Disguised in rags, in the dead of night, I left 

my palace. I reached your city and stole, looted and plundered all your 

subjects, only to lead Yamadanda to the gallows. Thus, I had fulfilled my 

vow. In reality, he is my best friend. O king, don’t think anybody can lay 

hands on your necklace. Only virtuous men, who have the right kind of faith 

in agamas can dare touch it. After Vidyuccora had completed his story. King 

Vamaratha narrated to his court how he came to possess the valuable 

necklace; 
“Once, one of my ancestors King Padmaratha was on his way to pay 

obeisance to Vasupujya Tlrthahkara. He met Acyutadeva and Viswanuloma’s 

page VSmanadeva. Acyutadeva pointed at my forefather and said, ‘See that 

man there?’ He is on his way to Vasupujya Tlrthankara. He has vowed not 

to take food till he offers his prayer to the Tlrthankara and receives charity 

from a heretic. Use your powers to distract him from his virtuous path. 

Vamanadeva tried many ruses with my ancestors but failed in all his attempts. 

Acyutadeva was pleased with my great-grand-parent’s virtue. He himself 

placed this miraculous necklace around Padmaratha’s neck. Being of his 

lineage, I inherited it from him.” 

Just as the king concluded his narrative, the concierge announced the 

arrival of two messengers on camel back. The king ordered them to be 

presented. The messengers, on seeing Vidyuccora, curtseyed to him and gave 

him a letter. The letter read, “Accept the salutations of your minister 

Purusottama, and Vajrasena, the civic chief and listen to their prayers. It is 

long since you left your kingdom. You have forgotten your royal duties. 

Without you, there is none to reign in your province. Therefore, we pray for 

your immediate return, on receipt of our request.” The letter conrirmed 

Vidyuccora’s story. All the king’s doubts were cleared. Convinced of 

Vidyuccora’s loyalty, he ordered a throne? similar to his own, to be placed 

beside his. After seating Vidyuccora, he began, “My dear, you are realty my 

sister’s son. And therefore my nephew. My daughters—Sitmati, Vasumati, 

Gunavati, Sulochana; Suphabha, Su^ahki, SuSIla and Manohari—are all 

paragons of beauty endbwed with grace, good luck, charm and elegance. The 
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maidens are trained in the sixty-four arts, including the Gandhara dance, 
painting and making articles with palmyra leaves. Many kings and princes 

are eager to receive their hands in marriage. But none of them is suitable. 

In my opinion, you are the best person to marry them. So you may wed all 

of them right now.” Vidyuccora declined the offer and confessed “I am 

already in love with a lady, Muktisrf' and have pledged marriage to her. I 

suggest you convince my friend Yamadanda to marry them.” The Jong 

accepted his suggestion. Vidyuccora bade him farewell and left. 

After a long journey on camel back, he reached Venatata. He camped 

in a garden outside the city and sent word of his arrival to the palace. The 

city was immediately decorated for his welcome. His ministers, their 

deputies, their families, the courtesans, as well as the ordinary citizens bowed 

before him and welcomed the king by sprinkling consecrated whole rice 

grains over his head. Then the royal procession began; the royal white parasol 

was followed by all the royal insignia. Auspicious tunes were played on 
musical instruments as the king entered his city. 

The next day, the king summoned his court. All the courtiers were 

present along with their families. The king began his address, “I am fed up 

with all the pleasures of the world. Therefore, I have decided on renunciation 

and penance.” Everyone gathered opposed him and said, “How is that 

possible? You are still young, you should reign over the land for a few more 

years. You can do penance much later.” But the king was firm in his decision 

and rejected their advice. “Who knows whether 1 shall live till I grow old? 

And moreover 

The maze of life is all froth and bubble. 

Beauty, youth—all ephemeral like a rainbow. 

Beauty, youth, life-span 

All things sensible, 

the body—its strength, companionship 

one’s kingdom, riches—^nothing is forever. 

Let the enlightened 

with their fresh insight, contemplate. 

Birth, senility, death, the departure of dear ones, 

when all things that are, are not transient 

then alone shall wise men fall in love with life. 

Therefore man’s beauty, youth, stature, good luck, wealth, riches, 

elegance, love and life itself all are impermanent. And, in addition, 

The body is dirty, this cauldron of passion 

this abode of blood and semen, *' 

1. Lady of deliverance 
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the very house of excrete 

barely covered by the skin. 
Grimy flesh, the slimy marrow of the bone 
the viscous blood, the sticky semen, 
the fluffy lung, the pitch-black liver, 
the phlegm, the mucus, 

this web of nerves and capillaries, 
this mesh of bones, is the body 
barely covered by the skin. 

This mesh of bones, this web of capillaries, 
filled to brim with filth 
this very inhabitation of worms 
smeared and smudged with flesh, 

this den of filth is the body, 

barely covered by the skin. 

Such a body odious, 

filled with putrid things 
this insalubrity, this house built on sand, 

with this sapless thing 
virtuous men shall never fall in love. 

Like one’s shadows one’s evil deeds 

follow. But for the Jina feet 

there is no shelter. 

Foul-smelling, source of infinite misery 
evil-passioned, that which is transient, 

ugly to look at, such being the body, 

oh, learned one, your faith is misplaced. 
Bom in the forest of life, 
always in terror of the pests 

which like the hunter chase you, 

like the cruel angry god of death. 

Haunted by the deadly sins 
which like forest fire, rage behind you. 

In such a forest as this 
when consumed by desire that is sadness 

such being the body, there is no shelter 

but for the Jina's feet. 

Before the body falls sick, 

well before the senses fail 
while senility is still at a distance, 
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well before the span of life is outrun 

it is wisdom to seek deliverance. 

Can one dig a well, with the house on fire?” 

Thus the king explained his reasons for renunciation. 

Then he prayed, 
“I am the king, you my subjects. 

If knowingly or unknowingly 

I have erred, caused heartburn, 
anger, suffering, please forget all. 

Please forgive me. 
Hence forth all shall be purity, 

all free from sin. 

I humbly pronounce pardon on all creatures alive. 
Let all creatures alive pronounce pardon on me. 

Shunning hatred, I shall embrace all creatures in love” 

Thus the king pronounced pardon on all beings. Then he crowned his 

eldest son Vidyudanga. He appointed Yamadanda police chief. Wishing a 

happy life for all, along with his wives he left his palace on his royal elephant. 
Two courtesans were right behind him plying whisks. Before him in the 

procession went all the royal insignia —white parasol, flags — auspicious 
musical instruments, symbols of Sun and Moon, emblems of lion, tiger, 

makara and fish, the five musical instruments resounding—thus he left the 

city. Donating freely to the needy, he reached the thousand-pillared shrine. 
He alighted from his elephant, went round the shrine thrice and entered the 
temple. He bowed before Gunadhara the master-monk, and prayed, “Sir, I 
am sinking in the sea of the world. Kindly keep me from drowning. Initiate 

me into renunciation with the Master’s permission, along with a thousand 

princes.” The king discarded all his royal ornaments—bracelet, girdles, 

ear-rings and all. He gave up all his worldly possessions and became a 
disciple of Gunadhara Bhatara. His wife Mahadevi and the other seven 

hundred wives, all equal in beauty to heavenly nymphs, under the guidance 
of Gunadhara Bhat^, became nuns like their mother-in-law, Vijayamati. 

With skeletal bodies, and sunken eyes they did penance. 
Vidyuccora stayed with his master for twelve long years and learnt the 

discipline of different aspects of his religion. After he had observed austere 

penance for many years, he became a Monk Superior. Once, along with his 
five hundred disciples, he set out to preach. He travelled over plains and 

hilltops, through towns and cities to reach Tanualipti in the province of Khali, 

where he camped outside the city. The city was held in teiror by VarangSyi, 

a cruel goddess. Once in six months, a fair had to be arranged to a|>pease her. 

This goddess, the incarnation of Durga, went to the sage and thundered, “You 
shall not set foot in the city till the fair is over.” But the disciples urged their 
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master to defy her, and entered the city, along with the sage. They stayed in 

the western part of the city and their teacher stood in the pratima yoga posture. 

The angry goddess plagued the sage with mosquitoes as big as pigeons. They 

stung and tortured him throughout the night. The sage bore these hellish 

agonies and completed the four types of virtuous meditation, after which he 

performed the iukla meditation to overcome ghati-aghati and achieved 

deliverance. 

Let all great men, who have decided on penance, men who follow the 

supreme three-fold natural path, bear in mind the story of Vidyuccora the 

sage, to withstand and overcome the pangs of hunger and thirst, cold and heat 

and all sorrows and agonies and to successfully follow the three-fold path 

to attain heavenly life or deliverance. 

Translated by D. R. Sashidhara 



PAMPA (10th century) 

Pampa (bom a. d. 902). a Jain by religion, is rightly regarded as ‘the poet’s poet’ in Kannada 

literature. He was a poet in the court of Arikesari, a vassal of the Rasrakuta emperor Krsna- 

III (a. d. 939-967). He was one of the three gems who helped shape Kannada poetry. The other 

two were Ponna and Ranna. Besides being a poet of high merit, Pampa was also a renowned 

warrior. 

Aditlrthankarapuranam, better known as Adipuranam is the first great epic in Kannada 

written by Pampa in the campu form. It depicts the legendary story of the first Tirthankara, 

Adinatha. It is an adaptation of the Piirvapurdna, Sanskrit work composed in a. d. 838. In 

Adipuranam the poetic element predominates over the religious or the mythological. Pampa’s 

concept of religion is liberal and broad and, at times, becomes universal. He is truly a poet 

of universal vision. 

PAMPA’S ADIPURANAM (10th Century) 

Ideal Love 

The following passage is from Pampa’s Adipuranam which deals with the life story of the 

first tirthankara, Adinatha. It describes the touching love story of Lalitanga and 

Svayamprabha who were lovers in their previous births. They are born again on this earth 

as Vajrajangha and Srimati. The poet shows the depth of their love even when faced with 

death. 

One night Vajrajangha and Srimati, their eyes closed in ecstasy, their limbs locked in 

embrace, drifted into deep slumber. The attendant of the bed-chamber had forgotten to open 

the closed shutters of the light blue casements, and had left, (unaware of the havoc it would 

cause), the Suryakanta stone censer burning and spewing dark fumes of agil incense used for 

perfuming the hair. 

Lengthening at first, 
thickening then, 

stretching, swelling, 

waxing in density, 

the dark incense fumes 

swept and swooped over the couple, 

stifling their breath and, 

to the amazement of the world, 
killed them, 

like the venom of a dark deadly snake. 
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Though the fumes swirled 
and closed in, 

the lovers, who had pledged to lifelong love, 

did not loosen their embrace, 

but together ended their life. 

What greater blessing can there be 

than to die together, 

in each other’s arms! 

The dark fumes of agil incense, 

no doubt meant for sensual pleasure, 

nevertheless, killed these voluptuaries 

by suffocation! 

Indeed the carnal delights 

prove lethal 

more so than even the hoods of serpents. 

How strange, then, 
that fools still do put faith 

in such pleasures, 

when the human duo, 

bom to such luxury, 

did, even as one looked on, 

succumb to such a fate, 

all in an instant! 

Their limbs so luminously 

lovely before, 

grew leaden 

with life leaving them, 

like a house plunged 
in darkness 

when the lighted lamp 

goes out. 

Translated by K. Narasimha Murthy 
C. K. Swaminathan 

VAJRAJANGHA 

This extract from Pampa’s Adipuranam tells the story of Vajrajangha and Sifmati who were 

husband and wife in their previous birth as Lalit3hga and Svayatnprabha. SrTmati is reminded 

of her previous birth and wants to meet her former husband, LalitSiiga. Her companion Pandite 

helps her in this by displaying a portrait which is noticed by Vajrajangha who recollects his 
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previous life and desires to unite with her. Their marriage is celebrated with due pomp and 

ceremony. 

Utpalakheta was a city. 

Ruling over it with compassion 
was King Vajrabahu, 

foremost among sovereigns. 

His eminent queen was Vasundhara 

whose eyes resembled the petals of the blue lily. 

When their son was bom, it was 
Lalit^ga himself (of the previous birth) 

who now took tlie name of Vajrajahgha. 

The beauty and charm of his physical features proclaimed the onset 
of his youth. 

His life-style of Heaven he now missed. 
And his name wasn’t the same. 

But none else was different—2 

the charm of his features, 
the splendour of his form, 

his enthralling beauty, 

the opulence of his luxury— 
all bespoke his descent from heaven; 
his good looks accentuated 

the youthfulness of Vajrajangha. 

The more his youthful vigour 

was drawn towards amorous dalliance, 

the less could his mind suffer 

the weight of worldly woes. 

He recalled the beauty 

of the moonlike visage 

of Svayamprabha; 

and of the bounty 

of kalpavrksa, the immortal tree. 
Then to him paled 

even the pleasures of heaven, 

let alone of earth. 

And like a fool, mesmerised, who pines for flowers of the sky, he 

recalled to his mind, again and again, Svayamprabha, who was the leading 

spirit behind his heavenly pleasures for such a long time. 

Many a fair woman 

with a flash of lightning 
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beseeched him with ardour, 

but the prince would have none of them. 

Would a bee that has once tasted 

the intoxicating nectar from 

the blossoms of mandarika garland, 

even if it suffers the pangs of hunger 

with nothing to eat, 
be enticed by the scent 

of flowers all and sundry? 

While here in the mansion of Svayamprabha in the Isana Kalpa, 

her tresses remained unadorned with 

manddra flowers; 

her cheeks were without makarika leaves; 

her forehead was bereft of the beauty mark. 

No garland was on her heavy breasts, 

nor a girdle around her waist; 

her ankles were bare of anklets, 

with Lalitanga dead. 
Heaven to her 

appeared deserted 

like a forest without men. 

Pining in separation from her beloved, Svayamprabha lamented: 

“Alas! 

Death has destroyed you, showing no mercy! 

Even as 1 looked on, you were spirited away! 

And yet 

life remains in my body, 

and has not disappeared. 

But then, my body is not under my control. 

O dear Lalitanga, my lord! 

You’ve not deigned to come to me 

from wherever you are! 

Don’t you see 
my mind is distressed and broken? 

“O! Where indeed is Lalitanga, 

the very agent of the love-god? 

Where is Ananga’s cluster of shafts, 

where, the fount of bliss? 

Where has he now taken birth, 

the clever one? 
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Where is he, who leads in games, 

the foremost in splendid sports? 

Where is he who grants my every wish? 

Where is he who rules my heart? 
Where, where indeed is my beloved Lalitahga?” 

And to Svayamprabha, suffering the pangs of sepai'ation, from 

her lover, dear to her as her own life, came the wise liberated women who 

said; 

“In the era of gods 

the past and the future 
occur like this. 

It’s universal to all, 

fie on your ignorance! 
Worship the Lord Jina 

with sincere devotion. 

In your next birth 
you will rejoin your lover.” 

Svayamprabha bore it in her mind and gave up her life, thinking of 

gurupancaka} Fading away like the morning star, she was born to King 

Vajradanta, the king of Purvavideha in Jambu Dvipa; and to his queen 

Laksmimati Devi. 

Bom as Srimati, 

she attained the freshness of youth; 

was she perhaps, 
the deity of incantation of love-god? 

or the very lore of love? 

Or the weapons whom the love-god 

himself worships everyday 
to win the committed? 

Or the snare of delusion that 

the love-god sets? 
Or the mirror wherein 

is seen the love-god himself? 

One wondered at his allurement! 

The efflorescence of her youth 

was in vain, 
like a jasmine bud that blooms 

with no caressing breeze; 

1. The five revered saints of the canon. 
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or like a lotus bud, which 
at the time of emitting 
its fresh fragrance, 

finds no swarm of intoxicated bees, 
revelling in love. 

This form, 

how indeed does it encompass, 
such bodily charm, 

such freshness of youth, 
such splendour, 
such beauty, 

such allurement? 

Indeed, this embodiment of Art 

is surely a celestial woman! 
Only those that notice 

that her eyelids flutter 
will know the difference— 
that .she is in fact human. 

One day, this maiden was lying on her soft bed covered with a sheet 

that had the pure whiteness of the foam on the waves of the Gafiga. As the 
night faded, in the gardens on the outskirts of the city, a set of meditating 

preceptors were observing a festival of enlightenment. 

The woman with the moonlike face 

was awakened by the jingling bells 
of airborne chariots in the sky, 
by the beats of drums, 

by the auspicious strains of music, 
and the cool of the shower of flowers, 
which the gentle breeze wafted. 

And like a female swan that hears the roar of thunder in the fresh 

clouds, the maiden got up in confusion and noticed the gods gathered in the 

sky. At once she was reminded of her previous birth. She remembered 

Lalitahga and swooned. Her attendants and companions rushed to her and 
revived her. When questioned, she gave no reply. Frightened, they informed 

Vajradanta and Laksmlmati, who came forthwith and asked her: 

“Whence has come this affliction? 
Is it of our making or the work of others? 
Has it been brought about 

by attendants or kin? 
Or by friends perfiaps?” 
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So they queried with concern. 

The maiden shed tears 

but would not utter a word. 

To entreaties all, she remained mute 

like a koel bird during the rains: 

“Ask what you will but 
I’ll utter not a word.” 

That seemed to be her stand, 

so the king surmised. 

“She’s but a child; 

shell not speak to us. 

Let us read her mind. 

Be patient till then.” 

So the king advised his queen. 

Having thus advised his wife, he sent for her preceptor by name 

Pandite and instracted her to use her wits and try to cajole the maid to reveal 

her mind. Then the king departed on a mission of conquest. 

Meanwhile, Pandite took the distracted maid to the garden outside. 

Red tender shoots, long as shoulders, 

melodies of hindola raga by 

droves of intoxicated bees, 

the gentle breeze that blew therein— 

all lent charm to the place. 

There, amidst the grove of 
Red Asoka trees, which 

represented as it were, the love-god himself, 

tidying the truant curls on 

Srimati’s forehead, 

she said; 

“My child! if from me 

you seek to conceal 

what ails you, 
in whom else will you 

confide your mind? 

Is there one who’s 
dearer than I to you? 

Why are you silent? 

You have a visage 

that resembles a lotus flower 

but is bereft of the buzzing bees. 
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“You who have eyes like 

full-blown blue lily blossoms! 

If to your friends youll not confide 

what troubles your mind, 

how else will it leave your mind? 

“Do come out with 

what is lurking deep in your heart, 

Why, like one without wisdom, 
do you seek to suppress it?” 

So she said. Siimati, by nature shy, bent down her beautiful face and 

looking down as if she were inscribing on the ground the details of her earlier 

births, replied: 

“You are the fit person 

in whom I can confide 

what is deep in my heart. 

I’ll tell you, listen. 
Seeing the gods present 
I remembered my troubled past 
of previous births 

and felt sad. 

What else could make me sad? 

“During the third preceding birth, in the village of Patali in Gandhila 

state was a trader by name Nagadatta. His wife was Vasudatta. Following 

the birth of five sons and two daughters, I was conceived. As a result of my 

misdeeds in previous births, my siblings and my father died. Thanks to the 

rulers, my house was also looted. My mother and grandmother earned their 

livelihood by working as maids in the houses of others. Nine months 
thereafter I was bom. Repelled by my malodorous body all those who saw 

me shunned me. My mothers hid me in the burial ground under rags. I ate 
the leftovers gathered by them and grew up with no other name but the 

nameless Nirnami. My mothers too were taken away by Death. I too, to taste 

the fruits of my sins, entered the forest called VicJirana carita, and there on 
the top of a hill Ambara tilika I met the sage Pihitasrava. When I bowed down 

to him, I was in a daze with a mind burdened by agony. I greeted him: 

“To what misdeeds do I 
owe this misery? 

I am an orphan; pray 

save me,” I pleaded. 

The sage who thro’ 
his divine intuition knew 
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the details of my past 

in previous births, 

replied: 

“Daughter, 

the bitter fruits of the plants 

in the shape of your previous sins 

hound you relentlessly; 

you are crushed in their grip; 

and they have brought to you 

this cluster of woes. 

“It is like this. You were bom as Dhanasri, a daughter to a villager 

named Devila and his wife Vasumati of village Palalakuta in this state. Not 

liking the instructions of sage Somadhigupta, you placed the carcass of a dog 

at his place. Incensed by this, he said; 

‘O my daughter bereft of wisdom 

only to get entangled 

in the creeper-snare of worldly existence 

and suffer, 

have you done this deed! 

Not to revere those who 

ought to be respected 

and to defy them 

is a sure path to perdition.’ 

Taken aback at his words, you removed the carcass quickly and 

pleaded for forgiveness for an act performed in ignorance. It is your past 

misdeed that has brought you to this state.’ Then, as instructed by him in his 

presence, I undertook a sacred rite. At the close of my life in Sriprabha 

mansion in Is3na Kalpa, I was born as Svayamprabha, spouse to Lalitahga. 

Remembering the good turn of Pihitasrava, my husband and I worshipped 

him with devotion. After enjoying the pleasures of heaven for a long time, 

when the accumulated fruits of good deeds were exhausted, my beloved was 

sent down to earth. Six months after his separation, thanks to my worship 

of Jinendra, I have been born here. This is my tale,’’ she said. 

“Lalitahgadeva has descended 

from heaven. 

Be he here on earth 

or elsewhere between 

heaven and earth, 

wherever he is, 

to join him alas. 
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is impossible. 

The question of my survival 

then, does not arise. 

What then shall I say and to whom? 

Hence my muteness. 

Restraint is the death of speech. 

“Look here, 

treasured in my heart still 

is the beautiful form of my lover. 

It is resplendent with 

his divine raiments, divine ornaments 

and garlands of blossoming 

mandara flowers: 

It is radiant with the glow 
of his jewelled crown! 

With half closed eyes, 

his face is agleam— 
charming, pleasing, 

playful and smiling; 

inscribed in my heart is 
Lalitahgadeva’s form! 

It is painted, glowing, 

and all-encompassing. 

It has found its way to my 

innermost being and taken root. 

It is imprinted! 

It prays, it returns, 

speaks with ease, 

binds my leg, and 

adorns me. 

My desire is tantamount to a barren woman seeking to meet her son. 

It cannot be fulrilled by human effort. I will contain it in my heart. I will keep 

this portrait which is drawn with intense love; I will worship it and spend 

the rest of my days as a maiden.” 

So saying she became silent and Pandite understood her. 

“I now know the cause 

of your lassitude. 

One can achieve one’s goal 

but with self-confidence. 

Is there aught impossible 
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for those determined 
and well-informed? 

“One, surely, must have patience 
till one’s goal is attained. 

I am quite competent to seek your spousfe. 

Do not fret— 
you with your eyes like the full blown lotuses! 

Show and give me the portrait.” 

Pandite had already gathered the other details which had not been 

shown in the portrait. She took the portrait and came to the most sacred 

Jinalaya and exhibited it in the picture gallery. There she awaited the success 

of her mission. 

Here, meanwhile, Vajradanta, after conquering the entire world with 
its six continents, returned to the capital with a view to perform his daughter’s 
wedding when he sent for her. 

Is this the love-god’s 

divine creeper 
in the form of a maiden? 

Or is this the nymph of lotus, 

LaksmI herself? 
Or could this be 
the graceful embodiment of amour 

come as a damsel? 

Giving rise to such thoughts, 
the woman came 

and bowed down at his feet. 

And the stray curly wisps of hair 
on her forehead 

caressed the lotus feet 
of the emperor. 

The king blessed his daughter to become the recipient of auspicious 

splendour and said: 

“My daughter! 

The gloom in your mind 

will immediately be cleared. 

The vermilion beauty spot 

will adorn your smiling face, 
a golden girdle your heavy hips, 

and musical anklets will be 
on your lotus feet. 
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On the morrow or on the 
day after you will 

happily meet your lover. 

“Thanks to my devotion to Sage Yasodharaguru, I obtained powers 

of intuition through which I was able to know of the previous births of you 

and your husband. What are you thinking of?” To this she replied, “My mind 
is reliving memories of my previous births. Please enlighten me. Where is 

bom now my dear lover Lalitahga?” Vajradanta replied, “Before you, I came 

here fallen from Acyuta Kalpa and was bom as Vajradanta to King Yasodhara 
and his wife Vasumati. 

“Your husband Lalitanga too came from Isana Kalpa and was bom 

as a son named Vajrajahgha to my brother-in-law Vajrabahu who rules 

Utpalakheta and my younger sister Vasundhara: you who were Svayamprabha 

are born as my daughter Srimati. Your lover will come today. Your preceptor 

Pandite will also bring you a full account of this.” So saying he sent her back 

to her apartment and departed from the assembly. Meanwhile, Pandite with 

her mission fulfilled returned and saw Srimati and said, “When your portrait 

was exhibited at the most sacred Jinalaya two evil minded imposters by name 

Vasava and Durdanta stared at it intensely, and one remarked, 

‘Memories of grandeur in heaven 

come to my mind. 

This for certain relates to me. 

Doubtless, this gazelle-eyed woman 

is my own beloved. 

Yes, this is my mansion 

as I recall these to my mind, 

misery has possessed me. 

Where has my beloved 

been bom in this birth? 

Alas, I know not.’ 

“Saying this he pretended to put on various expressions of regret and 

assumed different roles of acting. 

I, then, went to him and said, 

‘Why is the lord so distressed? 

This picture belongs to us, 

it is the portrait of my daughter. 

If she is the belovec^ of 

your previous birth,’ 
pray reveal one or two relevant secrets 

of the earlier births,’ 
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Discomfited and 
lost for words 

they made their rapid exit 

and ran away. 

“Meanwhile, there came a prince. 

As would a royal swan 
grace the Divine Lake, 
came he the prince 
to the imaginative mind of poets. 
His comely form resembled 
that of the love-god 
holding the sugar-cane bow 
carrying the crocodile flag 
and a quiverful of 
blossom shafts. 
Indeed, what expert 
the Creator must have been 
to have sculpted such a wondrous form? 
And this prince, 

what great acts of piety 
must he have performed 

in the past, 
to have acquired 
this beauty? 

“He went round the Jinabhavana thrice, obtained the grace of Jina 

and came out. Seeing the gathered denizens of this world of heaven, he 
wondered what it was that they were looking at with such awe. All of a sudden 

he noticed the portrait and exclaimed: 

‘Its beauty 
bom of diverse sentiments 

makes it appear alive; 
it glances and speaks 
with tenderness: 
It looks as if it is breathing. 
The delineation 

has assumed a charm of its own. 
The arrangement of colours 
emanates a glow, 
that reflects a variety of expressions. 

Even the Creator may, perhaps, 
lack the skill 
to paint such a portrait.’ 
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“Gazing at it for long, like one who recalls the next day the 
dreams he had during the previous night, he remembered his pleasant 
experiences in heaven. 

“He exclaimed: 

‘Yes: now I know. 

The place shown here is Isana Kalpa. 
This glorious mansion with 

the fluttering standard 

is ^rlprabha Vimana. 

These with pleasing looks 
on their lotus faces 

are of the group of gods. 

How charming are these ladies 

with their smiles 

and their seductive ways? 
This is the picture of 

me as Leditahga then. 
And she with eyes 
that are weary and restless 

with passion 

is indeed my queen. 

In fact she is none other 

than Svayamprabha. 

Yes, the more 1 look at the portrait 

1 am sure it is her likeness. 
How could others 

ever have such 

exquisite beauty? 

‘This is my mansion. 

Around it are groves of 

punnaga and naga sampige 

and other well grown trees. 
Here can be seen the arbour of creepers; 

and is this not the artificial hill 
exclusively meant for our sporting? 

‘Yes, here is the charming lake 
that shelters the golden lotus flowers. 
This here is the swing 

meant for our frolic. 

This is my picture, 

pushing the swing. 
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with her seated thereon. 

I was to push it till 

the hindola melody she was crooning 

would be completed. 
This is the bower of madhavi creepers. 

Yea! Here did I become the 

target of her kicking feet, 

tender and jingling with anklets, 

when we were alone. 

Here I was pelted with flowers 

for having miscalled her name! 

‘Here can be seen her likeness as she was playing on the vJna sitting 

close to me in the hall of gems amidst the plantain grove; also the grandeur 

of Acyutendra’s worship and the pleasure resort in Mandara caves. 

‘Once, in order to appease 

her who was with ire, 

I held her lotus feet on my head, 

pleading, ‘Dearest, do be calm.’ 

Then said she “Dearest is not my name. 

Tell me who is known by that name?” 

When I replied that the one 

who deserved the name was 

none else but she, 
how she embraced me! 

But that picture of the doe-eyed beauty 

is not here in this painting. 

‘Again, on another occasion, when I was adorning Svayarnprabha in 

the chamber of five gems, her dressing room, I had said; 

‘These straying curls 

wont let me gaze at you 

in our ecstasy of love! 

These flowers, though beautiful, 

are causing me hurt’ 

so saying, in anger, 

I did not allow the flowers 

to mingle with your tresses. 

And then with musk 

I traced a design 

on your cheeks. 

Why has that scene 
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not been painted herein, 
indeed, why? 

‘And many other scenes like these which are known only to her, my beloved, 

are not shown here,’ he said. 

And the dance master love-god, 

imparted ardour to the mind; 

seduction to the eyes; 

the quiver of desire for a kiss to the lips; 

and a longing for embrace to the arms; 
and shyness to the heart. 

He infused the effect of amour 

in the excited mind of the prince 

and made him dance endlessly 

to his tune. 

Calling out, ‘O Svayamprabha,’ he fell into a swoon. On being 

revived by his attendants he asked, ‘Who brought this picture here?’ Realising 

at once that he was none other than Lalitanga, your sweetheart, bom as 

Vajrajangha, I rushed to him and said: 

‘My promise has been redeemed, 

good fortune has dawned on you. 

The Creator’s worry is now over. 

Srlmati’s desire is fulfilled. 

It’s a celebration of joy to Vajradanta. 

All is well that ends well. 

Hail! Victory, weal, 

grace and well-being! 

‘You are Lalitangadeva; Svayamprabha has been bom as Srimati, 
daughter to your father-in-law King Vajradanta and mother-in-law Laksmimati. 

She has portrayed in this picture some of the incidents relating to you two. 

I am her nurse and governess in whom she has complete trust. My name is 

Pandite. She entmsted this painting to me as she would her own life and 

instmcted me to find out where her beloved was, with the help of this. So 

I exhibited it here, my misery is at an end with your arrival.’ 

Hearing my words Vajrajangha was thrilled. He said: 

‘What need I tell you? 

You are fully aware of my state. 

You are in her confidence as well. 

Show me the portrait with you. 

Looking at it I will sustain myself 
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till I see my beloved. 

Take this the portrait I have 

and show it to her.’ 

So he said and sent this message, 

O damsel with dancing eyes!” 

Saying it; Pandite gave her the portrait painted by her lover and 

Srimati unrolled it and looked at it. 

Memories crowded her mind. 

Words spoken by her beloved 

to Pandite rang in her ears. 

Thrilled by what she heard 

She looked like a mango blossom 

during the vernal season. 

Meanwhile, here, becoming aware, through Vajrajaiigha’s atten¬ 

dants, of the details of the portraits which established the intimacy in several 

births between Snmati and Vajrajahga, King Vajrabahu arrived at Pundaiikini. 

To the messenger already sent in advance, Vajradanta, with affection, offered 

presents and accompanied by his retinue rode out to welcome Vajrabahu. He 

had Vajrajahgha seated on his victory elephant and proceeded further. 

Making him happy by offering hospitality in diverse ways he told Vajrabahu, 

“Do ask what you desire.” Said Vajrabahu, 

“Is there aught that is not possible 

when I have your grace? 

I have all that is there 
Coruscating rays 

from the gems of crowns of kings 

adorn your feet. 

Extend your grace and 

do unite in wedlock 

your daughter Srimati 

with Vajrajahgha 

to the accompaniment 

of auspicious strains of music.” 

To which the Emperor said, 

“He alone is the lord of the maid. 
Moreover 

both are heirs alike to nobility 

of lineage. 

Alike in beauty, 

alike in speech. 
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alike in accomplishments 
they have companionship 
coming through several births. 

None can gainsay this 

nor find fault. 

No one can say anything 

contrary. 

The Creator has already given this maid 
to him. 

Why need you or I 

be bothered then?” 

so said Vajradanta 

So saying, after due celebrations, he made the bride and groom bathe 

in consecrated water. He adorned them and seated them on the throne placed 

on a platform inlaid with gems and covered with a silken cloth. 

Vajradanta thought: 

‘The desire of the bride and the groom 
has now been fulfilled. 

The celebration is complete. 
The object of my empire 

has been achieved.’ 
Musing thus 

to demonstrate his special love 

and his bliss supreme, 

he himself took in his hand 
the golden pitchers 

and he, Vajradanta, 

made the ritual offering 
of giving her away. 

When the wedding was performed, 

the groom’s palms 

caressed the bride’s 

with exceeding shyness. 

With beads of perspiration 

she bent her head down 

as the hands, hot with perspiration, 

of him who was like the moon 

pressed eagerly her hands. 

She too broke into perspiration 

and looked like a pretty doll 

carved out of candrakdnta stone 
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illumined by the touch of 

rays from the moon. 

Then Vajrajahgha 

was subjected to the pressure 

of the flood of perspiration 

caused by the excitement. 

His eyes, normally steady 

reflecting his indomitable courage, 

now disturbed 

eloquently bespoke of 

the victorious assault of the 

shafts of love, 

from the sideward glance 

as also 

from the honey of the smile 

of the princess. 

If the eyes gain in sparkle with new found love 

who indeed can come in the way? 

Vajrajahgha, who savoured the pleasure of gazing at the face of the 

coy bride, charming with the thrill of the first union, said: 

“This, union grand, yours and mine, 

was made possible 

as a result 

of our love in previous births. 

The effects of what we do in this birth 

will yield results 

in the following births as well. 

So, my dear doe-eyed woman, 

the object of your birth and mine 

of the past, the present and 

the hereafter 

is all fulfilled.” 

Renewing their strong acquaintance and continuing their interrupted 

union, they revelled in the exuberance of their love. And so the days passed. 

Then the Emperor Vajradanta sent for the king Vajrabahu and said, “Give 

in marriage your daughter Anundari to my son Amitateja.” 

When he agreed, the auspicious marriage was celebrated in a grand 

manner. After the marriage Vajradanta who started preparations |or sending 

his daughter with the bridegroom remarked: 
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“Adequate is my white parasol 
that proclaims my fame 
to symbolise my being 

the emperor of all the six continents, 
Save that, bring all else now.” 

Saying so, he with love got assembled 

a bevy of beautiful courtesans, 

a collection of well-bred horses, 
herds of royal elephants, 

necklaces of star-like gems 
and all other items of treasure. 

He asked Pandite to accompany his daughter, and looking at his 
son-in-law, said: 

“Vajrajahgha! 
First keep in mind the nobility of your lineage 

and also the deep lovebound relationship 

of your spouse. 
Remember too our mutual affection. 
Should she say aught in ignorance 

let it be counted as of no significance; 
give her not cause to feel faint-hearted 

thinking of us. 

look after this girl with 

eyes like those of a doe. 

So 1 plead with you.” 

Then Queen Laksmimati and Vajradanta glanced with love at the face 

of their darling daughter and said: 

“Dear daughter! 
know you well the inclinations 
of your husband’s mind. 

With fear and submission, obey what 

he commands. 
Say he what he will, 
do not get nettled. 

Stand firm as the premier queen, 
give birth to children 
of glorious fortune.” 
So saying, they embraced her 

holding her fast; 
and at the parting from their daughter 

shed copious tears. 
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Then Vajradanta and his retinue accompanied their daughter and her 

husband for some distance and returned. Emperor Vajrabahu and Vajrajahgha, 
accompanied by Srimati after travelling through various lands entered 

Utpalakheta; crowds gathered everywhere to get a glimpse of the wonderful 

couple. 

And the people exclaimed, 

“Of yore, in heaven 

revelled they, enjoying 
a variety of pleasures. 

In this birth too, 

blessed with the memory 

of previous births, 

they are destined 

to enjoy worldly pleasures 
with fervour. 

To desire this, who knows 

what merits they’ve stored 
after what deeds of devotion, 

this couple 

Srimati and Vajrajangha!” 

And the couple then entered the palace, with the affection of the 

excited citizens, in transports of joy. Pandite was shown various spectacles 

of amusements, showered with gifts and sent back to Pundarlkini. After some 

days, Srimati showed .signs of pregnancy and in due time gave birth to 

forty-nine pairs of twins. 

Meanwhile, one day King Vajrab^iu happened to look at a beautiful 

formation of clouds. As he prepared to capture its beauty in paint, the cloud 

suddenly dissipated. 

Realising the impermanence of this existence, he entrusted the 

responsibility of Kingship to Vajrajahgha. Then with queen Vasundhara, a 

few other queens and all the forty-nine twins-children of Srimati, he took 

refuge at the feet of Sage Yamadharamunindra and attained liberation. 

Here, one day, Vajradanta was twirling in sport a tender lotus flower; 
out of it dropped a dead bee which had been trapped in it the previous day. 

Reflecting on this phenomenon, he mused: 

“This bee 

attracted by only the sense of fragrance 
of the full blown lotus 

has paid the penalty 
with its life. 
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“With so many organs 

responding to diverse senses 
housed in his body, 

how can man 

manage? 

“Each creature 

meets its doom 

because of obsession 

with a particular sense, 

How can we with our desire 

for so many sensual-pleasures, 

escape death 

at the hands of these? 

“When you pause to think 
the qualities of one’s body, 

its youth, beauty, form, 

and all the treasures 

and worldly enjoyment 

are transitory 

like drops of dew 

on the tips of grass; 

transient like 
a rainbow; 

just instantaneous 

like a lightning flash, 

can they last for ever? 

“Wealth, 

hoard of gems and jewels, 

harem, the six tiered army, 

and dll this land that 

stretches far unto the Himavat hills 

are all impermanent. 
They will surely lead us 

to our destruction. 

To be rid of them first 

is what the wise should do. 

It’s because of this that 

the kings of yore took to 

the path of renunciation. 

That is the only proper path 

for us.” 
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Desiring then only the glory of renunciation, he made Pundarlka, a 

son bom to Amitateja and Anundari, the guardian of his children; and along 

with his queen, his followers and Pandite, he took refuge at the feet of Sage 

Yasodharamuni. Thus, King Vajradanta took the vow of digambaras and 

became the crest of the Triloka mountains. 

Translated by C. K. Swamit^athan 

INDRA’S ECSTATIC DANCE 

This description of a wondrous, divine dance of Indra on the occasion of the celebration of 

the birthday of a Jaina child is from the seventh canto of Pampa’s Adipurana. The child bom 

to Nabhideva and Marudevi is none other than Purudeva who subsequently becomes the first 

Tlrthankara. To bring home the importance of the event, the poet has used his imagination 

to paint vividly an occasion in celebration of the birth of the first Tlrthankara. 

At the sight of the birthday festivities of the primeval Man, spreading their joy like 

nectar in which the entire body of citizens as well as the royal women of the palace were 

immersed body and mind Indra, the king of Heaven desired to enact a joyous play on this 

occasion. Since a play is only an imit'.non of life, he composed a new play on the theme of 

the lord’s ceremonial bath. His composition was so well crafted as to contain the essentials 

of all the ten types of drama in isolation as well as in totality. He was eager to present it before 

the assembly of men headed by King Nabhi on earth as well as to the assembly of gods and 

demons. Hence he began with the preliminary worship of the stage, chantmg a song, and 

offering flowers in prayer to the theatre-gods; he showed his .skill in enacting various gestures 

and postures of the body, and his expert playing on various instruments. He wished to expiate 

his sins through this form of worship. He chose for this play a form of dance called tandava, 

which is full of vigour and verve. Dressed in the auspicious costumes and make-up, Indra 

strode on to the stage, as if he embodied the lore of dance. 

As Indra stood on the stage 

with the thunderbolt 

as his weapon, he looked 

mighty and majestic, 

and all set to exhibit 

his cosmic form. 

The darting and flitting eyes 
of Indra outshone in grace 

the charm of drunken bees 
hovering around 

the flowers strewn on the stage. 

His eyes languorous with the weight 

of aesthetic sentiment, 

emitting glowing waves 

that grew and spread 
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enveloping the entire stage 

added further charm to 

the shimmer of hanging curtains. 

As he glided round the stage 

with the intricate steps of dance 

keeping perfect time to the rhythm 

of beats, he resembled the Lord 

of the three worlds measuring 

with his strides the entire earth, 

girdled by the ocean. 

Thereupon, he rendered the sweet songs and tunes of the celestial 

beings to the accompaniment of diverse instruments. 

Connoisseurs, learned in the lore 

of dance, admired the proficient art, 

and the nuances of his gestures 

the karana recaka, and angahara 

The tide of art emotion rising from 

Indra’s dance swelled and 

flooded all, and a rainbow 

from the dazzling gems of Indra’s crown 

flashed across the horizon. 

Ecstatic indeed was Indra’s dance! 

It seemed the mountain quaked 

when he strode on the stage. 

And his swirling arms smote the skies 

bringing down galaxies of stars 

like a shower of flowers. 

Oceans swelled and surged and 

overflowed as if by the storm 

caused by his swaying form; 

reverberating in outer space 

was the music of the beat of divine drums. 

Now he’s an emanation on earth; 

the next moment he appears as if 

he is poised high in space. 

Once he looms large in effulgent wake, 

only to shrink in size almost invisible. 

Thus filling the entire stage, 

the Lord of Heaven showed many a feat 
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with an air of artful mystery 
like a highskilled magician. 

Then the celestial danseuses began 

to dance atop his thousand arms, 
created as if by the diverse tunes 
at the start of his cosmic dance, 

and they looked like moving creepers 

entwining branches. 

Gorgeous was the dance of the celestial maids, 

gliding on the long slender arms of Indra, 

their creeperlike arms, bowshaped 

brows and their lilyeyes, gave fleeting forms 

to the myriad sentiments of mood and mime 
as their rhythmic steps moved 
in unison with their moving eyes. 

They sought and held 

the gaze of 
the entire audience. 

Drawn by this exuberant abandon 

came others, the royal women of heaven; 

some danced on Indra’s arms as 

elegantly as the tethers of the divine elephant, 

some others danced the intricate ‘Needle Dance,’ 

balanced on the tips of Indra’s fingernails. 

Leaping sky high without fall or falter, 

not getting caught in the swirl of Indra’s shoulders, and 

never out of rhythm with his moving arms 

the bevy of celestial dancers .shone like a gemset pearl. 

Then, there on the sellsame stage 
Indra assumed the role of an impresario; 

he showed to the assembly gathered 

a rare and charming sight; 
young men on one side and young women on the other 
danced on his arms, 

both groups depicting 

diverse and different art emotions. 

The dancing women looked Uke lotuses in full bloom on the lake of 

Indra’s arms. They were like the deities of dance as their bodies were reflected 

in the shining pearl-necklaces of Indra. The ecstasy of their dance seemed 
to spill out of their arched eyebrows, forming a lake in their red lips, turn 
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white in their smiles but become colourful in the unguents on their bodies, 
extend down their soft and flowerlike arms, but falter at their full breasts, eddy 
into a vortex in their deep navels, round out in their buttocks, and find a refuge 
in their soft feet, as if the essence of dance itself had been distilled out; 
creating a sense of awe and wonder for the entire assembly of gods, demigods 
and men presided over by Nabhi Raja. 

In short, 
the entire earth’s the stage 

and the heavens a lovely theatre. 
The dancer was Indra himself, 
the audience, of gods and men. 
He, to whom worship is due 
was Jina, the supreme lord of the worlds. 
The aim of dance is to fulfil 
the triple pursuit—the moral good, 
wealth and love. This said, 

one wonders if a thousand-tongued 

serpent, Vasuki could have said better. 

At the end of the joyful dance, Indra gave the name Vrsa to the child 
as it was destined to become the lord of all, bringing a rich harvest to spiritual 
seekers with the nectar rain of dharma. He gave it also the name 
Vrsabhasvamy as before his birth, appeared in his mother’s dream, a white 
bull from paradise. He appointed a group of celestial women to nurse the 
baby, bathe, dress, and breast-feed him. He also appointed celestial boys of 
the same age to serve as his playmates, before returning to his own palace. 

In due time, 
after he celebrated Jina’s birthday 

atop the Meru mountain 
and took the baby to Ayodhya 
where he performed the dance of joy, 

he returned to his abode— 
tho’ for ever he is present 

as a swan sporting 
in the minds of good poets. 

Translated by K. Krishnamoorthy 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 

NILANJANA’S DANCE 

This episode from Pampa’s A'dipurSifam is from the ninth canto which describes an important 
incident in the life of the first tMhaAkara, Adinatha. India and his friends anange an 
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entertainment in honour of Adinatha. NTlanjana's magnificent dance is part of the programme. 

But all of a sudden the celestial danseuse disappears because her time has come. Indra does 

not want the spectators to know and therefore puts another dancer in her place to continue 

the dance. Adinatha is aware of this. He realizes that life is transient and decides to follow 

the path of austerity and penance. 

No poet 

can do justice, no, 

nor any king either, 

to the looks and figure 
of this celestial dancer; 

so gorgeously was she 

attired, wreathed, and bejewelled. 

All the rasas 

stood still 

at the moment 

when she stood poised 

behind the curtain, 
this voluptuous creeper of the lovegod’s, 

flashing like lightning 

from behind the clouds. 

With the curtain drawn aside, 

the lovegod moving to a comer, 

when she offered her palmful of flowers, 

letting them fall in a shower 

before the viewers, 
he, the lovegod, too, 

let fly his piercing arrows. 

Reflected as she was 
in the lustrous gems 

the princely viewers wore, 

it seemed she was 

leaping into their bosoms 

as she danced on the stage. 

As she moved on 

and away from the stage, 
she seemed to move 
in and out of their hearts, 

her dazzling smile— 
how elegantly it sat on her— 

looking as if 
nectar gushed from her lips. 
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When she entered 
the marble dance floor, 
rhythm in her eyebrows, 

she guided the bows 

that faltered on the violins around her 

and thereby had turned herself 

a violinist. 

Both men and gods 

watched her without 
batting their eyelids, 

when the nectar which the lovegod 

had hid in the navel 
and around the arms of this celestial bride 
spilt into their riveted eyes. 

While .she swung 

her creeper-thin wreaths, 

and arrayed her flowing silks 
solely thro’ the motion of her limbs, 
the postures of her dance 

looked 
as if the lovegod 

had put up 
a sparkling display 
of his erotic 

domain. 

The ravishing figure 

of Nllanjana, 
tender as a creeper, 

her time having come, 
all of a sudden, 

swift as lightning, 
vanished from the world’s stage! 

Indra, chief of the gods, 

fearing 

there would be a sudden rupture 

in the aesthetic delight 
of the gods and demons, 

in an instant, 

put on the stage a standby 
so that the show went on, 
the viewers hardly noticing the change! 
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While the entire audience thought, 

their eyes and mind merged in delusion, 

that it was none else 

but Nilahjana who danced, 

Adinatha, alone, all-wise, 
knowing what had happened, 

wondered 
if all life wasn’t, after all, 
as ephemeral as the dance. 

He said to himself: 

“Even as this 

charming machine 

of a woman, under one’s 

insistent gaze, melted away, 
this life with its transient nature 
has taken firm root in me. 
It’s now time I discarded it’’ 

“No, she didn’t disappear 

by just putting up 

a scintillating show 

of a million forms; 

this celestial woman, instead, 

to put it straight, enacted 
for me in its fullness 
the veritable drama of life. 

“From how many heavenly seas 

have I not drunk 
to quench this thirst of mine? 

But, pray, tell me, 

can I slake this thirst 

for human pleasures 
by partaking of a dewdrop 

on a blade of grass? 

How many crowned kings 

in their imperial realms, 
wholly unaware of Self 
and drunk on the wine of life, 

inebriate 

of bodily pleasures, 
have slipped into the sea 

from the ship of dharma. 
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to go their way 
into the all-devouring 
jaws of Yama, 

the lord of death! 

“When a forest fire rages, 

burning down trees of mango 

both at the centre 

and the periphery, , 
it would be foolish 
to think that the fire 

would spare one particular tree 
and imagine 
that the dead aren’t really dead! 
Would that fire 

ever let this one tree 

survive? 

“Tossed around amidst a crowd 

of fatal woes, 

chased by a fish-shoal 
of delusion, 
bitten off by sharks 

of greed and 
swallowed up by crocodiles 
of lust. 

I’ve had enough of this sea 

of mundane life 

and can’t go on anymore.’’ 

Translated by TRS Sharma 

BHARATA AND BAHUBALI 

This section is from the fourteenth canto of Painpa’s AdipurSnam. After his victories, Bharata 

returns to the capital city of Ayodhya only to find that his brothers are not willing to accept 

his authority. The chief rebel is BShubali. On the advice of his ministers, Bharata and Bahubali 

decide not to involve their armies in a decimating war but to fight between themselves eye 

to eye and hand to hand in water. Bharata is defeated. But victory makes Bahubali lose all 

interest in life and he decides to do penance. Bharata in turn feels sorry for his brother. 

Problems arising out of lust for power, pride and the resultant enmity between brothers which 

may destablize the very state, as also the realisation of the futility of it all, leading one to 

espouse compassion and concern are well brought out here. 

“Isn’t all his kingdom a waste, Bharata asks, 
unless his own brother is beside him? 
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It’s no great glory if others pay homage, he says, 

if his brother isn’t the first of them.” 

Listening to Bharata’s messenger, Bahubali flew into a rage. 

“A king’s wealth is in his honour. Is it wealth 

if it’s amassed at honour’s cost? 

It’s such wealth that has led many a king 

to meet his death in the past. 

“Bowing to an elder brother is no disgrace. 

But, to bow to Bharata whose only reason 

to mark my head with sword was to force it down— 

wouldn’t prostrating before him be cowardice? 

“This bond which thrills at this distance with pride 

that he reigns over earth’s six continents is enough for me. 

Why should my body cringe before him while I wait to do his will, 

when Adideva has granted land to spare one such slavery? 

“Tell him, O messenger, that Bharata, the lord of all earth, 

known as the bravest of men, should face the test in battle. 

Forgetting his dear women, children and wealth, let him come 

with his army. You shall then know the beauty of my mettle.” 

In Bahubali’s court where kings had assembled, 

brows turned dark and all eyes red. 

It was as if night had spread 

all around, still tinged with evening’s red. 

Meanwhile, the emperor's messenger reached Saketapura, bowed 

low to the king and said, 

“Isn’t it enough that the whole world pays you homage? 

Ignore your ill-behaved brother, wanting nothing of him. 

Blameless, you shall be famous as the noble one, O King of kings. 

Believe me, your brother won’t yield if you are enraged.” 

Later, it was Bahubali that scored in every form of battle- 

drstiyuddha and jalayuddha and mallayuddha. And then. 

As if wanting to spread such glad tidings. Heaven’s drums roared, their 

sound mingling with the song of the celestial nymphs. From above, the 

bunch of flower-like clouds poured. The gentle rain was like joyous tears 

from the contented gods. 

When the elders censured the king 

saying that his conduct didn’t become 
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his status, Bharata stood there, 

his head bent low in shame. 

“It’s tough to shed one’s desire for kingdom 

though it’s fickle like lightning’s flash. 

How can base kings succeed when Bharata, 

a gem among men, has failed to conquer such whim? 

“Setting up brother against brother, 

it fills with anger both father and son. 

How should one act in this matter of kingdoms 

though knowing the nature of its power? 

“Sweet in the beginning, sensory things please, 

only to flare up in the end to kill 

like a drop of venom. Why does man, knowing this, 

still indulge himself in such sensory thrills? 

“I shudder to speak of this body that shall soon 

rot and of this kingdom on its way to doom. 

Let me, therefore, take the vows of a Jain 

and have all the gods fall at my feet.” 

So thinking, Bahubali said, 

“Give up this sense of shame, O King, 

and never get enraged. It’s unbecoming of you 

to nurse such spite against your own sibling. 

“Your famed cakra, though at your command, 

is of no avail against my body’s hill. 

Why are you quiet? How can a single diamond 

crush an adamantine hill? 

“Let the Goddess of kingdom, a bee, pleasing all, flying 

in a garden where sword and soldier are the naidile blooms, 

settle on your bosom. Here, take my share of the kingdom. 

My name will be mud if I desire your woman and land. 

“I shall erase the blemish of my acts, 

bom out of my lack of reverence 

for you, through penance. Do renounce 

your bitterness and forgive me my trespasses.” 

Thus saying, Bahubali fixed his mind in meditation. And then. 

Calm once more, having shed his anger and filled his mind 

with remorse for what he had done, Bharata said, “Brother, 
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you are the jewel of our race. If you leave us for meditation, 

for whom shall I flaunt my kingship of all this land?” 

It was then that Bharata performed the rite of washing Bahubali’s lotus 

feet with tears. And it was then that Bahubali, the noblest of men, cried, the 
endless flow of his tears conferring on Bharata the hereditary crown. 

Translated by Ramachandra ShArma 

PAMPA’S VIKRAMARJUNA VIJAYAM (10th century) 

(VICTORIES OF KING VIKRAMARJUNA) 

VikramSrjuna Vijayam is a secular poem. Even though its theme is taken from Vyasa’s 

Mahahhdrata, the poet has given a new interpretation to the characters, highlighting their 

human worth. Poetically identifying his patron Arikesari with Arjuna, he has incorporated the 

political and social environment of his times into the main story. The main change that Pampa 

has made in the Bharata story is that Draupadi is only Arjuna’s wife, and not the wife of the 

five Pandava brothers. 

HASTINAPURA 

This section is from the first canto of Pampa’s Vikramdrjuna Vijayam. It describes the capital 

city of the Kuru Kingdom vividly and one can gauge the prosperity and urban culture at the 

time of the RastrakQtas from the description. 

Mellowed fruits 

hang on branches 

grown thick on trees 
and shaped into arches 

interlocking with bunches of buds and flowers 

sprayed with pollen dust. 

Swarms of bees drone 

around the suragi buds 

and half-opened jasmine. 

Cuckoos sing in joy, 

parrot nestlings chirp. 

On the outskirts of the city 
are large hillocks, hewn of gold 

and vast lakes that look 

as if stretches of sky had collapsed. 
Horses, fleet of foot, prance 

while elephants in rut trumpet 

and madly rush 
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within the high walls of the golden fort, 
surrounded by deep and wide 
moats as if girt by sea. 

Mansions of the rich, 

generous donors and 
wealthy merchants 

rival Kubera’s palace. 

In the flower-decked arches 
that adorn courtesans’ bowers, 
lovers twine in embrace and 
bevies of comely girls 

abandon themselves in revelry. 

Under the golden domes 
are the halls of dance; 

strains of mellifluous music 

come from the sanctums of temples. 

Flags, proud emblems of kings, 

flutter high in the sky 
from palaces that 
rise like hills of gold— 

mocking the heavens— 
proclaiming 

the glory of 

Hastinapura. 

Translated hy N. S. Raghunath 
C. K. Swaminathan 

SPRING FEVER 

These lines are from the second canto of Pampa’s Vikramdrjuna Vijayam. They describe very 

touchingly the tragic death of Pandu in spring. Though engaged in austerities, he is infatuated 

with the beauty and youth of Madri whom he embraces in a fit of passion only to die under 

a curse on him. 

The south wind presses hard 
on the madhavi blossoms 
and the jasmine in fresh efflorescence, 

squeezing out their sweet fragrance. 

The bees compete to outwit 
the wind in this sensual game as the koel sounds 

its sweetest notes. 
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Boughs of mango rich with fresh sprouts 

bob up and down 

in rhythmic symmetry. 

All this cradling, sounding, 
swaying swings- 

O! What a wondrous welcome to Spring. 

Fresh tender springs flutter 

like festoons, and green mango bunches 

sway as if to welcome the royal advent of Spring. 

Tendrils of madhavi creepers 

hug young branches, 

fondly entwining them 

like a rope 

stretching from tree to tree. 

Boughs laden with flowers 

and buzzing bees in swarms, 
sated, exult in auspicious songs. 

Flowers fallen on tiny 

sand dunes lie in intricate designs 

awaiting the arrival of Spring. 

Nature-bride infatuated with Spring 

breaks into shrill green and 

sprouts in cascades in layer upon layer 

showering on him 

sweet mangoes. 

Deflowered in his warm embrace 

in the hermit arbour, 

dripping lusty juice of the season, 

she sprouts leaves and flowers 

of mango in mature fruition. 

“I’m death 
to parted lovers”, said 

the love-god, clenching his teeth, 

“My anger will not allay 

until 1 hit them hard.” 

The koel grown fat 

on tender mango leaves, 

looking satiate, 

calls out forcefully 

almost in a threat 
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warning lovers 
not to enter the garden. 

The tender mango leaves shine 

like the fluttering hem 

of a silken saree 

worn by Nature-bride. 

The insolent bees, tired 

of wooing the vibrant pollen 
of the brown lotus, 
press hard on the mango sprouts 
and buzz around. 

The hum of ever-buzzing, 
ever-pestering bees 

sounds like the irritated roar 
of a tusker— 

the bent boughs of candrakanta 
flapping its ears in the breeze. 

The sap from the young fruits freely drip 
its secretion of lust— 

the branches of the mango 
like tusks 

seem to poke at the pining lovers 

and flee. 

In such a season Madri, 

smarting with passion 

like a cow-elephant 

strolled proudly in the forest 
dallying with the caresses of Spring. 

She sat under a bakula tree 
and strung with fibre of the lotus stalk 

the flowers she picked with care, 
making bracelets, armless, 
and garlands as her fancy chose 

and decked herself with all these, 

looking like 
the dear darling of Spring. 

Thus bedecked 
she was a match 

for the arrows aimed 

by the god of love himself. 
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It was then that 

Pandu, the king, 

emerged from the hermitage 

to stroll in the garden. 

Madri 

pushed aside 

the entangled flowers 

swinging in her hair, 

the garland of flowers 

caressing her breasts, 

and cleared her face 

of the jasmine veil 

of bees rushing to savour 

the fragrance of her lotus face. 

She rushed forward 

like an elephant c-^w, 

wanton, love-lore, 

desire oozing out of her infatuated eyes. 

Ignoring 

the curse on him, 

Pandu took 

the rushing Madri 

in his arms 

as if to embrace the goddess of Death. 

Her tender arms 

like the delicate stalk of a lotus 

tightened their embrace around his neck, 

the noose of Death 

touched 

with a potent venom. 

Slowly, 

the arms slipped 

like a loosened rope, 

the face turned aside, 

the lashes closed on the smiling eyes. 

Silently, 

the body stiffened, 

the head, coldly, fell aside, 

the breath stopped. 
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And Madri, in great dismay, 

saw her husband slump, 

lose consciousness and 

wondered 

whether he was tired 

or had fallen in a swoon. 

Translated by N. S. Raghuhath 

C. K. Swaminathan 

TRS Sharma 

BANAVASI 

The following extract occurs in the fourth canto of Pampa’s Vikramarjuna Vijayam, popularly 

referred to as Pampa Bharatam. Arjuna, in the course of his triumphal tour of the South crosses 

the Malaya mountains, visits Gokama and other places in the Kannada speaking region of 

Banavasi. He is all praise for nature’s gifts to that land. He expresses his admiration for its 

people and their artistic sensibility. The section may be autobiographical because Pampa is 

believed to have spent his childhood in these regions. What we have here are his recollections. 

Mango trees 

overladen with ripe fruits, 

creepers entwined in intimacy, 

singing cuckoos and humming bees 

hovering 

around full-blown campaka 

and jasmine of 

rare fragrance, 

faces of love-lore youths, 

brimming with tenderness, 

lost to the world in their 

pulsating passion; 
yes, all these are seen in every valley and hill, 

in every thicket and garden 

of Banavasi, 

Men 

drawn to free and 

uninhibited life, 

lost in enchanting melodies, 

in concerts, in reading 

are lucky to be bom 

human! 

If I can’t be bom 
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a human, 
may I be bom 

a humble bee 

or a cuckoo 
in such a place 

as BanavSsi. 

Southern breezes will revive me, 

soft words and melodies may cheer me; 

opening jasmine 
will make me rejoice; 

spring-time revelries 

will refresh me. 
ril forever enjoy and cherish 
love, affection and companionship; 
whatever may bind me, 

my heart always yearns 
for Banavasi. 

After the Inst of the body 
is sated, 

what a bliss of love it is 
to be with the beloved! 
It’s like the pleasure of 

sweet music that scorns 
e'en the joy of tasting nectar! 
The melody of festive music 
achieved by learned masters, 

the sweet words of speakers 

skilled in rhetoric, 
the soothing feel of fresh 

winter flowers of the south, 

how can I forget them all? 

Translated by N. S. Raghunath 
C. K. Swaminathan 

KRSTSA’S MISSION 

In the ninth canto of Pampa’s VikramSrjuna Vijayam, the poet describes iCr$na’s efforts at 

mediation when he visits Hastinapura to demand the fair share of the kingdom which was due 

to the Pandavas after they had completed a year of living incognito in the citf of Virafanagar. 

One can see Duryodhana’s crooked, pleasant, obstinate and cunning nature as also Kr$t>a’s 

diplomacy, pleasant persuasive skills, and determination. One may also discern in this passage 

a reflection of the contemporary political situation. 
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Bidden to enter, he walked in majestically 

looking like a collyrium smeared dark mountain; 

throwing a glance at Krsna entering, 

Duryodhana, feigning tiredness, 

got up from his royal throne, 

embraced him, bowed his head 

and offered him due honours. 

After seating him on an elevated couch 

he himself resumed his seat. 

Looking straight in the eye of this enemy of demons, Madhu and 

Kaitabha, he said; 

“Is there any in this whole world 

more blessed than I? 

Thanks for your noble visit; 

O, enemy of Kamsa! 

My whole being has been sanctified 

by the dust of your holy feet. 

“What, indeed, brings you here? 

What’s the reason for your visit? 

1 am lost in surprise! 

Of what use can I be to you? 

What then is your command? Say. 

Your mere visit has brought me honour.” 

In that court assembly spoke Krsna, then, 

his gestures of hand lending support to his words, 

the flash of his teeth lighting up the entire halt, 

spreading like a web. 

“Praised by all the three worlds, 

is there any one greater than you 

who has adorned the goddess of kingship 

with your noble qualities and valour, 

having, yet, your senses under full control? 

“Though high in position, your humility is commendable. 

Your speech is soft. 

You are known to give due reverence to 

your elders and preceptors. 

How delightful to see in your splendour 

such a simple disposition! 
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“Can the moon, a kinsman to the lilies, 
illumine the entire world but 

keep the very lilies out? 

O King! Does it behove you 

as the Lord of the earth 
to keep the PSndavas away? 

“A petty misunderstanding, perhaps, 

kept you separated from one another! 
Is there place for anger between you and them? 

Are you not aware of the saying, O king of Kurus, 

that boiling water bums no house. 

“You are the Sun in the firmament of the Kuru clan. 

If you can only befriend the PSndavas 
you’ll have no defiance left from across the borders 
and no halt or hindrance for trade or war. 

“Concede that throne to which they have a prior right. 
Offer them the land they ruled before. 
With your own brothers being mighty kings 
is there aught that will be beyond your reach? 

“They ask not for all the land that was theirs before. 

They don’t claim to be heirs as your cousins. 
They do not carp or complain. 

They will be content with what you give them with grace. 

“They are world-weary and greatly fatigued, 
living in dense and dangerous forests, amidst the din 
of trumpeting elephants and roaring lions. 

They will feel relieved, should you show them kindness. 

Don’t listen to the words of liars and sycophants. 
For who will support you as the Pandavas would? 

“They are living with no support or security. 

Minding that, have compassion and give them land. 
You will be praised and none will speak ill of you. 

Pray, give them just five villages for them to dwell in— 
Kahci, famous Varanasi, Kakandi, 

Kumsthala and sacred Vrkasthala.’’ 

On hearing him, Duryodhana’s heart was afire with raging ^ger and he 

spoke like a burst of thunder, with pride and arrogance: 

“Your mind can never be rid of the bovine influence exposed 

as you were to cows from your childhood! 
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And in your heart is ensconced for ever an infatuated love 
for the Pani^vas, the devotees of Visnu, 

“Your long association with the dull-witted 

has indeed masked your wisdom. 
Or else would you have spoken 

such empty and worthless words? 

“They are enemies, cut off from me. 

Instead of rooting them out 

would you that I nourish them now? 

You’re bent on seeing them back in glory. 

Will it not hurt me 

if I listen to your pious lecture? 

“Desiring a part of the kingdom, you have acquired the skill to 
beg. 

You have always been a beggar; I’ll not be taken in. 

This kingdom is like a noble lady and cannot be shared. 

The string is broken beyond repair; I am no fool to restore what 

is lost.” 

“A mere cowherd, you want to be a victor! 

With you as their minister, 

you with your high sounding names like 
One-with-a-lotus-in-the navel, Varijanabha and Hari, 

and yet withal the mere emissary of a king, 

will they dare take up arms for victory 

and fight for the land 
against us heroes, if they be men! 

“You speak lies in the guise of reconciliation, 

interfere in our affairs 

all the while creating rifts! 

They are our bitter foes. 

To the world they pose as noble souls 

but within they are deceivers. 
They are like a pumpkin bewitched, 

cursed by the evil glance 

of a demoness. 

We learnt our athletics in the same gymnasium; don’t 

strain your feet in vain. Go back the way you came.” 

Hearing this, the slayer of Mura (the demon) became furious like 

the God of Death and thundered; 
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“RSvana met his end because of his lust for STt3. 

You too are seeking your destruction 

because of your lust for land. 

Are you so bewitched by the greed for land? 

Should the goddess of kingship desert you in ire? 

Will fate intervene to make the P3ndavas 

get you two betrothed again? 

Why are you speaking idle words? 

“You wish to scare me asking 

who among the Pandavas will match your might. 

Make no mistake, better choose to live 

by conceding land to them. 

In your arrogance and jealousy 

do not take them on in the battle field. 

The blood boiling in your veins 

is surely a call to Death. 

“Is there any who can survive 

even after opposing Yudhisthira? 

Known to the entire world is 

the might of the Pandava twins. 

Are there any enemy kings whose forces 

can face them without fear? 

“There is no force on earth that 

can oppose and yet withstand Bhimasena's mighty mace, 

and as the Kaurava forces look on, 

he will .suck the blood of Prince Dussasana 

true to his awesome vow 
and crush your pair of thighs 

in the battle field. 

Beware! None can stop this. 

“When your army puffed with pride and boastful claims 

looked on helplessly, 

as your terrified queens 

held sprouts in their hands 

and frantically waved for help 

and Citrahgada, the Gandharva trussed you up like an ape, 

taking you with him a captive, 

Arjuna came to your rescue 

and saved your life. 

O Duryodhana, do you find it righteous now 
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to stand against him 
out of sheer pride and pique? 

“Then your preceptor, Drona, was not there, nor Karna; 

Nor your preceptor’s son nor the teacher Kipa. 
O! Kuru king! None of your brothers was there. 

Bhisma too was not present. 

Fool! Why do you then denigrate Aijuna? 

Was it not Arjuna that got you freed from the Gandharva 

when your entire army stood petrified? 

“Bent on waging a mighty war, 
have you, perchance, forgotten 
how fared you yesterday when 
your bid to take Virata’s cattle failed? 

Qioose then to forget that defeat 

but how can you fail to hear the frightening twang 

of the mighty Gandiva’s bow string 

if you but wait for the morrow?” 

Eyes blind with uncontrollable fury, Duryodhana who had the sign 
of a serpent on his banner burst upon Krsna, the slayer of Demons, and 
said: 

“Get out, 
get thee gone from here. 

None should get provoked by the words 

of a lowly envoy or a mendicant! 

You spoke the way you did 

because of the tainted food 

you ate in 
the hovel of 
that slave Vidura! 

Hearing this, Vidura became wrathful: 
“When Bhimasena would come 

to crush your thighs 
I thought perhaps I would use this bow, 

to save you at the critical time. 

But not now, not any more.” 

So saying, he broke his bow in the court hall. 

Thus on seeing Vidura breaking his bow in disgust, Duryodhana 
felt as if his right arm had been severed. Pulling out 

the sword in anger from its sheath he pounced on Devaki’s 
son, Kr$pa, but fell down suddenly like a poisoned fly. 
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Then Krsna, the slayer of Demon Mura, 

displayed his celestial form once shown to King Bali. 

When, as a dwarf, he had measured the giant universe in three steps! 

Then again as the God of annihilation 

engulfing all the three worlds in trice. 

Now as God of wrath, now in cosmic form, 

he appeared, holding in thrall the entire court 

in delight and consternation, in awe and wonder. 

Translated by Lakshminarayan Aurora 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 

KARNA’S DILEMMA 

This part is from the ninth canto of Pampa’s Vikramdrjuna Vijayam. It describes the attempts 

made by Krsna and Kunti to win over Kama to the side of the PSndavas, after the failure of 

Krsna's effort at mediation. One can see in this Karna’s dilemma as also his sense of 

helplessness, sacrifice, honesty, determination, loyalty, patriotism, and innocence. One 

sympathises with his plight. At the same time one recognises Krsna’s attempt to divide Kama 

and Duryodhana. Kunti’s efforts to win over Kama for the sake of her other children and the 

strong bond of friendship between Karna and Duryodhana are also noteworthy. 

“He who grants favours to others, Indra himself 

shed his reserve and came to me 

seeking a favour. 

It’s I who am the favoured.” 

So saying Karna tore his bosom 

and with blood dripping, 

offered his divine armour. 

His action became a by-word for courage. 

Devendra, immensely pleased when Karna with blood gushing out 

in spurts, plucked out and offered his jewelled ear-rings that were his divine 

armour, presented him with a powerful weapon. 

Narrating this to Kunti, Krsna said: 

“I will use my wiles and break his will. 
You also see your first-bom, son of the Sun-god 
on a day sacred to Him and fulfil your mission.” 

Taking leave of Kunti, Kr$na mounted his chariot and arrived 

in front of Karna’s residence. Inviting him to accompany him, Kr^na took 

him into his chariot and after proceeding for a short distance, stopped and 

told Karna: 
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“Say not that I’m telling you this 

to mislead you. 

Listen with attention. 

You are the first bom to Kunti, who’s your mother 
and the Sun-god your father. 

Pandu’s sons are your brothers. 

I am your beloved brother-in-law. 

What more do I have to say? 

This kingdom is yours. The throne is yours. 

With you there, who else can be king?” 

Pointing to the river Ganga, he said: 

“When she with full breasts 

gave you and disappeared, 

Suta found you and gave you 

to his wife Radha, who was pleased; 

and thus were you named Radheya 

and known as Suta’s son. 

Only a few know of your origin; 

myself, Sahadeva and 

Duryodhana of the serpent-flag, 

the Sun-god and your mother Kunti. 

“Why does Duryodhana have faith in you? 

Once when yourself and he were hunting on the shores of the Ganga, 

you both went to the hermitage of the divine sage Satyamtapa. When you 

bowed down to him, he blessed you both but offered a seat to you first. 

Duryodhana who was taken aback sent you out and asked; 

“When I am present, why this preference 

shown by you to a fisherman, pray?” 

It was then that the sage told the fact to the king. 

The king was convinced and thought: 

T’ll make use of this to serve my ends 
I’ll remove one thorn with another.’ 

That’s why Duryodhana supported you, 

befriended you and shared his meal.s with you.” 

On hearing this, tears welled up in his eyes; 

his hair stood on end. 
Said he: “Why tell me this at all 

now when my deeds have won me fame? 
Duiyodhana has been good to me. 
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Forgetting his help, jeopardising my fame, 
if under the pretext of relationship 

I now befriend the Pandavas 
will you not detest me yourself? 

“Once in a game of dice when Bhanumati lost 

and I pressed her to give me what she had pledged— 
her pearl necklace, and in the melee 
the string snapped and the pearls lay scattered, 

the king without a trace of annoyance, 
offered to pick up the pearls to give them to me. 
And if such a noble king now I forsake 
am I not a wretch?” 

When Kama said this, Krsna realised that he (Karna) would not 

submit to him. And dismissing Karna, he went away himself. 

Karna returned to his residence and was lost in thought. 

“The Kuru king is denied Divine Grace; 
though brave, the preceptor, the preceptor’s son 

as well as Ganga’s son, are unwilling warriors. 
The king relies on me. He has protected me 

and advanced me in life. 
And they whom 1 fight are my own brothers. 
How, knowing that, can I slay them 

without compunction? 
No, I will offer my own body on the battlefield. 

Knowing they’re my brothers, 
how will I kill the Pandavas? 

And to him who has befriended me 
and trusts me on the battlefield, 

to Duryodhana, how can I be disloyal? 
I shall meet the assembled enemy kings; 

shatter their arrogant armies, 
prove my strength and courage 
before my king 
and disappear.” 

So saying, and debating within on what was to be done in future, the 
Aryan hero bathed in the Gaiiga on a Sunday. Then from the eighteen crores 
of gold pieces that Duryodhana had sent him which were piled up and looking 

like a hillock. 

As if it was raining gold from above, 

without exercising any restraint, 
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the king of Anga gave away his wealth 

to the Brahmins seeking gifts. 

The brave and invincible warrior, son of the Sun-god, after giving 

away charity thus, took his bath in the Gahga, sacred to the whole world. And 

in a golden bowl heaped freshly plucked, golden-hued lotus flowers, 

worshipped the Sun-god, offered him honours, chanted prayers and went 

round in a circle thrice. At that moment. 

Unexpectedly the king of Anga saw before him 

one who looked like the Goddess Ganga 

with wave-like flowing tresses 

and with auspicious features fair, 

none but Kunti herself. 

Karna was filled with joy in his mind; he prostrated himself before 

her; and Kunti embraced her own son with unbounded affection and showered 

her blessings on him. 

Her breasts filled and 

milk flowed in affection; 

her body thrilled with joy, 

tears coursed down her face 

in stream after stream. 

She then felt 

As if she had just then given birth to a son; 

the slender creeper-like lady felt 

as if she had acquired an additional eye 

and the son of him who rules the day 

too, brimmed with love. 

Just then the river Ganga assumed her divine form and appeared 

before them; 

“I’ve given back to you now 

your son whom you had entrusted to me. 

Accept him and take care of him.” 

So saying Ganga went away. 

Then appeared from his disc 

the Sun-god and stood before them. 

Blessing his own son who 

had prostrated himself before him, 

he felt sympathy towards him 

and said; “Without asking me. 
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why did you, O foolish boy, give away to Hari 
your divine armour? 

“I am telling you and you believe me: 

Kunti has come at the behest of Hari 

in order to save her sons. 

Never give your arms away to her 

lulled by her pleas.” 

So saying, the dear friend of lotus flowers 

went back to his place in the sky. 

Standing in front of Kunti, with folded hands 

Karna said: “O mother! your coming now 

has brought me untold riches. 

“Fortitude, spirit of sacrifice, stature, 
courage, lineage—all these 

lodged in my being—are all due to 

the grace of your mercy, 
because of your owning me your son. 

“Father and mother begot me; 

my body, my life, my mind 

it is their right to entrust me 

to others’ care. 

Pray tell me without any reservation 

towards me what 

I should do for you.” 

To which his mother replied: 

“My son, you’ve offered 

and I’ve accepted; 
your brothers rely on you. 

They’re at your service, 

O, my darling, rule over the kingdom. 

“To you is given Duryodhana’s love. 

Behind you will stand your brothers 

to save you. 
There would be then no cause for bitterness. 

O, my son, please consent to what I say.” 

Hearing all this, Karna; smiled: 
“Cowardice and greed are two vices despicable; - 

forgetting the favours heaped on me 

if I stray from the path of rectitude 
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and sacrifice loyalty, 

ungrateful to him who fed me, 
what indeed is the worth of my life? 

Does the name and fame that one acquires 
outlast the body till the eons last! 

“I’ve been a fisherman all along 
but I have not shed my inborn traits. 

After learning that I am your son, 

can I now afford to abondon my virtues? 

Please repose your hopes in me.’’ 

Kunti was heart-broken; she lamented, 

“I’m lost; you speak straight and harsh. 
Go, my son. Doomed is the lunar dynasty. 

I’ve no desire left to live. 
I’ve abandoned my love for my children.’’ 

Seeing the fire of woe raging in Kunti’s heart, 

Karna consoled: “Mother, forsake your worry. 

“Should Arjuna face me in battle 
I’ll not use my divine arms against him. 

E’en if other sons of yours attack me 
I’ll refrain from slaying them. 
I’ll perish in the fight with honour. 

Depart in peace.’’ 

Translated by Lakshminarayan Aurora 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 

INSTALLATION OF BHiSMA AS THE ARMY CHIEF 

These lines from the tenth canto of Pampa’s VikramSrjuna Vijayam describe how Bhisma was 

made the commander-in-chief of the Kaurava army on the eve of the battle of Kuruk?etra. 

Both Drona’s and Kama’s reactions and Bhl^ma’s responses to them provide an insight into 

human nature. The poet’s use of language is simple, earthy and very effective. 

As the din of notes 

from drums and conches and tabors 

reached the end of all quarters, 
and as a bevy of women waved 

graceful chowries, 

with five varieties of gems collected 
in the golden pot, and filled with 

sacred waters. 
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King Duryodhana anointed 
Bhisma as the anny chief. 

Thus entrusting him 

who quelled ParasurSma 
with the insignia of a commander, 

Duryodhana boasted: 

“I’ve now tied my enemies 

to the legs of my couch.” 

But, paying little heed 

to what the king said, 

Karna began; 

“They are like mythical tales of war 

fought by Goddess Bhagavati, 

or the wars fought by this old man. 

You have made Bhisma the commander 

with no forethought, 

under the illusion that he will fight his foes. 

By parading preceptors and elders in 

front of the enemy tines, 

do you hope to achieve anything 

other than becoming a laughing stock, 

O, Suyodhana! 

“You have given the authority 

to a blind man! 

The ribbon of office is indeed a halter, 

the bow he holds is nothing but a stalk. 

If you want the bones of your enemies crushed, 

anoint me as leader.” 

“Right from the early times, 

he, their grand-father, has 

nurtured them with love; 

surely he will wage no war with them. 

Nor indeed they with him. 
O king, how can you trust him withal?” 

Furious on hearing this, 
Drona, he that was bom of an earthen pot, said: 

O, king of Ahga, 

a lion aged is not to be ignored; 

Bhisma though aged is no less valiant. 

Like a herd of wild elephants in a forest 
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before a lion, 
the cavalry of enemy kings will fare no better. 

Those, who are bom of noble lineage, 

who are held in high esteem, 
who are mighty warriors, 

who are your well wishers, 

you have, in your arrogance, slighted in the open court. 

The tongue that spoke has, alas, 
laid bare your low birth.” 

Hearing the preceptor’s harsh words 
an outraged Karna retorted: 

“Why do you play upon caste? 

Will your caste chase out enemies 

or consume them? 

Caste is not what you think of as caste, it is that 

which one’s self-will acquires; 
One’s merit. One’s self-respect alone is one’s caste, 

one’s courage decides caste. 
Sir, in this war, your caste will spell your doom 

“If Bhisma gains victory 
over Kunti’s offspring, 

I will retire to do penance. 

If he however meets his death 

at their hands, 

then only will I fight them; 
till then 1 will not touch my bow.” 

When Karna took this oath, 

Bhisma said: 
“O Karna, can I ever claim to possess 

the flow of your valour, 

the arrogance of your youth, 

the support of your king, 

the might of your arms? 
This war will be the war of the entire land of Bharata; 

the opponent is Arjuna. 
O brother, why this wasted breath and this commotion? 
You too will get your turn in the great war.” 

“An old man’s skill in archery 

or his ability to shoot, 
be it as it may. 
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will not be upto the mark in battle, I do agree. 
But do listen to what I say: 

“Krsna, the discus-bearer, 
has vowed he will bear no discus, 
but I will make him wield it 
so that the world will shake. 
I will drive Arjuna’s chariot 
to the west of Kuruksetra, 
and to the ends of the earth. 
I will put to rout, each day, 
without fail, 
ten thousand kings to boot.” 

When Bhisma took this terrible pledge, Duryodhana praised him and 
requested him to retire to his camp. On the following day he made ready for 
battle and caused the drums to sound for the march of his army. 

Translated by Lakshminarayan Aurora 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 

THE DEATH OF KARNA 

Sad at the death of his son, and, 
sad at the death of the king’s brother, and 
sad at the king being sad and depressed, 
Karna felt like an earthen pot 
on fire: recalling sadly his earlier 
days of glory and fame, he confronted 

Arjuna, intent on slaying him. 

Seeing Krsna and Salya drive 

their chariots wondrously, skillfully, 
Matali, Indra’s charioteer, 
became speechless. 

When in this way the two were face to face with each others, the 
ever-victorious Arjuna spoke to the king of Ahga: 

“Duryodhana took care of you, and well. 
And well have you learned to hate me! 

This war was made for you. But you were 

a mute witness to the death of your son, 

who died for no reason whatever. 
How fair was that on your part? 
You who could not stand me being 
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mentioned, you silently watched 

the death of your dear Icing’s brother, 

and of your own dear son! 

Now that you see me in flesh and blood, 

you cannot delay the flight any longer. 

Throughout this wide world, and 

in the ear-shot of every one 
you were saying: 

‘What is fear, what is it like to be afraid 
of anything?’ 
And now, 

on this great battle field, 

why are you afraid? Go, go, 

You have but proved the proverb right: 

The petty shopkeeper talks big 

but his measure is small.’ 

“To become known, you had 

flatterers praise and sing of 
your bravery. With pride 

you swelled. But now that 

you are face to face with me, 

why do you hold back? Tell me, 

do men have centuries to live?” 

When Arjuna, the model of men, spoke these fair and wise but biting 

words, Karna, without appreciating them in his anger, spoke with a half smile 

playing on his face: 

“You tamely allowed your kingdom to be captured; 

you wore bangles, like a woman, on your wrist; 

your weapons, they were taken away from you— 

And now you spin out big words of bravery! 

For seven years you were banished 
by my king: you lived on roots and dressed in barks 

and went begging for food, and 

has your lost bravery come back now? 

“You were the cause of the death of my son; 

and of the king’s brother; 
and I looked and waited for you 

to avenge my sorrow. If I had 

stayed back out of fear, would not 

the sun have risen in the West! 
A taste for gold, for hoarding. 
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a taste for the feelings of fear— 

these are not known to me; 
may be the others of this world know! 

Your words of envy, they will not stick. 

“The breath and the body are there, 

but only to be undone, and destroyed; 

the good name that men earn here 

stays forever and is immortal; 

and this I have held in the strong grasp 

of my palm, and lived. 
The low words that you speak and seek to spread, 

what can they do to me? 

“It is god’s will that brings us here. 

And from the day one is bom, 

the gods decide what wealth, 

what happiness, what pleasure 

and what kind of death should go with one. 

It is they who say what 

bravery and fame are to go with me! 

“Dear man, what use are these words? 

Display your courage, and protect yourself— 

if you can!’’ 

And with that he sent forth a shower of sharp arrows 

and made himself invisible, 

as rains do a mountain top. 

Covered by a shower of sharp arrows 

neither Aijuna nor Kama could be seen; 

Narada, noiselessly, delved in and saw, 

and like lighming which obliquely 
leaps back to the sky, he leapt out and danced. 

Then, Madraraja said; “With these arrows, Angaraja, nothing will 

come to an end. Take your divinely-blessed arrows and hit him.” But Karna, 

remembering the word he had given to Kunti, stretched his hand not towards 

them but to the other awe-inspiring arrow of power. 

When he took it out, 

the earth spun in fright; 

when he stmng the arrow, 

the gods screamed out of fear; 

when he pulled the string tight. 
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Brahma aborted the universe! 
Karna drew the bow-string till 
it reached his ear and aimed. 

Then Salya said, 

“No, Kaina, withdraw it! Aim, 

aim at his neck, not at his head. 

That would be the right thing to do. 

“If only you aim at his chest, 
the goddess of victory would 
find a home in you; 

the goddess of the Kuru kingdom 

would dwell with Suyodhana. 

Or, Karna, 

do you harbour doubts in you?” 

Pondering over the words of Salya, Karna said to himself: 

‘What Salya .says is true. He speaks right. 
But if I do what he asks me to, 

Arjuna then will surely be killed; 
Dharmaraja will not survive the news 

when it reaches him. 

Kunti came as a mother and begged me, 

and I gave her my word of promise. 

If now I listen to Salya, my action 

would amount to betrayal. 
How could I be guilty of that? 

‘What value has he 

who carries truthfulness but only to his capacity, 
and displays his heroism? 

He who is wedded to his truth 
and fights an enemy bigger than himself, 

he, truly, is the home of all heroism. 

‘Krsna, I had begged him, not to let the Pandavas 

know the truth about me; 
this Kunti’s son by the Sun-god believed, and 

had the strength to uphold truthfulness. 
Like a mould, she has got into my being. 
I shall keep untainted the word I’ve given.’ 

Thinking this, and of nothing else, 

Karna spoke to Salya: 
“Would not the world laugh at me 
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if it thinks that I out of fear 
withdrew and re-aimed the arrow?” 

“Aim lower, lower”, shouted ^alya, 

and the arrow shot forth like lightning. 

Krsna, the bearer of the disc, saw, 
and with his feet pressed the chariot 
down into the earth, eight-fingers deep. 

Indra stood transfixed with fear, 
and Siva felt himself besieged with distress. 

Unaware of what had happened 
the Kaurava army shouted 

and in jubilation waved their shoulder-cloths! 

The precious stones in the crown 
flew high up in the sky 
reflecting blindingly the light of the day, 

and creating the illusion 

of meteors falling all around. 

As a thunderbolt brings down the jewel-studded peak of a mountain, 
the arrow of Krsna felled to the earth the crown of Arjuna. And, when the 

crown fell, his hair, black and shiny like a swarm of bees, fell over his 
shoulders. Arjuna tied up his hair and then looked up, frowning. 

The arrow, feeling sad it had missed 

its prey, came back in the form of a serpent, 

and said; “Use me again. String me to the bow. 

I shall destroy him surely. 
And wherever he might be 

I shall surely destroy him.” 

“Who are you? What is your name? Why had you got into my 

quiver?”, asked Karna and it said, “I am Asvasena, a serpent”, and then he 
explained why he bore enmity towards Arjuna. Kama listened and then 

smiling, said: 

“You were in the form of an arrow 

in my quiver, and therefore, I used you. 

I do not need you help to kill Arjuna. 

To me he is not unconquerable. 

If you have the strength, you fight 
and kill him.” 

Arjuna then saw the poison-snake 
flying straight at him and he 
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with his eagle-arrow cut it into twain— 

the way a goat’s head is chopped off. 

Then Salya was angry. He said he would not be charioteer to one who 

never listened, one who was crudely wedded only to what he understood. He 

got off the chariot and walked away. 

Arjuna’s arrows sharp and round-edged 

hit him like an avalanche. Kama said: 

“My shoulders, come, you aid me; 

My bow, you are my protector, arise,” 

and himself driving the chariot 

and directing the horses, he shot 

pointed arrows at Arjuna. Then 

the earth-goddess, in anger, 

held the wheels of his chariot, 

and let them sink instantly. 

Arjuna saw it all and said to himself: ‘He hit me, wrung me as if I 

were a piece of wet cloth, not once but several times. Now the wheels of his 

chariot are stuck and he is lifting them up.’ Krsna said, “Arjuna, now is the 

time, kill him. Later, you cannot.” When he heard Krsna speak so, he, the 

great hero was filled with disgust and said: 

“Helpless he is, and without a charioteer! He 

has lost the golden armour he was bom with. 

How could I raise my hand against him? 

My hand refuses to move and pick arrows; 

I do not know why but love for him 

Floods my heart. Forgotten is the hatred 

I had for him. Govinda, what’s the reason 

for this?” 

The destroyer of giants, Krsna, said to himself. Even when much is 

not known, won’t kinship assert itself and overwhelm one?’ But he said 

aloud; 

“On that day, moved by sheer envy, 

he killed your son, Abhimanyu. 

He hit your brother Dharmaraja 

with arrows sharp and pointed. 

And prided himself on his bravery— 

the son of a mere charioteer! 

You too are afraid of him now. 

Stay that way if you want to. 
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I wish my disc will fell him 
and become lord of the Queen of victory.” 

As Krsna spoke these biting words, Karna lifted the wheels of his 

chariot and leapt on to it. But, then, with sharp-edged arrows Arjuna hit him, 

and felled to the ground the flag of his chariot. 

“What if the flag is fallen? 

The flag of bravery I shall keep 

flying high!” With these words 

he sent sharp arrows into 
the chest of Krsna and broke 

the mighty bow of Arjuna. 

As when the light of the lamp 

bums brighter before it goes out, 

the son of the Sun-god shone resplendent! 

And as his death neared, 

his bravery grew two-fold, 
and he stood enveloped in a dazzling light of courage. 

Krsna threw down his whip, 
spoke words auspicious and incantatory, 

and put his hand to his divine-disc, 

Arjuna stopped him, took another bow, 

and as the three worlds trembled in fear 

he drew his bow-string tight. 

He aimed the paiupatastra he had received from Siva himself at the 

Indraklla mountains: 

As he strung the divinely-blessed Anjalika 

given him by Parvati, and invoked the brahma mantra, 

the earth shook, the universe trembled, 

and the seven seas reached in fear. 

What bravery was Arjuna’s! The 

very three-eyed god Siva was he in battle! 

Then he drew the bow string till it reached his ear and aimed at 

Karna’s neck: 

When he, with pent-up anger, sent the arrow, 

it spouted sparks and flames, 
spread and enveloping fire 
like the Bre which springs 

from the bottom of the Sea. 
The powerful arrow 
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severed the head of Karna, 

carried it high in the sky 

and then dropped it down on the earth. 

Thus, when his head was cut off, Karna’s body lay on the earth as 

if to proclaim the courage with which it had upheld truthfutaess. The arrows 

of Arjuna had brought down Karna the way a mountain is brought down by 

a thunderbolt. 

He whose body was the home 

of truth and courage and self-sacrifice 

fell, and LaksmT did not know where 

she could stay now: She took up her abode 

in the swinging ears of the elephant. 

Then even as men saw, and clearly, 

a form glorious and bright 

sprang from the body of Karna, 

and like curved lightning, leapt 

and merged with the effulgent Sun. 

The gods, witnesses to the battle, said: 

“Did he use the divinely blessed arrow? 

Did he ever speak an untruth? 

Did he ever bend or buckle under? 

He held on to his sense of truth 

and destroyed himself who was 

bravery incarnate, and a man truly! 

“Brother, 

In the Mahabharata do not remember any body else; 

if you want to remember, remember only Karna. 

Who is there to equal him? 

His truthfulness, his courage, his strength of will, 

his self-sacrifice—Have not these become 

proverbial because of this model of a man? 

And is it not his story which has made 

The story of the Mahabharata sweet to the ears?” 

Translated by D. A. Shankar 



PONNA’S ^ANTIPURANAM (10th century) 

Contemporary with Pampa was Ponna, a poet in the court of the Ristrakiifa King, Kr$na-III 

(10th century a. d.) His only extant work is Santipuranam which records the legendary history 

of ^Sntinatha; tJrthafikara in the JainapurSna style. It is said that the work was written at the 

suggestion of two brothers who later became generals under a succeeding king, Tailapa, to 

commemorate the attaining of Nirvana by their guru, Jinacandradeva. 

The following passage is from the eighth canto of Ponna’s Santipuranam. Once, during 

the reign of Vajrayudha in the city of Ratnasancaya, a young man argues in favour of CarvBka 

philosophy in his court, condemning the Jama beliefs. But the king very cleverly and 

competently refutes his arguments to establish the supremacy of his own faith. Both the youth 

and the king make effective use of their rhetorical skills and telling examples to buttress their 

arguments. 

And here, Vajrayudha reigned 

as if to belie the notion that 

restraint and valour are incompatible; 
this king, possessing both the traits 

was an ideal, balanced ruler in the world. 

This great ruler, in enhancing the quality of his reign, 

could distil the sap from the sapless, 

like fame from wrath, 
righteousness from life, 

knowledge from the body, 
or the produce from the seed. 

And during his reign, one day, 
a youth dressed as a scholar, in ascetic robes, 

a novice, with a forked staff under his arm, 

quick-witted but inebriate on false learning, 
came to the doors of the palace. 

Advising the king of his arrival through the doorkeepers and 

obtaining his permission, the novice entered the court hall and though 
conceited, bowed down to Vajriyudha, as a small bee would submit to the 

jasmine flower. Noticing the superhuman aura about the youth, the king 

observed due etiquette and made him sit on a special couch. After welcoming 

him, he engaged him in conversation and while he discussed serious matters, 

the novice who had embraced the school of materialism {CSrvdka) but had 

come in the guise of a Brahmin spoke like a serpent with a thousand tongues. 
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He spoke darkly, 
like a bear’s hide conditioned 
by collyrium 

and soaked in honey, 
lulling him into a stupor. 

Displaying arguments embellished 

with choice words wellphrased, 

he spoke and captivated 

the hearts of the learned. 

He presented the counter-arguments thus: 

The creatures of this world, hankering after soul and another world 

go after charity, morality, discipline, fasting and so on, and suffer privation 
until what is left of them is skin and bones. It is sheer folly. Because, when 

there is no one who claims to be from another world, how can there be this 
other world? The principle of life as enunciated by the school of Jina remains 

unsupported by any evidence based upon the four elements, earth, water, fire, 

and ether. Life is bom of the union of these four elements, like an intoxicant 
that evolves from a mixture of flour, water, jaggery and mahuva flowers. 
These elements are the constituents of the body. This can be proved by direct 

verification. According to deductive logic, space, time and condition being 
different, their properties also differ. Just as the plant mulaka, when tender 
is curative, when ripe, is poisonous. A theory of reality determined by direct 

perception, if subject to deductive logic, would be different. Saying so, he 
argued his case thus; 

“How do you say 

that life exists? 

What evidence is there 
that there will be fruits 

of action in the other world? 
Under the illusion 
there would be such fruits, 
why should one give up 
love for one’s body, and 

practise austerity? 

Should one get emaciated 
and suffer without food and bath? 

What good will charity bring? 

Wasted away in diverse ways 
what distress do they, who resort 

to Jaina discipline, cause to themselves? 
Not only do they get consumed 
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by their own penance but force 

their disciples to suffer 
just as a begging harridan 

sends her assistant also to beg. 

“Those who seek refuge 

in the savants of Jainism 
under this pretext 

are all but fools. 

The school of Brhaspati avers 

only nitwits and cowards 

approve of such conduct. 

“Matters of dharma are of profound significance. 

Those who pose as naked, 
carrying a tassel and begging bowl, 

unwashed and repulsive, 

and claiming themselves to be 
adherents to nonviolence, 

talk nothing but trifles. 

Do these philosophers of Jainism 

know anything of principles of life or nonlife? 

“Moreover, to call what results from 

the combination of four elements the body, and to call 

consciousness, which is no different from the former, life, 

is like fancying blossoms in the sky. 
The other world is as true as the horns of a donkey. 

Merits and demerits are like the splendour of castles built in the 

air. 

“Rituals of dharma are an illusion like a mirage. Joys and sorrows 

are analogous to dreams and magic. The cycle of births and deaths is like 

an egg of falsity. Those who believe all this are deaf, dumb, without heart, 

blind of knowledge, and outsiders to reality. 

“Should one of your erudition 

believe in this? 
Believe in whatever is pleasurable 
to your body and revel as you like 

and dwell in sensual joys— 
satiate yourself, you fool! 

Moreover, 

“One that dies is never rebOTn. 

He who gives ruins himself. 
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As long as you live, enjoy, 

pander to your senses in full, 
dress and dine and sleep well. 

Be happy.” 

After advancing counter-arguments thus, with various examples of a 
misleading nature, the novice tried to establish his school of thought. But 

Vajrayudha, who was like an expert assayer of gems, as far as the knowledge 

of the “three gems” was concerned, reviewed his arguments and 

the king who was eminent among the Jains 
demolished the absurd school representing carvaka 
in a single moment, 

as one would slash his enemy. 

As he did so, 

the dazzling shine of his teeth 

appeared to spread a fresh moonlight, 

even during the day. 
The king spoke with 

carefully chosen words, 
serious, pleasing and pregnant with great import. 

“This creed of Brhaspati 

is nothing but the ravings 

of a drunkard in delirium, 

or else, how did it earn him 

the appellation of carvakal 

“Sir, do listen. If, as you believe, 

life can be created by a mere 

combination of the four elements, 

why is life 

not created 
while cooking when there is fire 

in the stove, a pot made of earth, 

water boiling in it and the draft of air 
induced by the cook? It cannot be. 

If you argue 
that the combination of elements 

that go to make up the body is the same 
as that which generates life, then, 

when a corpse is taken for cremation, 

there being eaith 
on which it is laid. 
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fire which is lit to bum the corpse, 

water that is sprinkled on it 

and the wind that blows, 

there must be evidence of life there. 

This is definite and unassailable 

like the Mount, Mandara. This caimot 

be denied even by your dear Brhaspati. 

So there is an entity called life, 

life for all times, not related to 

elements like earth, and with its 

own attributes of perception and knowledge. 

If you need proof for this, 

then, as you and I know well, 

quite a few people are able to recount 

the experiences of their past life; 

that one who is possessed by an evil spirit, 

under the influence of mantra, relates 

one’s previous names and experiences— 

is something well known to all, from 

children to the aged. Also, 

when ordinary people refer to kings, 

they say that it is the result of the latter’s 

deeds in their past birth. 

“To argue 

that there is no life 

is to climb the tree 

on the edge of a cavern. 

Arguments based on 

this theory will pierce 

the ear of the learned 

like a spear. 

And he who believes it will surely perish. 

Moreover, from your negative argument 

that there is no life, it can be argued 

that there is life. 

“The essence of whatever exists 

may not exist 

in another clime, 

another time, 

with another nature. 
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“Whatever is, 

is so 

by its own locus, 

its own time, 

its own nature. 

“Therefore, 

“What is called life 

cannot be negated. 

There is also this birth 

for that life, and besides 

a series of births to come. 

The principle of life 

through the mix of virtue and vice 

undergoes a cycle of births. 

It’s life itself 

which provides ample room 

for the mixture of joy and sorrow 

which characterizes a house-holder. 

“If there were no virtue or vice, 

will not this life’s pilgrimage, 

comprising of pairs of ruler-the ruled, 

the sick-the healthy and 

the hard-working—the easy going, 

come to nought? 

“This worldly existence is 

like farming; therein 

the soul is the farmer, and 

this existence is the farmland. 

Virtues and vices are the seeds. 

And the farm yield are the joys and sorrows. 

“Therefore, since the notion of soul is based on evidence, all things 

are perceptible. The idle argument that things such as flesh, eyes cannot 

perceive only underlines the well-known adage that he who sees not knows 

not. With this argument, the opponent was effectively silenced.” 

Translated by C. K. Swaminathan 

TRS Sharma 



CAVUNDARAYA’S CAVUNDARAYAPURANAM 
(10th century) 

CavundarSya, an early patron of Ranna deserves mention as a prose stylist, poet, and warrior. 

As commander of the army of the Ganga King Racamalla-IV, he won many battles and 

installed the colossal image of Gommateswara at Sravanabelgola. The theme of his work 

Cavundarayapuranam is the life and legend of sixty-three special virtues of iht Jaina tradition 

including the twenty four Tirthankaras. This is the only Jaina mahSpurana in Kannada which 

includes the lives of all the Tirthankaras. His work is especially known for its unique prose 

style—a style which combines the narrative technique and a scientific manner of writing 

characterized by precision and concrete phrasing. 

The following episodes recount the history of Rama and Laksmana. Since it is a Jaina 

version of the Ramayana, there are significant departures both in characterisation and contexts 

from the original story. Sita is the infant discovered by Janaka who brings her up as his own 

daughter and, in course of time, marries her off to Rama. 

SITA’S BIRTH AND MARRIAGE 

When Lanka was being ruled by Pulastya of the Vinami dynasty and 

MeghaM was his queen, Naracaradeva was bom to them as Dasagriva 

(Ravana). The latter mled the kingdom for fourteen thousand years. One day 

when he was on an outing in the forest he happened to see Manimati, the 

daughter of King Vidyadhara who ruled Alakapura near the Vijayardha 

woods. Manimati was in the forest engaged in the pursuit of knowledge. Just 

when her long regimen of austerities was about to yield fruit after twelve 

years, she was disturbed by Ravana who could not subdue his paasion for 

her. Incensed, Manimati vowed that she would be bom as Ravana’s daughter 

in her next birth and would be the cause of his death. 

When Manimati was subsequently bom to Mandodari, earth tremors 

and other ill-omens, presaging that she would be the cause of the destmetion 

of Ravana, were witnessed. On hearing that the new-bom child would ruin 

him, Ravana summoned Marica and despatched him with orders to abandon 

the child. Mandodari, on learning of Ravana’s decision, wished not to disobey 

the king’s orders. So she placed the child in a wooden chest along with a few 

ornaments and a letter giving details of her birth and said to Marica; “Leave 

this chest in a safe place beyond the borders of our kingdom, as this child 

is very dear to me.’’ And with tears in her eyes, Mandodari handed over the 

chest to Marica who took it away and buried the same in a grave-yard adjacent 
to a garden in Mithila. 
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Now poor Mandodari was distruaght 
having given up her child 
at the behest of the Demon-king. 
Can love for one's offspring 
ever grow weak 
in any human being? 
E’en beasts, if forced to live 
away from their kin 
will resist and rather die 
than desert their offspring. 
With the bond between mother and child 
severed, 
can one live content on earth? 

Meanwhile, at Mithila, when the field was being tilled on Janaka’s 
order, the tip of the plough struck a chest, llie servants brought it to the king. 
When Janaka saw the child in the chest and read the letter he came to know 
of the child’s past and could even divine her future. He named her Sltii 
(denoting a ‘furrow’) and entrusted her to (he care of his queen Vasudhadevi. 
As Sltii grew up, she became an expert in all the arts and skills. 

King Dasaralha, happening to leani through his messengers about the 
yajna being performed by Janaka, desired that Rama should marry Slta. 
Therefore, in consultation with his astrologers, he decided upon an auspicious 
day and a suitable time to despatch Rama and Laksmana to Mithila along with 
a retinue of his four-pronged army. As Janaka received Rama and Laksmana 
he noticed their hcindsome appearance, winsome bearing and other rare 
virtues possessed by them. On hearing paeims of praise from the citizens 
about their merit through the performance of prescribed rituals, Janaka took 

them to the city. At the conclusion of his yajila within a few days, he gave 
Slta away in marriage to Rama in a grand style in the presence of all the 
a.ssembled kings. 

THE ABDUCTION OF STTA 

Once Ravana the ruler of Laiika was seated on his throne in the assembly 
hall, pufffing with pride that he was emperor of the whole continent of 
Bharata. There descended Narada, from the regions of the sky, with a mass 
of yellowish matted hair, clothed in crimson robes, wearing around his neck 
a string of holy blue beads. He then offered formal greetings to King Ravana. 
On Ravana asking him, “I haven’t seen you for a long time. From where have 

you come?” 
Narada replied: 
“I am coming from Saketapura. It is ruled at present by Dasaratha who 

is the crest-jewel of the Ik$vaku dynasty. His son is Rama who is a paragon 
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of virtue in lineage, looks, glory, wisdom and courage. To him has the king 
of Mithila given in marriage his daughter Sita, for her accomplishments and 

noble traits. He has done so under the pretext of a yajna, disregarding you. 

Sita is indeed a fitting match for you. I have come just to meet you.” 

Listening to the words of Narada 

at the mere mention of Sita’s name 
a strong passion surged in Ravana. 

By the words that messengers utter, 

will not amorous feelings 
get inflamed? 

Ravana, overcome with passion on hearing the words in praise of Sita 

exploded with rage in the assembly and exclaimed, “It is not in the fitness 
of things that such a gem among women should belong to a mere earth-born 

creature. I’ll drag her here.” To inflame his anger further, Narada remarked: 
“At present Rama and Laksmana are residing at Varanasi, one the king 

and the other the crown-prince. Many rulers in the continent of Bharata have 

given their daughters in marriage to them to strengthen their relations with 
them. The stars of Rama and Laksmana are now in the ascendant. It does not 

bode good for you to nurse enemity against them. There is a vast disparity 

between yourself and them.” 

Angered by his words Ravana retorted “You watch my valour to believe 
it,” and asked Narada to leave. He then entered his private chamber and sent 

for Marica to evolve a plan to abduct Sita and bring her to him. Marica replied: 
“Lord, the deed proposed by you will attract sin and infamy. Therefore, 

it cannot be done.” Ravana got furious and said, “Do what you are told to 
do. Tell me of a plan to get Sita here.” Marica replied, “If you are so 

determined, find out by sending a mes.senger, whether she is well-disposed 

towards you or not. If she is inclined towards you, get her here by some ploy. 
Otherwise, bring her here by force.” 

Ravana then sent for Surpanakhi and asked her to use her wiles to make 

Sita well-disposed towards him. When Surpanakhi came to Varanasi, Sita 

was sporting in the Citrakota garden with her maids-in-waiting. Rama was 

engaged in water-sports. At mid-day Surpanakhi saw Laksmana the future 
king, and fell in love with him. Gazing around, she saw Sita seated on an 

emerald slab under an asdka tree, attended by her maids who were applying 

sandal-paste on her skin and adorning her with garlands and ornaments. 
Surpanakhi now assumed the guise of an old woman and approached them. 
When they asked her who she was, in order to gauge their thoughts she said, 

“You are indeed fortunate. You are enjoying the company of princes. Can 
you please tell me what meritorious deeds you performed in your previous 

births, so that I can do the same and be a queen like you. I shall make your 

love mine and then you may live a life of renunciation.” Hearing these words 
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the maids clapped their hands in jest and laughed saying, “Her mind is young 

though in body, she is old.” They told the disguised old woman, “A woman 

endowed with beauty, young and good fortune can no doubt unite with a 

suitable youth and beget progeny. Dear friend, if you have similar good 

fortune, you can also beget children through the king. We will not stand in 

your way. Be a queen to our king.” Seeing her maids making fun of the old 

woman, Sita took pity on her and said, “Without realising what is good for 

you, why do you desire to be a woman? Listen now to the real plight of a 
woman: 

“Misery is a woman’s lot from the time she is conceived. Bom unwanted 
she is cursed in the house in which she takes birth. Either in barrenness or 

in poverty she suffers. If the husband is ill-disposed towards her, he considers 

her licentious and discards her. Being separated from her husband, she 

grieves. Others ostracize her as being contaminated and avoid her. Even an 

emperor’s daughter has to carry out the bidding of others like a servant. She 

has to bear with hurt-pride when insulted by the other wives of the husband. 

She has to live in this make-believe world where thought, speech and action 

are ail deceptive. When pregnant, she has to bear the pains of child-birth. She 
is offered no solace either at the time of child-birth or when her child dies. 

She cannot realise other-worldly happiness as the rites of charity, austerity 

and worship are not her prerogatives. When she becomes a widow, she has 

to bear her sorrow till her death. She is prone to fail in her penance should 

the desire for a lover invade her mind. Like a spittoon she becomes the 

receptacle of every one’s spit. This is the common fate of all women. 

Abandon then your wish to become a young woman. Tread the path of 

righteousness. How can you hope for happiness without the blessings of the 

other world? Even women of rectitude suffer the torments of hell,” 

After listening to the words of Sita, Surpanakhi thought to herself that 

it would be impossible for anyone to alter Janaki’s mind, which was steadfast 

as the Mandara mountain. Therefore, Surpanakhi left the place saying that 

in her preoccupation with the conversation, she had quite forgotten her 

domestic affairs. Seeing Ravana, she described Sita’s steadfast character to 

him and said, “After realising how she censured women of ignoble character. 

I did not dare to speak to her about what was in my mind.” 

Ravana did not believe her and said in anger, “You have returned out 

of fear of her upbraiding you. The courage of a woman is like the tip of a 

baby-elephant’s ear. Through proper exploitation of their fickle nature, 
women of courageous heart as well as those of a coquettish nature can be 

made to welcome any adventure. By not using the right means to evaluate 

her character and test her mind, you have only ruined the task.” Surpanakhi 

defended herself saying, “If you think you can win Sita’s mind by tempting 

her with objects of luxury and comfort, she already enjoys those which others 
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cannot aspire to, even in their dreams. Therefore this is not a mission to be 

accomplished by sending messengers.” 

Ravana then got into his aerial chariot,/7M.s/7o/:a, and along with Marica, 

soared into the sky. Descending on the Citrakuta garden, he made Marica 

assume the form of a gem-studded fawn and ordered it to present itself before 

Sita. Sita, noticing the fawn showed it to Rama and said, “This is a creature 

of a rare species, fit to adorn a king’s palace.” In order to satisfy hdr desire, 

Rama started after the animal which led him a futile chase. After luring him 

far away it sprang up and soared into the sky. Unable to chase it further, Rama 

began to retrace his steps. 

At this moment, Ravana in the guise of Rama, appeared before Sita and 

said, “I have captured the gem-studded fawn and taken it to the palace. It is 

getting to be sunset now. Let us go to the palace. Please get into the 

palanquin.” When Sita sat in the soaring palanquin-like chariot, Ravana 

created an illusion that he himself as Rama was riding on a horse, beside it. 

Thus he carried her to Lanka as if he were conveying the Deity of Death with 

him. 

As they approiirhed the city, Ravana removed his magic spell and told 

Sita how he had abducted her, after revealing his true form with his lustrous 

greenish-blue complexion. Janaka’s daughter, overcome by fear, .shame, and 

grief swooned. Afraid that he might lose the power to fly, if he even so much 

as touched the body of the chaste Sita, Ravana did not dare to go near her. 

He sent for the vidyadhari maids who nursed Sita to recovery soon. Regaining 

consciou.sness, Sita asked where she was. They replied, “This is a garden just 

outside the city of Lanka. Ravana has brought you here. Be his queen and 

live happily. Don’t think of anything else.” On hearing this, Sita, overcome 

with grief declared, “In order to pre.serve this body of an ephemeral nature, 

I will never compromise on my principles. I will not speak to anybody till 

I see my Lord. I will not eat anything till I hear about his welfare. If anything 

bad befalls him, I shall become a recluse by renouncing everything and will 

even give up my life.” With this oath, Sita removed all her ornaments save 

those associated with her married status. She instructed the vidyadhari 

maidens not to touch her and then remained under an oath of silence. 

Translated by D. R. Shashidhara 

C. K. Swaminathan 



N^GAVARMA’S KARNATAKA KADAMBARI (10th century) 

MAHASVETA 

The passage given below is from Nagavamia’s Karnataka Kadamhan. Nagavarina has 

transcrealed Banabhatta’s Sanskril prose romance Kudamban into Kannada verse in lampu 

style. The context of the present passage is as follows: 

Candrapida, the prince of Avanti, goes on an expedition. He chases a pair of kinnaras 

but fails to catch them. In the attempt, he is .separated from his followers. Tired and weary, 

he approaches the Acchoda lake to quench his thirst. He hears melodious music there and 

becomes curious. On reaching the place from where the music emanates, he sees the divine 

damsel, Mahasveta. 

MEETING OF MAHASVETA 

“The sun is in the middle of the orb, 

like the principal gem in 

the girdle of Day. 

The horse too is tired. 

So let me first locate a watering place; 

there I’ll overcome my fatigue and then proceed” 

Thinking thus, he scanned the four quarters 

looking for a water source, 
he, the supreme Lord of the Earth. 

As he proceeded in anticipation, 
a gentle breeze started blowing 

and it looked as if it closely embraced 

this moon among the kings— 
a breeze that carried the buzz of the swarming bees 

and the sound of swans resting 

on the crests of waves; 

a breeze thick with the pollen dust of the lotus, 

had cast a tapestried veil of moisture. 

“Indeed, could this be the Mount Kailasa 

that melted under the gaze of God Hara? 
No, could it be Rudra’s boisterousness transformed to water? 

No, could it be that the moonlight itself 

has become a nectar lake? 
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“Or could it be that the Himalayas 

have assumed the form of water? 

Indeed, it is shimmering with the splendour of spotless purity, 

a reflection of the gem of the goddess of Beauty of all the three 

worlds 

amidst a cluster of lotus flowers. 

“Looking at it one wonders 

whether there could be another like this! 

Even the consort of Gauri, it was said, 

was willing to leave his home Kailasa 

so that he could be gazing at the lake, 

all the time. 

Without a sense of direction. 

I’d follow the kinnara couple; 

in one way it has become fruitful 

for 1 could discern this lovely lake’’. 

So said the king; he tied the pair of horses 
with the slender golden reins, 

and cutting the fresh green grass with his sword 

spread the grass in front of the steeds. 

Then the king, otherwise accustomed to move among scholars like 

a royal swan among the lotus blossoms, took some water in his lotuslike 

palms and washed his hands, feet and face. Like a cataka bird, he took a sip 

of water, chewed a few lotus stalks like a cakravaka bird and pressed the lotus 

leaves to his chest as he would a long-separated lover, and said to himself, 

“All my five senses have been pleased by this golden lotus pond 

thanks to the melody of the swans, 

the coolness of the breeze, the beauty of the place 

and the haunting scent of the lotus blooms.” 

Then he moved away from there. 

Entering the charming bower, 

he, the jewel among kings, went to the moonstone couch, 

took off his coat, and folding it for a pillow 

was about to lie down, when 

the horse showed signs of being charmed— 

his neck craned, his tired body all alert, 

freshchewed grass falling out of his foaming mouth, 
eyes as if in trance; ears peaked sharp like a pair of scissors. 

The king wondered what the horse was listening to. 
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Surprised, he, who was an expert in playing the vlna, noted; 

“Listen, it is divine! it seems to emanate 
from the string of the flowerbow of the lovegod, 
resounding with the hum of female bees. 
How sweet and overflowing with charm 
is this wonderful melody of the vina, 
so powerful as to enrapture even the celestials. 

This is indeed beyond the human ken— 
a melody heard only on the foot hills of Mount Kailasa, 
let me go now, go to the source of this music”. 
Eager and curious to know, the prince 
mounted the horse and followed the path it took. 

While thus proceeding he thought, 

“This is indeed the charming house of the celestials 
from where surely emanate the strains of the vina. 
Let me see who is playing on the instrument,” 
and slowly he 
reached the place, the mighty king who was also an expert singer. 

Getting there, he saw; 

Atop a pedestal resplendent and divine, 
a linga with four a.spects, carved out of 

spotless, celestial crystal, its crest adorned 
with a white lotus garland, looking new 
like Hara’s sporting moods made manifest, 
now appearing like the myriad hoods of the Divine Serpent, 
and now like the cascading effulgence of a full moon. 

And there he saw the trident-armed God who is Lord of 
all that is sentient and insentient and looking to 
the deity, Daksinamurthy, the supreme God known for 
bestowing boons to fulfil the prayers of all in the world. 
A divine beautiful woman was seated, worshipping Hara, the love- 
god’s foe. 

She was the very embodiment of austerities, 
her radiance surging like the swell of nectar ocean; 
and with it, the brightness of her body 
spilling an ivory sheen over the finest groves 
and making the starry constellations look dim. 

And behold. 

Is she churned out of shell, or fashioned out of pearls? 

or made of tender lotus stalk? 
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fs she perhaps carved out of ivory? With her limbs painted 

in silver sheen, using a bunch of moonbeams as bnish? 

The beauty of her bodily charms blinded the eyes of the king. 

The tresses of the doe eyed maiden 

shone over her shoulders, 

gathered like the rays from the orb of the rising sun, 

branching like tongues of forked lightning; 

the droplets of water after her recent bath 

looked like a spray of holy ash from 

the feet of the moon crested God. 

And she sang, arousing heady emotions. 

Was it the effulgence of her unblemished mind 

spilling out the radiance of its-purity? 

Have the sacred syllables of all the hymns of prayer 

gathered to issue from her mouth'.^ 

She appeared as if the white of her dazzling teeth 
show'ered God, bathing him in milk. 

Thus, she sat in worship of Lord Virupaksa, 

The king observed 

the majestic woman, of elevated mind, 

pure, endowed with noble traits, 

absorbed in severe austerities 

to propitiate the lord of all beings. 

Seeing her, he dismounted from his horse, which he tied to a 
branch of a tree, stood in front of the moon-crested God, bowed down in 

prayer, and 

gazed at her, rapt in wonder 

at her beauty, her charm and her composed visage. 

And the king stood there awhile, 

musing within himself in amazement; 

whither is fled the kinnara pair? Where the woodland grove? 

Whither the lotus pond? From where did 

the divine music come? Where is the temple of Siva? 
And this maiden whom I see suddenly. 

Is she indeed mortal? 

And thus absorbed, 

'If after seeing me, a mortal, she does not 
ascend the {)eak of Mount Kailasa, 
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or vanish into thin air, 

or she is not swallowed up by the sky, 
then shall I ask her 

‘O maid, whose daughter are you? What’s your name? 
What, at this prime of youth, 
prompted you to undertake this penance?’ 

So thinking, he leaned against a newly-built pillar of the temple and 

stood awaiting the time when the lady’s song would come to an end. 

The soft sweet notes from the vim subsided, 
the song ceased as if the hum of intoxicated bees was hushed 
she looked like a full-blown lily of the night. 

Then she went round the Guardian of the Three Worlds and bowed with 

devotion. 

Then calmly the lovely woman looked at king CandrapTda 
her looks inspiring confidence, and her growing piety 

imparting a holy touch. 
He was sprinkled as it were, with the sanctified waters 
of all the holy places. 
Serenity glowed in her eyes, 
radiating purity and showering blessings. 

“Welcome to you, O great man!. 
How have you graced this land? 

You are a stranger, our guest”, 

she said politely to the king. 

The king considered himself fortunate to be so welcomed and said, 
“I shall do as your ladyship bids me”. He walked a few steps behind her, 

following her as a disciple would follow his preceptor. Thus he proceeded 

for some distance, when. 

There loomed a large cave, amidst 
a dense grove of tarnala trees which looked 

like a spread of darkness, at the end of a day. 
A cluster of flowerbedecked bowers, 

aloud with the hum of swarming bees; 
it was bathed in moonlit glow, 
ca.scading water-falls .sounding an incessant roar 
and the spla.shing spray spreading a soothing cool. 

And as he was standing before the cave. 

The king stared with wonder at its interior. 
“Lo, there is a pair of garments from the bark of a divine tree. 
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that’s an ascetic’s staff; and that a hanging strap 
of an aspirant; there, a waterjar. 

Here is a bed of ashes and a vessel 

carved from conch round like the moon’s orb.” 

Accepting the hospitality offered by the lady ascetic, he seated himself on 
a mat of darbha grass. The woman 

Approached the laden trees 
and standing below 
asked for alms; 
and lo, her bowl was filled 
to the brim with fruits 

in an instant. 

She brought the bowl thus filled with fresh fruits and offered it to the king. 
After taking a bath in the watets of the spring, he partook of those fruits that 
tasted like nectar, drank some water, and retired. The maiden too had some 
fruits and water and sat on a stone bench. The solemn king who was resting 
on another stone bench, narrated to her the details of his arrival there and 
addressed the lonely woman thus: 

‘‘Emboldened by the exalted grace I’ve received from you. 
I’ve presumed to speak to you like one of long acquaintance. 

Even those of no consequence tend to become bold 
when patronised by superiors out of kindness; 
so then it is no wonder. 

‘‘Moreover, 
it is amazing how curiosity 
takes possession of beings; 
I too am eager to know more of you. 
Lady, grant my request, 
tell me your story. 

‘‘Which family among the gods, sages, ascetics or celestials has had the 
honour of giving birth to you? How is it that a mere body composed 

of five elements has the radiance of the moon? Why are you a recluse 
in the very first flush of youth? Why are you staying all alone in this 
dense forest?” 

Hearing this and pondering for a while within herself. 

She half closed her lotuslike eyes, where tears appeared 
and became a flood that flowed on her cheeks; 
she could utter no words, 
her bright eyes dimmed with tears, 

and the maiden’s plight surprised the king. 
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“Alas! In the grip of an agonising grief, 

she is like the earthquake struck by a bolt of lightning 

at the time of the final deluge. 

Who is there to bring solace to her deep anguish?” 
So thinking, the king became frightened. 

“Why at all did I ask her these questions 

and cause her such great distress?” 

The king himself, deeply disturbed, went into the dense forest and brought 

water in his palms so that she could wash her face. He offered it to her, 

requesting her to accept it. She accepted and 

After washing her eyes that had 

become red and swollen with tears, 

with water, the maiden wiped 

her face with the hem of her bark garment. 

The king, seeing her thus affflicted, wondered that even such disciplined souls 

could be so affected. 

She said: 

“I’m the twain of a cobra with a cruel venomous fang; 

I’m the terrible embodiment of the noose of Death, final and relentless; 

“I’m a demoness by birth, sister to a damsel steeped in poison; 

I’m one tom apart from my own beloved. 

To such a one as I, it is but meet you should ask the.se questions. 

“I’ll tell you my tale. 

“Good fortune has bypassed me. 

I am a great sinner; 

I am the receptacle of grief 

of separation from my husband. 

Why do you wish to know of me, O Prince? 

If you are Still curious. 

I’ll tell you now.” 

Translated by S. Mokashi Punekar 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 

MAHASVETA TELLS HER STORY 

This excerpt is also taken from N&gavarma's Kar^faka KSdambarL Candr^plda requests 

Maha^veta to narrate her story which she does. The passage depicts very touchingly, the 

pristine love of MahS^veta and Pundailka. 
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“I’m the only daughter of 

Gauri of Apsara lineage 

and Hamsa of Gandharva descent, 

those illustrious parents 
celebrated in the legends. 

“How shall I describe myself to you? 
I’m indeed the home of misfortune, 

the very expression of all sins 
and a receptacle of soitow. 

My father, a celestial king, gave me 

the name Mahasveta 

soon after I was bom. 

“Once in the spring-time, I, along with my mother, went to Acchoda, 

the lake with full-blown blossoms lotus, and lily, red, blue and white. There 
1 saw a young ascetic, as he approached the lake. 

“In one hand he held a gem-encrusted bowl, 

painted ochre and looking 

like a hakulu fruit with stalk. 

In his other hand he carried 

a rosary of crystal beads that shone 

like the tear drops of Rati, the spouse of the love-god 

when the latter was consumed by fire. 

“Another ascetic youth, .similar in looks to the first 

came to the forest for the worship of God. 
Plucking fresh flowers, he followed the other slowly, 

to bathe in the lake. 

1 gazed and gazed at him without a blink. 

“In the first flush of youth 

1 was caught in a surge of passion 

which considers no right or wrong. 

I was like a female bee 

made dizzy by the nectar 

of fresh vernal flowers. 

“Women falling madly in love with men 

and failing to get them, 
who even abandon all sense of modesty, 
are known in legend. 
But I wonder, in this world, 
if there is anyone like me, who 
at the very Hrst sight of a handsome man. 
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has lost her shyness, her reason, 
her foresight and her heart? 

“I consoled myself with such thoughts. 

“How long can I keep my feelings under control 

and remain without losing composure? 
It’s better I go away from here. 
Or else, noticing my love-lorn state 

instead of talking to ine, he may, 

who knows, inflict a curse on me— 

aren’t ascetics known to be short-tempered? 

“So while I was getting ready to depart, I felt that those worthy of respect 

should not be ignored. Then, 

“I bowed down to the noble 
a.scetic when I noticed 
the golden flowers shining in his 

luxuriant hair. 
His cars were adorned 

with studs of tender leaves 

and channing gem-pendants 

dangled on his cheeks. 

“At that moment. 

“Wliat with love-god invisible, 

senses irresistible, the spring 
intoxicating, and the spot 
alluring beyond measure, 

I knew that my grief was predestined. 

He watched my lovelorn affliction 

and like a flame exposed to breeze 

his mind too, wavered with desire. 

“Meanwhile, greeting the companion-ascetic, I asked: 

“What is his name? Who is he? 
The ear-pendants this young ascetic wears 

are extraordinary in this world. 

Which tree’s flowers are they? 

Pray, tell me, I’m curious. 

“Thereupon, 

The companion smiled gently and said, 

‘What is the ptirpose of your asking these questions? 
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O Young lady! If you are curious, 

listen— 

‘This is Pundarika, the son of sage Svetaketu and LaksmI. As he grew 

out of his childhood he was made proficient in all branches of learning and 

initiated into asceticism. He is a great soul pursuing his asceticism. If you 

wish to know how he got this bunch of flowers contrary to the ascetic 

discipline, then listen: 

‘Today is the fourteenth day of the lunar month. 

In order to have the blessed sight of 

the Lord of Mount Kailasa, 

both of us left in a happy mood. 

‘At that moment, came a sylvan deity who bowed to my friend and 

pleaded: ‘This divine bunch of flowers is a fit ornament to suit your youthful 
charm that is captivating all the three worlds. Make a pair of ear 

pendants of this and wear it to make the Parijata tree, of which this is the 

flower, feel that it has fulfilled its purpose. My friend, embarrassed at this 

lavish praise, pretended he hadn’t heard it. But the deity persisted in following 

him. I said: ‘Make this maiden happy.’ Though he politely protested: ‘Why 

this. No, no,’ the deity approached him, put the flower bunch on his ears and 

departed. 

‘Meanwhile Pundaiika’s cheeks and lips lit up with a smile: 

“And he took the flowers 

from his ears and put them 

on to hers. As if the bees 

hummed, she heard; 

‘You do long for this bunch 

of flowers, don’t you? 

Why waver, take it. 

I surrender, come, 

be one with me.’ 

He had stuck on my ears 

excitedly the bunch of blossoms 

which outshone 

the brilliance of stars. 

“What else is there to say? 

Excited by the soft touch of my cheek, 

his hands trembling in ecstasy, 

he failed to notice the rosary 

slipping from his hand. 
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“I did not allow it to fall to the ground, but picked it up before it 
dropped and wore it around my neck, as if it were a resplendent necklace. 
I could not contain my joy. At this juncture, my maid came to me and 
said: 

‘Don’t tarry any longer, 
the queen mother has bathed and is returning home. 
O princess, hurry now for your bath.’ 
I was so excited, but she pulled me by the hand. 
I was beside myself but like a cow-elephant 
goaded by the mahout, 
I was led away. 

“As she drew me away, the ascetic companion observed his friend’s 
loss of equanimity. 

‘O Pundaiika, 
what has happened to you? 
Fie, it does not behove you 
to choose the path of ordinary people. 
You have lost your sense of balance 
and fallen prey to this passion 
bidding goodbye to reason. 

‘Where is your fortitude, where is your self-discipline? 
Where is your control over your senses? 
Where is your strength of mind? 
Where indeed is your abhorrence of sensual joys? 

‘If sensuality were 
to reduce even you 
to such a wretched condition, 
then futile is all wisdom, 
in vain is your study of scriptures, 
and inconsequential is ail knowledge. 

‘If you are unaware of 
even the rosary 
slipping from your hand, 
is there anyone like you 
who has lost totally his mind? 
Restrain your wavering mind, 
at least now.’ 

“Ashamed at these words, he said: 

‘O Kapinjala, don’t think wrongly of me 

and feel selfrighteous. 
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Don’t think I’ll forgive her 
for deluding my senses? 
Watch me now!’ So saying he rose 
feigning anger and said, 

‘Return my rosary, you fickle woman, 
don’t move a single step before giving it back.’ 
When I heard his words, I took out 
from my neck my own necklace 
and gave it to him. 

“Lost in gazing at me, he took it without checking, and departed. 

“I loo left the place 

and perspired so profusely 
in my bewilderment, 
my maids in waiting, 
with effort took me to the pond 
for a second bath; 
it was like a mnning stream 
made to fiow upwards. 

“And then I returned to the palace with my mother, went into my 
chamber and was lost to my.self, unable to bear the separation. 

“Did I come home or not, 
was 1 with my companions or alone, 
was I asleep or awake, 
conversing or silent, 
suffering or in joy, 
laughing or crying?— 
I couldn’t tell. 

“I couldn’t say 
if it was day or night, 
grief or delirium, 
good or ill. 
I could not discriminate, then. 

“Then I stopped all my companions and maids at the door; 

I climbed the stairs to my private apartments, where, 
I stood with my face pressed to the Jewelled window. 

“I gazed in the direction where I had 
seen him till my eyes ached; 
it seemed the waves were dancing 
in an ocean of nectar, 
gems added their lustrous shine 
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and rivalled the glow of the moon’s orb. 
I asked the winds that blew 
and carried the fragrance of flowers 

and the chirping birds that came from there 
‘What news of him, pray.’ 

‘Where did you see him? 

Did you see him to your heart’s content? 

What did he say? 

How long did you stay with him? 
Will he without delay 

come to me? When?” 

‘‘Asking my confidante on the terrace 
sending all others away, 
I again and again asked 

and in asking, spent the day. 

‘‘As if in sympathy with my love sick heart 

the sun too blushed red with love, 

as it were, and sailed to the west to set. 

‘‘When the red lotus petals closed at sunset trapping the swarm of 
bees caught inside, it looked as if the lotus maiden and her heart, filled with 
gloom, had gone into a swoon. Just then my parasol-bearer appeared at the 

door saying that one of the two ascetics we had met at the pond was there 

waiting at the gates, asking for the return of his rosary. 

“How can 1 convey to you 
the intense excitement 

I felt the moment 

I heard the word ‘ascetic’? 
I felt I had been transported to the door 
to welcome him, even tho’ I had not moved from my seat. 

“I then ordered the chamberlain to bring him in at once. When 1 saw 

him coming in with the ascetic Kapinjala, I thought that sunshine and 

moonlight had come together. 

“I got up in reverence, bowed 

and seated him on a golden seat 
despite his protest, washed his lotus feet 
and wiped them with the hem 
of my upper garment.” 

Translated by K. Krishnamoorthy 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 
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KADAMBARI’S first MEEI ING 

The following extract is also from Nagavarma’s Karnataka Kadambari. Kadambari was a 

bosom friend of MahStsveta. When the latter took to the life of a nun, the former vowed that 

she would remain celibate till Mahasvcta united with her lover. Mahtisveta wanted to dissuade 

her friend from taking such a drastic vow. While going to Kadambari’s place for that purpose, 

she took Candrapida too with her Candrapida and Kadambari met and fell in love with each 

other. This passage describes their first meeting. 

Then Mahasveta told Kadambari; 

“This great person Candrapida is the son of Tarapida, the king of 
Bharatavariisa, the remover of his subject’s woes. During the course of his 
campaign for conquest, he has come by chance to this area. Though I’ve shed 
all connections and am reputed to have a heart of stone, as soon as he set 
eyes on me, his inborn simplicity and strength of character manifested itself 
and made him cleave to me without ulterior motive. I have brought him with 
me here so that you can see for yourself this pride of mankind, this gem of 

good fortune and the most decent of them all. 

“This king I’ve not seen 
nor am I acquainted with him, 

on this count be not bashful. 
As you are with me 
so be free with him 
at all times, O beauty with a lotus face!” 

As Mahasveta was introducing him to Kadambari, Candrapida 
greeted her and she was thrilled all over. 

Longing to take a good look 
at him for whom she had overwhelming love, 

the pupils of her long eyes moved so fast 
that they perspired; 
because of this tiring effort 

streamed quick tears of joy. 

Then the attendants brought and placed at the head of her couch a 

golden seat, on which the king sat down. Kadambari sat on her couch along 

with Mahasveta. Catching the eye of Mahasveta, the minstrels began to sing 
and play on flute and lyre (vIna) to the accompaniment of hails of praise from 

the heralds. 

With affection, the woman 

washed the feet of Mahasveta 
and had the feet of the king 
washed by her dear friend 

Madalekha. 
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Then seeing Kadambari about to offer tambula (the ritual betel leaf), 
Mahasveta said: 

“The son of the Emp)eror himself has come. 

This is his first visit. 

An honoured guest 

worthy of respect, 

he is above all of us. 

Please offer first to the prince 

the ritual betel leaf.” 

Hearing this, Kadambari said: 

“My sister, I am too shy. 

Take this and offer it 

to the king yourself. 

I am confused.” 

Her face downcast, 

she whispered in modesty. 

Persuaded again by Maha.sveta, she made a fresh effort to offer the 

betel leaf. 

“I’m drowned in perspiration 

and about to faint. 

Oh king? give me your hand 

without delay.” 

As if conveying this message 

the lady stretched out her hands 

with the betel offering. 

Then Candrapida extended his hands, as if his five fingers had taken 

separate forms functioning as the five senses. 

As if the extending glow of her nails 

looked for the king’s hand 

the slender woman with trembling hands 

offered the betel honour to the king, 

as if conveying the message, 

‘The god of love has offered me to you, 

see, this sweat of mine is the 

holy sacrament water. 

He has entrusted me to your hands. 

My life is now entwined 

with yours.’ 
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Then she offered tambiila to Mahasveta also. Meanwhile an 

attendant came and informed Mahasveta that he had been sent by King 

Gandhara and Queen Madira who were anxious to see her. As she prepared 

herself to go, she asked Kadambari where she had arranged for the king’s 

stay. And Kadambari replied: 

“Ever since I saw the king 

I’m not my own self. 

Even my body is no longer mine. 

Whatever the place the king chooses 

for his stay, 

let him be pleased to make it his residence.” 

Translated by K. Krishnamoorthy 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 



RANNA’S AJITAPURANAM (10th century a. d.) 

The episodes that follow have been excerpted from Raima’s Ajitapuranam. 

Ranna was one of the ‘three gems’ of early Kannada Literature. The other two are Pampa 

and Ponna. He was a great scholar well versed in Sanskrit, Prakrit and Kannada. The Calukyan 

King, Ahavamalla and his son, Iriva Bedanga were Ins patrons. He wrote both secular and 

religious poetry. 

Gadayuddha (or Sdhasahhlma Vijuya) and Ajitapuranam arc his major works available 

now. Gadayuddha is an epic based on the story of Bhima, Its main theme is valour. Ajita- 

purdnam is an epic which tells the story of Ajita Tirthankara. It is replete with Jama 

terminology. Both as an exponent of Jainism and as a poet, Ranna has few equals. He is rightly 

known as ‘Ranna, the poet of power’ (Saktikavi Ranna). 

This IS Ranna’s first work, an epic in the campu style. It consists of twelve cantos. In 

the first and the last cantos, Ranna freely extols his patron on the one hand and Attimabbc, 

a devout lady, on the other, under whose patronage he composed the epic. 

Ranna has described in the epic the episode of the renuniciation of Ajita Tirthankara 

with the utmost human concern. His narration bears ample testimony to his knowledge of 

rhetoric, dance, music and other arts. 

ATTIMABBE, THE JINA DEVOTEE 

These lines are from the tirst and twelfth cantos of Raima’s Ajitatlrthankarapuranatilakam. 

Attimabbc, a well known savant of the lOth century, was known for her generosity, sacrifice, 

courage, loyalty to her husband, devotion to Jama worship, courage and patronage of poets. 

Many inscriptions and poems have commented on her valuable contribution to the welfare 

of society. She was a patron of Ranna whom she inspired to write Ajitapuranam. Naturally, 

Ranna pays his tribute to this illustrious lady. 

Obeying his master’s call, 

Dallapa’s valiant son, Nagadeva, the dare devil, 

chased Mallama beyond Karad. 

Pleasing his Lord by his prowess, 

the triumphant soldier of many a campaign, 

earned Ahavamalla’s blessings. 

Crowned commander by his king, 

courted by the twin deities of victory and wealth, 

Nagadeva married the two sisters. 

Attimabbc and Guijdamabbe. 

Yet, desiring union with heavenly nymphs, 
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the youth in his prime, 

departed to the Land of Gods. 

“Only two ways are there for the chaste; 

left without a husband, live the Jina way, 

or else, be consumed on one’s Lord's pyre. 

Could one seek consummation otherwise?” 

So discerning, the young Gundamabbe 

hurried for her elder sister’s blessings. 

“Your son, a precious ornament of the world, 

yet green, has to ripen. You have to live. 

Let me leave the world with my Lord.” 

So pleading, clasping her lord, 

with immense love she jumped into the fire. 

“My sister,” thought Attimabbe, 

“burned herself along with my Lord— 

all in an instant, 

dawned in heaven with divine body. 

But I, being the elder, shall bum, 

singe, by the greater fire of vows, 

subdue this coil of clay, every day." 

By religious vows, harsh and heart-rending, 

she dessicated henself, braving the bodiless love-god. 

Left a widow, she undertook 

the asidhara vow. While she nurtured 

her duty bound son, would she ever 

take care of her bodily needs? No, she never did. 

She shrunk her body with fasts, 

her wealth by continuous charity. 

Thus she lived, acquiring merit— 

the commander’s wife, none equal to her, 

this mother of Tailapa. 

The devout sang her praises, 

they called her 

Revati’s peer in Sravaka dharma, 

Sita’s in virtue, Devaki’s in chastity, 
in charity, Sulocana herself! 

Revered by the learned monks, 

this sea of charity proved a refuge 

to many a poet of her age. 

When she conceived Jina in her soul itself. 
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what difference then between her, 

and the one who had borne the //na-to-be 
in her womb? 

The lady mellowed by the Jina dharma, 
she, the leading light of the Jina way, 

ordered to be made, 

with love and devotion, 

fifteen hundred statues of Jina, 

studded with shiny pearls, 
and decked with golden ornaments, 
tinkling golden bells 

under pearl awnings, 
gilded with lamps burning bright, 

enrobed in expensive silk, 
the yellow pennants resplendent, 

decorated with garlands of precious gems, 

each of the fifteen hundred being such. 
Who is her equal in these decadent times? 

Burning with desire to behold Gommata, 

Gommata, the great Lord of the world, 
she discarded food. Restless, she mounted 

the hill, anxious to be near her Lord. 
Then the lord blessed her, blessed her 

with soothing rains untimely shed. 

Is this any wonder, when heaven can 
shower flowers on a devotee’s head? 

Alas, alas, when the Creator knew well, 
knew well that he would create, 

Attimabbe, the lady of charity, 

why then did he create others? 

The precious stone that gives, 
the tree that fulfils one’s desires 
and the cow that showers gifts. 
Why this indiscretion? Will he ever 

learn prudence? 

With love she doled out all her wealth, 
argued it a sin not to give; 

and to withhold, a greater sin. 
Men who saw her donate exclaimed; 

“Wealth that is not spent in charity 

is really dross.” 
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Let it be domestic drudgery, 

let it be the horrible battle field, 

she was always the foremost in charity. 

Who is equal to her? 

Which whiskered lord is a match 

to this mother of Tailapa? 

The sharp, sizzling sword for the heretics; 

the tree of plenty to the truly devout. 

When the whole universe sang her praise thus, 

is it not meritorious to applaud 

the //na-flag bearer of the land? 

Did she ever waver? 

Did she ever hesitate to give? 

No, she never thought twice, 

gave all that was hers, emptied her coffers, 

kept nothing but her word— 

praise be to this lady of charity. 

Bom to Mallapa, who haunted like a bee— 

the y/na’s lotus-feet, the daughter of Appakabbe, 

the prime-minister’s peerless daughter-in-law, 

Nagadeva’s betrothed, this mother of Tailapa, 

lived upright, the Jina-dharma incarnate. 

No fire will ever singe, 

nor venomous creatures ever sting, 

where lives such a saint as this? Instead, 

rains bless the land with plenty. 

To sing her praise is worthy indeed. 

Pure like the cotton white, 

pure like the Gahga water, 

pure like the glorious life of Ajitasena the sage, 

pure like the sacred hill of Koppala, 

Dure and immaculate was Attimabbe’s life. 

Translated by D. R. Shashidhara 

VIMALA VAHANA’S RENUNCIATION 

This section from the second canto of Ranna’s Ajitatlrthankara-purSnatilakam describes 

how Ajitanatha, in his previous birth as King Vimala VShana realized the ephemeral 

nature of sensual pleasures and their futility. He also discovered the supreme virtue of 
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disinterestedness. Some of the cardinal tenets of the Jaina religion are enunciated here very 

eloquently. 

He who has set his heart on the flesh 

and its adornments, which in truth are not his own, 

who neglects the path of deliverance 

and deludes himself—tell me, was there 

ever a greater self-deceiver than he? 

The soul that turns away from the way of Jina 

and trusts as of substance that which has none, 
who has convinced himself that what is not his 
is his; and, infatuated with his lands, 

his house, his kin, his fair, slender-waisted wife, 

his offspring—can such a one escape 

terrible sorrow? 

Do you think you can cling to the flesh 

until it is too weak to take any more, 

until all strength has been sapped from the spirit? 

Can you pan for gold after the running stream 

has carried away the precious silt? 

Oh my soul, tell me—^how many 

of your past lives can you call to mind? 

And how many kin of your many past births, 

and how many bodies you inhabited? 

Do you think you can number them all? 

Why do you fret and pine, why 

do you yearn so wretchedly, why 

do you make yourself so miserable? 

What illusory worlds have you not already been through? 

Why do you still seethe and smoulder? 
What scorching fires have you not known? 

Why do you grieve so ceaselessly? 

Have you not had enough of the pathless 

woods of birth and death? 

Well, if you would bring to an end these endless 
cycles of birth and death, then heed my words; 

I fall at your feet and beg you, 

‘Hold fast, do not let go of dharma'. 

Oh, how I was hounded until I was gas*^ 

and had broken out in a sweat! Oh, how 
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they startled me, those grey strands at my temples, 
how they pursued me like the minions of Death! 

There are those ignorant ones who crave 

new savours even as they gorge themselves. 

Let them be, who will gaurd you 

when death stalks by cunning? 

Only dharma can protect you here or hereafter. 

Some are moved to renounce the world 

at the mere sight of a melting cloud, 

or on spying the grey on their cheeks. 
A few under the weight of their own austerities, 

and some turn away from life out of grief 
at the loss of father, kin or beloved. 

Some will think of renunciation only when 

desire has left. But when Death comes 

to mar your joy and wrings your neck 

and drags you away, who can step in and stop Him? 

Ah, your visage has turned into an ape’s, 
all strength has gone from your legs. 

Your teeth shake, and you have become 

a mockery of yourself. Will you not 
at least now throw off your shameless indulgence? 

Many were the kings who over-reached themselves 
and descended into the earth even as they were drunk 

with pride in their elephants, their horses, 

their consorts, their offspring. 

Which king ever took with him 

his bags of gold, his territories, his women, 
his elephants, his steeds, his confidants, his chariots, 
his regal fans and parasols or his fame 

and glory? How can you put your trust in kingship? 

Your elephants and horses will not keep company 

when you journey to Death’s kingdom, nor 

your family, your retinue; not even the four 

who bear you away. Even kings go alone. 

The sons are anointed and ascend the throne 
even as obsequies for the fathers are afoot. 

The dirge is drowned in the blaring fanfare 

of coronation. The dead are dead. The living 
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surround themselves with singing, cavorting 
crowds. Can’t you see in this a mockery of the dead? 

Translated by Viswanath Mirle 

THE EPISODE OF SAGARA 

TTie excerpt given here is taken from a campu composition titled 'AjitatlrthaAkara- 

puranatilakam’ by Ranna. a Jain poet. The story of AjitapurSnam has two facets; first, it is 

a story of the evolution of spiritual power which proclaims the victory of detachment, insofar 

as the life of Jina is concerned; second, it is a story that emphasises the futility of the pursuit 

of enjoyment and the inevitability of death, in relation to Sagara. 

Sagara was a celestial being by name Mahabala and had a brother-in-law called 

Maniketu. The latter promises that he would come to the earth in order to advise the former 

and to urge him to accept the path of detachment. A situation in which he brings Sagara to 

the path of detachment is presented here. Maniketu comes in the disguise of a Brahmin and 

implores Sagara to revive his dead child. The Brahmin’s feigned loud lamentation succeed.^ 

in making Sagara understand the transitoriness of all beings of the world. 

Tlius the king, holding court, heard the Brahmin drumming his mouth, lamenting, 

unmindful of himself and creating a commotion. Listening to the Brahmin’s heart rending 

lament, the like of which he had never heard before, even unconsciously, the king was 

overcome by surprise. 

“Emperor Bharata 
first created the Brahmin class, 

and I who hail from that class 

entreat you to save my life. 

I beg of you, emperor Sagara, to rescue me 

from drowning in a sea of sorrow. 

“Countless vows I offered 
to countless gods 
and won at last a son, 

princely and blessed. 

“When his wedding preparations were on, 

Yama struck like a thunder bolt. 
Now I take refuge at your feet, 

I beseech you to bring him back to me. 

“Be merciful to this Brahmin seeking your refuge, 
fetch my son back from Yama’s world, 

or else I will embrace death. 
This is all I ask for at your lotus feet. 

Emperor Bharata created the Brahmin clan, 
and you, too, are an emperor. 
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Lord, is it beyond you 

to grant the wishes of one poor Brahmin?” 

Thus hearing the words of the Brahmin who opened his 

mouth piteously and spoke to ruffle his self-esteem, 

the astonished emperor thought within himself. 

“This Brahmin’s words seem to prove false 

my fame as a conqueror of recalcitrant kingdoms, 

and a subduer of rebellious rulers of might, 

making them bow their heads in humility. 

“The poor Brahmin grieving for his lost son 

came to me and spoke thus, but who can revive the dead? 

If I fail to grant his prayer, my fame will be ruined. 

What and how shall I say to him? I worry for the future. 

“What talk is this of bringing the dead back to life? 

Impossible. Where did this Brahmin hail from? 

Thus to sully my fame, 

covering it with blemish.” 

Sensing the worry in his ruler’s mind, the chief priest of the emperor, 

Buddhi Sagara, spoke to the Brahmin as follows; “If you can collect hay and 

fire from any home in which there has never been a death, you will win back 

your son.” The Brahmin, pretending not to understand the words, went a little 

distance, and tlien returned, saying that he couldn’t get them. The priest 

addressed the Brahmin slowly and gently as follows: 

“As the idea, that everything— 

the day, the night, the moonlight—is Time’s slave, 

dawns on you. Fool, don’t you know 

that the united separate, the bom die? 

Tell me if your grandfathers, 

anyone of them, escaped Yama’s rule? 

One must forget sorrow, 

attain patience, must endure- 

saying ‘You go first, I shall then follow’ 

This is the law, and tell me 

who has ever escaped Yama’s schedule? 

“Who has King Yama not swallowed, 

consumed and tasted, 

among gods and men, 

in hell and the animal kingdom? 
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“King Yama tramples everyone and marches on— 

pities not the poor, humours not the rich, 

spares not the mendicant, 

and lets off not even women. 

“Waiting for the appointed time, 

Yama will carry everyone away. 

Would he leave one to finish meditation? 

He snatches people who have lost speech 

or are about to lose it. 

“How cruel and heartless is Yama! 

Without a thought for the infant oi the old, 

without regard for the wise or the foolish, 

he will take away everyone. 

“Yama does not discriminate 

between high caste and low, 

the hero and the coward, the proud and the shameless, 

he will destroy them all. 

“Like sheep slaughtered and cooked, 

served as dishes, 

the dead men serve as offering 

at the worship of Yama. 

“No matter whetlier mortals beg and scream, 

or if they kick up a row, 

Yama drags them away 

and butchers them as if they were sheep. 

“Yama’s royal insignia are these— 

funeral songs are his victory music, 

the smoke from the funeral pyre, his pennon, 

the lamentations of mortals, his epithalamion. 

“Who can conquer the king of death, 

world’s sole obstructor, the bee intoxicated 

on the nectar of lotus 

of beings in the three worlds, 

but Jinaraja, the conqueror of Kama’s 

roused desires, a very Yama 

to the pangs of bodily passions, 

a Yama to Yama himself?” 

Thus Buddhi Sagara instructed the Brahmin about the true form and 

nature of mortal life and showed him the path to true dharma In response, 

the Brahmin, deciding to trap the king in his own words, said: 
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“Does dharma you have preached 

so far apply only to me 

or to you, too? If it applies to you also, 

answer me in a way I can comprehend.” 

Smiling gently, 

the king said, “Yes. It does.” 

Then the Brahmin said, “Today your sixty thousand children turned 

into ashes through the serpent, Visama Drsti.” The king replied, “What is 

surprising about it since all beings bom to mortal life carry death with birth?” 
Thus, as the king resumed his religious preaching, there rushed his son, 

Bhagiratha, overflowing with tears, his upper garment hanging loose, his 

throat choking with sorrow, weeping loudly, his hair in disarray due to the 

unendurable sorrow baked in an anguished mind, and collapsed rolling on 

the ground. 

“O, the tender princes, 

after wangling the task from the king, 

lost their lives, 
while performing it. 

But I alone, lacking such blessed fate, 

have returned from the enterprise.” 

Hearing these words, 

as if struck by a thunderbolt, 

the royal entourage swooned 

while the queens’ quarter burst into commotion. 

Endless flow of tears, 

forced by the sorrow of children’s loss, 

overpowered all bounds and limits, 

and a thousand queens rushed, 

falling at the royal feet. 

“You scared Bharata of the six continents, 

wielding your sword, raising your voice 

you made him tremble with fear. 

Yet, such a great warrior, 

why didn’t you save your own children?” 

“Emperor Sagara, 

you must save your children’s life, 

or else you must go on exile to perform penance. 

Can we now bear children? 

Tell us king, is this the way to live a man’s life?” 
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While thus the Brahmin lamented— 

the mascara on the queens’ eyes, 
mingling with their tears, 

stained their chests with black, 

resembling the smoke rising from their flaming sorrow. 

Though his own sorrow was no less intense, 
he stood unmoved like the golden mountain. 

Can anyone fathom the depth 

of King Sagara’s heart or of the sea? 

The trees fall at wind’s blasting 
but does the mountain collapse? 

The king, set apart from the commoners, 

is noble minded, 

most courageous and with unfailing power. 

The king looked like the golden mountain, 

as he severed the bond of impurity, 
the creeper of the surrounding queens’ rolling tears, 
swaying to the wind’s fatal onslaught. 

Thus gaining courage, and with gravity, 

the Brahmin asked: 

“O king, the queens are clamouring. 

Belabour Yama. bring back the children for us,” 

“Restore the son bom to me.” 

Who can breathe into the dead? 
Alas, what illusions they harbour, poor creatures. 

The queens seem to be the poor Brahmin’s kin. 

Thus thought the king, ‘ITio-se of similar conduct and 
similar bad habits tend to be friends,’ unable to 

watch their pitiful faces but steadying his mind. 

The assembled throng, the town’s folk and those from 

neighbouring towns, 

whispered among themselves, “How stone-hearted is the king? 

Is he a man or a tree? He stands like a stone tree. 

How heartless is he!’ 

After hearing this public censure of his king, the emperor’s chief 

priest Buddhi Sagara arranged to have white mustard seeds rain on the city. 

The mustard seeds began to scatter helter-skelter like maize leaping with a 
clatter on a hotplate. He made it clear to all that, if the loss of one son was 

so great, how much greater was the king’s after losing sixty thousand 
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offspring, and it was no common sorrow. Because of his mental resources 

and courage, he could somehow endure an unendurable sorrow. King Sagara 

himself did not answer the Brahmin and the queens of his palace, following 

the dictum that “Silence achieves everything”. 

“Today ends my royal splendour, 

all outpouring desires reaching their bank. 

And now it is farewell music to all that.” 

Saying he would at once leave to do penance, 

the virtuous king gave up all— 

his throne, victory drum, the white parasol, 

without a moment’s delay in the court. 

Translated by K. Raghavendra Rao 



RANNA’S SAHASABHIMAVIJAYAM (10th century) 

The passages that follow have been taken from Raima’s Saliasabfiimavijayam also called 

Gadayuddha (‘llie Combat with Maces’). It tells the story of how Bhima fulfilled his vow 

to break the limbs of Duryodhana with this mace and slay him. Throughout the poem Ranna 

identifies his royal patron with Bhima. 

This well-known classic by Ranna is exceptionally dramatic with the raudra rasa the 

sentiment of valour, dominating the epic. Human values such as nobility and deep friendship 

find their expression through strong characters in this work. 

DURYODHANA’S LAMENT 

The passage that follows is taken from the fifth canto of Ranna’s 

Sdhasahh imavijay am 

Duryodhana roams on the battlefield of Kuruksetra with Sahjaya. He sees the dead 

bodies of Drona, Abhimanyu, Laksana Kumara and Dussasana. He laments piteously, 

recollecting the valour and prowess of the departed heroes, and is filled with rage against his 

enemies. Then he sees the corpse of his dearest friend Kama. He mourns very poignantly, 

expostulating on his extraordinary friendship with Kama. On Sahjaya’s counsel, he goes to 

meet Bhisma who is lying on a bed of arrows. He grieves to sec Bhisma in that condition, 

thinking that he was himself responsible for it. Still he declares that he is not for a compromise 

with the P^davas, but prefers war. He tells Bhisma that he has no fascination for the kingdom 

when most of his near and dear one.* have died. He further states that he wants to fight out 

of sheer stubborn will. 

The King of Kings saw Kama slain, 
as he stood leaning against the flag-pole, 
tears welling in his eyes, 

heart heavy with sorrow, 

while his affection burnt 

in the unbearable fire of anguish. 

Decreed by the fortunes of war, 

one of the four brothers died in his time, 

accepting Yama’s hospitality 

while the son of Yama scared the emperor! 
“I Dussasana, and you, Karna, 

we three lived as one person. 

After Dussasana’s departure, 
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we remained the two of us, 
Now, king of Ariga, whither have you fled, 

leaving me here alone? 

“King of Ahga, your present style mystifies me— 

Why don’t you answer back? 

Are you angry with me? 
Lost your memory? Or plain exhausted? 

“Why are you wordless, Karna, 
without looking at your friend Suyodhana, 

without embracing him, 

without waiting for his bidding, 

without greeting him, as Master and Lord? 

“How can there be the slightest trace 

of greed, fear and falsehood 
in the land you inhabit? 

Karna, you were in the fore front 
in truth, self denial and fearlessness! 

“Karna the kingdom lives if you live, 
the crown lives if you live, 

the white parasol, the throne 

live if you live; 
and if you are not alive, how can they be? 

“Etched forever in my eyes and my heart is your figure; 

your words ring in my ears. 
How then, can you be said to have forsaken me? 

It passes my comprehension, king of Ahga! 

Listen, Karna, 
this day must see alive either me or the Pandavas. 

How can they be allowed to live 

after killing you and Dussasana? 

When he who is dearest to me is no more, 
with whom shall I relax, chatting? 
With whom shall I share the pomp of the court? 
With whom shall I dine? 
In whose company shall I ride the elephants and horses? 

“My beloved friend is free from the debt of living, 
but I am not free from tears. 

He gave me the whole earth 

but 1 haven’t offered him even the last libation. 
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He consigned enemy hordes to the flames of his prowess, 
but I haven’t even lit his funeral pyre. 

Not minding the pain caused all over his body 

by Arjuna’s sharp, piercing arrows, 

Bhisma meditated single mindedly on Lord Mukunda. 

And yet worried about the wounds 

the enemies might have wrought on Duryodhana in the battle, 

even a great devotee like Bhisma 

succumbed to the snare of worldliness! 

Seeing Bhisma in such a plight, 

Duryodhana spoke in a voice choked with sorrow, 

“Rejecting all courtesy and civility, 

and the wise counsel of an elder like you, 

it was I who egged you on to fight Arjuna. 
Because I, a rank sinner, 

am mad with hatred for Bhima, 

you have to suffer this fate! 

“I came here only to pay my respects to you. 

Do you think I came here 

to bargain for peace with the enemy? 

Grandfather, advise me 

what is my duty now in this war? 

Did you imagine 
that I waged the war for this paltry territoiy? 

I fight the Pandavas 
because of my passionate hatred. 

Do you think 
I can live with this wrectched land, 

this land that got Karna killed? 

“Can this Duryodhana ever think 

of making peace with the Pandavas 

without slaying the enemy and 

feeding the spirits of the dead 

with their flesh and sinews, 

without causing the lotus faces 
of enemies’ whores to wilt and whiten, 

without bringing joy to his kith 

and kin, sorrowing for their dead? 

“Earlier I had refused them even five villages 

If now I send them word. 
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begging for half a kingdom, 

wouldn’t Bhima taunt me and laugh in my face? 

“No, I can’t live with them, 

make peace with them, never. 

Grandfather, how can I rule a kingdom 

without you, without revered Drona, Karna, Dussasana. 
and for whom? 

“After the enemy takes his share of it, 

why do I need this truncated land and tattered white umbrella? 

No, I do not want them. 

My unbroken pride is enough for me. 

I shall strive to keep it intact! 

“My hundred sons and hundred brothers 

perished 

facing the foe. 

That has kindled and aggravated my wrath. 

Are not the dead leborn? 

I shall fight the Pandavas to the finish, 

I shall wreak vengeance. 

“No, grandfather, I cannot give up the fight. 

In this day’s single battle, 

either I should survive or the Pandavas. 

The lordship of this earth goes 

either to the Pandavas or to this Kaurava!” 

Translated by K. Raghavendra Rao 

BHIMASENA’S FULMINATIONS 

The excerpt given here is taken from the sixth and seventh cantos of Ranna’s 

SShasabhTmavijayam. 

In the course of the Mahabharata war, after Duryodhana mourns the death of 

Abhimanyu, Drona, Kama, Dussasana, he meets with Bhisma, who suggests that Duryodhana 

should hide himself in lake Vaisampayana using the water spell until BalarSma’s arrival. 

Duryodhana agrees and enters the lake walking backwards into it. Meanwhile Bhisma is 

enraged to learn about Duiyodhana’s disappearance after the death of Salya and takes an oath 

to kill him wherever he might be hiding. Searching for Duryodhana, he meets Dhrtarastra and 

G^dhari. GandhSri trembles hearing Bhisma's vow and begs of him to kill her and her 

husband Hrst so that they are spared further agony. By then, hunters ii\form Bhisma of 

Duryodhana’s hiding place. After consulting with Krspa, ail the Pani;lavas come near the lake 

and urge Duryodhana to come out of hiding but fail in their attempt. Then Bhima thunders 
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and Duryodhana emerges from the lake. BhTma’s sarcastic and vehement exhortations are 
presented here. 

“Broken lies my solemn vow 

taken in the royal assembly. 
Unchanged is the shadow of grief 

in the visage of Draupadi. 
And un sated are the sinews of my arms 

thirsting for battle. 
Alas, Duryodhana is still alive. 
What do I do to destroy him?” 
Thus thundered Bhima, 
revelling at the prospect 
of annihilating the entire 
Kaurava clan. 

“The arrogant foe, 
shall I make a kite of him 
and fly him away? 
Or shall I force the gods, 
who once upon a time 
swallowed ambrosia, 
to throw it up now? 
Or shall I seize the gods 
that roam in space 
and send them reeling 
to the summit of the Mem Mountain? 

“Shall I pluck out Mount Mandara 
and push it down to the nether world? 
Shall I mount the earth 
and ride rough over the eight quarters? 
Or shall I climb on the 
back of the aggressor? 
Or shall I catch the 
elephants from their stations 
and hurl them aloft? 

“Shall I bestride 
the Kula hills 
or drink up the 
four oceans? 
Shall I pluck out the Sun and the Moon 
from the firmament? 
Or strangle the throats 
of all the guardians of quarters? 
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“Has he, Duryodhana, by chance, descended 

into the nether world? 

Or is he hiding in any corner 

of the four quarters? 

The villain, it seems, is not on this earth. 
Has he, perhaps, re-entered 

the womb of Gandhari 

in order to hide? 

“Wherever in this world he be, 

inside anything, animate or inanimate, 

even if he seeks refuge 

in the cage of the shoulders 

of Hari, Hara and Hiranyagarbha 

(Brahma, Visnu and Mahesvara) 

I shall not let him live”. 

“Listen, you four quarters of the Earth 

Listen, you oceans; take note, you fire! 

Hear me, my father, O wipJ! 

Listen, you sky, where the wind has his path. 

Kill my foe I shall, 

and feed his as sacrifice 

to the raging fire of my anger. 

If I fail to kill him, 

my own body 

I shall offer as sacrifice to the sacred fire.” 

Thus roared he, Bhima, 

the scourge of the Kauravas. 

To the Kaurava clan 

he was like 

a young elephant in rut 

let loose in 

a plantain grove; 

to his enemies 

he was like 

the fire that 

scorches a swarm of moths. 

In the land of Kurus 

he was seeking 

the King of Kurus— 

he, the mighty windgod’s son. 
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With his swinging mace 

probing in all directions, 

making the earth and sky come together, 

with its formidable reach, 

his shoulders strong and sinewy 
create the illusion 

of yet another mace. 

Seeing him come 

like a fortress protecting 

the entire Pandava force, 

grieving Gandhari was startled 

like a bow whose string has snapped 

Is this that Bhimasena, 

the monster that supped 
the flesh and blood of the Kauravas? 

Seeing him, and overcome with grief, she thought: 

“After swallowing a hundred 

sons bom to me, 

unsatiated, comes he rushing 

to make a meal of 

him too who has 

the sign of a serpent on his standard’. 

Thinking thus, she was agitated 

further. 

Bhima, in the meantime, 
rendered due courtesies to his elders, 

and in a frightful voice thundered; 

“Listen, O King Dhrtarastra, 
listen, O mother Gandhari, 

yes, I did kill your hundred sons 

with the strength of my mace. 
I quenched the fire of my anger 

with the drenching of blood 
from the stripped insides of Dussasana. 

I have come now to swallow 

the red-eyed villain 
to avenge the hundreds of 

crimes he has wilfully committed”. 

Gandhari, lifting up her suppliant hands 

to Bhima, the slayer of Jarasandha said: 
“Even after the agony of our sons death 
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alas! our life still remains. 

Pray, do us a good deed; kill us first 

before you kill our remaining son.” 

“This brute hiding in the lake Vaisampayana, 

will not come out until he hears my voice. Only 

I am his match” So thinking, 

an enraged BhTma with eyebrows knit 

in fury said: 

“You’re hiding like a fish in water. 

Shame on you! 

Now a target of my vengeful fury, 

aren’t you known as the Invincible? 

Display your valour now. 

You’ve proved how paltry and worthless you are! 

What if you die? Youll be bom again. 

Arm yourself for the combat, come out! 

You who are the lord of all the Kauravas.” 

Thus came Bhima, 

like a thunderbolt, 

to churn 

the entire Kuru race. 
“The arrogance you showed 

at the time of Krsna’s parley of peace, 

where is it now? 
The insolence you displayed 

when you dragged Draupadi by the hair, 

where is it now? 

“The haughtiness that prompted you 

to drive the harassed Pandavas 

into the deep forest, 
where is it gone?” 

Thus taunted Bhima with valiant rage 
the King of the Kauravas. 

And then 

the heavens splintered 

and mountains quaked; 
the earth split 

and the angels stood trembling,— 

the slayer of Jatasura, Hidimba and Baka 

roared like a lion. 
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Hearing the lionlike roar of 

Bhima, son of the windgod, 

the flock of birds that nested in the lake 

flew as if the entire lake arose. 

The lake simmered, 

scalded by the fire of Bhima’s ire, 

like water kept on fire. 

The shoals of fish in the lake 

bobbed up and down writhing 

like grains of rice 

boiling in water. 

And all the living creatures in the water took fright, trembled and 

panicked as the towering warrior, with the sign of the lion on his standard, 

roared. 

That terrible sound— 

sound that would silence 

even a lion’s roar— 

Duryodhana heard, 

he that has the sign of the serpent on his banner, 

his eyes red with rage; 

and though plunged in water 

still perspired. 

Then the incantation that helped him remain immobile in water lost 

its spell and only his overweening self-esteem remained. 

And so he emerged from the lotus lake, 

he with the sign of the serpent-king on his flag, 

with his pair of shoulders festooned with flowers, 

holding in his hand his mighty mace 

rising from amidst floating dark lotuses. 

The light from his bejewelled crown 

Patterned a rainbow of light, 

all across the lotus waterspread. 

Like the fiery lord of Death emerging from the earth, 

he came out suddenly from the midst of the lake 

with courage and pride as ornaments, 

casting his eyes in every direction 

probing where Bhima was. 
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Like a marvellous actor 
with blood-shot blazing anger, 
he swung his mace-wielding arm, 
this son of Dhrtarastra. 

Translated by H. K. Ramachandra Murthy 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swanainathan 



NAGAVARMA’S KAVYAVALOKANA (11th century) 

The stanzas presented below are chosen from Nagavanna's KavyQvalokana. Each of these is 

independent and can be read and understood without referring to the context. Kavyavalokana 

is a treatise on poetics and contains five chapters. The stanzas given below are witty, aphoristic 

statements imbued with worldly experience. 

A night without the moon, 

sporting without a woman beside one, 

a flower without sweet nectar, 
a meal without curds, 

a congregation without scholars, 

Saraswati without her string of pearls— 
of what use are they, tell me. 

In this world if one is without means, 
his purity, prowess, noble words, 

his lineage, his name 
are all ineffective. 

If one is wealthy though, 
he is brave, he is of noble lineage, 

he is of spotless character. 
In fact, he is Indra, 

he is Kama, the love god, 
he is Brahma, the Creator himself. 

Wives, siblings, fathers, beloved sons, 

mothers, lovers— 

of them, who will stand by you? 
One is for oneself 

and none else. 

It’s not proper 

to throw up one’s hands 
because one cannot know things by oneself. 

One learns from the sages, 
the spies and the philosophers. 
One acquires what one aspires for 
by discoursing with experts, or 

with anyone else. 

Would not what one learns 
learns by grace? 
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Carnal joys are sweet 
but momentary 
like the taste of poison. 

Discipline of austerities is bitter 
like the taste of medicine. 
To the mind these two are 
mutual contraries. 

He who acts without considering 

consequence, 
out of fear, anger, awe, love and greed, 
can he ever finish his task? 

If a son, intoxicated by youth, 
drunk with patrimony 
is, in addition, also a fool, 
what can one say? 

He will be like an ape, fickle by nature 

maddened by a scorpion sting! 

Poets should speak, 

gathering their stuff from a palace, a whorehouse 

a monastery and the learned. 

Poetry not created from such knowledge 
appeals not to a palace, a whorehouse, a monastery 

nor to the heart of the learned. 
For surely, such poets carry no value! 

How can good poetry, good words and songs 
enter the heart of one, unpierced by 

the arrows of a love god? 

Can an archer’s arrow pierce 

the stony heart of such a one? 

When you consider it, 
no matter how stupid, 

the officer always does right. 
Never question his action. 
Does not the proverb say, 

‘In a town of misshapen men, 
the deformed sets the norm?’ 

For the creation of poetry, 

imagination, knowledge of poetics, 
serving the eminent with love, 
ceaseless study and practice of 
poetic craft—these are essential. 
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Imagination is power, and 

what makes for true 

knowledge is worldly wisdom, 

a study of religious scriptures, and the fine arts. 

The eminent are those 

well-versed in lores. 

Practice without indolence 

is what makes poetry. 

They that are too soft are ignored; 

those that too harsh are shunned. 

Those that are wise will win the world 

by adopting a middle course. 

One acquires glory and progress, 

the desire to walk the virtuous path, 

earns unsullied fame, 

and worldly things, 

through association with the wi.se. 

The essence of life is a woman exquisite 

the essence of a woman is her youth; 

in that what matters is the beauty of her figure; 

and all that matters is mutual harmony. 

In this world. 

What is death? It’s penury. 

What is a'wasting disease? Ceaseless worry. 

What is joy? Sight of one’s son. 

What is the anguish of hell? An immodest wife. 

What is adornment? Possession of noble character. 

Though all the rivers in the world 

drain into the sea, 

the sea never overflows its bounds. 

Though a raging fire bums 

in the depths of the sea, 

it never gets quenched despite all the seawater. 

Reflecting on this, great souls 

remain the same everywhere. 

Translated by K. Raghavendra Rao 



NSGAVARMA’S VARDHAMANAPURANAM (11th century) 

THE STORY OF CANDANA 

This story of Candana is from the thirteenth chapter of Nagavarma’s Sri Vardhamana 

Puranam. It briefly but beautifully describes the problems faced by Candana, the young 

daughter of the king of Cetaka, caused by her looks and youth. It also shows how she got 

out of the situation with the help she received by following Jain Principles. 

As the day dawned, that great personage, after completing his austerities, came out of 

his meditation. He felt absolutely pure and his only ornament was the Jam ritual known as 

Jma Kalpitam. He travelled all over the eighteen states where different languages such as 

Magadha, Vatsa, Lata, Goula, Mabarlstra and Katukatraya were spoken. 

In the capital city, Vaitali, 

which is like the decorative 
mark on the forehead, 

in 5imbi state, 

there ruled king Cetaka, 
who was like the Sun 
which dispels darkness 

of formidable enemy kings. 

His senior queen was Subhadra of excellent character. To them were 

bom (like precious gems at the confluence of river Tamraparni with the sea) 
ten sons and six daughters. 

The youngest of them was Candana, who, one day in spring, was 

amusing herself on a swing in her pleasure garden when a vidyadhara (a 
celestial being) called Manovega, travelling in the sky, saw her. He was 
immediately attracted to her. He fell in love with her and virtually dragged 

her along into the forest to make her yield to his passion. But that most chaste 

woman did not consent to his wishes. Humiliated and angry, he left her alone 

in the forest. And there : 

She, with shapely ears, 

and eyes bright and clear, 
an expert in ail the arts 
and unrivalled, 
was caught by a demon 
like the bright moonlight caught by Rahu. 
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At that time, there appeared a merchant called Vrsabhadatta of 

Kausambipura of Vatsa country who was there to collect the produce of the 

forest. With his timely arrival it seemed that her merits had assumed a 

physical form to come to her rescue. The merchant persuaded the demon to 

give her to him. He took her to his house and asked his wife to look after 

her well. 

The wife was wonder-struck at Candana's beauty; she was afraid that 

Candana might take her place as her husband’s favourite. So, she took an 

instant dislike to her. Under some pretext, she chained Candana and locked 

her up in an isolated back-room. She fed her gruel made of coarse grain. It 

was then that sage Sanmati visited their house for alms. After performing his 

rituals in the homes of the low, the middle and the rich, the sage visited 

Vrsabhadatta’s house. 

When she saw the arrival of the sage, 

Candana, without losing a moment, 

desired to welcome and feed him. 

At that instant the chains that 

bound her legs, 

fell away on their own. 

Because of the effect of the great Sage’s austerities, the young lady was 

freed from her bondage. Her mind became pure and pious. 

Welcoming him and offering him a proper seat, 

the slender lady washed his feet, 

and worshipped him; 

she prayed for purity of mind, speech and body; 

desiring to give him the appropriate food, 

she invited him and made him accept her aims. 

Then happened the five wonders. Vessels with magical properties and 

cornucopias, from which abundant food never ceased to flow, appeared. The 

great sage was offered food, after partaking of which, he left. It was then that 

Vrsabhadatta was surprised to learn the story of Candana from her birth 

onwards. After honouring her with presents of clothes and ornaments, he sent 

her away to her father. 

Translated by C. K. Swaminathan 



DURGASIMHA: KARNAJAKA PANCATANTRAM 
(11th century) 

HOW THE MONKEY OUTWITTED THE CROCODILE 

This story has been chosen from Karnataka Pancataniram, a campu written by Durgasimha, 

a Brahmin poet, who is believed to have hailed from Savadi, a village in Dharwad district. 

This work follows the Pancatantra tradition of Vasubhagabhatta and thus has a special place 

m the Pancatantra literature. It is possible that Durgasimha collected the stories from 

different sources. The interesting feature of the work is the depiction of human nature through 

animal characters. 

The present story, taken from the fourth section of the work, has natural conversation, 

simple diction and colloquial idiom. 

In a forest, thick 
with a bewitching variety of trees, 

both fmit and flower-bearing, 

such as sandalwood, a^oka, 

tamala, bakula, wood-apple, 
fig, punnaga, aloe, embowered 

brnga, clove, arjuna, birch-rose 
apple, jujube, palm, citron, 

bitter karanja, lime, oak, 
plantain, mango and orange. 

There, on the mountainous terrain, 
dwelt a monkey chief 

by name Krsnavadana (black-visaged), 
modest and contented 

with his expert skill 

in choosing fruits, ripe and fragrant. 

To the north of that forest was another region 
where lived another simian chief 

Kakudbali (bull among monkeys) 
who led his bunch with might, 

and was world-renowned for his valour. 

He was so aggressive he had 
earned the repute of being Indra’s thunderbolt. 

Striking against the spies of his enemies, 

his power and industry were explicit. 
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Thus the search for a common means of livelihood between the two 

monkeys led to sustained enmity between them, resulting in Kakudbali being 

on the offensive. Krsnavadana shrank from open war, and so giving up his 

desire to be in the woodland, with his love for his companions, left the region, 

totally orphaned, for a land across the seas. 

There amidst towering trees, 

the top-most branches kissing the sky, 

giving it a hue of green 

whose dense foliage blotted out 

the rays of the sun, 

the monkey-chief saw 

a fig tree 

laden with rich tender fruits, 

and was delighted. 

He took shelter in the branches of any tree he saw and ate its fruit and 

rested happily there. One day a fruit slipped from his hand and fell into the 

water, and he heard a resounding splash. On hearing the sound, the 

fickle-minded monkey made it a sport to pluck fruits and let them fall. A 

crocodile called Krakaca residing in the water used to eat these fruits 

everyday with great relish. After some days the two struck up a friendship. 

With the passage of time, the crocodile forgot his home and tarried there with 

great jollity. The crocodile’s wife, named Sukatha, took offence and rebuked 

her husband, saying, “How come you picked up this bad habit?” She further 

added, “I am suffering from a simian disease. For cure bring me a monkey’s 

heart.” The crocodile said, “I will do so.” 

Even a king Mahasena 

brought about 

the death of his own son, 

the pride of his lineage, 

when all the world 

said; ‘fie’ to his act! 

Is there anything a man will not do 

when he is infatuated with a woman? 

Once, under the thumb of a woman, 

is there anyone on the face of the earth 

who will pause to heed 

the slander of people, 

the rebuke of one’s kin, 

the censure of the good 

or of the elders? 
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Feeling he was duty-bound, the crocodile came back to the fig tree. 

Seeing him approach, the monkey was all smiles. He placed before the 

crocodile ripe fig fruits and gazing at him said, “Away from you and not 

seeing you for a long time, I was getting worried. Where did you go?” 

Krakaca replied, “How will I ever repay you for the great service you have 

done me?” After thinking a while, he proceeded: 

“There is an islet 

tucked away in the midst of the ocean, 
rich in plenitude of juicy fruits, 

the like of which isn’t there 

even among the celestial trees 

of Mem, Mandara and Parijata. 

On that islet are beautiful monkey maidens, who are my friends. 

Whenever I go there, they come to me and speak in pain. In spite of having 

you for our friend, we do not get male companions; all our lives are wasted 

as virgins from childhood on, arid like those of spinsters. Moreover, they are 
endowed with great beauty, and are ravishing. After feeding on the juicy fruit 

of the islet, even their grey hair has disappeared and they are glowing with 

rejuvenated youth. Therefore I will carry you on my back right now and take 

you there. Listen, I will take you to the islet and unite you with the monkey 

maidens, come, be quick and get on my back.” Hearing it, the fast-aging 

monkey, beside himself with joy, said to himself: 

‘The profusion of ripe fruits 

will make me younger. 

The bevy of monkey maidens 

will surely be pining for a male. 

What more can I hope for?’ 

In eager concupiscence, and unmindful 

of the risk, the monkey leapt 

on the crocodile’s back 

and was soon in mid-ocean 

amidst the swirling, roaring waves; 

he swelled his body but was quaking 

within; he consoled himself 

with the thought; “Can anyone 
without acute misery aspire 
to perfect happiness?’ 

Like a monkey climbing the ketaki thorn, this monkey king shrank, his 
teeth locked in terror. He whispered to the crocodile, “How much further is 
the islet from here?” The crocodile calmly said, “That islet is close by. But 
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your sister is suffering from monkey disease and the medicine for it, they say, 
is a monkey’s heart. Since it is not easily available, let us nurse your sister 
first. Thereafter let us proceed to the island.” On hearing that, the monkey 
thought; “This villain has made me trust him and brought me here.” But the 
monkey himself being an expert confidence trickster said to the crocodile; 
“O village bumpkin, haven’t you heard the well known saying, ‘the heart of 
a monkey lies on the branch of a tree?’ How is it you have not heard of this? 
As the well known proverb says, ‘The shrub in one’s own backyard is no 
medicine.’ If only you had told me this earlier, I would have brought my heart 
with me. What use are my life and my possessions unless they serve the dire 
need of my sister? It is rightly said that ‘A gift of medicine is best when given 
to the closest kin.’ When my sister has an ailment and I have the remedy for 
it, it is indeed a rare opportunity for me; let me fetch it for her this instant, 
let us return.” 

To which, the crocodile replied thus: “Indeed! It is said that the sight 
of one’s near and dear is itself a medicine. So let us go now and console her.” 

Then the monkey countered, “What sort of wisdom is this? She is clinging 
to life in the fond hope that you will bring her the medicine. When she knows 
that you have returned empty-handed, at that very instant her balance of mind 

will be upset. Then it will be more difficult to bring her back to normalcy. 

Besides, he who firmly follows the precepts of duty {dharma), welfare 
(artha), and desire (kama) should never go empty-handed to a preceptor, king 

or women. Such is the prescribed practice. Even while going to a common 

relative, one should not go with empty-hands. Again, my own heart may not 

suffer for curing her ailment. My companion monkeys, before they go out 
to play, leave their hearts in the tree. I will collect them also. Come, let us 

return.” 

Hearing this, the crocodile raced to the fig tree with the speed of wind. 

The monkey leaped to the top of the tree. Climbing on to the topmost branch, 
he swung into acrobatics, mockingly. The crocodile, seeing this, pleaded: 
“My dear brother-in-law, what wild sport is this while your sister is seriously 

ill? Come without further delay and hand over to her your heart. I will then 

take you to the islet where you can sport with the monkey-damsels as much 

as you like.” 

Then the black-visaged monkey said, 

“When you, dull witted fool, told me 
that a monkey’s heart is medicine, 
my heart, that instant, bolted 

in bewilderment. 
Now, treat my sister’s ailment 

using your own heart 
as medicine.” 
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The water-dweller suspected that his trickery had been laid bare too 
soon; however, he thought, “Let me try again and see if he can be made to 
believe my story,” and said, “Brother-in-law, what if your heart is lost; there 
are other remedies for your sister. My wife and the other monkey-maids are 
anxiously waiting to meet my bosom friend; therefore, let’s go, hurry.” 

On hearing this, the monkey said; 
“That lie of yours 
I trusted, 
and in the event, somehow 
survived the danger to my life. 
I’d have perished 
like the foolish white donkey 
that died 
trusting the words of a wily fox.” 

Thus went away the crocodile, outwitted by the monkey. 

Translated by Shankar Mokashi Punekar 
Renderd into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 



I^ANTINATHA’S SUKUMARACARITAM (11th century) 

The following extract is from Sukumaracantam, a campu work by SantinStha, who is also 

known to have written an inscription found near SikSripur. S^tinatha was a finance officer 

under one Laksmanrpa, who ruled the Banavasi region as a vassal of the Calukya Emperor, 

Bhuvanaikamalla Somesvara-II. 

Sukumaracaritam narrates the story of Sukumarasvamy, an accomplished monk of the 

Jain sect. It is an important work from the point of view of language, style and metrics. 

The context is as follows: Atibala was the king of Valsa country. His priest was 

Somasarma, who had a wife by name Kasyapi. They had two sons Agnibhuti and Vayubhuli. 

The two boys never cared to have any schooling and spent their boyhood in sports. When 

Somasarma died, the king gave his post to these two youths. But, having had no education, 

they could not face Vijayajihva, a challenger in debate. Consequently, they lost their position 

and prestige. 

WHO WILL EVER HONOUR A PERSON OF NO VIRTUE? 

Foremost among the Brahmins, there lived a wise and erudite Brahmin 

called Somasarma. He was endowed with a generous heart and was renowned 

far and wide. 

Wedded to him, supreme 

among the earth-born, was Kasyapi; 

a woman divinely good-looking 

and virtuous, lively and 

graceful with charm and poise, 

and whose soft eyes sparkled 

like the petals of a dark lily. 

The couple lived in great joy. 

To this universally acclaimed 

Somasarma and his angelic wife 

were born two sons, 
Agnibhuti and VSyubhuti 

These boys, right from their childhood, were fickle and impish like 

monkeys, and absorbed villainy like blood-sucking bugs. They were without 
substance like a rainbow, and had no sense of discrimination like a sword. 

They had a scowl on their faces like the winter frost. They always revelled 

in tormenting others, and were unbearably harsh like the pitiless rays of the 
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sun. Dull and lazy, they looked like a silent, frozen sea. They were 

loud-mouthed, and fork-tongued like a venomous snake. They never kept 

their word. Self-indulgent and pleasure-seeking, they were like the idle 

courtiers and hangers-on who surround a king. Never listening to the advice 

of their parents, they pursued evil ways. 

Refusing to learn from their father 

who never spared the rod, 

ignoring the stem chiding 

of their reproving mother, 

and paying no heed 

to the rebuking of their friends, 

they went their wayward ways. 

Who indeed can mend 

such hell-bent perversion? 

What a predicament to be in 

when your wealth is dissipated 

and your own children 

grow recalcitrant? 

Pious Somasarma, 

devoted to his scriptures 

and busy with his priestly rites, 

was rent with agony, 

his body wasting away, 

his mind deeply disturbed 

at the thought of dishonour 

to the family name 

caused by his wayward sons. 

He longed for deliverance 

from mortal life. 

And deliverance came at last. 

His body, grown weak from the ravage 

of sickness. Death struck him 

like a thunderbolt, 
like the king of eagles, Garuda, 

swooping down on a snake. 

Hearing the news that Somasarma was dead, the king mourned his death 

bitterly and reflected: 

“Learned deep in scriptures, 

he was a scholar 
of many lores, conversant 
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with authorized practices. 

He loved to think well of me 

and graced me with blessings. 

Loved and revered by all, 

his erudition was widely known. 
Alas! he is no longer with us.” 

The king further bemoaned his loss thus: 

“He was a benevolent priest, 
a wise counsellor 

and is now dead! 

This kingdom is now bereft 

of honour and acclaim, and 

without him, unfit to rule.” 

Greatly distressed, the king 

sent for the two sons of Somasarma 

Agnibhuti and Vayubhuti 

and quelled the raging flames of 
sorrow in their heart with 

the stream of sincere words. 

He showered them with gifts, 

befittingly appointed them 

to perform their traditional 

tasks and sent them home. 

Returning home in a sober mood, 

they consoled their 

grief-stricken mother. 

Conveying to her the happy news, 

they celebrated the event 

and spent some happy days. 

The king, on one occasion, was seated on his throne in the assembly 

of scholars, when a reputed logician by name Vijayajihva arrived from the 
court of another king. Claiming to be an expert in all branches of knowledge, 
and desiring to display his invincible erudition, he stood at the portals of the 

palace, when the king, after ascertaining his credentials, welcomed him. The 

scholar held the king Atibala and the entire assembly spell-bound with his 

recitation of verses, epigrams and impromptu compositions. 

In intricacies of etymology, 
in minute nuances of grammar and 

in the six schools of logic, 

he was unassailable as a fort; 
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he waxed eloquent with his rhetoric 
and proudly stood in the king’s assembly, 
swelling with pride 

as his audience was entranced. 

Finding that there was none in the assembly who could challenge and 

contest this scholar who had exhibited such a wealth of oratory, and nodding 

his head again and again in amazement, the king sent for the sons of 

Somasarma. They (the messengers) made haste, met Agnibhuti and Vayubhuti 

who was next to him, and explained in detail the accomplishments of 

Vijayajihva. They said: 

“Proceed and defeat him 

who has won with words 

you two victors.” 

At this the two dull-witted fools 
rushed to the court, trembling, 

panting, parched with extreme fear. 

And mounting the platform in the king’s court, 

on the metallic seats 

among the wise and the good, 

they sat in company 

with the wisest of the wise. 

The sovereign Atibala, looking at the despicable and notorious pair, 

vile and dull-witted, 

the wretched evil doers, 

the two sons of Somasarma 

the leaders in vice 

and followers of immoral paths, 

in great agitation ordered: 
“Show you now your skill 

in the lore of logic.” 

They, at this flinched 

as if stung by a venomous snake, 
dazed, lost for words, 

stunned and shivering. 

like someone drowning in water, 
spluttering for breath, their mouths agape, 

perspiration drenching their body 
as if alarmed by a reptile creeping over them, 

they gazed without a blink 
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with petrified eyes of 
a mouse surprised by a cat, 
towards where the victor in words 

Vijayajihva was seated. 

“He who was learned, 
expert in all lores, 
an authority on all practices, 

a well-wisher by nature, and 
famed all over the world, 
a noble personage, 
alas! is no more. 

“Embodiments of infamy, 
ill-mannered, addicted 
to all the seven vices, 
these, unfortunately 
are the sons of that Somasarma.” 

So said the king to 
the assembly and wondered: 

“To expect to find fibre in stone, 
or righteousness 
among the doctrines of vice, 
to find any trace of learning 
in these two men, are all futile indeed.” 

So saying, the king Atibala castigated the two with ridicule, and hanging 
his head in shame, said: 

“My well wisher, a priest, 
foremost among men of character, 
was Somasarma; 
being his sons, they would be, 
I believed, deeply learned 
in all the lores. 
And foolishly, without enquiry, 

I conferred a high honour 
on these wretches and villains. 

“I imagined they would be 
my counsellors in confidence; and 
that they have swum across the ocean of knowledge, 
and were repositories of all virtue. 
But they have 
turned out to be adherents of 
all the seven vices. 
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“I’m obliged to bow my head 

in shame, in full assembly, 

and throw out these two wretches, 

cowardly and wicked rascals.” 

Not condoning the wicked youths 

although bom of his own stock, 

the king dismissed 

them from court in anger. 

Does anyone honour 

a person without character? 

Translated by H. K. Ramachandra Murthy 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 



NAGAVARMA’S CANDRACUDAMANI (11th century) 

These stanzas are from NSgavarma’s Candracudamaniiatakam. They describe the desires and 

anxieties of life in a very graphic way. The poet seems to assert the supremacy of monism 

as a philosophy of life. By the time these verses were composed, the Jaina religion was on 

the decline. 

However much it’s scented, washed 

and ornamented, 

however much it is cleansed inside, 

the human body bares its true nature 
if only one pauses to reconsider. 

Even after realising it 

the mind refuses to abhor it. 

When I think of this 
my mind boils, 

O, moon-crested God! 

Clothing, feeding, nourishing, 

preening my body, 

I have nothing else but to revel in it. 

But I am now tired of this. 

Let my body be as it is. 

Please let my mind be perennially 

occupied with the sacred truth; 

that’s all tliat I crave of you, 

O, moon-crested God! 

A python meets its doom 

thro’ its internal ears. 
An elephant, thro’ its skin and 

a flitting moth, thro’ its sight; 

the ^aphara fish is destroyed 

because of its tongue 

and an intoxicated bee, because of its sense of smell. 

If each one of them is ruined 

because of one single sense, 

what of me, a veritable house 

of all the five senses? 

Keep me away from them, 
O, moon-crested God! 
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My mind is all set to destroy 

the wild elephant, the sensuous world. 

But the snake in the form of my past sins 

has me in its grip to kill me. 

Alas! my mind surrenders gleefully 

to the ravaging fire of lust and 

to the mauling of the tiger of sins. 

O God, kill this my tortured mind 

I beg of you again, 
O, moon-crested God! 

I have seen the alchemists 

that turn quicksilver into gold, 

I have seen the daredevil 

that has dammed the ocean, 

but even by mistake 

I have not seen any one 

who has succeeded in damming 

even half of the ocean called desire. 

If there is only one 

who can contain the ocean of desire, 

it is the supreme yogi, 

he who is in the form 

of indestructible mountain, 

O moon-crested God! 

Even after swallowing all the quarters, 

swallowing the entire earth, 

sucking the oceans dry 
and enveloping the whole space 

that sensuous thirst never gets quenched; 
again and again it grows 

even where there is no room. 

This fire of lust can only be killed 

by the cooling nectar of truth, 
O moon-crested God! 

Despite greying hair, shrunken skin 
and swollen veins in one’s old age, when 

with beauty gone, body emaciated with disease, 

even when one is suffering 

the pangs of poverty, 
alas! one’s desire never abates! 

O! get me an antidote for this dread disease. 
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show me compassion, 

O moon-crested God! 

It’s the axe that smashes 

the tree of eternal truth; 

it’s the thunderbolt 

that destroys the mountain called peace; 
it’s the rogue elephant 

that uproots the lotus of tolerance; 

it’s that sage Agastya 
that sucks dry the ocean of compassion; 

it’s that Rahu that swallows 

the bright moon of spiritual knowledge; 

it is all these, 

this sense of hatred; 

will you not destroy this feeling of intolerance? 

I beseech you again and again, 

O moon-crested God! 

Even if one’s body is cut to pieces 

and all the pieces minced; 

even if they are then burnt in raging fire 

and then dumped into the seas 

and whatever else is done, 

can one ever rid oneself of the outcome of 

one’s own past sins 
unless one suffers in full the consequences? 

O moon-crested God! 

Even in day time a blind man 
for want of sight may fall 

into a pit, but not so one who can see; 

a mad man may wander aimlessly 

but not a man 

with his senses under control. 
9 

An ignorant man is caught 

in the web of action; 

he does not know 
that action is the cause of bondage 
but he who has attained knowledge 
knows that he cannot surrender 

himself to action. 
Whom does action really benefit? 

O moon-crested God! 
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When the serpent of Death 

comes to suck the vital breath of life, 

will one’s father protect? 

Can one’s mother save? 

Will one’s friend oppose and resist? 

Is one’s son able to save? 

You, the imperishable, alone 

are capable of saving those 

fleeing from the distress 

caused by the vile serpent. 

1 seek your refuge, 

O moon-crested God; 

God is the one that eats; 

and the one that makes you eat; 

he is the one that is worshipped; 

the one that does worship; 

he is the one that is near; 

he is the one that is far, 

to be known from what is in the scriptures; 

he is the knower, the one to be known 

and what is to be known, too. 

He is the one that seeks; 

and the one that grants what’s sought. 

I have realised thus that everything is God, 

O moon-crested God! 

Be not jealous that 

some one is well-fed and happy, 

someone is dressed in finery, 

someone is immensely rich; 

be content with the victuals needed for the day, 

and be it yourself or someone else, 

think along similar lines. 

That’s all there is to the core of philosophy, 

O moon-crested God! 

Translated by C. K. Swaminathan 



NAGACANDRA’S MALLINATHAPURANAM (11th century) 

The following episodes have been taken from Nagacandra’s Mallindthapurdnam. 

Nagacandra lived towards the close of the eleventh century a. d., and seems to have 

been honoured by the kings of Hoysala and Calukya dynasties. It is said that he even built 

a temple for Mallijina tirthankara at Bijapur and wrote a work on him. He wrote two works, 

Malhndthapurdnam and Rdmacandracaritapurdnam. In the former, he narrates the story of 

Mallinatha, the nineteenth tirthankara in the tradition of Jainapuranas, for which Pampa had 

blazed the trail in his Adipurana. The story of this purdnam, spreading over fourteen cantos, 

is about a king called Vaisravana, who at the zenith of a life of pleasures sees a banyan tree 

crash, struck by lightning. It shocks him into a realization of the vanity of life and he retires 

to the forest for penance. In his next birth he is bom as Mallinatha, renounces the world at 

an early age and attains the stature of a tirthankara by the power of penance. 

PINING FOR A CHILD 

This section from Mallindthapurdnam describes the feelings of queen Dhanasri when she sees 

a mother-swan playing with its baby in the lotus pond. 

Like the disc of 
the full moon 

encircled by a halo, 
the lotus pond studded 
with various gems 
was a feast for the eyes 
in winter. 

Like the gentle smile 

of a lotus nymph, 

or the white parasol that Nature 
unfurls over the deity of riches, 

or a cluster of foam 
whipped up by the icy winds, 
there emerges 
from the pond 
a mother swan 
with her little offspring. 
She moves apace a little 
and then stops by 
to look back at the cygnet 

till the little one catches up with her. 
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Gently advancing, and tarrying 

a lithe, she keeps 

a watchful eye 

over her little one. 

All this, 

the eager eyes of the queen 

Dhanasii watched 

from the palace. 

So advancing, the swans approached the bank of the clear-watered pond, 

and rested on the emerald stone-bed under the shade of the tamala tree. And 

the cygnets moved about in all directions, the eye of the mother-bird keeping 

track of the movements of the infant. The little one got scared by the sound 

of leaves as the cool breeze blew in. The mother-bird, thereon, took the little 

one under its wings, and picked off with her beak the short feathers around 
the neck and shoulders of the infant. She broke open the shell of lotus seeds 

with her beak, and began to feed them into the mouth of the cygnet. She drew 

the juice from the tender stalk of the lotus, and transferred it into the beak 
of the little one. She rested her neck tenderly against that of the young one 

and fondled it. With a plume which hung loose, and so serving as a ladder, 

she helped the little one climb up to her shoulder. Thus she got drowned in 

a flood of love. 

The chief queen, Dhanasri, witnessed this scene without batting her 

eyelids, without even moving her pupils, and was lost in distant thought. 

Later, as she came to herself, she called out her attendants and showed 

them the mutual love of birds. And, quite seriously, she began to yearn for 

a child: 

“What if these swans are undisceming, 
the mother-swan exults 

in the bond of filial love! 
But we humans, 

when denied of the joy 

of feasting 
on the moonlike visage 

of children, 
sink in 
limitless dejection. 
Though I’m loved by my king, 
recipient, under oath, 
of his constant love, 

what price this life 
that’s devoid of filial love?” 
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Thus mused the troubled queen. 
Is there a woman who pines not 
for a child? 

“A child is joy 
to the king, 
to his retinue, his well-wishers, 
a celebration to the kin and 
prosperity to the clan, 

a cause of concern to the co-wives, 
of grief to the arrant foes, 
a fruit desired by the entire world. 

Without progeny, of what avail is this, 
all this pomp and glitter? 
A night sky devoid of moon, 
a land that bears no seedling, 
an oyster that carries no pearl, 
and womb that bears no child— 
all, all are worthless indeed! 

When, O, when will that moment come, 

when the king, wrapt in joy at the sight 
of his child, will give away villages 
in charity to the wise men, 
priceless gifts of gems and raiments 
to his well-wishers, 
shower alms on the hosts of supplicants? 

When will that moment come 

for me to dress up the child 

in yellow silks, put him 

on my lap, the auspicious mark 

on his forehead, lay him down 

by the lamp and gaze at him till 
my eyes "get tired, my breasts ooze milk? 

Bright and fair like a hand-mirror 

is the child that adorns the arms holding him. 

Can there be any difference 

between the hands of a woman 

who holds the child and doesn’t 

get thrilled, hair standing on end, 

and the hands of a demon? 

Blessed indeed is the life 

of a mother who could watch 
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her child toddle with gentle lotus-steps 

')n a floor inlaid with sapphires. 

And sweeter far is the jingling 

of the golden anklets of the son, 
toddling, 

than even the nectarine sounds of a lute 
or a flute. 

Lucky indeed are the black pupils 
of a mother, like a pair of bees, 

gazing at the blossom of her child’s face, 
smeared with dust. 

It’s the desire of one’s eyes 

to behold one’s own son; 
and a misfortune 
not to do so,” 

said the quec., 

while her cheeks were 

drenched with tears. 

Translated by Pradhana Gurudatta 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 

THE KING LOOKS AT A PORTRAIT 

This section is also from Nagacandra’s Mallinathapur3^am. It forms a part of the fifth chapter 

of the work which describes the spring season. The king is engrossed in listening to the sweet 

music when he is visited by a painter who has brought with him an exquisite portrait. The 

elaborate description of the details of the portrait bears ample testimony to the poet's 

knowledge of painting as an art form. Such detailed discussion of the art of painting is rare 

in ancient Kannada literature. That is what makes this piece distinctive. 

Early one morning at the start of the new harvest season, the king was 

holding court with his ministers, close, companions and scholars, listening 
raptly to the sweet and auspicious music. 

To the art gallery, then, where 
the king was seated 

strode a rare painter in early youth, 
trailed by a maiden 

bearing a painted canvas; 
she, draped in a saree 

of the colour of cloud 

and with the shine of her nails 
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getting a second sheen from 

the ihgulika polish, 

held the attention 

of the whole assembly. 

Entering the hall along with the doorkeeper, he bowed to the king with 

respect and humility. Then taking the portrait that the girl held and lifting 

the veil over it, unfurling tne banner of the god of love as it were, he placed 

the portrait at the lotus feet of the king. He felt certain that it would not be 

difficult for him to gain the admiration of the king who. was indeed a ‘Brahma’ 

among the connoisseurs of the fine arts. 

Feeling as if a streak of perfect bliss had emanated from the radiance 

of his toe nails, the king, eager to look at it closer, took it onto his lap. 

Captivated by the overall beauty of the picture, his eyes could discern in it 

a pleasing harmony of shades—the hue of the tender shoots of mango leaves, 

the scarlet red of aioka sprouts, the golden yellow of karnikara flowers, the 

white of the surahome and tilaka, the dark green of fragrant davana and of 

the dense tamdla groves, the soft green of the maruga and majendavale 

leaves, indeed the diverse hues of a variety of trees, shrubs, and creepers. 

Copper-beaked parrots came, 

attracted by the red sprouts in the painting 

to peck at the tender mangoes; 

the swans slashed at the 

lotus stalks, biting them into 

small bits to feed their young! 

So vivid was the painting that 

the king was lost in admiration 

for the way the painter had rendered it. 

The king mused: 

These are the wavelets reaching 

the shore, blown by the cool winds; 

these are the cakravdka birds. 

These bubbles and foams seem 

to be the result of the churning 

of waters by the legs of 

rajahamsa birds; 

these are the golden lotus birds, 

and these are about to blossom forth! 

Can e’en the world’s creator 

paint like this! 
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The buds are about to open 
and the female bees, sucking honey 

from them, are sporting; 

the sprouting shoots unfurl, 
and the koels are lost in songs. 

Eyes are held by the medley of colours 

of sprouts, leaves 

bowers and creepers. 

Pray, tell me, 

could anyone paint like this? 

Eyes wide, pupils dark and 

around them a narrow shade of white, 

and the beak of camphor hue; 

How charming it looks! 
the brightness of its body, 

legs of golden shade 

with scarlet claws. 
Who can depict a royal swan 

with such grace and charm? 

Eyes red like ingulika, 
touched by collyrium, shining bright 

its body covered with feathers 

dark and fluffy, 
the koel is plump and nice. 

It has a tender sprout 
clutched in its claws 

and a flowering mango shoot 

held in its beak; 

and another koel 

with outstretched wings 

wants to peck at it too. 

Sitting on the freshly blossomed flower, 
the bee, sucking honey without pause, 
is submerged in it up to the breast, 

its wings stretched out. 

And the king marvelled at the painter’s skill in depicting such variety. 

The direct glance of the parrot, 
the koel’s glance askew, 

the side glance of the cygnet, 

the hialf-open eyes of the cakravSka pair, 
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the sideward glance of peacocks— 

how charmingly depicted are these five species 

like the five arrows of the lovegod’s bow? 

And so the king was gazing at it fondly! 

“How wonderful! How the lines and colours match! 

How the artist’s emotions are reflected 

in the diverse depiction of trees and creepers! 

How graceful looks the folded leaf! 

Well done! How divine has become 

even the art of the mundane!’’ 

The king musing thus was deeply moved. 

“Is this not beyond 

the competence of even Visvakarma, 

the divine architect? Tell me, 

who indeed can draw such a portrait?’’ 

Exclaiming thus, 

the king cast a benevolent glance, 

and with a mere raise of his eyebrows, 

granted the painter 

a hundred thousand pieces of gold. 

Thus honouring the artist, he passed on the painting to those present in 

the assembly who were eagerly waiting to look at it, and who received it as 

a mark of grace. They praised each nuance of the artist’s skill. 

The courtiers as they gazed 

at the portrait forgot to blink, 

their hair stood on end. 

There were tears of joy and 

ecstasy; they snapped 

their fingers and nodded 

their heads in great admiration. 

Translated by Pradhana Gurudatta 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 



NAGACANDRA’S PAMPA RAMAYANA (11th century) 

The following passage is from Nagacandrais Ramacandracaritapuranam, popularly 

known as Pampa RamSyana. It is from the tenth canto which describes the ten-faced Ravana 

and deals with his conquest in battle. It portrays him in the light of his dignity of character, 

an episode not found in the original Ramayana, but introduced by the author working in the 

Jaina tradition. 

Havana’s troops have dug in for the battle at Durlanghyapura. Uparambha, the wife of 

Havana’s enemy Nalakubara, infatuated with Havana, comes to him seeking his love. Havana 

learns from her the secret art of breaching the otherwise impregnable fortress of Nalakubara 

and defeats him in the battle. After triumphing in the war, Havana addresses Uparambha by 

saying that since she happens to be his guru from whom he learned the secret art, he can only 

revere her. He advises her to preserve her chastity and the fame of her dynasty. 

PRESERVING ONE’S CHARACTER 

- Having secured the quiver, 

the arrows and the bow 

of the king of gods, 

Nalakubara, the invincible guardian 

of one of the quarters, 
his arms like iron bars, 

ruled with might 

at Durlanghyapura. 

Having come to know of Ravana’s intended attack through one of his 

messengers, Indra fortified his defence and, proud of his strength, felt 

confident that if Ravana attacked he would meet with defeat. Here, on the 

other hand, Nalakubara had installed ghoulish machines that would devour 

men several miles away; giant-sized reptile missives which hissed incessantly 
and chased and burned enemies even when they were far off; ferocious hearts 
that would harry and hurt any attackers. In fact, with this diamond-like 

fortification, he had justified the name Durlaiighyapura for his capital and 
remained undaunted. 

Unable to guess the secret of his strength, 
Ravana asked the valiant Prahasta 
to find this out; which he did 
and described in detail 
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all about it 

to the ten-headed Ravana. 

Reporting it, Prahasta suggested to Ravana that some means must be 
found to protect his attacking army from the hazards of the defending 
machines, and Ravana pondered how best he could take over the fort. 

Meanwhile, 
Nalakubara’s spouse Vilasavati 

spoke to her confidante 
of her age-old infatuation 
for Ravana. 

After confiding her true feelings to Citramala, the queen of the 
vidyadharas sent her to Ravana. 

On a night, veiled by a dark, blue screen, 
the capricious-eyed Citramala 

coursing through a celestial route 

came over to Ravana’s palace 
with the sporting dalliance of Goddess Victory. 

Entering the palace and approaching Ravana she said: 

“Uparambha is our queen 
and, if compared, excels even Rambha 
whose beauty is beyond all metaphors. 

She of full breasts 
has sent me to you 

“Since long 
she is enamoured of you; 
craving for you all the time 
with the flown shafts of the love-god 

piercing her, 
she is beside herself. 

“How do I describe her? 

She is the very goddess of love-making. 

She is a paragon of beauty. 

As for competence 
she is the goddess of learning. 

If she were to be your bride 
could there be anything unfulfilled?” 

On hearing this, RSvana, convinced in his mind that this sinful thought 
would be a blot on his character, sent for Vibhisaiia and consulted him in 

private. He advised him to send for her, beguile her into a course of action 
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and learn from her the secret counter-measures to destroy the fort. RSvana 
then told the messenger cleverly and ambiguously, “I accept your word. 

Bring her here.” Instantly she went to her and brought her to Ravana. 

Ravana feigning love for Uparambha said: “Arrange our meeting at 
Durlahghyapura.” Accepting this, she confided in turn the counter-art of 
destroying the fort. 

Counter measures she betrayed 

with no thought of the blot to her clan 

or of the danger to her spouse, 
the wicked woman she was! 
It is no wonder that 

sensual frenzy 
warps one’s mind. 

Having learnt the counter art of 
destroying the charmed fort, 

Ravana sent her back. The next day, 

he demolished the fort and 

attacked Durlahghayapura 
without minding the sudden calamity or surprise. 

Nalakubara came out of the fort and fought fiercely 
when Vibhisana caught him 
like a lion overpowering an elephant in rut. 

At that time, 

by virtue of the merit of his previous deeds 

was bom in his armoury, 

a divine discus, 
a discus that spelt 
annihilation of all the hostile kings 

on the day of doom. 

Thus was bom the Sudarsana discus which Rivana worshipped with 

pomp and splendour. He then sent for Vilasavati and advised her in 
confidence: 

“You were bom to Kusadhwaja 

and Madhukanta of impeccable dynastic fame. 
Respect the tradition of your great 

lineage and preserve your pure 
character. Moreover, by virtue 
of your imparting to me this knowledge 

you have become my guru. With no 
other thought enjoy life with 
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Nalkubara.” Thus, he made her 
understand the evil consequences 
of such a move. 

Having sent for Nalakubara 

at that moment 

the ten-headed Ravana 

greeted him as he would greet 

his own first-bom heir, 
dispelled his fear 
and made him his vassal. 

Translated by Pradhana Gurudatta 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 

WHAT WON’T THEY DO WHO FEAR NO VICE OR INFAMY? 

This excerpt is also from Nagacandra’s Raniacandracaritapuranam the story of R^ma written 

in the Jama tradition. The episode concerns the abduction of Sita by Ravana when Rama and 

Slta both lived in the forest. 

When Laksmana unwittingly cut off the head of ^ambuka who was in penance, his 

mother Candranaki, the sister of Ravana, having witnessed the scene went to Ravana and 

wailed before him; after pacifying his sister Ravana climbed into his floral chariot and came 

to Dandkaranya in order to punish Laksmana. At that time Laksmana was not in the cottage 

but Rama and SM were there. Ravana, struck by the beauty of Slta, was so infatuated that 

he planned through deception to separate Rama from Sita and then abduct her to Lanka. This 

is the context of the present episode. STta’s tragic lamentation and Rama’s anguish are some 

of the striking features of this episode. Once, on the cool sands of a river, the ten-headed 

Ravana had glimpsed, beside Rama, Slta who flashed like a fork of lightning followed soon 

by a thunderbolt 

Sita’s allure was such 

it was a snare 
to the eyes, 
a diamond fetter 

to the heart, and 

when she came 

within Ravana’s eye range, 

his mind quivered 

like a droplet of water 

on a lotus leaf. 

While Sita’s moving eyes 

flashed lustre, 

the mind of the demon king 
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got perturbed to the core 

like a pond stirred 

by the moving fish. 

“Neither wreath of radiant rays, 

nor a stream of nectar juice, 

nor a crescent moon, 

a waving camphor flame 

could be as pleasing to the eyes 

as her beauty, which rose 

when the love-god churned 

the ocean of love!” 

So saying, Ravana gazed and 

kept gazing at her, till his eyes got tired. 

“When several vidyadhara women, 

the celestial ones, and the best 

of humans had, on their own, 

fallen for me, I was not moved. 

What’s happened to me now?” 

Thus rebuking himself, he wondered, 

“Whether he, the god of love, who envied 

my looks, will now strike me 

with his arrows.” 

As if accepting the challenge, the god 

of love struck at Ravana 

When the flower-shafts of the love-god 

struck deep into his heart, 

lost were his fame, 

his purity of thought, wealth 

and the stability of his mind. 

As a spark turns to cinder, 

so do men to disgrace 

when carried away by force of lust. 

It was amazing, indeed, 

that Ravana had abandoned 

tradition, name and fame 

of his lineage; his competence 

to punish the wicked and protect 
the good; being subject to time, 

he had desired another man’s wife! 
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But then, do not even the oceans 
breach their shores under 
the impact of inexorable time? 

Foolish Ravana! 

like and idiot stretching his hand 
to grab a glowing gem 
off the hood of a cobra, 

whose veiy look emits venom, 
he lusted in his mind 
for Sita, the bride of the Prince of the Raghus. 

Tom in conflict between 
the great sin of desiring another’s wife 

and the cowardly fear of abducting Sita 

thro’ deceit, and not confronting Rama in the battle, 
Ravana summoned Avalokini Vidya, 
the deity of magical charms, to his aid. 
Doesn’t this collapse of his moral character 
forebode his doom? 

The deity, on call, appeared soon and sought orders. When Ravana 
queried who this man was beside Sita, the deity replied: “These two, Rama 
and Laksmana, are the sons of King Dasaratha bom into the lineage of 

Iksvaku and the heir to the throne of Ayodhya; they also happen to be the 
Baladeva and Vasudeva of this aeon and have acquired without much effort 
the best of bows named Vajravarta and Sagaravarta which were in the custody 
of the celestial gods; they are very powerful indeed. This lady is the daughter 
of Janaka, the great king of Mithila, of the well-known lineage of Harivamia, 
and is the younger sister of Prabhamandala, the renowned and powerful king 
of Cakravalapura. Her name is Sitadevi.’’ Ravana asked abmptly: “Tell me 
a plan by which Sita could be separated from him.’’ The goddess, taken aback, 

said: 

“Ponder, enmity with even 

the ordinary is not proper. 

Then, is it proper to seek, 

without cause, enmity with those 

who are powerful men 
and bom with a mission. 

“To protect is your duty 

and to punish those that 
transgress the law of dharma 

Should you stoop so low 
in this matter. 
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you would but justify the adage, 
‘the hedge eats the crops.’ 

“Yours is the duty 
to control those who transgress; 
if you yourself transgress 

O Ravana, who can control you? 
Were the ocean to boil, 
where can you find cold water 
to quell its heat? 

“When with a force, 

fourteen thousand strong. 

Chieftains Khara and Dusana 
opposed them with might, 
Laksmana alone fought them off, 

while Rama stayed happily with Sita 
not doubting his brother’s prowess. 
It’s unwise to have enmity 
with people such as these.” 

But with his ears assailed 
by the din of drumbeat 
of the love-god’s prowess, 

Ravana’s heart was closed 
to the noble words. 

Can advice of others 
thwart the will of fate? 

Ravana said; 
“When I ask you for something 

why do you blurt out 
something else? 
Do what I say. 
Why do you speak ill of me? 
Fool, can humans ever 
stand up to the Lord of Lanka?” 

On hearing this, 

the deity was annoyed. 
“By carrying off the daughter 
of Janaka, he’s destined 
to be killed by Da^aratha’s sons. 
It is not in his hands. 
Is it not the fate of mortals 

to be governed by their past deeds?” 
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She told Ravana: 
“Laksmana has left Rama 
saying, if he failed to win 

against the forces, he would roar 
like a lion for Rama to come to his rescue.” 

Ravana replied: “Go then to the battlefield and imitate the roar of a lion, 
using your magic spell.” And the deity went and did likewise. 

Hearing the roar, Rama thought: 

“My brother is invincible in battle, 
but overpowerd perhaps, he has given 
the lion’s roar; 

war is unpredictable.” 
Even Rama of Raghu’s lineage 
got bemused, and was misled. 

Then what to speak of the rest! 
Doesn’t the fruition of 
previous deeds bring in delusion? 

Making Jatayu the guardian and 

asking Sita to stay back, 
Rama, with mace and bow, 

left to put down the enemy’s strength, 
his anger could never be in vain. 

Meanwhile, as if enacting his downfall for 
desiring another’s wife, 
Ravana ui ethereal fonn 
swooped down from the sky 

to where Sita was. 
What won’t they do, 
who fear no vice or infamy? 

As an accused on trial holds a red hot iron rod 
or as a child seeks to grasp a venomous snake, 
he grabbed, Sita—indiscreet and dare devil that Ravana was— 
And brought her to his aerial chariot 

Ravana obsessed with desire 

abducted Janaka’s daughter 
with her beautiful moon-like face. 
His reputation in all the fourteen worlds dimmed 

like the moon, eclipsed by Rahu. 

Witnessing this, Jatayu with his angry eyes emitting sparks of fire lashed 

at him menacingly. 
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“The lord left asking me to guard her, 

his spouse whom this wretch is abducting. 

Confront him I must, 

and cut him into a hundred bits with my beak,” said he, 

flying over Ravana 

With piercing claws and 

sharp beaks, 

Jatayu attacked him, 

Indra’s foe, who was anxious to return to Lanka. 

He smiled at the approaching bird 

and slashed at it with his sword. 

With both his wings sundered, 

Jatayu dropped from the sky, 

like a mountain hit by Indra’s thunderbolt. 

Her mind confused, 

disheartened, 

tears streaming from her eyes, 

her throat choked, 

attempting words of despair, 

Sita wept. 

Her wails echoing in space, 

it looked as if 

her guardian angels too 

wept with her. 

Shocked to find Ravana close, 

Sita’s grief and scare soared, 

mounted, but the images in the chariot 

wrought in gold and studded with gems 

seemed to sympathise with her; 

they too wept when she wept, 

perspired when she broke into a sweat, 

perhaps they indicated what was to come, 

the burning of Lanka, 

Ravana’s downfall, 

and his consequent infamy. 

Like a shuddering peacock, when trapped, 

Sita closed her eyes, 

intent on looking in at Rama 

lodged in her heart; 

she shut off the outside world. 
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She fainted, but came to 

when the cool breeze blew. 

“This cruel wretch, this deceiver, 

this thoughtless villain 

is taking me away. 

Oh Rama, Oh Rama, 
who will save me?” 

so wailed Sita in grief. 

Such a wailing Sita, Ravana carried off, breaking his sacred oath of 

not coveting another’s wife which he had taken at the holy feet of revered 

kevalin. 

Translated by Pradhana Gurudatta 

Rendered into verse by C. K. Swaminathan 

HAVANA’S CHANGE OF HEART 

The following is the third episode from the fourteenth canto of Nagacandra’s 

Ramacandracaritapuranam. This episode deals with the final phase of the battle between 

Rama and Ravana when the latter realizes Sita’s firm ethical stance in not responding to his 

love. Witnessing the condition of Sita, as she faints at the thought of disaster overtaking Rama 

and Laksmana in the battle, Havana’s mind undergoes a change and he feels for the first time 

a sense of repentance for what he has done. 

Unwavering like the polestar, Ravana brought his mind under control and practised his 

divine art through mantra. 

Out-roaring 
the roar of thunder, 

and flashing forth 
like the tongue of Death, 
there bodied forth before him 

the goddess of his divine art, 
asking him, 
“Command me. 
I’ll carry out your conunands”. 

Approaching him, the goddess said; “I’ll spare no one but Laksmana, 
wielder of the discus, and-RSma, who has donned his body for the last time 
on earth.” RSvana then wondered if that really helped, if the death of others 
really mattered. So thinking, he prostrated himself before the goddess, went 
round the temple of Santijina thrice, and returned to his palace. It was 
then that Ahgada and others scurried out of his harem and entered their 

camp. 
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Here, in the palace, 
having come to know 
the leaping riotous apes 
had pulled at and harassed 
his women, Ravana roeu'ed 
like a ferocious lion 
attacking its prey. 
When the ten-headed man 
intent on smashing the enemies 
took a look at the pallid face 
of Mandodari, his dear wife, 
his eyes flashed as if a swarm 
of bees had sprouted red wings. 

Then he surveyed the entire harem along with his wife and consoled 
them all, saying, “By a mere flick of my eyebrow, I will have Angada and 
others who insulted you, captured and brought before you to suffer in many 
ways.” He had the grand worship performed in the temple of ^antijina. 
Returning home after observing the religious rites, he partook of a delicious 
least. Thereafter, he tested his prowess of assuming myriad forms, and was 
quite pleased with his dexterity, 

“Is there anyone in all the three worlds 
who is my peer or my superior? 
Can anyone challenge me on the battlefield?” 
So saying, he eyed his brawny shoulders. 
Aroused by an intense desire 
to take a look at the lotus face of Sita, 
the chief of demons advanced 
toward the pleasure garden, 
like the love-god without his shafts. 

Seeing Ravana arrive all of a sudden in the park, the demon women 
waiting on Sita drew her attention to him. 

Ravana’s looks for Sita 
proved as trifling 
as a piece of straw. 
Is there anyone among the blessed 
wives who could compare 
with this noble woman 
in her devotion to her man? 
“Oh! what bad news am I to hear now 
of the scion of the Raghu clan or 
of Laksmana?” 

Fearing thus, the lady with the lotus-face 
was badly shaken at the sight of the demon king. 
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The ten-headed one came near the trembling Sita and declared: “I 
have mastered the art of assuming myriad forms. Now there is nothing 
impossible for me to achieve. Forget your beloved Rama, and become mine 
and enjoy all the imperial pleasures.” Hearing all this, Slta’s mind became 
agitated. 

“O Ravana, if you’ll grant me 
a favour, then don’t take away 
the life of Rama on the battlefield." 
So saying, she swooned 
as her body slumped to the ground. 

Seeing Sita fall in a faint, 
compassion stirred in him, 
and he censured himself 
for what he did, and 
at that moment 
were cast away 
all the .>iins of his previous births. 
Like the turbid water 
clearing itself, 
the enlightened Ravana 
developed a disinterest for Sita. 
Can obsessive love ever 
originate in a noble mind? 
Didn’t the sun give up 
his infatuation for Sandhya, 
the twilight nymph? 

Would not a noble man, 
on realization, 
cast aside what’s evil 
in practice? 

Thus the kind feeling which appeared in his mind for Sita cleansed away 
his lustful desire for her. He resumed his original nature and spoke to the aides 

in his council thus: 

“To preserve her true nature, 
she didn’t in the least budge 
to my entreaties. 
She didn’t aspire 
for royal attire, ornament 
or perfume. 
And trivial as a blade 
of dried grass was to her 
all the grandeur of sovereignty. 
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Can I desire such a chaste wife 
to be my lover? 
Will I ever wish infamy 
from such a sin?” 

“For no reason, have I parted 
these two lifelong lovers; 
rather, the reason is 
my own past karma, 
my lustful desire, and I, 
an indiscreet wretch, 
have stained the honour of my lineage. 

“Parting her from Rama, 
I caused untold misery to the noble lady; 
all because of my blind infatuation. 
And now my ignominy 
has spread to all the quarters 
as if proclaimed by drumbeats. 

“WTien Vibhisana, my devoted 
younger brother, gave n ^ 
wise counsel, unheeding, 
I bristled, shouted at him 
and drove him out 
on charges of insubordination. 

“Overcome with vice, 
who will bother about 
his weal or woe? 
Drunk with the liquor of lust, 
who will think of what brings 
infamy or defeat, 
the psychic ruin, the illeffects 
of further births, the despair 
of well-wishers or the ceiisure 
of others?” So blurted Ravana, 
beside himself with passion. 

He then said to himself: 
“But should I now surrender her 
to Rama, in vain will be 
my valour, power, 
prowess, and my heroism. 

“Were this not to happen, 
then I must in battle 
de-chariot Rama and Lak^mana 
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bring them captive 
and gift them to Sita, 
to the choric praise of both the armies.” 

Deciding thus he came to his residence. Giving vent to his rage over 
the ill-mannered acts of Angada, Sugriva, Hanuman and others, he shouted, 
vowing to kill all the others, except Rama. 

And at that time, 

terrifying omens occurred; 
a halo spread around the sun, 
a rainbow was seen in the middle of night; 
mountain peaks burst asunder; 
the earth groaned, 
tuskers became tame 

while their cows were in rut. 
Household deities in groups 

mourned; the skies looked perturbed, 

comets loomed, and meteors 
fell during the day. 

The earth quaked, 
the jackals howled, and 
weapons splintered in the armoury. 
The sun and the moon strayed off their course 
and the gem-encrusted domes collapsed. 
Wimessing all these signs, 

the astrologers conferred 
among themselves that the next day’s 

battle augured doom to Ravana. 

So they declared to the king of the demons who, seated on the throne 
at the centre of the court hall, came to know that his sons and brothers had 
been taken prisoners. Enraged at this, and bound for the battlefield, he entered 
the armoury. Mandodari, seeing this, beseeched the ministers to prevail on 
their lord not to wage war. The ministers said: “We have tried to persuade 
him in several ways, but he pays no heed. Maybe the queen could make him 
agree somehow.” Then, Mandodari came over to Ravana and fell at his feet, 

and said: 

“I shall restore to the beloved son 
of the Raghu-clan this daughter 

of Janaka 
and bring your brothers and sons. 
Your penchant for war 

will only get your kin 
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and offspring killed. 

So, be done with this war.” 

But Ravana, mad with rage, shouted back: 

“Get lost from here!” 

Despite this admonition, she persisted: 

“Aren’t you aware that 

Asanivega, the invincible in war, 

got killed because he lusted 

for another’s wife? 

Give up this unrighteous insistence 

“Moreover, those your foes are demigods in their eighth incarnation. 

Hence, give up thoughts of wars, make peace with them, and enjoy the 

pleasures of the celestial realm”. 

On hearing Mandodari, Ravana replied; “You should know they are not 

my equals in war. Have no fear.” So saying, he ordered the war drums to 

be sounded. 

Alas! tho’ advised against war 

by well-wishers 

Ravana did senselessly 

refuse to listen. 

The sound of drums 

spreading far and wide 

seemed to accentuate the lament 

his clan-deities had set up 

to tell him that this was the last chance 

for him to ascend the throne. 

Just as darkness holds 

captive of the stars, 

the dark effulgence of his body 

submerged the rays of his ruby necklace. 

As the fire of his anger burned his body, 

Ravana, his eyes blazing red, 

rose from his throne, 

and with him rose, in great anxiety 

the entire demon world. 

Translated by Pradhana Gurudatta 

Rendered into verse by C. KT Swaminathan 
















